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'-;OIL-STRUCTURE INTE.RACTION CONSIDERATIONS

LN VOUL4i{ ABILITY ANALYSIS 0, S'PhIJ{CTIRES

by b. Goschy (HIungiary)

Of primary concern in erathquake-entineeriig practice is
to predict the vulnerability of building structures erected
in seismic prone areas. It is intended here, to emphasize
the role and importance of actual soil-structure inter-
system connectivity in vulnerability analyses, further to
harmonize daturitgt, evaluation processes with the limit state
design philosophy.
The influence of soils of foundation over the seismic

(O~jtI ,e f .ii Iior l l : i :;.y.-Lvm w:i,; Toiil(I Lo b l, conitloered
in o:nr'thqti:ke, re, sistnnt dosifgn in two ways as follows:

- by th( seismic qunlity of soils i(eortifiod ns soil
profri s,,, zI(

- by Lhu elastic or plustic support condisitons of a
rivon structure.

The alm oC this work is to give quantitative guide-lines
to damage pt'obubility assessments in correlation with the
limit sLate dusign strategy.

1. State of the Art

Design annid ot;ai.ling of basements (foundations) subjected
to combin(d compression and bending is at present based
qit two assumptions as far as the failure condition is con-
s ide red.

Tiese '1-o .(,igruro 1.)
- the foilure condition for lineai'-elastic soils

described by

N + M

u 4 u

- the failure condition for nonlinear plastic soils
desr i .I',od by

IN(l n 0 (1.2)
N N M

W h u u

N i.o t.li ultimate axial force in pure compression,
l{ 111

IIl } I , 1k' (J it I t mriLv ri,miUirlt in pi r'L,  b nld.in,: of the
,ollt-.-Ict o t'':t of l. taIsvmelit.
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Considrin-, that the elastically or plastically supported
structure under earthquake actions suffers displacements
of first and second order, structur;il failure may occur in
two different ways:

- mteT'ial f:.,iuro in case of stiff structures and/or
basements, jnd

- stability failure in case of sleader structures and/or
basements. (Figure 1.)

If it is iitended to determine the capacity of the base-
ment in t,,ns of se'siic coefficients (C) or accelerations
(a = 9,81C-lo C) in limit state situations, one start
with the equilibrium condition expressed with the equality

ME = MB (0.3)

where:
ME is the external moment at base due to seismic

act ions,
MiB is the ultimate moment of the contact are being

in combined bending and compression such as
derived from Eqs (1.1) and (1.2)

MB = (1 - N/N ) Mu (1.1/a)

in elastic range, and

MB = (IU, - N-) M u  (1.2/b)
u u

in plastic range.

The moment at base produced by seismic actions, consider-
.flI io,.ci nonlinearity can be written in the form of:

ME = k(T)C N1(1.4)E IN/N c. 1

with
k(T) n/T is the site dependent dynuanic magnicifa-

tion factor,
T is the natural period of the soil-structure

dual system,
n i.s the site factor, depending upon the

soil pi'ofile,
N Lz thou critical (bucklingr) load of the'loxibly supported crntilever structure.
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The riatura] period can be expressed as
T = T 1 + T2/Te (1.5)

where the period of the elastic structure and of the base-
merit can be obtained from the circular frequencies

S2 0 KE 2

NHF NH2

.On the other hand, the critical load can be deduced from
N

N cs N (1.6)c 1.+Ncs/Nc1

cs Ci

with 2,47 KE adkfowihN and --- N =

cs H2  a N H

KE the bending stiffness of the super-
structure, B3L/12

kCfo IF  = C fI

P'iisico--Wo(:,.lr ic:: property cf the sl undor investigation
i.s deso:vibod by its votation,] subgrade, obtained from

CE2, (kI/m) (1.7)C ]O=2,2 s -5(N/

where:

E. is the modulus of elasticity of the soil,

AF - BL is the contact area,

f is tie experimental constant rangeing between

0,50 _ f _Eo,45.

introducing these values in Eq (1.3),after some rearrgnge-
ment the capacity function in terms of seismic coefficient
yields [4] : N N Nu N N] 1

) - c r )+ -(- - (1.8)

undor elastic condiLions, mind
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N N N(N 2 7 B(C = L-("+ .)(1-). + N 0 L(N)J "- •*(q" (

under plastic conditions.

By representing the graph of functions (1.8) and (1.9),
as shown in Fitgure 5, one clin observe the upper bounds of
the capacity of the basement, associated with elnstie and
plastic presumtions over the soil behaviour.

With these premises in mind it is obvious to extend soil-
structure interaction analysis over the most appropriaLe
soil model characterized by material nonlinearity.

2. Nonlinear soil behaviour

Soils in most of cases have visco-elastic properties simu-
lated in this work by a nonlinear. continuous skeleton
curve (Figure 4.) following the M-4! interrelationship
given as

2.4 - ((2.1)U frU T
where 'f/-f is the rotational ratio of the foundation to

wu tLe ultimate.

The equilibrium condition (Eq 1.1) than provides the capa-
cit, function written as

c U (1-7-) (2.2)
fu U. U LJ

Perturbance sensitivity of the selected model (Figure 2)
can be analysed with the help of deterministic or random
variables such as:

0- 1 /f u - 1,

where4)1 marks the strength and stiffness oegradation
process during seismic actions, further

a = N/Nu; b = Nu/N C 1 andL= H/B_ 1 stand; forsquat (rigid)
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whereas b = Nu/N c 4- 1 and 4 = H/B > I for slender structural
systems.

Perturbnnce analysis carried out on the one mass model shows
that the nonlinear soil behavio'r may produce instability
situations of the imperfect system prior ultimate capacity
is reached 8Figure 5), in other words the stability failure
anticipates the material failure. In this case the capacity
diagram can be broken up into two branches, a stable and an
unstable branche. The point of divergency or the peack value
of capacity function is obtainable by partial derivations
with respect to independent variables.

3. Rating of limit states

Present Codes prescribe the limit state strategy by estab-
lishing three limit states (IS.; i 1 1, 2, 3) such as:

- searceability (SLS-% LS i=)

- failure (ultimate) (FLS = LSi=2 )

- collapse (CLS = L~i=3)
limit states.

In possession of capacity diagrams (e.g Figure 5) one can
proceed with partitioning of ordinates 1/f. into three
ranges, limited by values representing limit state situa-
tions.

The exploitation tendency of the structure in accordance
with defined goals, calles for acceptability criteria
quantified as reliability criteria extended over limit
situations, - limit Ptates.

Reliability in structural engineering practice is by defi-
nition the probability of nonlimit performance, termed as
limit -:tntez.

The structural reliability referred to a given limit state
i (i=i, 2, ) extended over the full life time T of the

structure, is quantified by the reliability (safetg) index
written as [14]:

( 0U'o) E (Ri - Si) (1)
Var (R, + Si)
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where:

(Ri-S) is tho, difference of mathematical expectations
1 referred to independent random variables in

term of capacities (R.i ) and actions (Si),

Var(Ri+S i ) is the sum of variances of random variables.

The probability that a performance limit state (LS.) is a
attained during a life span of T can be approximaied with
the relation 15J: 0

P(LS/LSi' TO) 46o exp L -4, (Toj (3.2)

Making use of Eq (5.2) and accepting reliability levels
taken from CEB-FIP Recommendations, classification on
probability scale can be obtained as shown in Table 1.

Table 1.

LS. Limit Probability Reliability
1 states (3i(To=5o)

1 SLS 10- 5  > 4,0

2 FLS 10-4 3,5

CLS i0-  5,0

Translated into the language of earthquake engineers the
reliability index becomes

( E(a i - asi)
3. 0(o 3 5

iVar(ai + asi)

with simbols:

a i  i-. the capacity in term of acceleration taken
from p.rtitioned capracity furictions,

.:; is tho ni.te doporidont 1-rioP rieoteloration.
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Since the calculated capacities are supported by nominal
or expected (mean) values, (admitting generally normal
distribution low for capacities) a. represents a probabi-
lity level of 50 %. 1

The "counter" value of the site dependent acceleration a
aiming to maintain the reliability level adopted for 

Si

normal statical loadings, has to be derived from

asi = ai - 3i(To) Var(a i) (3.4)

On the other hand the probnbility of 50 % in occurrence
of the site dependent (as.) peack acceleration can be ob-
tained with the help of 1cal Poisson or Gumbel (Type I)
probability distribution models.
It is also acceptable to derive the 50 % probability level
from the equality

P(a asj ; TO ) = exp (-To-) = 0,5 (3.5)
trj

where:

t rj. represents the return period or period ofrepetition of accelerations at level asj.

Finally, the equality

asi = asj (3.6)

provides the value of the variance

IVar (a si + ai )

4. Rating of structural damages

Capacity diagr ms can arso be used to estimate structural
damages (Figure by scalin06 = /u ordinates into limit state

The stable branche of diagrams divided into two parts is
suitable to inform about SLS and FLS ranges, whereas the
unstable branche indicates the CLS range as listed in
Table 2.
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Table 2.

Limit states Specified charact risticI values of o( = /Ku

1 SLS 0 /-Oc s ! 06F/ 2

2 FIS o( / 4X

3 CLS oL> YF

The harmonization of limit state situations with damage rates
can be achived by subdividing limit state ranges into damage
degree (DD = D./Dt)*ranges. The suggested damage rating is
shown in Table 3.

Table 5.

LS 0(L =f/'U DD=Di/Dt Description

0o(- 01, F/4 1 0 + 2 No damage, minor
nonstructural damage

SLS _ o<0/2 II 2 + lo Minor structural

damage

F/2ZOU3 01F/4 III lo + 3o Substantial str.
damage

FLS FLS 4 #j_ : 06F IV 3o + 5o Major str. damage

CLS F V 100 Collapse
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. onclusiojns

5.1 Soft soils require a more detailed analysis of the
material nonlinearity of support conditions, whereas
slender superstructures involve the account of geo-
metric nonlinearity.
In both cases the stability failure can occur prior
to material failure.

5.2 Theories of elasticity and plasticity in soil-structure
interaction efficiency are suitable to indicate upper
and lower bounds for safe design.

5.2 The harmonization of limit design philosophy with
damage rate evaluation can be refined on the basis
suggested in this work, taking into account scaled
limit capacities of structural systems.
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THE STATE-OF-THE-ART IN EARTHQUAKE HAZARD ASSESSMENT

''ladim'r Schenk
Geop.list., Czechoil.Acad.Sci., 14131 Praha

ABSTRACT

Th eaLrth uake lhaza.d can be expressed in different ways
from simple observed macroseismic fields over the seismostatis-
tidal calculations analyzing earthquake occurrences in time and
space and assessing their dynamic effects in a certain site or
region up to sophisticated seismogeological approaches evaluating
the maximum expected earthquake effects on the Earth's surface.

'Advantages and shortcomings of each method, ways of source re-
gions delineation, testing the quality of input data, their
processing to suit the chosen method of hazard assessment, appli-
cation of mutually dependent or independent earthquakes in the
computations, estimates of the maximum expected earthquake magni-
tude, procedures of the attenuation relationships as well as the
extent of respective errors will be presented. Prospects of
earthquake hazard assessments and their calculation techniques in
the near future will be discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Human and material losses caused by earthquakes are continu-
ously increasing because of (a) the concentration of population
and industry in large urban agglomerations, (b) new settlements
in the already density populated areas, and'(c) natural growth of
population. Even through new construction technologies have been
introduced in the recent years and earthquake-resistant struc-
tures have become more common, the losses are ever greater. In
order to make protection and prevention most effective, the new
body of knowledge achieved by geoscientific research has to be
applied to hazard assessments, and new and more sophisticated
approaches to input data processing have to be adopted. Then
immediate applications of such results to earthquake engineering
allow us to reduce essentially the losses. From the viewpoint of
designers, the reauirement is to express the seismic hazard in
terms of vibration, especially in the time history of accelera-
tion or its parameters (amplitude, frequency, duration, etc.),
and in terms of probability of an earthquake effect occurrence in
the future.

2. EARTHQUAKE HAZARD REPRESENTATIONS

2.1 What do we understand under the term "seismic'hazard" ?

The seismic hazard Is defined as a probability of occurrence
of earthquke effects given in units of a certain dynamic level of
vibrations which can be oxpectoo in a particular region (or site)
within a certain time period. Very often, however, in various

I



works we come across the term "seismic risk", the meaning of
which is frequently confused with the term *seismic hazard". What
do we then understand under the seismic risk ? The seismic risk
is defined as a probability that earthquake consequences (techni-

cal, economic or social) with reach or exceed certain values in a

region (or site) within a certain exposure time. The final result
of the seismic hazard analysls is the determination of the proba-
bility of occurrence of a natural phenomenon, while the final
result of the seismic risk analysis is a function of the inter-
relation between that natural phenomenon (in our case earthquake
effects) and the total human activity.

In the last two decades, perhaps every seismologist has made
a contribution to the solution of the problems of seismic hazard.
Apart from a host of most varied results, this vivid interest in
representing the seismic hazard has also produced their mutual
heterogeneity. For one thing, the heterogeneity is caused by the
participation of a great number of seismologists and specialists,
and by the quality of input data, for the other. Even though the
influence of a subject cannot be neglected, it can be demon-
strated that it is the input data that have produced the many
variants of seismic hazard representation. 4e can find such that
suit the regions of a higher or lower seismic activity, longer or
relatively short observation periods, better or worse seismologi-
cal reconnaissance of a region, etc. For this reason, in the
following part of this paper I will not only concentrate on the
general characteristics of seismic hazard representations and the
causes of their origin, but also on the possibilities to prevent
the differencies or to restrict them the least possible measure.

2.2 Two-parametric earthquake hazard

If we skip the problem of probability determination from
the definition of the seismic hazard, the problem of occurrence
of earthquake effects in a certain region within a certain time
period remains. Such data can be assumed in a sense as the simpl-
est representation of seismic hazard, because they provide us
with the knowledge on occurrences of earthquake effects within a
known observation period. Then consequently, they may be desig-
nated as the "two-parametric" seismic hazard representation,
i.e., they express the relation between earthquake effects and
observation time.

There are a lot of materials describing damaging or distruc-
tive effects of some historical events without wiving any other
information. Although these materials often constitute only sin-
gular reports, or at best, they are incorporated in the maps of
certain earthquake effects, they have to be taken into account
and attributed the simplest deqree of seismic hazard representa-
t ion.

It is evident that in the most conservative approach, only
obserations from the past define the model of future activity.
These models naturally assume a stability in the earthquake

2



enengv release processes. According to the reports of observed
historical and present earthquake effect = , different levels of
the t'wo-parametric -epresentation of seismic hazard can be dis-
t ingu ished.

i0 macroseismic 'icId of one earthquake,

ii) macroseismic field of the earthquake, which is suggested to
be close to a ma::,imum expected shock, and

iii) map of the maximum observed intensities, which is a result
of the summation of all macroseismic effects having occurred
during a certain period.

The mentioned fields and map can be converted to the level of the
maximum expected earthquake (SCHENK 1984) and then other two two-
parametric representations of seismic hazard can be obtained:

iv) macroseismic fields of the maximum expected earthquake ef-
fects for given focal zone and

v) map of the maximum expected macroseismic intensities over
the area under interest.

It is well-known that (iii) "maps of the maximum observed
intensity" are frequntly annexed to many national construction
standards and codes, and they provide the basis to introducing
respective measures towards increasing the seismic resistance of
building structures. In terms of the IAEA recommendation (Safety
Guides), they can thus be regarded as the first approximations of
"the site design earthquake". Consequently, (v) "the maps of the
maximum expected intensity" can be assumed to be the simplest
version of the macroseismic effects marked in the IAEA recommen-
dations as "the safe shutdown earthquake".

As in the case of the two-parametric hazard representations,
maps of individual dynamic parameters of strong ground motions
can be compiled. Though earthquake engineers have not lately
focused their interest on one or two wave parameters only, it can
be stated that the so far compiled maps art

vi) map of the maximum iso-accelerations of one earthquake, and

vii) map of the maximum iso-accelerations, which is the result of
the summation of all known maximum acceleration data record-
ed over the given area during a certain observation period.

Naturally, with the growing number of permanent seismological
stations equipped with strong motion recorders, the observation
networks in seismoactive regions are becoming denser and there-
fore it can be expected in the future that not only maps of
maximum Iso-accelerations but also of maximum iio-velocities and
Iso-displacements will be compiled. A question arises whwther
analogous maps can be constructed e.g. for the predominant fre-
quency or the total duration of a vibration, and whether the maps

3



would be applicable in practice.

As in thq previous approach to macroseismic and strong
motion data, there are other possible simple representations
based on distributions of all events or some events only defined
by a certain magnitude level over the studied area :

viii map o4 earthquake epicentres ; such a map can be assumed as
a seismic -: ning map (or map of earthquake source regions)
without or with respect of the return period,

ix) maps of the number of events occurred on a given area,

x) maps of the earthquake energy flux released by the given
area or space and during a given time period ; such a map is
expressed in isolines of energy,

xi) maps of the maximum earthquake magnitudes originated within
the area under study.

Since earthquake distributions can be relatively simply
connected with a rough assessing of their effects on the Earth's
surface, then the mentioned maps can also be included in a cer-
tain sense into the group of the two-parametric representations
of seismic hazard. Such maps are often called "seismic zoning
maps" or "maps of earthquake source regions", which sometimes
have or have not any respect to the return period. These zoning
maps do not introduce any other additional information and only
reflect the surface distribution of observed effects or parame-
ters. Also the procedures of observation smoothing and drawing of
isolines are sometimes considerably afflicted with subjective
personal judgement. We can see that this approach can hardly be
applied in regions of low seismicity. In this case it is necessa-
ry to broaden the knowledge on earthquake activity by including
other sophisticated aspects (e.g., geological or seismotectonic
criteria) to assessboth stronger events and events in new places.

The last kind of maps that can be included into the group of
two-parametric earthquake hazard maps are those based on the
relationship of seismic activity to the tectonic manifestations
of the geological units. The knowledge of the motion potential of
individual geological blocks and of the orientation of the stress
field in the region, or possibly the dependences known for the
region between the earthquake magnitude, the fault plane size,
the thickness of the seismoactive layer, etc., enable the con-
otruction of the map of 7,aximum seismic hazard of the respective
area. Unless a part of the above-mentioned dependences is known
for the area under study, the dependences established earlier in
analogous geological conditions are used in some cases. The
reliability of the thus determined maximum seismic hazard obvi-
ously depends not only on the quality of the geological and
seismotectonic finding on the study area, but very ofter on the
selection of analogous dependences in other areas, which are
included in the particular procedure. The resultant maps of
seismic hazard have the character of deterministically determined
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maximum possible and/or ex: pected earthqu.ke=., a:d car, thus be
regarded as a ,ariant o' the maps .i',in; "the safe shutdown
earthquake".

2.3 Three- and more-parametric earthquake hazard

To extend the seismic hazard representations to the proba-
bility of earthquake effect occurrence, the statistical anaisis
and procedures have to be applied. The/ allow the probabilit/ of
earthquake occurrences to be asse-sed not onfli in time -predic-
tion to the future) but also in size (the maximum expected and/or
possible earthquake). Of course, the time Btability of earthquake
energy release is again assumed.

At present the seismostatistical approach involves three
basic steps:

a) definition of the earthquake source region: its delineation,
determination of its seismogenetic regime including an esti-
mate of the maximum possible earthquake,

b) determination of attenuation functions for strong ground
motions and/or macroseismic intensity including the local
seismogeological effects (microzoning), and

c) probabilistic algorithms of hazard calculations.

Steps (a) and (b) are composed of several operations under which
the input data for the third (c) step are prepared. It is evident
that the accurracy of the data depends first of all on the avai-
lability of homogeneous earthquake information from the largest
possible time span and on appropriate additional geological,
geophysical, geodetic, etc. data. As the questions connected with
the preparation of input data for a statistical calculation of
the seismic hazard will be discussed later, this paragraph will
only treat the third item, i.e. the algorithms of the probabilis-
tic determination of the seismic hazard.

The first attempt to formalize the seismostatistical method
of calculation (RIZNICHENKO 1966) was based on determining the
probability of earthquake effect occurrence in a site or area
from the knowledge of the cumulative distribution of the effects
known during a given observation period. RIZNICHENKO denoted the
resultant parameter as Ishakeability" and defined it as a long-
term mean frequency of recurrence of shaking of macroseismic
intensity at a particular site. This method of determining seis-
mic hazard can be essentially characterized in the following way:
if a particular site is endangered by several earthquake source
regions, for which we know e.g. intensity-frequency graphs, after
Introducing the attenuation between these regions and the site,
we can found .he recurrence graph of cumulative effects for the
site, normalized to a time period of one year. Then the effects
corresponding to e.g. the value N - 0.1 are attributed occur-
rence periodicity once in ten years, the value N - 0.01 occur-



rence periodicity once in a hundred years, etc. The occurrence

periodicity, also referred to as "the return period", is thus
defined by a reciprocal value of the cumulative frequency of
annual occurrence of a particular earthquake effect. If these
return periods do not much exceed the range of the observation
period, from which the cumulative distribution of effects was
compiled, then the obtained results are .ery close to those we
obtain with the use of sophisticated seismostatistical models.
But the more the return period exceeds the observation period,
the less dependable results we obtain, and it often happends that
an author fails to consider this fact and consequently, the
hazard assessments are completely false.

Even though the method of determining three-parametric
earthquake hazard is greatly simplified, it is frequently used.
Its advantage is that itcan be easily understood logically and
that the results obtained can be verified in a simple way on real
data. It is obvious, however, that inferior-quality input data
nay adversely influence or even devalue the seismic hazard in the
same manner as in other statistical approaches as shown later.

Later RIZNICHENKO and SEIDUZOVA (1984) developed this method
further and introduced the definition of "spectralu shakeabili-
ty, in which the level of shaking (intensity) relates to the wave
period of given vibrations.

In 1968 CORNELL published the approach which has become the
standard methodology of seismic hazard assessment used up to now.
It is based on the calculation of the conditional cumulative
probability distribution F(I) , which is the ratio between the
number of expected occurrences with .1,41 and M Mmin to
the total number of expected occurrences (M Mmin). The distri-
bution is given in the form

j m

i = I 1=1I

where N. are the corresponding numbers of occurrence of I._4< I
< 1-, , I;, being the discrete intensity boundaries ( i=1,2,..mi
J<m ). The condition requires an occurrence of earthquakes with
magnitude M equal to or greater than some minimum magnitude
Mmin which has occurred in a given source region.

The average number of events that must occur for an intensi-

ty exceeding I to be attained is defined by the relation

R(I) - I / ( I - F(I) ) . (2)

The quantity R(I) is a parameter of engineering interest and is
sometimes termed "the return period", however, R(I),expresses the
number of events. On the other hand the return period RV(1)
expressed in years is given by the ratio between R(I) and the
expected number of events (M Mmin) for one year, i.e.,
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Ry(I) R() 5/ , . (3)

Thus, the R'(I) gives the number of occurrences expected at
different seismic levels per year. The .values of F(l) , R()
and Ry(I) are calculated for each level I..

The extreme probability distribution Fmax(1) can be
obtained from the cumulative probability distribution F(1) by
invoking several simple assumptions. Then

Fmax,t(1) = exp ( -t / Ry(I) ) . (4)

Putting the equation in a logarithmic form, we obtain

Ry(I) = -t / In Fmax,t(I) (5)

If t = Ry(I) , i.e. the number of years in the period of inte-
rest equals the return period in years, then Fmaxt(I) = I / e "-

p 0 0.37

Thus, this statistical three-parametrical approach of
earthquake hazard assessment elaborated by CORNELL allows us to
determine

- the return periods Ry(l) of the given maximum intensity
I at a selected site, which will not be exceeded with
the probability Fmax,t() in a given number of years t,

or

- on the contrary, for the given return periods Ry(1), the
probabilities Fmax,t(I) that the maximum intensity I
at a selected site will not be exceeded over a given
number of years t

Of course, there are other authors who modified the procedures
mentioned above, compiled different numerical algorithms applied
in computer techniques, but the principal steps remain the same.

A widely used computer program is EQRISK compiled by McGUIRE
(1976), which is based on Cornell's algorithm of determining
seismic hazard. Its advantage is easy manipulation with input
data, its disadvantage being a substantial simplification of the
medium attenuation characteristics, with only one attenuation law
applied to the entire area. This shortcoming can be overcome e.g.
by the introduction of elliptic isoseismals into the computation
(MAYER-ROSA and and MERZ, 1976), etc.

On the basis of Cornell's algorithm, ALGERMISSEN and PERKINS
(1976) complied program RISK4A. Compared with the preceding one,
this program is not so easy to operatebut it allows the intro-
duction of particular attenuations of the medium between the
source region and the site, and of the computation of the seismic
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hazard *or arbitrary occurrence probabilities in dependence on
the required return period. The original version of this program,
allowing the seismic hazard to be determined in particle motions
(e.g. accelerations), was modified to be used also for computing
macroseismi: Intensities (SCHENKOVA et al. 1981).

A comparisoh of the seismic hazard values determined by both
the mentioned programs has revealed that the values given by
program EQRISK more or less correspond to probabilities
Fmax,t(I) - 37 . (relation (5)).

There are of course other programs based on Cornell's algo-
rithm to determine seismic hazards which, apart from maximum
values of particle motions, determine e.g. the probable character
of seismic vibrations (ANDERSON and TRIFUINAC, 1978) that may
appear in a particular site.

All the currently used programs of computing seismic hazard
conceived on the basis of Cornell's algorithm assume that the
occurrences of earthquakes constitute a Poisson process. Attempts
are made to introduce in the calculation model also Bayesian
distribution or to use Markov processes, as well as to include
the clustering of earthquakes. This activity, however, gives rise
to considerable analytical complications. Anyway, in most cases
the Poisson process seems to provide useful and adequate informa-
tion.

Implicit in all the models proposed for seismic hazard
evaluation (specifically those based on Cornell's algorithm), is
the assumption that the energy released during an earthquake is
concentrated at a point, and thus these models will be referred
to as *point source" models. While this assumption is acceptable
for small earthquakes, it would not be valid for major earth-
quakes in which the total energy of the shocks is composed of the
energy released along the fault slips which could be many tens or
hundreds of kilometers long.

This fact conditioned the compilation Of computer programs
making use of the linear source. DerKIUREGHIAN (1975) closely
studied this problem, testing the differences in the use of point
and linear sources. McGUIRE (1977) compiled program FRISK, which
enables the seismic hazard to be determined with respect to the
fault position. In applying these methods, however, we often come
across the problem of defining faults in a given region, its
continuation down to the depth, and particularly the problems of
defining its seismoactive parts..The determination of these para-
meters invariably depends on the unambiguity of a geological
region, and it% character is thus strictly deterministic. Since
any probabilistic screening of input data is dismissed, this
approach may sometimes lead to better results, but cases of false
results or even of errors cannot be excluded, either.
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3. EARTHQUAKE CATALOGUE AND ITS UNCERTAINTIES

A catalogue represents a basic seismological tool to find

and deduce other fundamental characteristics describing the para-
meters of the seismic activity of.a given region and allowing us
to define seismogenetic zones. It is evident that the homogeneity
of its parameters in time and space as well as their uniformity
in determination are the guarantee for the subsequent data mana-
gement and calculation. It means that an earthquake catalogue
cannot originate by a simple collection of information from
different sources without critical unification.

The present seismological centres and agencies suggest these
earthquake parameters to be included in the basic file : date,
origin time, geographic coordinates, depth, magnitude (surface-
and body -wave,' local), epicentral intensity and radii of iso-
seismals, if the event is macroseismicalLy observed. All parame-
ters should be accompanied by the quality factor. Of course, both
instrumental and macroseismic data as well as references (sta-
tions, bulletins, isoseismal maps, monographs, reports) are wel-
comed and advisable. Then such a catalogue can serve research
tasks and applications as well.

Many good national and regional catalogues have been com-
piled during the last two decades, evidently also under the
pressure of practical requirements for a sound seismic hazard
analysis. In Europe and in the Mediterranean there are prepared
such catalogues for Algeria, the Alps, the Balkans, the Caucasus,
Central and Eastern Europe, the Iberian Peninsula, Great Britain,
the Pyrenean Peninsula, Scandinavia, etc. The USSR catalogue of
strong earthquakes (Eds. KONDORSKAYA and SHEBALIN 1977) is re-
markable by the serious attempt to indicate the accuracy of
parameters by estimates of errors; the'catalogue is also inter-
esting by giving different types of magnitudes and all know meAn
radii of isoseismals.

For hazard assessments, however, a much longer time span of
observations is needed than one or two decades. Thus fhe main
difficulty seismologists face is to collect and unify reliable
information from the whole historical period. It has to be empha-
sized that one should not be satisfied with what is easily found
in publications describing historical events. They often contain
information which was transcribed-several times, one author co-
pied it from another, and this gave rise to misprints, errors and
translation mistakes. It is highly desirable to search in origi-
nal documents, which brings not only new data but also eliminates
serious mistakes. The work of AMBRASEYS and MELVILLE (1982) on
Persia is a typical example of such an effort.

3.1 Coordinates of earthquake origin

As to epicentre geographic coordinates, it is advisable to
recompute or at least to check them when we use agency's data
from the first half of this century, because of the inadequate
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density and distribution of seismic stations at that time. Fre-
quently, so called macroseismic epicentres are more reliable than
the instrumental ones from the above mentioned period.

The problem of focal depth in the catalogues is undoubtedly
a significant parameter-, however, only very dense station net-
works can guarentee a reliable depth determination. For a majori-
ty of events the instrumental depths down to 50-60 ki, i.e. in
the domain of *normal* or *shallow* earthquakes. Deep phases of P
wave permit the depth determination to be more reliable for
intermediate and deep shocks.

3.2 Earthquake magnitude

It is imperative that every catalogue should contain clearly
defined magnitudes. If several magnitudes are used in one catalo-

gue, the conversion formulae and all calibration curves should be
presented too. Misleading results can be obtained if earthquakes
classified by different types of magnitudes (mg , M&. or MI ) are
mixed together and a magnitude-frequency graph is compiled. Con-
sequently, if such'data are used in analyses which lead to the
standardization and/or time normalization of this recurrence
graph, to the maximum possible earthquake determination, to the
finding of any energy release pattern, etc., the obtained results
are wrong too.

At present, there are many catalogues having a global,
regional or national validity. The catalogue by GUTENBERG and
RICHTER (1949) covering the first half of the 20th century still
remains very useful because of uniform magnitude determination,
however, it is complete only above Me= 7 . The more recent
document for the period 1904-1980 is the global catalogue by ABE
(1981) completed above MS- 6 3/4 . In the other global source,
the International Seisinological Summary (ISS), information is
lacking on the size of events, and in bulletins of the Interna-
tional Seismological Centre (ISC), though they have been issued
since 1963 with more advanced procedures of parameter determina-
tion, for many years only body wave magnitudes me were used for
size classification of events. The users have to be aware of the
limitations of this scale which saturates at about Nqsx 6 1/2
(KANAMORI 1993). Therefore m& values are not suitable for sta-
tistical studies involving large events.' Only since 1981 do the
bulletins of ISC and of NEIS regularly contain surface wave
magnitudes based on the vertical component of Rayleigh waves,
i.e., the situation in the domain of large events has been im-
proved.

3.3 Macroseismic data

Macroseismic information, at least the epicentral and maxi-
mum, observed Intensity, is often included In many earthquake
catalogues. If the radius of the shaken area and some radii of
isoseismal%, e.g. r5 and r3 recommended as standard, are added in
a catalogue, then the first attempt to assess the attenuation law
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can be made. It ii; evident that isoseismal maps are still the
main sovrce of information on attenuation if intensity is that
quantity defining seismic hazard. The isosaismals also control
substantial regional differences in attenuation. Even if differ-
ent sources indicate that the same macroseismic scale is used, it
is advisable to check the values by studying original reports.
There are a lot of examples of a very personal use of a scale so
that differences between two individual authors can easily amount
to two macroq ismic grades.

3.4 Accuracy of catalogized data

The last very important item is the classification of accu-
racy of the catalogue parameters mentioned above. There is no
recipe for that if a long observation period is covered. Anyway,
this information, either in the form of a standard error or by
introducing classes should be a part of each earthquake catalo-
gue.

The good-quality catalogized data then serve to provide the
valuable information on the seismogenic regime of any area,
understanding of the time changes among shock occurrences' of the
earthquake sequences and probable migrations of individual shocks
within those sequences. This information together with the know-
ledge of the recurrence graphs and the maximum possible earth-
quakes creates a reliable basis for the seismic hazard calcula-
t ion.

4. STRONG GROUND MOTIONS AND THEIR UNCERTAINTIES

A frequent source of uncertainties are the dependences of
strong ground motions on focal parameters or the medium proper-
ties. Dependences measured in other sites or regions are often
used because actual data on the area under investigation are
missing. In their application we should of course observe analogy
criteria, and therefore try to utilize only those properties and
data that approach the giveh conditions most. It can be said that
all empirical dependences determined from direct observations are
often substantially different although e.g. the rock medium is
analogous after a geologist's judgement. As yet there is no
guideline how to make best analogies and how to identify the
deviations having originated in a calculation of seismic hazard
due to these inaccurecies or uncertainties in the approximation
of the initial physical quantities. For this reason, great empha-
sis is put or the methods of expert estimates, which involve
experience of wore specialists, and which then enable the inac-
curacies or errors thus originated to be identified.

Another group of uncertainties are the questions connected
with the conersion of the resultant values of seismic hazard
given in macrbseismic intensities to strong ground motions ex-
pressed in particle acceleration, velocity and/or displacement.
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It has turned out lately that, for purposes of earthquake engi-
neering the most important are not only the peak (maximum) val-
ues, which may originate even due to an accidental coincidence of
some wave phases or wave groups, but especially, also the so-
called effective values of vibration : effective particle motions
or effective durations.

The question of determining predominant frequencies play an
important role as well i the value of the predominant frequency
that should be used in practical problems has not yet been unam-
biguously defined. As a matter of fact, it cannot be only said
that It is the frequency which the maximum spectral amplitude
belongs to. The character of the spectrum often allows an "objec-
tive" determination of even more Such frequencies that may differ
mutually. Should we then use two or more frequencies, or a parti-
cular frequency band of a given spectrum level, or of the effec-
tive values of these frequencies ? These problems will have to be
solved in the future.

Likewise, in practice there also appear dependences on the
duration of vibrations of a certain amplitude level. The duration
Is defined by a time" interval In which the amplitudes exceeded
given level. Unfortunately, we have not yet solved the problem
when amplitudes exceed the given level several times in the whole
wave pattern j do we then consider the total time period during
which a deviation was exceeded, or only those intervals in which
it was exceeded ?

5. SEISMIC HAZARD ASSESSMENT - PROBLEMS AND IMPROVEMENTS

To understand the present stage in the seismic hazard as-
sessment and the accurecy of its determination, we shall now
discuss the individual topics from the viewpoint of their influ-
ence on final hazard estimates. Seismic hizard should consider
not only the damage potential of elastic ground motion but also,
especially in the earthquake source regions, the areas of expect-
ed ground deformations and failures including places of fault
rupture. In sea and oceanic coastal zones the extent of tsunami
hazard has to be taken into account too.

The uncertainties associated with the relationships and

parameters that are used as input data are the following ones i

1) coordinates of the boundaries delimiting source regions,

ii) cumulative magnitude- or intensity-frequency graphs of indi-
vidual focal zones,

iii) maximum possible or expected earthquake in a focal region,

iv) dependences of seismic wave attenuation on the earthquake
magnitude, focal depth, epicentral distance, geological
media of the entire region and, especially, on local struc-
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tures (geological blocks, subsurface and alluvial layers),

v) probabilistic and deterministic approaches, seismic hazard
outputs and their application to earthquake engineerings.

If possible, these uncertainties are restricted by applying pro-
babilistic approaches in the use of exactly defined statistical
quantities, e.g. mean values, quality factos, standard devia-
tions, limits of conficence intervals, etc.

It is obvious that the calcultions of the seismic hazard
should be made in such a way as to take into account not only the
mean values of a certain parameter or aependence, but also the
limits of these values ranges, given e.g. by one standard devia-
tion of the value from the mean course to either side, etc.
Increased differences of the seismic hazard assessments thus
determined with respect to the mean values of the seismic hazard
would then indicate 'suspicious" combinations of input parame-
ters, which would have to be verified once more, and if necessa-
ry, the earlier determined hazard values reinterpreted.

For the definition of earthquake source regions and delinea-
tion of their boundaries the information given by earthquake
catalogues is nor often sufficient and has to be completed by
other data related to earthquake occurrence, e.g., information on
recent crustal movements as evidenced by geodetic,- archeological
and neotectonic observations. Recently, traces of active fault
movements accompanying the largest earthquakes are found by tren-
ching across faults and by satellite image interpretations. This
complex approach contributes substantially to the identification
of potential source regions but, unfortunately, does not guaran-
tee that some potential sources remain unknown.

Two possible approaches of seismogenic zone delineation can
be found s

1. Subjective approach - an expert's eye-fitting and appli-
cation of his experience - which uses the following data:

a) occurrence of great earthquakes - the level, above which
we consider the earthquakes to be great depends on the
activity of the region under study: e.g. M,> 5,

b) occurrence of all known earthquake epicentres - planary
distribution of epicentres can indicate both seismogenic
provinces or areas and seismoactive faults or zones,

c) correlation of earthquake epicentres with the geological
structures of the area - with the use of geological and
geophysical data, especially neotectonic data, geodetical
and satellite image observations and geodynamic analysis.

It. Objective approach - based on the combination of the
previous ('subjective*) one together with the resuiLa obtained by
statistical and other mathematical analyses performed by computer
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techniques. The following quantities and procedures can be ap-
plied in this approach:

d) density of earthquake shocks per area - number of event
occurrences normalized to a certain area Ikm is

e) earthquake energy-flux pet area - amount of energy
released in a certain space [kmS]or a certain area [kmj,

f) establishing the differences from the background seismi-
city pattern - determinatiQn of a different seismogenic
regime with the help of recurrence graphs,.

g) maximum possible and/or maximum expected earthquake -
territory of high earthquake activity can be mapped,
e.g., by the extreme value statistics (3rd Gumbel distri-
bution),

h) multidimensional correlation of geoscientific data by the
pattern recognition algorithms

The second step in hazard calculation is to determine the
cumulative recurrence graphs N(M) or N(Io) for each region,
usually in the form

log N = a - b M (6a)

or

log N a' - b' lo . (6b)

The minimum number of events needed for the compilation of the
graphs is between 40 to 100 . The coefficients b or b' ,
defining the slope of distribution, varies from region to region,
although it is negligible in some areas. Therefore, in such areas
sometimes a particular magnitude level is defined to compile of
the maps of earthquake activity. Before the standard procedure of
the recurrence graphs determination is used, the following items
have to be solved:

a) classification of events: dependent or independent shock,

b) definition of the background seismoactivity of region,

c) cumulative recurrence graphs of the earthquake magnitude
or the epicentral intensity - with the use of time norma-
lizing within each magnitude or intensity clpass.

However, the basic problem is to estimate of maximum possib-
le earthquake in a focal region by probabilistic and determinisz
tic approaches. The upper magnitude threshold, feasible for the
region within a defined time interval Mmax is the most decisive
quantity in the assessment of hazard extremes and can vary from
M S - 5 to Mg- 9. It can be misleading to determine to determine
Mmax (or Imax) by a simple anspection of N(M) if the observa-
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tion period is short. The bending of the N(M) distribution can

be caused simply by the saturation of the magnitude scale used
(see Paragraph 3.2). The slope of N(M) depends

A) on aftershock series and or on character of sequence
(e.g. swarm) - problem dependent and independent events,

ii) on the period of activity or quiscence,

iii) on earthquake magnitude classes,

iv) on the character of recurrence graph density, cumulative)

Besides the recurrence graph the other ways can assess the maxi-
mum possible earthquake magnitude:

a) the theory of extreme values (3rd Gumbel distribution),

b) the Benioff energy-release diagram,

c) seismotectonic analysis of focal zone - to find relations
between earthquake magnitude and seismoactive (or rup-
ture) fault dimensions (length, width, surface),

d) intensity of recent crustal movements, etc.

Empirical strong motion observationes fit approximately a
general formula for attenuation law of seismic vibrations in the
form

log X = cl + c2 N - c3 1-: - R (7)

where ci, c2, and c3 are coefficients determined by the least
square method, M is earthquake magnitude, R = YdL + h2' is
focal distance and X is the maximum ground motions (particle
acceleration, velocity and displacement). There are two main
sources of ground motion data at present : macroseismic observa-
tion and strong motion records, mainly accelerograms. Before
compiling and using an attenuation function to the seismic hazard
calculation following investigation has to be done

a) corrections and restoration of time history of particle
acceleration, velocity and displacement,

b) dependence of strong ground motions ( or macroseismic in-
tesity)i on earthquake size (magnitude , energy) and

mechanism,
on distance (epicentral or focal, depth),
on physical properties of media - composition of

the medium and on soil properties at a site.

There are conversion formulae linking macroseismic intensity
and particle motions, however, they provide only approximative
values because the relationship is complicated and the scatter of
experimental data is large.
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Attenuation curves of maximum ground motions have been
compiled for some earthquake active area. Moreover, they are not
suitable for design purposes, and other quantities like the
'effective acceleration" are now preferred. The strong motion
parameters can be studied in three domains:

I. Time domain - maximum acceleration, velocity and displa-
cement, duration of seismic vibration,

II. Amplitude domain - maximum particle motions determine
statistically, effective particle motions of seismic
vibration, total and effective durations, total kine-
matic energy and impulse of seismic vibration, total root
-mean-square amplitude and duration, and

I1. Frequency domain - spectral partical motion, pseudo-
relative and pseudo-absolute particle motions,
predominant frequency, absolute and relative spectrum
content, spectrum intensity.

It is highly advisable to study azimuthal dependences of macro-
seismic intensity and/or strong ground motions, to elect suitable
type of attenuation law approximation and to assess influence of
local seismogeological conditions.

6. CONCLUSI ON

The existing methods of seismic hazard assessment now in use
correspond to the level of knowledge reached so far and the
outputs which have not yet reached the required level of accura-
cy. It is important that the hazard information always contains
the indication of the probability level for which it is valid.

Basic' principles of all methods are the same, i.e. the
integration of seismic effects at a site, however, the algorithms
vary according to statistical models. In the future it is desira-
ble to extend present assumptions (Poisson model of earthquake
occurrences, point source region) for other statistical models of
occurrence (Markov model, Bayesian distribution, clustering
etc.). Also the application of-".linear" and "plane" source models
as well as new quantities and wave parameters, which are more
suitable for earthquake engineers should be introduced.

Future improvements in hazard assessmnt depend mainly on the
progfess made in accurrate estimates of earthquake potential and
on better knowledge of propagation of strong ground motion under
varying conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

The relation between macroseismic intensity and epicentrAl
distance is widely used in seismic hazard analysis The
attenuation of macroseismic intensity, I, actually depends
both on epicentral distance D and on hypocentral depth h.
Therefore, if h is not explicitly taken into account, the
relation between I and D must refer to earthquakes having
hypocentral depths which span a relatively small range.

Many formulas relating I and D have been suggested. Most
of these are either equivalent to or special cases of the
following two formulas 1]:

1 - I aI + bI In D + c1 D, (1)

In 10  lnI - a2 + b2 lno + c2 D, (2)

where I is the epicentral intensity.

As mentioned in E1], equations (1) and (2) derive from
two different hypotheses about the relation between
macroseismic intensity and seismic energy density.

As far as the use of the attenuation law in local hazard
analysis is concerned, the following alternative procedures
are generally applied.

a) Method of homogeneous zones. The method is based on the
hypothesis that over the considered zone the ean annual
number of earthquakes per unit area, A' 0 , is constant and that

the intensity distribution
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is also constant. F 'u arnd ' ire derived trom histor i.al

data. It is ther, possible. using the attenuation law. to
calculate :k and F (i) at any given site.

bV, Merelv statistic method. The intersitv I at tree site ,C.r
each ,stori,:a earthoalj-e is evaluated thro-jaih Ir-e
attenuation law, he series of local events so defined is then
statistically interpreted in order to derive .A. and F (1)'at

the site.

In the application of formulas i, (2) and of methods
a) b'. some difficulties may arise. In this paper such
difficulties are discussed and some varia.nts are proposed witr,
particular reference to Italian conditions.

PRELIhINARY OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE ATTENUATION LAW

As mentioned in MI]. ewatiois (I) and (2) "are based on the

implicit assumption that the seismic energy is radiated from a
point source. The eouations can be e-pected to fail where
distance is root large compared to the source dimension s " .

This limitation is especially important in, the evaluation
of seismic hazard at a site which is close to, or inside a
seismic region; and this is in general the most interestir,g
case from the engineering point of view. Some changes in the
structure of formulas (1), (2) seem therefore to be necessary.

Equation (1) implies that attenuation I0 - I is

independent of I . This is not always true. As mentioneo in
0

Ql), "inspection of isoseismal maps will suggest that the rate

of attenuation of intensity with distance is oftern more rapid
for small than for large earthquakes".

As far as equation (2) is concerned, note that this is
equivalent to

1° - 1 10 1 - exp (a. + b. lnD + c2D) (3)

This means that, according to equation (2). the rate of
attenuation of intensity with distance is more rapid for large
than for small earthquakes. This may be true in some cases.
but as previously mentioned real situations often show an
opposite behaviour.

IIi
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As *n example, fig, 1 shows the correlations (1), (2)

obtained using the coefficients a, b, c that have been defined
in E1] for the "Cordilleran Province'.

Aeon values of equivalent radii D. obtained from
I

isoseismal maps of 19 italian earthquakes are plotted in fig.
2. The hypocentral depths of these earthquakes, evaluated
according to Blake's formula E23, range between 10 and 15 km.
Fig. 2 shows that, on the average, for the earthquakes here
considered the rate of attenuation is more rapid for small
than for large earthquake. This kind of behaviour cannot be
interpreted by either formula (1) or (2).

PROPOSAL OF A VARIANT OF EQUATION (1).

Many variants of equations (1) and (2) have been proposed in
order to adapt them to different conditions. We propose here a
new variant of equation (1) which shows a very good fitness to
the sample of fig. 2.

Assume as starting point the following simplified variant
of equation (1):

i - a + b In D. (4)
o 1

Equation (4) is equivalent to the relations used by
Gutenberg and Richter E33 and Cornell E43.

In order to make the rate of attenuation depend on I ito

is sufficient to introduce D./D instead of D.:

0.
i = 10  a b In i (5)

00

where 0 is the equivalent radius of the highest mapped0

isoseismal line. From equation (5) we obtain

0. Do 0 •i/b, (6)
0 0a()

where a a7-a/b.

Obviously, if D is constant, equation (6) coincides with

(S). However, if D depends on I all the radii D. depend on
a 0 1

I as well. 10. A



As s'fle the ratio , (I =jir , =- ) to t-e ,-orstant e.

inrdependent of j) and cal, such constant. As a ,onseller.e

D (1 j) D. (I =10D 0 1 0 j (7)
0 (I J-i) D. (I =j-l)

The corstant * is a measure of the more (or less) rapid
rate of attenuation of small eartrua .es .r. e' . e

ones, If I. ) 1 the trer:d .s o; th., tvr. of 4i16 2 wbije 4 ' 1

would correspond to the ereaviour- represented oy tort',- i,
in fig. 1,

The value of 4t for a giver, set of earthquakes car, be
calculated as the mean value of the ratios D (I =j)/D (I =j-1)

1 0 1 0

The d ata of the sample of fig. 2 lead to the mean value
= 1.36.

Observe how that,, for 1 _ 1, eiJu tior, o:' imp-lies trt
the ratio

D - D

D- - (8)
1 -1

does rot depend either or, i or or, I It is easy to prove that

its value is

el/b

The experimental value of 4 can be calulated as the meant
value of the ratios (8). For the sample of fig. 2 we btair
Y (i)l) = 1.58.

As to the ratio

DI -Do
'+' . =(10,

Yo

taking into a,:-court the condition

Di  D 0 for i 0 (I1)

0

From a qualitative standpoint. equation (12) is
acceptable. In fact the rate of attenuation is more ,'apid ior I
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small than for large distances. However equation (12)
represents too rigid a constraint from a quantitative point of
view. For instance, the sample of fig. 2 leads to a mean value

1.07, while equation (12) would lead to It = 0.59.
a a

in order to overcome this inconsistency, it is convenient
to modify equation (6) by adding a new coefficient:

S D ei /b + r . (13)

The ratio It is given again by equation (9), while the

value of 4P can now be adapted to experimental data.
0

Combining equations (13) and (10) with condition (11) we
obtain:

D. - 0 (1 + I -- (14)
1 0 o ZF- )

i~D.

* I- -i iIn + -. ! _b 1) .(15)
0 iF n l4 -- (16

If coefficients o0 iF, + are known, equations (7) and

(15) completely define the attenuation law, provided that a
reference value for D is established. This can be done asa

follows. Using equation (14) derive from the experimental

values Di  a mean value D for each 10. Impose then that the

reference value of D through equation (7), minimizes the0

deviations (squared) from the mean values D 0. For the sample

of fig. 2 one obtains, in this way, 0n (1i-10) a 9.3 km.

In conclusion, the coefficients that define the
attenuation law (15), with the help of equation (7), for the
sample of fig. 2 are:

*0.1.07 , *u1.58 1.36

D (I " 10) 9.3 km
0 0

The attenuation law so defined is represented in fig. 3.
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Using the lata of the same sample. the coetficients of

the formulas 1) and Q) have been 'alculated lisiro the least
square method. ,rpe results are shown Ir,'ilg 4.

INFLUENCE OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE ATTENUATION LAW ON THE

EVALUATION OF LOCAL HAZARD "

Consider a site located at the center of a hypothetical
homogeneous eismi z:ne (fig. 5). The correlatIon between,
intensity and return period for this site has beer calculate,

assuming alternatively the attenuation law (1) (2' and (15,

with the coeiiicients derived from the sample of fig, 2. The
results are in fig. o,

The considerable differences clearly point out that the

choice of the attenuation law is a crucial step in seismic
hazard analysis.

ABOUT THE USE OF ATTENUATION LAW IN SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS AT
A SITE.

Consider a seismic region with area A. Suppose that the
catalogue of historical earthquakes of the region is given and
that for a :ertain number of the earthquakes the isoseismal

map is known. In general for most of the earthquakes only I 0

and epicentral coordinates are known. From the available
isoseismal maps an attenuation law can be derived and assumed

as suitable for the interpretation of all events

At this Point as mentioned in the introduction. two

alternative procedures are available in order to define the
seismic hazard at a. site.

As far as method a) is concerned, the hypothesis

FIo (i) = constant over A (l6)

cannot be avoided. In fact the size of a seismic region that
can affect a given site is not very large and it is necessary

to take, all the events of the region into account in order to
compute the distribution function Flo (i), We will assume that

intensities I comply with hypothesis 06l.

As to the spatial distribution of epicenters, if the
hypothesis

' - constant over A (1')
0
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is not verified (and this is often the case), the error in the
evaluation of the intensity distribution F I(i) at the site is

rather small. On the contrary, the error in the calculation of
) can be considerable.

As an example, a circular seismic region with radius 95
ke has been considered. The distribution F lo(i) has been
assumed

FIo(i) =1 - *xp (6.91- 1.15 1o) ; 10 ) 6

avid the attenuation law (15) with to = 1, % - 1.4 has been

used. For the sake of simplicity a constant value D = 8 km

has been adopted.

The evaluation of Fi (i) and x at the center of the

seismic region has beer, carried on under two different
hypotheses:

1) .'o = constant over the region;

02) )1! 0 twice the average value used in 1) in the inner zone

with radius 65 ki; in this case the value of x' in0

the remaining area has been obtained by imposing the
total number Ao  of events in the region to be the

same as in 1).

The- maximum difference between the ordinates of FW(i) in

the two cases is 62, vhile the value of A for the first
hypothesis is about SOZ of the value corresponding to the
second one.

If the merely statistic method b) is used, the actual
distribution of epicenters is automatically taken into
account, so that the best estimate of X is obtained. On the
other hand, the evaluation of the distribution F (i) becomes

uncertain due to the fact that, at the site, -the number of
events becomes in general very small for the higher
intensities.

In conclusion, method a) leads to a good estimate of
F (i) but may be unreliable for the calculation of A. Method
I
b) offers the best estimate of x but is affected by large
u certainties in the evaluation of Fi(i).
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Thus, it seems reasonable to adopt a mi<ed Drocedure.

derive FI(i usino method a) nrtd calc:ulate A. through method

b).
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1.0 -INTRODUCTION

Iceland is located in the North Atlantic Ocean as a super-
structural part of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The ridge marks
the boundary between the North American Plate and the Euro-
asian Plate and creates a belt of seismic activity ranging
from the Azores in the South and towards Jan Mayen in the
North. The boundary approaches Iceland from the southwest
along the Reykjanes Ridge and from the north along the
Kolbeinsey Ridge, (Fig. 1).

I ~ I I
G EELAHO 

70ON

050N
Across -60ON

OOVSOON

Fig.1 Epicentres of earthquakes on the Mid-
Atlantic ridge 1962-1980,17/.

Across Iceland from southwest to the north, the plate bound-
ary is displaced to the east by two major fracture zones,
the South Iceland seismic zone in the lowlands of the south
and the Tj8rnes fracture zone in the north. The largest
earthquakes in Iceland have occurred within these zones and
may have exceeded magnitude 7. (The magnitude 4 of an earth-
quake is defined in the usual sense as the amplitude-
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logarithm defined by C.F. Richter. It should not be confused
with the intensity of an earthquake, I or MMI, which de-
scribes the local effects of an earthquake on the Modified
Mercalli Scale). The focal mechanism of these earthquakes,
which are of tectonic origin, indicates strike-slip faulting
with a sense of motion, right-lateral in N-Iceland and left-
lateral in SW-Iceland which is consistent with transform
fault interpretation of these zones. Both zones, however,
lack the clear topographic expression characteristic of
fracture zones on the ocean floor, and in neither zone is
the transform motion taken up by a single major fault.
Outside these two fracture zones an intraplate earthquake
zone with clusters of seismic activity is seen in Borgar-
fjdr6-ur in West Iceland. Seismic activity associated with
the volcanic zones in Iceland is also evident, /2/, /5/,
/7/, /8/*). In Fig. 2, epicentres of past and recent
earthquakes with magnitude 6.0 or above are shown with the
year of occurrence.

The volcanic earthquakes rarely exceed magnitude 5 and are
mostly related to imminent volcanic activity. In the West-
ern Volcanic Zone which covers the Reykjanes Penisula, the
Thingvellir region, Langjdkull and Hofsj6kull regions,
seismic activity is mostly confined to the Reykjanes Penin-
sula where tectonic earthquakes at the plate boundary and
volcanic follow hand in hand. In other parts, as well as in
the Southern Volcanic Zone, which covers the Vestmanna
Islands and follows the rift zone across the west part of
Vatnajdkull, Askja and Krafla areas until Axarfjdrdur in the
north, earthquakes of pure volcanic origin are frequent,
(Fig. 3). Thus the South Iceland Seismic Zone bridges the
gap between the two volcanic rift zones in South Iceland
whereas the North Iceland Seismic Zone touches the volcanic
rift zone in Axarfjdr6ur.

The seismic and volcanic adtivity in Iceland is very well
localized and confined to certain clearly indicated regions.
Large parts of the Country are outside these zones of geo-
physical manifestations and have been quiescent for millen-
iums. The inhabited coast and valleys in East Iceland, the
Western fjords and large areas of West and North West Ice-
land are judged to be minimal or no risk zones.

*)Numbers within slashes correspond with the list of
references at the end.
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Fig.3 The interrelationsship between the volcanic
and seismic zones in Iceland.

2.0 THE SEISMIC HISTORY OF ICEAN

Since the settlement of Iceland in the late ninth century,
seismic activity has. been observed in all seismic zones and
moderate to strong earthquakes have occurred from time to
time. Very strong earthquakes, of the order encountered at
the Pacific plate boundaries, are, however, unlikely to take
place. Possibly, the strongest earthquake in historic times
occurred in the South Iceland Zone on August 14th 1784. Dam-
age to farm houses was severe and three people lost their
lives. The magnitude of this earthquake, which was first in
a series of violent earthquakes that shook the whole seismic
region in the South, has been estimated to be about 7.5,
/4/. This by comparison is an order of a magnitude lower
than the strongest earthquakes that have occurred in say
Japan, California and Chile in recent times.

The past seismic history of a certain region is the best
indicator on what to expect in the future. In the following,
the earthquake history of the different seismic zones and
their character is briefly discussed.
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2.1 THE SOUTE ICELAND SEISMIC ZONE

Most destructive earthquakes in Iceland since its settlement
in the ninth century have occurred within the South Iceland
lowlands. Major earthquake sequences have affected the
sparsely populated farmlands in historic times with inter-
vals ranging between 45 and 112 years. The earthquake zone
extends about 70 km in the E-W direction with almost a per-
fecp E-W alignment of epicentres in a 5-10 km band from the
Olfus region in the West towards Ranghrvellir in the East.
However, no major E-W striking faults can be found and the
destruction zones of individual earthquakes tend to be
elongated in the N-S direction as shown in Fig. 4. The
distribution of recent microearthquakes indicates that the
seismicity is associated with brittle deformation of a 10-20
km wide belt located above an E-W trending zone of aseismic
deformation in the lower crust or upper mantle, /7/, /9/.

AKRAMES

RYKJAI K

REYKJANEt s-JS~ 'SA.9

,' FISSUIE SWARm

-~ SEISMIC LINEATVCN

( OESTRUCMN ZONE S'ANNAAYAR

-0 km

Fig.4 The Reykjanes Peninsula and adja,,qzt South
Iceland Seismic Zone. The destruction zones
of past historic earthquakes within which
more than 50% of the houses collapsed are
shown.
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The historic earthquakes seem to be grouped in two different
categories. In the first category, the whole region is shak-
en by a sequence of violent earthquakes which usually begins
with a strong earthquake in the east part of the Zone foll-

owed by big but gradually smaller events moving to the West.
The above 1784 earthquake is typical of such a sequence.
Other major earthquake sequences in this category have been
the 1896 earthquakes which is the last major earthquake
sequence in the region, causing widespread damage, 1732-34,
1630-33, 1389-91 and 1339. In all these earthquake episodes
severe damage to farm houses in the entire region with sev-
eral deaths is reported in the annals, /l/. In table 1, a
list of all known major earthquakes in the South Iceland
Zone in historical times is given with assessed values for
maximum intensity and magnitude.

TABLE 1. A list of destructive and large magnitude earthquakes in South Iceland.
Assessed values are within parentheses, /1/, /2/, /9/, /ii/.

DATE LOCATION MAGNITUDE/ NOTES
Max. Intensity

1164 Olfus/Fl6i Damaqe in Olfus'Fl6i, 19 deaths
1182 Whole region? extent uncertain, 11 deaths
1211 ' ' 18

1294 Rangirvellir in Land/Rangirvellir
1300 ' ' in Rangirvellir
1308 Whole region? etent uncertain, 6 deaths
1339 Whole region in most parts of the zone
1370 0lfus ' in Olfus, 6 deaths
1389 Rangirvellir " in Land/Rangirvellir
1391 F16i in ?lfus/Fl6i/Grimsnes, 5 deaths
1510 Rangirvellir ' in Land/Rangirvellir
1546 Whole region? ' in eastern and western parts

May 12 1581 Rangrvellir " in Rangirvellir
Spring 1597 01fus " in 01fus

1614 Fl6i in dlfus/Fl6i/Grimsnes/Skei6
Nov 1624 Fl6i in Fl6i
Feb 21 1630 Land ' in Holt/Land/Rangirvellir, 6 deaths
Early 1633 alfus in Olfus
Match 16 1657 Fl6i ' in F1oi and Flj6tshli6?
Summer 1671 61fus in 1lfus/Grimsnes, 5 deaths
Jan 28 1706 (64-N, 21- W) (6-6.5) * in 0lfusiFl6i, 4 deaths
April 1 1725 Rangirvellir ' in Ranoarvellir
Summer 1726 "
Sept 7 1732 (64', 200.2) (6.5) in Hreppar/Land/Rancirvellir
March 21 1734 (64', 20*.5) (6.5) ' in Olfus/F16i/GrLmsnes, 9 deaths

1749 6ifus " in dlfus
1752 

i 01fu"

1757 Flj6tshli " in Fl;6tshli6
Sept 9 1766 01fus/Holt in 01fus/Holt/Land
Aug 14 1784 (64*.1, 20*.5) (7.5) * in whole region, 3 deaths
June 10 1789 (64', 21'.5) (6-6.5) in Reykjanes and 61fus
Feb 21 1829 (64', 200) (6-6.5) ' in Land/Rangirvellir, i death
Aug 26 1896 (64', 20'.2) (7) " in whole region, 4 deaths
May 6 1912 (64', 19*.9) (7) ' in Land/Rangarvellir/F1j6tshli6,
March 29 1947 64', 19'.7 5 No damage I 1 death
April 1 1955 64'.1, 21'.2 5.3 Slight damage near Sog
J6l! 2 1967 64', 20'.7 5.3 Slicht damage at Br,. nastadir

The big earthquake sequences in category I seem to occur
about once every 6entury, on the average, or more occurately
once every 112 years with a probability of 80% or more based
upon the historical data. The large interval including the
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fifteenth century may be due to the very poor historical
records from that time, the socalled historical gap, rather
than scarcity of earthquakes.

In the second category, major earthquakes have occurred as a
single outstanding event either in the western or the east-
ern part of the zone. In the eastern part, Rangirvellir and
Landssveit, the earthquakes of 1912, 1829, 1726, 1581 belong
to this category and in the western part, (Olfus and Fl6i),
the earthquakes of 1789, 1766, 1752, 1749, 1706, 1671, 1597,
1546 and 1370.

The 1912 earthquake of magnitude 7 is the last major earth-
quake to have occurred within the zone. It caused damage in
a sparsely populated area close to the volcano Hekla in the
Eastern Volcanic Zone with one casualty. The seismologist
August Sieberg studied the intensity of this earthquake and
assessed the maximum intensity at XI on the Mercalli intens-
ity scale.

Smaller earthquakes have occurred in the western part in
more recent times such as Oct. 9, 1935 (M=6), April 1, 1955
(M=5.5) and July 27, 1967 (M=5.0). In these earthquakes min-
or damage of farmhouses near the epicentres was observed.

2.2 THE REYKJANES SEISMIC ZONE

The Reykjanes Penisula which is a transition between the
Reykjanec ridge to the west across the western volcanic zone
to the/South Iceland Seismic Zone is an important region due
to its proximity to the industrial and population center of
Reykjavik and vicinity.

The mid-Atlantic plate boundary enters Iceland near the tip
of Reykjanes and then runs along the penisu)a in an easterly
direction delineating an area of high seismic activity less
than 2 km wide in most places. Reykjanes is also a region of
active volcanism which is unusual tor a highly active seism-
ic zone. It is believed that within the volcanic areas, the
in-tense heat will generate stress relief in the crust thus
minimizing the possibility of high stress concentration
earthquakes.

The earthquake activity of this region is mainly concentrat-
ed in three different areas, that is on the ridge out of the
penisula, west of Kleifarvatn, (Kleifarlake), and around
Brennisteinsfjbl, (Brennisteinsmountains). A fourth con-
centration of earthquake activity, in the Hengil Area, is at
the boundary between the South Iceland Seismic Zone and
Reykjanes and can have influence in both zones, Fig 5.

The earthquakes in Reykjanes and Hengill are smaller than
the big earthquakes in the South Iceland Zone. The focal
depth is mostly at 1-5 km which causes comparatively higher
intensity of the shallow Reykjanes earthquakes than the
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Fig.5 The Reykjanes Peninsula with zones of seimic
activity. The hatched areas designate origin
of earthquake swarms in 1971-75. The cross-
hatched areas show epicentres of earthquakes
in 0lfus in the South Iceland Zone.

deeper South Iceland earthquakes. However, due to the
volcanism, it is to be expected that the stress concentra-
tion in the subterrain heated rock is lowered whereby the
energy release in an earthquake is also lowered as has al-
ready been mentioned. The fault structures is complex and
several seismic lineations or faults can be identified
striking obliquely or even transversely to the main zone.

Seismic activity in the Reykjanes zone during this century
has been high but concentrated on low magnitude earthquakes.
One of the biggest earthquakes in recent times has been the
June 1933 earthquake in western Reykjanes (Mw6) with an epi-
centre south of Keilir which caused some damage at Vigdisar-
vellir. The intensity of the earthquake was assessed at VI
in Grindavik and V in Reykjavik. A similar earthquake occur-
red in the same region in October 1889 with some damage to
farmhouses at Vigdisarvellir, Krisuvik and Vatnsleysustrdnd.
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In Reykjavik, the earthquake caused a part of the church-
goers to rush out in the midst of a sermon in the Cathedral.
In the Brennisteinsmountains, two earthquakes have occurred
in this century with magnitude about 6. In July 1929, an
earthquake of magnitude 6, caused widespread alarm in
Reykjavik. Some minor damage occurred such as cracks in
concrete walls and ceilings, and in the harbour. The House
of Parliament and the old Post Office Building suffered some
damage. The intensity of the earthquake was assessed at VI-
VII in Reykjavik and at X in the epicentral region. In
December 1968, an earthquake of magnitude 6 occurred in the
same region. The intensity was lower than that of the 1929
earthquake, about IV-V in Reykjavik where damage was minimal
although people there were alarmed.

Near the Hengill area east of Blifj6ll, an earthquake of
magnitude 6 occurred in October 1935. Since this area is
almost uninhabitated, there is little to show except for the
Ski-Lodge in Hveradalir where some slight damage ocurred.

This easternmost part of Reykjanes Penisula has not been
very well investigated and chronicles relating to this area
are rather meagre as is to be expected. However this is the
most important source of earthquakes to endanger the Reykja-
vik area. In Table 2, the number of earthquakes that have
been felt in Reykjavik is given grouped according to their
intensity on the modified Mercalli scale (MMI), /1/, /9/.

Table 2. Number of earthquakes felt in the Reykjavik Area.

Time Period/MMI Intensity III IV V VI-VII

1801-1850 8 1 1 0
1851-1900 19 4 5 3
1901-1950 66 19 9 1
1951-1985 3 0

According to Table 2, the earthquake activity in Reykjavik
appears to be increasing. This is probably more due to lack
of information from the nineteenth and earlier centuries
rather than actual increasing seismicity.

2.3 THE NORTH ICELAND SEISMIC ZONE

The North Iceland Seismic Zone is a broad zone of faulting
and seismicity which connects the southern end of the sub-
marine Kolbeinsey Ridge and the volcanic zone in North Ice-
land in Axarfj6r6ur. Earthquake epicentres are scattered
throughout a region which is about 80 km wide from north to
south and 150 km long between Melrakkasl~tta in the east to
Skagi in the west. A concentration of epicentres is in the
northeast corner of the zone whereas the larger magnitude
earthquakes may be more frequent in the western part of the
area. The seismic character of the zone is of a complex
nature and can not be associated with a single fault or a
simple plate boundary. Studies of recent earthquakes show
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that a considerable part of the seismicity is associated
with possibly three different WNW trending lines which or-
iginate in the volcanic belt. The sense of motion along
these trending lines is right-lateral strike-slip as has
been evidenced by two recent focal mechanism solutions, /5/,
/7/.

The Grimsey seismic line runs slightly north of Grimsey and
joins the Krafla fissure swarm in Axarfjdr6ur, (Fig. 6). It
has no clear trace in the topography. Instead, the surface
structure is characterized by northerly trending troughs andridges. In some respects this resembles the structure in SW-
Iceland where the epicentral belt lacks clear surface mani-
festation.

sm C

SI I I

Fig.6 Main tectonic features of the North Iceland
Seismic Zone with lines of seismic activity.

The January 13, 1976 K6pasker earthquake of magnitude 6.3,
which is the largest, most recent earthquake in Iceland,
caused moderate damage in the small fishing village of
K6pasker at the eastern end of the Grimsey line. This earth-
quake is connected with the rifting episode in N-Iceland,
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which has been in progress since 1975. The activity has been
mostly confined to the Krafla central volcano and its
associated fissure swarm. Extensive tensile movements have
been observed in the volcanic belt north of Krafla and in
Axarfjbr6ur near K6pasker with severe land subsidence.

Amongst other big earthquakes which have occurred along the
Grimsey line is the 1910 magnitude 7.3 earthquake, which or-
iginated in the ocean straight north of Tjbrnes (66.5N,
17.0W). An interesting fact is that few hours later on the
same day, a magnitude 5 earthquake occurred west of the toe
of Reykjanes. However, no geophysical relationship is be-
tween the two earthquakes. Another K6pasker earthquake with
magnitude 6, occurred in 1865 *and in 1755 a big earthquake
(M w7) close to Grimsey caused damage in the Skjilfandi and
Eyjafjbr6ur regions.

Along the second seismic line, which runs NWN from Hdsavik
across Flatey and the mouth of Eyjafj6r6ur, the most de-
structive earthquake is the 1872 magnitude 6-7 earthquake
which caused damage in Hsavik, Flatey and Flateyjardal
where several farmhouses were destroyed.

The third speculative seismic line also runs NWN from Krafla
across Eyjafjbr6ur near Dalvik and to the mouth of Skaga-
fj6r6ur. On June 2, 1934, a 6, magnitude earthquake occurred
near to the small town of Dalvik with considerable damage
there. Besides the K6pasker earthquake of 1976, where damage
was only slight to moderate, this is the last earthquake to
have caused severe damage of houses and buildings in Ice-
land. The maximum intensity of the earthquake in Dalvik was
assessed by the late professor Sigurdur P6rarinsson to be
VIII-IX in Dalvik, VIII in Hrisey and upper part of Arsk6gs-
str6nd. In Akureyri the intensity was assessed V. A very
good contemporary description of the extent of damage to
different kind of houses and buildings has been given by
Sveinbjbrn J6nsson, a tradesman and builder. New well-
constructed concrete houses showed practically no damage
whereas the typical old Icelandic houses of turf, stone and
timber fared badly.

Finally, the 1963 magnitude 7 earthquake which occurred in
the mouth of Skagafj6r6ur should be mentioned. As is the
case with most North Iceland earthquakes, the epicentre was
off the coast in the ocean and the land intensity therefore
comparatively low. The earthquake caused alarm in Sau6Ar-
kr6kur where the intensity was VII and some minor damage
occurred.

In Table 3, all known earthquakes to have occurred in the
North Iceland Seismic Zone are listed. Obviously, earth-
quakes in North Iceland are rarer than in South Iceland.
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TABLE 3. A list of destructive and largo magnitude earthquakes in North Iceland.
Assessed values are within parentheses. /1/, /2/, /9/, /I1/.

DATE LOCATION MAGNlTUDE/ NOTES
Max. Intensity

1260 Damage in Skj~lfandi region
1584 in Eyjafjtr~ur

Autumn 1618 " in Skj lfandi '

1624
Sept 11 1755 (66*.5N, 16*W) (7-7.5) " in SkjAlfandi and Eyjafjdr6ur
June 11 1838 (66*, 190) (6-7)
Dec 30 1867 " in SkjAlfandi region
April 17 1872 (66*.2, 17*.5) (6-7)
Jan 25 1885 (66-.3, 16-.7) (6-6.5) in Axarfjbr6ur
Nov 15 1905 66, 18 5.5/VI No danage reported
Jan 22 1910 66', 17* 7.3 Off the coast, no damage
Aug 23 1921 67', 18 6.3 " " "
June 2 1934 66*

, 
18*.5 6.3/X Damage in DalvLk and Eyjafj~r6ur

Oct 23 1936 66-.8, 17'.4 5.4 Off the coast, no damage
March 28 1963 66-.1, 19'.6 7.0 Slight damage in Sau6Arkr6kur
Jan 13 1976 66*.3, 16*.5 6.3/Ix Damage in K6pasker and vicinity

2.4 OTHER AREAS OF SEISMIC ACTIVITY

Intraplate earthquakes which originate outside the plate
boundaries, that is the seismic zones in North and South
Iceland and the volcanic zones, are rather rare in Iceland.
Historic records mention seismic activity near Orafajbkull
in the Vatnajdkull area during the 1727 volcanic eruption
there. On May 3rd 1897, a magnitude 5 earthquake occurred on
the Vatnsnes penisula which is to the west of the North Ice-
land Seismic Zone. This earthquake was felt over a large
part of north and northwest Iceland without any significant
damage.

Small earthquake swarms have several times been felt locally
in Borgarfj6r6ur in the midwestern part of Iceland. Usually,
these are very low magnitude earthquakes. In the spring of
1974, one such sequence of earthquakes culminating with a
5.5 magnitude earthquake on June 12th occurred in the upper
Borgarfjbr6ur area. The epicentral region was near Sigmund-
arsta6ir in Dverirhli6 and extended about 25 km to the east.
Another belt of earthquake origins was oriented in a SW-NA
direction and intersected the first around the middle. The
focal mechanism of these earthquakes indicates a slip-dip
motion due to horizontal strain in the crust, /3/.

The largest, June 12th shock, caused slight damage, mostly
cracking of poorly built farmhouses, but then the epicentre
was well to the east and north of the inhabitated areas in
PverArhli6 and Hvitirsi6a. Several landslides occurred, how-
ever, as the soil was wet, especially in the northern slopes
of Kjarr~rdalur.

Finally, earthquakes near the insular shelf margin east of
Iceland are known to happen, but damage in such "off the
coast" earthquakes has never been reported.
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2.5 MINIMUM RISK AREAS

As already mentioned, large areas of the Country can be con-
sidered to be outside the volcanic and seimic zones whereby
the earthquake hazard is quite minimal in these parts. In
Reykjavik, the Capital City, the western part from the old
town centre, ( "Kvosin"), to and including the small suburb-
an town Seltjarnarnes at the tip of the penisula is unlikely
to experience but small earthquake intensities. K6pavogur,
Hafnarfj6r6ur and the eastern part of Reykjavik with Mos-
fellssveit, however, have to be considered to be within or
close to the Reykjanes and the Hengill seismic zones. Pre-
cise seismic zoning of the Capital Region, that is Reykjavik
and surrounding towns has not yet been attempted but is most
certainly overdue. Application of the Icelandic Aseismic
Code for Structures, IST 13, /13/, is often subject to
severe misunderstanding regarding which earthquake risk
zone, C the code specifies three zones of 25%, 50% and 100%
risk ), should be considered for the Capital Region.

The coastal area west of Reykjavik/ Mosfellsveit through
Hvalfjdr6ur and lower parts of Mrars'sla, ( Akranes and
Borgarnes ), is another region with very low expected earth-
quake intensities. From Snwfellsnes through Dalas'sla
including the large region of the western fjords is another
low risk zone with no history of earthquakes nor volcanic
activity in historic times.

The region from the western fjords across Hdnavatnsskslur to
and including Bl6nd6s is another low-risk zone with no
earthquake history except for the Vatnsnes earthquake of
1897,cf 2.4.

The coastal region beginning at Rifstangi, which is the
northern most tip of mainland Iceland, through the entire
eastern coast and inhabitated area of East Iceland is a min-
imum risk zone with no earthquake history nor volcanic act-
ivity in historic times. The southeastern part of the
country is also a minimum risk zone, ( Hornafj6r6ur), until
the eastern volcanic zone begins near Kirkjubajarklaustur
and subsequently the South Iceland Seismic Zone.

3.0 SEISMIC ZONING AND AN EARTHQUAKE RISK MAP OF ICELAND

Whereas the seismic zones of Iceland are rather clearly and
well defined, it is more difficult to evaluate the
earthquake hazard in terms of expected intensities or
maximum surface acceleration. Basically, the earthquake
hazard to civil engineering and other manmade structures can
be separated into two categories. Firstly, the faulting and
rupturing of the ground in and near the epicentre of an
earthquake can incur heavy damage in a structure built
across an active fault or hit by surface rupturing. Damage
of this kind can only be avoided through microzoning and a
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precise geological site investigation prior to site
development. Secondly,. the earthquake wave motion will
induce dynamical vibration response of any structure where
ground shaking is severe enough. Permanent damage or even
collapse of the structure can be the direct result if the
surface acceleration of the ehrthquake is high and its
frequency composition unfavourable to the structure. The
main parameter governing the structural response is there-
fore the maximum surface acceleration of the earthquake
ground motion. Since there are no instrumental strong motion
records available for past Icelandic earthquakes, evaluation
of seismic risk regarding maximum surface acceleration must
be reflective, /12/.

The intensity of an earthquake is a measure of its effects
as experienced by observers in the struck area. Intensity
scales can be related to the maximum surface acceleration
through knowledge of the rate of destruction caused by a
certain level of acceleration. This is very problematic,
however, due to many reasons. In Iceland for instance, the
intensity of past earthquakes can be judged to be quite high
due to the high'rate of destruction. Until the beginning of
this century, all houses in the seismic zones were of very
poor construction, mostly simple farmhouses of turf and
stone, extremely vulnerable and illsuited to withstand
earthquakes. It is therefore quite likely that the damage
extent in future earthquakes of the kind which occurred in
1784 and 1896 in South Iceland will be much less. Even if
seismologists have tried to take this into consideration
when assessing the intensity and magnitude of past
earthquakes, it is possible that their effects tend to be
overestimated.

3.1 INTENSITY-ACCELERATION RELATIONS

Unfortunately, no strong motion accelerograph records have
ever been obtained in Icelandic earthquakes. Until recent-
ly, no strong motion aceelerographs had been installed. A
complete strong motion network is how being installed in the
South Iceland Seismic Zone and instrumental records throwing
light on the surface acceleration in Icelandic earthquakes
are eagerly awaited. Several attempts to evaluate the accel-
eration in Icelandic earthquakes, mostly based on foreign
studies, have been made, /9/, /12/. They have to be taken
at face value since many unknown factors have yet to be
resolved. For instance, where the seismic and volcanic
zones intercept like in Reykjanes and in parts of the other
seismic zones, it is believed that stress relaxing in the
crust takes place due to the intense subterrain heat in the
volcanic rocks, thus reducing the acceleration level. Also,
it has been observed that the earthquake shear waves, (S-
waves), which are mainly responsible for the destruction
caused by earthquakes, will propagate badly in the volcanic
zones and complete S-wave shadows have been observed. In
table 4, a possible connection between the Modified Mercalli
Intensities (MMI) and the probable maximum surface
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acceleration is given. The surface acceleration is then
interpreted as the maximum horizontal component. Usually,
the maximum vertical acceleration is about 60-80% of the
maximum horizontal value.

Table 4. Modified Mercalli Intensities 2and surface
accelerations, (1 Galu 1 cm/s ).

MMI II IiI IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII

amax 4.8 9 17 32 60 113 214 403 760 >g >g Gals

The table reflects the fact that human perception of earth-
quakes will underestimate the acceleration level. It is a
well known phenomenon regarding the human senses, that an
increase by powers in a physical quantity, (level of accel-
eration, intensity of light etc.), is perceived as an in-
crease by a constant difference (quotient series vs differ-
ence series). This phenomenon is sometimes referred to as
the Weber-Fechners law of perception. In mathematical sense
this can be described as follows

(1) amax(1) = A 10

where A and 8 are constants, which have been given the
values A = 1.35 and 8 = 0.275.

3.2 IRTZRSITY-MAQIITUDE RELATIONS

Even if the intensity of an earthquake is a more appropriate
measure for seismic risk evaluation than the instrumental
magnitude, it is often necessary to use the earthquake
magnitude as the basic parameter when estimating the
earthquake hazard. The following relationship between
Modified Mercalli Intensities, I, and the magnitude M of
Icelandic earthquakes has been proposed by Halld6rsson, /9/.

(2) Io = 0.33 + 1.24 M

where Io is the maximum MMI intensity of the earthquake.
Based on historic records, the magnitude and intensities
have thus been evaluated with the reservations voiced above
and are shown in tables I and 2. After 1904, which is the
beginning of instrumental records in Iceland, the magnitude
assessment of Icelandic earthquakes is more or less correct.
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3.3 EART UAZ RISK MAPS OF IczLRND

Earthquake risk maps can either be based on the maximum ex-
pected surface acceleration or the maximum intensities. In
both cases such maps should show contour lines with statist-
ical values either based on certain probabilities of occur-
rence or values with certain average recurrence time. Un-
fortunately, precise statistical evaluation is made diffi-
cult because of lack of reliable data.

In Fig. 7, an attempt is made to draw up such a map of Ice-
land showing areas of expected maximum earthquake intens-
ities based upon the previous discussion. The recurrence or
return period of the values has not been fully established
but a 100 years period can be taken as representative. Only
intensities above V are considered since maximum intensities
lower than V-Vi are not likely to cause any damage to civil
engineering structures even if sensitive equipment may poss-
ibly be endangered.

I I, I

- 65* . .

-64*

24" 22" 0 180 "60 I *

Fig.7.An earthquake risk map of Iceland. Contours
of 100 years intensities V and above are
shown ,(guestimative).
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Whereas the contour for intensity VI clearly delineates four
different seismic areas, the contour for intensity V marks a
single zone of earthquake activity for the whole country.
The contours are drawn on a speculative basis but should
give a good idea about the seismicity of the country. The
inland zone delineated by the countour for intensity VI
corresponds to the volcanic activity in the Vatnajbkull and
Askja regions and as such is without interest considering
possible human development.

In Fig. 8, an earthquake zoning map for Iceland is proposed.
The map is based on the previous risk map and designates
four different risk zones. Firstly, for the parts of the
Country outside the contours for intenstities V or above,
the maximum surface acceleration is put at less than 75 Gals
in correspondence with the relationship between acceleration
and intensities shown in Table 4. Zone 1 is therefore the
minimum risk zone where civil engineering structures are not
affected by earthquakes. Only in extreme cases could very
sensitive equipment be affected. Zone 2 bears the risk of
maximum surface accelerations up to 150 Gai, ;hich is easi-
ly acommodated by all welldesigned structures. Reykjavik and
vicinity falls within Zone 2.

Zone 3 covers the centre of the North-Iceland Seismic Zone,
that is to the coastline, the central part of the Reykjanes
Seismic Zone and most of the South-Iceland Seismic Zone. The
maximum surface design acceleration is 150 - 250 Gals which
can well be be taken care of by properly designed struct-
ures. In Zone 4 which covers the central part of the South-
Iceland Seismic Zone, the maximum surface acceleration to be
expected is 250 Gals and above. Possibly very large acceler-
ations up to 600-750 Gals can be expected in the immediate
epicentral region of a major South-Iceland earthquake and
extreme care should be taken with the design of all engi-
neered and otherwise structures in Zone 4.

4.0 SuN ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Based upon historical records and instrumental data which is
available for Icelandic earthquakes since 1904, a discussion
of the distribution, frequency and magnitude of earthquakes
in Iceland is presented. The major earthquake zones in Ice-
land are defined and each zone described in detail. A list
of historic and recent earthquakes is given for both the
North-Iceland and the South-Iceland Seismic Zones and var-
ious maps show the extent of the seismic zones.The geophys-
ical attributes of Icelandic earthquakes and the volcanism
in Iceland is also briefly discussed.
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Earthquake risk zoning with reference to man-made structures
is proposed in terms of a contour map of expected earthquake
intensities. At this stage, a complete statistical evalu-
ation of expected values and recurrence is not available,
which must be kept in mind when the results are interpreted.
Finally an earthquake design zoning map is presented in
terms of clearly defined zones with proposed design values
for the surface acceleration to be employed.
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It is presented the general strqtegy followed in

Albania for earthquake protection and are treated the

principles and the methodologies applied for the seis-

mic regionalization of PSR of X1lbenia on scrle 1:500 000,

for the seismic microzoning of the urben areas, for the

new aseismic design Technical i"eguletions -nd the elemini-

tion of the earthcuake conseouences.

INTRODUCTION

,lbania is a country with a high seismic activity, in

Europe is the country which is more frecuently hit by da-

mage earthouakes, next to Turkey and Greece. The studies

have proved that only during this century the etarthruskes

in Albania and near-by have generated 7.2L of the total

energy releazed by all the shallow earthousk!es of iuurope

for the same period.

At nowdays development when the density of the popu-

lation in urban areas is always increasing 9nd when the

investments realising or the ones planned to be realised

in our country are too high,if 1,e do not take the necce-

ssary precautions based on the seismological, seismologi-

cal-engineering and earth ruake-engineering studies aga-

inst the probable events the damajes will be everytime

greater. In our country there are taken many measures

to reduce the human losses and the material damages that

may cause the eventual earthouakes.

The term " earthnuake risk " may be defined -is the

total expected loss of life and property, loss of producti-

on Pand other secondary losses, caused by e'trthnuqkes to

a community over a given period of time. It is function of

the value of the elements at risk (hum-in lives, building,.,
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production, facilities, etc.), the vulnerability of these

elements to earthquake action, and the probability of

occurrence of earthquakes (the earthquake hazard).
By "vulnerability," we mean the probable degree of loss

or damage to a given element at a risk due to earthcuake

ground motion. It cannot be expressed by a single figure,

for it is a complex function of the dynamic properties of

the building or structure end of the various parameters

of ground motion (peak acceleration, peak velocity, dis-

placement, frequency of vibration, duration of shaking

etc.). Vulnerability is nevertheless the component of risk

over which the greatest degree of control can be exercised,

through the choice of construction sites and through appro-

priate design end construction.

Earthquake hazard is a comlex function defining the pro-

bability of occurrence, at any given site, and during any

given period of time, of earthnuake ground motion of va-

rious intensities. Earthcuake hazard is determined entirely

by natural processes going on deep within the Earth"s Crust

and, at the present time at least, is not susceptible to

human influence.

In order to assess accurately, and subsequently to

control and reduce the earthquake risk to given communi-

ty, it is necessary to have reliable inforoation on the

three components of risk, that is to say:

1. The value of the elements atrisk,

2. The vulnerability of these elements,

3. The earthquake hazard.

I: EAIRTHQUAKE HAZA)RD IN ALBANIA - SEISM.tIC R3GIONALI-

ZATION

Earthquake hazard assessement is conected with the pre-

cision of the time and place occurrence and the strength

of the future earthquake as well. Earthnuake hazard can-

not be changed, but it is nevertheless essential that it

be accurately known, in order that the most appropriate
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technical-economic measures be taken to reduce the dameges
that the eerthquakes may cause to a point where the overall
risk is brout davm to an acceptable level for the society;

the definition of this level is a task of considerable
difficulty.

Assessink the earthquake hazard we have acted this
way:

1. Data on the earthcuskes of Albania (historical and

instrument al)
As a result of many years work we have gathered end

examined an ampel material of a period of about 2000

years, on the earthquakes of AUbania. .Ul the dqta colle-

cted have been computed according to up to date methods,
so we might compil the "Catalogue of the Earthnua.es in

Albnile" up till 1970 (Sulstarova, E., Kogiaj, S.,1975)

and *he catalogue for 1971-1985 (Sulstarova, E., KoCiaj,
S., 1986). At the same time we have compiled the album
of the isoseismal maps, which contains the isoseismal
maps of 160 earthnuakes occured during 1800-1985. The

most reliable data, for which exist instrumental recordi-
ngs and macroseismic informntion, ere those of this cen-
tury. For the period from 1800-1900, more or less comp-
lete data may be considerad those of earthnuakes of

IntenSity a; 7 degrees MK-64 scale, while for the period
before 1800 there are data only for the earthnu'akes of

I 8 degrees MKS-64. For the period 1900-1970 there are
complete data of the certhquekes of I 6 degrees, but
for latter there are complete data, even for the weak
shocks of I,< 6 degrees.

This publication provides complete data of the earth-

quekes (Tog T, , h, 1110, 10,) and information, from diver-

se point of the territory, for the shocks that were felt
ind the destructive ones.

In our country the seismological network is extended
consisted of 13 seismological stations (the mqster sta-

tion of Tirana end 12 secondary ones (fig. I), which
from 1975 are able to detect all the events with : >. 2.5
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occuring in our country and near-by. On (fig. 2, 3) there
are presented two maps of epecenters of the Albanian earth-
quakes; as it is seen, Albania is a country with a high
seismic %ctivity.

2. THE MICROSEISMIC FIELD LEVEL

The observed effect of the earthquakes on the surface
is expressed in degrees (I), velocity (cm/sec), oi accele-
ration (cm/sec2). In our country in the two latter years,
we have set up a strong motion network. At present this
network contains 27 accelerographs SMA-I end 27 seismoscops
WM-II. As, up to the moment, we haven't got any information
from this network, we have done the evaluation of the seis-
mic intensity for seismic hazard studies according to L1K-
1564 scale. On the basis of the best available data, speci-
sly on the erthcruakes of which R , A , h, M, and 10, have
been defined, :we have found the relations between the instru-
mental and the macroseismic parameters (Sulstrove, E., 1986).
Making use the method of the ortodox regression, for the
macroseismic field, the following relations are found:

Io= 1.9M - 3.06log h- 0.61; h-lOkm; 4.0L.I7.5 (1)

I0= 1.75M - 4.551og h + 3.45; 10<h-4Okm; 4.0L- i.7.5;(2)

As avarage for all Albania:

Io= 2.1M - 4log h + 0.44; 4.0 M(7.5 (3)

On the basis of this relations we have concluded that
in Albania and neer-by shakings of 6 degrees LEK-1964 are
caused by earthquakes with M > 4.9; shakings of 7 degrees
with M >5.5, and those of 8 degrees by earthquakes with
M>6.0; while the ones of 9 degrees by earthnuakes with
l 6.6.

The foci of Albanian earthcuakes are generally located
in the grnitic layer, therefore they are shallow foci up
to 10-20 km, few earthouakes have depths exceeing 50-0 km.

For mean geological-engineering conditions are found
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the relations between the surf ece outlined by the isoseists

with magnitude (M) end the epicentral intensity 10 end for

these surfaces we have found the averege expected radius

in which shocks with h 7 10km, epecentral intensity 10 end

magnitude (1) in our country tre felt or may be felt at

different range of intensity as are presented at table 1.

Table Nr. 1

Avearge radius in km

9 8 7 6 4 3

6.6 9 8 20 42 72 108 152 215

6.0 a - 8 23 51 85 125 175

5.5- - 7 30 58 87 135

4. 6 - - - 8 22 40

Graphically these quantities are represented on fig. 4.

There are found the coefficients of the attenuation of

intensity along and across the extention trend of the struc-

tures (the coefficient),(Sulstarova, E., 1986).

The above parametres are of a special importance for

the studies of the seismic risk nd seismic hazard.

Generalizing the isoseismal maps of the strongest earth-

quakes, from the maximum inten@ity observed in all inhabited

centers, from Albanian earthquakes foci maps (taking into

consideration the above relations of the macroseismic field)

the map of the maximum observed intensities for the period

1800-1985 was compiled (fig. 5). This mqp pyestin We munL-
mum eAstface effebtes of the eaxrttquakes In .ou country.

3. DISTR7BUTION IN SP' XE AOD TIME OF SEISMIC ACTIVITY

In the studies of seismic hazard the final objective is

to define the focus, the meagnitude end the time of the futu-

re event. As, up to the present time, is impossible to acco-

-- -- - mm mmm Lmm mm mmm ,mmmmm mm m
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unt for all the processes that take place in an earthouake
focus, our efforts are made to determine the average seis-
mic hazard by comb'ining variousempilric relations and stati-
stical models or by defining some criteria of the distribu-
tion of earthquakes in time and space. Such analysis requi-
res homogenity of seismological data in space, in time and
within energy range. These requirements for our country can
be fulfilled if we take into consideration all the events
of J>6 degrees XSK-64 for the period 1901-1985.

Freauemcy distribution of_ earthoukes as a function of
their magnitude has first hand importance in the study of
the seismicity of a region. Already is known the law of earth-
quake recurrence, which is known as the law of Gutemberg-
Richter (1954)t

log N(M) . a - b M (4)

The exponential function of this distribution is consi-
dered the law of earthquake recurrences. This relation,
which has become very useful in statistical seismology over

the last decades, is widely used in our stitistical ela-

borations and in our studies of seismic activity.
Coefficient "a" indicates the level of seismicity of

a region nd is considered to be the average index of
yearly seismic activity, while the coefficient "b" is con-
sidered a representative seismotectonic parameter end is
directely related with the field of stresses that acts

in a given region (Mogi, K., 1962,1963; Scholz, C. M.,
1968). The changes in value of this coefficient in time are
used in earthquake prediction.

By the least square method end by the data of the period

1901-1985, the law of earthcuake recurcence normed for a

period of one yar, for our country, was found to bet

log N - 5.74 - 1.091; 4.6' M<-7.0 (5)
Whereas using the method of maximum likelihood (Utsu t T.,
1965; Aki, K., 1965) the following relation was obtained:
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log N = 5.74 - 1.1011; 4.6 < 1 < 7.0 (6)

As can be seen both methods give more ot less the came

result* Coefficient b= 1.10 approximates the world valeu

for shallow earthcu:3kes (Utsu, T., 179) and tie v'lue

obtained for the shallow eirthrui'T:eo of > urop:, b= 1.01

(Karnik, V., 1979)
The relation log N(M) is 4 linear one and is implied

that lower and the upper limit, of mwgnitudes is unlimited.

If we teke into account that the volume of the rocks in
the zone of the earthuake focus, tha.t is sublject of a

determined field of stresses, is limited then in compre-
hensible that must exist an upper limit of the magnitude,
respectively imin a nd "Wa "  For seismic risk analysis we
are interested in the upper limit of mignitude, Lmax"

As a matter of fact there exists no rel~ible determini-

stic approach for an astimation of the upper bound mVini-
4 tude value within a certain region. The most popular pro-

babilistic approach is the application of the Gumbel

theory of lqrgest value. The advantage of the method is

that it uses only extremes within cartiin interv.lz

(genersAlly every year), thus ingnoring the influence of

aftershocks and the usual incompletenesn of data in the

Iot,: magmitude range.

In our country is used the first Gumbel isymptotic

distribution and lsitter his third one; the ltter being

preferable because it sets n upper magnitude limit and

curvature to es.uth'uake data.

In the first Gumbel distribution the probibility mo-
del of Epstein et al, (1966), have been used. For this

model to be applied the supposition must be riiode thRt

earthnuaces are events indipendent of each ether e-nd con-

stitute a Poissonian prosses, which for the earthnuakes
in Albania is ascertained (Sulstarova, E., 1975, 1980).

From this model we have obtained the rel-ition:

log IT = 3.96 - O.SOL;; 4.6 < ( 7.0 (7)

I ~ m mmm mmmmmm• mmmmmmmmmm mmmm mmm mm m m m
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Aocordlng to the above relations (5, 6, 7) can be found:
the average number of earthquakes for every range of magni-

tudes, the average period of their recurrence (in years)

with magnitude greater than K (T - 1 ) , ,the maximum
yearly magnitude which can be obsserved more frequently
0 . logeaCc ) and the seismic hazard for all the country(3
as a probability of the occurrence of an earthquake with
greater or equal magnitude M, for D years according to

the following formula: -1M

%(M) - I - ep (-- D ) (8)

oc and A are coefficients found with the method of the
least squares and have the respective values:

oc = 9119,025; P - 1.8437; in formula (7) a =
ln (10)

b -
ln(lO)

By using equation (8) we can see that in our country
7 degree's earthquakes (M>.5.5) should be expected every
5 yeares, earthquakes of 8 degrees (M,6.0) every 10 years,

while 9 degrees'earthquakes (M>6.6) every 30 years (pro-
bability 80-97%) .

The first distribution of extrem values at the upper
bound, as mentioned above, is limited. In reg'%rd to the

fact that for every region must exist an upper ";next
which is determined by the dimentions end the physico-mecha-
nical properties of the bloc or microplate where is going
to generate the future earthquake as well as seismic ener-

gy accumutated, recently the third Gumbel "symtotic distri-

bution is used:

III F x XNF- eW U (9)~

where K > 0; x o ; u<cLO ; - is the upper magnitude
limit; K a 1/' is the shape parameter, u - is the charactri-
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stic largest value. It follows that:

II - III

= e , 1 = 1.0F~u) F~c

The three parameters were calculited by the least snu-

are method for the data of the period 1901-1985 (2ulst-ro-

va, E., KogiaijS., 1986); annual intervals were used. The
curve of the third asymptotic distribution defined by WO=

7.46, A = 0.26 k = 3.83 and u = 4.99 fits the observed data
cuitewell. They can be used for the cilculation of some use-

ful cu'antities, for instance of the return periods or of

the largest magnitudes which can be exceed with a given pro-
bability in the future (the interval should not be longer

than the observation interval) or of the expected lirgest

irnitude or of the most probable largest (mode) within the

next n years.
The probability of a magnitude to be equal or greater

than M will be:

P (I) - 1-. I (I0)
--F(x)

The return period of shocks witl} magnitude equal or

greater then a given threshold values is defined as:

III -l

The value o - 7.46 c'n be considered as the magnitude

of the largest possible event in Albanian area.
When applying the results we must take into account that

the Gumbel theory ic based on qevaral qssumptions:

- the conditions prevailing in the past must be vnilid

in the future;
- the largest events observed in a given intervi1 are
independent;

- the behaviour of the future 1l~rgest eve its vill be

similar to that in the past.

According to the algoritm proposed by 11occ- et al (1984),
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based on the third Gumbei distribution, Kogiaj, S., (1986)

prepared a programme and with the data of 1800-1983 has co-

mpiled the map of the maximum expected magnitudes (fig. 6).

According to this map the maximum expected magnitude is

Ma- 7.1 - 1.5

4. GEOLOGICAL CRITERIA OF THE SEISMICITY OP ALBJNIA

The period of seismological recordings (historical and

instrumental) is relatively short and consecuently is di-

fficult to dec~de for the seismic activity of a country only

with the seismological data, end moreover for the strongest

probable earthquakes the recurence period of which is rela-

tively long.

The earthquakes are phenomena accompanying the present

geological situatiM' manifestations of the deep tectonic

preeesses. There is a close connection between the earth-

quakes and the neotectonic structure which crops up on the

surface.he earthquakes lead to new changes in the geologi-

cal structure, therefore to evaluate the seismic hazard, is

indispensable to ca y out special geological, geophysicil

and geodetic studies.

Intending the study of the seismicity in Albania,-.we

have carried out special seismotecotnic studies, and widely

used the geological and geophysical studies on the geologi-

cal and tectonic construction of our territory carried

out by other specialists.

The geodetic studies on today Earth's Crust movements,

in our countryare at thetr beginning. In some zones of '

Vlora, Durrds and Shkodra are set up special geodetic net-

works.
The s~smoteotdnic (AliaJ, Sh., 1980,1983, 1986), geophy-

sical and earthquakes focal mechanism studies (Sulstarova,

B., 1980, 1983, 1986), have indicated that our territory

and near-by is devided in some blocks or "microplates" by

deep faults with NVI and ITE extension. The seams that
border these "microplates" (longitudinal and transversal
deep fault zones) are seismogenetic structuril elements.

The main cause of seismic activity in these borders is the
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collizion between the t': e e :r t ?I, '? Juro-r'Thtic

and frican ones. In this process n 5mort- t role is

plaied by the " d.riatic promontory" of the AfrS.can plate

wvhich* due to its northern tot! ons, our territory -ad nesir-

by exerts stresses and is responsible of the seismic

acitivity of our country.

Confronting the f.ult zonca v:ith C-IrtLf-c 1a:cc' onar ?-

ted by them, we have determined the seisnoactive deep

fault zones in Alb'nia, their expected seismic energy -.d

their respective mechanism (fig. 7) (Sulst.arova, E., 1986).

Based on the geological and tectonic structure of our

country, on the dimension of the mic.. opl-tes *un1 the seis-

mological data as well., the maxirnum wq nituade of e-'rthu-

ekes in ,tbania should not exeed E.max 7.2 (Sulst'Lovi,

E., 1975, 1983).

5. THE I;P OF TIE ZOITES O1, J'.l'21UUKE POCI OF ALB'1 IA

Ol THE BASIS OF SIBISLICLOGIC L I J G2OLOGIC .J DAT

According to the seismotectonic and seismologica! data

we have compiled the map of the zones of earthquakesin .l-

bania with the respective dimensions and seismic energy

(fig. 8) (Sulstarova, E., at al, 1980, 1982).

6. THE Z:xP or THE SEISZLIC E CZI0A UIZ L TIOF 0.. PSli

OF 'aLE INI iL

From the m p of the zones of ea-thqual.e foci (fig. 8)

%ucording to the avarage radius of the attenuition of

intensity from the focal zone, vie hve compiled the map of

seismic regionalization of the PSR of Ubaniq on scale

1: 500 000 (fig. 9).

This mip is compiled accordingto the principle tA-it

an earthoueke may occurre at every point of the focus.

The mip of seismic region+iliza.tion represents the

meximum expected intensity for mewn soil conditions
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expressed In degrees according to LIK-1964 scale.

For mean soils we have accepted the soils of most in-

habited centers of our country (most ordinary soils),

where the ')basic intensity is equal to the maximum intensi-

ty observed: thick loose uaternary deposits of deep level

of underground waters, below 5 m from the surface of the
earth, (sands, fine sands, clay fine, clay gravel). These

soils are situated at the field part of the country. In

this category we have also included the hard and semi -

hard rocks at a relief mean differenciated.
At the seismic map there are distinguished three cata-

gories of zones, zones with I=VIII, VII, VI degrees (IK.K-64).

At some strong focal zones, due to bad soil conditions, the

seismic intensity, may attain up to 9 degrees. The seismic

map represent the expected seismic hazard in Albania for

the 100 futuxv years,

II. SEISMIC LUCROZONTNG OF URBAN AREAS

As we have manshened above (part I), seismic zoning

provides information for the distribution in space and

time of the expected seismic hazard relatevly in large zo-

nes. Most of the studies carried out in our country and

in others, dealing with distribution of the damages by lar-

ge earthquakes, indicate that large differences in the ex-

tend of damage often occure over relatevely short distrnces,
that the areas of intensive damage are highly localized

and that the amount of damage may change abrubtly over die-

tances as short as 0.5 to 1 km. Damages to engineering

structures caused by earthquakes is known to depend on some

factores, which are: seismologickl ones - amplitude, fre-

quency, time duration of strong motion, engineering-

geological - the concrete soil conditions and constructive

- the t~pe of the engineering structures and the building
materials. Therefore evaluating the real seismic hazard at

an area where is foreseen to build engineering structures
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with special economic or political importbice or merely

for urban planning, it is indispensable to be carried out

detailed seismologicql, engineering-seismologic el and com-

plex engineering-geologiclA geophysical stud.Les, c-alleK

seismic microzoning stuxdies based on the seismic e: io--li-
zition. Thus, to determine t ,e seismic haz ird of an urban

area, we have to find the superficial effect thqt may cau-

se all the earthquake foci of this zone or the seisnogentic

zones as it is shoin at fig. 10.

\t our country such studies have begun at 1901, nd ire

realized as presented on flow diagram fig. 11.

1. The seismological, neotectonic (using the microtecto-

nic method) and the seismotectonic studies of the surroun-

ding zone of the site (with a ray thit goes to 50 kin) on

scale 1:500 000

The seismologicil studies aim to explain the historical

and recent activity and its trend at a region subject to

our study. From these studies vie determine:

a - Eartheuece source mechanism,

b - maximum expected magnitude,

c - the attenuation of the energy from earthruake foci to

the site,

d - amplitude and the freauencial content of the represe-

ntative earthnuake (short or long distant),

e - acitive fault zones,

f - from them are selected the accelerogrims as input dits,

which serves to calculate the real seismic haz-rd.

2. Complex en inedring-geologicl, geophysical vnd

hydrological studies of the site on scale 1:10 000

These studies include: neotectonic, engineering - geolo-

gical, geomorphologic, hydrogeolcgic, shollow bore holes,

elemetrometric surveying, seismic refraction, electric and

accoustic measurments amd velocity meisurment -os well. she-

re are also included in-situ -and lboraltory tests. irom

them we made Imown:

a Topographic configuration of t!e bedroci-,
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b - thicknees and the kind of the deposits situated on the
bedrocks,,

a - physical-mechanical and dynamic proporties of the soils
of each layer or sublayer,

d - respective geotecnical models.

3. Phgneering-Seismological studies of the site on
scale I:10 000

In these studies there are included: Vs and Vp surface
and bore holes measurments, microtremor and small earthcu-
ake measurments, analytical studies for the dynamic behavi-
our of soils, and studies on the damage caused by past
earthquakes. These studies aim to evaluate, instrumentally
and wenalyticaly, the actual influence on the local grcund
sk&Ma-. From them are obtained:
a - the increase intensity in degrees as regard the etalon

ground,
b - based on the selected representative accelerogram for

the bedrocks (we have selected the one recorded during
the main shock of Npril, 15, 1979 earthquake rM= 7.2 at the

bedrocks of Ulqini and on the geotectonic models of the
urban area, which represent L(l) filters that modify this

accelerugram B(VW), as it is shown at fig. 12; We could do
the analltical evaluation of strong motions by means of
acceleration respons spectra (SA), the velocity (SV), the
displacement (SD) end the Purje spectra (FL).

These results are confronted with the damages caused
by earthquakes in the past.

Based as above, we compiled the seismic microzoning

maps of sole urban areas in different variants. The more

important are two:
First variant - is based on the methods taking into

account the elastic behaviour of the soils; in this case
the evaluation of the seismic intensity is calculated in
degrees (ISK-1964 scole)e

In this variant the seismic intensity, given by the
map of the seismic regionalization for the concrete zne is
precised basing on three mothods:
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a - on the complex engineering Peoocic-l method - t this

case increase intensity vories ± 1 d-egree in regcird to the

&ean soils (as shoima on the map of the seismic regionliza-

tion) end according to the given geotecnicel model.

b - on accoustic imped-.nce method -md to the hyLdro-Coiogi-

crl conditions, (I,-edftiev, S.V. 1977).

c - microtremors method, based on the maximum timplitudes end

on the predominant periods of the nicrotremors (Konaf, K.,

Tanaka, T., 1961, K'nai, K. et al', 1965).

From these three methods we may find the mean wvlue of

increase intensity as reg'ird the me.n soil contiditicn.

Second variant is based on the methods which take into

consideration the nonelastic behaviour of the soils (elasto

-plastic behaviour of the soils). These methods are analy-

tical ones. At this case are used such parameters as qcce-

leration, velocity, displacement or their respons spectra.

At this present phase, the response spectrai are deter-

mined by the analytical accelerograms resulting by the com-

putation of the dynamic behavior of the geotecnical models

under expected seismic exitation.

Based on the acceleration respons spectre, the soils

of our three-towns Vlora, Durrgs and Shkodra may be divi-

ded in three categories.

In the mic.,ozoning maps are presented also the geolo-

gical phenomena which may create undesirable effect during

an earthquake as:

- aluvial and deluvial covers,

- active and tectonic faults,

- new archeologic deposits,

- water satur9ted s-nd zones, soft clay, mud and torfe

where may oe created thts plietnoneilon of liuef'ction

and thixotropy.
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iII. SOME CHARECTERISTICS OF TBE NEW ASEISMIC DESIGN TECHNI;P
i CQ REGULATIORS

The first aseismic regulation for constructions based
on the static method were adopted in 1952o At 1963, based

on the dynamic method, were approved new %seismic design
technical regulations which, taking into consideration

the engineering analysis of the consequences of the earth-
quakes, and specially of the one of April 15, 1979, at
1978 and 1981 were revised and had some improvements.

The high rhytmes of buildings lay down the nraesity to
know better the earthquakes action to the structures and
to adopt more justifying technical and economical crite-
ria in aseismic design. Based on our experience nd the
experience of other countries we have compiled a draft
aseismic design Technical Regulations.

The purpose of these new Technical Regulations, com-
bining the technical criteria with the economical ones,

is, at first, to secure the life of the people end to

reduce at the maximum possible the material damages that

may be caused by earthquakes. Theft aim is that the cons-

tructions may resist:

a - to the earthquakes O6 a low intensity, which are

very frequent in our country, without damages;
b.- to the earthquakes up to 8 degrees, without impor-

tent structural damages;
o - to the large earth cuakes, without hea7vy destructi-

one or heavy demages.

In general they aim, at probable events, that the con-

structions may stand utilizable (without repairs or partial
repairs) after them.

From the engineering point of view the aseismic con-

structions may be realised conceiving such suitabble con-

structions able to absorbs the seismic energy trasmeted

through thetr foundations without distructions or heavy
danmgese It is aimed to be attained since at architectu-
ral treatment msking an effort to arrange the building
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configuration to be simple, to have the messes and regidi-

ties to be symmetrical and uniformly distributed -and to

avoid irregular shapes, qny abrupt ch,nge in elevetion plq4.

At the new Technic~l Regulations we have decided for

a uninue calculation method for various types of constructi-

ons based on the modal nalmysis method.

Parallely to the adoption of the stwidird design spec-

tra, computations using suitable and sintetic accelerograms

will be used.

As regards to the general aspects of the calculations,

we have conserved the concept of the direct calcultions

method of seismic forces at different points (levels) of

the analysed structures. The design seismic forces 11 -t

the point (level) "k" that coresponding to the ith mode

of the free vibrations of the structure is obtained from

the formula:

S ki I- s k kdv (k f?, (12)

where:

Qk- gravitational load concentrated at point (level) k;

k s- seismic coefficient which is determined taking into

account the seismic intensity of the urbn area, according

to the seismic regionalization or seismic microzoning maps,

and the concrete conditions as given at the table nr. 2

below:

TIM VAJJUE Oil T1 COEP'ICIEIT 1C-

Table it. 2

TM. ;ateory Saismidl ensity in degrees

of the soil (IEK -1964 scale)

7 8 9

I 0.08 0,14 0.23

II 0.11 0.22 0.35

-IIi 0.14 0.25 0.42-71 Oe4
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kr- importance factor, as regard to the importance, the con-
structions are classificated into 5 groups and, according

to these groups, the value of this coefficient varies from

0.5 (fifth group) to 1.75 (first group);

kd - allowed damage factor, the value of which varies fromI, 0.25 to 1.0; 1.0 is the construciton where are not allowed

residual' deformations;

y - which takes into account the material end structure

type, the vilues of which varies from 0.8-1.7 (the factors
kd and ce , which may be compacted in a single one, account

for the ductility and damping in the construcitonS,

01. dynamic coefficient determined as function of the pe-
riod of own vibrations of the system, Ti, and the natyre of

fondation soils by curves fig. 14 (as itis seen, we thought
to take into consideration the influence of the soils con-
ditions twice: at ksand );

46, coefficient depending on the deformation curve of stru-
cture at ith mode of vibrations end on the point of appli-
cation of the load Qk"

The formula (12), proposed to calculate the seismic for-
ces, allow possible improvements that may be made to its

coefficients. Special structures with horizontal member spa-
ning more than 20 m wiil be calculated considering the ver-
tical seismic action as well. In these cases (6 is proposed
to be taken as 2/3 of its value in the case of the horizo-
ntal sution.

It is proposed that the combination of modal values be
carry out by taking the equare root of the sum of the sou-
area of each of the modal values. Also, it is porposed that

the combination of design loads, due to the action of the
seismic horizontal component (refering to x end y axes) and

vertical one (refering to z aris), be carry adding the
design loads, due to the seismic action according to one

axi" with those due to two other ones, reducing the latters
by the coefficient A40.3.

A
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For all kinds of constructions great importance is

attached to the problems and technical structural precauti-

OnS.

IV. ON TI , L , 1eM.,TIG o1 .TQE COITSE.U.,,c6ES OF Tim .2',

Since the liberation of the country on [ovember 29, 1944

the consequences of the earthouakes are completely liquida-

ted, within a short period of time, with the expences of

the state end the contribution of all our society&
Here is an example: The earthnuake of April 15, 1979,

M=7.2, the epecenter of which were near our Northwestern

border, at Monte Negro (Yugoslavia), in our country rased

to the ground or mide unfit for use 17122 houses, eco-

nomic and social-cultural buildings in 551 villages and

some towns like Shkodra, Lezha, Shbngjin and Rrshen.

100 000 inhabitants were left homeless.

For the elemination of the conseauences of this earth-

quake there were involved 25 000 persons, who liquidated

completely its conseouences for 5 months, on october 1, 1987.
-lany new villages and many new quarters in the affected to-

wns were set up.
For the liouidation of the consequencies of the earth-

quakes we use to act like this:
- the local state organs with the aid of central ones

take immediat measures and give the first help to the affe-
oted people;

- a special group of experts as engineers, tecnicians,
etc. is set up, their task being to point out the damages

caused in every object and compile thc .rerpective documen-
tation;

-tb- respective Design Institutes set lp RpecioAl worki-
ng,. groups, who study end design the objects to be builed

and compile the respective projedts for the necessary re-
pair... Following the projects, the building materials are
to be calculated.

4
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According to the terms defined by the Council of Llini-

stere in the decision for the linuidation of the consequ-

ences, the number of the prticipmnts in the work is deter-

mined, %nd other necespary pl'nifications are made as well.

A special enterprise, set up for the purpose, taces all

the measures for the elemination of the consequences.
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Influence of Geology and Topography on Earthquake Intensity

J.A.Studer, Dr.sc.techn., GSS Consulting Engineers Ltd., CH-8032
Zurich and Lecturer in Civil Engineering, Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology

1. Introduction and Summary

The widely differing damage observed locally in earthquakes lends weight to
the long held assumption that site intensity is greatly influenced by local
geology and topography. In the last 20 years, measurements and numerical
investigations have given an indication of the extent of this dependence. This
contribution gives an overview of the theoretical assumptions involved.

Based on a recent investigation, primarily the influence of the topography
will be discussed. The situation today is that although powerful methods of
analysis are available, it is still not possible in an actual case to predict
easily these site influences.

2. Influence of Geology

The first models to account for the effects of local geology were developed as
long as fifties years ago. The simplest model consists of vertically
propagating shear waves (1] - see also Fig.l. It is obviously suited to
horizontally layered ground. With the introduction of the method of linear
equivalent soil properties by Seed and Idriss [2] about 20 years this model
gained wide acceptance in practice and is still the most popular one.

In the seventies there followed various methods of nonlinear total stress
analysis based on vertically propagating shear waves (3],[4],[5] and for
effective stress analysis, e.g. [6]. At the same time there appeared methods
of horizontal wave propagation analysis in layered media. In these cases the
number of parameters increases rapidly ( body waves with different incident
angles, different modes for Rayleigh and Love waves, etc).

One of the main problems in the practical use of all these methods is the
difficulty of obtaining, with the present available means, the proportion of
energy in each wave type for near surface waves from existing seismological
data. In addition, there is the fact that the system of layers is often not
horizontal. For these reasons the ground motions cannot be determined
accurately using the abovementioned models. Thus in many cases one has to
resort to the finite element method. It is then possible to consider besides
irregplar geometries also nonlinear material behaviour. On the negative side
the computer costs are proportionately higher. References
[7],(8] give relevant information on currently used material models.

Which of the proposed methods is the best for a particular situation is still
a matter of discussion and further research is required. One area where there
is work to be done is in the back-analysis of observed earthquake intensities.
The post earthquake analysis of the event at the Humbold Bay power plant (9]
does in fact show that such calculations can produce reasonable results.

It should be pointed out that in such complex investigations it is necessary
to have the corresponding input data for geometry and material properties.
Obtaining this data may be rather expensive. Nevertheless, the finite element
method is a useful tool to investigate local geological and topocraphical
effects for important structures. For investigations covering a wider area, on
the other hand, as in the case of microzonation, this method is precluded
because of the high expenditure and use must be made of the simpler :odels
offering gieater ease with regard to parameter studies.



3. xntluence of Topography

3.1 overview

Pointers to the influence of topography on seismic intensity are quite old.
They were observed even in the last century in the 1873 Southern Italy
earthquake, in which damage to villages perched on the hilltops was greater
than that for villages located on the valley floors. Such observations of
course have to be interpreted cautiously, as in earlier times either for
defence or agricultural reasons in many places the villages were primarily
built in elevated positions, rather than in the valleys. As a result the
older, and thus poorer quality buildings, tend to be found on the hilltops and
ridges. Nevertheless there are clear indications of the influence of
topography.

Much discussion was generated by the acceleration measurement taken at the
rocky abutment of the Pacoima dam during the San Fernando earthquake of 1971.
A maximum acceleration of 1.25 g exceeding all previous observations was
measured, though the concrete dam itself was not damaged. In order to explain
this high value various investigations were carried out by different
researchers. One of the beat known is that of Boore [10]. The results of his
parametric study show that horizontally progagating SH waves normal to the
valley axis undergo the greatest amplification in the hilltop situation (see
Fig.2). The amplification amounts to double that for horizontal ground. In
this way it was possible to correlate the measured value with valies recorded
on level ground.

3.2 Recent Studies

Here some results of a recent investigation carried out at the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology (Zurich) are reported. Vogt [11] is probably one of
the first to study the problem of a valley with layered ground. His study was
based on the indirect boundary element method in the frequency domain. He
studied the influence of arbitrary prismatic valley shapes on the seismic
intensity. The waves were assumed to be normal to the valley axis, while the
body waves may have any direction of propagation with respect to the
horizontal. The ground may be horizontally layered, enabling the combined
effect of topography and layering to be determined. The model also permits the
investigation of the influence of Love waves, which would not be possible with
a half space model. The basic idea of the analysis is illustrated in Fig.3.

The two dimensional model comprises horizontal layering with linear elastic
material properties. Material damping in the soil is considered. The analysis,
which is carried out in the frequency domain, consists of the following three
steps:

Stop I (State F): A horizontal ground surface is assumed. For a
particular wave tyre and direction of propagation the stresses and
displacements can be determined at each point. Both the interface
conditions between layers and the stress-free surface condition can
be handled exactly.

"tp 2 (State P): The stress-free boundary condition on the valley
surface is generated by means of a number of dynamic loadings. The
latter are determined in such a way that the stresses produced at
points lying on the ideal valley surface exactly cancel out the values
found at these points in step 1.

-2-



Step 3 (Superposition): In this step the results of the first two steps
are superimposed. Since the valley surface is stress-free the region
below it can Le separated without affecting the stresses or
displacements in the rest of the model.

The method outlined here is valid in principle also for three dimensional
situations. The computational effort, however, increases prohibitively so that
such investigations are only realistic with the new generation of
supercomputers.

Vogt investigated the following wave types, geometries and other parameters:

Wave .Types:
Body waves: SH, SV and P waves
Surface. Waves: Rayleigh and Love waves

Geometry:
- U valley form with and without layering, and the layer thickness

one or two times the valley depth

- Direction of propagation and type of body wave
- Frequency and relationship wavelength to valley width (Ci/L)

- Direction of propagation and type of surface wave
- Relationship in the case of layering between shear wave velocity of

layer and that of half space (CSL/CSR)

- Ratio of soil density in the layer to that of half space material
- Ratio of soil damping in the layer to that ini the half space material

- Poisson's ratio v - 1/3.

Figs.4 to 14 present a selection of the most important results. Their
interpretation may be summarised as follows:

- Topography becomes important when the shortest wave lengths
are smaller than about twice the dimension of the valley

- The influence of the valley is noticeable to a lateral extent of
several times that of the valley width

- The amplification of the seismic intensity strongly depends on:
- valley geometry

- layering

- wavelength (.i )

- angle of incidence (V) of propagating wave
- local site

- The greatest amplifications can occur at or near the valley,
depending on the parameters

- In many of the cases investigated the valley flanks lie in zones in
which the seismic intensity is strongly influenced by topography

- The valley has a shielding (isolation) effect only in a limited
number of cases:

- in homogeneous (non-layered) ground for sloping incident SH
waves the amplification in front of the valley is generally greater
than behind it; for layered ground, on the other hand, it is possible
for greater amplifications to occur behind the valley



- for sloping incident SV, P waves and Rayleigh waves greater
amplifications can occur in front of or behind the valley depending
on the configuration of the parameters; thus the valley only

shields against seismic waves in relatively few cases

- In the case of layered ground the separate effect of the layering on
amplifications can be much greater than of the other parameters
involved.

The method of analysis employed in the work of Vogtlll] described above, as in
most of the previous investigations, assumed elastic material properties. In
nature the ground behaviour can be strongly nonlinear, so that at first sight
it appears that the results could not be applied directly to the real life
situation. However, on the basis of various back-analyses of actual
earthquakes (see e.g. [9]) it may be concluded that using equivalent linear
soil properties a reasonable approximation to reality can be achieved,
provided that the equivalent elastic parameters are properly matched to the
corresponding strain level. Observations show that the greatest strains
generally occur near to the ground surface. When investigating topographical
influences it is usual to consider fairly thick layers, which are relatively
stiff, and so the linearized parameters do not deviate greatly from the
initial low strain values.

4. Future Prospects

In the last 10 years much progress has been made in the analysis of the
effects of geology and topography on earthquake ground motions. Today it is
possible to investigate in some detail a particular site configuration. The
computer costs, however, can be a limiting factor. Despite this progress the
earthquake engineer must be warned against an indiscriminate use of these
complex methods in practical situations. In reality they reflect, for the
following reasons, an accuracy that does not exist in practice:

- Carrying out the complex computer analysis is justifiable only if the
input parameters (earthquake excitation, soil profile, topography and
material properties) are accurately known. To obtain these parameters
in a particular investigation usually involves excessive expenditure. It
is virtually iossible to assess the accuracy, i.e. reliability, of the
input data.

- Despite the enhanced methods of modeiling available nowadays, for
cost reasons it is mostly possible to adopt only 2-dimeisional models.
True practical situations, of course, tend to be 3-dimensional.

- Again for reasons of costs in such invAstigations only a limited
number of computer runs are possible, i.e. parameter studies are
limited.

Consequently, due to inadequate input parameters, such calculations give an
exaggerated picture of the real situation. For this reason, in practice it is
preferable to apply simpler models allowing parameter studies. It is then
easier to estimate the influence of different parameters. This is especially
valid for regional studies as in the case of microzonation. However, for the
development and assessment of simplifieO methods of analysis, the more complex
methods referred to here are important.
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rig.3 Schematic representation of solution procedure
(a) free field (state F) (b) ficticious loading (state P) (c)
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DISCRETE-TIME DOMAIN MODELS FOR SITE AMPLIFICATION

Erdal 1afak

U.S. Geological Survey, MS977, Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA.

SUMMARY

Site amplification has commonly been described in terms
of spectral ratios. It can be shown that spectral ratios are
very sensitive to signal-to-noise ratios of the records, and con-
tain very large false peaks and valleys. This paper presents
an alternate approach for modeling site amplification. The
method is based on discrete-time domain filtering and stochas-
tic approximation techniques. It is assumed that the site is a
time-varying linear filter of unknown parameters. The input
and output of the filter are the rock-site and soil-site record-
ings, respectively, both contaminated with noise. Knowing the
input and output, the parameters of the filter are calculated
recursively by using stochastic approximation techniques. The
method is applied to a site amplification problem observed
during the March 3, 1985 Chile earthquake. 'The results are
compared with those of the standard spectral ratio approach.
It is shown that the method presented is far superior to the
spectral ratio approach in modeling site amplification.

INTRODUCTION

Site amplification is an important factor that m_ at be allowed for in earthquake de-
sign. Analyses of earthquake recordings have shown that surface motions are significantly
altered by the local geology and topography. In general, the alteration is in the form of
amplification of the amplitudes at frequencies near the the dominant frequency of the site,
and attenuation of the amplitudes at remaining frequencies.

Site -Amplification has commonly been described in terms of spectral ratios. For a

given site, the spectral ratio is defined as the ratio of the Fourier amplitude spectrum of
the recorded motion at the site to that recorded at a nearby rock site. Although spectral
ratios show the gross characteristics of the site amplification, they are very sensitive to
the level of noise existing in the signals, and generally contain very large false peaks and
valleys. It can be shown that the standard deviation of the calculated spectral ratio from
the exact ratio at a particular frequency is directly proportional to the ratio of the Fourier
amplitude of the noise to that of the signal (Rake, 1980; Ljung, 1985). To eliminate the
effects of the noise, the usual method is to filter the signals by using band-pass type filters
(e.g., Butterworth filter), and to smooth each spectrum before taking their ratio (Rabiner
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and Gold, 1975; Robinson, 1967). The magnitude of smoothing varies depending on the
noise level in the signal. For low signal to noise ratios, little smoothing does not eliminate

the false peaks, while too much smoothing alters the location and magnitude of real-peaks.

Moreover, irrespective of how accurate they are, the spectral ratios are not easy to model
analytically or empirically, especially when there is more than one dominant frequency at

(

the site.
This paper presents an alternate approach -to describe site amplification. The tech-

nique is based on the concept of optimal filtering and stochastic approximation. It is
assumed that the site acts as a time-varying linear filter, whose parameters are initially

unknown. The input and output of the filter are the rock-site and soil-site recordings,
respectively, both contaminated by noise. The filter parameters are determined from the
input and output series based on the criterion that the difference between the recorded
output and the filter output is equivalent to white-noise.

The initial development of optimal filtering and stochastic approximation techniques
is attributed to Kolmogorov (1941) and Weiner (1949). Today, these techniques are used

extensively in various areas in science and engineering, such as analysis of speech and radar
signals, guidence systems, automatic control, and econometrics. More on the theory and

applications can be found in Jaswinski (1970), Kailath (1976), Kushner and Clark (1978),
Ljung and Soderstrom (1983), Goodwin and Sin (1984), Young (1984), and Ljung (1987).

The paper'first gives the theoretical derivations for the method. Then, the method

is applied to a site amplification problem observed in Chile during the March 3, 1985
earthquake. The results are compared with those of the standard spectral ratio approach.

THERY

1L System eauations in discrete-time domain:

Assume that the site is an unknown linear system with a single input, and a single
output, as schematically given in Fig. 1. The input (t) is the rock-site record, and the

output Y(t) is the soil-site record. The noise n(t) is assumed to represent the combination
of the noise in the input and output, and is unknown. However, it will be assumed that the

noise is a stationary random process, such that it can be expressed as a filtered white-noise
process. Since site effects are assumed to be linear, the governing equations for the site

can be represented by any form of linear equation, such as a differential equation or an

integral equation. For discrete sytems with zero initial conditions and sufficiently small

time interval, it can be shown that any linear equation can be put into a finite difference

equation of the following form (Cadiow, 1973):

y(t) + ely(t - 1) + h c m + n ate V(t -ni.) = bil(t - 1) + pr et + bdez(t -nef t
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et + cl c(t -I1), + ...- + c., e(t - n.) (1)

where e(t) denotes white-noise, the index (t - j) denotes the discrete time (t - jT), and
T is the sampling interval of the time series. It is assumed that the output at time t is
dependent on the input values up to time t - 1, but not the input at time t. In control
theory, the model given by Eq. i is known as the ARMAX model, an acronym for the
Stochastic Autoregressive Moving-Average Model With Auxiliary Input.

For simplicity, let us define the following polynomials in the backward shift operator
q-l1

A(q - 1 ) 1 + alq - 1 +. + afq '  (2)

B(q - 1 ) blq - ' +... + bnbq - l (3)

C(q - 1 ) + clq - 1 + + Cn - n. (4)

where the backward shift operator is defined as q-jy(t) = y(t - j). With these, Eq. 1
becomes

A(q-)y(t) = B(q-)x(t) + C(q-')e(t) (5)

Eq. 5 can also be written in the frequency domain by taking the Z transform of both sides
in Eq. 1, that is

A(z-)Zly(t)} = B(z-)Zlx(t)] + C(z-')Ze(t)l (6)
where A(z-'), B(z-'), and C(z - 1 ) are polynomials in the complex variable z, similar to

those given by Eqs. 2-4,

A(z - ) = 1 + az - +.. + a.oz-'" (7)

B(z - ) = biz - ' + + bnbz--' (8)

C(z - ' ) = I + clz - ' +... + cz-n, (9)

Zly(t)] denotes the Z-transform of y(t), defined as Zjy(t)] = E'o y(nT) z - , where
t = nT. Zgx(t)] and Zfe(t)] are similar. Since e(t) is white-noise, Ze(t)l is constant. The
ratios
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H~) B(z 1I) and G(z) - W )(0

H(z) = A(z- 1 ) C(z- 1) (10)

are the transfer functions for the signal (i.e., for the actual site effect), and for the noise,

respectively. The roots of the numerator polynomial B(z - 1) of H(z) are the zeros of the

transfer function, whereas the roots of the denominator polynomial A(z - 1 ) are the poles.

(The use of the terms poles and zeros come from the observation that if H(z) is plotted in

a three dimensional cartesian coordinate system such that the horizontal axes are the real

and imaginary parts of z, and the vertical axis is H(z), the resulting shape looks like a

tent, with poles corresponding to the locations where the tent is supported, and the zeros

corresponding to the locations where the tent is tied to the ground.) For stable systeis

(i.e., systems that have bounded output for any bounded input) the poles are in complex

conjugate pairs, located inside the unit circle in the complex plane.

The argument z in Z transforms can be any complex variable. For z = e 2wfT, where

f is the cyclic frequency and i = V/iI, the Z-trandorm becomes equivalent to the Fourier

transform. The commonly used spectral ratio, S(f), is then calculated as

S(y) = IB(ei2 wIT)IJA(ei2rfT) I  11

Note that the spectral ratio calculated by Eq. 11 is for the signals only (i.e., after the
noise is removed from the records). The impulse response function of the system can be

obtained recursively from Eq. 1 by putting z(0) = 1 and x(t) = 0, for t > 0 with e(t) = 0

for all t.

2. Parallel form realization (modal analysis):

For nb < n., H(z) can be put into the following form by using partial fraction expan-

sion (if ftb > n., a polynomial division is required before the partial fraction expansion):

H(z) =(12)
Piz-,

where pi is the j'th complex pole, and q. is the corresponding residue of H(z). The residue

qi is calculated by the equation (Tretter, 1976)

q= lim (1 - pjz-')H(,) = b + .
1 + + b,,,pi"6 (13)

1 (1 -PAP,')
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If the pairs of terms corresponding to pairs of complex-conjugate poles are combined, then

H(z) = (z) (14)
3=1

with

21R(qi) - 2!(qPi)z- (15)
II(z) =1 - 2!R(pi)z - 1 + Jp , 2z- 2

where - and Ot denote the complex-conjugate and the real part, respectively. The form

given by Eq. 12 (or Eq. 14) for H(z) is known as the parallel form realization, where

the filter output y(t) is modeled as the linear combination of the outputs of second-order

filters each subjected to input x(t). A schematic of parallel form realization is given in

Fig. 2. Each Hi(z) is equivalent to a simple-damped oscillator, whose damping eo, and

frequency fo are given by the equations ($afak, 1987a):

n(1/r)(16)
eOj = [ + In2(1/r,)] 1/2

ln(l/r,) (17)

where ry and Oj are the modulus and the arguments of the j'th pole (or of its complex-

conjugate). Thus, each Hj (z) can be considered as a mode of the system, whose frequency

and damping are defined by the denominator of H, (z). The numerator of Hi (z) gives the

weighting factor for that mode.

3. System identification:

As the above equations show, once the coefficients aj, bi, and cj are determined,

the dynamic properties of the system (e.g., spectral ratio, modes, impulse response, and

noise characteristics) can all be calculated from the transfer function. Estimation of the

coefficients is called system identification, and can be accomplished by using stochastic ap-

proximation techniques. The reson for using stochastic approach rather than deterministic

approach is because of the existence of noise in the records.

By algebraic manupulations, let us first put Eq. 5 into a form such that the white-noise

term e(t) is isolated, as

A(q-1 C(q-1)Xty~)=L- C(q_,])j|l+ B .q1 ) + e(t) (18) .
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It can be shown by simple algebra that the highest order term in the expression (1 -

A(q-1)/C(q-')] on the right hand side of Eq. 18 is q-. Therefore, the right hand side

contains output values only up to time t - 1. If the output, input, and the parameters

of the polynomials A(q- 1 ), B(q- 1 ), and C(q - 1) are all known up to time t - 1, then the

best estimate (i.e., the expected value) of the output at time t, 9(t), is equal to (et is

white-noise, therefore its expected value is zero)

YP) I -A~q-') B(q - 1) ..) 19

CC(q-)1 + (

The error in the estimation, at time t, is then equal to

0(t) = 0(t) - F(t) (20)

The total error, assuming a quadratic criterion, can be written

V(t) = Er(s,t)6 2 (.) (21)

where r(a, t) is the weighting factor. The weighting factor is needed to handle time-varying

systems, for which r(a,t) is selected such that the recent data points have more weights

than the earlier ones. It should be noted here that the quadratic criterion is not the only
way to measure the total error. Other error critera, such as absolute value or maximum

likelihood, can also be used (for more detail, see Ljung, 1987).
The values of parameters aj, bj. and c, are obtained from the condition that the

criterion function V(t) is minimum. The minimization of V(t) is accomplished recursively
by using stochastic approximation techniques. There are various algorithms for stochastic

approximation. Most of them are based on the Robbins-Monro algorithm (Robbins and

Monro, 1951). The texts by Albert and Gardner (1967) and Kushner and Clark (1978)
give an extensive evaluation of stochastic approximation techniques. The algorithm used

here is the stochastic Gauss-Newton algorithm. With this algorithm, and also using the
quadratic error criterion and an exponentially decaying weighting function, the equations

for the parameters ai, bi, and cj can explicitly be derived. The detail of derivations can be
found in 6afak (1987a). The final form is given by the following recursive matrix equation:

0(t) = 0(t - 1) + -(t)R'(t)0(0)(0 (22)
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The parameters of Eq. 22 are defined as follows:
0' =(al,.. ,a,.,b,-. ,bc . . ,Cn.) (m = na + nb + nc dimensional vector),

R- l(t) : the Hessian (second derivative) of V (t) with respect to 9 (m x m dimensional

matrix),

0(t) :the gradient (first derivative) of 9(t) with respect to 0 (m dimensional vector),
and

= 1/) ' 1/=1 (s,t), the gain sequence of the recursion.

In order to start the recursion initial values of the parameters need to be specified. It can
be shown that for stable systems the effect of initial values diminishes vary rapidly with
time, thus they can be assumed zero. The method just outlined for parameter estimation
is known as the Recursive Prediction Error Method, or the RPEM for short, developed for
ARMAX mociel structure.

4. Model order and validity:

In order to start calculations, first the model order (i.e., values for n,, nb, and n,)
should be specified. They can can be determined by observing the variation of total
prediction error (Eq. 21) with different model orders. Initially, the prediction error drops
sharply as the model order increases. Then the error becomes insensitive to the model
order. In other words, models beyond a certain order do not give any new information
about the system. This order is then selected as the model order.

After the model is specified and the coefficients are determined, some checks with
regards to the validity of the model need to be made. There are a number of tests available,
each with different precision. The simpliest one is to visually compare the plots of the
calculated transfer function and the spectral ratio (calculated by using Fourier transforms),
and see whether there are drastic differences. More precise tests can be made by using
the residual time series, e(t) (Eq. 20). In order that the model be valid e(t) should be
a white-noise series; therefore, its Fourier amplitude spectrum should be nearly fiat, and
the autocovariance function should be close to a Delta function. A statistical whiteness
test, such as the Chi-Square (X2 ) test, can be used for e(t). There may be cases where the
model is good for the signal, but not so good for the noise (i.e., the ai and bj terms are
estimated correctly, but not the cy terms). This usually occurs when the noise signal has
different pole locations than the system. In this case, although the residuals do not pass
the whiteness test, the model still describes the system transfer function accurately, since
the c3 terms are not used in the calculation of H(z). This can be tested by investigating
the cross-covariance of residuals e(t) with the input z(t). In order that the model be valid,
at least for the signal, e(t) should be independent of x(t). In other words, the residual
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should not contain any information that originates from the input. More on model validity

can be found in Ljung (1987) and Bohlin (1987).

NUVIERICAL EXAMPLE

The linear filtering approach presented above was applied to an actual site amplifica-

tion problem observed during the March 3, 1985, magnitude 7.8, Central Chile Earthquake.

The investigations after the earthquake showed that the local geological and topographical

site conditions caused large variations in ground motion amplitudes and structural damage

((elebi, 1986).
To apply the method, two strong motion acceleration records from this earthquake

were considered. One of the records is from a rock site, and the other is from an alluvial

site. The time history of the records are shown in Fig. 3. The smoothed Fourier amplitude

spectra and the spectral ratio (alluvial/rock) are shown in Fig. 4. Although the stations are

only five miles apart, there are significant differences in the amplitudes and the frequency

contents of the motions.
The first step in the calculations is to syncronize the records. The syncronization used

in here is based on the maximum correlation criteria. The correlation Rk for a time shift

k between input xt and output Yt will be defined as

N

Rk = E Izt yt+k with k = -N,' N (23)
t=

where N is the smaller of the lengths of the time series Zt and Yt. When Rk is maximum

it is assumed that the series are syncronized. In reality there may be situations where the

syncronization does not mean maximum correlation, such as systems where the response

has a time delay with respect to input. However, the theoretical equations derived above

are all based on the assumption that there is no time delay between input and output (i.e.,

the response to the input is instantaneous). Therefore, the syncronization based on the

maximum correlation is appropriate for the formulation, even if it is not the real case.
Next, in order to specify the model order, the variation of error with model order is

investigated. The results are plotted in Fig. 5a, b, and c. It was assumed in Figs. 5b

and 5c that nb = n. - 1. The reson for this is that if the site amplification can actually

be represented by a parallel system (i.e., sum of second order filters), as given by Eqs.

12-17, then theoretically nb would be equal to n. - 1 (Safak, 1987a). Fig. 5a indicates

that n, _> 12. The error is not very sensitive to nb, as seen in Fig. 5b; thus, nb = n. - 1 is
acceptable. Fig. Sc shows that error is minimum for n, = 0. This suggests that the noise

in the signals is approximately white-noise.

Based on Fig. 5, a model with n, = 12, nb = 11, and n, = 0 is chosen. The parameters

were calculated recursively by using Eq. 22. Time variations of parameters aj and bi are
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plotted in Figs. 6a and 6b. The aj values are fairly constant beyond three seconds.

Recall that the ai's determine the dominant frequencies of the site. The bi values show

distinct changes at 3-second and 9-second points. They are also fairly constant beyond

nine seconds. Note that the scaled values, not the exact values, of bj's are given in Fig. 6b.

The reason for large fluctuations at the beginning can be attributed to the source effects.

The beginning of constant regions indicate that the rupture process is over.

The amplitude of the transfer function, and its match with the spectral ratio at

t = 18 sec. are given in Fig. 7. The match with the spectral ratio seems to be good, except

for very low frequencies. This can be attributed to the effects of windowing on Fourier

spectra and spectral ratios. The corresponding numerical values for the parameters, pole

locations, modal frequencies and dampings, and the weighting factors are given in Table
1. Since n, = 12, the model gives the first six modes of the site.

The results of model validity checks on the residuals are given in Fig. 8. Fig. 8a shows

the residual time series (Eq. 20), and Fig. 8b shows its Fourier amplitude spectrum. Recall
that, for validity, the residual should be white-noise. Although the amplitude spectrum of
the residuals is not completely flat, as should for white-noise, it is fairly broad band. It
should also be remembered here that the residual plotted represents only a sample function

of the random noise process. Theoretically, the ensemble average of residual spectra should
be flat. The autocovariance of the resid'ials are given in Fig. 8c. The straight lines in
the figure show the values corresponding to 90-percent confidence levels in X2 distribution
test. For model validity, the autocovariance should not cross the straight lines, except at

zero lag. However, the calculated autocovariance of the residuals crosses the 90-percentile
boundaries at several points. This suggests that the model for the noise is not very good.

Fig. 8d gives the cross-covariance of the residuals with the input. The straight lines are
the 90-percent confidence limits based on the standard (0,1) no nal distribution. The

cross-covariance curve crosses the boundaries at one location. The implication of this is
that the model order should be increased.

Next, a higher order model with n, = 16, nb = 15, and n, = 0 is tried. The transfer
function and its match with the spectral ratio are plotted in Fig. 9, again at t = 18
sec. The corresponding numerical values for the parameters and modal characteristics are
given also in Table 1. The residual tests are presented in Fig. 10, which shows slight
improvement over the previous model, Fig. 8. The cross-covariance values now are all

inside the 90-percentile confidence interval. The auto-covariance curve still exceeds the
boundaries at some points, but the amplitudes are smaller than those of the previous
model. Thus the model is still not valid for the noise, but it is valid for the signal. In
other words, the filter is accurate for site amplification (which is more important from the

engineering view point), but not accurate noise. It is possible to identify the noise better
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by using different models than the ARMAX model (see Safak, 1987a).

Further studies on this site, done using different models and records, have shown

that (Safak and 'Qelebi, 1987): (a) the higher the model order the more detail of the site

amplification is obtained up to about 16th order model (i.e., an increase in the model

order gives the next significant mode); beyond the 16th order the results become unstable

because of the numerical precision and the noise effects, (b) the assumption that the noise

is white-noise is appropriate (i.e., n, = 0), and (c) the amplification characteristics for this

site are approximately time invariant.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A time domain discrete-linear recursive filtering approach is presented to character-

ize the 3ite amplification. The site is modeled as a finite order linear filter of unknown

coefficients, represented by an ARMAX model. The input and output of the filter are the

rock-site and soil-site recordings, respectively, both contaminated with noise. The parame-

ters of the filter are determined by using recursive prediction error technique, based on the

stochastic approximation theory. The transfer function, modes, and the impulse-response

function of the site can all be calculated, once the filter parameters are known.
The theory is applied to an actual site amplification problem observed during the

March 3, 1985 Chile earthquake. The results show that the method has several advantages
over the commonly used spectral ratio technique. They can be summarized as: (a) filtering

of the noise is done over the whole frequency band, which can not be accomplished by band-

pass type (e.g., Butterworth type) filters, (b) time-varying characteristics of the site can

easily be detected, and (c) site amplification is represented analytically in the form of a

simple recursive filter.
The method presented can have various other applications in earthquake engineering

and structural dynamics. Applications for modeling spectral shape and source scalinig of

ground motions are given in 5afak (1987b), whereas applications for system identification
in structural dynamics for wind and earthquake excitations are given in Safak (1987c).
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TABLE I

Filter paranetern, pole locations, and the corresponding modal frequency. damping.
mid the weighting factors for the site amplification example (records are from the March
3. 1985 Chilean earthquake).

= 12. flA = 11. n. = 0: t = 18 sec.

j aj bj c rj Oj(dc,.) fI j 2W(q3 ) 2R(qj)3j )

0 1.000 0.000 1.000
1 4.121 -0.0(08 0.0K)0 0.928 0.912 7.284 0.082 229.574 80.451
2 -9.649 0.030 0.0(0 0.928 -0.912 7.284 0.082 229.574 80.451
3 -16.660 -0.067 0.0X0 0.920 1.311' 10.453 0.004 1191.369 1052.094
4 23.273 0.115 0.0(K 0.920 -1.311 10.453 0.004 1191.369 1052.694
5 -27.382 -0.160 0.000X 0.944 -1.135 9.044 0.050 436.193 1222.136
6 27.639 0.184 0.000 0.944 1.135 9.044 0.050 436.193 1222.136
7 -24.082 -0.180 0.000 0.948 0.583 4.662 0.091 -262.090 106.185
8 17.982 0.148 0.0(0) 0.94 -0.583 4.662 0.091 -262.000 10G.18b
9 -11.280 -0.097 0.0K 0.927 -1.484 11.826 0.051 -161.601 . -557.945

10 5.708 0.046 0.000 0.927 1.484 11.820 0.051 -161.601 -557.945
11 -2.130 -0.015 0.00 0.960 0.183 1.492 0.218 -77.697 129.498
12.. 0.42 0.000 0.0(0 0.960 -0.183 1.492 0.218 -77.097 129.498

i, = 16. ni = 15. n, = 0: f = 18 scc.

j a b ci rj O1 (df g.) fj j 2R(q3 ) 2 R(qjF)i)

0 1.O0W 0.0(X) 1.()
1 -4.523 -0.001 0.000 0.933 0.731 5.842 0.094 -. ,1.195 232.077
2 11.793 0.X)0 0.000 0.933 -0.731 5.842 0.094 -171.195 232.077
3 -22.980 0.006 O.ON0 0.943 -1.513 12.045 0.039 -2345.374 -2339.097
4 36.880 -0.024 0.(0) 0.943 1.513 12.045 0.039 -2345.374 -2339.097
5 -51.014 0.056 0.000 0.950 -1.233 9.822 0.042 -1912.515 -1970.833
6 62.412 -0.101 0.(XK) 0.950 1.233 9.822 0.042 -1912.515 -1970.833
7 -68.565' 0.147 0.000 0.944 0.502 4.024 0.113 -1G2.119 44.324
8 08.156 -0.181 0.000 0.944 -0.502 4.024 0.113 -162.119 44.324
9 -61.456 0.194 0.000 0.943 1.346 10.719 0.044 763.469 -100.972

10 50.148 -0.183 0.000 0.943 -1.346 10.719 0.044 763.469 -10(0.972
11 -36.746 0.147 0.(00 0.947 -0.934 7.446 0.0,8 1321.034 -3SS.209
12 23.817 -0.102 0.(I) 0 0.947 0.934 7.446 0.058 1321.034 -38S.209
13 -13.295 0.057 0.0(K) 0.939 1.016 8.099 0.062 -45.058 -712.433
14 G.113 -0.026 0.000 0.939 -1.010 8.099 0.062 -43.058 -712.433
15 -2.09G 0.007 0.000 0.980 0.168 1.347 0.119 -0.407 107.599
16 0.421 0.000 0.000 0.980 -0.168 1.347 0.119 -6.407 107.599



Noise: U(t)

Input: x(t) - iysem Output: y(t)

FIG. 1. Schematic of a single-input, single-output system contaminated by noise.

x~t),

- - ytt
X(t) H y.2(t)

FIG. 2. Schematic of paralle form realization of a single-input single-output linear
system..
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FIG. 4. Input (rock mte) and output (soil site) Fourier amplitude spectra and the
smoothed spectral ratio (soil site/rock site) for the site ampliication example, The records
are from the 3'Murch 1965 Chilean earthquake.
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FIG. S. Model order versus prediction error for the site amplification examples (1985
Chilean earthquake): (a) n. vs. V(N) with nb = n. - I and n,. = 0; (b) nb vs. V(N) with
n. =12 and n, 0 ; (c) n, vs. V(N) with n. = 12 and nb =11.
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FIG. '7. The amplitude of the transfer function for (12-11-0) model for the site
amplification example (1985 Chilean earthquake) evaluated at t =18 sec., and its match
with the Fourier amplitude spectrum.
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FIG. S. The residual tests for (12-11-0) model for the site amplification example
(1985 Chilean earthquake) evaluated at t = 18 see.: (a) time history of the residual; (b)
Fourier amplitude spectrum of the residutis; (c) autocovariance function of the residuals,
and the 90-percentile confidence limits for whiteness according to the Chi-square x2 test;
(d) crom-covariance function of the residuals with input, and the 90percentile confidence
limits according to (0,I) normal distribution jaw.
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FIG. 9. The amplitude of the transfer function for (16-15-0) model for the site
amplification example (198$ Chilean earthquake) evaluated at t = 18 see., and its match
with the Fourier amplitude spectrum.
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FIG. 10. The residual tests for (16-15-0) model for the site amplification example
(1985 Chilean earthquake) evaluated at t = 18 eec.: (a) time history of the residual; (b)
Fourier amplitude spectrum of the residuals; (c) autocovariance function of the residuals,
and the 90-percentile confidence limits for whiteness according to the Chi-square x2 test;
(d) croms-covariance function of the residuals with input, and the 90-percentile confidence
limits according to (0,I) normal distribution law.
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PURPOSE AND SCOPE

There are unique relationships connecting peak ground accelera-
tion (PGA), root-ran-square acceleration (RMSA), or average
acceleration, power spectral density function (PSDF), and dura-
tion (record length) of strong-motion earthquak records. The
purpose of this study is to determine the site dependence of
the PSDF and its scaling factor, which could be correlated with
the damage intensity or Modified Mercalli Intensity (NMI), from
the above relationships.

Factors affecting the ground motion at a particular site
include the source mechanism (nature of fault movement and mag-

nitude of energy release), propagation path characteristics,
the direction of the site relative to the fault rupture, and
local geological and soil conditions. This study, however,
deals only with the influence of local geological and soil con-
ditions on ground motion.

PREVIOUS WORK

Seed, Ugas, and Lysmerl and Kiremidjian and Shah 2 presented
similar results of a statistical analysis of the site-dependent
response spectral shapes from ground motion accelerograms
obtained mostly in the western United States. The analysis
shows clear differences in spectral shapes for different soil
and geological conditions. Chang and Krinitzsky3 studied the
duration and spectral content of strong-motion records from the
western Uni'ed States according to site conditions and found
that the predominant frequencies are in the range of 1.0 to
6.67 Hz and the spectral shape depends on the source spectrum
function (magnitude), distance, and geological conditions.

Consideripg the earthquake ground ition to be random in

nature, Arnold and Arnold and Vanmarcke studied the influence



of site azimuth relative to source fault orientation and local
soil conditions on earthquake ground motion spectra for the
San Fernando, California, earthquake of 9 February 1971 using
PSD functions. The result showed that local soil conditions
and site azimuth, as well as epicentral distance, can have a
significant effect on both the intensity and the frequency con-
tent of ground motions. This study demonstrated the potential
value of PSD functions as a tool for comparing and studying
variations in ground motion characteristics and also showed the
great utility of PSD functions as input to random vibration
analyses of structural response.

POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY FUNCTION (PSDF)

In the application of the random vibration theory of lin-
ear systems for evaluation of the effects of variations in
ground motion characteristics on structural response to earth-
quake excitation, the ground motion may be defined in the form
of a PSDF. The PSDF, G(w) , is defined as a measure of the
ground motion power or energy per unit time as a function of
frequency w (Figure 1). Usually, estimates of the PSD are
obtained from the squared amplitudes of the Fourier transform,
or the squared Fourier amplitude spectrum. In Figure 1, A
Is the amplitude of the Fourier transform at frequency "

BC")
X( t -Aj ,. (w-#)
Aj* THE AMPLUE; j IS THE PHASE ANGLE
OP THE J TH CONISUTTUTG S4UGOID

stw

Figure 1. The PSDF G(w)

FOURIER TRANSFORM

Generally, the given earthquake ground motion function,
such as an acceleration versus time plot, can be represented in
the time domain as a(t) and in the frequency domain as F(w)



t

F(f) f a(t)e -i' t dt ,ji (1)

and

0

a(t) f F(w)elwt dw ,imj (2)

Ml

Equations 1 and 2 are called the Fourier transform pair; i.e.,
F() is the Fourier integral or Fourier transform of aft)
and a(t) is the inverse Fourier transform of F() . The
symbols t and t denote the instant In time and total
duration, and w , ,I . and w0 represent the frequency,

lower frequency bound = 2w/to 9 and maximum frequency (in

radians per second), respectively. For practical purposes, w
can usually be taken as zero.

TOTAL INTENSITY, AVERAGE POWER, AND PSDF

By Parseval's theorem, the relation between the energy of
the motion as expressed in the time domain and in the frequency
domain can be represented in the following equations. For a
nonperiodic function, the total intensity (total energy) or
Arias intensity I delivered by the source is given by

t

I J ja(t) 12 dt IF(W)! dw (3)

0 0

The mean-square average value is expressed

t 0a % 0

0 0 0
l.(tl 2t- t ,F(), 2 d- JG(W) dw (4)

in which G(W) Is the energy per unit time (power), or the
power spectral density of the function a(t) . The integrand
on the right side of Equation 4 can be written as



G(e) -1 2 (5)G (w I F(m~)1
VS0

if S (duration of strong motion) is substituted for t o
and 0

1 tF()I2 d - So G(w) dw

o 0

The quantity !F(w)j 2 ia called the power (energy) spectrum or
power spectral density function of a(t) (Hsu6-). The left
side of Equation 4 gives the statistical (PSDF) average power
2 of the function a(t) over the total duration of the

0 2
motion t . From Equation 4, also note that A0 is equal to

the area under the curve of G(w) in Figure 1. Therefore, the
average power can be written as

A 2 o G () dw (6)

0

A more effective way for dealing with the frequency
content of ground motion is through the normalized spectral
density function G*(w)

G*(w) 1 2 G(w) (7)
Ao

If G*(w). is an individual normalized PSD function, the
statiltical mean NPSD curve will be

n

a*() - 1. G[(w) , I - 1,2,...n (8)

i- 1

In practice, curves of C*(w) computed from suites of actual
earthquake records show large and irregular fluctuations. To
isolate the systematic component from the random variations,

frequency smoothing with a "Hanning" window (Blackman and
Tukey7 ) was used.

.If#-



DATA SELECTION AND SITE CLASSIFICATIONS

A total of 421 horizontal ground accelerograms from
89 earthquakes, mostly in the western United States and Japan
(with a few records from Russia, Rumania, and Indip), were
selected for this analysis. Based on the site classifications
of Seed, Ugaa, and Lysmerl, these records have been divided
into four groups: (a) 56 records for rock sites, (b) 131 rec-
ords for stiff soil sites (depth <150 ft), (c) 120 records for
deep cohesionless soil sites (depth >250 ft), and (d) 114 rec-
ords for soft to medium clays with associate4 strata of sands
or gravels. One hundred seventy-three of the 421 records were
obtained from the California Institute of Technology8 Vol-
ume I1-Corrected Accelerograms (1971-75), and,220 uncorrected
records were provided by the Port and Harbour Research Insti-
tute, Japan. The digitized Gazli (USSR) and Bucharest
(Rumania) records were provided by Dr. A. G.. Brady, U. S. Geo-
logical Survey. All 421 corrected and uncorrected records were
adjusted to zero mean before processing the PSD.

DEFINITION OF AVERAGZ POWER AND AVERAGE ACCELERATION

The main approach used in this study was to determine the nor-

malized mean and the mean plus one standard deviation PSD shape
(NPSD) for each group, and the average acceleralion AL which
is the root-mean-square of the average power A2 for Vach raw
r1cord. Figure I shows G(w) , whose value at w is equal to
A /2Aw , so that X2 is actually the power or energy density
in an accelerogram ?or a finite frequency band (0O f Z 10 Hz in
this study), and A is the amplitude of the Jth frequency
component in centin4tres per second squared. The total or
average power will become equal to the area under the con-
tinuous curve G(M)

RECORD LENGTH, INCREMENT FPEOUENCY, AND NPSD FUNCTTON'

The record length and spectral content (spectral amplitude and
frequency range) are two basic elements for controlling the
spectral intensity. The incremental frequency Af , used in
the PSD computer program, depends on the total record length.
Since it is necessary to use the same value for Af through-
out, all accelerograms have begn processed to give then a dura-
tion of 163.82 sec or 8192 (2 1J) digital points with an equal
time interval At of 0.02 sec, which gives Af - 0.006104 Hz
Outside the time of the actual record, the amplitudes at
extended times were set to zero. In this study, the PSD func-
tion G(f) has been defined to include only the frequency
range of 0 to 10 Hz, since this is also the natural frequency-
range of many engineering structures, so that

m m e mmmm mmm~lnmm m Inmm m ms~m m-5.-~



10 Hz

x2 - J G(f) df (9)

0

Since Af is 0.006104 Hz, there are 1640 points in the raw PSD
function for each accelerogram. The NPSD f nction is defined
as the PSD amplitude divided by the area A' under the power
density versus frequency curve. This-area may also be called
the spectral density or spectral intensity.

ANALYSIS OF SITE-DEPENDENT PSD SPECTRAL SHAPE

The NPSD functions for the horizontal accelerograms in each
group were first determined and then were analyzed statisti-
cally to obtain the average NPSD spectra and the average plus
one standard deviation (a) NPSD spectra (about 84. per-
centile). Figure 2 present these mean and mean plus one
standard deviation NPSD spectra for the four different site
conditions. The mean NPSD spectra for the different site
conditions are compared In Figure 2a, and the mean plus one
standard deviation NPSD spectra are compared in Figure 2b.
Both NPSD spectra in Figures 2a and 2b are smoothed 500 times.

LEGEND
GROUP I MOCK STES m RECOWoS ii EAMTMOUEs)
GROUP 2 STIF SOI SITES (131 RECORDS. 39 EARTHQUAiES)
GROUPS Oh3EP COH.SlONLESS SOIL MSITES 1120 RECOMO& 47 EAR1HOUAKES)
GROUP 4 SOFT TO MEDIUM CLAY ANO AO SITES (114 RECORD&L a EARTHOUA
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Figure 2a. Comparison of mean NPSD curves of four soil groups,
rev (left) and smoothed 500 times (right)
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Figure 2b. Comparison of mean + o NPSD curves of four soil

groups, raw (left) and smoothed 500 times (right)

It is clear that the differences in PSD spectral shapes
depend on the site conditions. In particular, two categories
can be distinguished: sites having soft to'medium clays and
sands or deep cohesionless soils (>250 ft) are similar and form
one category, the soft group; stiff soil and rock sites form
another category, the hard group. A dividing line on the fre-

quency axis appears at 2.5 Hz (0.4-sec period). In the fre-
quency range below 2.5 Hz, spectral amplifications for the soft
group are much higher than those for the hard group; in the
frequency range above 2.5 Hz, spectral simplifications for the
hard group are higher than those for the soft group. In the
soft group, the energy peaks for the soft to medium clays and
sands and the deep cohesionless soils both occur at about the
same frequency, I Hz, but the amplifications are slightly dif-

ferent (0.4 and 0.35, respectively).

The average NPSD spectrum of the deep cohesionless soil
sites has a large hump at 2.8 Hz (0.36-sec period), but the
spectrum of the soft to medium clay and sand mites does not.
The large amplitude at 0 Hz is believed to be caused by a dig-
itization error, particularly that due to the uncorrected Japa-
nese strong-motion data in the soil site group. For the hard
site group, in the frequency range below 2.5 Hz, the spectral
amplitude for the stiff soil is higher than that for the rock;
butt in the frequency rangt above 2.5 Rz, the spectral amplitude

for the rock is slightly higher than that for the stiff soil.
The largest energy peaks for the rock sites and the stiff soil
sites are at 2.75 lHz (0.36 see) and 0.8 Hz (1.25 sec),

respectively.
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STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
EARTHQUAKE GROUND MOTIONS

Table I lists the statistical characteristics of the earthquake
ground motions.

Table

StatLstical Characteristics of Larthqubke Ground Motto.

FrequeciesA
Nazism Groud of Selected A2srqgs £ccelertio,
Accelerazion. a Peaks. ID "o,. MNx. PSO i.Issc

Condition o s S.D. Var. H__. _s.__ e Mian s.D. vat.

Back 0.1% 0.234 0.034 30.84 38.35 1"4.S
1.06 0.146 0.369
2.75 0.1" 0.412
3.8C 0.160 0.35?

.: C.A2

Stiff 0.05C .3
"  

- 1 6..
sail .b. - i9. L)

2.45 0.184 0.41.
5.20 0.127 0.327

Deep 0.063 0.272 0.07- 11.2 8.3 68.5
cobesio- 1.00 0.350 0.82'
les soil 2.80 0.190 0.445

Soft to 0.054 0.046 0.002 9.3 8.1. 70.%
Sdium 1.05 0.405 1.315
clay mid 4.58 0.089 0.266
sand

It is apparent from Table I that statistical characteris-
tics of the ground motions are strongly site-dependent. The
rock sites produce an average maximum ground acceleration of
about 0.20 g for the entire suite of 56 records. The rock site
group shows the highest maximum acceleration and average accel-
eration of the four site groups. The PSD function estimates
are almost uniform over the peak frequencies of 1.06, 2.75,
3.80, and 5.17 Hz.

The average maximum ground accelerations and PSD spectral
intensities (or squared average accelerations) for the other
three site groups-stiff soils, deep cohesionless soils, and
soft to medium clays and sands--are relatively close together.
However, the spreads of the standard deviation of maximum
accelerations for the stiff soil and deep cohesionless soil
groups are wider than for the soft to medium clays and sand
group. This large spread is believed to be caused by the dif-
ferent magnitudes of earthquakes and the different epicentral
distances. The group of accelerograms for soft to medium clays
and sands shows relatively low ground acceleration but the



highest PSD function estimates at the frequency of I Hz among
the four groups. One second (1 Hz) is probably near the pre-
dominant natural period of sites on soft to medium clays and
sands. It seems that the acceleration and the PSD spectral
intensity at I Hz are roughly in proportion and inverse pro-
portion, respectively, to the degree of stiffness of the site
material. In conclusion, the average acceleration or the mean
spectral intensity is site-dependent.

SITE-DEPENDENT NPSD FUNCTIONS AND SCALING FACTORS

In the previous sections, the four statistical site-dependent
NPSD functions of rock, stiff soil, deep cohesionless soil, and
soft to medium clay and sand based on the analysis of 421 hori-
zontal ground accelerograms have been established and are shown
in Figures 2a and 2b. The scaling factor, A2  is defined as
the area under each PSD, G(f) versus f; its physical meaning In
an engineerinp sen e is the average power of spectra] intens-
itv. It is logical to use A2  as the scaling factor of the
four NISD spectra. It is also closely related to the degree of
damage to engineering structures. Although earthquake strong
ground motions are of primary concern in engineering problems,
we used an extended ground motion duration, t - 163.82 sec,
throughout the analysis. The extended duratiog was made by
adding zeros to the trailing part of the accelerogram.

From Equations (3), (4), and (9), we have

W 10 Hz

0 0 2
_ = G(w) dw 2 7 G(f) df = 27.rJ (10)

0 0

For a given earthquake ground motion
2

I O 2". t O ' ( )
o o 0 0

i.e.

A2 A 2,(tolS (12)
a 0 0

where A2 is defined as the scaling factor for the earthquake
strong-m tion and S , the strong-motion duration for a design
earthquake. The totil duration t is fixed as 163.82 sec.
If the PGA of a design earthquake ?s known, A can be deter-
mined from the linear relation in the curves of PGA versus A
in Chang's study 9, or Figure 3 in this paper. Therefore,
A 2  can be calculated. Figure 3 presents the mean values
o8tained from Chang's 9 PGA versus A plots for the four site
groups. They reflect the site-dependency of the average
acceleration, X , or RMSA.

--- - m-.. .
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*Figure 3. Correlation of maximum ground acceleration (g)
versus "base" average acceleration based on
extended 163.82-sec duration. Dashed lines
show extrapolation beyond existing data



GENERATION OF EARTHQUAKE ACCELERATION TIME-HISTORY

An important characteristic was found in the study by Chaug9 .
The value of A , or root mean square acceleration (RMSA) for
t - 163.82 sec, which was deflned as the base average acceler-
ation to distinguish from the RMSA in the strong-motion dura-
tion S , was in linear relation with the PGA or Aa. This
is showR in Figure 3. From Equation (1), we have

to 163.82 saec

F(W) = f a(t)e- in t dt - a(t)e - / it dt (13)

0 0

Based on Equation (13), if, a satisfying statistical results in
terms of the Fourier spectrum can be achieved, then using
inverse Fourier transform, a(t) can be derived. This has
been demonstrated by Chang, et al.10, using the Chang's statis-
tical model of the NPSD, C*(f) (Figures 2a and 2b) and the
linear relation of PGA versus the average acceleration, X
(Figure 3), with the computer program EQGEN to generate a syn-
thet c earthquake acceleration time-history.

CORRELATION OF RMSA AND MMI

It will be of much benefit to the engineering comunity if a
quantitative earthquake intensity scale, such as root-mean-
square acceleration (RMSA) of the strong-motion duration, can
be correlated with the Modified Mercalli Intensity (MKI)
(Figure 4 for hard sites and Figure 5 for soft sites).

V 5 TIFF SM STES
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Figure 4. Correlation of upper-bound average acceleration
veIus ?(I - hard sites (rock and stiff soil)
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Figure S. Correlation of upper-bound average acceleration
Sversus MI soft sites (deep cohesionless soil

and soft to uediua clay and sand sites)

Table 2 shows the upper bound of site-dependent RSA intensity
(square root of the sum of two horizontal average powers, 2 )
versus HI.

Table 2. Correlation of Upper-Bound RNSA versus NMI

2
Upper bound of the site-dependent RMSA Intensity, ca/sec

(square root of the sum of 2-horizontal variances, X2
0

'Hard Sites Soft SitesfIll 4o0-500 230o=OU0
•XI 29,0-400 200-250
x 200-290 150-200
IX 150-200 100-150
VIII 100-150 70-100
VII 70-100 50-70
VI 50-70 30-50
V 40-50 20-30

L -.



To obtain the bounds shown in the above table, the rock and
stiff soil sites were combined as hard sites and the deep
cohesionless soil and soft soil sites as soft sites. The
Pacoima Dam, Karakyr Point (Gazli earthquake), Koyna Dam, and

Lake Hughes Array No. 12 sites were located in the eptcentral
regions and near the faults (3 kms R ' 20 km). They possessed
the maxinmum average accelerations seen and these might be
called epicentral average accelerations. It seems from these
limited data that the maximum average acceleratiln at the
epicentral region might not be over 550.0 cm/sec . However,
the power X2 or the average acceleration A2  is inversely
proportional0 to the duration, i.e., the smaller the duration ofstrong shaking, the higher the average acceleration or RMSA.

CORRELATION OF I AND HMI

0

The correlations of total intensity I 0with the MI based on
the data of hard sites (Group I and 2)°and soft sites (Group 3
and 4), are plotted in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. The
upper bound line of Figure 6 is established by five earthquakes
(San Fernando, Gazli, Parkfield, Koyna, and Tokachi Oki).
There are four sites located in the epicentral region, so the
values are named as epicentral intensities. The extrapolation
from these values, the upper-bound epicentral seismic
intensities versus the NMI, are listed as in Table 3 below:

Table 3. Upper-Bound Seismic Epicentral Intensity

Hard Sites Soft Sites

MM04 (cm 2/sec3) 10 (cm /sec 3

XI1 135-160 120

XI 82-92 70

X 52-54 40

IX 30-34 24

VIII 17-20 14

VII 10-13 8

VI 6-8 5

V 3-5 3

IV 2-3 2

The upper-bound line of Figure 7 indicates that the great-
est seismic intensity at soft sites is lower than at hard
sites. Also, the rate of attenuation is lower for soft sites
than for hard sites. Of course, the upper-bound seismic
intensities for both the hard sites (Figure 6) and the soft



sites (Figure 7) are in the near field. The data under the
upper-bound line (both Figures 6 and 7) spread widely because
of various earthquake magnitudes and distances.

Damage to structures in the epicentral area is generally
more severe on soft sites than on hard sites, based on past
experience and observations. However, this study shoved the
seismic total intensity (seismic energy) at soft sites, to be
lover than at hard sites. Thus, the degree of damage to struc-
tures does not correlate with the seismic total intensity in
the epicentral region. Furthrmore, the predominant fre-
quencies at soft sites are in the range of 0 to 2.5 Rz; the
seismic energy in this low-frequency range deserves A urther
Investigation as it relates to structural damage.
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Figure 6. Total seismic intensity I at

epicentral region - hard ites
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Figure 7. Total seismic intensity 1 at0
epicentral region - soft sites

CONCLUSIONS

The statistical analysis of 421 accelerograms shows clear dif-
ferences in spectral shapes for different soil and geological
conditions. Within the high-frequeticy range of 2.5 to 10 Hz,
the spectrum for the rock sites contains the highest energy or
intensity; the spectrum of the stiff soil sites is slightly
lower than for the rock sites; and the spectra of the soft clay
and sand sites and the deep cohesionless soil sites are lower
still and almost the same. However, in the lov-frpluency range
of 0 to 2.5 Hz, the reverse relation exists: the soft sites
indicate the highest energy, the deep cohesionless soil sites
are next, the stiff soil sites are third, and finally, the rock
sites. Generally, the spectra of rock sites and stiff soil
sites of similar characteristics can be classified together as
hard sites; the other two site types can be classified together

as soft sites.



The site dependence of NPSD spectra have been established
by statistical analysis as expected. The most significant
finding of the study is the approximate linear correlation of
the PGA (a ) and base average acceleration for an arbitrary
record lenjf of 163.82 sec (). However, the area, j2 under
the PSDF curve of a strong-motion duration S , or any0record
length (S0 < 163.82 sec) can be determined by the following
relation:

2 2 163.8210 =S
0

X can be found from the established charts. If the PGA and
S for the design earthquake are given, the scaling factor,0

X2 for the NPSDF curve can also be obtained. Therefore, the
standard NPSD spectrum can be amplified by X2  to become a
design PSD spectrum. Furthermore, the design°PSD spectrum can
be used to gefierate a design accelerogram with the computer
program-EQGEN by Chang, et al.
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ALARM SYSTEMS BASED ON A PAIR OF SHORT-TERM EARTHQUAKE PRECURSORS

by Giuseppe Grandori, Elisa Guagenti and Federico Perotti

ABSTRACT

A statistical analysis of the foreshock-main shock correlation for an

Italian seismic zone is here presented. It is found that the probability

that a weak shock will be followed within two days by a main shock is of

the order of 2 per cent, while the probability that a main shock is

preceded by a foreshock is of the order of 50 per cent. These results are

quite similar to those found by L.Jones (1985) for Southern California.

The effectiveness of alarm systems based on a pair of short-term

earthquake precursors in then analysed. In particular, the analysis shows

under what conditions the precursor consisting of potential foreshocks

could be combined with another precursor to provide a reasonably

effective alarm system.

INTRODUCTION

Increasing attention has been paid in recent years to the short-term

earthquake precursor consisting of weak seismic shocks regarded as

potential foreshocks (e.g. Jones, 1995; Kagan and Knopoff, 1997). In

Italy, on January 23rd 1985 the zone of Garfagnana (NW of Florence) was

evacuated after the occurrence of a potential foreshock.

The statistical analysis for Southern California (Jones, 1985) shows

that the probability that a weak shock will be followed within 5 days by

an M > 5.0 main shock increases with the magnitude of the weak shock from

less then 1 per cent at M - 3 to 5 per cent at M a 4.5.

As far as the Garfagnana stismic warning is concerned, no scientific

report has been published as yet. So a statistical analysis of the

foreshock-main shock correlation seemed necessary for that zone. In the

first of the following sections this analysis will be briefly described.
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As will be seen, the results are in good agreement with those obtained by

L.Jones for Southern California,

As pointed out by L.Jones, although the hazard level after a potential

foreshock is several orders of magnitude above the background rate, Othe

absolute pro' bility that an earthquake will occur is still quite lowa.

In other words the percentage of false alarms is very high. As a possible

way to reduce the expected number of false alarms, L.Jones suggests

combining together two or more independent precursors.

The theory of multi-precursor systems has been developed quite

extensively over the last few years (Utsu, 1979; Aki, 1991; EGrandori et

al., 1993). In particular a more recent paper (G.Grandori et al., 1984)

has shown that the effectiveness of a multi-precursor system does

actually depend on a number of factors, and may indeed be smaller than

the effectiveness of a system based on the use of only one of the

component precursors. So it seemed useful to carry out a detailed

analysis of the conditions under which a multi-precursor system could be

more effective (if possible, much more effective) then each component

precursor. This analysis is contained in the second of the following

sections. Both for the sake of simplicity and because it does not seem

realistic, nowadays, to assume that more than two precursors are

available with statistically documented characteristics, the analysis

will be limited to the case of a pair of precursors. This analysis will

first use the theory that is already known and that is founded on two

main hypotheses. The first is that the two precursors are independent of

each other, and the other that the occurrence process of main shocks is a

stationary Poisson process. Afterwards, the case of non independent

precursors, not so far treated in the litterature, will be studied. It

will be shown that even a small degree of correlation between precursors

reduces drastically the effectiveness of the system.

The last section considers a single precursor, with the assumption

that the occurrence process of main shocks is not a stationary Poisson

process. In particular it is assumed that the background hazard level

depends on the time t0 elapsed since the preceding earthquake (renewal

process). This case can be formally handled (Jones, 1995) by using the



same equations that govern the systems based on two independent

precursors. In these equations, the time t plays the role of the secondo

precursor. The advantages and drawbacks of this kind of application will

be discussed, with particular attention to the mearpng of the

independence conditions.

FORESHOCK-HAIN SHOCK CORRELATION IN THE GARFAGNANA ZONE

Oefinitions. Let F be the precursor, E the potentially damaging

earthquake and t the alarm lifetime. If F occurs, but not E in the

immediately following time interval 6t, this will be called a false

alarm.

In order to define the correlation between F and E, the following

quantities will be assumed:
p is the 'probability of false alarm', i.e. the probability that, given

F, there will be no E within the interval bt,

p = P(E/F) ; (1)

q is the "probability of missed alarm', i.e. the probability that in the

interval 6t immediately before E there has been no F,

q a P(F/E) . (2)

Finally, let P(E) be the background probability of the event E, i.e.

the probability of E in the next interval 6t, evaluated at a given time

instant by ignoring any precursors.

P(E) is actually a conditional probability, given all the information

provided by the knowledge of the occurrence process at the time instant

at which the prediction is performed. Probabilities p and q depend on the

characteristics of the coupled point process of events E and F. In

general nor are the values of p and q constant in time and they depend on

the history of the stochastic process.
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Provided that the quantities ft, p, q, P(E) are known, all the

probabilities involved in decision-taking processes can be calculated. In

particular, the probability that, given F. there will be an event E

within & is obviously

P(E/F) 1 - p . (3)

For the sake of completion it is also necessary to allow for the fact

that, if q ) 0, there will anyway be unpredicted earthquakes.

A quantity to provide a concise measure of the effectiveness of the

alarm system, allowing for both p and q, could be defined as follows:

f. m T (4)

where:

s is the expected number of successes (alarms followed by an event E

within &t) over a long period of time in which the system is actually

operating;

f and m are the expected numbers of false and missed alarms over the same

period of time.

The effectiveness U defined by (4) is thus substantially the ratio

between the expected number of favorable cases and the expected number of

unfavorable cases.

Expression (4) may be suitably modified whenever social, economic or

psychological factors make it seem preferable to attribute different

relative weights to the successes, the false alarms and the missed

alarms. If expression (4) is accepted, the effectiveness U in stationary

conditions can be calculated as a function of p and q (G.Grandori at *l.,

1984):

u - 11(1 (5)
pl-q) + q(1-p)

Thu mpriuent. The events that occurred in the period 1700-19B0 in

the Garfagnana zone (Fig. 1) were analysed. Seismic shocks of intensity



between 4 and 6 on the MCS scale were considered as potential foreshocks.

Potentially damagiig earthquakes were taken to have I(KCS))8. An alarm

lifetime t 2 days was assumed, while for the space window a maximum

foreshock-main shock distance of 30 km was considered.

Four main shocks (Fig. 2) were not preceded by foreshocks, two by an

intensity 4 foreshock, one by an intensity S foreshock and one by two

foreshocks (I = 4 and I - 6).

The following figures were obtained from the catalog of the Italian

National Research Council (see Table A):

- the number n(E) of events with I 1 8

- the number n(F) of events with 4.( I ( 6

- the number n(FAE) of events with 4 S I ( 6 followed, within 2 days, by

an event with I ) S.

In the case of "swarms" of events F, i.e. when several weak shocks

follow each other within an interval of time not greater than one day,

only the first shock was computed, but the alarm lifetime was extended to

two days after the last shock of the swarm. All shocks in the 3 years

followip" each of the shocks with I 1 8 were excluded.

The .ata obtained in this way made it possible to arrive at an

estimate of mean values of the probabilities of false alarm and missed

alarm over a long time period (see Table A).

The first three lines of the table assume that only weak shocks with I

* 4, 1 = S or I a 6 respectively are considered. In the fourth line the

figures are given for the case of any shock with 4 5 I 6 being

considered as a potential foreshock.

TABLE A

I n(F) n(FAE) p q

GARFAGCANA 4 137 3 0.978 0.62

n(E) a 9 S 81 2 0.975 0.73

6 27 1 0.963 0.87

41116 210 4 0.991 0.50
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Table A shows that the probability of false alarm decreases when the

intensity I of the potential foreshock increases. On the other hand, the

probability of missed alarm |increases considerably with I. The most

attractive precursor corresponds to the class 4 1 I 1 6, for which the

probability of false alarm is practically the same as for the other

classes, while the probability of missed alarm is considerably smaller.

It is interesting to note that these results are quite similar to

those obtained by L.Jones for Southern California. Moreover, it is worth

mentioning that the analysis of two other Italian seismic zones (Friuli,

North Eastern Italy, and Irpinia, Southern Italy) leads to results that

are practically the same. In Table B the average figures obtained from
the three zores are presented.

TABLE 8

I n(F) n(FA E) p q

GARFAGNA A * 4 341 9 0.977 0.69

FRIULI + IRPINIA 5 107 3 0.973 0.81

n(E) - 26 6 77 3 0.961 0.98

4(I6 530 12 0.977 0.34

In conclusion, it seems that the short-term precursor consisting of

potential foreshocks has practically the same characteristics in many

different regions, namely a high probability of false alarm (p = - 0.99)

and a relatively low probability of missed alarm (q = -0.3).

ALARM SYSTEMS BASED ON A PAIR OF INDEPENDENT PRECURSORS.

hasicJ equations. Consider two independent precursors F and F2. it

should be made clear that the independence of the two Precursors does not

mean that the two events1 and F2 are statistically independent events.

This would be in contradiction to the fact that both are related to

events E. We say that the two precursors are independent if events F1 and

F2 are correlated to each other only through events E, with no other
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direct correlations. Such a conditional indipendence of events F and F2

exists if and only if:

n n

i-I jul 1

P( F/E) - TT P(Fi/E) (7)
ial iI

If the state of alarm is proclaimed only when the two warning signals
(2)

overlap, the probability of false alarm p of the system is given by:

(2) = 1 (9)
--- P(E) p1  p2

-P) -P I 1-p2

If the quantities involved in eq. (8) refer to a finite alarm lifetime

6t, this equation is rigously valid under the assumption that, when the

two signals overlap, they occur together at the begihning of 6t. In

general this is obviously only an approximation (G.Grandori et al.,

1984). Later on, however, it will be seen that in the specific

application suggested by L.Jones (1985) eq. (8) is rigorously valid even

for a finite alarm lifetime.
(2).

As far as the probability of missed alarm q is concerned, from eq.

(6) one obtains:

q(2), 1 - (1-q) (1 - q2). (9)

Cobination gfj gPrecursors. A precursor will here be classified as

'weak' either if both p and q are very high, or if at least one of them

is very high. Only weak precursors will be considered here because,

obviously, should a strong precursor be available (i.e. with both p and q

sufficiently small) the problem would be satisfactorily solved by this

single precursor.

The examples of Table C show what happens when changing over from a

single precursor to a pair of independent precursors. Three types of



precursors are considered (to the left in the table): type j with both p

and q very high, type k with q very high and p relatively low, type S

viceversa. To the right the table shows the characteristics of the alarm

systems based on a pair of independent precursors, bothAtype L, or both

of type tL, or both of type . respectively. The value of P(E) in eq. (8)

has been assumed P(E) x 0.00025. In stationary conditions this value

corresponds to a mean interoccurrence time between main shocks T(E)-22

years, with an alarm lifetime 6 a 2 days.

The probability of false alarm of the double-precursor system is

always extremely small compared to the single precursor. As an obvious

counterbalance, the probability of missed alarm is larger than that of

the single precursor. In particular, in cases I and k only two in a

thousand main shocks would be predicted. The influence of this fact on

the effectiveness of the- double-precursor system is such that U (2 ) is ten

times smaller than U in case •. and twenty times smaller in case t.

On the contrary, two precursors of type . provide a much more

effective alarm system than the single precursor. Another advantage of

TABLE C

SINGLE PAIR

I pl~pis p  2 lq~
I I qq=

t (2) (2) U(2)
tyeip q u p qU

X 0.96 0.96 0.02 0.125 0.998 0.002

0.4 0.96 0.04 0.0001 0.998 0.002

0.96 0.4 0.04 0.125 0.64 0.52

P0P(E/Fp F2) 0.875

I P(/ eF 2/F) 0.0.00
ec/p 2)  0-o016

the combination of two weak precursors of type , 4 shown in the lower

part of the table. When one of the precursors occurs, but not the other,
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the conditional probability of a main shock, P(E/FInF2 ), is noticeably

smaller than the conditional probability P(E/F) for a single precursor.

This fact gives value to the criterion 'proclaims the alarm only when the

two signals overlap*.

The values of U and U(2 ) of table C have been obtained from eq. (5),

and so, in particular, by assigning the same weight to false and missed

alarms. It is worth pointing out, however, that to assign different

weights to false and missed alarms would hardly change the conclusions

regarding cases I and b. In fact, if missed alarms were considered sore

unfavorable than false alarms, tha ratio U (2)/U would be even smaller,

and only if the weight of false alarms is assumed to be much larger than

that of missed alarms may U(2 ) become comparable with U. For example in

case a, in order to obtain U (2 )  U it would be necessary to assume that

the weight of false alarms is 12 times as large as the weight of missed

alarms. This does not seem realistic. It is true, in fact, that false

alarms give rise to economic damage and to a decrease of confidence in

the alarm system. However, a missed alarm means failing in the very aim

of an alarm system.

In conclusion, only the combination of weak precursors of type r
offers valuable advantages. In other words, an alarm system based on a
pair of independent precursors, even if the probability of false alarm of

each single precursor is very high, seems to have remarkable interesting

characteristics provided that the probability of missed alarm of each

precursor is relatively low. As pointed out in the preceding section,

potential foreshocks constitute a precursor that does in fact hive the

properties just mentioned.

Unfortunately, a second precursor, independent of foreshocks, and with

similar characteristics, is not available at present. However, the

observations contained in this section clarify the way in which it will

perhaps be possible in the future to obtain an effective alarm system

based on a pair of weak precursors, On the other hand, these observations

are a necessary premise for the discussion that will be presented in the

last section of the present paper.
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It remains to be seen what happens if the precursors are not

Indlpadent. It is worth discussing the problem first with the help of a

numerical example, based on a calculation process that is not rigorous,

but that has great heuristic value. The example makes clear in a simple

way the role of independence of the two precursors in the calculation of

p). Noreover, it helps the intuitive understanding of the conditions

under which the probability of false alarm of the pair of precursors roy

be very much smeller than that of each component precursor.

Sheuristic exmle. Consider two precursors with the same

characteristics, aamely

P 1 =P 2 =p " 0.9 o ql ' q2 q 0

Suppose, for the moment, that 'the precursors are independent of each

other.

Let the eas interoccurreace time between events E be T(E) - 32 a.

Let that precursor F1 be a natural phenomenon that occurs at sunrise

when in the 24 hours fellowing there will be the earthquake E. As a

consequence, b - I day. Note that, since q a 0, F1 certainly occurs on

the day of the earthquake.

There will be an average of 81 days without strong earthquakes between

two events E. At sunrise on some of these days there will be false F1V

Since, by hypothesis, p a 0.9, the expected number of days whicai contain

a false F I ust.be 9, so that on average for every 10 alarms 9 will be

false. Let the 9 days containing false F1 have a random distribution over

the 91 days without E.

The precursor F2 has the same characteristics as F1, and so, like Fi,

will certainly occur on the day of the earthquake. There are also 9 false

F2  randomly distributed ever the 81 days without E, as required by the

independence of the precursors. So the number k12 of fa)se F2 that occur

on the 9 days that contain false F1 (and thus give rise to a false alarm

of the system based on the use of both precursors) is:
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k,12 a 9wj . (10)

In conlusion, every 82 days there will be on average one successful

alarm and one false alarm. The probability of false alarm p(2) of the

double-precursor system is thus

(2) K12
p -- " 0.U . (1)

12 +

H1owevor, T(E) - 82 days - 0.22 years is a very short interoccurrance

time for main shocks. In stationary conditions it corresponds to a

background probability P(E) - 0.012. With the same characteristics of the

precursors (p a 0.9 and q a 0), if T(E) is longer and so P(E) is smaller,

the only thing that changes in expression (10) is the denominator, with

the results shown in the following table.

T(E) years 0.22 2.2. 22

P(E) 0.012 0.0012 0.00012
p (2) 0.5 0.1 0.01

The probability of false alarm of the doubLe-precursor system (given p

and q) is thus greatly influenced Ly the value of the background

probability P(E). This clearly depends on the fact that the smaller the

P(E), i.e. the greater the T(E), the smaller will be the probability of a

false F2  overlapping a false F1 thus giving rise to a false alarm from

the double-precursor system.

It would be easy to show that, in the same way as for eq. (11), it is

also possible to arrive at a heuristic proof of eq. (8).

THE CASE OF NON INDEPENDENT PRECURSORS

If the two precursors are not independent, eq. (0) is no longer valid.

From the Bayes theorem and from the theorem of total probabilities oer

obtaines:
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P(E/Fl F2 ) P(F 1n02a AD - p)P(F) P (E/F1 ) P (F2 /FIo E)
P(FloF2iE) + P(FF2nE) 1+ P(1 )  1 EF I  (F2 /F~nE)

i.e. 1- p(2) , P(E/FnF2 ) 1 -------- (12)

P(F2/FIAE) p,

In eq. (12) subscripts I and 2 can obviously be permuted.

In order to point out the quantitative influence of a possible non

independence, let us consider again a particular case defined as follows:

Pt P2 m p q s q2 w q = 0 , T(E) a (r+l)bt

Let K be the average number of false F1 (and false F ) in the r

intervals & without E. As q - 0, then:

P (F2 lF1/E) -1 . (13)

Moreover:

P(F2/FPnE) K12 (14)

where K12 , as in the preceding section, is the average number of false

FInF2 in the r intervals &t without E.

Taking into account (13) and (14), eq. (12) becomes:

I - p(2) U I -". (1)

K i-p

The ratio K12/K is a measure of the correlation between the two

precursors. In the case of independence, eq. (10) holds, so that

K12 K
K r
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while in the case of a complete and positive correlation between false

alarms K,2 coincides with K. Thus

K ( Cl

r- K-

0,99 th vales f ~(2)
For example, if p a 0,98, the values of p corresponding to

different values of the correlation index K12/K are shown in the

following table.

K /K 0.012 0.1 0.5 1

p 0.37 0.93. o6 0.98

The lower limit X12/K = 0.012 coincides with the value of K/r

corresponding to T(E) a 22 years and &t - 2 days. The probability of
(2)

false alarm p as a function of K12/K, for different values of p, is

represented in Fig. 3.

As can be seen, the independence of precursors is of crucial

imnportance: even a small degree of correlation between precursors will

drastically reduce the advantage of the double-precursor system, compared

with the single precursor, in terms of probability of false alarm.

THE CASE OF NON STATIONARY CONDITIONS

Now consider a single precursor F associated with main shocks that

follow a renewal process, i.e. with a background probability P(E) that

depends on the time to elapsed since the preceding earthquake. Zn this

case the conditional probability P(E/F1) will also depend in general on

t . A simple example of a case of this type was developed by the present

authors (1994).

L.Jones (1995) essentially suggests considering t0 as a second

precursor. This stimulating suggestion deserves a more detailed analysis.

In order to make clear the role of to as second precursor, it is

convenient to consider the beqinning of 6t as a random time point and to

call P(Er) the probability of a main shock within 4. P(Er) coincides

J1L
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with the "Poissonian" probability ft/T(E) and is constant in time. Then

for the sake of simplicity call to the following event: 'the backwards

time is included between to and t0+dt". Given these definitions, it is

easy to see that the actual background probability P(E) defined in the

previous sections is:

P(E) wP(E /t)r 0

The conditional probability P(E r/F nt ) can now be derived, again on

the basis of the Sayes theorem and of the theorem of total probabilities.

If F1 and to are conditionally independent,-one obtains:

1

H(E/Flit) aP(E/F) ------------------------------ (16)r/1 a 1 P(E) I-P(Er/F1) 1-P(Er/to) 1

r r I r o

where 1 - P(E r/F) p is the average percentage of false alarms. NoterNote

that the probability of false alarm p1 at a given instant to is

I-PCE/F ).

If P(E r ) is very small compared with unity, and in general this is the

case, expression (16) depends, from the numerical point of view, only on

P1 and on the ratio P(Er/to)/P(Er). In the following table a few examples

of P, I- P(E/F ) for different values of p and of P(E /t )/P(E ) are

presented.

TABLE D

P1 , 1 - P(E/F )

P(Er/to)/P(E) p 0.99 P 1 0.96

1 0.90 0.96

5 0.91 0.93

10 0.03 0.71

20 0.71 0.35

'V



The procedure suggested by L.Jones, expressed by eq. (16), has two

main advantages. First, the Oprecursor* to has probability of missed

alarm q a 0, so that the probability of missed alarm of the double-

precursor system coincides with that of F1. Second, both the "events" F1

and to occur at the beginning of. t, so that eq. (16) is rigorously

valid.

However, it must be pointed out that eq. (16), like eq. (8), is valid

only for independent precursors. In particular this requires that P(F1 /E)

a P(F1/Eto), i.e. the rate of occurrence of events F1 in the gap between

two events E must be independent of t . In the particular case of

foreshocks, this independence should be carefully checked, taking into

account that, as pointed out in the preceding section, even a small

degree of correlation would drastically increase the probability of false

alarm of the system.

Moreover, the numerical examples of Table 0 show that rather large

values of the, ratio P(Er/to)/P(Er) are necesarry in order to obtain a

substantial reduction of the probability of false alarm. In other words,

the occurrence process of main shocks must be a process with a very

strong memory, i.e. main shocks should follow each other in a quasi-

periodic sequence.

CONCLUSIONS

The short-term earthquake precursor consisting of potential foreshocks

in some Italian seismic zones have quite similar characteristics to those

found by L.Jones for Southern California, namely a high probability of

false alarm (p - 0.98) and a relatively small probability of missed

alarm (q - - 0.5). Should a second precursor be ever singled out,

independent of the foreshocks, and with similar characteristics, the

alarm system made up of the pair of precursors (with the state of alarm

proclaimed only when the two warnings overlap) seems to offer much more

interesting prospects. In particular, the probability of false alarm

would be reduced to values so low that there could be no doubts about the

suitability of taking emergency measures should the two warnings overlap.
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It is however of crucial importance that the two precursors should be

independent. So the problem that arises is how to distinguish, from the

various possible short-term precursors, those that from the physical

point of view can be Judged as independent of the foreshocks. This would

be a suitable field in which to concentrate research effort, bearing in

mind that the second precursor can be extremely useful even if its

probability of false alarm is very high, provided that the probability of

missed alarm is relatively small.

If the occurrence process of main shocks is not a stationary Poisson

process, and the background probability depends on the time to elapsed

since the preceding earthquake, the value of t0 can be used as a second

precursor, with the chief advantage that this particular 'type of

precursor has probability of missed alarm q v 0. However, careful

scrutiny should be applied, in this case, to the indepindence of the two

precursors. Moreover, the combination of foreshocks with t becomes

useful only if the ratio between the conditional probability P(Er/t) and

the "Poissonian" probability P(Er) is very high.
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ABSTRACT

Recognizing the importance of the concept of seismic intensity, the paper is

intended to contribute to a more consistent approach to this concept. The state

of the art is discussed, essentally in connection with the MSK scale. An improved

approach is propose4, consideriig instrumental criteria as basic criteria, and

macroseismic criteria as derived criteria, to avoid bias raised at present. Two

complementary ways of defining instrumental criteria are proposed. The development

of macroseismic criteria is related to vulnerability analyses for various classes

of structures.

1. INTRODUCTION.

The concept of seismic intensity is at present a common concept for seismo-

logists, structural engineers and other specialists, or even non-specialists.

Persons working with this concept are recognizing at the same time its importance

and some current shortcomings of it. The most important shortcomings that must be
emphasized at this place consist of the imperfect definition of the concept, of
the fact that the main criteria for intensity estimate are based on vulnerability

characteristics which, at their turn, are defined conditionally upon the intensity

(building thus a source of bias and tautology), of the lack of satisfactory crite-
ria of this kind connected with earthquake resistant construction, of the non-satis

factory ccrrelation between the macroseismic intensity on one hand and the instru-

mental criteria on the other hand.

The activities of the fields of engineering seismology and of earthquake
engineering require the use of a conceptual and methodological basis free of the
shortcomings referred to. This Oaper is, intended to discuss the state of the art
of this field, present some proposals for a more consistent approach to the concept
of seismic intensity and, accordingly, to the definition of intensity scales and,

thus, to contribute to progress in this basic field.

2. SOME REMARKS ON THE STATE OF THE ART.

The main reasons to use the concept of intensity are
a)the need of quantifying the severities of different,actual,ground motions.
b)the current limitations-in the possibilities of obtaining actual accelero-

grams, generated by the limited instrumentation density.
c)the need to relate hazard maps to one, or a few, parameters characterizing

ground motions.
d)the needs raised by the quantification of seismic vulnerability of the
various artifacts of man.

The MSK scalet 9],tloisaccording to the information available to the author,
the most complete and beat organized scale of seismic intensity. The intensity is
estimated in this frame mainly on the basis of observation of seismic effects upon:

a)the behaviour of humans and animals ;
b)the performance of buildings and other artifacts of man;
c)the effects on landscape and natural environment;

which are referred to as acroseismic criteria.

The most significant criteria are related to the effects of category b) ,i.e.

*)IN =C (Building Research Institute),bucharemt.
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the performance of buildings or other artifacts. The performance of buildings

and other works is evaluated having in view three basic coordinates:
b.l.) the category of buildings or other workswith a view on their resis-

tance to earthquakb action;
b.2.) the degree of damage undergone subsequently to a seismic event;
b.3.) the proportion of buildinXs or other works of a definite category

(b.1), having undergone the damage degrees referred to under item
(b.2).

Instrumental criteria(related to the peak ground acceleration, to the peak
ground velocity or to the peak displacement of a standard seismoscope [L10])are
used as secondary estimation criteria.

The macroseismic criteria are considered in first.place due to two factors:
a) the availability of much more information of this kind;
b) the unsufficiently strong correlation of macroseismic data with instru-

mental criteria (moreover, as it is emphasized further on, the relative
nature of the accepted instrumental criteria).

The macroseismic criteria are essentially statements on the vulnerability
of structures, presented in a rather qualitative manner. Consider in this connec-
tion:

a) several categories of structures, S.
b) a discrete quantification of intensity, q.(e.g. integer values of it)
c) a discrete quantification of damage, dk (g.g. given integer values rang-

ing from O-no damage to 5-collapse [l ). The vulnerability of the class
Si can be expressed under these circumstances by means of the matrix of
conditional probabilities (or frequencies) k, corresponding from a
qualitative viewpo nt to the macroseismic cri aria. The use of macroseismic
criteria as a basil°iubsequent vulnerability estimates leads to tautology,

n some rather vague data are used to derive more accurate data

V')kj Some more in depth disculion on this subject is given in [15[16].

Given the problems raised by the current approach to the intensity estimate,
some proposals are formulated futher on. They are related to the development-of
instrumental criteria (section 3), to the development of macroseismic criteria
(section 4) and to the structure of an improved intensity scale as a whole (sect-
ion 5).

3. DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUMENTAL CRITERIA.

An attempt is made at this place to develop a convenient system of characte-
ristics and criteria, to lie at the basis of a more consistent intensity scale.

A categorization of instrumental characteristics based on accelerographic
records was adopted in [16] 4n this view. The approach adopted at this place
consists of two fairly compatible steps, that rely, both, on the use of proper
(corrected) accelerograms :

a) a first step, aimed primarily to provide on the basis of simple analyses
some general data on the intensity and frequency content of ground motion;

b) a second step, aimed to give a flexible insight into the ground motion
characteristics, going up to a desired degree of detail.

The first step consists of the combined use of EPA (effective peak accele-
ration) and EPV (effeytive peak velocity)as defined 0)n(23] on the basis of spec-
tral acceleration S a  an' spectral pseudovelocity S for 0.05 critical damping
(fi$.3.1.): ap

- C)/ 2.5 (measured in a/$2) (3.1a)



I s(c) /2.5 (measured in mis) (3.lb)

It is possible to define on this basis the corner circular frequency ie,

we EPAiEPV (measured in -l) (3.2)

Given the quite extensive and classical studies on the destructiveness of
steady-state vibration on structures [8] ,which put to evidence the significancy

of the product of acceleration and velocity amplitudes, it is proposed to cons-

ider for the earthquake motions, which are of transient nature as known, the

product of EPA and EPV and to define (for a single direction first), an instru-

mental intensity given by the expression

181oS4 (EPAxfPV) +I-log2EPA-log 4w +10 -log 2EPV+log4 fAd+'o (3.3)

This definition is aompati le with the classical ratio 2.0 of increase of

instrumental criteria for a unit increase of intensity 10] . Conversely, one
can write:

EPA - EPVzi- 2 ° -1' (3.4a)

EPV - EPA / C 2 -10 4 1-1°/ EPA (3.4b)

A value %

10 - 8.0 (or VIII) (3.5)

can be conveniently postulated. In case one considers simultaneously the motion

along two axes, Ox and Oy, the definition (3.3) may be generalized

I - logsDPA x EPV + EPAx EP)V 4 + (3.6)

The system of relations (3.2) to (3.6) corresponds to the graphic representa-
tion of fig.3.2. in case one wants to use the expression (3.6), for which c is

no more defined, it appears to be convenient to locate the point corresponding to

the value I (3.6) on a straight segment determined by the couples of points (EPA 1 ,
PV) and (EPA ,EPVy).

The use of previous relations is illustrated in table 3.1 and in fig.3.2 for

some recent, well known,records.
Table 3.1

No. Earthquake Record Direction EPA eP CWc I PGA
(mg2) (as) I/S (a/82)

1. Roania,4 March INCZERC N-S 2.5 (.625) 4. (8.3). 2.2

1977 (21 Bucharest

2. - - - - N-V 1.6 (.32) 5. (7.5) 1.8

3. - - - " -oris. - (1.o4) - (8.0)
plane (product)

4. Off the Adriatic Petrovac, Long. 7 0.6 (11.7) (9.0) 4.4
Coast,15 April 01 iva
19791W2) Hotel

5. - - Ulcinj, Long. 3.3 0.42 (7.9) (8.2) 2.6

Olympic
Hote).

6. - - Iar,Ton Long. 4 0.64 (6.25) (8.7) 3.7

Assembly
Buildins.



Ao. Earthquake Record Direction EPA Eft w I PGA.

7. San Fernando, 8244 Orion W (2.4) 0.4 6. (8.0) 1.4
9 February Blvd.1-st floor
1971 [7]

8. - - - " (2.4) 0.4 6. (8.0) 2.7

9. - - 445 South V 52 W (1.36) 0.17 8. (6.9) 1.5

Figueroa St.Stat

lo. - - - - S 38 W (i.08) 0.18 6. (6.8) 1.3

11. - " - [211 Pacoima Dan S 74 W (11.2) 0.75 15. (9.5) 12.5

12. - "
- - - S 16 1 (11.9) 0.7 17. (9.5) 12.4

13.1ezico City, Comm.Transp. N-S 2.8 0.8 (3.5)(8.6) 1.1
19 Sept.1985 [31 Building

14. -" - - " - E-U 4.2 1.3 (3.2)(9,2) 1.8

15. - " - N-S 0.48 0.13 (3.7)(6.0) 0.35

16. - " - - " - E-W 0.48 0.10 (4.8)(5.8) 0.38

Note:Values under parentheses are derived from (3.2) to (3.6).
The instrumental intensity estimates of table 3.1 are in at least good a-

greement with macroseismic estimavas, while the use of instrumental criteria of
1101 would have led in several cases to important gaps. Note the pouibility

of use of the relations (3.4) for retrodiction of EPA and EPV if estimates on
I and ai0 are available. Note also, what is more important, that the acceptance
of relations (3.3) to (3.6) puts to evidence the relative significancy of EPA
or EPV (and hencemore of PGA and PGV). The representation of fig.3.2 shows that
one must go along a straight line w - const. in case one wants to use a (rela-
tive) system of values EPA or EPV. For example, the _nstrumental criteria of the
USK scale correspond to the assumption aic M 12.5 a

The second ste? consists of the use of the system developed in [131 , [141,
for which some basic elements are recalled. The absolute velocity of the mass of
an SDOF system with undamped natural frequency f and fraction of critical damp-
i n subjected to the component i of ground motion (i1,2,3) is denoted by
vIbJ(f,n,t). The destructiveness tensor of the ground motion is defined under
tkese conditions by the expression d

Di~fn v~Abs~f nit) v!C ;) bs f,n,t) d 37

(where ij - 1,2,3 and where it is assumed that there was no disturbance applied
to the SDOF system for t< o). The horizontal plane destructiveness is given by the
expression

D 1  (f;n)" Dl(f;n) + D22 (f;n) (3.8)

(where i -1,2 are the indices of the orthogonal, horizontal-, axes).

The destructiveness can be aeraged over a definite frequency interval.Without
specifying the kind of destructiveness by means of any subscript, one can write for
the averaged destructiveness D (f', f";n) the expression

D(ff,ff;n) df(f;n) (3.9)ln(f"/f e) " t



The specific (engineering, horizontal plane) intensity I _ 4(f) if given

y an expression . . -,, -

D f;0)+1(o) (3.1o)
* plane(f) - log4 Dplane(f;.oS) + pla e

where I is a constant, related to the case of 2-D definition. It is possibl
to passpinhe same way from the averaged 4anutuctivenese 5 (flf"t.oS) to the
averaged intensity T (f',f"). The overall intensity is postulated to be an

t i lane
average intensity corresponding to the bounds

f'.- o.25 Hz;f" - 16.o Hz (3.11)

The use of the tensor D.. (f;n)makes it possible to define principal axes
and destructiveness ellipses 1 or various frequencies (f). It is possible to
consider also averaging for the principal axes and destructiveness ellipses,
starting from the averaged destructiveness tensor. To account for the spectral
content of ground motion,using a discretized representation, it is possible to
use a sequence of values I lane (f ) for fk- o.25,o.5, 1., ... 16. Hz or
f. = o.25, o.35, o.5, o.7, ?, ...16.Rzor to consider averaged values Iln

(lkfk~l ) related to the sequences 
referred to. 

plane

It appears to be reasonable to adopt a calibration

Splane 55 (or V 1/2) (3.12)

for the constant (o) introduced in expression (3.1o).
oplane

To ilustrate the possibilities of this approach on the basis of the record
of INCERC-Buchareat of 4 March 1977, for which the absolute acceleration response
spectra of horizpntaldirections are given in fig.3.3a,b, the sequences of speci-
fic intensities-are reproduced in fig.3.4a, while the sequence of destructiveness
ellipses is reproduced in fig.3.4b. The destructiveness ellipses represented are
well correlated with the directivity of motion, put to evidence by the damage
distribution observed. Note in relation to fig.3.4a that therepresentation for
oNS corresponds ;o the hypothetical case of zero E-S component, using further
on the calibration (3.12). The representation for IEW coressponds to homologoas
assumptions.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF MACROSEISHIC CRITERIA

The develovpnt of vulnerability-based macroseismic criteria must rely
essentially on vulnerability analyses for various categories of structures.
Vulnerability analyses require primarily dealing with following problems

a) definition of some categories of buildings or other works, S.,including
a thorough qualitative description and a quantitative characierization
by means of some parameters that are significant from the structural
engineering view point and may be relatively easily estimated for exist-
ing structures;

b) definition of a damage measure or damage degree, that is at the same
time easily observable and, if possible, makes sense from the view point
of the degree of exhaustion of the resistance to seismic action;

c) definition of an appropriate system of quantification of the seismic
intensity;

d) development of an adequate methodology for deriving the discrete condit-

ional probabilities p introduced in section 2.

More developments on this subject are given in [17] , where conceptual and
methodological.aspects are discussed, a asmary of data available in Europe is

I



)given and the use of the outcome of vulnerability and risk analyses is dealt with-

5. SUGGESTIONS FOR k MORE CONSISTENT APPROMC
TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTENSITY SCALE.

1.. The main body of an up-to-date Intensity seals should eaist of two part.s
Part I tinstumantal criteria
Part IIMmacroseisuic criteria

2. The basic criteria for intensity estimationmust be postulated in the form
of instrumental criteria, to avoid the bias raised by the tautological approach of
current scales. It is proposed in this connection to define (at least provisionally)
the (instrumental) intensity by means of the couple of expressions (3.3) (or (3.6))
and (3.5), unless a more detailed analysis makes it possible to further refine the
expression (3.6) and/or to introduce the influence of the verticalcomponent,vhich
was-neglected in previous developments. In order to introduce a more detailed in-
sight into the ground motion characteristics, it is proposed to use, complementa-
rily , the spectral and directional cheracterisation introduced by a set of specific
(or averaged) intensities, as provided by the expressions (3.9) or (3.1o),together
with the provisional calibration (3.12),until a better calibration becomes available.

.3. The vulnerability-based (macroseisic) criteria, which represent at present
the main body of the intensity scale, should be applied further on extensively
bven more extensively than at present), but maust be regarded as derived criteria,
and not as basic criteria. The development of a satisfactory set of macroseismic
criteria ust be considered as a dynamic process of cumulation of information and
of development of a comprehensive data bank. The statements of the macroseismic
-part of the intensity scale should make explicit reference to tables containing
information of the type W (section 2), for various categories of structures Si.

. The use of macroselamic criteria should be regarded essentially as a means
3f approximate, but consistent, completion of information provided by the instrinental
late, wbich will be available in a limited quantity in the previsible future.

CONCLUDING -MS.

I. The Concept of seismic intensity represents a necessary tool for various
roblems of engineering seismology and of earthquake engineering and, consequently,
t scale of seismic intensities is equally necessary.

2. The analysis of the state of the art puts to evidence on one hand the use
4, the concept of seismic intensity but, on the other hand, the current conceptual
ad methodological shortcomings.

3. The qualitative improvement of the concepts referred to requires a more
igorous and consistent approach. The possible way of remving the current conceptual
ias is represented by the definition of seismic intensity primarily on the basis
f instrumental parameters. The macrospismic criteria will become under these, condi-
ions derived criteria, losing the current position of primary criteria.

4. The system of instrumental perimeters lying at the basis of the intensity
cal. must be flexible, making it possible to determine for a given ground motion
more precisely for a 3-D accelerogram) either one single parameter (instrumental
utensity),or several parameters, to account for the spectral, directional eta.
atures of ground motion. Some proposals were developed in this sense in section.

S. The macroseismic criteria should be gradually developedi considering vario-
Scatepories of structures, for which vulnerability characteristics are to be
fined and derived. The work in this field should encompass adequate definitions



ind descript-ions , -!w catef,.orles rtr str",'t ',r,~ d...it wi th.for the (observable)
damage and for the ines. of grouiid motion tpri-viciug,of course,tne necessary
compatibility between the primary definition of instrumental seismic intensi:Ly on
one hand and the parameters cousidered in the definition of vulnerability chdrac-
teristics on the other hand).

6. Thp doVelopciL Of a more refined~( voncept of seismic intensity and *.i-ord-
ingly of a more refined scale, must be rcgnrded as a long lasting process,re,,uir-
ing sample applications of intermediee-e results besides a particularly extensive
work of gathering of information.
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- REVIEW AND APPLICATIONS

Vladimir Schenk
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ABSTRACT

The present analysis extends the current methods of studying
the .kinematic and dynamic parameters of seismic waves applied in
the time and frequency domains to the third amplitude domain.
This approach makes it possible to determine the maximum ampli-
tude of vibration, the total values of •its duration, energy,
impulse, and root-mean-square amplitude, effective amplitudes and
durations, which are defined by the probability of amplitude
occu, ences in the seismic signal. Applications of these quanti-
ties in standard seismological practice allow us to calculate the
duration magnitude of small and/or local earthquakes in a more
effective way, to find the attenuation curves of seismic motions
and to estimate the quality factor Q of a medium, to assess the
values of effective amplitudes and durations, which can be appli-
ed'in the engineering seismology, and to classify ground motions
with respect to macroseismic effects. The last application is
also successfully used 'in the selectiorr of analogous strong
ground motions for purposes of earthquake engineering.

1, INTRODUCTION

A ground motion record is the sum of a seismic signil gene-
rated by an earthquake or by any other artificial event, and of
seismic noise. The present signal analysis involves the methods
of studying the kinematic and dynamic parameters of seismic waves
applied in the time and frequency domains. 'Since recently, most
ground motions have been recorded in the digital form, the compu-
ter techniques of their analyses can be easily introduced to the
common practice. Prom this wievpoint, the present seismic signal
analysis often involves routine spectral processing of the sig-
nals and, as presented in this paper, this processing can be also
extended to the new amplitude domain.

An attempt to study the frequency of different amplitudes
within a certain time period of the ground motion record has
already been made by BOLT and ABRAHAMSON (1982). However, only a
part of a seismic record with maximum amplitudes exceeding 0.02
and 0.04 g was investigated. Contrary to this approach, SCHENK
(1985a) analyzed all digitized amplitudes of a seismic record
without any restriction. By using the absolute values of digitiz-
ed amplitudes and by classifying them According to their magni-
tudes, a frequency distribution of these amplitudes within a
seismic record was obtained. Just like in the study of a seismic
wave in the time domain we need the time history of vibrations
and in the frequency domain we have to know the amplitude and
phase spectra, in analyzing a wave in the amplitude domain we



have the amplitude-frequency distribution% (AFD). Since the ana-
lysis of seismic waves in the amplitude domain is a new approach
in standard processing techniques and, therefore, it is not so
wldely known, this paper summarizes the results achieved recent-
ly. The methodology of AFD calculation and the description of new
wave parameters as well as their application to standard seis-
mological and earthquake-engineering practice are discussed.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A record of seismic particle ground motion consists of
various wave types and their phases arriving at the observation
place at different times and from different dirrections. In the
first approximation it can thus be presumed that the record is a
series of individual seismic signals, whose character can be
expressed by a simple vibrating motion described by the differen-
tial equation of the second order in the following form

dix " dx
+ - + - = 0 (1)

dt • m dt m

,where 6 is the constant of'proportionality between the medium
resistance (proportional to the inner friction of the medium) and
the velocity of a particle vibration, X is the constant of
proportionality giving the magnitude of the force that caused the
'harmonic motion in direction x, m being the weight of the medium
particle. The solution of equation (I) yields the amplitude A in
direction x at arbitrary time t

A - A 0  cos WU t exp (-pt) , (2)

where (3 - / 2 m is the constant of attenuation of a particle
vibration with time, W ,. -g' is the angular vibration
frequency, and ak is the angular frequency in time to when the
deviation of a partidle from its equilibrium position in direc-
tion. x was the. greatest ( A - A 0 ). From relation (2) it ensues
that the amplitudes of the vibration motion A having originated
decay with time according to the relation

A - A0  exp (- 13 t) , (3)

where /3 is referred to as the vibration attenuation of the me-
dium particles.

As relation (3), corresponding to the envelope of abso-
lute values of particle motion amplitudes with time, is a conti-
nuous and purely monotonous function over the entire interval of
the values of time t , there it also an inverse function (JARNIK
1955) to this function in the following form

t - t o exp (- 13 t) •(4)

The inverse function makes it possible to transfer the strong

2



ground motion analysis from the time domain to the amplitude
domain.

In analyzing the wave pattern of particle motions in the
amplitude domain, we determine the number of occurrences of
the sampled amolitudes in individual amplitude classes 4 A oi a
constant size (SCHENK 1?95a, IVe5b). Pelation (3) makes it evi-
dent that the decrease of the-amplitudes of the vibrating attenu-
ated motion by a constant difference 4 A of amplitudes (size of
the, amplitude class) corresponds to the e-ponential law, which
means that the decrease of the lower vibration amplitudes by the
&A value lasts a longer time period than the same decrease in
the range of higher amplitudes. Therefore, we can write

ti - t, = N 4t , (5)

where times tj and ti are those between which amplitude A.
attenuates to amplitude Al , & t being the sampling intervalSof the record. From relatio (3 tthnfloshaion (3) then follows that

and the inverse function to relation (6) can be written in the1 following form

( tj - t. t 0 exp (- [ I Ai - A; ) (7)

After taking the logarithm, we obtained the following relation

n ( tj itr In ft r () A -A (8)

which after the introduction of relation (5) can be rewritten
into the form of the amplitude-frequency distribution of ground
motion (SCHENK 1985a)

In N = In Ns - AA , (9)

where Ns - Its /At is the total number of the amplitude samples
which belong to the investigated seismic signal of an overall
duration Tls and & A - I Al - A, I is the amplitude class in the
amplitude-frequency distribution.

3. AMPLITUDE-FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS

Let us take a digital ground motion record, e.g. a series of
amplitudes A in times t during an observation period T ; the

at between two successive amplitudes is a sampling interval which
has to be constant (Fig. 1). It is obrlous that adequate density
of digitization is necessary to express the proper character of
the motion. Since the goal of our analysis is to find the ampli-
tude-frequency distribution of digitized amplitudes according to
their magnitudes, thus the maximum amplitude Amax defines the
upper limit of a set of amplitude classes 4&A for which the
distribution is to be found and the set of the amplitude classes

3
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is created by simple linear division o4 this value into the
required number 04 classes. Then by simple statistical assortment
of the absolute aoplitude values of a seismic record into indivi-
dual amplitude classes we obtain the density amplitude-frequency
distribution (AFD). In conformity with the presumption that the
attenuation of the seismic signal amplitudes with time corres-
ponds to the exponential la (see relation (9)) , the AFD can be
aproximated by the exponential dependence. In principle, we dis-
tinguish density and cumulative AFD, and w* can express it either
in dependence on the sequential order 04 the amplitude class K
in the set or in dependence on the absolute volu* 04 the ampli-
tude A of ground motion.

For density AFO we thtos write

log N6a *X -&(0 [class K] (I o)
op

log N - a) )1(04 [amplitude A] 41b)

and for cumulative AFD

log N; 1 a. -a* [class K] (ha)
or

log IN, ,a - b(cA) [amplitude A] (11b)

where N& is the number of seismic wave amplitudes that belong
to amplitude class K , index 1-1,2,... Kmax , coefficients a]),
a. , bD(14 , b)(Ai , bc.(,4) and b (er) are determined empir.cally
from the approximation of the central signal part of the respec-
tive AFD by the least-square method. Figure 2 shows the AFD of
the known accelerogram 6l Centro 1940, vertical component.

In the approximation of both AFO types, an important role is
played by the selection of the range o4 values N, that will
characterize the seismic tignal sufficiently well. The N ,
values that correspond to the lowest amplitude classes have

4
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Fig.2. Amplitude-frequency distributions

proved to be affected by seismic noise, while the chaotic (=zig-
zagm or =comb-like") character of the N , values of the highest
amplitude classes is given by the irregular occurrence of random
peak amplitudes of the signal, often due to the local seismogeo-
logical inhomogeneities of the medium (SCHENK 1985a). For this
reason, both marginal parts of the AFD should first be separated
from the central part of the distribution, which then provides
mdre or less reliable characteristics of the seismic signal, and
only then approximated by relations (10) and (11).

The question of separating the amplitudes of seismic noise
from those of the signal and the methods of optimum approximation
of amplitude-frequency distributions were solved earlier (SCHENK
1985a). A successful separation of the noise amplitudes from the
signal amplitudes generally depends on two ratioss

i) the signal amplitudes As to the noise amplitudes An , and

ii) the duration of the entire investigated period T to the
signal duration I's.

In some cases, if As )> An and/or T - '1s , the "noise" part of
the AFD does not appear, but sometimes, if T ) I s or As does
not differ from An by more than one order, it is very pronounc-
ed especially in the density AFD. To select the "noise" part of
the distribution from the whole AFD and to find only its repre-
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sentativo ptart to.r * r'9I&b&* aproximatio by relation

10 9 - b A , (12)

where N is the number of amplitudes of the ground motion record

which corresponds to the gi,.ei amplitude class A , we applied the
procedure that follows.

Theoretically, a determination of a suitable range of ampli-
tude classes depends on the ratio between the maximum amplitude
of the signal Amax and the seismic noise amplitudes An (Fig.1).
Let us have K amplitude classes, then the lower limit of the
class range, in which the values N , where index i-1,2,..K , can

be used for the approximation, is

K ( An / Amax ) K (13a

and for the upper limit of this range, according to our experi-
ence, the value

KU m K - n K L  (13b)

can be recommended: coefficient n is approximately 3 - 3.5 for
the density AFD and approximately close to 2 for the cumulative
one. Of course, these values have to be determined individually
for each record. Therefore, after testing several records (SCHENK
1985a), we can recomnend the limits

KL - ni K and Ku " n2 K (14)

for routine processing of strong ground motion records, where 0.1
4 nI < 0.15 and 0.65 < n2 < 0.75 for the density AFD and 0.75
4 n2 < 0.8 for the cumulative AFD; these coefficients were
checked by visually.

Another way of finding a reliable central part of the AFD is
based on the application of a mutual correlation of all values N
of the AFD and by a sequantial cutting off its margial values to
find the highest correlation coefficient. Then we assume that the
remaining central part of the AFD repreos-ats the distribution of
the seismic signal.

4. PROPERTIES OF THE OAFD* COEFFICIENTS

The number of amplitude classes does not only determine the
character of the AFD, but It mostly a4ffcts also the actual
course of density distribution. Figure 3 demonstrates examples of
the density AFO (thin line) and the cumulative AFD (bold line) of
seismic signal, component s905, recorded at El Centro site during
the Imperial Valley earthquake, May 18, 1940, constructed for
eight different numbers of Kmax classes. A comparison of the
distributions obtained for different values of Kmax has re-
vealed that the parameters of the cumulative AFD of ac , bc(x)
and bc(A) as well as the parameters o4 the density AFD b and



bD(A do not necessarilv depend on Ymra< , while .-alues a
directlY depend on the ma:imum number oi kmpl 't,ude classes. In
-act it car be ,.,rittern

A 3 ) AB-z; I.: K-a. / Km&A~ j (15)

where Y.ma:. are the mirnmum numter s o-f ampl i tude ciasses used
to forming the AFD, a (,) b.eir, the corresponding parameters of
the density AFD.

S K- K-0 3 K-" K-SO

2]

I

WCr N-~ 

K-S1 
K UoO

L 2

* A..A.- A-. S

A

Fig.3. Dependence of density and cumulative AFDs on the Kmax.

In principle, different combinations of the density and
cumulative AFDs can be made (Fig.3) depending on the values of
Kmax . It appears that the approximation of the cumulative AFD by
relation (11), adherence to this value is not essential since a
change of Kmax does not affect the course of this distribution
very much. From the point of view of the character and the course
of the density AFD, howes'er, the maximum number of amplitude
classes Kmax equal to 50 seems to be the optimum numbers the
character of the AFDs are quite distinct for an objective appro-
ximation by relations (10) and (11). The greater the number of
Kmax classes, the greater the scatter of N values in the part
of higher amplitudes of the density AFD (see Fig. 3), in other
words, a mor extensive part of the "zig-zag" values is formed.
For this reason, all the following relations in the present paper
correspond to the AFDs with Kmax = 50. If they are to be modi-
fied to another number of amplitude classes, it is necessary td
use relation (15).
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The other, not less important parameters of the AFD, are pa-
rameters a and b , which characterize the relationship of the
amplitude number in individual amplitude classes. From relations
(10) and (11) it follows that these parameters can be expressed
In following ways:

a 2) ... corresponding to the density AFDs,
a 0  ... corresponding to the cumulative AFDs,
b D(j)... corresponding to the density AFO constructed in depen-

dence on the number of K classes,
bP(A) ... corresponding to the density AFD constructed in depen-

dence on a physical quantity of a seismic wave amplitude, e.
g., on acceleration [ cm s'X1 , etc.

bc(K).., corresponding to the cumulative AFD constructed in de-
pendence on the number of K classes and

bc(a) ... corresponding to the cumulative AFD constructed in de-
pendence on a physical quantity of a seismic wave amplitude.

A study of the character of parameters a and b of the density
and cumulative AFDs was performed on a set of accelerograms of
five Californian earthquakes (Parkfield M-5.5, Borrego Mtn.
M,6.0, Imperial Valley M-,6.4, San Fernando M-6.5 and Kern County
M-7.2), i.e. 163 horizontal and 82 vertical components (SCHENK
1985a,b). The obtained results are summarized under the following
items and figures:

I) the reliability of determining the dependence of the cumula-
tive AFD, and the be values connected with it, is greater
than with the density AFD.

ii) amplitude relations of the density and cumulative AFDs are
invariable with the increasing distance from the source and
the following approximate relation is valid

ac = a P + 0.878 ± 0.269 . (16)

iii) the values of coefficients ac and a,> increase with the
increasing distance from the source (Figs 4a and 4b).

ie) between the Ob" parameters of the density and cumulative AFD
of the same record, the following dependence can be found

b 1- 1.3 bP , (17)

v) the values of coefficients bc(%c and bc(A), and consequent-
ly also those of b Cv) and b 'b(A) I appear to be indepen-
dent on the source size,

vi) coefficients bo(K) and bccK) do not change with the dis-
tance from the source and it appears that there is no dif-
ference in the behaviour of the coefficients that belong to
the horizontal or vertical component of a seismic wave (Fig.
5),

vii) the values of coefficients bbcA) and b C(A) increase with

8
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the increasing distance from the source (Fig.6); for the

i vertical component we can write

Slog b(A " 1.41 log R + 3.63 la

and for the horizontal one

:log b C A '(. 1.4 1 log R + 3 .89 ( 1b )

i 5
*,S eJ



where R Lm] is the distance of the recording site from the
earthquake epicentre of a magnitude 5.5 H C- 7.2

bC1,) SAM MMANOO

ILI- o0o

Fig5, Dependence of the coef-ficient b,(,. ) on distance R.

bow

SA.

Fig.6. Dependence of the coefficient bC.(A ) on distance R
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l5. "_STANDARD" AFD

The conditions for the computation of the AFD have to be
def ined in such 9 way as to make the values chara ter iz ing the
ground motion dynamics comparable. As it follcAs frrn the pre-
vious part of the paper, the AFDs may not be affected onl/ by the
differences in the records of ieismic waves, but alsc by; the
pirameters that determine their csmputation. In stardardizing the
computation, -me have to adhere to the following' rules:

i) keening an identical sampling interval at of a record,

ii) expressing the record amplitudes in identical physical units
of the ground motion and

iii) preserving the same total number of amplitude classes Kmax
in the AFD computation.

A great majo'rity of accelerogrims of the, world data bank are
sampled at t = 0.02 sec (SCHENK and VOJTISEK, 1985) and this
value has proved to be sufficient for determining the AFD too
(SCHENK 1985a). In the future, the sampling interval 0.02 sec of
a seismic record Is most likely to be regarded as the standard
samplIng interval 4 tay I

If a seismic record is sampled at an interval 4 t differ-
ent from AtS-r, there occurs a change in the amplitude number of
a record, which is also reflected in different numbers of N.Iam-
plitude occurrences in amplitude classes &AA . The shorter the
interval at , the greater the numbers of Ni , and thus we can
write

Nr. = Ny ( t / Ats r )

where Ns r is the number of seismic ground motion amplitudes con-
tained in the respective amplitude class at sampled interval At-r
and Nc is the number of amplitudes if interval a tx  is used.
Thus, the following relations are valid between these AFDs

log N. aX - b, A , (20a)

determined from a seismic record at sampling interval a tY , and
by an analogous "standard" AFD

log N FT-= a sT - b - A (20b)

determined at sampling interval Ats .I

nda w a x + log (&t /4tx7 (21)
and

bsT - bK • (22)

The other condition that has to be satisfied for standard
AFD is giving the amplitudes of seismic ground motion always in
the *ame phystcal units i for accelerations in [cm i' , for velo-
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city in [cm i'and for displacement in [cm). The necessity to
satisfy this condition is evident and neo not be explained.
further.

The standardization of the computation of the AFD of a seis-
mic record requires preserving the same maximum number of ampli-
tude classes in each analysis. As'mentioned above, a change in
the maximum number of amplitude classes also produces a change in
the total number of amplitudes N of each class of the density
AFD, and consequen.ly, the computed coefficient a in relation
(10) will always be different : the greater the number of Kmax
amplitude classes, the smaller the value of coefficient a .

The experience in computing the density AFD gained by compu-
ter processing of a test set of accelerograms (SCHENK 1985a) has
shown that for the purposes of routine computations fifty ampli-
tude classes (Kmax = 50) seem to be a sufficient number. For Kmax
<{ 30 , objective p proximation cannot be ensured in all cases, on
the other hand, an increasing number of amplitude classes, e.g.
Kmax > 100 , demands not only more computer time, especially what
concerns graphical plotting of the AFD, but also a chaotic (azig-
zag4) pattern of the density AFD in the range of its highest
amplitude classes. For this reason we recommend using a maxi- mum
number of 50 amplitude classes as a standard value of Kmax . For
this value we also defined a criterion to eliminate automatically
the lowest and the highest amplitude classes in approximating the
central "signall part of the AFD (SCHENK 1985a).

6. AFD GROUND MOT I ON PARAMETERS

The knowledge of the density and cumulative AFDs enables us
to establish now as yet unused parameters of seismic wave motion.
In essence it involves three types of data a

i) data of amplitude character

a. statistically determined maximum seismic signal ampli-
tude ( Amax(s), Amax(lef) ),

b. effective seismic signal amplitudes ( Aeff ) and

c. the total value of the root-mean-square amplitude of the
seismic signal ( RMS ),

ii) data on the energy content of wave motion

d. the total kinetic energy carried by the seismic signal
(E),

.6. the total impulse of the ,feitmic signal ( IMP ),

iii) data characterizing the tikoie(duration of the signal

f. the total duration W.- t$e: *LqJiq signal ( ILs ), and

eS



g. effective durations of the seismic signal , '"eff ,.

.n this part of the paper a discussion of the relation of the-.e
parameters t.o the earthquake,magnitude M , to the eplcentral
distance R and to the makcroseismic intensity will be presented.

6.1 Statistically determined maximum amplitude of ground motion.

The density AFD allcws a statistical value of the probable
maximum amplitude Arna;(s) to be determined. This value is de-
fined by the occurrence level of one amplitude digit, i.e. N = I.
This makes Amax(s) dependent on the entire course of the densi-
ty AFD of the telsmic signal and it may be regarded as a more
representative value of the maximum amplitude of the seismic
signAl than a possible accidental peak amplitude ( Amax ) in the

record. From the above mentioned condition it follows that

, Amax(s) = a) / bp , (22)

where aD and b are the coefficients of the density AFD of the

signal.
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Fig.7. Histogram of the Np values in dependence magnitude M.
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From relation (15) it further follows that Amax(s) is di-
rectly dependent also on the max imum.number of ampl-itude clases
Kiax . Since value Kmax - 50 was used for the analysis of all
accelerograms of the five Californian earthquakes mentioned above
we observed the number of the highest amplitude digits between
Aima and Amax(s) that were eliminated in each record. The num-
ber of these digits was denoted by the symbol Np . Figure 7
presents histograms of the Np values in dependence on the
earthquake magnitude M . It appears that in the majority of cases
Np<- 10 , i.e. of the total number of all the amplitude digits of
a record, as a rule containing a few thousand amplitude digits, a
maximum of I % of values is eliminated. This relation can be
considered reasonable, for some extreme amplitudes-of a record
are given by the time superposition of two or more wave groups in
a particular site, or by the local seismological inhomogeneities
of the site.

If we compare the dependence of the observed peak amplitude
Amax on the epicentral distance R (Fig.Sa) with that of the
statistical maximum amplitude Amax(s) (Fig.8b), we can readily
find that the amplitude scatter of the latter dependence is ap-
proximately 30 -.40". smaller. Therefore, we believe that the
values Amax(s) will not be so much affected by the random
changes of the local seismogeological conditions in the site as
the maximum amplitudes of ground motion observed.

16W (A)

o •

0. p

Fig.Sa. Oependence of the Amax value on the epicentral distance
Rt empty points- vertical component, full points - horizontal
componer t, 3 - Parkfield M-5.5, 9 - Borrego Mtn. M-6.0, 0 -
Imperial Valley M-6.4, 0 - San Fernando M-6.5 and A - Kern
County M#7.2

The relaticn between the Ama• and Amax(s) values (Fig.9)
shows that the Amax(s) amplitude is almost always smaller than
the Amax amplitude. He estimate that
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Fig.Sb. Dependence of the Amax(s) value on the epicentral
distance R ; for symbols see Fig.8a.

Amax - 1.486 Amax(s) - 0.567 . (23)

Likewise, the cumulative AFD can be used for finding another
statistically determined maximum amplitude of the seismic signal,
which is called the "referenceu maximum amplitude Amax(ref) and
is given by the relation

Amax(ref) - ar / b_ (24)

Im- /
/

aoo

0A'

01 V 1
00~

U.I I

-w -(A max)s [cme 2
Fig.9. Correlation between the Amax and the Amax(s) values;

for symbols see Fig.8a.
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where a and b are now the coefficients of the cumulative
AFD (11b). It is clear that Amax~ref> has no physical meaning,
nevertheless we believe it could be applied in some strong motion
analysis; for e:oample as any maximum possible amplitude or at
least as any pilot value to the Amax(s) amplitude.

6.2 Effective amplitude of ground motion

Under the term effective amplitude we understand such an
amplitude level which involves the required number of amplitudes
of a ground motion record according to their percentile level P.

Let us assume a digital ground motion record of a seismic
signal consisting, for example, of 100 digit amplitudes and let
us try to find an effective amplitude Aeff involving 98 X of
all digit amplitudes. The simplest way would be to neglect the
two greatest extreme amplitudes and define an effective amplitude
as a value that has to be smaller than the two greatest ampli-
tudes and greater than the other 98 remaining amplitudes. It is
understandable that this simplest approach would often be affect-
ed by random superposition of different wave groups of ground
motions. Thus if we apply the entire signal AFD, we are not using
only individual digit amplitudes, excluding seismic noise ampli-
tudes, but the whole amplitude content of the seismic signal.

To determine the effective amplitude Aeff , the cumulative
AFD is used. We extend relation (11b) approximated by this dis-
tribution up to the lowest amplitude class and determine the
number Nc , which gives the number of digit amplitudes of the
seismic signal in that class, i.e. log Nc = a. . The value Nc
is assumed to be the number of all the digit amplitudes of the
seismic signal. Then the effective amplitude Aeff , which is
defined by the percentile level P [/ jof the occurrence of
amplitudes in the signal, can be calcul ated by the following
relation

Aeff(P) c aC + log P/100 ) / bccA) , (25a)

where ac and bC(A) are the coefficients of the cumulativa AFD
and

P >- 100 / 10&C . (25b)

The effective amplitude is limited both from below by zer o ampli-
tude, which corresponds to the P - 0 X and eliminates all
signal amplitudes, and from above by the Amax(s) amplitude,
which corresponds to the P - 100 . and on the contrary involves
all signal amplitudes.

Unfortunately, the dependence of Aeff on the earthquake
magnitude M could not be estimeted due to the small range of M
of the five Californian earthquakes. Consequently, the obtained

data allow us to find only a relation between Aeff rcm s-] and
R 1km] in the, form L

16
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log Aeff = q - k log R (26)

where for the horizontal component

q = 0.07 P - 3.36 and k = 0.02 P - 0.52 (26a)

and for the vertical component

q = 0.07 P - 3.44 and k = O.0Z P - 0.89 . (26b)

It is known that the relations between the peak amplitudes
Amax of ground motions and the values of macroseismic intensi-
ties of the site Is, where those motions were recorded, show a
scattering over two orders of values Amax (SHEBALIN 1975, SCHENK
and SCHENKOVA 1981, SCHENK 1984).. This fact is explained by the
influence of the local seismogeological conditions on the site.
Since for some sites ground motion records can be directly com-
pared to the observed macroseismic intensities Is , we tried to
find for these records some dependences between Aeff by means
of a different percentile level P .

26 such records were available, for which the values of Aeff
versus Is for four percentile levels P = 99.5, 98, 95 and 90 X

2- 2- /

6 7 S
3. AM 3- Ph -5[,..m, " 2] .ay-

2 2
01 A

o -. S

t43*964 1w4-Sq

Fig.lOa. Correlation between the Aeff(P) of horizontal components
and macroseismic Intensity Is ;full points - mean value, dashed
lines- range of accelerations recommended for Is in MSK64 Scale.
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Fig. 10b. Correlation between the Aeff(P) of vertical components

and macroseismic intensity Is ; for symbols see Fig.10a.

were determined (Figs 10). The values Aeff were compared with
the acceleration values recommended by the MSK-64 scale for the
macroseismic intensitiesi the upper and lower limits of- the
values are indicated by dashed lines in the graphs of Fig. 10. The
most suitable coincidence of the mean values of Aeff (full
points) with the recommended values of acceleration for macro-
seismic intensities I% belongs to the percentile level of 90 V.
for the horizontal component (Fig. 10a) and to 95 % for the
vertical component (Fig. 10b). This finding also follows from the
fact that the amplitudes of horizontal components are usually
greater than those of vertical ones.

To conclude this paragraph, we can emphasize that correla-
tions between the effective values of ground motions and other
parameters (in our case with the macroseismic intensity) can
probably give more reliable relations than those, which use the
peak amplitudes directly measured.

6.3 Total root-mean-square amplitude

In a few recent papers (MORTGAT 1979, McCANN and BOORE 1983)
the value of "root-mean-square" amplitude RMS of ground motions

.. .
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is introduced to be a new quantity for an evaluation of seismic
vibrations. The RMS amplitude is defined by the following
expression (McCAN, and BOORE 1983)

t2 I/i

RMS A / A (t) dt , (27)

ti
where values of t! and tZ are integration time limits between
those the signal amplitudes A(t) are used for a calculation of
the RMS. The RMS amplitudes are variable with time over the
entire seismic signal and, therefore it is clear that the indivi-
dual time-sequential values of the RMS amplitudes cannot be
calculated with the use of the AFD. However, the knowledge of the
density AFD of the seismic signal allows us to determine the
total RMS amplitude of the signal in the form

RMS = A N/ _ N. ) - i , (28)

where N; = I 1 0 Pb'h ,L- AC = C 2i - I ) Kmax / 2 Amax and
the upper limit m of the summation is defined by following
condition: for log N >= 0 it is I <= i <= m and for log Ni
< 0 it is m < i <= Kmax.

A dependence of the total RMS amplitudes, obtained by this
process, on the epicentral distance R is similar to that of the
Amax(s) (Fig. 11). A distinct relation between the total RMS
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Fig.1I.. Dependence of the RMS acceleration on the epicentral
distance; for symbols see Pig.Sa.
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Fig.12. Dependence of the RMS acceleration on the Amax(s) values;
for symbols see Fig.Sa.

amplitudes of seismic signals and their Amax(s) amplitudes (Fig.
12) explains the similarity mentioned above (see Paragraph 6.1).
We estimate that

log RMS , 1.048 log Amax(s) - 0.668 . (29)

It seems that the total RMS amplitude could become one of the
important dynamic parameters of seismic ground motions.

6.4 Total amount of the kinetic energy

The energy the seismic vibrations contains is one of the
most important dynamic parameters on which we depend not only for
understanding the energy rel-ease processes within an earthquake
focus but also for assessing the damage caused in the near (or
epicentral) zone of the shock. The total amount of the kinetic
energy can be determined from the density AFD of the seismic
signal in the form

E ( t / s )+ I] AZ N . (n)

where AL. are the amplitude digits of a seismic vibration, bt is
the sampling interval of the vibration, ''s being the total time
duration of the signal (see below).

In order to obtain the energy values in standard physical
units [erg or Joule] , it is essential that the digitized
amplitues should correspond to the particle velocity.
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6.5 Total impuls e of seismic £igral

T!e ne,, t p arameter, wphich char a: ter izes the rroun t -f energy
of the seismic signal, is- its impulse. Since the impu:se corres-
ponds to the changes of particle motion in time, then it car, be
expressed by the following relation

IMPv =t / 'Cs + : t &t(31)
i=lI

where AC are amplitudes of particle velocity. If a record of the
particle acceleration is available, it holds

IMPa = IMPv / t , (32)

6.6 Total duration of ground motion

The determinati..n of the duration of a seismic signal 'I is
related to the prc'blem of its identification within the entire
record of seismic vibrations. It is not easy to decide how long
the signal code lasts, i.e., to find the termination of the
signal in the seismic noise. Therefore, in common practice, the
elapsed time between the first and the last amplitude of a given
level (e.g. 0.05 g ) is taken as a representative period of the
duration, referred to as the "bracketed duration" (BOLT 1974).

Using the AFD we can suggest the following way of determin-
ing the total duration of the seismic signal. Le' us have a
cumulative AFD, which was compiled from ground motion amplitudes
successively pointed out through the entire record at constant
sampling intervals &t. It is evident that the total number of
amplitude digits in the signal coincides with the Nc value bf
the lowest amplitude class of the cumulative AFD. We obtain

NC = 10 CCA) I.. (33a)

Then the total duration of the signal is given in the form

' = Nc - I ) At . (33b)

If a distribution pattern of the 'Vs values determined in
this way is correlated with the epicentral distance R Ckmj, we
observe their positive dependence (Fig. 13) z the greater the
epicentral distance, the greater the total duration of a seismic
signal. This fact is understandable because with increasing dis-
tance the time intervals among the onsets o4 individual types of
seismic waves ( P, S, surface ) become greater due to different
wave velocities. Therefore, the total duration of a signal has to
be longer too. For R<- 30 km this correlation can be roughly
expressed in the form

log 'Es - 1.05 ± 0.59 (34a)
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Fig. 14. Dependence of the 'Ts value on the Amax(s) value;
for symbols see Fig.8a.

given effective amplitude level Aeff . *Since the cumulative AFD

of a seismic signal is approximated by relation (lib), the efc-
tive amplitude level Aeff determines the total number of ampli-

tudes greater than Aeff by expression

Neff , 1 1 (37a)

The effective duration, bracketed by the Aeff value, is then

Teff -(Neff - I ~ t * (37b)

In this way, the effective duration 'teff for the Aeff values
given in absolute units of ground motions (acceleration, velocity
or displacement) can be calculated. We analyzed the set of acce-
lerograms of those five Californian earthquakes to determine the
dependence of 'teff versus the Amax(s) amplitudes for the fol-
lowing levels of Aeff s 5,1 10, 20, 40, 65, 100 and 200 cm%&
(Fig.15). For Aeff - 0 cm stL , the 'Ceff value becomes the 'Cs
value.

Figure I. *hows the way the distribution pattern of
dependence 'ef f on Amax(s) changes with increasing effective
amplitudes Aeff a the above described character of the dependence
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Ils versus Amax(s) gradually assumes (for Aeff= 5 cm C2-  an
opposite character (or Aeff= 10 cm a-2. ), which becomes more
pronounced for Aeff .= 20 cm s'2" . This change of the dependence
'teff versus Amax(s) can easily be explained by the AFO of the
seismic signal : the greater the value of Amax(s) , the higher
the number of effective amplitudes of. a certain level, e.g., in
tccordance with (36b), longer effective duration rreff

7. CLASSIFICATION OF GROUID MOTIONS ACCORDING TO
MACROSEI SMIIC EFFECTS

7.1 Significance of the parameters for record classification
according to macroseismic intensity

The parameters described in Paragraph 6 were determined for
the accelerograms of the Californian earthquakes and statis-
tically analyzed. The, statistical analysis was performed for
vertical and horizontal components separately and for three mac-
roseismic classes (Table 1.). Each component was considered to be
one object characterized by a vector of the parameters.

macroseismic class
Table 1 class 1 class 2 class 3

I >17 T = 60 1 50

vertical 47 29
component

horizontal 95 58 26
component

The multidimensional dispersional analysis can be used under
the assumption that inside each macroseismic class the vectors of
the parameters are normally distributed with respect to the mean
vector of this class and that the covariatlon matrixes of the
vectors of the three macroseismic classes are equal (AHRENS and
LAUTER 1981). The parameters characterizing amplitude and energy
quantities (see Paragraphs 6.1, 6.2, 6.4, 6.5) and peak amplitude
Amax were taken in the logarithmic form to make their distribu-
tions inside the classes closer to the normal ones.

The mean values of the parameters, e.g., the components of
the mean vector together with their standard deviations, were
determined separately for vertical and for horizontal components
of acceleration (Table 2). Applying the F-statistics (AHRENS and
LAUTER 1981) to these mean values, one can find that the mean
vectors of all the three macroseismic classes differ with a
confidence level of 0.01 . Table 3a contains the coefficients of
correlation of the parameters of vertical components, Table 3b of
horizontal components.
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Table 2.

'vertical c omponent

class I -lass 2 class 3 
Pr- ~- - - -~ D

meter Mean S.D. Irean i .D. Mean S.D.

S.82 .14 .7-i .15 .72 .15 .11

E 3,63 .57 ' 3.27 .58 92 .48
IMP .03 .27 -. 16 .10 -. 21 .31 .13

AeO 2.32 .27 2.4 .3 ! 1.79 .20 .48

Ae90 2.44 .30 2.24 .29 1.95 .19 .37

Ae95 2.56 .28 2.36 .30 2.06 .19 .38
Ae98 ' 2.65 .28 2.46 i .31 I 2.15 .19 .36

492.0 .29 2.51 .31 2.20 .19 .35

taus 34.35 21.39, 28.67 26.10 36.74 29.30 .02
toOS 31.59 18.33' 24.60 ]19.45 29.93 i 21.94 .03

tolO 29.21 15.97 21.36 14.91 24.52 17.13 .06
te20 25.27 12.67 16.61 9.94 16.74 10.71 .15
te40 19.52 9.44 11.08 6.93 9.33 4.94 .34

te65 14.69 7.90 7.50 5.61 3.86 2.66 .42

teiO0 10.31 6.46 4.85 4.30 1.52 1.46 .40

I'ogF 1.11 .22 1.12 .22 1.10 .22 .00

Amax 2.82 .29 2.66 .33 2.30 .21 .35

aD 2.14 .29 2.03 .37 2.08 .33 .03
bD -.01 .01 -.01 .01 -.01 .01 .16

aC 3.16 .27 3.01 .36 3.19 .24 .06
bC -.01 .01 -.01 .01 -.02 .01 .20
bDK -.05 .01 -.05 .01 -.05 .01 .04

bCK -.06 .01 -.06 .01 -.06 .01 .03
As 2.74 .29 2.56 .32 2.25, .20 .34

Aref 2.04 .30 2.67 .32 2.341 .19 .33

horizontal component

class 1 class 2 class 3Para- I III Dmeter Mean S.D. Mean S.D.. Mean " S.D.

RMS .95 .15 .85 .15 .82 .16 .14
E 4.22 .53 3.77 .62 3.39 .57 .31

IMP .28 .28 .09 .30 .01 .33 .14
AeaO 2.58 .30 2.32 .34 2 02 .27 .44
A&90 2.75 .27 2.48 .38 2:19 .26 .44

Ae95 2.97 I .27 2.64 .31 2.31 .26 .50
Ae98" 2.97 .27 2.75 .32 2.40 .26 .49

Ae99 3.02 .27 2.81 .32 2.45 .27 .47

taus 29.74 19.07 24.24 24.52 29.72 25.97 .01

teOS 27.70 j 17.94 22.58 21.97 26.10 21.74 .01

telO 26.74 j 16.93 21.09 19.58 23.03 18.37 .02

to20 25.00 15.20 19.49 15.99 18.191 13.45 .05
tr40 22.04 12.61 14.52 11.11 11.99 i 7.96 14
te6S 19.05 10.50 11.13 7.96 1 749 510 .27

tolO0 15.76 8.82 a812 5.93 4.35 3.71 .39

]o9F -.26 11.73 .,g9 6.41 2..11 6.08 01

Ao 3.14 .28 2.96 .35 2.59 .29 I .3 1
a0 2.03 .28 1.95 .40 2.06 .33 02
bD .00 .00 .00 .00 -.01 .01 ' .34

aC 3.08 .27 2.91 .38 3.07 .28 1 .06
bC .00 .00 .00, .00 -.01 .01 .35

-.05 .01 -.05 .01 -.05, .01 .03

bCK -.06 .01 -.06 .01 -. 061 .01 ' .04

As .6 2 2.5 .33 2.49w .27 .47
Aref 3.17 .2898 .33 2.60 .27 .46
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Now we are going to estimate the w.'a, each paiameter car,
contribute to the cl ss i iatrn of .,ertica and horizontal com-
nonent, into th4 thre.? -nacr c,=iIi: l sse s given above. The
stati-stical quantity "distanze" D of ea:h parimeter was introduc-
ed tc this evaluation (AHPENIS and L LFER '~l.; the higher the D,
the nore informati.e the -aramete- fcr the classification. For
e'amD!e. -the Amax of vertical an-1 horizontal components are less
in.fermative than Aeff(8o) and leeff(1G).

A Fte, the statistical analysis of the parameters, the pat-
tern recognition algorithms were introduced to solve the inverse
problem : a classification of the accelerogram, which is describ-
ed by the 25 parameters of each of its components according to
macroseismic effects. We Used the following algorithms

) MAH - the Mahalanobis distance

ii) FACT - the estimate of F-statistics , unbiased estimate of
Mahalanobis distance)

iii) APR - the estimate with regards to "a priori" probabilities
of classes

iv) DCOR - the estimate with regard to different covariations in
classes, and

v) DAPR - the estimate with regard to all these possible dis-
tinctions between classes.

Table 4.

Percentage of Failures in the

Pattern Classification
Recognition Horizontal Vertical
Algorithm Component

I II I II

FACT 24.7 3.1 24.0 2.1

MAR 24.2 3.1 25.0 2.1

DCOR 23.7 10.3 19.8 33.3

APR 25.3 3.1 22.9 2.1

DAPR 22.7 10.3 19.8 33.3

I - objects referred to the adjacent class

II - objects referred to the opposite class
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The inaccuracy of different pattern recognition algorithms ap-
plied in the process of classification Is given in Table 4. The
Mahalanobis algorithm gives the most effect ive clas~ificat ion for
the horizontal component, while the "a priori* probabilities
algorithm gives the most affect.-e classification for the verti-
cal component. Table 4 also shows that the pattern recognition
algorithms allow us to classify successfully three out of four
acceleration components, the vertical or horizontal ones.

7.2 *Destructive" and "Save* records

An attempt at establishing the characteristics of the object
belonging to the first (I >- 7 MSK) and the third (Q < 5 MSK)
classes is made. These characteristics are determined by the
CORA-3 algorithm of pattern recognition (GELFAND et al. 1976).
This algorithm uses binary vectors,. i.e., 0 and 1, to detect the
characteristic features (traits) of vectors in each of the two
given macroseismic classes. k.ach parameter is coded by 0 if
higher than the corresponding thresholds and by I if smaller than
this threshold. An example of the thresholds for some more infor-
mative parameters of vertical and horizontal components is pre-
sented in Table 5. By using the CORA-3 algorithm eight parameters
were finally selected as the most informative for the classifica-

| tion of vertical and horizontal components of acceleration. It is
also necessary to point out that two horizontal components of the
same accelerograms create a single vector consisting of the maxi-
mum values, which were always elected from two values of the same
parameter. The advantage of that approach was discussed in GVI-
SHIANI et al. (1987) and therefore we apply it too.

The necessary criteria for a classification of accelerogram's
into the "destructive" class (I >- 7 MSK) are the followings

A. for vertical components

1. 'eff(65) > 8 sec,
2. I's > 28.53 sec, Aeff(80) > 93 cm/sec
3..Aeff(90) > 92 cm/secL ' , RMS .< 7 cm/sec't
4. bc(Aj < 0.01019, I's C 28.53 sec, RMS < 7 cm/secL,

B. for horizontal components

1. 'teff(100) > 8 sec, Teff(65) > 18.65 sec,
2. Preff(100) > 8 sec, E < 15000,
3. bCoA) C 0.0025

Likewise,. to clasify the accelerograms into the "save* class (I
-< 5 MSK), the following conditions have to be satisfied:

A. for vertical components

1. 'eff(65) < 8 sec, Aeff(80) < 92 cm/secL, bc(A) > 0.01019
2. Teff(65) < 9 sec, A&eff(80) C 92 cm/secL, 'rs > 28.53 sec
3. Teff(65) < 8 sec, RMS > 7 cm/secL,
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Table 5.

Vertical Horizontal
Parameter Component Component

ac  3.15 2.98

bC(A) 0.01019 0.00250

bD(A) 0.00999 0.00210

Amax(s) 300 1146

Amax(ref) 450 1255

A eff(80) 92 260

Aeff(90) 150 524

A eff(98) 300 650

BUS 7.0 12.4

B 3500 15000

IMP 1.5 2.0

(a) 28.53 38.0

CC (65) 8.0 18.65

te (1oo) 4.5 8.0

B. for horizontal components

1. 1eff(65) < 18.65 sec, Telf(100) < 8 sec, bc(A) > 0.0025
2. Teff(65) < 18.65 sec, E > 15000, Amax(ref) < 1255 cm/secL

8. ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS OF THE CROUND MOTIONS

Let us have a digitized seismic signal, whose amplitude
envelope is attenuated exponentially according to relation (3).
Unlike the formerly used AFDs, i.e. a distribution with a cons-
tant amplitude class, for calculating the attenuation of the
seismic vibrations it has proved more effective to select nonli-
near amplitude distribution so that for the limits of the i-th
amplitude class it should hold

AL - Amax exp (-(1 te) (37a)
and

AA 4  - Amax exp (- (I t, 4 ) (37b),

where t: .4 - t. - %V Is the constant time, during which the
signal will be attenuated from amplitude A to amplitude A , 4 .
FProm these relations it follows that contrary to the previous
practices, indexes i in .amplitude classes will be numbered in
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Fig.16. Amplitude classes of the nonlinear AFD

the upward order, beginning with the class of a maximum amplitude
and ending with the class of amplitudes close above the boundary
of seismic noise. Inserting relation (37) into (3), we get

" - (In A, 4 - In Ai, ) / ( . (38)

The number of amplitude samples in the i-th class in then given
by (Fig. 16)

N 'C /At - 'In (A,. /A. ) / ( At (39)

where & t is the constant sampling interval. Relation (39) makes
it evident that with a constant ratio of the boundary amplitudes
of the new-created amplitude nonlinear AFD, the number of samples
in these classes will be constant and in indirect proportion to
the attenuation coefFicient- (fB of the seismic signal.

As pointed out above, relation (39) is valid under the
assumption that all signal samples belong to the exponentially
attenuated envelope of amplitudes (3). This assumption is obvi-
ously not satisfied since, in addition to the samples on the
envelope or in its close aproximity, the signal also comprises
the samples lying below the envelope and constituting the "con-
tentO of the signal. If, however, the signal is a periodical one,
we can show that the envelope can not be approximated by the
signal extremes but also by any other samples within one period
range. Relation (39) will also hold for this envelope, only the
absolute amplitude of the signal will be lower, It means that for
each class the contributions of the lower envelopes will be
constant too, but in accordance with the conditions given by
relations (3?), it will become manifest only in the higher class-
es. From all the above stated facts it thus ensues that for the
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periodical signal, wich is attenu&ted according to the exponen-

tial law (3), we can wirite

-lim. In ( A,:14 / Ai N / &t (41)

This relatice can already be uSed 4or digitized seismic Signals
to determine attenuation coefficient.

Due to the fact that the new logarithmic AFD is not ter-
minated in higher amplitude classes because the amplitudes that

belong to them continuously in pass into seismic noise ampli-
tudes, in determining the coefficientspof real seismic records,

it is necessary to define the maximum value of index i . This
index is determined from relation (37b) in such a way as to

exclude the classes containing seismic noise amplitudes from
processing. The nonlinear logarithmic AFD is then unambiguously
defined by index i

i imi I llii mmm • MI I 'mmmmam



In otder to determine the'value of the occurrence frequency
of amplitudes in the 3articuIar logarithmic amplitude classes, inthe set of N values we approximate by the least-square method

~the function

N(i) = at exp 2 ( a2 i - a3 ) , 42'-

the value of the curve maximum 'being considered the limit (40).
In analytically defined signals, also other approximations were
tested to determine the limit (40); in the end, relation (41)
proved to be the most convenient. Figure 17 is an example of such
an approximation in a real signal in order to determine the
coefficient by the above-mentioned methodology.

The calculation o; the quality factor Q , which character-
izes the attenuation properties of a rock medium, is given by the
relation

Q Y f / (1 , (43)

where f is the predominat frequency of the seismic signal. It
is obvious that this relation has a correct validity for the
signal of harmonic wave motion, for real seismic signals its
validity is only approximate. Frequency 4 can be determined by
means of the Fourier spectrum or from the frequency distribution
of the signal half-periods (SCHENK 1987). The latter method is
based on the same principle as the determination of the AFD.

9. CONCLUSION

An analysis of a seismic record in the amplitude domain does
not only enable us to obtain new parameters characterizing
seismic vibration, but also contributes to the classification of
seismic wave motion. The introduction of this analysis to routine
seismic interpretation procedures together with the analysis of
waves in the time and frequency domains extend the present
possibilities of studying dynamic parameters and contributes to
their more objective and more general evaluation.

These new-defined dynamic parameters can be expected to find
a wide application in the methods of earthquake engineering, in
particular the values of the statistically determined maximum
amplitude, of the effective amplitudes and durations of the
seismic signal. A treatment of the records in the amplitude
domain has revealed that some parameters change with the earth-
quake magnitude or with the epicentral distance as opposed to
some that remain invariant. The knowledge of the parameterb, in
the near-field of the earthquake, together with the known depen-
dences of the amplitude-frequency distributions and of spectra of
seismic waves, contribute to classifying strong ground motions
recorded up to now and to selecting more objectively analogous
motions (accelerograms, etc.) that express the seismic hazard in
a form suitable for the design of earthquake resistant struc-
tures.
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THIRTEENTH EUROPEAN SEMINAR ON EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING

GEOLOGICAL FAULTS AND EARTHQUAKE CODES

INTRODUCTION

It is accepted that earthquakes take place on faults but not on all faults

with equal likelihood. Whether or not, in a particular setting, a known

fault contributes significantly to the seismic hazard is a matter of prime

concern in engineering seismology and a theme of much current research.

With the increasing capability of numerical hazard modelling, especially.

when a logic tree formulation is adopted, there is an increasing tendency,

if not a temptation, to model faults sources explicitly even where the

assignation of the necessary parameters to them is little more than

constrained guesswork.

It is not surprising therefore to see in recent 'general' earthquake codes

(viz Draft, ISO/DIS 3010.2) and EC8 reference being made to 'active'

faults and the restictions on the siting of important buildings which

their proven presence imposes.

In many regions crustal faults are ubiqutous so that the mean distance to

the outcrep may be small (< kn). The chance of siting away from a fault

is therefore small for a major construction project or urban development.

The significance of faults so labelled 'active' is well established when

it comes to the siting of NPP's dame, LNG facilities (see Meehan 1984) but

the incursion of the category into general earthquake codes has wide

ranging implications and warrants a brief review of the concept of

'activity', how it can be recognised and what impact on a hazard

calculations such recognition may have.

The lecture will review the extent to which 'faults' as such are dealt

with or referred to in genral earthquake codes and a number of specialised

regulatory documents. The 'scientific' basis of a rational concept of
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'activity' will be discussed, leading to a set of 'pointers' aiding

decisions regarding the incorpration of faults in hazard calculations.

Recant advances in geological techniques for the dating of 'last movement'

will be referred to. Attention will be drawn to some fundamental

limitations In the extent to which a full picture of fault activity can be

developed.

2 CURRENT CODE AI REGULATORY POSITION

Of the 34 earthquake codes collected in the World List (1984) only a

.handful specifically refer to faults, usually in very general terms

recommending that active ones be avoided. The Draft Eurocode 8 goes

.further in that It requires that "Buildings belonging to classes I and II

according to section 15,31 should not be built within ? a from a distance

of potentialy active fault (to be specified by the competent national

authority)".

The issue is also touched upon in regulations in Italy (Seismic act 0 64

1974 and p 741 1981) and California. It Is however from the power

Industry with its large dams, nuclear facilities, LNG storage, that the

moat detailed guidance has emanated.

Faults have been seen as having the potential for surface rupture as well

as constituting sites for earthquakes and so affecting the shaking hazard.

The ast influential document has been the United States Nuclear

Regulatory Commission's Rules and Regulations part 100. Reactor Site

Criteria NDERE 100A and the derivative but not entirely identical

International Atomic Energy Agency Safety Guide no 50-SG-S1 1979. The

subject is also touched upon in the American national Standard Criteria

and Guidelines for Assessing Capability for Surface Faulting at Nuclear
Power Station Sites (1982) and the Draft International Standards

Organisation's DIS 6258-Nuclear Power Plants-Design against seismic

hasards 1983. Although the nuclear Industry has been to the fore front in

thes matters other agencies have been drawn in.

The formal and detailed listing of criteria which label a fault as

'capable' in the USNRC sense, that is, capable of rupturing at the
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surface (iuplicity a co-seismic rupture) were developed with the US West

Coast settings in mind and have been subject to critical appraisal since

the late 70's (Minogue 1979, EPRI 1986). The limitations of the USNRC

approach from a 'scientific' point of view will be considered later.

In Japan, for nuclear installations, faults are classified according to

deformation rates and on this basis participate in a seismotectonic

(deterministic) hazard calculation.

This lecture will not go into details as to the calculation procedures

prescribed in the foregoing guides but will concentrate upon the problem

of defining and identifying 'activity'.

It is instructive however to examine more closely the provisions of the

various regulations in order tO uncover any consistent basis for the

criteria adopted.

USN C NUREG 100 A

The full designation of this influential document is:

Title 10 Chapter 1, Code of Tederal Regulations-Energy

Reactor Site Criteria

Part 100

The date of the text use in the following discussion is May 31 1984/

Appendix A entitled 'Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuclear

Power Plants'. It consists of six sections:

I Purpose

II Scope

III Definitions

- IV Required Investigations

V Seismic and Geologic Design bases

V1 Application to Engineering Design
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In Section III dealing with Definitions subsections (e) to (k) appurtain

to faults:

(a) A 'fault' is a tectonic structure along with differential slippage of

the adjacent earth materials has occurred parallel to the fracture plane,

it is distinct from other types of ground disruption such as landslides,

if fissures and craters. A fault say have sauge or breccia between its

two walls and includes any associated monoclinal flexure or other similar

geologic structural feature.

(f) 'Surface faulting' is differsetial ground displacement at or near the

surface caused directly by fault movement and is distinct from non

tectonic types of grund discruptions such as landsides fissures and

craters.

(g) A 'capable fault' is a fault which has exhibited one or more of the

following .haracterlstics:

1) Movement at or near the ground surface at lease once within the

past 35000 years or movment of a. recurring nature with the past

500000 years.

2) Ma*ro-seismicity instrumentally determined with records of

sufficient precision -to demonstrate a direct relationship with

the fault.

3) -A structural relationship to a capable fault according to the

-characteristics (1) or (2) of this -paragraph such that a

movement on one could reasonably be expected to be accompanied

by a movnt on the other.

In some cases the geologic evidence of past activity at or near the ground

surface along a particular fault my be obscured at a particular site.

the might occur, for example, at a site having a deep overburden. For

these cases evidence say exist elsewhere along the fault from which an

evaluation of Its characteristics in the vicinity of the site can
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reasonably be based. Such evidence shall be used in determining whether

the fault is a capable fault within this definition.

Notwithstanding the foregoing paragraphs II (g) (1), (2) and (3),

structural association of a fault with geologic features which are

geologically old (at least pre-Quaternary) such as many of those found in

the Eastern region of the United States shall, in the absence of

conflicting evidence deomostrate that the fault is not capable within

this definition.

(k) The 'control width' of a fault is the maximum width of the zone

containing all faults which can be inferred to have experienced

differential movement during Quaternary times and which join or can

reasonably be inferred to join the main fault trace measured within ten

miles along the fault trend in both directions from the point of nearest

approach to the site (see Fig I of this Appendix).

Section IV of the regulations goes on to give in detail the required

investigation for surface faults and calls for determination of the

capability or otherwise of all faults over 1000 ft any part of which is

within 5 miles of the site. A Table I (of Appendix A in the NUREC) gives

a minimum length of fault versus distance which is to be considered for

possible capability.

It calls for the listing of all historical earthquakes which can

reasonably be associated with capable faults greater than 1000 ft long any

part of which Is within 5 miles of the site together with date of

occurrence uasnitude intensity and a plot of epicentral region. For such

faults the epicentres are to be correlated with capable faults over

1000 ft long any part of which is within 5 miles of the site. In

considering these small fault within 5 mile from the site the leght, the

relationship to regional tectonics, the history nature and especially

Quaternary movement associated with any one earthquake has to be estimated.

Section V part b deals with the determination of th need to design for

*surface faulting and lays down the distances to be closely investigated as

Io l I i mm m mm mm mm
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function of the so called control width of a fault expressed as multiplier

tines the control width depending on the largest potential earthquake

which can be associated witbn the fault. For a magnitude between 5,5 and

6,4 the width of zone requiring detailed fault investigation is twice the

control width as described in a Figure 1 of the (NUING) document.

Section VI treats the application to engineering design and where a power

plant is to be located within the zone requiring detailed investigation

and requires extensive data to justify an approach not explicity taking

surface displacement into account.

It is clear that all faults greater than 1000 ft long near the site have

to be closely examined and their date of last movement established. There

are however no guides as to what could be construed as a 'reasonable

association' of an epicentre with a fault.

There would also appear to be room for interpretation of II g (3) in

geologically old areas. The regulations are however backed up by the

USNUC Standard Review Plan which calls for 'redundant methods and

techniques' to be used in demonstrating non capability and emphasises that

no plant has ever 'been built on a capable fault and that is is doubtful if

one can design for surface or near surface displacement.

From the exegesis given above it is clear that the designation 'capable'

refers specifically to the likelihood of ground surface rupture and

although not explicitly. defined it is implied that the ground movement of

concern is what is generally called 'co-seismic'.

ANSI-ANS 2.7 1982 Critetia and Guidelines for Assassins Capability for

Surface Faulting at Nuclear Power Plant Sites

This document Is really USNKC 100A presented in the style an American

National Standard. It does however give a definition : "A capable fault

as used in these guidelines is one capable of surface rupture but which

may or may not generate an earthquake". It then uses as its primary

criteria those same ones presented in 100A.
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Fault is defined as a, rupture or zone of rock fracture along which there

has been displacement included are growth faults, excluded are the effects

of surface processes. It may be noted that a seismic displacement is now

recognised.

The standard goes on to define the usage of 'may' 'should' and 'shall'

according to the usual code conventions and then lists the procedures

which may be followed in order to establish whether or not a fault is to

be regarded as 'capable'.

Other reference to curfac- faults in US regulatory practice are listed by

Bonilla (1982) and reproduced here as Table 1.

Draft International Standard ISO/DIS 6258 1983; Nuclear power plants deisgn

against seismic hazards.

This document presents an extensive set of definitions and those of

particular relevance are as follows:

2.1.10 inactive fault: A fault showing no signs of recent geological

movement or of significant seismic activity.

2.1.11 active fault: A fault presenting any proper significant

seismic activity or any potential of proper seismic activity

whether or not existence of recent geologic movement related

to It can be proven.

2.1.12 capable fault (fault capable of seismic activity): A fault

which has significant potential for relative displacement at

or near the ground surface.

2.1.13 surface faulting: The cracks or off-sets on the ground

surface caused by the movement of a fault at or beneath the

ground surface.

2.1.18 earthquake prone structure: geologic structures likely to

bring about eathquakes.



The French Approach-Rasic Safety Regulations, Regulation No 1.2c

(Provisional opertion from October 1981)

Faults enter the French methodology as 'seismogenic accidents' defined as

a 'fault resulting in one or more earth tremors'. It is recognised tht

such faults are rare outside active areas and the term is regarded as

synomomous with the 'capable fault' of international usage. An elaborate

set of diagnostics is not included in the regulations.

The Japanese Appoech

In the estimate of 6azard for nuclear facilities the Japanese recognise

two' main cateogries of faults; those generating the maziinm deisgn

earthquake and those generating the extreme design earthquake.

The first category is further subdivided into faults with a historica

record of earthquakes, Class A faults with evidence of movement in the

past 10,000 years or associated event with a return period of less than

10,000 years and faults with significant microtremor activity.

The second cateogory is divided into first faults of class A and second,

faults of classes I and C having evidence of movement within the last

50,000 years or associated events with a return period of less than 50,000

years .

The classification of fault activity, following Matsuda (1975) is based on

geomorphologLcal criteria reduced to deformation rates:

Deformation rate in/yr

Class A 1.0

Class B 0.1

Class 1 0.1
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3 CLASSIFICATION OF FAULT ACTIVITY-non regulatory sources

From the foregoing discussion it is evident that clear scientific

framework is not explicit in regulartory provisions or criteria although

the recognition of the concept of what may be called the Current Tectonic

Regime (CTR) can be discerned in some approaches.

The general ;iterature does contain a number of helpful classification

schemes, Anbraseys and Jackson 1984 recognise faults which are; 'Acive',

'Potentially Active', of 'Uncertain Activity' and 'Inactive' based upon

mainly geological evidence or lack or evidence for recent movement. They

properly draw attention to the need to appreciate the uncertainty of

earthquake location before using seismological data to label a fault as

active. The Sub-Committee on European Earthquake Geotechnical problems of

the International Society of Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering has

suggested that faults may divided into:-

a) Seismogeuic (rare) with recent movements

b) Only recent movements

c) No movements in neotectonic epoch

Recently there has been increasing awareness that logic tree formulation

enables subjective judgements on activity of a particular feature to be

rationally handled within a probabilistic hazard model. A notable advance

has been made in the EPRI NP-4726 report 'seismic Reazard Methodology for

the Eastern United States (1986). In this report a 'candidate tectonic

features' which may be seismic sources are pinpointed by a suite of

experts having regard to a diversity of 'tectonic hypotheses' (Table 2)

with the constraint that they be judged capable of sustaining a moderate

to large earthquake. A tectonic feature is defined as a "large scale

geologic structure or element of the earth's crust, perhaps manifested

only as a geophysical anoaly". In this sense a candidate feature, for

the purposes of hazard modelling, may not be a specific fault. It has to

be recognised that although every earthquake is on a fault until the

location and status of a potential source can be identified the expedient

of a 'area' source has to be maintained. The EPRI procedure follows the
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route of developing matrices (which refer specifically to eastern USA)

relating to various characteristics - spatial association of the feature

with seismicity, geometry of the feature relative to stress orientation

and or sense of slip, date of last brittle slip movement on the feature,

(see Fig I).

From these matrices the probability that any one of them or any

combination participates in a hazard model is quantified. Thereafter the

appropriate selsmotectonic parameters have to be selected and logic. tree

formulation permits a distribution of each parameter to be incorporated.

Embedded in these procedures are the judgements of experts which permit

the compilation of the matrices.

4 WHAT IS AN ACTIVE FAULT?

An 'active fault' is most sensibly defined as a fault which has acted as

the locus of movement within the duration of the (CTR).

Geological studies from many different tectonic regions have shown that

once a fault has move it tends to be the locus of continuing movement

within the same tectonic regime. (Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984). it is

also revealed by the numerous individual displacements that are required

to explain the offset of large faults. The phenomenon of earthquake

recurrence demonstrates that a fault provides a preferred zone on which

strain energy is repeatedly released. The period from one significant

fault movement until its recurrence was termed by Reid (1910) the 'Seismic

Cycle'.

It follows from the definition given above that the geological time-scale

over which observations must be collected to prove or disprove fault

activity is that over which the current tectonic regime (CTR) has been in

existence.

Theoretically, the CTR can be considered as being defined by the boundary

conditions of deformation existing arund a given volume of crust or
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lithosphere. The base of this volume can be considered to be at the level

where brittle behaviour ceases, either in the lower crust or at the base'

of the lithosphere. Laterally, the volume should ideally span between

tectonic plate boundaries. However, as a result of intraplate deformation

and the fact that coherent conditions in reality do not exist throughout

an individual plate, it is preferable to consider a sub-plate scale. In

any case, the boundary conditions cannot be measured directly and instead

the determination of the CTR mubt be based on the manfestations of

deformation within the volume, most importantly from observations of

internal stress and strain. By definition, the CTR has been in operation

for as long as the current configuration of required stress and strain has

existed. There is no a priori definition for this period, and it must be

estimated by careful analysis of local geological and tectonic data.

One important measure of strain within a region is provided by fault

movement and as the recurrence of individual fault movements (and the

concept of characteristic earthquakes) suggests cyclic behaviour, implicit

in any understanding of the duration of a CTR is the need to assess the

period of this cycle.

The 'Average Seismic Cycle' (ASC) of many faults in a crustal province of

consistent strain, is the minimum period over which observations would

have to be collected to ensure that a complete pattern of earthquakes had

been recorded. The duration of its individual seismic cycle defines the

history over which an individual fault shold strictly be studied in order

to decide whether it is or is not active within the CTR. In practice

however it may be necessary to use the ASC.

Thus the study of active faulting in any particular region must address a

time period which is longer than the average seismic cycle (ASC) yet

within the duraction of the current tectonic regime (CTR). As, In

general, the duration of the ASC is difficult to determine and as

observations of earthquake recurrence suggest a range of earthquake return

periods for the same fault, the ASC should not be relied upon to better

than an order of magnitude even where its duration can be quantified. In

practice, the duration of the CTR is more robust, more reliable and,

particularly in intraplate ar.as, always to be preferred.
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The 'Extinct' fault-an Ideal scientific definit on.

Faults that have not been active in the CTR are effectively 'extinct'.

Extinct faults were active in some previous tectonic regime, but as they

are not zones of movement within the current tectonic regime, their

presence is of no consequence. In the case of healed faults, their

constituent mineralogy sakes then mechanically continuous with the rocks

they displace. Whilst they are currently frozen or ismobilised this does

not discount the possibility that, in some future tectonic regime, these

faults could become reactivated.

There are two Important circumstances in which a fault say move without

precedent in the CTR. (W.I. a fault is not, until it moves, an 'active'

fault). Because such circumstances undermine the philosophy of using past

data to evaluate future hazard levels they mast be considered:

1 The ASC has not not been completed within the duration of the CTR, in

low strain regions where the ASC would be of extremely long duration

(intraplate areas) and the plate tectonic boundary conditions could

alter before the seismic cycle is complete, and in a region where

there are very rapid changes in tectonics regime precluding a full

development of earthquakes on individual faults.

The best demonstration that the CTR has prevailed for a period which

is longer than the duration of the ASC is provided by evidence that

currently active faults have experienced multiple movements within

the CT.

2 Internal deformation is not steady-state, but shows evolutionary

properties. The simple seismic cycle model of the replication and

recurrence of fault movements can only be an approximation because

each fault movement changes the state of the crust. When such

changes feedback sufficiently to modify the configuration of

faulting, evolutionary rather than cyclical tectonics Is manifest.
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There is also the question of the creation of new faults. Evidence

from many tectonic and experimental studies, however, suggest that

deformation everywhere involves the preferential reactivation' of

existing crustal faults, except when ihe crust is suffering severe

deformation, in particular around plate boundaries.

Problems in labelling fault as 'active'

As discussed above, an active fault can only be discriminated by

evidence of movement within the CTR. Such evidence exists in two

distinct forms: surface displacement. and seismicity. It is important

to recognise that an 'active' fault defined by movement observed from

geological data is not always homologous with an 'active' fault

defined by movement observed from seismological data.

Seismological evidence for fault activity

As any sudden episode of fault-rupture generates a seismic event,

where an earthquake can be proved to have originated along a fault,

that fault is deemed to be active.

However, the subsurface location of both earthquakes and faults

presents great difficulties. No general formula can be propsed by

which the elements of a proof of association and hence of fault

activity, can be quantified. It is necessary to assess the nature of

the available data.

The most important parameters to consider are:

1) the accuracy with which the fault itself can be located.

ii) the accuracy with which the earthquake hypocentre can be located.

iii) the size of the rupture area (and hence the likelihood that the

earthquake must have occurred along a significant fault).
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iv) the seismological evidence concerning the orientation of the

causative fault and Its style of movement.

The parameters are now considered in turn.

Only for a veil-sapped crustal fault, of known hade, can the

subsurface fault location be determined with accuracy. For many

crustal faults there exists an inevitable Imprecision in napping

their subsurface course, must particularly where crustal structure is

complex.

The precision with which an earthquake main seismic hypocentre can be

located reflects the availability of local data, and at its best is

rarely better than 5.0 ka.

It is, therefore, very rarely possible from macroseismic evidence

alone to gain sufficient precision to confidently attribute an

earthquake to a known fault.

For Instrumentally determined hypocentres unkown crustal velocities

prevent the accuate location of events for any circumstance except

that in which the event is surrounded by nearby seismic recorders.

Even with a local network, precision is ultimately dependent on thr

degree of heterogeneity of crustal velocities, and locatioal

accuracies more precise than 0.5 ka are probably rare. However the

numrical stability and confidence in such hypocentre location is now

capable of evaluation by computer programs.

As only big fault movements pass through to the surface, only the

larger crustal faults outcrop and can be identified from surface

observations. Most smaller earthquakes could occur on small crustal

faults that do not outcrop. Clearly the larger the earthquake and

the larger the rupture area, the greater the probability that the

earthquake occurred on a fault known from surface outcrop.
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The probability that a small earthquake originated on a known (and

therefore large) crustal fault is hard to quantify. Using the

assumption that the &radient of the regional earthquake recurrence

relationship (the b-value) reflects the actual fractual dimension of

failure surface of different sizes within the crust (King , 1983),

comparative calculations can be carried out. For example, if the

chance of a magnitude 6.5 earthquake occurring on a known fault is

taken as unity, for a magnitude 4.5 earthquake this probability will

be only 12. Application of the statistics of line. search for mineral

'bodies would indicate a greater probability but within the same order.

Some of the most important evidence for an association of seismic

events with faults, comes from information on source orientation and

location contained with in the seismological data.

Thus if the orientation of one of the focal planes of a

well-constrained double-couple source mechanism (requiring

seismograms obtained from a good azimuthal spread of seismic

instruments) corresponds with the orientation of a known fult at that

location, then evidence for fault activity becomes fortified.

Furthermore if the hypocentres of many events, as in swarms or

aftershocks, define a single plane, then an active fault may also be

presumed even one that was not previously known.

It is very rare to gain seismological proof that a fault has produced

earthquakes within the period of monitoring. The degree of 'proof'

required depends on whether a rigorous proof required by a scientific

argument, or whether in a hazard model, the probability of fault

activity can itself be incorporated.

Geological evidence for fault activity

Where fault movement has passed through to the surface and can be

dated as having occurred within the current tectonic regime, the

geological definition of an active fault Is explicit. As most
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crustal faults are chiefly known from surface observations, they

must, by definition, at some period have been active faults on which

movements were large enough to outcrop. Therefore current activity

on the same crustal fault should be reflected by continued surface

displacement.. lence surface geological observations can hope to

discriminate active crustal faults. However, where the surface

manifestation of the underlying crustal fault movements is complex

surface geological evidence mut be used with care.

As only the largest fault ruptures are generally associated with

surface fault displacement geological evidence for fault activity

only records the largest earthquakes. This has important

implications for the estimation of fault activity rates from

geological data.

The time-scales for determining whether a fault is or is not active

in those regions close to plate boundaries and involved in fairly

rapid crustal deformation referred to in Section 2 have not been

exlicitly founded on a model of the ABC and the CTR. The time-scales

previously employed for designating fault activity are conservative

with regard to the ASC, these same time-scales have often been

inappropriately exported to intraplate regions.

As described above the US NRC definition on geological grounds of a

'capable fault' focuses on one movement in the last 35,000 years or

more than one in 5000,000 years. This effectively requires that the

length of the ABC is in the first instance less than 35,000, and in

the second less than 250,000 years. As a single movement In 500,000

years does not make a fault 'capable', in a region where the ABC is

longer than 250,000 years and the CTR longer than 500,000 years a

fault can be designated as 'not capable' but may still be active and

therefore be able to generating a major earthquake. Therefore, away

from regions of active deformation in which the ABC is shorter than

35,000 years, the US IC definitions of fault capability are

inappropriate, are not necessarily conservation as has been a common

misconception.
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The IARA definition on geological grounds of fault capability

requires evidence of movement in the 'late Quaternary' which implies

tht the ASC is probably less than 10 years. Until seismic cycles

for intraplate regions are ascertained directly, such an assumption

cannot be confirmed as valid.

In California the geological definition for designating a fault as
'active' has generally been chosen as 'movement in the Holocene. The

period of 10,000 years is probably conservative for the ASC in

California, but may not be appropriate for all active faults even

there. In Japan the understanding of the significance of the ASC is

implicit in the discrimination between faults with a return period of

less than 10,000 years, and those with a return period between 10,000

and 50,000 years.

The assessment of the time period by which faults are differentiated

as active or extinct should not be constrained by the limitations

-' implicit in the duration of the historical record of earthquakes, or

by the limitations implicit in some dating techiques. It is exactly

such limitationn that are imposed in 'some regulatory definitions of a

'capable' fault. Such definitions cannot be scientifically justified

and this is why, in the absence of the direct measure of the

duration of local seismic cycles, the definition of an extinct fault

is preferably based on the whole geological time period over which

the CTR has existed, so laying a burden upon geological studies.

Therefore, in studying a fault, great attention should be paid to

identifying and dating the oldest geological formation which is not

offset: in particular an overlying deposit, igneous intrusion, or

vein material. If a fault can be shown not to have moved within the

CTR it can be considered extinct as shown in Table 3.

If a fault can be shown unequivocally to have been the locus of

movement within the CTR using either seismological or geological

* evidence then, as previously disucssed, it must be regarded as

active, again as shown in Table 3.

mu s a m n m eC tm m m mmmmm m m m m m mm
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There are many faults which,' for lack of evidence, cannot be proved

to be definitely active or definitely extinct. Away from plate

boundaries the time span of historical seismicity forms only a small

fraction of the average seismic cycle and the Iocatlonal imprecision

of historical earthquakes almost invariably hinders any association

of earthquakes with particular faults. In addition, evidence of

surface fault displacements and non-intersected formations say have

been obliterated by erosion.

A third category of faults is therfore required (see Table 3) in

which activity remains unproven. Such a category contains faults of

all descriptions ranging from those that are probably active,

although such activity cannot be proven, to those that are probably, (
but not demonstrably, extinct.

As has already been remarked, geological and seismological evidence

of fault activity are different in nature. It is necessary therefore

to consider separately those types of observations (see Table 1) that

affect the status of an unproven fault.

Seismological observations

For one or more earthquakes to be assigned to a known fault with

sufficient confidence to define the fault as active the position of

both the fault and the earthquaes must be known with great accuracy.

Ideally there should also be agreement between the orientation of the

fault and one of the two nodal planes of the focal mechanism. In

practice, hypocentral locations cannot be sufficiently precise unless.

they are obtained from nearby instrumental records and local crustal

velocities are well-constrained. In addition reliable fault place

solutions required not only high quality data but also a suitable

disposition of the local instrumentation.
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In almost all other cases earthquake macrocentres, epicentres and

hypocentres are not known with sufficient precision to define a known

fault as being active. The only circumstance in which there is a

strong argument for an imprecisely located earthquake having occurred

on a specific known fault is when the earthquake is so large that

there is no others known fault large enough.

Geological observations

As Table 3 shows, only geological evidence can prove a fault to be

extinct. An extinct fault is one that can be shown not to have moved

within the duration of the CTR or within a period which is larger

than the longest such cycle if it can be ascertained.

For a fault to be proved to be active by geological data it must

penetrate and displace material younger than the CTR.

For the majority of faults, which cannot be definitely categorised as

active or extinct (see Table 3) some discussion is necessary of the

nature of the geological evidence available for assessment within the

range 'probably active' to 'probably extinct'.

A significant vertical component of fault displacement at the surface

produces a fault-scarp which degrades with time. The rate of erosion

is dependent on the nature of its consitutent materials and the

effects of the agents of erosion, including wind, rain and man. In

some arid areas of western USA fault-scarps have been dated according

to their state of preservation. As a result of the depredations of

the Ice Age, over much of Europe and North America and the whole of

Britain, any fault scarp that can be shown unequivocally to have

resulted from movement and not fr6m differential erosion is a

positive demonstration of an active fault. However, the absence of a

fault-scarp cannot be taken as conclusive evidence that a fault is

extinct.
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It is coupon to find that faults lie parallel to one another within a

given region. Within any prevailing tectonic regime, and in

particular within the CTh, where one fault is reactivated others with

the same orientation my be active. Bence, if it is possible to

prove that one of a set of faults is either active or extinct, then

this is a strong argument that other analogous parallel faults, share

a similar status.

Faults which have undergone multiple reactivation since the last

major orogenic episode have demonstrated their vulnerability through

geological time placing then under suspicion of being active.

Seismotectonic arguments as to whether a fault is active can be

raised on the basis -f the faults orientation and movement history

with respect to the ,TR 'and this' is an important diagnostic in the

RPRI 1986 study. In view of. the uncertainties in determining the

stress tensor over an appropriate volume of crust and the

uncertainties in the fault constitutive relations, the most robust

statement based on crustal stress Is the likely low vulnerability of

a strike slip fault normal to the direction of frincipal compression.N

It will be seen from this discusssion that the use of Table 3

requires. judgement. The implication of this judgement with respect

to hazard modelling decisions is discussed in more detail later. The

ideal categories of 'active' and 'extinct' must now be understood in

terms of the decisions and procedures flowing from such

categorisation. Table 4 shows a system to guide decisions on whether

or not to include a fault as a discrece source in a model for hazard

in the UK.

Non-tectonic fault movement

While all displacement observed on a surface fault reflects movement

along that fault, there are important implications as to the depth at

which that movement was initiated. The removal of some material,

whether by natural processes or through fluid or solid extraction,
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can cause subsidence to become concentrated along the zone of

weakness provided by. the fault.

5 ASSESSING FAULT ACTIVITY

In order to assess either the ground rapture or the ground motion hazard

it is necessary to attribute rates of seismic energy release to all

significantly located faults which are in the active state. It may also

be necessary to attempt to assess similar parameters for some other faults

which, whilst not definitely active, cannot be proved to be extinct. The

methods by which 'fault activity rates' can be assessed and the problems

that exist, particularly in intraplate areas, are discussed now.

Fault activity

The complete pattern of individual coseismic displacements along an

active fault or some section of an active fault provides a recurrence

relationship describing the frequency of various sizes of

earthquakes. This is commonly expressed in the same form as the

recurrence relation for the seismicity of a zone, viz:

logN - a-bM

Because the underlying processes are not clearly understood (in

particular the association of all events with a unique planar fault,

this representation is not as confidently established for individual

active faults as it is for zonal seismicity. A simple relationship

of this form is however usually assumed in current seismic hazard

assessment methods. The constants which have to be derived from the

available geological and seismological data concerning the fault

under consideration.

Seismological versus geological data

Seismological observations, as recorded during the relatively short

time periods of recent instrumental monitoring or through history,
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generally can only provide the 'lower end' of the reucrence

relationship. Only at some plate boundaries, where the siesmic cycle

may lie within the historical record, is it likely to be possible to

retrieve the recurrence relationship for most magnitudes from

seismicity alone.

Geological observations of active faults can only provide the 'upper

end' of the magnitude recurrence relationship ie knowledge of those

earthquakes large enough to have caused surface rupture.

The observational domains of geological, historical, instrumental and

microseismic data are illustrated in Fig 2, a plot which shares the

same axes as conventional earthquake recurrence relationships. From

this plot it can be seen that seisuoligical and geological data only

overlap, and can therefore only fully define the recurrence

relationship, in the case of faults with very high activity rates"as

at plate boundaries. For faults with very low activity rates there

Is no possibility of obtaining direct complete seismological evidence

of recurrence rates for magnitudes below the sensitivity of

geological data. In such cases, the assessment of activity rates has

to be made from geological evidence alone.

Fault activity rates from geological data

At their simplest, geological data provide a measure of total fault

displacement within a known time period which can be converted into a

slip-rate - see below. Fault offsets can also sometimes indicate the

size of individual displacement events but they can give no insight

into b-values relevant to all sizes of earthquakes on the fault.

Studies of individual displacement events on large active faults in

regions of active tectonics in Western America have revealed the

phenomenon of 'characteristic earthquakes'. The existence of a

'single size' event at high magnitude@ means that the magnitude

frequency recurrence relationship is not linear but shows a marked

change in gradient (or b-value) from estimated values around 1.0 for
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low magnitudes, as retrieved from seismological data, to about

0.2-0.4 for high magnitudes (see Fig 3). This has important

Implications for any extrapolation of reucrrence relationships.

Maximum magnitude

The global empirical database -on fault movements in major earthwuakes

allows direct assessment to be made of the dimensions of faults and

fault movements related to earthquake size. From such relationships

the upper bound magnitude earthquake that could occur on a specific

active fault of known length can be estimated.

Slip-rate

The cumulative displacement which has occured on an active fault

within the duration of the current tectonic regime divided by the

time period over which is has occurred provides an average annual

slip-rate. This slip-rate not only indicates greater or lesser

scales of fault movement but can be manipulated to estimate

earthquake recurrence relationships. In making this conversion it is

necessary to invoke a model of earthquake generation with numerous

assumptions.

The simplest assumption is that the slip-rate represents series of

repeated earthquakes of the same maxiium size (Slemmons, 1977). The

apportionment of the total displacement between recurrences of

different sized earthquakes must also reflect current understanding

as to which earthquakes produce surface displacement.

An alternative method employs the concept of seismic moment. With an

estimate of the rigidity of the surrounding rock and of the rupture

area, it is possible to convert slip-rate to cumulative monment

release rate (or seismic moment rate). A seismic moment rate can

then be partitioned into a magnitude recurren-- relation according to

some assumed model, exponential magnitude dis bution is usually is

used.
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Recurrence relationship

The recurrence relation derived by eith er of these methods is very

:ensitive to the maximum magnitude of earthquake taken to occur on a

given active fault. Maximum magnitude ust be estimated from the

dimensions of the particular fault or fault segment and from the size

of past displacements. Once maximum magnitude has been assigned, the

choice between an exponential model and a characteristic earthquake

model has important implications, in particular for the rate of

occurrence of moderate magnitude earthquakes. (Schwartz and

Coppersmith, 1986).

Problem

Particular problem exist when using geological data for estimating

fault activity rates in two specific cases:

i) Where a fault is proven active on seismological grounds alone

(see Table 3), with no geological indications of rate of

movement, and insufficient seismological data to provide

recurrence intervals.

ii) Where a fault Is proven active in geological Grounds (see

Table 3) by virtue of what may have been a singel displacement.

In both cases, whilst the maximum earthquake can be assessed from the

length of the fault thee is no possibility of directly calculating a

slip-rate. However upper bounds for this slip-rate may be estimated

from such information as the average slip-rate of faults wihin the

CTR or from the absence of indicators which would be available had a

particular slip-rate been exceeded.

The problem of active faults with low activity rates

Fig 4 shows idealised linear recurrence relationships for a set of

individual active fault superimposed against the observational
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domains appearing on Fig 2. The individual lines represent active

faults with slip-rates which vary by orders of magnitude. Each fault

has been pegged to the same single value of upper bound (or

characteristic) magnitude and has an assumed simple sign~e b-value

equal to 1.0.

Fig 4 demonstrates that, within intraplate area where the recurrence

interval of major earthquakes on individual active faults is very

long, direct seismological observations of even low magnitude

earthquake recurrence may form such a small dataset that no simple

seismic recurrence pattern can be retrieved. At best, seismological

data may only provide minimum rates of seismic activity that faults

have not exceeeded. Thus commonly there is not direct way of

deriving the b-value of the fault. Therefore, a b-value has to be

imported, either from other well-studied active faults in the same

region or from better established fault b-values obtained in areas of

high seismicity.

Fig 4 also shows that, while the period of recorded seismicity may be

too short to provide us,---l information on earthquake recurrence

relationships for individual faults, geological evidence can provide

important information on high magnitude recurrence relationshps even

for a fault with a low activity rate. However, in comprison with

faults subject to more rapid deformation, problems arise with the

survival of evidence for long-term fault movements. Excepting in

extensional regimes', in which sedimentation accompanies fault

movement, evidence likely to be destroyed in a long seismic cycle

environment.

Where such evidence has survived, it may prove possible to find

instance of repeated fault displacement with which to prove or

disprove a characteristic earthquake recurrence relationship. For a

fault of prolonged seismic cycle, questions as to whether a

recurrence relationship is exponential or involves characteristic

earthquakes, may be critical as moderate magnitude earthquakes may

form a most important component of the short-term hazard.
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Activity rates for unproven faults

In such cases, if none of the methods described above can be used to

elucidate an activity rate, there is no alternative but to estimate

activity rates by analogy with other faults in the region.

For small surface faults representing secondary deformation relating

to major crustal faults, while there is genrally no reason to

consider then as seismic sources in their own right, estimates of

potential 'activity' rate, my be needed in considering the ground

rupture hazard, Secondary faults move as the result of movement on

neighbouring crustal faults. The probability of their displacement

therefore cannot be more than the probability of a major earthquake

involving ground rupture along the neighbouring crustal fault. The

connections to the crustal fault and the past pattern of interrelated

movements must be recognised in determining the 'linkage factor',

i.e. the probability that a major earthquake on the crustal fault

will produce displacements on the secondary or sympathetic fault.

Conclusion

Calculating activity rates for faults in the intraplate environment

presents many problems because of the paucity of relevant data.

Commonly the recurrence relationship can only be considered as lying

within a possible range, bounded only by some upper and lower values,

as defined from available seismological and geological constraints.

For the majority of faults, whose state remains unproven, the

uncertainty inherent n the recurrence relationship means that their

contribution to ground motion hazard is most appropriately

accomodated within a volume seismic source model. Activity rates

for such faults only become critical for those passing through or

close to the site of interest, in particular because of their

possible implications for the ground hazard rupture hazard.
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5 DATING OF FAULTS

The dating of last movement of a fault becomes a critical item in the

classification procedure and a dated history of coseismic fault movement

becomes a valuable source of information from which to estimate the fault

activity rate. Both absolute and relative dating methods have their

place. There have been considerable advances in the techniques

(especially in direct dating of fault rocks and gauges themselves)

available. In Table 4 the methods in current use, together with a number

at a very early stage of development are listed.

Only very recently have direct methods of dating been applied to fault

rocks themselves. Electrom Spin Resonance dating of the quartz veins

formed in association with faulting has been used by Fukuchi et al 1986,

and tested on both faulted and sedimentary rocks in the Western USA.

Thermoluminescence (14ckeever 1985) is promising technique which is being

used to date sediments and may have application in the dating of

syntectonic vein material. Attempts to date fault gauge using

Rubidium/Strontium and Potassium/Argon methods are currently underway.

The general dating of Quaternary sediments is receiving much attention and

many contracts are being let by the USGS in this field (USGS Open File

Report 87-23).

A note also be made of the rapid advances in satelite geodesy

(Geosatellite Positioning Systems, (GPS) which may soon become exploitable

by engineering selmolgists.

6 INCLUDING FAULTS IN A MODEL

Decisions from Table 4

Just as the EPRI matrices are expressed in terms of a probability, it is

possible to develop a provisional weighting proceedure for Table 4. The

questions implicit in the statement within the 'unproven' category are of

a different nature. Questions Iii to v if answered in the affirmative
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would tend towards labelling a fault as 'extinct' but questions vi to ix

if so answered would tend towards labelling the fault as 'active'.

Furthermore there are combination* of answers which are impossible and

others which necessarily equivalent to a 'proven' category. It ghoul,-

also be noted that no other combination of the unproven category may

constitute an equivalence to the two defined 'proven' categories of

Table 4.

Staying within these constraints a preliminary weighting system has been

devised which enables a probability to be assigned to all combinations of

questions iII to viii (Pigs). Such procedures have to be 'calibrated'

aainst expert opinion for the region under consideration.

Faults and area sources

The inclusion of fault sources within hazard models together with area

sources has been common commercial practice for some time (McGuire 1978)

and now programmes are available which enable this to be done in a

Bayesian logic tree formulation (Mortgat and Shah 1974, Kulkarni et al

1984, PHL 1985). Clearly as more activity can be allocated to specific

faults it has to be tranferred from the 'area' sources and the

'background'. This may be done crudely where a fault is of low activity

even though its 'b' value may not match that of the other sources.

Problems arise where significant activity can be ascribed to the fault

with a typically lower 'b' value.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In stipulating that active faults be identified and avoided draft EC8 is

imposing a formidable task on the geologists and seismologists who must

advisp the competent national authorities. The experience of those who

have undertaken the same task for nuclear facilities, gas storage, dams

and reservoirs mst be cautiously explotted. Each site study say involve a

number of man years with the main efort being concentrated on a relatively

smell area. It is crucial that an agreed set of definitions be

established and that a procedure for decision making in the probably

dominant 'unproven' category be agreed upon in the varied seisotectonic

climate of Europe.
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TABLE 2

TECTONIC 'HYPOTHESES" CONSIDERED INITIALLY
TO DEFINE DATA NEEDS

Reactivation of Failed Rifts
Isostasy
Reactivation of Decollement
Reactivation of Mesozoic Rifts
Epeirogenic Structures
Deep-Seated Structural Boundaries
Onshore Extensions of Oceanic Fracture Zones
Block Tectonics
Intrusives
Thermal Expansion/Contraction
Structural Intersections
Induced Seismicity
Growth Faults
Eastern Piedmont Ductile Shear Zones
Cenozoic Reverse Faults
Areas of Intensive Jointing/Fracturing
Initiation of New Faults
Random
Unknown

From EPRI 1986



TABLE 3

STATE EVIDENCE

(i) FAULT DOES NOT DISPLACE MATERIALS OR
STRUCTURES PREDATING THE CURRENT TECTONIC
REGIME

EXTINCT (ii) FAULT DOES NOT DISPLACE MATERIAL OF AGE
GREATER THAN THE LENGTH OF THE LONGEST
'SEISMIC CYCLE' OF FAULTS WITHIN THE REGION

(iii) THE MINERALOGY OF H4ECHANICALLY CONTINUOUS
FAULT GOUGE IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH THE

* £CURRENT STRESS/TEMPERATURE REGIME

(iv) FAULT IS A SMALL SECONDARY FRACTURE

(v) FAULT DOES NOT DISPLACE MATERIALS OR
STRUCTURES YOUNGER THAN THE 'AVERAGE
SEISMIC CYCLE'

(vi) FAULT STYLE AND ORIENTATION MAKES
DISPLACEMENT UNLIKELY IN CURRENT TECTONIC

(UNPROVEN) REGIME

(vii) FAULT SHOWS APPARENT GEOGRAPHICAL
ASSOCIATION WITH UNCERTAINLY LOCATED
EARTHQUAKE

(viii) FAULT HAS BEEN ACTIVE UNDER A VARIETY OF
DIFFERENT TECTONIC REGIMES

(ix) FAULT HAS A CLOSE ANALOGUE PROVED ACTIVE

(x) FAULT HAS APPROPRIATE DIMENSIONS AND IS
UNIQUELY IMPLICATED BY A WELL-LOCATED LARGE
EARTHQUAKE(S)

ACTIVE (xi) FAULT IS THE LOCUS OF WELL-CONSTRAINED
EARTHQUAKE HYPOCENTRE(S)

(xii).. FAULT DISPLACES MATERIAL YOUNGER THAN THE
DURATION OF THF CURRENT TECTONIC REGIME

CRITERIA FOR ACTIVE FAULTING



TABLE 4

STATE EVIDENCE DECISION

(i) FAULT DOES NOT DISPLACE PRE-PLIO- NO
QUATERNARY MATERIALS OR STRUCTURES

EXTINCT
(ii) THE MINERALOGY OF MECHANICALLY CONTINUOUS

FAULT GOUGE IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH THE NO
CURRENT STRESS/TEMPERATURE REGIME

(iii) FAULT IS A SMALL SECONDARY FRACTURE NO

(iv) FAULT DOES NOT DISPLACE LATE QUATERNARY NO
MATERIALS OR STRUCTURES

(v) FAULT STYLE AND ORIENTATION MAKES
DISPLACEMENT UNLIKELY IN CURRENT TECTONIC NO
REGIME

(UNPROVEN) NO UNLESS
(vi) FAULT SHOWS GEOGRAPHICAL ASSOCIATION WITH THE FAULT IS

SMALL MACROSEISMIC EARTHQUAKE OR THE UNIQUE
INSTRUMENTAL EARTHQUAKE LOCATED BY CANDIDATE AT
REGIONAL NETWORK THE APPRO-PRIATE DEPTH

(vii) FAULT HAS UNDERGONE MULTIPLE POST-VARISCAN YES/NO
REACTIVATION DEPENDING ON

LOCAL DETAILS

(viii) FAULT HAS A CLOSE ANALOGUE PROVED ACTIVE DEPENDING ON
- LOCAL DETAILS

(ix) FAULT HAS APPROPRIATE DIMENSIONS AND IS
UNIQUELY IMPLICATED BY A WELL-LOCATED LARGE, YES
EARTHQUAKE(S)

(X) FAULT COINCIDES WITH ACCURATELY LOCATED
ACTIVE HYPOCENTRE(S) FROM LOCAL NETWORK AND IS YES

CONSISTENT WITH PARAMETERS FROM WELL-
CONSTRAINED FOCAL MECHANISM(S)

(xi) FAULT DISPLACES GROUND SURFACE OR LATE YES
QUATERNARY DEPOSITS AND/OR STRUCTURES

N.B. These are theoretical decisions. Whether or not a fault is actually modelled
deponds on its location with respect to the site of interest (see text).

fAL. DECISIONS FOR MODELLING KNOWN FAULTS FOR GROUND MOTION HAZARD IN

BRITAIN



TABLE 5

GEOCHRONOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES after Colman and Pierce 1979

TABLE

METHOD APL OPT. RES BASIS OF METHOD

10210O3104JOi0S

Historical l-3**#t* Preserved records,oral

Dendro- 2 **** Old trees and environment
chronology sensitivity preserved. Earth

quake stress may be observed

Varves@ I *4*4*4, Direct counting and overlap

Carbon 14 1-3 4*44*4 Needs non contaminated carbon.
Quantalus (O)requires gms, tandem
mass accelerator(TAMS) requires
sub-milligrams.

Uranium series@2 ..44444*44 Corals, molluscs, bone carbon. High
precision mass spectrometry permits
small samples and error 10% of
radiocarbon dating, Errors due to lack
of closed system.

Potassium@ I *44** Requires k bearing feldspars, error
Argon due to loss of argon or excess or

contamination

Fission track@ 2 ....... 444*44* Intense damage when fission fragment
passes through non opaque minerals such
as apatite and zircon. Track stable <50

#

Uranium trend 4 ........ 44*4.. Based on open system migration of
daughter products in calibrates
system ( ;':4U,2:z<Th

Thermo
luminescence@ 4 ...... *l4*4*l* Based on displacement of electrons



TABLE 5 contd.

by a.0.. Clock set by exposure to
light of feldspars, quartz
carbonate

Electron spin@ 2 ..... Ce**eet! Electrons trapped at defect site
in quartz give signal in electron
spin resonance spectrum (ESR). Zero
set by cataclasis.

Cosmogenic 1 ? ? ? ? ? Analagous to 1"C dating with atmospheric
isotopes@ isotopes.eg 1OBe, 2 9AI. Accelertor mass

spectrometry (AMS) needed to measure
very small ratios relative to their
stable isotopes. Observation of slow
migration in soils eg penetration of
meteoric water in gouges. #

Amino acid@ 2 .... ***... Based on L-D conversion of protein
4 amino acids after death of organism.

Relative dating (aminostratigraphy)
Requires shells or sieletal material.

Obsidian iotee*ee* Hydrated layer on crack or surface
hydration formed at event.

Tephra 1 ......... Progressive filling of bubbles in ash

Lichenometry i-3*4** Stable rock surface for lichen growth
needed.Errors due to climate differences

PedogenesIsG 4 ...... #**** .... Development of soil properties with time
Best when all other agents constant.

Rock 2 ... e**o* ..... Thickness of weathering rinds. Sonic
weathering velocity methods being developed.

Precision varies with feature being
studied. Useful in humid to sub humid
• inditions.

Rock varnish I ............... Calibrated ratio of milaor cations in
varnish t(K+Ca)/T,] Best in arid and
semi arid environments



TABLE 5 contd.

Landform 3 .............. Depends on climate and lithologyv.
Includes degradation rates for
fault scarps. Limited in glaciated
regions.

Deposition 2 .. ............ Depends on calibration. Variable.

Geomorphology 3 ............... Assumes rote of deformation constant
Incision rate needs calibration.

Deformatlon@ 2 ................ Fabric analysis, fluid inclusions
palaeothermometry, inference on deoth
of burial and subsequent exhumation.
Calcite twinning, quartz clarity.

Key : Optimal range within about 10%
1, 2, 3, 4 - seldom applicable to nearly always applicable.
- possible use in UK

# - possible use in direct dating of gouge



Special Association with Seismicity FIG I

Moderate-to-Large Small Earthquakes No Seismicity~~Brittle Slip Earthquakes j OnlyNoSimct
on a Feature I

most recent age) Geometry Relative to Stress/Sense of Slip

Favorable Unfavorable Favorable Unfavorable Favorable Unfavorable
PletoosnePlolocene Sip 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.5 0.4

Cretaceous-

Tertiary Slip 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1

Pre-Cretaceous
Slip or No 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.05 0 0
Brittle Slip

Geometry Spatial Association with Seismicity
Relative to

Stress/Sense
of Slip Moderate-to-Large Small Earthquakes No Seismicity

Earthquakes Only

Favorable 1.0 0.5 0.1

Unfavorable 0.8 0.3 0

Matrix of physical characteristics for example evaluation.

Probability that the Given
Feature Exhibits a Given

Level of Each Characteristic

Feature Feature Feature
Physical Characteristic #A #B #C

1. Spatial association with seismicity
1. Moderate-to-large earthquakes 0.3 0.1 0.2
2. Small earthquakes only 0.2 0.5 0.1
3. No seismicity 0.5 0.4 0.7

= 1.0 1.0 1.0

2. Geometry of feature relative to
stress orientation and/or sense
of slip
1. Favorable geometry/sense of

slip 0.3 0.3 0.1
2. Unfavorable geometry/sense

of slip 0.7 0.7 0.9
= 1.0 1.0 1.0

3. Brittle slip on a feature
1. Pleistocene-Holocene slip 0 - 0.1
2. Cretaceous-Tertiary slip 0.1 - 0.9
3. Pre-Cretaceous slip or no

brittle slip 0.9 - 0
1=1.0 - 1.0

Example feature characteristics assessment.
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ABSTRACT

During the New Hampshire earthquake of 18 January 1982 (M - 4.7)
which occurred at latitude 43.5 ° N, longitude 71.6 ° W, three records
were obtained on crest, abutment, and downstream sites at the Franklin
Falls Dam about 8 km from the epicenter. The transverse component of
the accelerograph located on the right abutment recorded a peak accel-
eration of 0.55 g, which is the highest acceleration ever recorded in
the eastern United States. The purposes of this report were to study
the seismic response of the dam as shown by response spectra on crest,
abutment, and downstream sites; and to determine the natural periods
of foundation and dam from the amplitude ratios (amplification factor)
of the response spectra.

INTRODUCTION

At 19:14:42 EST on 18 January 1982 or 00:13:42 UT on 19 January
1982, an earthquake of Richter magnitude 4.7 occurred at latitude
43.50 N, longitude 71.6* W in New Hampshire. The focal depth was

estimated to be between 4.5 and 8.0 km by the Weston Observatory and
US Geological Survey, respectively. A typical comment by people at
Laconia, Franklin, and Tilton Northfield areas was, "The whole
building shook and rumbled." The earthquake was felt in most of
New England and parts of New York for about 20 seconds during the -
night. The Franklin Falls Dam (Fig. 1) is at a distance of 8 km from
the epicenter.

.A total of 36 accelerograms were recorded at five Corps of Engi-
neers (CE) dams: Franklin Falls Dam (FFD, epicentral distance, 8 km),
Union Village Dam (UVD, e.d., 60 kIm), North Hartland Dam (NHD, e.d.,
61 ki), North Springfield Dam (NSD, e.d., 76 km), Ball Mountain
Dam (END, e.d., 103 km); and at the White River Junction (WRJ, e.d.,
60 km), Veterans Administration (VA) Hospital. However, the accelero-
graphs at Townsend Dam, Surry Dam, and at the Manchester VA Hospital
were not triggered. The locations of these sites and the epicenter
are shown in Fig. 2.

* Research Geophysicist, Geotechnical Laboratory, US Army Engineer
Waterways Experiment Station, P.O. Box 631, Vicksburg,
Mississippi 39180-0631



PURPOSE

An earlier report by Chang (1983) discusses the corrections of
baseline and instrument for the 36 accelerograms, the integration of
particle velocity and displacement, the analysis of maximm acceler-
ation, velocity, displacement, and spectrum intensity, and the study
of the attenuation rate of these four parameters with distance for
various site conditions. The purpose of this report is to analyze the
observed spectral response at crest, right abutment, and free field
downstream of the Franklin Falls Dam.

DESCRIPTION AND GEOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE
FRANKLIN FALLS DAM

The Franklin Falls Dam, located about 4 kilometers north of
Franklin, New Hampshire, is one of the flood control reservoirs for
the Merrimack River Basin. The dam is of rolled earth fill with
dumped rock shell and toe, 1,740 feet (530 m) long, with a maximum
height of 136 feet (41.45 a) and containing about 3,300,000 cubic
yards of earth and ro~k fill. A 550-foot (168 A) spillway and
732 square feet (68 a ) of gate-controlled'outlet conduits involving
95,000 cubic yards or 72,600 cubic meters of concrete were constructed
in open cut rock.

At the Franklin Falls Dam site, the Pemigewasset Valley has a
flat bottom U-shaped cross-section lying entirely on glacial deposits.
The right abutment of the bedrock is a solid, unweathered rock varying
between aicaceo, s gneiss and granular mica schist, with numerous but
minor veins of coarse granite. The left abutment is a steep overbur-
den slope rising more than 150 feet (45 m) at an angle of 34 degrees.

THE ACCELEROGRAhS

Nine accelerograms were recorded on three accelerographs at down-
stream field, right abutment, and crest sites of the Franklin Falls
Dam. The uncorrected and corrected strong-motion parameters of Frank-
lin Falls Dam are listed in Table 1. After the instrument and base-
line corrections, the nine corrected accelerograms were integrated to
obtain velocity and displacement records (Fig. 3 - Fig. 3). Next, the
absolute acceleration response spectrum, relative velocity response
spectrum and relative displacement spectrum for each component were
calculated and plotted (Fig. 6 - 14).

CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONSE SPECTRA

Absolute Acceleration Response Spectrum

Figures 6a to 14a show that the highest peak spectral acceler-
ation is always in the frequency range (k 10 Hz) of compression (P)
waves; the secondary of peak amplitudes is in shear (S) waves



(2 Hz < f < 10 Hz). The surface (R or L) waves (f < 2 Hz) appear as
very small peak amplitudes, often not easily recognized. The spectral
amplitude approaches zero as the period inctiases.

Relative Spectrum Response Velocity

As in the case of absolute acceleration response, the compression
waves usually show the highest spectral amplitudes, though the shear
waves contain more energy (Fig. 6b to 14b). However, when the reso-
nant period of the S-wave appears, the amplitudes of compression and
other waves will be comparatively reduced, as demonstrated in the lon-
gitudinal component (L) of the downstream station (Fig. 12b to 14b),
where the shear wave resonant period of 0.4 sec (2.5 Hz) becomes the
largest amplitude on the relative velocity response spectrum. The
0.4 sec period is the natural period of the alluvial deposit at the
toe or foundation of the Franklin Falls Dam. This resonant period of
0.4 sec appears again on the L-component of the crest recording sta-
tion (Fig. 9b). It is noted that the amplification factor of the
L-component of the accelerograph on the crest caused by the height of
dam is less than or equal to one (Table 1). The amplitude of the rel-
ative response velocity approaches the base velocity (peak ground
velocity) at period between I and 4 sec (Fig. 6b - 14b).

Relative Spectrum Response Displacement

The surface waves or the long period waves (Love and Rayleigh
waves) are the dominant waves in the relative displacement response
spectrum (Fig. 6c - 14c). When the resonant period appears in the
shear waves, the displacement amplitudes of compression and other
higher mode shear waves are reduced rapidly, as demonstrated in the L-
and T-components of the downstream station or 2.5 Hz on L-component
(Fig. 12c), and 2.2 Hz on T-component (Fig. 14c), respectively. How-
ever, the response surface waves of the large periods in the displace-
ment spectrum contain more energy than the shear and compression
waves. The compression waves are almost nonexistent in the displace-
ment spectrum.

Damping Ratios and Undamped Periods of the Response Spectra

In the engineering design, the response spectral curves for
0, 2, 5, 10, and 20 percent critical damping are usually computed and
plotted for absolute acceleration, relative velocity, and relative
displacement, (Fig. 6 to 14), respectively, or in the form of tripar-
tite graphs of pseudo velocity versus undamped natural period, in
addition to a comparison of the relative velocity response spectrum of
zero damping with the Fourier amplitude spectrum. Usually spectra for
2, 5, 10, or 20 percent critical damping that are computed for design
purposes is a function of the capability of the structure to dissipate
energy without deforming beyond some accepted level. When the damping
value increases, the maximu% amplitude and irregularity of the
response spectrum will decrease. Thus, the numbers of peaks are
reduced. However, the distinguished normal mode and higher modes will
be persistently preserved, especially the resonant amplitude. Some-
times, the fundamental period increases with the increase in damping.
Damping actually functions as a low-pass filter, filtering out some or
all of the high-frequency responses. In soils, the amount of damping
is dependent upon the intensity of ground shaking so that the material

j-3-



damping increases with an increase in ground shaking intensity. At
20 percent damping, which for a structure is usually considered high
or overdamped, spectra have very few distinguishable peaks.

NATURAL FREQUENCIES (PERIODS) OF THE FOUNDATION SOILS

Table 2 sumarizes the characteristics of the response spectra of
51 damping for L, V and T components including peak spectral ampll-
tudes of acceleration, relative velocity, relative displacement, and
major frequencies at the crest, right abutment, and downstream free
field sites, pictured from fig. 6 - 14. The amplification factors
(ratios) of crest to abutment, crest to downstream free field, and
downstream free field to abutment are also listed.

The accelerograph at the right abutment is located on rock. The
peak amplitudes of the compressional (p) or dilatational waves in the
frequency range of above 10 Rz on the absolute acceleration response
spectrum are much larger on the rock site than on the soil site, such
that 14.3 Hz, 12.5 Hz, 11.8 Hz; 14.3 Hz, 12.5 Hz, 11.8 Hz; and
20.0 Hz, 12.5 H appear on the longitudinal, transverse, and vertical
components, respectively. The criterion used for choosing, major peak
frequencies, is based on the large peak amplitude in the p and a wave
groups from the absolute acceleration and relative velocity response
spectra. The transverse component shows the highest amplitudes on all
predominant frequencies (>10 Hz) among the three components.

At the downstream free field site, the main frequency (2.5 Hz) of
the shear wave dominates the longitudinal (L) component (Fig. 12).
This is believed to be the natural or resonant frequency of the soil
foundation for the L-component, because it is not evident on the spec-
tra of the L-component on the rock site (abutment). Also, the peaks
of the five response spectra of 0, 2, 5, 10, and 20 percent critical
damping are found to be in phase. The 2.5 Hz is also shown as the
predominant frequency (distinguished peak) on the spectra (a, v,
and d) of the L-component on the crest of the dam; however, the five
peaks (approx. 2.5 Hz) of 0, 2, 5, 10, and 20 percent damping spectra
are not exactly in phase as-shown in Fig. 9. It was also observed
that the natural periods shown on the two spectra of 10 and 20 percent
damping were larger than the natural periods shown on the spectra for
0, 2, and 5 percent damping. Furthermore, the spectral amplitude at
2.5 Hz of the L component on the crest is somewhat less than the
amplitude of the L component At the downstream site due to the attenu-
ation of energy. Even though these are the facts we can not say that
the 2.5 Hz is not the natural frequency of the combined dam-foundation
system. After a detailed examination of the response spectral fre-
quencies on the curves of 10 and 201 damping (Fig. 9b) of the
L-component on the crest, we found an interference of two other fre-
quencies of 2.65 Hz and 2.29 Hz. Because both frequencies are so
close to 2.5 Hz; when the damping ratio is increasing in the response
spectrum, the shape of the spectrum becomes more flat. Thus, the fun-
damental period will be slightly shifted to the right. This is due to
the natural characteristics of the undamped single degree of freedom
system, which is a viscously damped, simple oscillator subjected to
the base motion. The largest spectral amplitude ratios of downstream
free field to abutment for the L, V, and T components are at 2.5, 3.3,

-I 4-



and 2.2 Hz, respectively. Therefore, these are believed to be the

natural frequencies of the foundation for these components.

NATURAL FREQUENCY (PERIOD) OF THE DAM

Analysis of Response Spectra

By comparing the shear wave spectral amplitude ratios or amplifi-
cation factors from 2.0 to 7.0 Hz of the acceleration, velocity, and
displacement response spectra of the L, V, and T components on the
crest to those at the abutment and downstream sites, one finds the
largest spectral amplitude ratios on the L, V, and T components at
2.5, 4.0, and 2.2 Hz, respectively. Although the 2.5 Hz peak of the
longitudinal component has the largest spectral amplitude on the
crest, it is still less than the spectral amplitude at 2.5 Hz of the
L-componenz at the foundation. This was possibly caused by a higher
rate of energy dissipation for the longitudinal component of the dam's
vibration or by a higher material damping which was caused by the
stronger ground-shaking intensity for the L-component. The highest
peak spectral amplitude at 2.5 Hz on the L-component has to be the
fundamental mode (natural period) for the L-component of the dam. The
second highest acceleration spectral amplitude ratio, 2.7, of crest to
abutment on the L-component is at 4.0 Hz. This indicates that 4.0 Hz
is the second natural frequency for the L component of the dam since
it is much higher than the amplitude ratio 1.7 of downstream to abut-
ment. The natural frequency (first mode) for the V component is
4.0 Hz; this frequency shows the largest spectral amplitude ratio on
both crest to abutment and crest to downstream. For the T component
2.2 Hz is the natural frequency for both foundation and dam; the reso-
nant spectral amplitude on the crest is much higher than on the foun-
dation (downstream site). In conclusion, the natural frequencies of
the Franklin Falls Dam are 2.5 Hz, 4.0 Hz, and 2.2 Hz for L, V, and
T components, respectively.

Shear Beam Method

Gazetas (1981a, b, and 1982) formulated the natural periods for
longitudinal and vertical deformations of an earth dam based on the
generalized homogeneous equations:

T 2.57 A 1 12,3. (1)

Tn, h

where

T - the natural period for longitudinal deformations
;,, h

H - the height of the dam

- the average S-wave velocity of the dam;

and

TP v T h 1, 2 . . (2)



where

T = the natural period for vertical deformationsTl,V

2. -" (3)
2

v -'Poisson's ratio

The average height of the Franklin Yalls Dam is about 40 a, and
the observed natural period of the L-component is 0.4 sec. Then, sub-
stltuting these two parameters into Equation 1, we obtain 257 m/sec as
an estimate of the average shear wave velocity in the dam.

If the average Poisson's ratio of the Franklin Falls Dam is
assumed to be 0.3, then in Equation 3, A - 0.35 and V3 - 0.5916;
therefore, substituting this in Equation 2, we have

"Tiv - 0.5916 x T1,h (n - 1, normal mode of V-component)

Since TI h - 0.4 sec for the L-component, then

TI v - 0.5916 x 0.4

- 0.24 sec (4.1 hz)

Hence, the calculated natural period, 0.24 sec (4.1 Hz) of
V-component based on the assumed v - 0.3 is generally in agreement
with the observed natural period, 0.25 sec (4 Hz) of aV-component of
the Franklin Falls Dam.

Therefore, based on the measured natural period of the horizontal
component and average height of the dam, the average shear velocity
and Poisson's ratio of the dam can be estimated. A useful check on
this analysis could be made by comparing the estimated values with the
results of actual field measurement, so far not available.
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A GBNBJAL PROCBIDURB FOR BSTIMATING 3ARTHQUAUS

GROUND MOTIONS PARAMSTWRS

I. Paskaleva

1. Introduction

The specification of earthquake ground motion characteristics

for an engineering design application requires a-careful evaluation

of the best available earth sciences and engineering data. Prom

this Information, models are developed to estimate ground motion

parameters in terms of the soismotectonic province where the earth-

quake in expected to occur and the frequency-dependent effects of

tLe earthquake's source and wave propagation path. Adequate data

and fundamental knowledge of the earthquake physical processes are

the keys for attaining a high level of precision.

Specification of earthquake ground motion characteristics Is

'.eeded for a wide variety of engineering designs applications.

These applications includes

Siting and design of nuclear power plants, hospitals, dams,

schools, life line system

- City and land-use planning

- Disaster preparedness

- Building codes

The purpose of these pages is to describe a general procedure

that can be adapted to any application of interest.

The technical considerations that are involved in defining the

ees.mic input for various applications have been described by a

number of investigators.



A general procedure based on these oonsiderations is shown in

PIg. 1 and corresponds to the following steps:

a) Specification of the location and manitude of likely earth-

quakes on the basis of the historical seismicity and the seismoteo-

tonio features of the area,

b) Specification of the site intensity, as measured by peak

ground acceleration. Modified Mercalli Intensity, or some other

ground-motion parametes.

o) specification of the detells of the earthquake ground no-

tion in terms of a response spectrum and/or artificial time history.

Bach step r4quires a careful evaluation of the best available

ground motion, earth sciences, and engineering data and developoent

of statistical and analytical models for application at the size

of Interest.

2. Physical parameters on ground motion

It is now well known that the ground notions produced by earth-

quakes are a complez function of the tectonio province where the

earthquake occurs, the earthquake source mechanism, the source-site

separation, and the geomtry and physical properties of the geo-

logic structures traversed by the propagating body and surface

waves. The following physical parameters are the most importanta

a) Seiitiy uaremteres eismoic source sonees, recurrence

rates, upper bound magnitude £4J

b) Source ogaarsterms epienter, focal depth, fualt type and

rapture lengtho magnitude, seImic .. mmnt, stress drop and effoo-

tive stress and opicentral Intensity L J

O) Pathparameteres the attenuating effects of the earth's

crust and mantle on propagating solomic waves r SJ
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d) Local site Parameters: strain level, soil/rock acout'ic

impedance contrasts and moll thickness and geomtry

We shall analyze these four items separately.

2.1. Seismicity Parameters

- source zonO

the main paraneters of source sons are three coordinates A *

, h (depth),and magnitude M. The sourse can be considered as

point, linear, or volume. The effect of the observation site is

described by the seismic intensity I. In the simplest case it is

supposed that intensity depends only on magnitude I and the hypo-

central distance R1

b Abl 14i)

g(Ri ) - a function which does not take into account the azimuthal

effects.

The above equation determines the so called macroseismic fiele,

i.e. a part of the earth surface encircling the epicentre where are

or can be observed macroselemic effects. This relation Io used in

order to check the data which should be included in a catalogue.

- recurrence rates

The law of earthquake recurrence N(M). i.e, with mean fro-

quency of earthquake oourwence with magnitude M and seismic acti-

vity A to:r the whole region of the observed seismicity and not only

"for the maximal events, The two-dimensional distribution N(MA) is

a generalization of the ordinary ons-dimensional distribution N(M)

- a law of the earthquake recurrence, Pig. 2.

- upper bound magnitude

x of rcurrence rates gives the maximal (observed or po-

sible) magnitude for the region under consideration as a whole, The
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recurrence rate does not give any possibility to answer the ques-

tion where in the region Ulax can occur. This possibility is given

by the relation Mnax a %Mx(A), Pig. 39 which can conventionally be

called a "law of the maximal earthquakes*.

2,2. -Source parameters

Prom the source parameters enumerated in the beginning we

shall consider only those that are closely related with the earth-

quake values

- epicenter - by definition the hypocnter (or the focus) is

a point below the ground surfaoe where earthquake-location calcula-

tions indicate that the rupture originated. The epicenter is the

vertical projection of the hypocenter on the ground surface. The

energy center Is the geometrical center of the ruptured zone of

the fault. For oases where the rupture surface is of appreciable

size, the seismic waves most affectiM a site may originate from

points on the rupture surface closer to. the site than the hypocen-

ter. This could lead to large errors in the usage of point dis-

tancee, and for this reason, seismologists and engineers have pro-

posed the use of line or-surface distances in that zone.

- esmic energy - (B) - this is the energy of the seismic

waves radiated from the source. The founder of this notion is B.

Gelitsin (1915). In essence it ls In the point of observation the

energy density of the surface seismic waves passing through a unit

longth is determined. The density is integrated along the entire

front with a center in the source like a "point" source of seismic

radiation with a circular symmetry. Taking also into account the

absorption of the waves.as a result the source energy is obtained.

This simple scheme is complicated by the need to have in mind the

-- ---- - . m 8 m m a e m m m u rn s, m a m l o s m m



medium inbomogenity.

- magnitude - this is a conventional index about the energy

released in the source, independent of the place of observation. Th

The magnitude is usually determined by the recorded amplitude for

a given earthquake at a given distance as written by the etendard

type of instrument, and (A ) which in the amplitude selected as a

standard for a particular earthquake

For local earthquakes A and Ao are measured in milimeters (mm) and

the standard instrument Is the Wood-Andrson torsion-seismograph

which has a natural period of 0.8 sec, a damping factor of 80% of

critical and static magnification of 2800. A magnitude determined

In this way designates the local mgnitude ML, For purposes of de-

termining magnitudes for teleselsms, Gutenberg and Richter devised

the surface wave magnitude Mo, and the body wave magnitude M b. The

local magnitude ML is determined at a period of 0.8 sec, the body

wave magnitude K Is determined at long period body waves (usually

between 1-5 seo) and Us at a period of 20 sec.

Seismologists still make great efforts to coordinate the dif-

ferent magnitude scales and the formation of an unified scale. The

lack of success is because of the many factors on which each mag-

nitude depends. The most relevant to many engineering applications

is local magnitude MLO determined within the periol inae of the

greatest engineering interest (5] , Besides the advantages of the

-magnitude approach ;or determining the earthquake intensity it

also be@ some disadvantages, one of which was already entioned,

but the second disadvantage of the magnitude Is its scalar character:
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Barthquake Is a complex of events referring both to source and to

its occurrence on surface, In order to understand an earthquake

this complex of composing events should be modeled. The models

should be more complex depanding on the differentiating data which

should be obtained. The disadvantagee of the scalar approach refer

not only to the magnitude but also to the seismic energy in the

source, the maximal accelerations, velocities, displacements, etc.

- seismic moment - M0 . Another parameter referring to the

source again in a simple scalar treatment is the seismic moment Mo.

The physical sense of No is the potential work, i.e. the possible

energy which should be spent for overcoming the friction force at

the surface of faulting for displacing the banks at a mean distance

D if the surface density of these forces is equal to the shear mo-

dule A.

The parameters of the source are:

source length - length of faulting L or R,

width of source - W, area of faulting S=LW in the case of a

rectangle and in the case of an ellipse S a r (L/2)(W/2)e Taking

into account that the width of the actual faultings in their mid-

dlo part as a role are bigger than at the end, it is sensible to

assume a variant ellipse and the seismic moaent is recorded

-4 (1)

whence a connection between the radius of the circular faulting PV

the length L and width W of the source

(2P,)t  LW (2)

From equations (1) and (2) naturally arises the question

which of these parameters should be taken as initial and be deter-

mined by correlation fields and which should be determined by (1)
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and (2). It is necessary to check the results with other correla-

tion fields in order to avoi4 evident contradictions with the

available data.

The aim is to introduce less ambiguities with respect to the

models and it is natural to select as initial parameters such

which are determined by observations as magnitude M and the seismic

moment No , It can also be started with L and D which in some cases

permit direct measurements.

For the determination of the correlation between the source

length and the magnitude M after different authors, Fig. 4, and

averaged by a relation given by Risnichenko C61 follows

igL (kmj t 0.5 = -0.88 + 0.37 M

A correlation and displacemnt D along the fault and the magnitude

M after Chinnery [71 is given in Fig. 5. Selecting a confidential

interval 68% the relation can be written as follows:

lg D ccmi ± 0.4 -3.2 + 0.76 M

It is expedient to follow the series of source parametre de-

termination as below:

1. A correlation between K and Ko din.cm a erg - 10-7 D

Ig Mo ± 0.6 - 15-- 4 + 1,6M Pig. 6

After which the parameters R. and W are determined

W a 2F./L

If it is assumed that J 3.1011 din/eas2 and the above cor-

relations for Me, L and D, it is obtained:

lgRotkmj - -1.67 + 0.42 M

1gW Ekmj - -1.86 + 0.47 M



t -stress drop AS* can be detOermined if No is known as well an

the geometry of tbe faultinsuaco. At a crular faulting with

r radius Rtho stress drop is determined C83 %

In the ae of a rectangular faulting

At equal areas of faulting . - LT the first formula gives

Atr about twice, larger than the ones by the second formula which

is within the boundaries of precision when determining such values.

A0' increases with depth, Pig.7. The increase of stress drop

with depth h at one and the same mgnitude I and moment No is con-

neoted with the small area of faulting, small displacements and

big friction under the conditions of a big hydrostatic pressure.

.3. Path arameter

Propagation path effect is a term used to refer to the trans-

mission of selmic energy from the source region to the vicinity

of the site. The primary effects are associated with the loss of

energy as the selamic waves propagate away from the source rgions.

There are two types of daMPng that contribute to the loss of

ens rgy:

- geomtrlo attenuation that results from reduction in energy

density as the wave front propagates away from the fault surface;

- internal damping due to frictional heat losses.

The type and amount of attenuation of seismic ground motion

depends on many factors, such as the site of the event, the type

of fault mchasmn, transmission path, distance and local soil
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condition of the site. The commonly used empirical attenuation re-

lationship incorporates some of these parameters but generally

leaves out important variables such as the azimuth between the

source and the site, and the parameters that identify the fault

rupture mechanism.

A commonly used-empirical attenuation function is

PGA a f(M, R, bl, b2* b3, a)

where R - distance from the source to the site

b 1 , b2 , b3 - regression constants which depend on the type

of data, site condition, transmission path

a - saturation effect depending on magnitude.

Beteva and Rosenblueth f9j after considering data from earth-

quakes, the propagation of elastic waves and the definition of mag-

nitude, proposed the b.ollowing general formula:

PG A 0

where f (R) is a function of bypocentral distance and has been

considered to modify R9 for better fitting data, obtained at short

epicentral distances. Now seismic wave field at distances greater

than source sites has been studied rather well, Even a &elective

analysis Of rather limited data concerning ground motions near

seismic sources, surface faults, aftershock fields and space dis-

tribution of seismic effect demonstrates insufficient validity of

accepted theoretical models. Real quantitative seismic models can

be compilated only on the basis of experimental data concerning th

sizes and geometry of sources, oharacter of rupture propagation In

the earth crust material peculiarities of generation and space

distribution of short period vibrations near real extent sources,

i ' r/
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The Curves of peak ground accelerations with distance from

fault R are shown in Pig. 8- This figure donnstrates a weak do-

pndence of PGA on source 8se and magnitudes in nsarfield zones.

While rupture propagating in the non-homogeneous earth crust ma-

terial the increase of intensity of high frequency radiation occurs

(the possibility of vibrations accelerations on aeccunt of the

local soil surface conditions should be rejected) owing to the dea-

truction of solid barrier or great local friction [101 , The ea.

son of occurrence of a vibrational type of seismic motion near a

faull can be explained by irregular faulting. Intensity of high

frequency vibrations Increases when source complicacy Increases

too. The amplitude level of vibrations depends on the level of

stress with rupture starting. The amplitude of ground accelerations

and the attenuation of PGk with distance are higher for thrust

and overthrust then for strike-slip type faulting, Fig. 9. The

dependence mplitude of PQk on magnitude for fixed distances R

from surface fault area are shown in Fig. .

2.4. Local site influence

Mltilayers ground deposit can be considered as multichannels

filter with frequency response depending on the ratio between wave

length X and layer thickness H. The ground deposit influence on

elastic vibrations in the Interval of length of waves R N,) 20-30H

The model of horlsontal layers is not valid for the description of

the behaviour of soil deposits with a curvilinear lower boundary

of the mountain valley type. Values of amplification of amplitude

vibrations Va and that of tim duration dt considerably depends

on seismic contrast described by ratios poVs/p 1V 1 more then on

geometry of valley (12 1

-- • m an n I | - m ili i tlasI|
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where AS V. is the rigidity of rocky' basmnt /, V, Is the

rigidity, of valley ground, 9, is a spectral amplification. These

oharacter ltics can be used for the forecast of behaviour of valley

and seismic microsonation.

The Inelastic behaviour of soft ground during string earth-

quakes are observed often in the epicential songs. A weak Increase

of amplitude, and tim duration of short period vibrations of soft

grounds comparatively with solid grounds can be greatly explained

by an Inelastic behaviour of soft gounde.

By the strong wave propagation through porous water saturated

sediments the growth of effective stress and liquefaction of loose

unoohesive grounds occur. The value of liquefaction threshold de-

ponds on dimensions of grains, densityg level of water saturation

and thickness of loose soil layer.

A summar7 of the effect of each physical parameter on ground

motion, its uncertainty and functional dependence Is given In

Table I*

3, Su~mOr of -curent design practice,

Current earthquake-resistant design practice uses the following

basic engineering peaametersi duration, peak valuo, predominant

period,, spectral Ourves time historles.

3.1 Duration

In spite of the vital importance of this. parameter in the

dynamic analysis of a nonlinear system no single definition has yet

been generally adopted. The duration of an earthquake increases

with magnitude, and for a given value of M decreases with the fo-
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cal distance and thickness of the soil deposit.

Several definitions of the concept of duration as a function-

of the parameters of Instrumental recordings have evolved in recent

years. Due to the lack of agreement. on the concept of duration

during the last decade som researchers have Investigated on the

use of more consistent definitions related to the "effective dura-

tion" which corresponds to the sone of almost linear increase of

areas Intensity

where 1 - recording time, PIX 10. This duration characterizes

that part of the aoelerogram In which the level of shaking is con-

stant and in general is smaller than the significant duration.

3.2. Peak ALound acceleration a i, s still the most widely

used parameter for seismic design of structures as a measure of the

lateral forces on a structure for high frequency systems, In the

design practice it Is assumed that the POA in the two horisontal

durations are equal and that the max vertical acceleration in at

least 2/3 (two thirds) of PGA in horisontal duration.

! te ratio R of mean PGk on different sites and on rook esti-

sated by different authors L13, 143 shows that the amplification

factor I * Increases with the eploentral distance isgardless of

the type of soil, Pig. It. In the near field it seems that there

is no variation of PGA with magntude.

3.3. Peak aound velooity - vna x is a parameter useful to

characterizse the dynale behaviour of intermediate period struc-

tures, n~ither very rigid nor very flexible, for which PGA and P

_____ *.
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displacements are better indicators. To estimate the va for a

given local subsurface conditions thet are loss relationships

available then in the case of accelerations. Pig. 12 displays gra-

phically the criteria proposed by AmbraOe ys and Bsteva and Villa-

verde In this regard.

.3.4. Peak zround dislacemut - d-sx . This parameter is rarely

reported in the literature. On the basis of 187 adeolerograms

Tri±fnae and Broady proposed a relationship as follows:

where Do(R) and do(K) are soil-dependent functions. Peak displace-

ments are most affected by local subsurface conditions.

3&5. Predominut period - T - this is the period at which

acceleration reaches its maximum value. It in normally obtained

from the response' spectrum. Pig. 13 shows motions in rock, It is

soon that the predominant period increases with the distance to

the energy center and the magnitude. At soft sites the period in-

creases with the ,thickness of the alluvium, due to the low-pass

filtering effect exerted by the soil over the transmission of the

wavesp

3.6. 8 ectral curveg

Site-independent earthquake response spectra are used In

most design applications. These smooth btoad-band spectra have

control points that are based on statistical analysis of actual

response spectra derived from representative accelerograms. These

spectra represent the man-plus-.48' level of the data sample and

are considered to be applicable for most sites because of the con-

servatismnn a the wide rane of seismologieal, £eolugie and lolmtl

inn 'nAm n nm
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soil conditions rpresented in the data sample. The exceptions are

sites which are relatively close to the epicenter of a design earth-

quake and sites which have physical characteristics that could sig-

nificantly affect the spectral composition of the ground motion.

In these two cases, appropriate site-dependent response spectra

are developedt F;. 44.

3.7. Design time histories

Time histories of accelerations velocity and displacement are

typically used to analyze the dynamic response characteristics of

important structure (nuclear power plants, dams). At the present

time, no truly adequate model exists for analytically computing

the acceleration time histories for arbitrary source-site configu-

rations. Therefore, current design practice requires that the de-

sign time history produce a response spectrum that exceeds the

smooth design response spectrum at all frequencies and account for

the maximum ground shaking parameters (PGA and duration of shak-

ing).

4. Conclusions and research trends for the future

There is little doubt that the current empirical techniques

for defining earthquake ground motions will be refined and im-

proved in the future as improved data bases evolve, as fundamental

knowledge of basic earthquake effects increases, and as capability

to model (analprtioally and probabilistically) improves. The 'ideal"

data base (111 should contain the following information about the

site and the region surrounding its

A) Semicity Rnramtere

For all reported earthquakes there should be preparedt a lo-

cation mp, a catalogue with the information about epicentersoj

i
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focal depth, source mechanism and dimensions, magnitude, strees

drop, seismic moment, and rupture velocity, recurrence relations

for the region and for well-defined seismic source zoijeH withct

the region.

B. Seitimotectonic information.

Maps with seismotectonic provinces and locations of capable

faults. Information about each province as - geometry, type of

movement, temporal history of each fault, and the correlation with

iietoric and instrumental epicenters.

C. Seinmic attenuation function

Isoseismal maps of significant historic earthquakes accuracy

In the region.

Attenuation of intensity or PGA with distance and mnenitude

and their statistical distribution.

Frequency-dependent distance scaling relations and their i-ts-

tiotical -distribution.

D. Earthquake ground motion parameters

Ensembles of strong ground motion records suffici.ent for cali-

brating the near field ground motion with respect to intermediate

and far-field ground motion. which may affect the rt',. ,.

E. Local xround response

Strong ground motion records at surface and suhburf ace lonc-

tions for a wide range of input ground motion strain levels.

Information on the static a: ._"6c properties of the near-

surface soils and rock formations like shear wave velocities, bu'

densities and water saturation.

_ _ _ _ _ _ iIZ
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EFFECTS OF LIQUEFACTION ON BURIED STRUCTURES

1. INTRODUCTION

During large earthquakes in the past, the fiquefaction of sandy ground
has been one of the main causes of damage to various types of struc-
tures such as bridges, embankments, buildings, houses and lifeline
facilities. Since 1964, when both the Niigata earthquake devastated
Niigata City, particularly because of soil liquefaction, and the Alaska
earthquake caused a vast area along the Paciffic coast near Valdez City
to slip into the sea due to liquefaction, the effect of liquefaction
has been recognized as one of the most important factors to consider in
designing earthquake resistant structures and numerous pertinent
studies have been conducted on the mechanism of such liquefaction.
Particularly, the factors which Influence the occurrence of liquefac-
tion, such as tho .ain size of the soil, the water level, and the
intensity of t -- 'hquake, have been analyzed.

Based on the result of these studies it has become possible to predict
the probability of liquefaction. Some practical methods for the predic-
tion of liquefaction were proposed and have been applied to planning
measures to reduce earthquake hazards in urban areas. It can be said
that at this time we cae predict the areas of liquefaction and its de-
gree with a certain level of accuracy by determining the soil condi-
tions and expected intensity of the earthquake motion. To reduce earth-
quake hazards in areas which have a high probability of liquefaction,
various kinds of countermeasures have been adopted, such as flexible
joints for buried pipelines, gravel drainage around manholes, strength-
ening of foundations of buildings, etc.

These countermeasures are thought to have a considerable effect in
reducing damage due to liquefaction. However, the effects have not
been evaluated quantitatively, the reason being that the behavior of
the liquefied soil layer and its effects on the deformation and behavior
of structures have not been investigated enough'.

Actually, it seems very difficult to discuss the behavior of the lique-
fied layers and their effects quantitatively, but investigating these
problems is essential for establishing really useful countermeasures
against liquefaction. And so, my lecture shall focus on the liquefac-
tion-induced effects on structures, especially on the buried facilities
of urban lifelines.

2. EFFECTS OF LIQUEFACTION ON STRUCTURES

The damage to structures caused by liquefaction includes the following:

(I) Settlement and tilting of structures due to reduction in the
bearing capacity of the foundation soil.

(ii) Floating of underground structures in the liquefied soil layer
due to buoyancy.

(iII) Failure of retaining walls,. quaywalls, etc., due to large In-
creases in earth pressure.
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(iv) Failure of earth structures such as embankments due to decreases
in the strengths of sandy oil materials.

(v) Damage due to permanent ground displacement such as lateral
spreading, slippage and cracks.

Structural damage due to permanent ground displacement, which was
observed during two earthquakes in Japan, the 1964 Niigata quake and
the 1983 Nihonkai-Chubu earthquake is discussed precisely in 03. PER-
MANENT GROUND DISPLACEMENT.AND ITS RESULTANT DAMAGE."

In this chapter, the first four types of damage by liquefaction will
be outlined using some actual examples.

Settlement and tilting

The liquefied soil layer loses a great deal of its bearing capacity
because of increases in the pore water pressure. Structures and facil-
ities without piles or caissons, which are not founded on a stable soil
layer, may sink and/or incline due to the decrease of the bearing
capacity. Photograph 1 shows a typical example of this type of damage,
a four-story building without piles that collapsed, as a result of the
1964 Niigata earthquake. Photograph 2 shows another example, tilted
water tank due to liquefaction and the spouted sand can be found around
its foundation.

Most residential houses and lightweight facilities are directly based
on the ground surface without piles and so many cases of damage have
been reported in the liquefied area during past large earthquakes.
However if structures are supported on stable foundations such as piles
or caissons, damage either is very light or does not occur.

Photograph 3 shows an example of an undamaged frame for an above-ground
pipeline with foundation piles in a liquefied area, where some sand
volcanoes can be seen.

Floating of underground structures

Photograph 4 shows a floating sewage tank caused by the 1983 Nihonkai-
Chubu earthquake. If the apparent unit weight of underground structures
is less than that of the liquefied soil, around 1.7 to 1.8 t/M3, the
structures will be caused to float by the buoyancy of the liquefied
soil. During past earthquakes it was reported that numerous manholes
of sewage lines and buried cables of electric and telecommunication
floated up. As countermeasures against such floating, the improvement
of the surrounding ground, gravel drainage and the weighting of struc-
tures have been proposed.

Failure of retaining walls and quaywalls due to ircreases in earth pres-
sure

Many cases of failure of retaining walls and quaywalls due to liquefac-
tion of the back-filled materials have been reported. Photograph 5 is
an example of collapsed quaywalls In Akita harbour during the 1983
Ni;,onkai-Chubu earthquake. The quaywalls, which were constructed of
steel sheet piles, completely collapsed. Some volcanoes and boiling
sand can be found behind the concrete apron. Generally, in the practi-
cal design of quaywalls, the stability is examined by considering toe
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active earth pressure as an external force on the landward side, as well,
as the passive earth pressure on the seaward side. If the bz'kfill
material on the landward side is liquefied, the earth pressure increases
largely from the value of the active earth pressure. The coefficient of
active earth pressure'is generally below 0.5 but that of the liquefied
soil layer is about I.Q. In some cases, to prevent liquefaction, back-
fill material with a high permeability such as gravel is used and/or
the compaction is conducted insufficiently.

Failure of earth structures

Photographs 6 and 7 show typical examples of failure of embankments for
roads and railways, respectively, caused by the 1983 Nihonkai-Chubu
earthquake. Failure of earth structures such as embankments is the most
common damage due to liquefaction. The decrease of the effective stress
by an increase of the pore water pressure results in a great loss of the
strength by the soil.

3. LIQUEFACTION-INDUCED PERMANENT GROUND DISPLACEMENT AND ITS RESULTANT
DAMAGE

Recently, large permanent ground displacement caused by liquefaction has
been recognized as one of the main factors governing damage to struc-
tures during past earthquakes, in addition to the four types of damage.

During the 1964 Niigata earthquake, a large area along the Shinano River
slipped toward the river with a horizontal magnitude above 8 m. Also,
during the 1983 Nihonkai-Chubu earthquake a residential area on a sand
dune slope with a slight gradient below 3% suffered lateral spreading
with a magnitude of 5 m. Furthermore, in the United States, some in-
stances of large permanent ground displacement have been reported.
During the 1971 San Fernando earthquake, a gently sloped ground surface
in the vicinity of the upper Van Norman Lake slid 2 to 3 m toward the
lake due to the liquefaction of a loose, silty sand layer. Another
example of permanent ground displacement was reported in a reclaimed
area of San Francisco during the 1906 San Francisco earthquake.

From the examinations into the damage to structures in the liquefied
area during these earthquakes, it can be assumed that a considerable
part of the damage was caused by large permanent ground displacement.
Therefore, in the earthquake resistant design of structures on and in
ground with a high probability to be liquefied, it is necessary to take
large permanent ground displacements into consideration in addition to
the effects of liquefaction mentioned in Chapter 2.

In this chapter, some examples of permanent ground displacement during
two earthquakes in Japan and their resultant damage to foundation piles,
etc., shall be outlined.

Permanent ground displacement and its resultant damage during the 1964
Niigata earthquake

On June 16, 1964, the Niigata earthquake, with a magnitude of 7.5 oc-
curred in the Japan Sea about 50 km off Niigata City. In the area along
-the Shinano River in Niigata City, buildings, bridges, oil storage
tanks, lifeline facilities, etc., were extensively damaged by soil liq-
uefaction.
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The permanent ground displacement was measured by comparing two aerial
surveys using photographs taken before and after the earthquake. The
ground displacement can be measured by subtracting the coordinates
obtained by the post-earthquake survey from those of the pre-earthquake
survey.

The point where ground displacement were measured were selected at the
sites of manholes, cadastral boundary stones and corners of drainage
channels, which are fixed on the ground surface and which can be found
in both pre- and post-earthquake photographs. The accuracy of the
measurement was estimated as ±72 cm in the horizontal direction.

Figure 1 shows the horizontal vectors of the permanent ground displace-
ments along with the ground failures, such as sand boiling, and cracks.
The permanent ground displacement is large along the Shinano River,
with a maximum displacement of above 8 m in the proximity of the Hakusan
power substation and on the left bank near the Bandai Bridge. The
directions of the horizontal vectors of the displacements are almost
perpendicular to the river.

The results, shown in Figure 1, show that the river width was greatly
reduced by the earthquake. To verify this fact, an aerial photograph
survey was performed, paying attention to the river widths before and
after the earthquake. The width reduction was obtained by subtracting
the river width measured from the aerial photograph taken in 1975, by
which time the revetment had been completely restored, from that meas-
ured from the aerial photograph taken before the earthquake.

Figure 2 shows the reduction of the river width. Between the Bandai
Bridge and the Yachiyo Bridge, where large permanent ground displace-
ments occurred on both banks, the river width was reduced by 16 to 23.

Photograph 8 shows the left bank of the Bandai Bridge before and after
the earthquake. Photo (a) was taken in 1962, two years before the
earthquake, while photo (b) was taken in 1971, by which time the embank-
ment had been completely restored. By comparing these photographs, it
can be seen that the embankment, which was straight before the earth-
quake, became curved at the bridge abutment after the earthquake. This
shows that in the vicinity of the abutment, the permanent ground dis-
placements were reduced because of the high rigidity of the Bandai
Bridge, a stone masonry arch bridge.

Kawamura, et al reported on the damage to the RC piles of a building
(shown as N Bldg. in Figure 1) located north of Nilgata Railway Station,
which were found when the foundation was excavated for construction of
the basement in 1985, about twenty years after the earthquake.

As shown in Figure 3 and Photograph 9, the piles were found to be broken
at two positions, 2.5 to 3.5 m from the upper end and 2.0 to 3.0 m from
the bottom. From the damage, the horizontal deformation of the pile
was estimated to be 1.0 to 1.2 m, as shown in Figure 2.

The magnitude of the permanent ground displacement in this area is I to
2 m as shown in Figure 1, and coincides well with the pile deformation.
Furthermore, the direction of the ground displacement vector is south-
easterly, that is, toward the Nilgata Railway Station, and is almost
the same as that of the pile deformation shown in Figure 2. Therefore,
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it can be assumed that the permanent ground displacements were the cause
of the damage to the. piles.

Figure 4 shows one example of-subsurface soil condition along the sec-
tion line C-C' shown in Figure 1 and liquefied layers estimated by the
Factor of Liquefaction Resistance FL proposed by Tattuoka et al. The
soil layer with FL less'than 1.0 was considered to have been liquefied.

As mentioned previously, large permanent ground displacements toward
the river occurred on both banks. From the soil profile in this area
(Figure (a)), the depth of the liquefied layer increases suddenly to-
ward the river center and the lower boundary face of the liquefied
layer is sloped. It can be assumed that the magnitude of the permanent
ground displacements depended on the thickness and the inclination of
the liquefied layer and also on the topographical condition of the ex-
isting revetment.

.About 300 m from the river toward Niigata Railway Station, permanent
ground displacements of ] ,to 2 m occurred in the direction away from
the river (as shown in Figure (b)). The ground surface in this area is
flat, but the lower boundary face of the liquefied layer Is estimated
to be sloped with a small gradient of 2-3% toward Niigata Station. For
this reason, the permanent ground displacements in this area were in
the direction away from the river.

Permanent ground displacement during the 1983 Nihonkai-Chubu earthquake

The Nihonkai-Chubu earthquake, with a magnitude of 7.7, occurred in the
Japan Sea about 90 km west of Aomori Prefecture on May 26, 1983, causing
severe damage to the coastal area of the northern part of the main is-
land.

Figure 6 shows one example of permanent ground displacement measured by
using aerial photographs taken before and after the earthquake in the
northern part of Noshiro City, where most of the urban area is built on
sand dunes along the Japan Sea coast and the alluvial plane of the
Yoneshiro River. Houses, buildings and lifeline facilities sustained
severe damage, especially because of liquefaction.

The method of measurement is almost the same as in the case of the
Niigata earthquake. The accuracy of the measurement was estimated with-
in ±17 cm in the horizontal direction.

As shown in Figure 5, permanent ground displacements were dominant in
the west side of the Noshiro-Oga Road, which is gently sloped, and forms
the transition area between the sand dunes and the alluvial plane. The
displacement started from halfway down the sand dune, Sunadome Hill,
and extended for about 800 m in a northerly or northeasterly direction.
The maximum horizontal displacement in the northern area reached about
3 m, in the graveyard of Aoba-cho. The directions of the displacement
are almost perpendicular to the cracks on Lhe ground surface. Photo-
graph 10 shows one example of cracks in the road leading to the grave-
yard in Aoba-cho, where the maximum horizontal displacement was 3.0 m.

On the'other hand, the permanent ground displacements in the east side
of the Noshiro-Oga Road, which is mostly flat and is located on the al-
luvial plane, were very small, at less than 1.0 m.
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Figure 6 shows one example of the subsurface soil conditions along a
section line, shown .in Figure 4 (7-7'), and the estimated liquefied
soil layers. The lquefted soil layers were estimated by calculating
the Factor of Liquefaction Resistance FL. From the figure it was found
that a liquefied layer with a thickness of 2-5 m exists under the
slightly sloped ground surface. Near the toe of the slope where the
liquefied layers become thinner and the ground surface is flat, the
permanent ground displacements become smaller. Therefore, the gradient
of the ground surface and the thickness of the liquefied layer can be
considered as influential factors acting on the magnitude of the dis-
placement.

Factors Influential to the Magnitude of Permanent Ground Displacement

The types of permanent ground displacements caused by soil liquefaction
during the 1964 Niigata and 1983 Nihonkai-Chubu earthquakes can be sum-
marized as shown in Figure 7. Case A &picts the type of the displace-
ments that occurred in Noshiro City; the ground surface is slightly
inclined and the liquefied layer exists along the surface. Cases B and
C depict the types found in Nilgata City. Case B shows that the ground
surface is flat on the land but has an abrupt vertical discontinuity at
revetments of the river, and the lower boundary face of the liquefied
layer is inclined towards the river center. Case C was found in the
area around the Niigata Railway Station where the ground surface is
almost horizontal but the lower boundary face of the liquefied layer is
inclined.

Figure 8 shows that the correlation of the magnitude of the permanent
ground displacement with the thickness of the liquefied layer is com-
paratively high. The result shown in Figure 7, which includes the data
from the 1971 San Fernando earthquake in the U.S.A., suggest that the
thickness is one of the factors governing the magnitude of permanent
ground displacements.

Figure 9 shows the relationship between the ground surface gradient and
the magnitudes of the permanent ground displacements. Although there
are some contradictions among the data obtained from the three earth-
quakes, it can be concluded that the larger the gradient of the ground
surface, the larger the magn4tudes of the permanent ground displace-
ments.

Figure 10 shows the relationship between the gradient of the liquefied
layer's lower boundary face and the magnitude of the permanent ground
displacements. In the case of the Niigata earthquake, the magnitude of
displacement shows some correlation with the gradient, but no apparent
correlation can be found for the Nihonkai-Chubu earthquake (shown as
Noshiro in the figure). The reason for this may be due to the fact
that most of the liquefied layer's lower boundary face in Noshiro is
nearly horizontal and the magnitude of the displacements were mainly
governed by the gradient of the ground surface.

Based on the study of the influential factors to the magnitude of the
permanent ground displacement, the following regression formula was
obtained:

D= 0.75 . *V
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Figure 11 shows a comparison between the permanent ground displacements
estimated by the above formula and the measured values. Most of the
data are within the two dotted lines in the figure which show the range
in which the estimated displacements are 1/2 to twice the measured
values.

f 4. COUNTERMEASURES AGAINST LIQUEFACTION

The countermeasures, which have been adopted practically, is classified
into following two categories:

(i) Prevention of occurrence of liquefaction

(ii) Reduction of effect of liquefaction on structures

Prevention of occurrence of liquefaction

The countermeasures for the fi.rst category can be grouped as follows by
the principles of preventing liquefaction from occurring.

(a) Increase the density of soil

(b) Replace sandy soil

(c) Soil solidification

(d) Lower the ground water level

(e) Dissipate pore water pressure

(f) Prevent shearing deformation and lateral spreading of soil layer.

Among the above-mentioned countermeasures, the most popular method is
by increasing the soil density. Various ways of increasing soil density
have been developed, such as the sand compaction method, the vibroflota-
tion method, the dynamic compaction method, etc., and they have been
employed in actual constructions. The sand compaction method is gener-
ally adopted in Japan because of its effectiveness and reasonable cost.

Reduction of effect of liquefaction

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the main effects of liquefaction on struc-
tures are settlement and tilting due to reduction in the bearing capac-
ity, floating due to bouyancy, damage due to increasing earth pressure,
damage due to lateral spreading and permanent-ground displacement.

As regards underground structures such as buried pipes, manholes and in
tanks, damage due to floating and settlement were reported during past
large earthquakes. To reduce this kind of damage following counter-
measures can be considered:

(i) Use of flexible joints for buried pipes

(ii) Dissipate water pressure around manholes by means of gravel
4drainage.

Various kinds of flexible joints have been developed and have already
been adopted in actual constructions. These joints may show high
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effectiveness in reducing the damage due to settlement, rising-up, as
well as permanent ground displacement.

The drainage by gravel around the manhole have recently been recognized
as one of effective countermeasures. In order to confirm its efficiency
some experimental studies using shaking tables are being conducted.
Figure 12 shows one example of the Idea of gravel drainage for manhole.
Similar countermeasures have,been used for the common conduit for elec-
tricity, telecommunication. water and sewage.
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Fig. 12 Gravel drainage around manhole



photo I collapsed R.C. building due to liquefaction
(1964 Niigata earthquake)

Photo 2 Tilted water tank (1983 tNihonkai-Chubu earthquake)



Photo 3 Undamaged steel frame with foundation piles

(1983 Nihonkai-Chubu earthquake)

Photo 4 Lift-up of inground sewage tank
(1983 Nihonkai-Chubu earthquake)



Photo 5 Collapsed quay wall (1983 Nihonkai-Chubu earthquake)

Photo 6 Failure of road embankment (1983 Nlhonkal-Chubu earthquake)



Photo 7 Failure of railway embankment (1983 %ihoflkai-Chubu 
earthquake)

(A) Before the earthquake 
(B) After the earthquake

Photo 8 Left bank of Bandai Bridge
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Photo 9 Damage to RC pile
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DETERMINATION OF LIQUEFACTION POTENTIAL BY CYCLIC STRAIN APPROACH

Kosta TALAGANOV
1)

ABSTRACT

The report presents the results of the investigations carried
out for definition of the liquefaction potential of soils of level
site by cyclic strain and of the dynamic response of soils in which
the increase of pore water pressure is possible. The approach with
cyclic strains is a new and less investigated aspect of the lique-
faction phenomenon.

The investigations consist of experimental, analytical and ap-
plication part. The experimental part consists of laboratory testing
of sand models subjected to cyclic strains. The analytical part con-
prizes analysis of the experimental results and establishment of a
function of the liquefaction parameters and the dynamic response of
saturated soils in which the increase of the pore pressure is pos-
sible. Within this part, models and methods for analysis of the non-
linear dynamic response of soils have been developed. In the appli-
cation part, performing a comparative analysis of the dynamic response
of models at sites-of the Montenegro coast, where liquefaction was
observed during the earthquake of April 15, 1979, a verification of
the developed methodology for analysis of the nonlinear dynamic
response of soils was carried out.

1) Professor, Institute of Earthquake Engineering and Engineering

Seismology (IZIIS), University "Kiril and Metodij", Skopje,
Yugoslavia.



1. INTRODUCTION

The vibratory ground motions caused by earthquakes may cause
a loss of soil strength resulting in serious damage. Typical forms
are settlement and tilting of buildings and civil engineering struc-
tures. Disastrous yielding of soil mass in coastal areas and dams
are also observed, as well as landslides, failure of slopes and other
hazards. -

The~process leading to such loss of strength or stiffness is
called soil liquefaction. It is a phenomenon associated primarily,
but not exclusively, with saturated cohesionless soils /8/.

Almost no earthquake has happened in the world which had not
been accompanied by liquefaction /12/. Table T.1.1. gives a list of
well-known past earthquakes accompanied by liquefaction.

While the early investigations of this phenomenon were apparent-
ly motivated by the dramatic occurrence of liquefaction during the
earthquakes in Niigata and Alaska in 1964, the impetus for prompting
the study of liquefaction has been supplied incessantly by a series
of large earthquakes that have occurred since then throughout the
seismically active regions of the world /22/.

For the last two decpdes after 1964, a great advance has been
made in the recognition of the liquefaction phenomenon and the develop-
ment of the technology for mitigation of the risk associated with
this phenomenon. However, many of its aspects are still to be investi-
gated /8/.

The results of the investigations prove that this phenomenon
is mainly characteristic for the cohesionless water-saturated sandy
sbil masses. Dynamic excitation due to earthquakes, mainly shear
waves, result in relative displacement of soil grains and a tendency
of volume change. In conditions of water-saturation and impossibility
of fast drainage, this tendency cannot be realized in the form of
volume change. Thus, it ,is manifested in the form of pore pressure
increase as a result of the transfer of the gravity loads from the
soil structure to pore water, This process may induce the state of
(0=0), when practically a total reduction in initial effective
stresses takes place in soil, which practically means loss of strength.
Such a state is globally defined as initial liquefaction occurrence
and, depending upon the possibilities of preserving this state and
the consequences expressed through the strain level, it further obtains
different forms and definitions. This process is illustrated in Fig.
1.1.

The laws of pore pressure increase (u), reduction in soil strength
and development of shear strains are the basic parameters explaining
and defining the process initiating the state of (o=).

In the investigations performed'so far, these laws have been
defined on the basis of shear stresses (T) as an expression of the
dynamic excitation and dynamic soil strength. The number of equivalent
cycles (N) having amplitude (T) are representing the excitation energy
or its potential. The concept of the dimensionless stress ratio

R = Tlo"'

simplifying these laws has also been developed. Typical laws of occur-
rence of (W=0) expressed through (RT) and (N), obtained by laboratory
testing of sands are presented in Fig. 1.2. As can be observed, these,
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TabIe T. 1.1. A list of knbm recent earthquakes accompanied by
liqueaction

a rhquke Yer Mapfitude Reference

ALASKA, USA 1964 8.4 KEEPER 19.81 /25/

NIIGATA, Jupm 1964 7.5 SEED, IDRISS 1967/38/

CARACAS, Vemuda 1967 DOBRY, 1982 /12/

TOKACHI-OKI, Japan 1968 7.9 ISHIHARA, 1985 /22/

PERU 1970 7.8 KEEFER, 1981 /25/

NADANG, New~ukm 1970 7.0 KEEPER, 1981 /25/

SAN PERNAEDO, UIA' 1971 6.5 SEED et aZ.1975 /12/

HAICHENG, Chine 1974 SEENGCONGJ TATSUOKA,
1984 /45/

GUATEMALA 1976 7.6 SEED et aZ.1979 /25/

FRIULI, Italy 1976 6.5 SIRO, WYLLIE,1979 /25/

TANGSHAN, China 1976 7,7-7.9 SHENGCONG, TATS UOKA,
1984 /S/

SAN JUAN, Argmtnne 1977 7.2-7.4 DOBRY, 1982 /12/

VRANCEA, 'Rumanim 1977 7.2 PERLEA, 1984 /45/

MIYAGI-KXN-OKI, Jsm 1978 7.4 IWASAKI. TOKIDA, 1978/25

NONTEIJEGRO Yugoslavia 1979 7.2 TALAGANOV, 1980 /42/

IMPERIAL VALLEY, 'uSA 1979 YOUD, 1983 /45/

MAMMOTH LAKES, USA 1980 6.0 KEEFER, 1981 /25/

NIHONKAI-CHUBU, Jan 1983 7.7 ISHIHARA, 1985' /22/
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a) Before liquefaction b) During liquefaction c) After liquefaction

Fig. 1.1. Liquefaction mechanism of water saturated cohesionless
materials (Ishihara 1985/22/)
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lawsare influenced by the relative density of sands (D.) to a great
extent. However,.a large number of other factors are' also influencing
these laws like the geological conditions of soil:ievolutiono its

history, the grain size distribution charadteristidi, the initial
stress state, etc. -

Although some investigations have been made even before the earth-
quake of Niigata of 1964, the actual development-haasbegun after this
earthquake. A large number of scientists have contributed to the expla-
nation of the liquefaction phenomenon by using the concept of (r) and
(RX). The first investigations were carried out by Seed and collabora-
tors 1966 /37/, 1967 /38/, 1968 /32/, 1971 /39/. Further development
was especially associated with the investigations performed by Seed
et al. 1979 /40/, 1981 /41/, and Iahihara et al. 1977-/17/, 1978 /18/,
1980./20/, 1981 /21/. As it Is impossible to review all the investiga-
tors, only the latest State-of-the-Art papers by Yoshimi et: al.o 1977
/46/, Finn 1981 /15/ and Ishihara 1985 /22/'will be mentioned.

The definition of the critical porosity distinguishing sands.
liable to liquefaction and those in which only cyclic mobility may
occur has also contributed to the explanation of the liquefaction
phenomenon. This approach, which is based on behaviour of sands under
static loads, has especially been investigated by Casagradne 1971 /4/
and Castro 1975 /5/.

The presented approaches associated with the recognition o! the
process which leads to liquefaction occurrence are considered to be
conventional. However, for the last few years, another aspect of the
investigation of this process has been developed. It is the cyclic
shear st amn (y) approach. Although little experience has been acquired
consideri.ng this approach, it initiates the possibilities for defini-
tion of the liquafection parameters. The need of investigations using
this approach has been supported by the results obtained during the
investigations carried out by Dobry et al. 1981 /11/,'1982 /12/, 1985
/8/. This approach is suggested to be necessary for further investiga-
tions given under /8/.

The dynamic response of soil in which pore pressure increases
, is possible and the process of this increase initiating liquefaction
are fundamental aspects of soil liquefaction. The investigations of
these aspects by using the cyclic shear strain approach are the main
goals of the investigations presented herein.

2. LABORATORY TESTS

The laboratory tests of soils have been very important stage
in the investigation of the liquefaction phenomenon. The result of
these tests is the experimental definition of the liquefaction para-
meters as dependent upon the characteristics of both models and the
dynamic excitation.

This phenomenon has extensively been investigated by using dif-
ferent laboratory equipment; however, the dynamic excitation with
controlled shear stresses has mainly been used. On the basis of the
obtained results, corresponding methods have been developed aimed
at determination of the liquefaction potential in soils.

Based on the data available in the literature in this field,
only few and partial tests applying dynamic excitation with controlled
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shear strains have been carried out. Thus, different opinions and
recomndatibns on the needs of such tests and the Advantages they
offer have been presented /8, 11, 12/.

According to the investigation concept presented herewith,
laboratory tests of sands under dynamic excitations with cyclic shear
strains represent a basis for development of methods of analysis for
the liquefaction potential in sands.

2.1. Tested Materials

- Laboratory tests have been carried out on samples made of sands
taken from the surface at two sites in the Montenegro coast. The sites
are Bijela and Baofi. During the Montenegro earthquake of April 15,
1979, typical liquefaction was observed at these sites. In the lique-
faction process, the sand from the depth was thrown out on the site
surface /42, 43/.

The grain size distribution curves of sands have been shown in
Fig. 2.1.i.

2.2. Laboratory Equipment and Investigation Procedures

Laboratory tests have been accomplished by using laboratory equip-
ment with a direct dynamic shear loading (Dynamic Simple Shear Device
-DSSD) in the Soil Dynamic Laboratory at IZIIS - Skopje.

The equipment has possibilities for direct applying of cyclic
shear stresses and strains. The dynamic excitation was applied to
the sample in such a way as to simulate the excitation of actual
ground conditions under shear waves due to an earthquake. The strain
range is very wide and it practically covers the strains of interest.
It ranges from approximately (20"41) to almost (5%). Taking into ac-
count the options and possibilities, it can be concluded that the
dynamic stress-strain state can successfully be simulated with this
equipment.

The sand samples are built in and tested as dry ones. The testh
for investigation of conditions 'for liquefaction occurrence are carried
out for the case of a constant sample volume. As a result of given
dynamic excitation, the dynamic response of the model is obtained,
which results in a change in the grain structure'and a simultaneous
decrease in the initial vertical stress (oU10). The decrease of (o10)

is proportional to the increase of the pore pressure (U) in satura-
ted models. According to this concept, the dynamic behaviour of the
water saturated soil medium is related to the behaviour of the solid
structure, that is the soil grains. As an approach, it is used in
many investigations and especially in /14/ and /27/.

The stress-strain state of the model is shown in Fig. 2.2.1.

The investigation procedure comprises three basic stages:

e The first stage includes preparation of samples for testing.
In this stage, samples were built in by dry compaction, using
a wooden haer up to the planned initial relative density,
taking into account that after the consolidation, the expected
planned final relative density (Dd is obtained.

6
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The second stage comprises the consolidation of the samples
under static loads. The samples are consolidated with planned
initial stress (a910). Stresses were gradually applied with
parallel observation of the vertical settlements. The process
continued after the application of the full value of (O011),
practically up to the end of the vertical settlements. To this
state corresponds the final relative density (D. A range
of (D.) from (40-45;) to (80-85%) was applied. The stresses
(1a-1) have values of (100), (200) and (300 kN/m).

The third stage represents the direct dynamic testing.

Tests were carried out applying series of cyclic shear strains
(y) under the conditions of constant volume. Strains have been applied
in the range of (0.2%) to (2%), respectively. Certain number of tests
were carried out applying strains smaller than (0.2%). At the same
time, both observed and recorded were the shear strecses (T) which
correspond to the applied strains (y) as well as the decrease of (1o10).
Also, the nonlinear relationships (T/y) have directly been rqcorde

-2.3. Results with Cyclic Strains (4)
For each tested sample, the following results have been obtained

by applying cyclic strains:

" time history of shear stresses (T/N);

* time history of cyclic strains (Y/N);

" time history of decrease in effective stresses, (UJ1/N), that
is in the increase of the pore pressure (u/N,

* time history of nonlinear relationships ((T/Y)/N).

lI the results, the time is represented through the number of
cycle (N).

3. ANALYSIS OF LABORATORY RESULTS AND DEFINITION OF ANALYTICAL
RELATIONSHIPS OF LIQUEFACTION PARAMETERS AS STRAIN DEPENDENT

From the laboratory tests, many data about the behaviour and
the response of the tested sand models under the applied cyclic excita-
tion with controlled shear strains have been obtained. These results
define the occurrence and development of the pore pressure, the non-
linear stress-strain relationships under cyclic shears and their trans-
formation due to pore pressure development, that is the decrease of
the dynamic shear moduli. The results define also the decrease in
shear stresses in the case of excitation with controlled cyclic strains.

A special reference was given to the occurrence and development
of the pore pressure, the occurrence of (Cri=O) and the decrease in
the dynamic shear moduli. Based on the results, the analytical relation-
ships between these parameters and the shear strain level, and the
duration expressed through the number of the applied cycles, have
been defined.
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3.1. Relationships for Liquefaction Occurrence

Due to the effects of the cyclic excitation with controlled shear
strains in dry sand models, in the case of a constant volume, a de-
crease in the initial stresses takes place. According to the concept
of the applied methodology and laboratory equipment, as shown in Chapter
2, the decreasing of stresses is directly proportional and equal to
the occurrence and development of the pore pressure.

Fig. 3.1.1. shows a typical series of cyclic strains (y) and
the corresponding decreasing of vertical stresses. It can be seen
that within the frames of a half-cycle (n), the vertical stress is
not a constant one, but cyclic. Its frequency is two times larger
than the frequency of (y). The minimum values are obtained for (y=O),
while the maximum ones -when (y) reaches its extreme values.

Let us denote the following parameters:

(o'i) - envelope effective vertical stress, which is
minimum during one half-cycle (n)

(O'li) - residual effective vertical stress, which is
maximum during (n)

(Aa'1) - variation of the effective vertical stress
during (n),

as shown in Fig. 3.1.1.

Applying (y) and increasing (N), both (aI) and ('ir) decrease
intensively at the beginning and then at a slower rate. (A' 1 ) varies
with the increase of (N). By excluding the first semi-cycle, (Ao'1 )
generally decreases with the increase of (N).

However, since (u) is proportional to (a'), these properties
will be studied in more details in Section 3.2. We will consider at
this stage the characteristic case when (a'1 ), which decreases gradual-
ly, is completely reduced to the value of:

o 0 (3.1.1)

The state when (a'l=0) corresponds to the occurrence of an exces-
sive pore pressure which equals the initial effective stress (a'10)
and which is also defined as occurrence of (u) of (100%):

U 0 (3.1.2)

(u/a'10 ) 100 = 100% for u = a' 1 0

The state when (c 1=0) starts for the purpose of these tests
is defined as initial liquefaction. The behaviour of soil from the
moment when the state (a'i=0) is reached and further on, depends upon
the soil characteristics and characteristics of the dynamic excitation
which result from that state as well as upon the total stresses and
the characteristics of the soil profile. Generally, tids behaviour
is related to the soil density and the residual strength of soil.
From that viewpoint,, in loose soils, the (a 1=0) state might result
in true liquefaction with occurrence of enormous strains and "yield-
ing", while in more dense sands, the (a'i0) state might result in
occurrence of limited strains or cyclic mobility. Since soil behaviour
after (a'i= 0) state depends upon the reduced strength of soil, that
is upon the (T/y) properties, this problem will be considered in more
detail in Section 3.3.
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The representative number of cycles with defined (Y) corresponds
to the state (o'j=O), as.follows:

N = N (3.1.3)

where:

NL - is the number of cycles for occurrence of initial lique-
faction or for (o =0 ) state or for a pore pressure ratio
of (100%).

A definition for (a'i=0) and (NL) has been given in Fig. 3.1.1.

(NL) is a function of (y) and in the case of cyclic excitations,
together with (), it is the main parameter for definition of the
relationship for occurrence of (a1=0). During the analysis of the
test results, it was concluded that if (y) and (NL) are jointly re-
presented in the 'log-normal coordinates, certain regularity has been
established and can be used as a basis for establishment of the (a-1=0)
relationship.

The experimental results interpreted in this way have been shown
in Fig. 3.1.2. They show the relation between.the occurrence of (o'1=0)
and the amplitudes of cyclic strains and the influence of the applied
cycles. Tests were accomplished with (y) from (0.2%) to (2%). They
show that the increase of strain amplitudes results in the decrease
of number of cycles which causes the occurrence of (al1 0).

The results shown in this chapter refer to two types of sand
models, from Bijela and BaofiE, with a relative density of (Dr) from
(40%) to (85%), respectively, consolidated under stresses (a'10) of
(100), (200) and (300 kN/m). The larger number of models are
made of sand of Bijela type, a total of (34) models, while (8) are
of Baolid type. A total of (36) models are of (a'io=100 k/m 2), while
(6) are of (oa4 i =200 kN/mA) and (a9'10 = 300 kNI/m).

Any more expressive difference in the behaviour of the models
has not been observed nor a tendency for grouping or classification
in the presented results. They lead to conclusion that the shear
strains control dominantly the occurrence of (o' 1 =0), while the
influence of (D ), (allo) and the type of sand, Bijela and Baof6,'
is not emphasizrd.

It is, evident that there is certain uncertainty involved in the
obtained results. However, in -the evaluation of this uncertainty we
should take into account the behaviour of (o'i) close to the occur-
rence of (aOl-O). This behaviour is shown in Fig. 3.1.1. The con-
vergence of (-11) to (Co =O) for (y<_1.O%) is almost asymptotical.
In that domain, the range of more cycles leads to rather small change
in (11), which can be expressed by unit percents. Thus, the dif-
ference in the obtained number of cycles for equal (y) is mainly due
to uncertainty involved in the determination of (NL).

Some other interpretation of results is introduced by taking
into account the level in which (a'l) decreases more rapidly. There-
fore, the following characteristic level has been adopted:

a', = 0.10 o'10 (3.1.4)

A pore pressure of (90%) corresponds to that level:

u/0"1O = 0.90 (3.1.5)

and a number of cycles

N = N0.9  (3.1.6)
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The results interpreted in this way are shown in Fig. 3.1.3.
It is estimated that the uncertainty involved in the values of (N 0)
compared to the values of (N ) is considerably decreased.

The results of Fig. 3.1.3. for the occurrence of (aJj=0.0o'lO)
support even more the assumption for a dominant influence of (y) and
the smaller influence of (Dr), (a'10) and the type of the tested models.

In order to explain the small influence of (D,), (a 10) and the
type of the tested sands upon the occurrence of (o 1= 0) , as evaluated
from the presented results, an analysis of the maximum shear stresses
(T), which have been applied in the first semi-cycle, has been made.
It was found that there are significant variations of () for equal
6r).

The results lead to a conclusion that equal strains (y) cause
different shear stresses (T), proportional to the strength characteris-
tics of models. This provides the physical explanation about the in-
significant influence of (Dr), (Ci10) and the type of the tested sands
upon the occurrence of ( 0 J 1=0).

Taking into account the characteristics of the results and the
corresponding estimations, it has been adopted for the purpose of
further analysis that the occurrence of (i 1=0) has dominantly been
controlled by (y) and (NL).

The results sheen in Fig. 3.1.2. show some regularity in the
relationship between the strain amplitude (Y) and the number of cycles
(NL) for the occurrence of- ('1--0). The relative uniformness (regula-
rity):obtained provides the possibility for establishment of a common
analytical relationship between (Y) and (NL). For this purpose, a
regression analysis of the results with an assumed function has been
carried out:

Y As Bln(X)

Y Y (3.1.7)

X N L

Within this regression analysis, the constants (A) and (B) of
the function (3.1.7) have been determined,

A = 1.9838

B = -0.4126 (3.1.8)

Y = 1.9838e
- 0 . 4 1 , 6 In (M

based on the least squares mean values.

The function (3.1.8) together with the experimental results has
been shown in Fig. 3.1.4. It defines the conditions for occurrence
of (O*i=O) in a way which is rather simple. It is simple because of
the dominant influence of (M). As such, it can be taken as a basis
for mathematical model formulation for analysis of the soil lique-
faction potential.

It should be taken into account that the definition of the unique
(common) function (3.1.8) is based on the small (Dr) and (0'lo) effect
and the type of the two tested sands, opposite to the dominant influence
of (Y) and the physical explanation about different (T) levels for
equal (Y) proportional to strength of sands. The effects of other
soil properties which have not been investigated, can have some influence
from their part.The effects of sands with larges variety of grain size
properties can also have their influence upon the conditions of occurence

14
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of (O'=0). Besides, attention should be paid that the function (3.1.8)
has been determined based on the behaviour of sands with (Dr) from (40%)
to (80%). These tests do not include very loose and very dense sands in
which some effects can also be expected.

3.2. Relationships for the Pore Pressure Increase

Following the above presented concept of testing, using the
above described laboratory equipment, the equivalent increase of the
pore pressure is proportional to the decreasing of (a'1 0).

The increasing of the pore pressure is not constant in the frames
of one semi-cycle (n). It has cyclic features with frequency two times
larger than the frequency of (y). It-obtains its maximum value for
(Y70), and the minimum when (y) reaches its extreme values.

Let us denote by:

(u) - envelope maximum value of the pore pressure in one
semi-cycle (n)

(ur) - residual, minimum value of the pore pressure during (n)

(Au) - pore pressure variation during (n).

These characteristics and definitions are shown in Fig. 3.2.1.

Increase of the pore pressure has been observed in all tests,
at the beginning of excitation applying the first cycle of shear
strains.

The smallest strain under which pore pressure has occurred is:

Y =n : 0.01% (3.2.1)

A cyclic strain under which a considerable pore pressure develops
is (Y=0.1%). However, in spite of the long-lasting excitation, a
pore pressure of (100%) has not been achieved.

The smallest cyclic strain under which pore pressure of (100%)
develops is (Y=0.2%).

A general characteristic of the pore pressure development is
that at the beginning of the excitation it increases very intensively,
while after it reaches an average amount of (80) - (90%), it increases
slowly. This was observed in all the tests.

Other characteristic is the variation of intensity (Au) during
each cycle separately. The same is observed in the presented record
of the above-mentioned figures. It can be concluded from these results
that the maximum ratio of (AU) depends upon the model density and
the strain amplitude. (AU) increases with the increase in density
and the increase of (Y). Also, (AU) is larger in the beginning, and
then it decreases converging to the state of (U=0310 ).

The physical explanation of the presence of (AU) is related
to the model tendencies for compaction and dilatancy during each
semi-cycle, which are evident and present in the obtained results.
These tendencies are especially evident in the nonlinear (T/Y)
relationships, which will be referred to at a later stage.
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In the semi-cycles when the stage of (u=a'10) has been reached,
(AU) has still finite value. It means that (ur<oJ1), that is, (O

0 lr)
has a finite value, too. So, a conclusion is made that in the semi-
cycle when a state of (u=o'10) is reached, the soil'retains some
residual strength. Since (Au) increases with the increase of (Dr),
the residual strength increases, respectively.

In order to check the regularity of pore pressure development
and obtain an analytical expression between (u), (N) and (y), a detailed
analysis of (22) representative records of (u) has been made. These
records have been obtained of models having different (D) with dif-
ferent amplitudes of cyclic strains (y).

The envelopes of (u) records have been analysed, which means
maximum values in each semi-cycle. The analysed records which have
been interpreted as (u/0'10) and (N) relationships have been shown
in Fig. 3.2.2. Since they refer to different (y), they look different-
ly, sharing in coaon the property of a fast increase at the beginning
and a slow, almost asymptotic at the end, before (u=a-1 0 ) is reached.

It has been noticed during the analysis that if cycles of each
record are normalized by dividing with (N) and the record is presented
in the coordinate system (u/a 10) and (NPNL), in which (N/N) reaches
the value of (0) to (1), this situation changes. The curves presented
in this way become similar with tendency of convergence towards one
conon curve. In this-way, they become directly independent of (y),
but indirectly through (NL). They are shown in Fig. 3.2.3.

In this way, the normalized records (u/o'10) are used in the
regression analysis in order to find a suitable analytical expression
for them. The regression analysis was carried out using the assumed
function:

Y = X(A + BX)/(C + DX)

Y = U/a'10 (3.2.2)

X = N/Nr

With the regression analysis the constants A, B, C and D of
the function (3.2.2) have been determined.

A = 1.035?

B = 0.0547

C = 0.0357 (3.2.3)

D = 1.0547

Y = X(1.0357 +0.0547X)/(0.0357 + 1.0547X)
The function (3.2.3) together with tha data of the normalized

records (u/aojo)I(N/NL) is shown in Fig. 3.2.3. It can be seen that
the curve (3.2.3) shows a good correlation with the data.

The function (3.2.3), as common for all the values of (y),
defines the increase of the pore pressure in a uniform way. The in-
fluence of (y) has been incorporated in directly through (NL ). It is
defined on the basis of the dominant influence of (y). In this sense
the function is also general, similar to the previous function (3.1.8).
Together with this, it can be taken as a basis for mathematical model
development for analysis of the liquefaction potential.
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3.3. Relationships for the Decrease of Shear Moduli

Due to the excitation under cyclic strains and decrease of
(0 10), a transformation of strength characteristics takes place
in the models. It can be observed thi gh the records of shear stres-
ses (T) and the records of the nonlinear (T/y) relatiorships.

Representative rescord has been shown in Fig. 3.3.1. The record
has been obtained with excitation (y=1%), in model with (Dr) equal
to (40%). In order to complete the picture, the decrease of (oll1 ) ,

that is the increase of (u) have been presented.

It is evident from the records that a decrease of (T) takes
place in the model, following the decrease of (110). The decrease
of (T) is more evident on the (T/y) curves showing that the same
strain with amplitude (y=l%) causes smaller stresses (T) going from
a cycle to a cycle. Accordingly, a "rotation" of the curves towards
the (y) axis takes place.

Another property can be defined as a change in the (T) and
(y) relationship during one semi-cycle (n), and also during the
excitation. This is even more expressed under smaller strains due
to the slower convergence towards (a~l=0) state. Thus, Fig. 3.3.2
shows the (T/y) curve of the same model with (D ) equal to (40%),
however for (y=0.5).

These properties can be best interpreted through the shear moduli.
If the moduli are analysed between the extreme values of (y) from (Ymjn)
to (Yma.), it can be seen that in the first semi-cycles (n) the moduli
decrease permanently in respect to the initial maximum value. However,
in the next semi-cycles, an increase in the vicinity of I(Ymax)j is
observed besides this decrease. It means that during ine semi-cycle
there are both tendencies for compaction and for dilatancy. This
reflects in the presence of (Aaj1) during one semi-cycle.

Let us denote with:
Go  - initial maximum shear modulus of the model, which corresponds

to the hystersis loop, without increase of (u), in respect
to (Ytin) under loading and in respect to (ymax) under unload-
ing conditions

G maximum modulus of any curve (T/y) in conditions of an
increased (u) and in respect to (Ymin) under loading, that
is in respect to (ym=), under unloading conditions. Since
it is dependent on_(n) it is denoted by G(n).

These definitions have been shown in Fig. 3.3.3.

From the presented (T/y) curves, it can be seen that the (G) moduli
permanently decrease so that the final values of (T) in the following
semi-cycles are smaller than the preceding ones. It means that although
there are both tendencies of compaction and dilatancy in each semi-cycle,
the tendency of compaction is prevailing throughout.

A special reference should be given to the behaviour immediately
after (Co-=0) is reached. As shown on the records, it is obvious that
in the models, besides the considerable reduction, there is some
residual strength. This is due to the fact that in the first semi-cycle,
after (u=o10) is reached, (a'lr) preserves its finite value. The analy-
sis of moduli in the semi-cycles (nL) and (nL+l) show that they vary
as follows: the maximum values which correspond to the extreme strains
(Cny ) and (m ) decrease going to (y=O); for (y=O) the moduli have
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practically the value of (0); while going away from (y=O), they increase
again. This behaviour follows the change of (0I) and of the pore pres-
sure between (U ) and (U).

As seen from the results, there are differences in the values
of (T) and (G), inthe semi-cycles (nL+1) after (a'-=0) is reached.
This difference shows that by increasing (Dr) the residual strength
of models increases, too. It complies with the above observed increase
of (AU) with the increase of (D ). This difference is in the same time
the main characteristic of the gehaviour between the less and more
compacted models.

The decreasing of (T) and (G) with the increase of (N), ie.,
(n), has been shown in Fig. 3.3.3. From the preceding discussion ox
the properties of the (TA) curves, it appears that the decrease of
(G) can be considered as proportional to the decrease of (Cry:

Go To (3.3.1)
-7N) r-T)

The equation (3.3.1) is an approximation, however, it can be ac-
cepted for the purpose of simplicity of further analysis.

On this basis, an interpretation of the records of (-) and the
curves (T/y) has been accomplished. Analysing the results, time histories
of the change of (G) from (Go) to (G(NL+0.5) have been obtained. Re-
presentative time histories in a form of a ratio between (G/Go)"as
dependent upon (N) have been shown in Figs. 3.3.4 and 3.3.5. The results
in Fig. 3.3.4 refer to models having (Dr) from (40%) to (55-56%). It
can be seen that the residual moduli (GN+0.S)) are (10-15%) of the
initial (GO). In Fig. 3.3.5 are shown the results of models with (Dr)
from (60%) to (70o%). The residual moduli (G(NL+0.5 ) for them are
(20-25%) of (Go).

During the analysis, it was seen that if the number of cycles
of each record is normalized by dividing it with (NL 0.5) and records
are presented as (G/Go) relationship, dependent upon (N/(NL+0.5)they
become similar. Also a tendency of convergence towards one common curve
is observed. In this way, the results interpreted from Figs. 3 .3 .A
and 3.3.5 are in a form as shown in Figs. 3.3.6 and 3.3.7.

The normalized records (G/Go) have been used for the regression
analysis in order to find suitable analytical expressions for them.
The regression analysis has been carried out assuming the function:

Y = 1 -X (A + BX)/(C + DX)

= G/Go (3.3.2)

X = N,/(NL + 0.5)

The regression analysis defines the constants of the function
(3.3.2). For the data shown in Fig. 3.3.6 for models with (DOr of (40%)
to (5S-561), the following values have been obtained:

A = 1.1218

B = 0.1143

C = 0.1400 (3.3.3)

D = 1.2809

Y = I - X(1.2218 + 0.1143X)/(0.1400 + 1.2809X)

The function (3.3.3) for (X=I) gets a value of (Y=0.13).
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For the data given in Fig. 3.3.7, which are for models with (D )
of (60%) to (70%)- the following values have been obtained:

A = 1.1202

B = 0.2112

C = 0.1569 (3.3.4)

D = 1.5812

Y = 1 - X(1.1202 + 0.2112X)/(0.1569 + 1.5812X)

The function (3.3.4) for (X=1) has the value of (Y=0.234).

The functions (3.3.3) and (3.3.4) have been shown in Figs. 3.3.6
and 3.3.7, respectively. They define in a rather simple way the decrease
of the initial soil moduli due to pore pressure development. During
their definition, certain approximation has been introduced by neglect-
ing the (y) effect. This effect is present in the results in a form
of variation of (hu) as dependent upon (Y), however, it has not been
expressed significantly.

It appears from the function (3.3.3) and (3.3.4) and the obtained
results that the residual strength of the soil expressed through the
moduli (G(NL+0.5)) in the cycle (NL+0.S), immediately after the occur-
rence of liquefaction, is present and varies with (D.). From~a viewpoint
of analysis of the soil behaviour after t" (o'1-0) is reached and
the differences in the behaviour between iore and less compacted soils,
of special importance is the residual strength immediately after the
initial liquefaction is acheived. Therefore, analysis of the results
of all the experiments is made. The results of this analysis are shown
in Fig. 3.3.8. They give the relationship between (Dr) and (G(NL+O.5)/Go).
In the range of the tested values of (Dr ) of (40%) to (85%), the follow-
ing correlation relationship taken as the simplest, and linear is as
follows:

Y = A + BX

S= G(N L + 0.5)/Go in Z

X = (Dr ) in X (3.).

A = -6.68

B = 0.43

Y = -6.68 + 0.43X

If it is assumed that the obtained simple linear function (3.3.5)
can apply to very loose sands, it is obtained:

Y = 0 X = 15.53%

G(NL+0.5) = 0 Dr = 15% (3.3.6)

A conclusion follows from (3.3.6) that for (Dr=15%), after the
state (' i=0) is reached, a full reduction In the soil strength takes
place. It means that when the (a'i=0) stat, is reached, the state of
true liquefaction takes place at the same ,i-e.

A special reference should be given to the question of further
soil behaviour after (o'10) is reached. For Lhe definition of this
behaviour, several experiments have been carried out in which the
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excitation of models continued after (a'1=0) was reached. The represent-
ative records of (T), (y), (o1) and (u) and of the curves (T/y) have
been shown in Fig. 3.3.9. It can be seen that even after (o'1=O), ()
continues to decrease. This decrease is followed by the decreasing
of (e lr) and (Au), and increasing of (u2 ), while the state (o 1=0)
continuously is maintained. Accordingly, the curves ('/y) continue
rotating towards the (y) axis. A conclusion follows that (G(NL+0.5))
as a residual modulus in the (NL+0.5) cycle is not a minimum one, but
it continues decreasing. Finally, after a larger number of applied

cycles, (e 1 ) and (a'l ) become equal with total reduction of (Au)
and complete drop in the strength of the model.

Having in mind this behaviour, it was adopted that the functions
(3.3.3) and (3.3.4) apply even after (N NL+0.5)). Interesting data
are obtained in this case. Thus, the function (3.3.3) gets a value
of (0) for (X=2):

I = I - X(2.1218 + 0.1143X)/(0.1400 + 1.2809)

X 2

I = 0.0 (3.3.7)

X=N /(NL + 0.5)
= GIGo

Based on (3.3.7), a conclusion can be made that if for reaehing

(ezoi) the (N) number of cycles is necessary in which a residual
modulus (G(NL+L.5)) is obtained, then, for complete strength reduction
of the model practically (2) times larger number of cycles
Is necessary for sands with (D) of (401) to (55-56).

Similarly, it follows from the function (3.3.4) that:

Y = I - X(1.1202 + 0.2122X)/(0.1569 + 1.5812)

X = 2.48

Y = 0.0 (3.3.8)

x = ,I(. + 0.5)

1 = GIGOV

Based on (3.3.8), the conclusion for sands with (Dr) from (60%)
to (701) would be that a complete strength reduction would take place
under (2.5) times larger number of cycles in respect to (NL).

The functions (3.3.3), (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) can be used as a basis
for establishment of more relationships for the decrease of (G) in
correlation with (G(NL*0.5)) and (Dr).

,,, Therefore, the (GIGo) relationships have been defined for a wider
range of (D r ) values. The same is presented in Table T.3.3.1.

The same analytical expression (3.3.2) has been adopted for defi-

nition of (GIGO ) for the wider range of (D ) due to its suitability
for correlation with the experimental results.

In this way, the problem is reduced to determination of coefficients

(A), (B). (C) and (D).

In (D) range up to (901), the coefficients (A), (B), (C) and

(D) have been defined for (8) functions (3.3.2). The coefficients have
been determined on the basis of the characteristics of functions (3.3.3)
and (3.3.4) yielding the relationship between the decrease in (GIGo )
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and (N/(NL+0.5))determined by statistic prccessing of a number of
experimental results, and on the basis of function (3.3.5) yielding
the relationship between (G(N +0.5)) and (Dr). The obtained coefficients
are presented in Table T.3.3.i. They have been used for definition
of functions (3.3.2/1) to (3.3.3/8).

Functions (3.3.2/1) to (3.3.2/8) are presented graphically in
Fig. 3.3.10.

Function (3.3.2/1) refers to very loose sands with (Dr) up to
(20%). It acquires the value of (0) for (X=N/(NL+0.5)). This means
that total reduction in strength takes place if (a'1=0) is achieved
in very loose sands having (D r20%).

For the other functions (3.3.2/2) to (3.3.2/8), the value of
(Y=G(NL+0.5)/Go>0) is obtained for (X=1). This means that total reduction
in strength is not taking place if (a'1=0). Modulus (G(NL+O.5)) cor-
responds to this state. However, the elongation of the dynamic excitation
beyond (oJ1 = 0 ) induces continuation in the (G(NL+0.5) decrease. If,
on the basis of experimental results, it is adopted that the same
relationships as those up to state (aJ1=0 ) hold for this decrease,
the characteristic number of cycles (NLL) for the occurrence of total
reducion of (G) can be defined:

Z = 1 - X(A + BX)/(C + DX) = 0

Y = G/Go (3.3.9)

X=XLL =NL(NL + 0.5)

where:

N - number of cycles for total reduction of (G).
LL

The (NLL) values have been defined for functions (3.3.2/2) to
(3.3.2/8) and are given in Table T.3.3.1 in the form of (NLL/(NL+0-5)
relationships. (NLL=(N +0.5)) for function (3.3.2/1). The (NLL) values
are presented in Fig. S.3.10.

The obtained results lead to the conclusion that the necessary
number of cycles for total reduction in strength of sands, depending
on their relative density, is more than (3) times the number initi~ting
liquefaction occurrence for the very dense sands.

4. RESPONSE ANALYSIS OF SOIL SUBJECTED TO DYNAMIC EXCITATIONS
RESULTING IN PORE PRESSURE INCREASE

The response analyses of water-saturated cohesionless soil exposed
to dynamic excitation inducing pore pressure increase is the complex
aspect of the liquefaction problem. The complexity of this aspect results
from the fact that the problem of determination of dynamic response
of soil which is already very complicated is even aggravated due to
the effect of pore pressure increase.

The response of soil excited by stfong motions is basically a
nonlinear problem. Strong earthquakes cause constderable shear strains
in soil, which are even beyond the range of (10-0-10' % ). Soil behaviour
in such conditions is'characterized by a pronounced nonlinearity. In
the conditions of pore pressure increase, this nonlinear behaviour
acquires a new dimension, transformation of the nonlinear properties
during the dynamic excitation.
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For the last years, a considerable progress has been made consider-
ing the development of solutions and methodologiea for the analysis

of the nonlinear dynamic response of soil. As the problem is rather

complicated, the solutions are associated with certain simplifications

regarding the geometry of soil and the characteristics of the dynamic

excitation. These achievements have been used as a starting point in

the investigations presented herein, directed towards finding solutions

and methodology for analysis of the dynamic response of soil, which

is characterized by nonlinear behaviour and the possibility of transfor-

mation of the initial nonlinear characteristics due to the pore pressure

increase.

The transformation of the initial nonlinear characteristics has

been investigated on the basis of the results of laboratory testing

and defining the relationships of pore pressure increase, liquefaction

occurrence, shear moduli decrease and transformation of the (t/y)

relationships, as strain dependent.

4.1. Nonlinear Dynamic Response of Soil

-The problems associated with the dynamic response of soil involve

determination of motions and their time and special variations within

the frames of soil medium, induced by a known motion at some point

or level at the base, the inside or the surface of the soil. The solutions

of the problem are still under development, so that further investigations

are needed. For the time being, dynamic response can be determined

by introducing simplifications regarding the excitation (in case of

earthquakes), as well as the geometry and the characteristics of the

soil (Lysmer 1978 /26/).

The earthquake excitation basicalL5y includes body waves which

propagate vertically or at some angle from the elastic half-space and

horizontally propagating surface waves. However, considering the effects

in the soil, most methods for analysis of soil response include simplifi-

cation of vertically propagating shear waves according to the concept

of Kanai (1952), Lysmer (1978 /26/). The predominant effect of the

vertically propagating shear waves is mostly expressed in the horizon-

tally layered soil. These conditions are most commonly considered from

the viewpoint of liquefaction-phenomenon. The solutions where the remain-

ing possible waves are considered as an excitation are associated with

wider simplifications especially regarding the material properties

of soil and are generally in frequency domain. Taking this into account,

as well as the predominant influence of shear waves on pore pressure

generation, these investigations have been oriented towards finding

solutions to dynamic response of soil excited by vertically propagating

shear waves.

As to the geometry, the prevailing solutions are associated with

the horizontally layered soil when it is possible to apply one-dimensional

soil models. The solutions considering two-dimensiona? and three-dimen-

sional models are associated with simplifications, which are basically

reduced to application of linear and equivalent linear models of soil

material properties and solutions to the equations of motion in frequency

domain. From the viewpoint of problems connected with the liquefaction

phenomenon, these solutions are still not satisfying the requirements

set. This refers primarily to consideration of the nonlinear soil proper-

ties and response analysis in time domain.
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The one-dimensional model of soil may belong to the class of continuum

or discrete models. The equation of motion for the continuum models is:

a2u 33U 32U(4.)

where:

(G) - shear modulus
(i) - viscosity coefficient

[ (P) - mass density
(u(yjt)) - relative displacement
(p(t)) - excitation at time (t)

The equation of motion for the discretized soil model is the
following:

NIJ+ C+ KU =P (4.1-.2)

where:

M - mass matrix
C - damping matrix
K . ..- stiffness matrix
UU,Y - displacement, velocity and acceleration vectors
P - excitation vector

As to the soil properties, linear, equivalent linear and lately
nonlinear models have been developed. However, the behaviour of soil
during strong earthquakes is nonlinear. Hence, linear models are re-

I presenting only a rough approximation to the soil material properties.

A considerable progress has been made by application of the equl-valent linear material properties, Seed and Idriss 1970 /45/, Hardin

and Drnevich 1972 /45/, using equivalent linear model. This model re-
presents the first approximation to the nonlinear models. Applying
the iterative procedure, this model makes possible to coordinate the
equivalent moduli and material dampings with the developed strains.
For the strains developed under strong excitation, this means high
reduction of initial elastic moduli and considerable increase of material
damping.

Finally, the application of the nonlinear models makes possible
to simulate the true nature of the material behaviour of soil during
strong dynamic excitations. Several constitutive laws have been defined
according to the concept of Massing (1927), Chen and Joyner (1974) /7/,
expressed through the following hypotheses:

9 Damping is of the hysteretic nature and is idependent on the

rate of strain;

o The nonlinearity of the material is of plastic nature. The stif-
fness of the material is independent of the history of the load-

Ing as it returns to its maximum at each change of the loading

direction;

0 Under harmonic loading of constant amplitude, th. hysteretic
damping provides steady-state response after few cycles.

On these bases, two classes of models to be applied in modeling
of material properties of soil have been distinguished: the Ramberg-
Osgood models (Yoshimi, Richart et &1. 1977 /46/, Hardin and Drnevich
1972 /45/, Streeter at al. 1974 /45/, Finn et al. 1977 /14/, Ishibara
and Towheta 1980 /19/) and the Davidenkov models (Martin and Seed 1978
/28/). 41
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Strains are functions of stresses according to Ramberg-Osgood

model given by the following loading and unloading relationships:

% Loading

7-'= _- 11 +1 F (r - Tmn (4.1.3)

9 Unloading

- 11 FC+(T - t) (4.1.4)

where (Go) is shear modulus for low strains, while (F) is a nonlinearity
function.

On the contrary, Davidenkov model considers stresses as functions
of strains and is given by the following relationships:

" Loading

- Go11 - NYr - Tin..

" Unloading

Go 11 -F(ym= - Y) (4.1.6)

'Applying the nonlinear soil models, the equations of motion for
both the continuum and the discrete system (4.1.1, 4.1.2) are solved

'by direct integration in time domain. The integration is performed
in successive time intervals selected to provide stability and accuracy
of the solution. The structural properties of the system are assumed
to be constant within each time step. This practically means application
of the equivalent linear integration operator (Martin 1975 /45/).

Several methods have been developed for analysis of the nonlinear
soil response by continuum models (Equation 4.1.1) and models with
discretization of the soil profile (Equation 4.2.1). The solutions
are provided by applying the method of characteristics, finite dif-
ferences, concentrated masses and finite elements. As it is impossible
to mention all authors, only the references referring to solutions
and methods /8, 26/ will be mentioned. These solutions are known as
solutions by total stresses.

Some of the solutions to the nonlinear dynamic response have been
developed further in order to take into account the effect of pore
pressure increase. Such solutions are given by Finn et al. 1977 /13/,
Liou 1976 /45/, Ishihara et al. 1980 /19/, Martin and Seed 1978 /28,
30/. They are known as solutions by effective stresses.

An analysis of the known solutions to the nonlinear soil response
has been performed in order to use the experience gathered so far and
select the mot suitable method which will serve as a starting point
in solving dynamic response by transformation of the initial nonlinear
soil characteristics. Generally speaking, most of the solutions could
have been used for this purpose. However, priority has been given to
Martin's method (1975 /45/) applied In the computer programme HASH
/28/ taking into account the investigations discussed in Chapters 2
and 3, where liquefaction parameters are defined by cyclic strains.
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The suitability of this method lies mainly in the applied model of
the material properties of soil. The Martin-Davidenkov model belongs
to the class of models where stresses are expressed as functions of
shear strains (Equations 4.1.5 and 4.1.6) so that the defined lique-
faction.parameters can directly be introduced as dependent upon shear

4.2. Nonlinear Dynamic response Applying the Martin-Davidenkov
Model and Direct Integration with Cubic Inertia Method

The solution of the nonlinear dynamic response by application
of Martin-Davidenkov model and direct integration with cubic inertia
method refers to horizontally layered soil medium excited by vertically
propagating shear waves (Martin and Seed 1978 /28/).

The soil medium is discretized by one-dimensional finite elements.
The general equation of motion for the discrete system is given by
(4.1.2). It can also be presented as follows:

NU = P. CU - KU (4.2.1)

4.2.1. Solution of Equations of Motion

The method from the class of algorithms with inertia forces known
as integration method with cubic inertia force (Arguris et al. 1973
/2/, 1973 /3/) has been selected among the possible methods for direct
integration of 6quations of motion (4.2.1).

According to the class of inertia algorithms, the variation of
the relative inertia force, from the general equation of motion (4.2.1)

R = (4.2.2)

at the time step of the integration (At), is approximated by some
function, the general form of which is given by:

R = f(R0, RI, R1 .,11 Rl...) (4.2.3)

The indices (o) refer to the inertial force and its derivatives
at time (t?), at the beginning of time step (at), while (1) are as-

sociated with the end of this step, at time (tjmto+At). The simplest
approximation with (4.2.3) is to consider constant inertial force,
while linear variation at interval (At) will be considered in the fol-
lowing approximation:

R= sR (1 - s)(4.2
t = sat, 0 < a < 1 (4 .2.4)

The exactness is improved with the increase of the order of ap-
proximation. On the basis of the performed analyses of the influence
of the approximation order, /2, 28/ Martin applied approximation of
third order as sufficiently exact. The solution by this approxLa~Wn
is known as cubic inertia method, or Arguris' method.

The main assumption of this method is that the relative inertia
force varies as cubic function of time at the ittegration time step.
The cubic function is defined by four constants as well as the values
of inertia force (R) at the beginning and the end of time step and
its derivatives (h):
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% RO + 1oo08H + 0 ol1, + # 1  (4.2.5)

In (4.2.5), 07o0), (1O) , 0Y) and 11) are Hermitian polynomial

of third order:

oo = - S2 + 8sa

HIO = (e - a8  3) At

Rol 38 ; 2sa (4.2.6)

H12 = (_-a +.a) At

t = At, 0 a < 1

Considering (4.2.5) and (4.2.6), the increments of relative velocity

and relative displacement at time step (At) are obtained by two successive

integrations of equation (4.2.2) over time.

MA& = (Ro + Ath + 6R. - AtlR) (4.2.7)
"12 92 0- t(

MU=NU0,At + -0(21R 0 + U3tho+.R0  h1 428

where:

-A 0 0 (4.2.9)

U U-U 0  (4.2.10)

Equations (4.2.7) and (4.2.8) are the main equations of the algorithm.

They determine displacement and velocity at the end of the time step
(At) as well as stresses and internal forces. The iterative procedure

makes possible .to bring into accordance the inertial, internal and

excitation forces.

In the solution, the equation of motion at some level (i) of the

system is of the following type:

Ml. + T - Tl = -mj1 (4.2.11)

where:

S - concentrated mass at level (i)
T. - stress in element (i), immediately below level (i)
. - stress in element (i-1), immediately above level (i)

- relative acceleration in respect to the base
fib - acceleration at the base

Based on the performed aialyses, Martin 1975 /45/ concluded that
the direct integration by cubic inertia method is accurate and stable
for the condition (At/RO.5), where T- natural period of the system
(1978 /28/).

4.2.2. Martin-Dav~denkov Model

A nonlinear model, which has especially been developed as a
constituent part of the response analysis methodology has been applied
in modeling of the behaviour of soil medium.

The nonlinear model defined as Martin-Davidenkov mo4el /28/ has
been developed on the basis of Davidenkov model given by the general
equations (4.1.5) and (4.1.6).

For symmetrical hysteretic relationship, it is the following:

Ymin = -Ym,, (4.2.12)
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so. that by substituting _y=ym- ), i.e. (=- n the following expres-
sion is obtained for the tangent modulus, Y mediately before changing
the loading direction:

dT. Go 1 - F(aTm=)l (4.2.13)

By integration of (4.2.13) for the family of values (y m ), the
following is ohtained:

Y Y
T = I G I1- P(2n) dn = G Y - f F(2n) dnl (4.2.14)

o 0

that is,

TG Y (4.2.15)

with

G*= G Il -! i F(2n) dnl (4.2.16)

According to definition, (G*) is a secant modulus in respect to
strain ().

Defining a new function (H(Y)):
1T

H(y) = I F(2in) dn (4.2.17)

the following expression is obtained for (G*):G* = Go I - H(Y) I (4.2.18)

The secant modulus (G*) is defined on the basis of experimental
results. Accordingly, function (H()) reflecting the nonlinearlity
of (G*) is defined in the same way. Martin defines (H(y)) function
by the following expression

(4.2.19)
2B2 +1,/Yo I2  :,,

where

To - reference strain

AB - parameters defined on the basis of experimental results.

Differentiating (4.2.17), the following expression is obtained
for (F):

F(2y) = 1(y) + dH( (4.2.20)

Considering expression (4.2.19), the following is obtained:

B/. ly12y 01
2AB

P(Y)= 1 + 2AB +12o I ,,+-,2B -A+1 (4.2.21)

The basic equations of the Martin-Davidenkov model have been obtained
from the main equations (4.1.5) and (4.1.6) of the Davidenkov's model.
The integration form of (4.1.5) and (4.1.6) is the following:

Y
min = f 1 - ' - T m )IdC (4.2.22)

Ymin 
",
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Y
-m =  .Go c-FC -)I

Imx ,.(4.2.23)

Substituting:
- -Ymi

2= -mi ,'7l1 2dri A F, T'iI, 10 2 1

that is,
• ax-Y

2n = yx -. 2dn d&, TIC0, 2 1

it is obtained Y-Ymin
2

T-Tmin = Golt-ymin11i - 2 $ F(2n)dnl (4.2.24)Y-min o

Ymax-Y

:Tmax = -Goymax-vi 1 - "2 Y F(2n)dni(4.2.25)m-'ma yma-Y o

max 0
" Applying (4.2.17), the following basic expressions are obtained:

* for loading

T- in = %l0 vrin, I1 - H 2 )1 (4.2.26)

9 for unloading

T - Gi= r, -vi "I-H(r-----) I (4.2.27)

Using the results of laboratory testing of moduli (G) and damping
(0), Martin (1975 /45/) defined the (yo), (4) and (B) parameters for
sands and clays, respectively. The results of the tests performed by
Seed and Iddriss (1970) have also been used. The following values have
been obtained for sands:

A = 0.9, B = 0.413, yo = 3.16 10- 4  (4.2-.2"8)

and clays:

A = 0.2, B = 0.5, y0 = 5 " 10- 3  (4.2.29)

4.3. Model of the Initial Soil Properties Transformation

According to Martin-Davidenkov model, the (nyv) nonlinear relation-
ships have been obtained by functions (4.2.26) and (4.2.27). In these
functions, Go0 ) occurs as a characteristic constant representing the
initial, maximum shear modulus. Nonlinearity is considered by function
(H(y)) given in equation (4.2.19). Stresses (T) are determined by
functions (4.2.26) and (4.2.27) in the range from (ynn) to (Y )
during loading, i.e. from (y ) to (y. ) during unloading. ma

max mi
This model is successfully applied when initial soil properties

are considered to be constant during the dynamic excitation.

These are the conditions when dynamic excitation induces neither
special effect due to loading nor variation of efffective stresses,
which is even more important.
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However, the nonlinear relationships Cr/y) do not remain unvariable
in case of water-saturated sands under the conditions of pore pressure
generation and variation of effective stresses. For the strain range
of (Ymin) to (yma), they vary from cycle to cycle, transforming them-
selves as a result of the decrease in strength. Typical examples of
such a transformation are presented in the figures in Chapter 3.

Analysing the experimental results of these investigations, it
has been concluded that the maximum initial modulus (GO ) does not remain
unchanged throughout cyclic loading. It degrades proportionally to
the decrease of effective strasses, as discussed under Item 3.3. On
the basis of this, it has been estimated that modeling under the
discussed conditions can be performed by a model in which modulus (G)
will also be a variable parameter. The variation of (G) is in function
of the number of cycles (N), i.e., the semi-cycles (n). This concept
is presented in Fig. 4.3.1.

Taking Hartin-Davidenkov model as a starting point, the model
based on the upper stated concept is considered by the following mathe-
matical expressions:

Y-Y in

-(n)- min (n-1) = G(n-1)Y Ymin1 I1-H( 2 n' )1 (4.3.1)

T(n+l) -T,,(n) = -G(n)jIyM-yI 1-H(!J5Z)1 (4.3.2)

Functions (4.3.1) and (4.3.2) referring to loading and unloading,
respectively, define stresses (T(n)) and ( (n+l)) in strain range of

(Ymin-yMax) at semi-cycles (n) and (n+1). The extreme stresses (Tmn(n-1))
and (maz(n)) occur as functions of (n), however, being defined at
the previous excitation semi-cycle, they appear as constants during
the current semi-cycle. The initial modulus (G(n-1)), i.e., (G(n))
occurs also as a function of (n) and is practically the parameter
defining the transformation of the nonlinear curves. It is also defined
in the previous semi-cycle and occurs as constant in the current one.
Hence, definition of the model is reduced to definition of the (G(n))
function.

The bases for definition of the (G(n)) function are given by'the
investigations presented in Chapter 3, Item 3.3.

The complicated behaviour of soil under the conditions of variable
initial characteristics due to pore pressure increase and decrease
of effective stresses has been interpreted mathematically by the defined
model of nonlinear relationship (v/Y) and transformation of the initial
characteristics. The nonlinear relationship C-/y) of the model varied
proportionally to the variation of the initial modulus (G), which occurs
as a parameter governing transformation. The model is defined on the
basis of experimental nonlinear relationships.

4.4. Model for a Dynamic Response Analysis of Soil with Included
Pore Pressure Increase

A model for dynamic response analysis of soil with included pore
pressure increase has been defined on the basis of results uf the
previously discussed investigations.The model is presented in Fig.
4.4.1.

The model includes the following relationships:
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1. Relationship between shear strain amplitude and number of
cycles/semi-cycles for occurrence of pore pressure of (zoos);

2. Pore pressure increase function;
3. Maximum shear moduli decrease functions; and
4. Transformation model for the nonlinear relationships (T/y).

The relationship between (y) and (N) fox the occurrence of (u=oa'0)
presented in Fig.4.4.1.1has been defined by the investigations in Chapter
3, Item 3.1. It is given by function (3.1.8) and is directly applied
in the model.

The increase function of (u) is presented in Fig. 4.4.1.2. It
is defined by the investigations in Chapter 3, Item 3.2 and is given
by (3.2.3). It is also directly applied in the model.

The decrease functions of the maximum, initial shear moduli have
been defined in Chapter 3, Item 3.3. They are given by (3.3.2/1) to
(3.3.2/8), directly applied in the model and presented in Fig. 4.4.1.3.

The transformation model of the nonlinear relationships (T/y)
is presented in Fig. 4.4.1.4. It has been defined on the basis of functions
(4.3.1) and (4.3.2) and is given by:

-Y(n)-y - (n-1)
T(n) - Tmin(n-i.) = G(n-1)Iy(n) - Y mi (n-1)li2-H( . 2

min mi-n2
(4.4.1)

r(n+l) - (n) =.-G(n)Jy (n) -y(n+-)I1l-( "X n_- )

(4.4.2)

Functions (4.4.1) and (4.4.2) define stresses (r(n)) and (r(n+l)),
at semi-cycles (n) and (n+1), depending upon strains (y(n)) and
(y(n+1)), respectively. In order that they be defined, it is necessary
to define previously the initial, extreme points with arbitrary, non-
uniform extreme strains (Ymin(n-1)), i.e., (y (n)). In this way,
the model includes strain range of (min) to (ym) which varies from
semi-cycle to semi-cycle in accordance with the effects of the dynamic
excitation. The initial moduli (G(n-1)) and (G(n)) vary in accordance
with functions (3.3.2/1) to (3.3.2/8).

At semi-cycle (n), the (-r(n)/y(n)) relationship is defined by
(4.4.1) and (4.4.2) and parateters (G(n-1), (Tmfn(n-i)) and (ymin(n-1)),
that is, alternatively by (TmaX(n-1)) and (yMh(n-1)), which are defined
at the preceding semi-cycle. At the semi-cycle (n), the extreme point
in the nonlinear relationship (An)) is determined by the coordinates
(,rma(n), y (n)) or (r . (n),y (n) ), alternatively.

ma? mqx mtn flflif
The extreme points (A(n-1)) from the preceding semi-cycle and

(A(n)) define the cyclic shear strain amplitude at the semi-cycle:

12yr(n)I = - A n-V)I (4.4.3)
where:

Yr(n) - cyclic shear strain amplitude at semi-cycle (n);

yA(n-1) - strain at the extreme point of the nonlinear curve
during the preceding semi-cycle;

-yA(n) - strain at the extreme point of the nonlinear curve
during the analysed semi-cycle.
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The amplitude (Tr)'defines the effects of the semi-cycle (n) upon
the increase of (u) and decrease of (G). Proportionally to (Yr(n)),
the equivalent number of cycles (NL(n)) for the occurrence of (u=a 10)
(Fig. 4.4.1.1) is obtained from function (3.1.8).

The increase in the excessive pore pressure (Au(n)) is obtained
from function (3.2.3) (Fig. 4.4.1.2), while functions (3.3.2/1) to
(3.3.2/8) yield the reduction of the initial modulus (&G(n)). Modulus
(G(nP is defined by reduction (AG(n)). The determination of (G(n)),

rma and (u(n or (Tmjn(n)) and (YTrin(n)), alternatively,
makes possible to define the (T(n+1)/y(n+)) relationship in the follow-
ing semi-cycle.

On these bases the computer program KOLID was developed.

5. CASE STUDIES

In order to verify the developed methodology for dynamic response
analysis of soil medium under the conditions of pore pressure increase
and the computer programme KOLID, dynamic analysis of 3 models of sohl,
in which liquefaction took place during the April 15, 1979 Montenegro
earthquake, has been performed. A model of soil in which no liquefaction
has been observed due to the mentioned earthquake has also been analysed.

The accelerograms obtained at the earthquake epicenter area in
the vicinity of the analysed sites have been used as dynamicexcitation
in the analyses.

For the applied acceleration time histories, the following time
histories of response parameters have been obtained by the analysis:
pore pressure, accelerations, strains, stresses, nonlinear relation-
ships (T/y) and displacements in the elements of models at different
depths. The acceleration time histories response spectra have also
been determined. These parameters have been determined without consider-
ation of the pore pressure increase or analysing the total stresses
(TO), or with consideration of the pore pressure increase or analysis
by using the effective stresses (EF).

The response of the elements in which liquefaction, i.e., consider-
able pore pressure increase occurs as well as the reponse at the surface
of the models are of special importance for the comparative analysis
of the dynamic response of models with the behaviour of soil media
at the sites during the earthquake of April 15, 1979. The response
parameters of these elements were studied in details.

As an example, characteristic results obtained for the model (GTHI)
for Bijela site are given here.

This model, representing the average characteristics of the site,
is considered by 6 finite elements in the analysis.

The profile to which the model refers is characterized by a high
level of underground water and sands susceptible to liquefaction,
especially at depth of 6 to 14 m. Element (5) with V8o=150 m/B) and
(D,40%) at depth of (11.5-13.8m*) appears as element, which practically
controls the behaviour of the whole model under the conditions of pore
pressure increase. Therefore, the response of this element will be
considered separately further in the text.
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For an excitation by the componental time history (Herceg Novi
NS) registered near the site during the earthquake with (g a,=0.23g)
there is very high increase of (u) in element (5) having the maximm
value of:

(u/oio)5 = 0.89217

Initiating a state which Is very close to initial liquefaction.

The componental time history (erceg Novi WE) also registered
at the same time as the NS component with (t , .26g) induces also
very high increase in (u) having maximum value of:

(W' 10) 5 = 0.93601
which is even closer to the initial liquefaction.

However, the equivalent summarized time history (Herceg Novi NS+WE)
induces increase of (u) in element (5) having maximum value of:

(ule 10) = 2.00
which corresponds to initial liquefaction. The time history of (U)
is presented in Fig. 5.3.1.

The behaviour of element (5) in such conditions can be estimated
by comparative analysis of some dynamic response parameters with total
stresses (TO) and effective stresses (EF) presented in Figs. 5.3.2
to 5.3.7. The comparative analysis proves that pore pressure de;velopment
results in the following:

a Considerable increase of strains in the element (Figs. 5.3.2
and 5.3.3);

e At (U& 10), stresses () decrease considerably until total
reduction in strength and liquefaction takes place (Figs. 5.3.4
and 5.3.5);

* During the excitation, the nonlinear relationships (T/y) in
the element are characterized by decrease in (T) and increase
in (y) as a result of the increase in (u) and "rotation" towards
the (y) axis which reflects the transformation of the initlal
soil properties and liquefaction occurrence (Figs. 5.3.6 and,
5.3.7).

As a result of the liquefaction occurring in element (5), element
(1), the behaviour of which is presented in Figs. 5.3.8 and 5.3.9,
is characterized by the following:

" Reduction of accelerations immediately after (u=o'io) is achieved
in element (5) (Figs. 5.3.8 and 5.3.9); and

* Increase in horizontal displacements.

The presented soil behaviour modeled by (GTHI) and presented by
the dynamic response parameters of elements (5) and (1) corresponds
to the behaviour of soil medium at the BJels site characterized by
liquefaction occurrence during the earthquake of April 15, 1979.
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Fig. 5.3.1. Pore pressure time history in element No. 5 for model
GTMI - Bijela, Herceg Novi NS+WE (0.33 g) KOLID-EF
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Fig. 5.3.2. Time history of strain (2) in element No. 5 for model
GTMI - Bijela, Hereag Novi NS+VE (0.33 g) KOLID-TO
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Fig. 5.3.3. Time history of strain (%) in element No. 5 for model
GTHI - la, lierceg Novi HS+WE (0.33 g) KOLID-EF
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Fig. 5.3.5. Time history of stress (kN/m 2 )100 in element No. *5 for
model MIh - IDijela, Herceg Novi NS+WE (0.33 g) KOLID-KE
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Fig. 5.3.6. Stress-strain relationship of element No. 5 for model
GTN1 -Bijela, Herceg Novi NS+WE (0.33 g) KOLID-TO
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Fig. 5.3.8. Times history of acce leration (g) in element No. I for
model GTN1 - Bijela', Rerceg Novi NSA4E (0.33 g) KOLID-TO
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Fig. 5.3.9. Tim history acceleration (g) in element No. 1 for model
GTMI Bijela, Herceg Novi NS+WE (0.33 g) KOLID-EF
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The soil liquefaction phenomenon under strong earthquakes is a
complex problem comprising more aspects. The main aspects deal with
investigations of the process leading to the occurrence of (00=O)
and the parameters of this process such as the increase of (u), decrease
of (G) and transformation of the nonlinear (T/Y) relationship, as well
as the dynamic response and the behaviour of soil. These aspects have
been investigated in this report applying the approach with cyclic
strains.

A number of conclusions came out of the obtained results, the
most significant being listed as follows:

* The cyclic shear strains can represent adequately the liquefaction
parameters. Compared to the cyclic shear stresses, this represent-
ation is simpler one since, opposite to the dominant influence
of strains which in fact controls the liquefaction parameters,
all other investigated influences appeared to be less important.

* The dynamic response of the soil subjected to intensive earth-
quake motion is a nonlinear problem. In the case of an increased
pore pressure, the nonlinear dynamic response is dominantly
controlled by the transformation effects of the initial nonlinear
soil properties, especially when the (o'=O ) state is reached.

* The liquefaction parameters defined applying the cyclic strain
approach enable that considerably simpler models be formulated
for the response analysis in the case of an increased (u).

It is believed that the investigations of the problems related
to the liquefaction phenomenon should include the cyclic strain approach,
besides the other methods and procedures, as a starting point in defini-
tion of the adequate solutions.
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INTRODUCTION

Dynamic interaction of soils and structures during dynamic excitation

or earthquakes are of concern for the design of structures and foundations

and also for the proper interpretation of the strong motion data recorded

on the ground floor or basements of structures. It is well known that, under

certain conditions, soil structure interaction effects may cause significant

d~fference between the basement and free-field motions. In fact, it has recently

been shown that (Werner and Agbabian, 1984) the motions indicated by the

El-Centro record of the 1940 Imperial Valley Earthquake, which has a world-

wide use as free-field seismic input for the design of structures, may be

up to 100% below that of free field for frequencies above 1.5 Hz.

Through the use of finite element procedures the soil-structure

interaction problem can be analysed in one step as a site-response problem

in the frequency domain (Lysmer et al., 1975), or in the time domain (Bayo

and Wilson, 1983). However a better physical understanding of the problem

can be gained and the cases, where the interaction effects can be substantial,

can be identified by breaking the total problem into seperate parts dealing

with the structure, soil and interface conditions. This is known as the

sub-structure approach.

In this paper a three-degree-of-freedom (3-D.O.F.) model for the soil-

structure interactionproblem will be studied on the basis of the sub-structure

approach an& the results will be applied to obtain the transfer function

between the free field ground and structure-ground level motions during an

earthquake.



SUB-STRUCTURE FORMULATION

The sub-structure formulation is essentially based on the determination

of the total motions by superposing the free-field and interaction motions

obtained on the basis of seperate analysis. The formulation given here

follows that given by Gutierrez and Chopra (1978) and Kausel et a]., (1978).

The structure-soil system is treated as two sub-structures shown in

Fig.l. The compatibility of the displacements and the forces are satisfied

by assigning the same displacements but opposite forces at the structure-

soil interface.

The equations of motion for the finite element model of the structure

alone can be written as

[MJ{r c I + [Cc] {r c } + [Kc]r} = {Rc}- [M{al (1)

or [ig 1 + [ Rc]f} + [K{l -~c Ll{a1 (2)

where

{rc 1: vector of relative displacements (with respect to the free-field

displacements at the structure-soil interface) at the degrces-of

freedom (D.O.F.) associated with the structure

{r }: vector of relative displacements at the D.O.F. associated with the

structure less those associated with the interface

{rb}: vector of relative displacements at the D.O.F. associated with the

interface

{Rb): vector of forces due to soil-structure interaction at the D.O.F.

associated with the interface

a : is a vector related to the free-field accelerations at the D.O.F.

associated with the interface and to the pseudo-static deformations

at the D.O.F. associated with the structure (less those associated

with the interface)

and [MJI [C] and [Kj are respectively the mass, damping and stiffness

matrices.
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The vector {al can be expressed in terms of the free-fieid accelerations

at the D.O.F. associated with the structure-soil interface {r ) through the

use of pseudo-static influence coefficient vector, [V], (Clough and Penzien,

1975).

{a) - [v] { 1 (3)

Where the superscript "o" identifies free-field quantities. In the frequency-

domain Eqn.2 can be given as

[W 2 [Mc] , iW[C]j+ [K]]{}. - [ Pb 0 (4)

-where w is the excitation frequency, i {rb}, {%1 and {f1 are the

Fourier Transforms of the respective time-domain quantities, and [Pj is

given by

[pj - (5)

For the soil substructure the relationship between the forces and the

displacements at the D.O.F. associated with the interface can be given in

terms of the so-called impedance matrix (ESf]),

{Rf - [s{ f} (6a),

or through compatibility relationships

{jb} -s~~ (6b)

Substituting Eqn.6b in Eqn.4 and re-arranging one can obtain

[c + iw[C + + I {r] -[c] {} (7)

Solution of Eqn.7 requires first, the analysis of the soil substructure to

obtain the free -field earthquake accelerations at the interface nodes {io}

under the existing seismic regime, and second, the determination of the

impedance matrix [Sf). The former analysis is also known as the "scatter"

or "kinematic interaction" problem. In general both of these analysis

require discrete, finite-element type treatment. However for simple geometries

and other restrictive assumptions closed form solutions have been developed.

-.. .- .



Assuming planar rigid-body motion at the structure-soil interface

{Ir) can be expressed as %

f O -0 
0

{r -0f {-} (8)

Where -0, Y0 and 0 are the free-field displacements at the rigid interface

respectively along the x, y and * directions as shown in Fig.2. Assuming that

the equations of motion for the vertical response can be de-coupled for

seperate treatment, from that of the lateral-rocking {i1 wil be

U 01 (9)

For a lumped-mass model of the structure with one lateral degree-of-

freedom at each node,' as indicated in Fig.3, the matrices in Eqn.7 can be

derived and rearranged as follows

E~[YJ [ J{h IrM I - . (1)
s[H {i}1  [H){I+ mb  {I}T CJ{h}

LIT II T [M ~ h jh (12)I +I

. .hI (hl

[P ,TO (I + Ob {I T0M~)(2

L '{ })T [MO {h) {h}IT [M.](h}I + I t
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where [ C]. []J and [KC5 are the conventional mass, damping and stiffness

matrk~e6 for the structure obtained on the basis of fixed base assumption,

{I} is the unit vector, {h} is the vector of vertical distances of the

structural nodes from the interface, mb is the mass of the base of the

structure and It is the sum of the moments of inertia of the lumped mftsses

about their own centroidal axis oi rocking and the of the base mass about

the axis of rocking at the interface level.

The displacement vector becomes

(13)

t-bJ

where {G) is the vector of relative lateral displacements at the lumped masses

and 'b and b are respectively the base relative lateral displacement and

rocking angle.

For proportional damping assumption in the structure, where the so-

called Rayleigh condition:

[CJ]- (11 'I4c+ a 2 [EY- (14)

is satisfied, it follows that the modal damping ratios i of the ith fixed

base structural mode are related to a1 and a2 by the following equation

"l +" o'i
2. 2

Where w. is the natural circular frequency associated with the i th. fixed-
1

base normal mode of vibration. In practice al and a2 are chosen in such a

way that the damping ratios agree for the first two modes of the structure.

It is also a coumon practice to assume only stiffness proportional damping,

yielding:

Ce ac2  [KJ -2 1  [K (16)

Thus Eqn.7 can be written as

[w2 [XcI + (l+2iwl) [K.] + ] {-[P {rfO) (17)



Foundation Impedance Matrix

Impedance matrices for simplified cases can be evaluated through

analytical and numerical procedures and can be given in closed form

expressions. The harmonic forced vibration of a massless rigid cylindirical

foundation in a homogenous soil halfspace has been studied by several

researchers (Richart et al., 1970). In general the impedance matrix of such

a foundation is of the following form:

{4 LSf] x S [Sf] [_ rx ;]x (18)

Where Fb' Mb' Xb and % are respectively the amplitudes of harmonic force

and moment and the corresponding lateral translation and rocking rotation

at the base of the foundation. The complex stiffnesses functions: Kxx, Kx,

KAx, and K can be given by (Kausel et al., 1978):

Kx - i-xx (k11 + i ac c)1 1  (1 + 2i) (19)

K K - Kx (k + i a c (1 + 2ia) (20)
ix*x' 12 o 12

K, K K- (k22 + i a° c22 (1 + 2i8) (21)

Where i t/-I, a - wR/Vs is the normalized frequency, R is the radius of the

foundation and V is the shear wave velocity. Kxx, K xv K ' are the static

(i.e. w-0) stiffnesses, ki., cij are the frequency dependent coefficients

* and B is the hysteretic damping ratio of the soil media. Kxx, K X, K ", k..

and c.. have been provided by several authors. (e.g. Johnson et al, 1975;

Richard et al. 1970; Veletsos and Wei, 1971; Kausel et al., 1978; ATC, 1978)

as a function of G (Shear modulus), E(depth of embedment), H(depth to bedrock),

Poisson's ratio), R and w.

The coeffients k and cij are provided as plots against a in Fig.4

after Veletsos and Wei (1971).

Kausel et al. (1978) provides the following approximate expressions

t for the static stiffnesses

I,•
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= 8GR (1+ +2E ) ( 5 E + (22)
xx 2- \ 2 H 3R 4 H

K X R 2 E 0.003) (23)x X 5 R

8 = GR 1 R EE(4
K,., . 8G (1+ - -_) (1+2-) (1+0.71 ) (24)

3(l-V) 6 H R H

These expressions are also included in ATC(1978).

For foundations that are different from a circle in plan, the effective

radius can be defined for the translational motion as / and for the

rocking motion as 4 /77 where A is the area of the foundation and I is

the area moment of inertia of the foundation about the centroidal rocking

axis (ATC, 1978).

The first column of the complex impedance matrix in Eq.17 defines the

set of forces and moments which are needed to displace the rigid foundation

laterally by a unit amount without rocking, and the second column defines

the set of forces and moments required to rock the disk by a unit amount

without translation. The real parts of these quantities represent force

quantities in phase with the motion, whereas the imaginary parts represent

force components which are 900 out of phase as shown in the following

equation.

F' Fb) Re(K x) Re(K Xl )]J b) WK m(xx ) Im(K~, (25)'

Mbi LRe(K P) Re(K 4)j b Im(4x ) Im(K ) *b

It is convenient to think of the forces represented by real parts of

Eqn.25 as being due to as set of linear springs, and of the forces represented

by imaginary parts as being due to a series of dashpots (Veletsos and Wei,1971).

In this representation the spring elements account for the combined effect

of restraining action of the supporting medium and the inertia forces, whereas

the dashpots account for the effect of energy dissipation by radiation as

given by the following time-domain equation.

{ [:X kI b + fI: c (26)
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The first matrix of Eqn.26 will be referred to as the foundation

stiffness matrix and the second matrix will be referred to as the foundation

damping matrix. The stiffness and damping coefficients respectively constitute

the elements of these matrices. On the basis of these stiffness and damping

coefficients, the foundation of the structure can be modeled by springs and

dashpots in coupled and in uncoupled models as indicated in Fig.5. The

stiffness and damping matrices for the uncoupled foundation models can be

given as follows

FB. k * k i b c*X
B kxx k Kb l xx cx4l K

>B - ~ b + L cj j b
1 (27a)

{F LA 
j0xb +z*b4 + [:x : C k b+ (27b)

The uncoupled stiffness coefficients kx and k of the uncoupled model

can be determined on the basis of the equilibrium of forces and moments:

F A 0 FB and MB - MA + FB.z (28)

Yielding :

k - K and k - k - k z2  (29)
x xx W xx

and

cx =c and c ac -c xxz2  (30)

where z = k x*/kxx (31)

Practical findings indicate that z can be taken to be equal to E/3,

where E is the depth of embedment.

_ d1-



KINEMTIC INTERACTION

In several applications of the soil-structure interaction problem the

kinematic interaction is either neglected or treated on an approximate basis.

For example in the lumped mass formulation of the soil-structure interaction

problem adopted in Masao et al.(1980) the kinematic interaction is approximated

by assigning the free-field values of the displacements obtained at the

foundation level of the structure as input motions to the model as indicated

in Fig.6. In the lumped mass model used by Hall et al. (1975), shown in

Fig.7 the kinematic interaction is accounted through the use of masses m1 and

m2 , representing the free field soil inertia and the springs K1 and K2.

The motion of the rigid-massless cylindirical foundation in a uniform

soil media has been investigated through theoretical and experimental means.

Kausel et al. (1978) has reported the results of a theoretical investigation

of the problem, for a foundation. located in a homogenous layer overlying

a half space, for different embedment layer thickness values, assuming

vertically propagating SH-waves. The findings indicate that the translation

of the rigid-massless foundation is similar to the free-field translation at

the embedment depth in the low frequency regions. However it is smoother in

the higher frequency regions and does not show any pronounced absence of the

certain frequency components. The transfer function between the translation

at the embedment depth of the rigid-massless foundation and the free-field

ground-translation (control motion) is approximated by:

Cos j Tr f for f<0.7 f1-01 2- fl
IT - -xb (32)

1-0 0,453 for f>0.7f

Where -0 and ;o are respectively the Fourier Transforms of the free-field

lateral motions at the bottom of the rigid-massless foundation and at the

free ground surface and f1 is the shear beam fundamental modal frequency

of the soil column with thickness equal to the embedment depth (E), and

shear wave propagation velocity is equal to Vs .

V
fl - " 8 (33)

4E

Eqn. 10 can tlso be written as

- 11
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coil for - < 1

x• WE (34)

1xg1 0.453 for > 1
g V

As -it has been reported in Kausel et al.(1978) the rocking motion

experienced by the massless-rigid cylindirical foundation is found to be

related to the difference of the free-field displacements between the two

locations of the soil corresponding to the top and bottom levels of the

foundation divided by the embedment depth. The transfer function between the

Fourier Transform of the rocking motion of the rigid-massless foundation
(0 R) and the Fourier transform of the free-field lateral ground motion

*-o
(control motion) (x) is approximated by

g

0.257 (1-cos 2 f) for f <f1

IT 4p; w (35)
Ip1 0.257 for f> f

or expressed differently, by

IIR 0.257 (1-cos --WW) < (
• (36)

xb 0.257 >1

It has been noted that the rotational component may significantly

decrease in foundations with flexible walls.

Ishii at al.(1984) has proposed the following empirical expression

for the transfer function given in Eqn.32 and 34.

s $in " ) for f < 0.71
Xb1. ,f f (37)
Ix1 0.35 for f > 0.71

-. 1.408

2.19( - --) + 0.117

Eqns.32, 36 and 37 behave essentially as low-pass filters.
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STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

The overturning moment and the base shear created by the inetrial forces

of the structure are the main contributors to the soil-structure interaction

phenomena. Both the base overturning moment and the shear are controlled by

the first mode vibration behavior of the structure and the contribution of

the higher modes can be' assumed to be ,negligible for most engineering

structures. Within the range of parameters that are of interest for the

earthquake resistant design of structures the soil-structure interaction

affects substantially only the response components associated.with the

fundamental mode of the structure. Accordingly the use of only the first fixed

base mode shape of the structure is common in engineering practice for the

assessment of the soil structure effects (ATC,1978). The higher modes of the

structure are not essentially effected by the soil-structure interaction

since the base overturning moment and the shear in these modes are comparatively

quite low.

The representation of the structural matrices by the generalized

fundamental mode characteristics can be found in structural dynamics books

(e.g. Clough and Penzien, 1975). With such a representation the cl, RI

and matrices of Eqn.lO, 11, 12 and 16 can be given as follows:

m m~h+E)

5M m m mb '(h+E) (38
..(+E) m+) 5+E)2+

00 O0
[Y C] 0] (39)

m "(h+E)

u[hE) (40);(R+E) ;(&+E) 2+Itt

+Itt

- (6-



In these matrices K is the depth of embedment of the base and the

first mode effective mass, m, height, h, and stiffness, k can be 'given in

terms of the fixed base fundamental node shape and frequency w1 by the

following equations:

{ T [MaI) i 2

' (41)

(hI}T [ {I}- (42)

- 2 (43)

For uniform building type structures i can be taken equal to the 70% of the

total mass of the super-structure and h can be taken equal to the 70Z of

the height of the super-structure (ATC, 1978).

The displacement vector of Eqn.7 will have the following shape

- ( b)A  (44)
rbJ

Where is the relative generalized first mode displacement of the super-

structure with respects to the base, i is the relative lateral displacement

of the base with respect to the free-field base displacement, i0, and is

the relative base rocking angle (rotation) of the base with respect to the

free field base rocking angle (rotation).. j0

Soil-structure interaction models of this type are called three-degree-

of-freedom models (two D.O.F. at the base, one at the super structure). Such

a model is indicated in Fig.8.

Through re-arranging and normal Lsing the frequency domain equation

of motion for such a 3. D.O.F. system can be.given as follows

.x

-46- "a
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NON-DDIENSIONAL PARAMETERS

The non-dimensional parameters for the solution of the set of equations

given by Eqn.45 can be determined to be as follows for an embedded structr...

on a homogenous half space. (Bagaran, 1985):

Transfer Function :T- IB
Where i and ig are respectively the Fourier Transforms

of absolute lateral displacements at the ground level

of the structure (Point B of Fig.8) and at the free

field ground level.

Non-dimensional Frequency: A0 - wR
S

Where Va is the shear wave propagation velocity of

the homogenous half-space.

w1 R

Non-dimensional First Mode Frequency : A1  V
5

Where w1 is the first mode vibration frequency of

the fixed base super structure.

Mass Ratio : 1 - m/'

Non-dimensional Height : N3 - h c/R

Non-dimepsional Embedment: N5 f E/R

Structure Damping Factor : E1

Poisson's Ratio of the Half-Space : v

Relative Density Ratio : N2 - a/p

where w is the gross density of the structure (i.e.mass
divided by gross volume) and p is the Aensity of the half-

space. N2 is defined in a similar way in ATC-3-06 (1978).

an average value of N2 0.15 is suggested for practical

applications.

Figures 9, 10 and 11 depict the behaviour of the transfer function

TF i i9 for different values of these non-dimensional parameters

as indicated on each figure. As it can be assessed the motion at the ground

level of the structure can be up to 80Z above or below of that of the motion
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recorded in the free field ground level depending on the frequency range.

For typical accelerograph stations utilized in the United States as

indicated in Figure 12 (Crouse, 1983) one can determine the dimensionless

parameters to be : M 1  2-4, A1 = 1-2, N2 - 0.15, N3 = 1.25, N5 - 0.3 and

v -0.45. The transfer function between the motions at the accelerograph

location and the free field are indicated in Figure 13 on the basis of

these non-dimensional parameters. As it can be seen the recorded motion

may be about 50% above or under the free field motion depending on the

frequency range. Similar findings have been reported by Crouse (1983)

and Crouse et.al.(1984).
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VERIFICATION STUDIES ON DYNAMIC SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION
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SUMMARY

At the time of an earthquake, the building and ground vibrate
while they are influencing each other. This effect is called dynamic
soil structure interaction, and recognized that is very important for
the seismic design of particular structure such as nuclear power
plant. Recently, as a lot of sophisticated methods and theorem for
this problem has been proposed, and---also computer hardware is
advancing, this effect becomes to be comprehended with enough
accuracy. However, it might also be important matter to verify always
those methods by adequate experimental study.

This paper describes basic overview of dynamic soil structure
interaction and its verification studies among recent works. And
moreover, one of further advanced study and the other problems for
dynamic soil structure interaction are introduced.

I. Basic Overview of Soil Structure Interaction

1.1 What is Dynamic Soil Structure Interaction

The foundation of a building normally supports the dead weight
and the live load of the building, and it has the role of transmitting
these loads to the ground. However, at the time of an earthquake, it
transmits the ground motion to the building, and at the same time it
has the role of resisting the building vibrations and transmitting
them to the ground. In other words, the ground and the building
influence each other via the foundation, and this is called the Soil
Structure Interaction (hereafter abbreviated SSI), and especially the
interaction at the time of an earthquake is called the dynamic SSI.

The degree of influence ay the dynamic SSI onto the building is
decided by the stiffness of the ground, the rigidity and the natural
frequency of the building, and the foundation type. Fig.l- shows the
building foundation types. In the case of the raft foundation of (a),
the dynamic SSI takes place via the bottom surface of the foundation,
and in the case of the pile foundation of (b), it also takes place via
the piles. When the basement exists, the foundation is embedded
deeply. As in the case of (c), the dynamic interaction takes place not
only via the bottom surface, but also via the side walls surfaces, and
when this further is supported by piles, as in case (d), dynamic SSI
also takes place via the piles. As the amount of contact area between
the ground and the foundation increases sequentially in the order from
(a)'to (d), the influence of the dynamic SSI becomes stronger and more
complicated.

Let us now take a look at the influences between building and
ground at the time of an earthquake. In order to show tbis, the wave
propagation during an earthquake as shown in Fig.1-2 shall be
considered for the raft foundation of (a). When the seismic waves EO
generated by the earthquake reach the bottom surface of the foundation
of the building, they are divided into the waves entering into the



building and being propagated upwards in the building and the waves
being reflected back into the ground. The former ones are called the
transmission 'waves, while the latter ones are called the reflection
waves, The transuispion waves entering into the building travel
towards the top of the building while subjecting the building to
vibrate, and then they are reflected at the top and travel back down
to-the foundation. Eare, something occurs which is very important for
consideration of the dynamic SSI. When the waves reflected at the top
of the building and travelling downwards (1I in the figure) reach the
foundation, a part of then is transmitted into the ground., while the
rest is reflected again and once more starts to move upwards through
the building. The former waves, escaping into the ground, are called
radiation waves. When the amount of these radiation waves is small,
the earthquake waves once transmitted into the building continue to
remain in the building, the building vibration continue for a long
tine, and the apparent vibration condition becomes the same as with
the small damping of buildings. The damping caused by escape of the
earthquake waves, which have been transmitted into the building, back
into the ground is called radiation damping.

1.2 In Regard to Radiation

The seismic waves escaping back into the ground after once having
entered into a building are called radiation waves, and it has been
shown that these waves cause radiation damping. Let us now take a look
at what kind of waves these radiation waves are. When the building
foundation is forced to vibrate vrtically, a stress called contact
earth pressure is caused at the boundary between the bottom surface of
the foundation and the ground. The distribution of this contact earth
pressure over the bottom surface of the foundation is called the
contact earth pressure distribution, and depending on. foundation
rigidity, soil type, and soil nonlinearity, the three distributions
shown in Fig.l-3 - rigid, uniform, and parabolic distribution -
generally can be considered. When a part of the contact earth pressure
is picked out and acted onto the ground, the vertical displacement of
the ground surface is shown in Fig.l-4. The first displacement peak is
reached at the point P at a distance of 10a from the force application
point, and the next peaks occur at the points S and R. With increasing
distance from the point of force application, these peaks appear at an
increasingly later time, and it can be seen that these peaks are
propagated at a certain velocity.

When the occurrence times of these peaks are connected by
straight lines and the propagation velocity is obtained from the
inclination of these lines, it can be found that the propagation
velocity for the peak P is 2450m/sec, that for the peak S is
1000m/sec, and that for the peak R is 920m/sec. It was known that the
seismic waves include P waves, S waves, and Rayleigh waves called
surface waves, and in the same way, these peaks correspond to the P
waves, the S waves, and the Rayleigh waves. A look at the amplitude
shows that the Rayleigh waves have a large amplitude, so that it can
be seen that a large part of the applied force is transmitted by the
Rayleigh waves. In the case of a homogeneous ground, the relation of
these waves' propagation velocity is decided readily only by the
Poisson's ratio of the ground as shown in Fig.1-5. The Poisson's ratio
of the ground is normally in the range from 0.4 to 0.5, and in this



case, the propagation velocity of the Rayleigh waves is about 1OZ
lover than that of the S waves.

Fig.1-4 shows the vibrations -of the ground surface with force
application at only one point of the ground surface, but when the
contact earth pressure is distributed over the bottom surface of the
foundation as shown in Fig.3, waves as shown in Fig.l-4 are
transmitted into the ground from the various contact earth pressure
parts, and the composite form of these waves becomes the radiation
wave. The vibration energy to the ground by P waves, S waves , and
Rayleigh waves, and in the case of a homogeneous ground, the energy
distribution ratio for these waves is 7Z, 26Z, and 67Z respectively
for P, S, and Rayleigh waves, so that the calculation shows that more
than one half of the energy is radiated by the Rayleigh waves. The
above explanations in regard to the radiation waves apply for a
homogeneous ground, and when the ground is layered, the waves
transmitted from the building will be reflected at the layer
boundaries and will return to the building, so that the entire matter
becomes still more complicated.

1.3 Vibration of the Foundation on the Ground Surface

Next, the foundation vibration shall be considered for the case
that vibration force is applied at the top of the foundation on the
ground surface. Fig.1-6 shows a square foundation with a width of 20m
and a height of 10a on the honogeneous ground for an S wave velocity
Vsg of 250m/sec, a Poisson's ratio V of 0.4, and a unit volumetric
weight Y'of 1.St/m3 . For simplification, it shall be assumed that the
foundation is not deformed locally and that there are no shape changes
during the vibration (this is called a rigid body). When the
sinusoidal excitation in horizontal direction, the horizontal
displacement U and the rotation 0 can be found at the foundation
bottom. Contact earth pressure resisting this displacement U and
rotation * of the bottom surface is generated at the boundary between
the bottom surface of the foundation and the ground surface, and the
above mentioned radiation waves are transmitted to the ground by this
cont-act earth pressures. When the ground resisting the displacement U
and the rotation # are represented as spring and dashpot, Fig.1-7 is
obtained. Ki is the spring value of the ground resistance in regard to
the horizontal displacement U, and CH is the dashpot of coefficient
absorbing energy proportional to the velocity of the displacement U as
the energy dissipated into the ground by the radiation waves. KR and
CR are the same values as mentioned above in regard to the rotation 0.
Fig.l-8 and Fig.l-9 show the calculation results for KH, CH, KR, and
CR under the condition that the ground and the bottom surface of the
foundation are in contact with each other. The horizontal spring value
KH and the dashpot coefficient (damping factor) CH are in about
constant in regard to the vibration frequency, but KR and CR related
to the rotation change. Ispecially the damping coefficient CR in
regard to the rotation shows the characteristic of increasing with the
frequency. Fig.l-10 shows the horisontal displacement Uf of the
foundation top of the rigid foundation shown in Fig.I-6, normalized by
the exciting force P, and this type of curve is called a resonance
curve. Y in the figure indicates the unit volumetric weight of the
foundation, and when Y becomes smaller, i.e. when the foundation
becomes lighter, the peak frequencies (resonance frequencies) of the



resonance curve become higher, and it can be seen that the vibration
amplitude Uf becomes smaller.

1.4 In Regard to the Effect of Embedding

Let us now consider the dynamic SSI when the foundation is
embedded because of a basement etc. Fig.1-Il shows the resonance curve
for the displacement of the center of gravity of the test object
before and after the space ,round the test object is refilled with
sand as shown in Fig.l-ll in order to investigate the effect of
embedding: It can be seen that the resonance frequency is increased by
embedding, and the resonance curve near the peak is not sharp, but
rather rounded. The damping factor h is used in vibration mechanics to
express the degree of sharpness of this resonance curve, and this h is
increased from 5.7Z to 6.3Z by embedding.

Let us now consider the meaning of this. Before embedding, the
radiation waves were transmitted from the bottom surface of the test
object, but after refilling, they also are put out from the side walls
of the test object, so that the entire damping is increased, and the
resonance frequency increases because the aides restraint by the
ground Increased.

1.5 Coupled System of Building and Ground

When the forces are applied to the building by an earthquake or
by means of a excitor etc., the building vibrates while the building
and the ground are influencing each other. This system is called the
coupled system of building and ground. Naturally, this coupled system
is connected by the dynamic SSI treated above. Let us now investigate
the influence of the dynamic SSI onto the coupled system.

Fig.l-12(a) shows an example for a building with a basement. This
building is represented in simplified from by the spring K connecting
the mas point and the basement and the dashpot C, as shown in (b).
When the basement is fixed, the natural frequency of the building is
2Hz and the damping factor h is 5Z. The basement shall be a rigid body
with a unit volumetric mass of 0.5t/Um, and the ground shall be
homogeneous.

Fig.I-13 shows the result of the calculation for the resonance
curve of the horizontal -displacement -of the building top with
horizontal excitation of the top of the building, when the basement
embedding depth is changed. As already stated above, the natural
frequency of the building itself with fixed basement is 2Hz, but the
resonance frequency shown in this figure is considerably lover than
2Hz. This resonance frequency is called the resonance frequency of the
coupled system of building and ground in earthquake engineering, and
in comparison with the natural frequency of the building when the
foundation is fixed, i.e. when it does not move, this frequency is
always lower. WiLh imcreasing embedding of the basement, the resonance
frequency of the coupled system increase and the amplitude shows a
decreasing tendency. This is caused by the increased restraint effect
and radiation damping because of embedding as already stated above.

Next, the vibration of the coupled system at the time of an
earthquake shall be considered. Fig.1-14 shows the behavior of a
building with a basement during an earthquake. For simplification, the
earthquake waves are assumed as sinusoidal waves with the frequency
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f Hz and with displacement only in horizontal direction, and they
shall be brought in from below at a right angle to the ground surface.
As shown in the same figure, the amplitude of the seismic waves
amplifies when the seismic waves approach the ground surface. The
earthquake input into the building via the basement takes place not
only via the bottom surface, but also via the side walls. While the
input from the bottom surface becomes smaller as the ground vibration
amplitude decreases with increasing depth of the basement, the input
from the walls increases with the increasing wall surface in contact
with the ground. When the basement has a high rigidity in comparison
to the ground, this input from the walls becomes an input averaging
the deformation of the ground. Next, the earthquake input which has
entered into the building vibrates the building, and the vibration
energy escapes from the basement bottom surface and the side walls as
radiation waves.
An earthquake response analysis is carried out using substructure
method shown in Fig.l-15. Fig.l-16 shows the analysis results for
vibration of the coupled system of building and ground during an
earthquake with the same conditions as for Fig.l-13. The vertical axis
shows the vibration amplitude ratio between the building top and the
ground surface, while the horizontal axis shows the frequency of the
seismic waves. The vibration amplitude of the building decreases ith
increasing embedding depth of the basement, 'nd as shown by the
calculation examples, it can be seen that the vibrations at the time
of an earthquake decrease with increasing basement depth.

2.Verification Studies on Dynamic Soil-Structure Interaction

'The basic overview of SSI is discussed in previous section. It
might be understood that the study on SSI problem is well-developed
theoretically. Now, let us take a look at some examples for the
dynamic SSI effect in order to get more precise comprehension, there
are many helpful investigations by the experimental approach to
verify those theorem.

In this section, two examples among recent experimental studies
are shown.

Example 1

Among the models of response analysis for embedded structures,
two mathematical models have been adopted in Japan. Namely, one is the
lattice model, and the other one is the sway-rocking model.
Considering computational costs and applicability, the latter might be
more practical and useful. Of course, this sway-rocking model requires
a careful approximation of the spring values.

This example proposes a proper evaluation method for the soil
springs of an embedded structure which are valid for the earthquake
response analyses.

2.1 Outline of Tests

The tests results, which are used in this study, were obtained on
two reactor buildings are shown in Fig.2-1. Plant A has a deep
embedment of 45 meters, while Plant B has a relatively shallow
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embedment. In particular, the embedment expands into the underlying
firm rock for Plant A. The forced vibration tests of both plants were
carried out by sinusoidal excitation. These forces were generated by
an excitor which was installed on the refuelling floor. Only the
results obtained by a horizontal excitation parallel to the adjacent
turbine building are investigated.

2.2 Evaluation Methods for Soil Springs and Structure

Many evaluation methods for soil springs have been proposed so
far. Among them, the following four methods are chosen to be
examined.

Method A; In this method, the side soil springs Ku, K@ and the
base soil springs KH and KB can be independently
evaluated. The side springs are calculated from Novak's
theory, while the base springs from Kobori'e theory.

Method B; This method is applied to Plant A only. As this plant is
also embedded into the underlying firm rock, the soil
springs due to this portion are calculated by the
Boundary Element Method. The other springs are derived
from Method A.

Method C; This method is the Thin-Layered Method which has been
developed by Tajimi.

Method D; In this methk d, the Axisymuetric Finite Element Method
is applied. Iiscous damping accounts for the infinite
energy transmission at the boundaries.

The structure is modelled corresponding the evaluation methods
for soil springs mentioned above. All the underground structures are
modelled into a lumped mass system in method A. Only the basement of
rock portion is assumed as rigid in method B but the other portion is
treated as same as the method A. All of the underground structure are
assumed as rigid in method C and D. Fig.2-2 shows these resulting
models.

2.3 Resonance Curve

Fig.2-3 and Fig.2-4 show the resonance curves of Plants A and B
on two levels of the structure.

Fig.2-3 represents the- results of Plant A, it found that the
resonance curve has no peaks and this feature is expressed well by all
methods. However, there is the difference in amplitude among all the
methods in the upper level.

Pig.2-4 which represents the results of Plant B, shows that the
analytical results have good agreement with the test ones on the upper
level, while the amplitude is overestimatect on the base level.
Moreover, the resonance frequency is somewhat underestimated by method
A, and method D displays wavy results due to the fact that the wave
radiation damping is not exactly evaluated at the mesh boundaries of
this axisymetric finite element method.

2.4 Conclusion

As it is mentioned above, we could get almost the same results
by using any of the four methods and good agreement with the test
results. However, a portion of the underground structures in method B,



and all of them in methods'C and D must be as assumed rigid because it
is difficult to divide the soil springs as treated in method A.
Furthermore, method A requires far less computational time.

Therefore, we think method A in which the side soil springs Ku
and KO, and the base soil springs KH and KR are evaluated
independently in Fig.2-2 is the most convenient method for practical
seismic design analyses.

Example 2

It is well known that the vibration characteristics of a
structure adjacent to the other structures are different from those of
an. isolated structure. These differences are caused by dynamic
interaction between the adjoining structures through the soil. This
kind of interaction has been termed the Dynamic Cross Interaction
(DCI).

This example describes the simulation analysis of the forced
vibration tests .on an actual nuclear reactor building apd on its
adjacent turbine building by the method in which the DCI effect is
taken into account.

2.5 Outline of Forced Vibration Tests

Fi&.2-5 shows the cross section and site layout of the objective
nuclear reactor building and turbine building.

The reactor building (hereafter called R/B) is a large reinforced
eoncrete structure, which has overall plan dimensions of about 80m
square at the lower level, an underground depth of 18.5m, an above
ground height of 58.Om and a total weight of about 300,000 tons. The
turbine building (hereafter called TIB) is also a reinforced concrete
structure which has overall plan dimensions of 66m x 110m and is set
on almost the same ground level as the R/B. Total weight of the T/B is
about 280,000 tons. There is an interval of 10cm between the two
buildings.

2.6 Development of Analytical Method

The buildings are modelled by a detailed multi-stick lumped mass
system taking into account not only the fundamental resonance mode but
also the local vibration mode in the upper portion of the buildings.

The DCI soil springs are estimated as the coupling impedance
matrices under the assumptions as follows;

1) The impedance matrix of the supporting soil, and that of the
surface layered soil and back filling soil are evaluated
independently.

2) Three-dimentional BEM with Green's functions derived from
surface point exciting solutions, is used to model the
supporting soil which is assumed to be a uniform half space. The
coupling impedance matrix between the R/B and the T/B (8 x 8
matrix for horizontal, vertical, rotational, and torsional
directions) is conducted under the assumption that each basement
slab is rigid (as shown in Fig.2-6 (a)).

3) Two-dimentional plane strain BEM is applied to the surface
layered soil and the backfilling soil. The coupling impedance
matrix between the R/B and the T/B (4 x 4 matrix for horizontal
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and torsional directions) is evaluated similarly under the
assumption that each building is rigid at each embedded level
(as shown in Fig.2-6 (b)).

The total model is a multi-stick lumped mass system of buildings
combined with the two kinds of the DCI springs (as shown in Fig.2-6

2.7 Test Results

Only the forced vibration tests and simulation analyses in the
E-W direction as shown in Fig.2-5 are dealt, because the effects of
DCI can be considered to be larger than another one. Fig.2-7 shows the
resonance and phase lag curves of representative measuring points.

Major findings obtained from the test results are as follows;
1) Fundamental resonance frequency of the RIB is 2.5Hz, and

damping factor evaluated by the half power method is about 30%.
2) Horizontal vibration energy transmitted from the R/B to the T/B

predominates at the natural frequency of the T/B (about 3.0Hz).
3) The phase lag of the R/B increases as the measuring point

approaches the basement slab, and furthermore, the higher the
measuring point on the T/B is, the larger its phase lag becomes.
This shows that the energy transmission from the RIB to the T/B
is mainly through the supporting soil.

4) The local vibration mode in the upper portion of the RIB
predominates at about 7.0Hz and 10.ORz, while that of the T/B is
at 5.0Hz. They cause the energy absorption effects which
decrease the response amplitude at the other levels.

2.8 Analytical Results

The results of simulation analyses, i.e. the resonance curves and
phase lag curves at the refueling floor (GL 38.5m) and the 2nd floor
(GL 6.0m) on the RIB are shown in Fig.2-8. Similarly, Fig.2-9 shows
those of the representative measuring points on the T/B.

The analytical values generally correspond closely with the
experimental values in amplitude and phase lag. In particular, the
local vibration mode at about 5.0Hz on the roof on the T/B is well
accounted for. It should be noted that the difference between the
case 1 (coupled) and case 2 (isolated) is very small.

2.9 Conclusion

The simulation analyses of forced vibration tests on the RIB are
executed with a model taking into account the DCI between the RIB and
the adjacent T/B, and the embedment of buildings.

These results lead to the concluding remarks as follows;
1) The results of the simula:ion analyses are in excellent

agreement with the test results not only on the R/B but also on
the T/B.

2) It say be concluded that the proposed analytical methods using
BEN are efficient to evaluate the dynamic coupling vibration
problem through soil between embedded structures.

3) For forced vibration tests on the RIB, the influence of the
adjacent T/B on the response of RIB is relatively small and it
is possible to ignore the existence of the T/B in the case



simulation analyses of the R/B.

3. Further Advanced Study

TwO examples of verification study are introduced above. They
might help you to comprehend what the dynamic SSI is, and to realized
the theorem are verified very well. These method is precise enough for
practical problems, but the more detailed analysis is sometimes
required. One of the advanced methods which is valid for such request
is shown in this section.

The soil-structure interaction plays an important role in the
earthquake response of massive and large structures such as nuclear
reactor buildings and many studies pertaining to this subject have
been reported in the past. However, especially in cases of embedded
structure in spite of a need of the precise analysis up to high
frequency range, the past analytical methods ate still insufficient to
investigate the 3-dimensional dynamic response characteristics taking
into account the corplicated configuration of the structure,
backfilling soil and the semi-infinity of the 3-D soil medium.

Therefore, the analytical method have been developed using a
3-dimensional hybrid model taking into-.account the advantage of BEM
and FEM in order to evaluate the effect of dynamic SSI of the case of
an actual embedded reactor building and have investigated its dynamic
response characteristics up to high frequency range.

This section describes the dynamic response analysis of a typical
BWR reactor building as a comparative study between two different
embedment depths in elastic half space.

3.1 Outline of Analytical Hethod

The earthquake response analysis is based on substructure method
where the soil-structure interaction system is divided into two
domains as shown in Fig.3-1. One is the domain composed of the
building and the back filling soil which are modelled by finite
elements, and the other is the half space soil domain by boundary
elements, and the displacement and traction of elements contacting
each other are adjusted, the transfer function of each point of the
building to the control point is obtained. Then earthquake response
analysis is carried out easily by using algorithm of Fast Fourier
Transform.

3.2 The Subject of Analysis

Fig.3-1 shows the BWR (MARK-I) type reactor building of subject
matter herein. The basemat is square shaped 75m x 75m with 5m depth
and the building is 65m high from the bottom of the basement to top.
The main structural components are the shield wall, the inner wall and
the outer wall.

And as an analytical case, two different embedment depths in
elastic half-space soil medium with a shear wave velocity of 1000m/sec
are taken into account. In Case 1, the building is embedded 20m deep
with surrounding back filling soil, and a 1/4 analytical model of the
finite elements with 212 nodal points and about 270 elemen, and the
boundary elements with 40 elements are used. While, in Case 'uly the
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basement of the building is embedded without any backfilling soil.
Damping factors of the building and backfilling soil are 5% and

10% as complex damping respectively.
The incident wave to the hybrid model is taken into account as a

vertically propagating SH wave and controlled by the free field
surface. The sinusoidal wave and EL CE1TRO (1940 NS) earthquake wave
with the maximum acceleration of 100gal are used as the motion of the
free field surface.

3.3 Analytical Results

Acceleration Transfer Function: Fig.3-2 and Fig.3-3 show the
acceleration transfer functions of main points at the refueling floor
and the basemat respectively.

From these figures, the following findings are pointed out.
1) Fundamental resonance frequency is almost the same in both cases

but acceleration amplification factor decrease in all frequency
range in Case 1 in comparison with Case 2.

2) At the refueling floor, two points in the inner wall (15 & 22)
indicate the same behavior in all frequency range, but the
other two points (17 & 23) show different behavior from the
aforementioned points in the inner wall, furthermore in high
frequency range beyond 8Hz, not only the shear deflection but
also the axial deflection are generated. These behavior are
observed to be almost the same in both cases although the
quantity is different.

3) At the basement in Case 1, acceleration amplification factor to
free field surface is less than 1.0 in all frequency ranges and
the difference of each point is remarkable in frequency range
beyond 8Hz. While in Case 2 acceleration amplification factor is
larger than that in Case 1 and behavior of each points are
almost same up to about 12Hz.

Maximum Earthquake Responses Acceleration: Fig.3-4 shows the maximum
acceleration distribution in two vertical sections in view of
comparison with both cases. Solid line and dhained line show the
results for Case I and Case 2 respectively.

From these figures, the following findings are pointed out.
I) Although little difference is found at the lower parts, there is

a distinct difference at the upper part above the 3rd floor and
the maximum acceleration in Case 1 is 25%-30% smaller than that
of Case 2.

2) The maximum response acceleration of the shield wall is larger
than those of the inner wall with regard to both horizontal and
rotational motions.

3) At the upper parts above the refueling floor such as the roof
slab and the perpendicular inner wall, the amplification factor
shows increase due to local vibration effect.

Floor Response Spectra; Figs.3-5(a) and (b) show acceleration response
spectra at shown points of the 5th floor in comparison with both
cases.

From these figures, it is found that spectral values decrease
with the increase of embedment depth and that the floor response
spectra are different, especially remarkable in the short period range
even at the same floor level.
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3.4 Concluding Remarks

Concluding remarks in this study are as follows;
(1) As the results of comparative study, it is confirmed that the

earthquake response intensity such as maximum acceleration and
floor response up to high frequency range decrease with the
increase of embedment depth when 3-dimensional soil-structure
interaction effects are taken into account.

(2) It is confirmed that difference of behavior due to the position
is significant even at the same floor level, especially in high
frequency range, therefore it is necessary to take into account
the shear and arial deflections of the slab in the modeling of
the building up to high frequency range.

4. Other Problems

The overview of soil structure interaction problems and its
applicability verified by some experimental studies are mentioned
above. It is found that the recent procedure is well-proved and lead
to adequate results. However, needless to say, they should be advanced
by further study such as introduced in previous section corresponding
to the state of the art.

In this section., a couple of issue that should be investigated
further and adopted into the practical procedure are described.

4.1 Nonlinear Problems for Soil

In the seismic design of important structure against the most
severe earthquake capable to occur, the dynamic analyses should be
executed in consideration with the nonlinear characteristics of
building structure. In suolr cases, it is easily supposed that not only
the building but also the soil may show strong nonlinear behavior.

There are many nonlinear phenomena in SSI, and they could be
classified these two nonlinear problems.
1) Material nonlinear the soil possesses by nature
2) Geometric nonlinear such as separation from side wall or

structure uplift from the underlying soil.
For the former problem, the direst method is effective to treat

the material nonlinearity of soil. Fig.4-1 shows this type of model
discretized by FEM or FDM specially. Proper nonlinearity such as
plastic theorem-based yield condition and hardening rule is given to
each element, and nonlinear dynamic response can be obtained by means
of step by step time integration. Due to recent study in this matter,
the response value of structure decreases when the material
nonlinearity is considered.

For the second problem, direct method mentioned above is also
applicable. Fig.4-2 shows an example of separation analysis result by
FDM. This method has an advantage that the combined analysis with
material nonlinear is possible.

Here is another approach for this problem that is time domain
substructure method using Green's function and impulse response
function. This method needs excessive computational time, but that has
more exactness theoretically.
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4.2 Pile Foundation

In section 1, it is explained that the effect of dynamic SSI is
decided by the foundation type, and in the case of the pile
foundation, dynamic SSI takes place via the piles, so the influence of
them becomes more complicated.

Once, as simple evaluation, Chang's equation etc. was adopted for
the horizontal soil spring, and this method is practically helpful.
But this method is valid only for static analysis, because frequency
dependency investigated in section 2 can not be represented by this
method, and furthermore when the piles are closely spaced, the effect
of pile group (i.e. pile soil pile interaction.) become so strong that
the more precise evaluation become necessary.

He is one of the methods based on elastic wave propagation
theory. The ground surface motion at the points apart particular
distance from the force applied point at ground surface is
investigated in section 1. The similar procedure is available for pile
spring evaluation. The relation between cylindrical force or circular
force applied in the ground, corresponding to the traction at side
surface and pile bottom respectively, and the displacement at the
arbitrary point in the ground can be expressed by some integral
equations, and then by solving them, the pile spring for any pile
arrangement can be obtained.

4.3 Dynamic Analysis According to Site Condition

In order to calculate the soil springs theoretically, it is
convenient to assume or idealize that the ground is homogeneous half
space or consisting of horizontally lying strata although there are
topography and irregularity such as mountains and winding strata. We
discussed dynamic SSI problems only for homogeneous ground in
section 1. i s assumption leads enough good results practically, but
in the case that more precise investigation is required, the
topography and irregularity should be taken into the analytical model.

Usually, boundary element method or finite element method shown
in Fig.4-3 are adopted. The former method has advantage for making a
model of topography and infinity, but it is not suitable for internal

ground irregularity. On the other hand, the latter method is effective
to treat the internal irregularity, but there is a little difficulties
to set the boundary condition. A combined analysis as described in
section 3 is also possible,-the advantage of each method are available
in this case. The most proper method should be chosen according to
site condition.

5. Conclusion

The study on the dynamic SSI problems has started about 50 years
ago, and many researchers have achieved fruitful results from
theoretical and experimental approach. Consequently, the effect of
dynamic SSI can be understood with sufficient accuracy in nowadays. In
other words, we can simulate the dynamic response behavior of most
type of soil and structure system, but needless to say, the
complicated procedure such as mentioned in chapter 3 is not always
necessary to investigate them. It is the most important point for
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engineers to realize what kind of SSI governs each type of anil ud
structure interaction system, and to establish the best analytical
method for them.
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THE EXPERIENCE AND EXISTING PREMISES FOR AN EFFICIENT
RESPONSE IN CASE OF EARTHQUAKE UNDER THE CONDITIONS

OF SEISMIC ZONES IN ROMANIA

Eng. Emil-Sever Georgescu x)

ABSTRACT

The paper deals with the following aspects:
- the meaning of the "aseismic protectionnotion in a

wide and complex meaning in the frame of UNDRO terminology
(1979) used in the study on seismic risk;

- the notion "earthquake response" with reference to
the previous earthquakes esperienced in our country and in
the world;

- the present situation of legislation, codes and uder-
gone actions well-known in the world, concerning the effici-
ent society response in case of earthquakes and the expe -
rience gained in our country from the previous earthquakes;

-the use of seismic prediction for planning the earth -
quake response;

- seismic hazard and risk factors under the conditions
of seismic zones in our country;

- elements subjected to seismic risk in our country in
urban and rural areas (constructions, population, vital so-
cial and economical function, life-lines'a.s.o.);

- aseismic design recommendations, the assessment if of
existing buildings, aseismic resistance and of the streng -
thening- repairing works in our country;

- legislation concerning the post-seismic emergency in-
tervention and aspects of preseismic planning under the sei-
mic conditions of our country;

- the nature and type of aseismic preparedness and pro-
tection operations and the required intervention actions in
case of earthquake in our country and the existing premises
in the field;

- conclusions on the required research programme with
a view to take efficient measures in the frame of the inte-
grated national programme for protection, aseismic prepared-
ness and interventions in case of earthquakes in our country.

1. THE ASEISMIC PROTECTION

Romania is encountered among the countries with a severe
seismicity, especially in the Vrancea zone. The aseismic pro-
tection of buildings has been applied for 40 years and during
this time the Romanian seismology and earthquake engineering
has gained experience and gathered scientific data.

In'a broader sense the aseismic protection means the en-
largement of classical seismological and earthquake enginee-
ring fields. Thus, besides the aseismic design protection,
efficient measures should be provided in order to avoid the



negative effects of earthquakes for the whole society that
repeesent a system with interconnected components. As the
age and resistance of components are variable it has been
taken into account that even the temporary components o,-t
of function due to the earthquake could lead (even with no
physical damages noticeable in all fields) to a disorder in
the functioning of the society assembly, with a lot of so-
ciall economic and cultural losses. In this context, the
aseismic protection of a new objective is a construction des
cribed by the regulations in force.

The maning of the term "Complex protection" refers to
the state-of-the-art of the existent system and consequently
the anticipation of the vulnerable points of the social and
economic system as compared with the seismic acticn and the
early drawing up of all the necessary correction measures.
Legal and specialized recommendations for this matter have
been drawn up only in several countries. The purpose of this
preparedness is to avoid and considerable reduce the disas-
trous losses and disturbances providing an efficient social
reply in case of earthquakes.

The UNDRO terminology (1979) is given below in order to
use a unitary languagey several developments and new speci-
fications drawn-up in the frame of the Balkanic Project RER/
79/014 are used too.

n-'2 The 96is ic-HAzard represents the expected succession in
a probabilistic sense, for a specific time period, of the
seismic actions of certain intensities, the seismic hazard
depends not only upon the characteristics of the source but
also upon the grOund conditions of the analysed zone. The
seismic hazard maps shows the zones and the probabilities
for the return _ period#.

The Seismic Vulnerability shows the anticipated distri-
bution of notiEMable physimal seismic damages underwent by P_

type of structure due to a seismic incident action, conditi-
oned by the intensity of the seismic action; the seismic vul
nerability represents an intrinsic characteristic of a cer--
tain type of structure as compared with the seismic action;
the loss degree is represented on a scale from / 0 (no loss)
up to 1 %total loss).

The Specific Risk represents the anticipated distribu-
tion on seismic damages underwent -by a certain type of
structure due to the succession of the expected seismic
actions for a determined period of time when the structure
is peruAneMtly exposed to seismic hazard and depending upon
the hazard and vulnerability.

The Zlements at Risk (Exposed to Risk) represents the ma
terial and cultural values, as well as the human activities,-
that could be affected (disturbed, damaged) by the earthquake
or by the seismic damages of a certain structure. They are
characterized by the seismic exposure degree and by the dis-
tribution of anticipated losses, conditioned by the degree
of the possible damage of the structure under consideration
(constructions, population, social, economical and cultural
activities exposed to risk in a given zone).

The Seismic Risk represents the anticipated distribution
of losses of various kinds with reference to people, the ma-



terial and cultural values as well as the human activities,

taking iito .:,rt th:. exposure degree of elements at risk
for a determineI time period. Tne risk is got by tic convo-
lutio of hazar', vulnerabjlity and elements at risk.

"Disaster" is a nonstandaroized term tha. is uscc buth
for natural phenomena and for serious accidents and their
consequences. This explanation refers to the earthquakes
because the causes and distructive effects occur almost sim
multaneously so that people call them the same term even iT
the situation changed during the lost decades at the same
time with the evolution of the aseismic protection measures.

There are indeed natural phenomena, even strong motions,
that do not cause disasters if the zone struck by the earth-
quake is unbuilt and uninhabited or.if the zone is inhabited
but efficient aseismic protection measures are going to be
applied. That is why the present tendency is to call disaster
the severe effects of some natural phenomena (including earth
quakes) only if these lead to massive life losses, to destroX
ed localities, to distrubances of social, economic and cul-
tural life, to serious secondary effects a.s.o.

Using the UNDRO terminology, the seismic hazard cannot
be reduced but the vulnerability of structures and endowments
the exposure degree of elements at risk , the specific risk
and the seismic risk could be reduced all these refering to
the anticipated total losses, in order to avoid disasters.

2. THE EARTHQUAKE PREPAREDNESS

2.1. The Evolution of Concerns

The social, economical and cultural development of the
human society in a seismic zone gradually leads to an increa
sed number of constructions, endowments, settlements and ac-
tivities performed on this territory.

Their vulnerability depends upon the knowledge degree of
the zone seismic hazard and the real aseismic protection mea
sures for each element apart exposed to risk and for their -
assembly according to the social and economical policy of the
country. The experience of previous earthquakes occurred in
the 20th century underlined a number of anticipating prepa-
redness requirements for an efficient response to earthquake.

A a result of the previous earthquakes the following
examples of concerns are given below:

- 1906 - San Francisco, USA - the aseismic design protec
tion, lifelines protection (for preventing the fire, for run-
ning water, for the gas and electricity system and for the
communication systems a.s.o.);

- 1923 - Kanto, Japan - fire protection for the wooden
buildings in urban zones;

- 1933 - Long Beach, California, USA - the specific
aseismic protection of school buildings;

- 1964 - Alaska, USA - the necessity of organizations
for postseismic interventionof an anticipated specialized
preparedness, of the site conditions study;

- 1964 - Niigata, Japan - showed the danger of placing
the oil storage tanks in the neighbourhood of a big town and
the consequencies of neglecting the local ground conditions
(liquefaction);



- 19"1 - San Fernando - USA- underlined the vulnerabili
t- of .oD.oital buildings. In California a new legislation
concerning t-'e disaster prevention measures in cast '?f earth
quakes was adopted;

- 1972 - Managua,Nicaraglir - underlined the possible
disaszer effect in a town without lifelines and adequate
emergency endowment where no aseismic urban measures were
taken;

- 1975 - Haicheng,China - the first earthquake scienti-
fically predicted on a long,medium,short and imminent ter=,
with attentively prepared evacuation measures and a massi-e
reduction of human life losses and partially of econ .>icA.
losses;

- 1976 - TansanChina - showed the catastrophic effect
of an underestimation of the territory seismicity of the lack
of seismic urban measures and the importance of the scienti-
fic prediction/6/;

- 1977 - Vranzx - ,Rcmania - shows the difference between
the serious damage of nonaseismic designed cld,high, urb.d
buildings and the good behaviour of buildings designed accor
ding to the recent recommendations, especially precast build
ings;

- underlined the necessity of instrumental seisric re-
cordings;

- proved the importance of social,economic and human re
sources for the rehabilitation after the earthquake, under
the state control in an adequate time period;

- studies performed on the seismic vulnerability and
aseismic protection in a broader sense in our country,too.

1978 - Japan - "Law on the large scale countermeasures
in case of earthquakes" were adopted; a seismological tempo-
ral evolution and earthquake preparedness in Tokai zone was
established/7/, based on the hypothesis of a scientific pre-
diction publicly announced.

1976-1981 - Italy and Greece initiate governmental orga
nizations for the earthquake intervention preparedness, pre-
vention of seismic losses, aseismic education, seismic pre-
diction studies a.s.o.

1983 - Erzurur,Turkey - urgent measures for a temporal
lodging of inhabitants in rural zones destroyed by the earth
quake. Within one year the zone is rebuilt with modern struF-
tures. Aseismic education measures were taken by video casset
tes, publications, seminars /8/.

1986 - moderate -severe earthquakes in Vrancea zones,
Romania and Veliko-Tirnovo,Bulgaria.
During the period September-December 1986, the negative effect
of the lack of education and technical and scientific informa
tion about earthquakes influenced the psychology of the most-
sensitive inhabitants.

Generally as a result of the foregoing facts it has been
noticed an upward evolution of the people's concern, at pre-
sent, the aseismic protection as compared with the earthquake
effects, has a complex and direct character and is proporti-
onal to the number and character of the elements at risk, res
pectively proportional to the social and economical develop-
ing level of the respective countries.



2.2. Legislations, cr ,: ,nri ?xperiencc

The synthetic situation on a world scale is dS follows:
Japan: there is a compicx legislation for prevontioiL

and control measures of the disastrous effects of natural
phenomena and accidents, including also those for the eartn-
quakes, occurred in 1961 and applied and controlled by the go
vernment. Since 1978 the provisions of a special law for the
earthquake preparedness have been applied for the Tokai zone
for an earthquake with M=6 that is expected to be publicly
predicted and announced in due time, according to the
continuous instrumental recordings.

All over the country each year on the ist of September
exercises for the disaster prevention are performed, especi-
ally in big cities and the intensified observations zones.
Yearly 2.8 billion dollars are allotted for the preparation
of earthquake countermeasures /7/.

China: there are legislations and state organisms that
regulate the disaster prevention, including the seismic ones
Officially, the use of seismic prediction is considered as
an efficient method to avoid or reduce losses, although the
general application is not yet possible.

USA : there is the federal legislation concerning the
prevention and avoidance of disasters. In California State
specific laws and measures have been applied and legislated
for earthquakes. For a local usage there is a relative inde-
pendence with respect to the character and wide application
of such measures. Engineering studies have been performed
for the estimation of seismic risk for several urban cities
such as Los Angeles and San Francisco /9/.

Greece: earthquake protection and preparedness are con-
trolled by the governmental organizations - EPPO (1983) with
wide coordination research tasks.

Italy: Ministry for the Coordination of Civil Protection
that cooperate with the regional and local organizations in
performing thb analysis of the vulnerability of towns with
old building stock and the intervention in case of earthquake
(1976-1980).

France: the planning for the disaster prevention is or-
ganized through the ORSEC plan that stipulates the conjuga-
ted intervention of all technical and social organizations
and ministries involved in case of natural disaster or public
accidents /3/.

Turkey.: the intervention disaster works are organized
by the civii, central, military and local governmental organi
zations and t!chnical and social organizations and ministries.
The earthquake represents one of the frequent intervention
field /10/.

USSR: aseismic protection is achieved first by a compul-
sory application of the seismic design code for buildings, of
the code construction provisions drawn-up under the state
scientific control. The seismic zoning map of 1981 has a proba-
lStic meaning. Prediction seismic studies were performed in
many active zones. When major post-seismic effects occurred
the specialized state organizations applied rapid and effi-
cient measures.

Romania: the aseismic protection is compulsory applied
in the building design based on a periodically revised nodes.
The construction works are performed by the state enterprises



under a specialized technical control. To remove the March
4th 1977 earthquake effects,a rapid and efficient interven-
tion was initiated for the saving, recovery, repairing and
strengthening works of vulnerable buildings,built before
1940. There is a legislation concerning the central and lo-
cal organization. for the intervention in case of natural
disasters and experience concerning the repairing, streng-j.;.
thening and reconstruction works after the earthquake. The
continuous development of high technology,industries and so-
ciety imposes the enlarging of the directions for improving
the earthquake preparedness in all field losses could appear.

x x
x

In many other countries on a world scale the earthquake
response is regulated by the civil protection law or by the1ral legislation concerning disasters. It has been esta-
blished that it is not only the legislation or the organizing
scIemes that condition the response efficiency, but the way
the practical coperation between the involved local and cen-
tral authorities is achieved, the ratio between the existing
sources and those effectively applied, the social.and economi
-ca conditions of the destroyed country, the dimension of
zones subjected to risk, the general level of understanding
the earthquake engineering problems by the citizens, autho-
ritiae, technical staff, the severe authorized and specialized
control and the rapidity of intervention works a.s.o. /3/.

3. GMERAL SEISMIC RISK AND HAZARD FACTORS FOR THE

1NM TERRITORY

L.Swimad Uaizard
For the Romanian territory the most important seismic

source is Vrancea zone placed at the curvature of the Carpa-
thin §untins . The earthquakes occur at an internmediate
depth of 100 4.. 150 km with medium magnitudes M=7 Richter,
2-3 times a century. The strongest earthquakes with M=7
causes seismic motions with VII-VIII MSK intensities on almost
half of the country territory. Other local or external sources
of the territory generates VII-VIII MOK intensities less
often than once a century.

The spectral composition underlined by INCERC recording
of the March 4th,1977 earthquake with M-7.2, shows relatively
long predominant periods (over 1 sec.) especially in zones
with thick sedimentary layers affected by the intermediate
earthquakes.

The recordings of August 31st 1986 Vrancea earthquake
(M-6.8) showed the relative short oscillations predominant
period (0.2 ...' 0.5 s) /21/.

The known elements concerning the historic periodicity
of earthquakes on the territory are not synthetized on a seis.
mic hazard map in a probabilistic way required for the eva-
luation of convolution in the risk analysis.

3.2. Seismic Risk
The seismic events that caused human and material losses

occurred in 1940 and 1977. In 1940 almost S0 life losses



were recorded. In 1977, 1570 people were killed' 11.300 in-
jured people, 32.900 damaged and collapsed buildings, the
total economic losses value was 2 billion dollars /12/.

In 1940 only one, fourteen storey reinforced concrete buil
building collapsed in Bucharest, on the other hand, in the epi
epicentral zone and the rest of the country many low build-
ings were destroyed.

In 1977 28 buildings collapsed in Bucharest (all build-
ings built before 1940). All these were 6-12 storied build-
ings with vertical reinforced concrete, masonry elements and
beams that were not frame joints. Almost 400 hundred build-
ings in Bucharest were included in this category (buildings
-damaged in 1940 and unadequately checked after the earth-
quake). It has been established the character of the strong
motion effects combined with the ageing, corrosion and over-
stressing effects etc./12/.

From the buildings designed and built according to the
aseismic design codes drawn-up between 1950-1977 , three
partial collapses were recorded and others damaged due to the
the fact that the design seismic forces and the spectral
coefficient included in that codes were very much different
from the real requirements underlined by March 4th 1977
earthquake recording. Nevertheless, the damage ratio under-
lines the positive role of the aseismic design. The high -
rise frame structures were much more damaged, and out of the
high bearing wall structures almost 30% were damaged and
only two cases of partial collapse were recorded. The cost
of the repairing and strengthening works was very high in-
creasing the value of the direct losses.

3.3. The Seismic Prediction For The Future Activity Of
The Vrancea Earth uake

The Vrancea seismic focus is persistent and isolated,
-and although there is not a full agreement between the re-
searchers, it has been considered that a subduction process
may be present in the zone /12/.

Enescu, Marza and ZamArcA (1974) showed that there is a
regular random scheme for the occurrence of Vrancea earth-
quakes consisting in three peaks of seismic activity in each
century. The maximum values occur at the years of 1-10, 30
30-42 and 70-90 each century. The conclusion proves that an
earthquake will be possible to occur with I. =VIII-IX between
1978-1990 (in fact the event occurred in 1977) and similar
events may be expected between 2004 + 4 years and again in
2040 + 5 years /17,20/. Other studies were performed concer-
ning the long time prediction of Vrancea earthquakes. After
1977, Mfrza showed for the first time .aposteriori. six types
of seismic quiescence schemes (seismic gaps) that preceded
Vrancea earthcuakes with M : 5.

The seismic event of August 31st,1986, although occurred
at the usual time interval of earthquakes with M = 7, does
not change the occurrence periodicity of strong motions si-
milar to the March 4th 1977 Vrancea earthquake. The time in-
terval left (that has to be appreciatted in a probabilistic
sense) till the future strong motion round the year 2000,
must be used for taking measures for the preparedness seis -
mic response.

Meanwhile the developing seismology research on the short



term and imminent earthquake prediction could lead to valid
results for Vrancea zone, too.

Supposing that this event could occur in the near futur
future and that the scientific and instrumental basis could
exist for the prognosis of a future seismic event, the lack
of information and society preparedness would probably be a
source of social and economical negative effects, if some-
times news about a coming event spread over a human communi-
ty from unknown sources.'

That is why the prediction research must be rationally
used at this stage , first of all to space out usefully the
preparedness measures by informing the population, the spe-
cialists and administrative personnel about the scientific
progress in the field and about the probabilistic limita-
tions of this matter. As a conclusion, the seismic predic-
tion elements known up to now justify the complex aseismic
protection measures for removing the main risk factors till
the future Vrancea strong motion.

3.4. The Elements At Seismic Risk In Urban And Rural
Zones In RomAia

Romania has a population of 22.6 million inhabitants,
a surface of 237.500 km2  and is administratively organized
in 40 counties and the Municipality of Bucharest. After a
brief analysis of the seismic zoning map, only in six coun-
ties the expected intensities do not exceed the seismic de-
gree of VI MSK, the other 34 counties and the Municipality
of Bucharest could be struck by VII-IX MSK intensities.
Geierally, 50% of the territory is struck by Vrancea earth-
quakes; in that zone there are localities with various so-
cial and economical activities that potentially may suffer
the negative effects of an earthquake. These effects could
occur due to the violence of the seismic motion, to the exis
tence of old non-aseismically designed buildings or buildings
built according to the codes based on former, reduced code
seismic forces.

With respect to provide the general complex aseismic
protection, a full analysis should be performed on the num-
ber and resistance characteristics of the social and economi
cal elements subjected to seismic risk in the foregoing
zones. This is a huge and long time work and requires a lot
of information and computation data and sometimes because of
lack of data , it requires only general estimations. This
paper presents only a few data that have been published and
thatunderlines the need of detailed evaluations for various
fields. According to the data included in the statistical
annual book /13/ the following can be stated:

- a number of 23 counties and the Municipality of Bucha
rest,most of them placed in VII-IX MSK intensity zones, com-
prises 70% of the total fixed funds (endowments) of the so-
cial-economical units all over the country, that achieve 69%
of the industrial production of the country. Almost all kinds
of industries are represented there;

- In neighborhood of Vrancea seismogenetic zone, the
density of the inhabitants is 1.5-2 times higher than the
average for the whole country; 59% of the whole country popu
lation live in seismic zones;_

- twenty-nine towns (with more than 10,000 inhabitants)
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and the city of Bucharest are placed in VII /2 - IX MSK
degree intensity zones, including three out of six big
towns of the country with 200-300 thousand inhabitants, 10
county capitals and Bucharest, the capital of the country.
These 30 towns include 38.53% of the urban population of the
country or 18.98% of the whole population. Moreover, 58 towns
out of which 13 are county capitals (26.11% of the urban po-
pulation or 12.86% of the whole country population, namely
almost 3 million inhabitants) are located in VII MSK seismic
intensity zones.

In all, 51.46% of towns with more than 10,000 inhabitants
are placed in VII-IX seismic intensity zones and comprises
64.65% of the urban population or 31.87% of the whole country
population.

- the building stock comprises both structures built
before 1940(November 10th,1940 Vrancea earthquake led to the
use of the first official temporary aseismic design code)and
relatively new industrial , agrozootechnical,roads, bridges,
dams constructions as well as residential buildings and spe-
cial works, all of them aseismically designed according to
the aseismic design codes in force during their construction.
The detailed analysis will point evident other characteris-
tics,too.

In general, the big and historical cities are endowed
with residential, social and public, and economic building
stock that is older and more vulnerable at seismic motions.

Noteworthy is the fact that during the period 1951-1983
more than 9 million buildings were built in the country, out
of which 2.2 million in the rural areas. The previous earth-
quake did not cause disastrous effects in rural areas. Other
elements subjected to seismic risk must be similarly analyz-
ed taking into account the following specifications:

- the agricultural system is industrialized, provided
with an irrigation system, silos, agricultural machine sta-
tions, zootechnical halls that were vulnerable at earthquakes
in certain cases. To avoid large disturbances in the agricul
tural and zootechnical production their construction of all-
types should be tested and aseismically protected, according
to the norms in force;

- the commerce and the producing cooperative system are
endowed with older vulnerable buildings that due to their
damage can stop the supply with goods that are necessary for
the emergency stage;

- schools should be specifically analysed both with res-
pect to the aseismic protection of students and to the fact
that only through schools the aseismic education of people
concerning the behaviour and natural reaction of citizens
could be performed;

- hospitals are the first to be analysed In ordcr tc be
kept in operation during an earthquake and to support the re
-habilitation efforts.

The 24 counties that are located in areas with a very
severe seismicity are endowed with almost 133 thousands of
hospitals beds. These hospital units will be used for emer-
gency medical assistance after an earthquake whenever neces-
sary, but nevertheless, their buildings should be thoroughly
tested and provided with independent running water pipes,
power station and drugs.



- the cultural and art institutions, the mass media.
means should be analysed and protected and kept in proper
operation conditions and used after the earthquake at the
psychological rehabilitation of the inhabitants and for their
proper informationg

- very important networks (lifelines) are numerous in
the seismic zones of the country.

Magistral power lines railways and very important nati-
onal roads, highways, some of them being unique, are passing
through the Vrancea epicentral zone.

The vulnerability of the lifelines is caused by their
weakest point, for example the damage of a bridge could stop
the whole undamaged road network when there is no other round
about road and consequently the goods and food supply in thal
zone is stopped. In this respect the critical points of the
detailed analysis should be considered with reference to:
power stations, power transformer stations, pumping stations,
road bridges and railway bridges, telephone exchange and ra-
tio transmissions, roundhouses and sheds, and large garages,
etc. Under the conditions of automation and the use of elec-
tronic systems in the national economy, the protection of
new computation systems and processing computers represents
a new field of concerns.

The immediate intervention systems - ambulance, firemen
brigade, guards, order, recovery, demolishing and urgent
strengthening works, the road traffic control - should be
analysed and kept in proper operation conditions after the
main seismic motion in any season, day or night and having
available independent food supplies (water, electricity,com-
munications, and victuals a.s.o.).

The military units and other military and civil organi-
zations, that have specific functions in case of disasters
should analyse and organize their work priorly according to
special criteria.

4. LEGISLATION ,CODES AND PROPOSALS CONCERNING THE ASEIS
IMIC PROTECTION AND EFFICIENT EARTHQUAKE PREPAREDNES§
IN ROMANIA

4.1. The experience of March 4th 1977 earth uake
As a consequence of the 1970 and 1975 floods there was

an experience of natural disasterin Romania in 1977, concer
ning the mustering of all technical, economical and adminisT
trative resources, ambulance service and supports given to
the victims of disaster, rehabilitation of a locality a.s.o.
Naturallypthe seismic effects have their own character, and
in 1977 the main specific element was the damages in several
big towns (Bucharest, Craiova, Ploie~ti, Iagi) where the old
building stock was richly represented. The postearthquake
intervention was very well coordinated at the central and
local level, joining all available forces (very often volun-
teers), the repairing of the damaged zones being very fast
done as compared with the international experience. The ne-
cessity state was declared by a presidential decree on March
4th,1977. During the following week the political and governa
mental organizations Joined for meeting every dayl the Pre--
sident of Romania, Comrade Nicolae Ceauqescu, visited daily
the places of the collapsed buildings where people tried to
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rescue the victims from under the debris, and efficient mea
sures were taken for providing shelter, food and support to
the victims of the earthquakes. On March 8th the schools and
universities started their activity again and was published
the decision of the Communist Party and Government concern-
ing the ways of financial and material support (money, goods,
clothes, new permanent dwellings) for the victims of the di-
saster. On March 10th , the necessity state ceased on the
Romanian territory and on March 15th it ceased in Bucharest,
too.

The rescuing operations from under the debris though
very fast, continued till all victims were found; in Bucha-
rest many persons were rescued alive from under the debris
after considerably long time intervals such as a six year
old girl who was rescued after 62 hours, a 22 year old woman
after 128 hours, an old woman after 188 hours and a 19 year
old boy after 251 hours from under the debris in a basement.

In Bucharest the strengthening and repairing works for
the first urgency lasted for 2-3 months and the modern re-
construction of the Zimnicea town center , 80% destroyed,
needed several months for building precast structures.

Under these conditions experience was gained on the
strengthening and repairing works of various type of struc-
tures with reference to the intervention in case of earth -
quake, to the temporary lodging of the disaster victims etc.
The 1977 intervention experience was specifically introduced
in the legislation of 1977 and 1978.

4.2. Juridical Framework And The Codes In Force
Aftr 19.77 .

The aseismic protection of new buildings has been provi-
ded for the last 40 years by the aseismic design, execution
and in service survey according to laws and standard codes
and technical institutions under the control of the State or
ganizations. Law nr.8/1977 refers to the providing of the i
service safety, the operation and quality of structures and
Code P.100/1981 concerns the aseismic design of residential
buildings, social and cultural, agrozootechnical and indus-
trial constructions/14/. The seismic zoning in force (STAS
11100/1/1977) takes into account the intensity of 1977 earth
quake and the historical data for a period of about 500 years.

The preparedness and execution of earthquake intervention
are established by the Law of Civil Defense (1976)with addi-
tions included in Decree 430/1978 of the State Council, con-
cerning several measures for the civil defense and further
on detailed by the Decree of the State Council no.140/1978
concerning the organizing activities for the preparedness,
limitation and removing of the large proportion disaster/14/.

According to the Constitution of the Socialist Republic
of Romania in such cases a decree is to be proclaimed and de
clared the"necessity state", in the afflicted area as it was
done in 1977.

The suggested measures refer both to the preparedness
actions (the inventory and providing the intervention equip-
ment and supply with whatever is necessary for that possible
intervention) and the real intervention actions for life res-
cuing rehabilitation, urgent supplies, providing the opera-
tion of the lifelines of public importance, medical ssls-

IJ
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tance for the disaster victims etc. /14/.
This system of juridic regulations stipulates obliga-

tions and specific actions for the state, civil, military
and comunity organizations under the leadership of the De-
fense Council of the SRR and respectively of the guidance of
local defense councils and of the ministeries, enterprises
and institutions on the afflicted territory.

4.3. Character And Nature Of The Prearedness, Aseismic
rMotectn' Inervention tins n Case O

Earthquakes Cdo-nsldere-d Vecessa- In Romania
Based on the experience gained in our country in 1977

and on the information got on a world scalea list of logical
successive operations may be drawn up with a view to assess
the level of the seismic risk and to work out measures for
an efficient response at a future earthquake. Practically
speaking, for some of these there is not enough experience,
methods and data so that the priority research requirements
must be mentioned for each intervention action apart /2,3,4,
19/:

Preparatory and organizing actions
- it has to established the dimension of the zone under

analysis (county, part of the county, town, rural zone - eco
ncmic, industrial area, agricultural and industrial zone.);-

- a task group has to be organized consisting in seis-
mologists, geologists, structural designers, earthquake engi
neering researchers, university staff,central and local ad-
ministration staff, representatives of the industries and
other activities specific in that zone, all of them will co-
operate or work independently, according to the case.

Study and research actions
- the hypothesis of a seismic event ,with a significant

importance for the zone, is chosen (in specific cases 1-2
hypothesis could be chosen for additional seismic motions
caused for various sources) assessing their return periods.
Note: Up to the present moment such a study was performed
Torsite studies for the nuclear power stations. To analyse
sites for common structuressimplified methods could be used
with a proper precision degree with no requirements for an
additional number of data, difficult to be obtained at present

- the basic seismic intensity is chosen, considering the
transmission of seismic motion coming from the site source
under medium ground conditions;
Rgt:s for Vrancea earthquake there is the March 4th 1977 re-
cording got at INCERC-Bucharest and almost 40 recordings of
the August 31st 1986 earthquake. It is necessary to process
these data for getting sets of artificial accelerograms and
spectra for other sites etc. For preliminary estimations only
intensities on the zoning map could be used;

- a method is to be established for analysing the influ
ence of the general and local ground conditions with respect
to the seismic intensities and to the characteristics of the
site movement and the results are depicted on maps.
Note: this survey requires geological and local geotechnical
M, drillings, site dynamic measurements, detailed calcula

tion- etc. for which there is experience only from the stu-_
dies on nuclear power stations. Simplified methods are requir
ed for being applied on the usual building sites.



- it has to be estimated what are the specific effects
that may occur on the relief on the built or unbuilt area
under the foregoing conditions and taking into account the
existence of certain faults, grounds prone to liquefaction
etc;
Note: during the preliminary stages the effects could be
aipproximated based on the experience of the previous earth-
quakes in zones with similar ground conditions;

- a distribution of construction on zones is achieved
according to intensity zones according to the type , age,
state and several general resistance characteristics of the
localities (zones taking into account aggravating or reliev
ing factors;
Note: a checking list has to be worked out for the new con
sMuctions that can point out the selective groups of similar
constructions, typified and eventually designed according to
the same aseismic design code (e.g. editions 1963,1970,1978)
existent in the zone;

- the aseismic resistance of existing structures is as-
sessed as compared with the level required for the present
codes;
Note: the action is very important. There are various Ro-
mNanian assessing methods; INCERC has recently worked out a
project of technical instructions for this matter with an
unitary approach;

- for constructions designed according to the well-known
codes, the computed level of the relative aseismic safety of
constructions and endowments is assessed comparing the ini-
tial seismic coefficient with the real one stipulated by the
codes for the seismic zone, type of structure and the res-
pective importance degree;
Note: this method is suggested by INCERC and speaking about
omania it takes into account that the seismic zoning under

went several changes in 1963 and 1977 and the seismic calcu-
lation code P.13/1963 was revised in 1970, and then was
strongly influenced by the calculations following the March
4th 1977 earthquake for the editions P100/1978 and P10/1981,
concerning the increase of the seismic coefficients and the
changing of the ( dynamic coefficient. This method is sim-
ply to be applied with a view to establish the priorities of
a further detailed analysis;

- the long-term degradation or in service degradation
levels can be assessed and the possible reductions of the ini
tial level is applied;
Note: it is necessary to establish (according to the in-
s-ervice behaviour analysis of various types of constructions
in various surrounding environments) the ratio of this time
degradation using graphs or coefficients.

- it has to be established for each area apart, with an
expected intensity, the number of exposed elements (such as
constructions) that could be damaged especially because of
the relative safety level as compared with the codes in force
and the exposed population;
Note: the correct evaluation would imply a convolution of the
1-e--hazard , vulnerability and elements at risk, for which we
do not have at the moment enough data;

- the number of damaging cases is a computation instru-
ment that should be probabilistically analysed due to the



random character of the seismic motion4 There is not a compu
tation method yet, and the experience of the previous earth-
quakes is to be taken into account in proportion to the types
of constructions and endowments;

- a similar assessment is to be performed on the safety
level of the special important networks taking into account
the critical points and it must be established the site and
the necessary round roads(by- peas);
Note: Less information and computation methods are available
T hhis field. Few recent studies belong to INCERC specia -
lists,namely Dr.M.Sandi /22/.

- the possibility of a chain-occurrence of certain nega
tive phenomena is possible in all fields of the social and
economical life of the zone/surveyed localities and specific
points are located;
Note: the experience of the previous earthquakes does not
p-ovide enough information for Romania but this does not ex-
clude the analysis of the future possibilities starting from
hypotheses proved as true by the experience of other coun-
tries;

- the structure distribution, physical condition a the
endowmentof the intervention departmentsphave to be analysed
in case of earthquake, and all these are compared with the
intervention requirements as it is revealed by the analyses
performed for each field apart and described at the foregoing
paragraphs;
Note: when the information about the intervention require-
men s are not convincing or are no longer existent, the compa
rison will be performed with one or more hypotheses of possi-
ble effects under the specific conditions of the zone/or of
the surveyed locality.

- an analysis is to be performed on the social-professi
onal and age structure of the population in the zone /loca--
lity, the interaction wit- the damage and possible effects
when earthquake occurs in the zone, the possible reaction and
the need for people education and information for the followin
ing intervention stages in the zone or for the future seismic
events;
Note: various hypotheseb of seismic events will be taken into
account e.g. a working day , a holiday, hot-cold season, day-
night with the implications of the daily movement (running
to and fro) to the urban localities (suttle work, commutters).

Planning and intervention works
- an inventory is done of the intervention works that

can start immediately as well as of the studies and researches
necessary to clear up certain aspects and the necessary funds
and resources are evaluated;

- it has to be nominated the administrative organiza-
tions that are in charge according to the legal regulations
in force and the coordinating authority;

- the necessary funds and resources are requested and
introduced in the budget expense plan of the in-charge autho
rities;

- a plan including specific measures is to be worked out
nominating persons in charge of various intervention actions
for removing the hazard, the dangerous elements, the necessa-
ry studies and researches, and terms of accomplishments;



Note: this plan leads to the cooperation between specia -

lists, research, design, building and administrative insti-
tutes and enterprises and requires important funds. The dis
tribution and establishing of priorities is a task of high-
responsability~as well as the accomplishing of measures
within periods useful to the reduction of the seismic risk.

- the. earthquake intervention plans are worked out
(territorial and social-economical plans), starting with a
steady state in the hypothesis of occurring a seismic event
in the zone~till the measures for improving the situation
are aproved by the authorized organizations and are spread
for accomplishment to the institutes involved and for infor-
mation to other authorized administrative institutions and
for the people's information. The plans must stick to the
legislation concerning the avoidance of the effects of the
natural disasters and they have to be correlated with the
plans for the civil defense including them in the legal
periodical actions and exercises as well as the activites of
other attending organizations (Red Cross, Patriotic Guards,
Civil Defense etc.).

.Note: at present there are no detailed examples for such a
pan although the March 4th 1977 earthquake experience may
be easily transferred into the required operational documents
(plans) with the legiglation of this field as a general guide.

At the beginning, plans have to be worked out with a
more general character, their detailing will follow the de-
velopment of inventory studies of the elements at risk and
their assessment as a consequence of the moderate earthquake
effects that may occur during that period.At the beginning it is very important to raise the in-
terest of specialists, administrators, and the involved ins-
titutions by synthetic and clear reports about the state -of-
the -art, with examples from their own experience and from .
the international one.

5. CONCLUSIONS
5.1.' Premiews..rot The Pra ctical I=lemeIntation Of The

u'gge'teU Orat Pow A h uriclen Response
'At ZXarmh~ake

The results got from the previous chapters are as follows:
follows:

- the specific seismicity of the Vrancea zone is charac-
terized by periodical events according to the already known
statistical regularitiesl

- following the example of USSR and Bulgaria etc. , it
is necessary that the present data concerning the seismicity
of the country should be compiled in the form of the seismic
hazard maps in order to obtain probabilistic evaluations at
a higher levell

- the reaction.and intervention experience during the
March 4th 1977 was possible and lessons can be used in the
future;

- legislation concerning the applied measures in case of
natural disaster and concerning the civil defense provides
the juridical and organizing framework for the preparedness
of the earthquake responsel the political-economical and
social organization of the country is favourable to the po-



sitive joint reaction.
- there are several well-known technical and scientifi-

cal operations useful for establishing the number of elements
at risk, pilot applications and inventories on categories of
elements at seismic risk that are necessary with a view to
get the required experience and to know the intervention
priorities. In this respect' in the field of dwelling con-
structions of high importance is to adopt unitary evalua-
tion instructions for the aseismic resistance of the existing
buildings with a view to suggest an intervention decision
adequate from the technical and economical viewpoint. It is
necessary to continue the studies and the theoretical and
applicative developments about the seismic risk assessment.

- there are proper design codes, standards and instruc-
tions for the new buildings, but for the strengthening and
repairing works there is a lack of computation and assessing
structures in case they are damaged.

- specialists in the field, administrative staff and the
population shou. A be given more detailed information with res
pect to the earthquake engineering preparedness;

- there is a number of large towns in the seismic areas
next to which important industrial platforms have been built.
This increase of endowments in which the technological and
natural phenomena may combine in an unfavourable way (such
as the corrosion effect, the possibility of releasing of
dangerous substances in case of earthquake, of blocking the
railway and road joints) justifies the performing of priority
studies and intervention plans in case of earthquake.

5.2. The Proper Feramework For The Suggested Measures

Starting with the existing favourable premises and with
a view to provide an efficient response of the whole Romanian
social-economical system at future strong earthquakes, seve-
ral measures are necessary in order to obtain a full aseismic
protection. These measures should be achieved gradually
through an Integrated National Programme For Preparedness,
Aseismic Education and Intervention In Case Of Earthquake
that could be applied by the social and economical institu-
tions that could be a useful guide especially to the adminis
tration staff and to the specialists and population as well.
Studies in this field have been recently started under the
guidance of ICCPDC-INCERC. As a consequence of several spe-
cific elements analysis, the suggested measures will be re-
gulated by instructions, codes or decision documents of the
authorized organizations specialized on fields and coordina-
ted on a local, territorial, domain and national level. The
national program will include both direct applicable mea-
sures and researches that prove scientifically the measures
on domains when at present there is a lack of data, inter-
vention measures or experience.

According to the implementation periods, measures, and
operations the followings will be divided as such:

- permanent measures;
- periodical measures (including measures for a scien-

tifically prognosticable earthquake, if the development of
seismology makes possible progress specifically to the terri-
torial seismicity and measures during the intensified seismic
activites;
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MONASTERY IN ROZAT (DUBROVNIK)

by
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SUMMARY.

The 1979 earthquake, the epicentre of which was in Montenegro, damaged
several hundreds of old stone buildings in the Dubrovnik area.

The article reviews the earthquake strengthening of the Franciscan mo-
nastery of Rolat near Dubrovnik. The reinforcement included the monastery
itself, the church and the 30 m belfry. The foundations were strengthened
by a reinforced concrete beam-and-stringer grid. The wooden floor structu-
res were replaced by solid reinforced concrete slabs. All the walls were
strengthened by shotcrete linings applied on one or on both sides. A num-
ber of new concrete walls were added in order to provide for structural stif-
fening. The belfry is attached to the building, and the cantilevered part was
substantially reduced.

The effort has shown the choice of structural interventions to be as
important as earthquake desing.

Historical Survey

Omnes morimur et quasi aque delabimur in terra que non revertuntur
(We all die and like the waters sink irreversibly into the earth)
(inscription on the stone plate in monastery cloister, dated 1543.)

The Franciscan monastery in Rolat (Rijeka Dubrovatka near Dubrovnik)
was founded by decision of the Dubrovnik Senate in 1393. Because of its di-
lapidated condition the original building was torn down and a new monastery
built in 1585. The latter has been preserved to date, and includes the chu-
rch with a belfry, and the monastery proper with a cloister. The monastery
was built after a Renaissance plan, although some Gothic details and the
Gothic plan of the church are related to the original structure. The 1667
earthquake destroyed the church almost completely, and partly damaged the
monastery which could not be used for a time. Repairs of the monastery were
completed in 1704 with the exception of one wing of the cloister. The recon-
struction retained fully the original layout of the ground storey, as well
as all the original details. This makes the monastery one of the rare exam-
ples where - although the reconstruction took place during the Baroque -the
original details were fully respected. Today the monastery is a historical
monument of category "0" and it was included into the first group of nine
pilot structures envisioned for reconstruction within the scope of the pro-
gramme covering monuments damaged by the 1979 earthquake. The preliminary
surveys and design were completed in 1981, while actual work started in
1983 and was completed in 1985. Part of the monastery will continue to be
used for its original purpose, while two wings will accommodate a research
institutions.

Oralen Anidid, Assoc. Professor, Institute of Civil Engineering, Faculty
of C.E. Sciences, University of Zagreb, P.O.Box 165, 41000 Zagreb, Yugo-slavia



Definition of Seismic Parameters

The definition of seismic parameters implies the determination of ear-
thquake intensity and magnitude, epicentral zone distance, earthquake return
period, maximum anticipated acceleration, and acceleration anticipated over
a certain period (e.g., 200 years). The seismic paramters were determined
for the old part of Dubrovnik within the scope of the seismic microzoning
project. No special seismologic surveys were carried out for the site of the
monastery (which is at about 4 ko from the city), and the parameters esta-
blished for the old city were used instead. Maximum earthquake intensity was
found to amount to 1=100 (MCS scale), and the corresponding magnitude to M=
7.0. The depth of the earthquake focus is h=15 a, and epicentral distance
D-10 Ik. The maximum anticipated acceleration is amax=0.75 g. Such an ear-
thquake is likely to occur once in 750 years with a 50% chance. No attempt
was made to protect the building for such a long period. The adopted accep-
table level of protection assumed an earthquake of 1=9o MCS likely to occur
once in 210 years with a 50% chance. The acceleration for such an earthqua-
ke is a-0.375 g, rounded off, for reasons of possible seismic amplification
to a=0.400 g because the structure is founded on a stratum of alluvium 10 m
thick.-

Geotechnical Surveys

Four test pits were driven next to the foundations, and three boreho-
les to bedrock next to the structure, in order to determine the form and
depth of the foundations, and foundation soil composition. The surveys in-
dicated that the load-bearing walls were supported by foundation strips ma-
de of stone bound by lime-clay mortar the compr. strength of which was es-
timated at 300-400 N/cm2 . The depth of the foundations could not be estab-
lished because of ground water close to the surface (0.5-1.0 m). Trial bo-
rings established bedrock at the depth of 8.5-12.0 m from the surface, over-
laid by roughly horizontal strata of high plasticity clay (CH), gravel-clay
(SC), medium plasticity clay (Cl) and-the fill, in that order. The natural
compaction of the material was tested by a standard penetration test. Labo-
ratory tests were performed on undisturbed samples, and thl permissible soil
loading was determined, for vertical loading, as p=19 N/cme for a foundation
depth of 2.0 m.

Engineering Surveys

Several boreholes were driven in the walls and floors in order to as-
sess the strength of the existing load-bearing structure. As established,the
walls are built of semi-dressed limestone bound with lime mortar. Typical
stone block sizes are 23x28x25 and 21x30x25 cm, while the mortar joints are
0.5-3.0 cm thick. The thickness of the walls is 50, 60, 75, 80 and 95 cm.
The thicker walls include three courses. The central course is made of bro-
ken stone with lime mortar, and is well filled, i.e., with negligible voids.
Most of the walls (with the exception of external surfaces) are rendered
with low quality mortar. Assessments of the quality of masonry, and their
comparison with tests carried out in situ on similar buildings, warrant the
anticipated magnitude of the ultimate main tensile stress, at the moment of
wall coIlapse due to the action of vertical and horizontal forces, of Rn=
18 N/m.

Examination of the building disclosed 1-4 cm cracks in the load-bearing
walls, particularly along the joints of vertical walls. The cracks are due
to earlier earthquakes and uneven soil subsidence.

The floor structures in the building consist of wooden beams spaced too
much in relation to the span (730 c) and load, mainly worn out by the acti-



on of time and moisture, with permanent deflections of several centimeters.
Floor beams are supported by the longitudinal secondary beam which rests in
in turn on small stone cantivelers protruding from the wall. This detail,
typical of old stone buildings, is markedly disadvantageous because there
is practically no connection between the floor structures and the walls.The
cloister, the sacristy and the altar space are vaultel by groined and clois-
ter vaults, made of stone of low bulk weight (1.5 t/to ), i.e., porous lime-
stone of organic origin (tufa). Dangerous longitudinal cracks were discove-
red at the crowns of the stone vaults. The vaults were replaced on two out
of three existing sides of the square cloister. The columns in the cloister
presented cracks at their bases, while the ties wich held them against the
walls were completely worn out by corrosion.

Before reconstruction, the belfry presented a 35 cm deviation from the
vertical, due to earlier permanent deformations in the soil. The top of the
belfry, strengthened by horizontal ties at an earlier date, was also affec-
ted by the 1979 earthquake: the columns of the biforlum were displaced, and
the octagonal tambour and "cap" (in the form of an octagonal pyramid) were
cracked.

Principles Underlying Earthquake Strengthening of Masonry Buildings

The basic shortcoming of old masonry buildings is the poor connection
of the walls so that each wall behaves Independently under the action of
earthquake forces. The walls bend in a direction perpendicular to their pla-
ne, and are separated from the floor beams which thereby easily lose their
support and collapse. Forged iron ties, used to connect the walls in the
past, improved the behaviour of masonrybuildings during an earthquake; the-
ir effect, however, depends on their condition (corrosioni), and on the gap
between the wall and the key of the tie. State of the art approaches to the
strengthening of old masonry buildings require the connection of walls by
horizontally rigid floor structures so that each wall is forced to tranfer
the forces in its own plane.

Because of the geometrical relations prevailing in buildings the walls
are mainly subjected to shear deformations. The failure of a wall unit sub-
jected to permanent vertical and variable horizontal loads occurs when the
tensile strength of the wall is reached and when diagonal cracks begin to
develop. Such a failure is sudden-and brittle, while the level of forces at
which it occurs depends on wall quality. The ultimate force causing failure
can easily be computed if the mechanical properties of masonry and the ver-
ti cal load are known. If the anticipated seismic forces exceed the load-be-
aring capacity of the wall, it should be strengthened. This can be done by

ofl grouting - provided the approach is feasible. The provision of reinforced
concrete or reinforced gunite linings is considerably better. The lining,
being made of high grade material, improves the ultimate strength of the
wall, while the reinforcement makes it ductile after cracks have begun to
develop. New structural units can also be added as required, e.g., brick,
stone or concrete walls.

The provision of seismic joints dividing a building having an irregu-
lar plan into several smaller and simple parts will result in a satisfacto-
ry building behaviour during an earthquake which can be covered by computa-
tion. This can easily be achieved in the construction of new buildings.Inas-
much as existing buildings are concerned, Joints can be provided, although
this may pose considerable engineering difficulties, but often this will
not be possible (e.g., when two parts of a building share one wall).

The strengthening of the foundations by a reinforced concrete beam-and-
stringer grid is aimed at achieving synchronous building oscillation during
an earthquake. New foundations, therefore, do not improve the capability of
I- 3-



vertical force transfer; instead, they provide for a good connection of ex-
isting, masonry foundation strips in a single horizontal plane, like mono-
lithic floor structures at higher building levels.

All these principles were applied in the earthquake strengthening of
the Franciscan monastery in Rolat, Dubrovnik (see Figures 1-4).

Earthquake Strengthening of the Monastery Building, the Clurch and
the Belfry

The strengthening concept was developed following the establishment of
seismic parameters, and geotechnical and structural surveys. The plan of the
building(s) is very regular. The complex could not be divided into parts
(monastery - church - belfry) because of common walls. It was accordingly
decided to provide for a sound three-dimensional connection of the entire
structure. At foundation level the design provided for reinforced concrete
strips laid next and fixed to the 1xisting foundation strips. This was achi-
eved in two ways: if the quality of the existing stone foundations was poor,
new foundation strips were placed on either side of the old foundation and
connected by cutting through the latter at selected points.

If the old foundations were of good quality and the mortar was petri-
fied, they were connected to the new foundations by steel anchors sunk into
the old foundations and sealed with epoxy resin. The anchors were also pro-
tected from corrosion.

Two wooden floors (above the ground and first storeys) were replaced
by 20 cm reinforced concrete slabs. Along the supports the floor slabs were
connected to the walls by 1020/mi steel anchors. The existing roof structu-
re was replaced by a new structure.

Wherever possible with respect to conservation requirements the stone
walls were strengthened by 5 cm of reinforced gunite. At points where cross
walls - meant to connect the longitudinal walls - were lacking new 15 cm
reinforced concrete walls were provided for. The church could not be inter-
nally gunited because of its ornaments; a new floor slab was not feasible
either, and the church was accordingly strengthened by two tie beams above
the walls. Transversally the tie beams were connected by 4 steel ties and
wooden floor beams fixed by bolts to the tie beams.

Particular attention was paid to the belfry. Its lower part is an in-
tegral part of the church. It was decided, therefore, to treat the upper,
free part as a cantilever fixed to the building at the point where the bel-
fry enters the body of the church. The cantilevered part was protected from
toppling by four tie columns invisible to the observer. Tensile forces are
assumed by the tie column reinforcement, and compressive forces by the sto-
ne and concrete segments of the cross section. The transversal force is
transferred at the anticipated fixing point of two walls situated at a rig-
ht angle, i.e., the external wall of the church and the internal wall of
the north - east monastery wing. The strengthening of the latter involved a
reinforced concrete cantilever wall masked by a bilateral stone lining. The
upper part of the belfry, which had suffered considerable damage in the ear-
thquake, was dismantled. The stone columns and the windows were rebuilt,
while the octagonal tambour and the pyramid were poured in concrete. Deco-
rative stone mouldings were anchored in the concrete by copper anchors and
epoxy resin.

Seismic Calculation

According to Yugoslav seismic regulations, monuments of culture situ-
ated in the 9th seismic zone must be calculated by the method of equivalent



static forces for the force level S=KxG, where the overall seismic coeffi-
cient, K=0.30, is determined as the product of the coefficients K=KoXKSXKPX
XKd = 1.5xO.10x2.0x1.0 = 0.30. Ko is the importance factor, Ks the seismic
coefficient, KD the plasticity and damping coefficient, and Kd the dynamic
coefficient. The magnitude Kn=2.0 refers to masonry structures where a non-
ductile failure is anticipated. If the wall is strengthened by reinforced
concrete linings which may provide for a better ductile behaviour, one may
assume Kp=i.3, and the overall seismic coefficient will then be K=O.20.

The building of the monastery was designed for this load level. A sto-
ne wall strengthened by a gunite lining on one or both sides is a composite
consisting of two materials of different mechanical properties. The distri-
bution of the external force, S, to the stone wall (indexes "k) and to the
concrete wall (indexes "b") is obtained from the condition of equal strain
of the wall unit - cantilever, fixed at the top and at the bottom and sub-
jected to the action of the horizontal force.

S = Sk + SB

1.2 SkH Sk. H3  1.2 SBH SBH3
Ak = 'Fk + k2 A B =GVB + T .r

Following transformation these expressions yield

SB =S . Sk  S. 1  , whereI+F. ' 1+1

!k  1 + VL
FK/FB = GB 1+I= (fi/ d )2

GB
B Gk

These dependences are shown for some common relations between material
constants and masonry geometry in Figure 5. The magnitude "beta" can be de-
termined experimentally for a specific case.

The distribution is significant for the elastic stage. After the ulti-
mate tensile strength of the masonry and concrete lining has been reached,
the entire transversal force is transfered by the reinforcement. The rein-
forcement is applied as a welded mat with the identical vertical and hori-
zontal wire spacing and with identical wire cross sections in either direc-
tion. The quantity of reinforcement is governed by the condition whereby the
ultimate force of nonreinforced masonry should be assumed by the reinforce-
ment, the coefficient being K=1.3 with respect to failure. The other formal
condition to be satisfied is fa _ 0.15%.

Because of the great length of low monastery walls, the influence of
the bending moment has been neglected, and so has that of torsion.

The belfry was designed for an equivalent seismic load, 5=0.30 G. The
bending moments are tranfered by the reinforcement of the new tie columns,
and transversal forces by the existing stone structure.

Implementation of Strengthening

All the parties involved in the monastery strengthening project (the
investor, architect, structural engineer, conservator, and contractor)faced



numerous problems during its implementation. The problems were the outcome
of the following:

- Inaccuracies in the survey of the actual condition. Thus, the right an-
gles shown in the blueprints turned out to be different in reality;
considerable differences were also established between the level re-
ference lines for floors, the cloister rail, column bases and the roof
cornice.

- The quality of the material hidden beneath the mortar often proved to
be surprisingly poor. Some of it, at the ground floor, was disintegra-
ted by moisture. The removal of plaster revealed old cracks in load-
bearing walls.

- The dismantling of the upper part if the belfry and of two cloister wi-
ngs required great care, the numbering of each piece, and a logical se-
quence of piece storage because of later assembly. Fissured stone moul-
dings had to be repaired with epoxy resin to which a stone-coloured fil-
ler was added.

- The removal of limestone deposits and fine cleaning of the capitals,co-
lumns and arches required the services of specialist stone-masons.

- The purpose of part of the structure intended for secular use was not
defined as the work started; the finishing work and installations were
not defined either.

- Archeological excavations in the cloister slowed down the work of the
contractors, and affected rainwater drainage from the cloister. In ac-
cordance with a later decision the garden in the cloister was replaced
by a stone-paved area.

- The contractor was not specifically qualified for work on a historical
monument and his team had only standard building construction experien-
ce. Hence his frequent decision-making uncertainty and requests for
solutions to be provided by other parties.

- The conservators took a long time to take a stand on specific issues
arising during reconstruction, and slowed down the progress of the
work.

CONCLUSION

The seismic reconstruction of cultural monuments requires special care
and attention. In addition to structural requirements, architectural and con-
servation considerations also have to be observed. The seismic calculation
serves as an orientation, the essential contribution being made by enginee-
ring design meant to transform the existing load-bearing system into a sys-
tem capable of assuming seismic loads. Project implementation must be pre-
ceded by thorough surveys. Actual reconstruction work must be monitored con-
tinuously so that all changes and adjustments can be made without unneces-
sary delays.
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SUM4ARY

Old masonry buildings and cultural monuments are jeopardized by earth-
quakes more than modern structures. The community is interested, for a vari-
ety of reasons, in saving such buildings, the evidence of its cultural iden-
tity, for future generations.

The paper presents the-authors' research in the field of earthquake .re-
sistance of masonry buildings. The need for preliminary building surveys, ex-
perimental evidence on mechanical wall material properties, and interdisci-
plinary team-work is emphasized. The behaviour of earthquake strengthened
and non-strengthened buildings is discussed along with the engineering steps
for improving earthquake resistance. Parameter analyses have shown that most
old buildings can be strengthened for earthquake forces to a level of publi-
cly acceptable seismic risk.

INTRODUCTION

Seismic areas with a past' record of seven-plus (MCS) earthquakes acco-
unt for three-fourths of Yugoslav territory (Table 1). Strong earthquakes
which have hit this area have brought about the destruction of a number of
ancient and medieval settlements, some of which have since been abandoned,
while others, following reconstruction, still serve the original purpose.
Over the past twenty-odd years,.a period of more pronounced seismic activi-
ty in Yugoslavia. earthquakes have also hit cultural monuments, and old ur-
ban and rural complexes, evidenCe of rational cultural identity. Thus, many
monuments have been completely destroyed although the methods of monument
strengthening are Known.

Old buildings are subject to damage due to the action of strong earth-
quakes for three reasons: first, old settlements are laid out along, or clo-
se to, active tectonic faults where earthquake action is usually the stron-
gest. Second, such buildings have a low earthquake resistance. Although the
layout of load-bearing walls, in terms of plan, is mainly adequate, and alt-
hough such buildings do not exceed five storeys, their weakness is to be fo-
und in an inadequate connection of the walls, rather low quality of material,
and multiple recostructions during the life of the building. All this, along
with poor maintenance, makes the earthquake a factor which enhances all short-
comings at once. The third reason is related to foundation soil which may
show a tendency to subsidence, sliding or liquefaction during an earthquake;
along with inadequate foundations, this may severely jeopardize the building.

On, of the questions which is regularly raised when the reconstruction
of old fttlements and individual cultural monuments is concerned is the fol-
lowing: after the earthquake, can old damaged buildings be strengthened so
as to be capable of "surviving" future earthquakes without major consequen-
ces? This point is associated with two follow-up questions: Can dwellers of
old buildings enjoy the same degree of earthquake protection as dwellers of
new-buildings erected on the basis of state-of-the-art earthquake engineer-

RT-7ima2ev1d, C.E.,Ph.D., Senior Consultant, Institute for the Study of
Materials and Structures, Dim1~eva 12, 61000 Ljubljana
Draien Anidid, C.E.,Ph.D., Associate Professor, Institute of Civil Enginee-
ring, Faculty of C.E.Sclences,University of Zagreb,Rakuttna 1,41000 Zagreb



ing knowledge? How to strengthen existing buildings for the action of a fu-

ture earthquake?

The experience acquired after the 1976 Friuli earthquake, which affec-
ted both Yugoslav and Italian territory, has shown that "cosmetic" repairs
of damage, based on the hypothesis that there would be no more earthquakes,
are useless and a waste of time and money. After-shocks or a new earthquake
again lay bare the shortcomings of such buildings, and damage it severely
or destroy it. When reconstructing a cultural monument or an urban complex
earthquake safety must be observed along with architectural and conservation
considerations. If only the latter are taken into account, we shall be re-
duced to the role of helpless observers of severe damage wrought by a new
earthquake.

According to the Law on the Protection of Cultural Monuments of the So-
cialist Republic of Croatia (24), the category of cultural monuments inclu-
des "all stationary and mobile assets, and groups of assets, which, because
of their archeological, historical, sociological, ethnographic, artistic,
architectural, town planning, engineering, and generally scientific or cul-
turl value, are of significance to the community."

Like all other artefacts, monuments also suffer from gradual wear and
destruction over time. The underlying causes may be attributed to human ac-
tivity or to the actJon of natural forces.

All modern comunities try to save their cultural monuments and protect
them from deterioration because they are part and.parcel of their national
identity. Accordingly, the protection of monuments may not be discussed in
market and economic terms. There is no way of accurately determining the
monetary value Of an old building. The same holds good for any attempt to
determine the higher value of a reconstructed building. Reconstructions al-
ways yield new archeological, historical, art and other knowledge, and every
reconstruction project, therefore, marks not only a step forward in the ap-
plication of engineering techniques but also contributes to other levels of
knowledge. Major cultural monuments are invaluable because their loss cannot
be made up for.

Present-day monument protection practices are based on principles laid
down in a number of documents adopted over the past fifty years (8), such
as the Athens Charter (1931), the Italian Charter (1932), the Venetian Char-
ter (1964), the Amsterdam Declaration (1975), etc. The UNESCO has also adop-
ted a nuuer of conventions on cultural monuments, e.g. the Hague Convention
on the Protection of Cultural Treasures in Case of Armed Conflict (1954),the
Convention on Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and Tran-
sfer of Cultural Assets (Paris, 1970), and the Convention on the Protection
of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage (Paris, 1972). The principles go-
verning protection and applied in these documents are based on cultural-hi.-
storical and artistic rather than on design and engineering criteria. They
discuss concepts such as conservation, restoration, consolidation, anastylo-
sis (the reconstruction of a monument from its parts), renovation, the need
to preserve the historical environment and authenticity. Structural engine-
ering is only a tool for the achievement of cultural and historical goals.

RECONSTRUCTION AND SOCIO-ECONOIC CONSIDERATIONS

The reconstruction of monuments and old urban nuclei is aimed primari-
ly at their preservation and the improvement of living conditions of their
inhabitants. Housing standards being generally low in old buildings, the
introduction of new facilities (water supply, heating, electrical and gas
supply installations, bathrooms, protection from humidity and heat) tend to
improve such standards. At the same time the monumental value of the buil-
ding has to be preserved, and parts of it made accessible to the public.

L _-3-



Estimates and experience have shown the cost of reconstruction of an old bu-
ilding to be equal to the cost of construction of a new building. In other
words, the reconstruction of old buildings implies major public expenditu-
res. This is why reconstruction is considered primarily in cases when old
buildings and towns are to be revitalized, and cultural and historical com-
plexes thus protected from deterioration.

Protection from earthquake action is part of the broader scope of old
building reconstruction. Absolute seismic safety cannot be achieved, whether
the building is old or new, and the level of acceptable seismic risk is dis-
cussed accordingly. The community should be aware of the fact that cultural
monuments also have a limited life, that they also "die" and that an earthqu-
ake is only one of the factors contributing to the process. The degree of da-
mage on a building strengthened for earthquake action is inversely proporti-
onal to the investment into such strengthening, whereby the latter depends
on the economic potential and willingness of the community. This is what ma-
kes-seismic risk not only an engineering but also an economic category.

The publicly acceptable level of seismic risk is reflected by building
construction codes and regulations. Yugoslav regulations for building cons-
truction in seismic areas make no mention whatsoever of old buildings. The
previous, 1964 seismic code included a provision (paragraph 8) regarding the
subject under consideration. Because of its clarity, it is as applicable to-
day as it was twenty years ago: "if substantial changes are made in the lo-
ad-bearing structure the building shall meet the requirements laid down in
the regulations in all respects; if no substantial changes of the load-bea-
ring structure are being envisaged, evidence shall be provided that the ear-
thquake resistance of the building following its reconstruction shall be at
least equal to its earthquake resistance prior to such reconstruction". In
the case of old buildings, earthquake resistance can also be improved by
structural improvements of a more limited scope, e.g., by connecting the
walls with ties, by adding tie beams at wall top level, or by reconstruct-
ing the roof structure, even if the building as a whole need not meet, af-
ter such operations, the formal requirements of the regulations (storey hei-
ght, wall layout, floor structures, etc.). Such decisions do not rest only
with the design engineers but-also with the bodies representing the interes-
ts of the community (municipal building construction boards, monument conse-
rvation departments, etc.). Such partial interventions equate the degree of
seismic risk for new and old parts.of a settlement. -

Interest in the reconstruction of old urban complexes first developed,
for a variety of reasons, in countries situated in non-seismic areas (Pol-
and, West Germany, Austria), to become subsequently a world-wide movement.
A number of old urban and rural complexes have also been reconstructed in
Yugoslavia (Skopje, Bal-Cariija in Sarajevo, Breginj, Ljubljana, Varaldin,
Kotor, Budva, Dubrovnik). In recent years the Yugoslav community has been
paying considerable attention to earthquake resistance of old buildings, as
reported at several national and international meetings (1, 2, 3, 8, 11, 13,
14, 15, 19, 20, 21). The international UNDP-UNIDO Project, Building Constru-
ction Under Seismic Conditions in the Balkan Region, also involved the pre-
paration of a manual for protecting cultural monuments and urban complexes
from earthquakes which included contributions by Yugoslav experts as well, (18).

PRELIMINARY SURVEYS

In structural engineering terms the strengthening of a cultural monu-
ment is based, In principle, on maintaining or achieving safety with regard
to the action of external forces affecting the monument. Whereas a new
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building is being "shaped" during design, a monument presents an already fi-
nished form requiring the definition of its safety, its weak points, and
strengthening points and methods. In most cases monuments are built of ma-
terials of unknown physico-wmchanical properties, implying that the charac-
teristics of materials used in the calculations are not sufficiently reliab-
le. The inner structure of the material of which the monument is built maybe affected by the action of natural forces or by human action but neet not
be externally visible to the observer. This is why the design of strengthe-
ning for a monument necessitates extensive preliminary surveys (2), (4),(13),

fI required to appreciate the current load-bearing scheme of the monument, to
assess and test the quality of materials, to record the damage (cracks, sub-
sidence, wear), and to obtain an idea of the required strengthening steps.
The implementation of such preliminary surveys is often hindered by the use
of the structure and by the lack of a substitute space for its functioning
and its users. A strengthening design based on inadequate surveys will suf-
fer numerous changes during actual work.

Surveys related to the historical and archeological aspects of the mo-
nument are of special significance. In terms of space and time they may be
performed either simultaneously with structural surveys or separately in
consideration of the different objectives. Such surveys will expand the sco-
pe of knowledge of the monument and thereby influence design work. This part
of overall survey work involves the participation of experts of different
backgrounds (art historians, archeologists, restoration specialists), each
with a specific vision of the future function and appearance of the monument.

Preliminary surveys also include the architectural survey of the actual
condition. The plans produced by such a survey may provide data on geometri-
cal relations within the structure and serve therefore as the basis for st-
rengthening design.

CLASSIFICATION OF RECONSTRUCTION KETHODS AND DAMAGE

The scope of reconstructiod of a monument may vary depending upon the
requirements, future function and available funding 11), (12).

Repairs are considered to include all actions which do not involve the
load-bearing units of the structure, and refer to correcting external defec-
ts on non-load-bearing units. This category would thus include repairs of da-
maged partition walls, claddings, facings, facades, wall and ceiling plaster,
and all installations. In addition to the esthetic impression such repairs
also produce a positive psychological effect on the staff and users of the
monument. In terms of improving earthquake resistance, however, the effect
of repairs is nil.

Reconstructions imply operations involving the damaged load-bearing sy-
stem and focused on re-establishing strength, stiffness and overall safety
conditions such as prevailed prior to damage.

Strengthening implies the reconstruction of the load-bearing system me-
ant to improve its load-bearing capacity by available methods to the level
provided for in current requirements (e.g. building construction codes).

The~term "remedial steps" covers all the three categories listed above
and includes, in addition to structural work, architectural and cultural-hi-
storical reconstruction aspects.

The following three categories of work have to be implemented during re-
construction and strengthening of a monument:

- reconstruction or strengthening of individual load-bearing units
(walls, columns, floors, foundations);

- reconstruction or strengthening of connections (joints) between
units;



- reconstruction or strengthening of three-dimensional stiffness meant
to improve the overall strength of the monument and providing for the
redistribution of external impacts to individual load-bearing units.

The classification of damage may be local - referring to Individual
load-bearing units, and general - referring to the monument as a whole.Both
local and general damage classifications are an integral part of survey wo-
rk within the scope of long-term planned renovation.-

Local damage may be harmless, i.e., it need not require substantial in-
terventions, or dangerous. In the latter case provisional strengthening ste-
ps are required without any delay. The record of damage should preferably
include the estimated underlying cause because its elimination will consti-
tute one of the objectives of the renovation effort.

The classification of damage involving the assessment of the overall
condition of the monument is usually performed after a major earthquake af-
fecting a region and a considerable number of monumental assets. By using a
standard methodology (23) applying to all types of buildings, damaged monu-
ments are divided Into 6 categories marked green, yellow or red. The cate-
gorization of damage is equally applicable to "ordinary" buildings and to
monuments. The form for damage recording is not covered by (23); however,
following the 1979 Montenegro earthquake a form has been introduced for re-
cording damage to monuments which can also be used for other buildings. The
overall classification of damage is performed visually by a commission.

MONUMENT RENOVATION - A TEAM EFFORT

The process of monument renovation involves at least four groups of ex-
perts advocating different interests.

The interest of the investor - the present or' future user, or the orga-
nization entrusted with the renovation project - is focused on achieving the
maximum effect in terms of future function and benefit at a minimum cost.In
Yugoslavia such organizations lack the roQuirea specific expertise and, the-
refore, engage the services of experts for mo'ament renovation.

The architect is responsible for adjusting the building to modern stan-
dards of its use. He will be involved in the definition of the design brief
in cooperation with the investor, in the coordination of the requirements of
all participants in the renovation process, and in the preparation of the
preliminary and final design. The work of the architect is limited by the
existing bulk and by the constraints imposed by engineering, conservation
and regulatory requirements.

The stuctural engineer is responsible for strengthening the load-bea-
ring structure of the building by using knowledge of its resistance (as ob-
tained by the preliminary surveys) and applying the loads imposed by its new
function. All strengthening and new structural units must be agreed with the
architect and the conservator.

The conservator is responsible for protecting all values vital to the
existence of the monument. He shall andeavour to analyze and report all now
aspects unveiled by preliminary surveys, and provide conservation guidelines
indicating - to the architect and structural engineer - all units which must
not be altered as well as those where changes are permissible to a greater
or lesser extent (evaluation of the monument In conservation terms). The
conservation effort combines a number of concerns related to archeology,his-
tory of art, restoration, paintings and frescoes, ethnology, environmental
protection, etc.
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Ike coordination of the views of these four groups of experts is essen-
tial to the renovation design and to the actual renovation of the monument.
Ten ork is required in order to arrive at a generally acceptable solution.
The socess of the team will hinge upon the competence of the experts invol-
ved, tie clarity of their views, their knowledge of state of the art methods,
and sEficient flexibility with regard to the requirements of other mers
of the team. Owing to many of their features monuments are not easily recon-
ciled to current regulations. Any forceful adjustment of the monument to be
renovated to such regulations may also destroy its value. This is why depar-
tures from regulations reducing safety should be distinguished from deparatu-
res related to the comfort of use.

MMIVIOUR OF OLD HhSONRY BUILDINGS DURING AN EARTHQUAKE

aowledge of the shortcomings of old buildings and of their behaviour
during an erthquake is required in order to appreciate the principles of
their earthquake strengthening (5,6,7).

Amasonry building is basically a space frame, box-type structure. If
the building is to behave three-dimensionally during an earthquake, some re-
quiremnts have to be met with regard to the horizontal layout of its walls
and their connections. Damage observed after the earthquake and tests of ma-
sonry building models on shaking tables have shown that the oscillation of
the building as a whole depends substantially on the level of wall connec-
tion at floor level.

In buildings with unconnected walls, and wooden floor structures which
are Just laid and not connected to the.walls, the walls will separate and
cracks will develop along vertical joints. The cracks are due to the bend-
i lng of the walls outside their own plane, and to the inadequate tensile and
shear strength of the vertical wall joint along the two orthogonal ixes.The
oscillation of the walls is not harmonious, and external walls often collap-
se (Fig. la,b).

If the walls are connected, during an earthquake they have to oscillate
together, harmoniously. The behaviour of the building is better, although
the influence of wall bending (outside their own plane) is still considera-
ble because of the wooden floors (Fig. 1c).

The inherent seismic resistance of the building will be used to full
advantage only by connecting the walls with ties and solid floors. The wal-
ls will then oscillate harmoniously, while the influence of wall bending
Will be reduced to the minimum because the walls will now be supported along
all the four edges (Fig. Id). The forces of inertia which develop during an
earthquake deform the building. The window piers, which transfer all the for-
ces, are the most susceptible. The most frequent damage suffered by window
piers are X-cracks due to the action of main tensile forces. When the ten-
sile bending strength is exceeded, cracks will develop around the openings
and wall joints (Fig. 2).

The peribd of the basic oscillation mode of masonry buildings, which
are markedly stiff structures, is regularly less than 0.3 and, therefore,
falls within the highest acceleration spectrum values of most earthquakes
recorded so far.

Detailed analyses of the behaviour of masonry building models tested
on the shaking table (6,7) indicate a markedly nonlinear behaviour, a sub-
stantial increase of the base period of oscillation, and the capability of
energy absorption when structural steps providi for ductility are applied
(tie beams or columns, horizontal reinforcement).
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ENGINEERING STEPS FOR INCREASING THE EARTHQUAKE RLSISTANCE OF OLD
MASONRY BUILDINGS

If the principles of old building behaviour during an earthquake are
known, one can decide which engineering action to take in order to improve
the earthquake resistance of such buildings. The decision will depend on the
configuration of the building, on the quality of the material of which it
was built, on the desired level of earthquake protection, and on the locati-
on of the building with respect to the possible epicentre. The decision re-
garding the strengthening approach will require computation with inputs ba-
sed on experimentally established mechanical properties of the materials
(masonry).

The experimental part of the effort may be performed either in the fi-
eld or in the laboratory. Knowledge of actual mechanical properties of the
material(s) will reduce the required intervention to a reasonable scope and,
at the same time, take advantage of the available load-bearing capacity of
the existing structure. Such "engineering surveys" will not be conducted for
each building but,, rather,on types of masonry typical of a number of buildin-
gs within the urban nuclei. Similary, the envisioned strengthening steps will
be checked experimentally, in the laboratory, only once (eg., the effect of
crack grouting, guniting, reinforcement, etc.), and the results will be used
in design.

The detailed presentation of all available steps for the strengthening
of old buildings would be beyond the scope of this paper. This has already
been done in a number of earlier papers (9), (10), (22), etc. Generally spea-
king, one should analyze the shortcomings of individual structural parts of
the building with respect to the action of earthquake forces, and select an
acceptable strengthening method.

Thus, foundations can be strengthened by reinforced concrete strips laid
along the existing masonry foundations, so as to create, already at foundati-
on level, a grillage providing for the synchronous movement of individual pa-
rts of the building and constituting the groundwork of a "rigid box" into
which we want to turn the strengthened building.

As far as walls are concerned, vertical continuity should be establis-
hed first. Walls which were obviously removed during the use life of the bu-
ilding should be rebuilt, and all unnecessary openings and weak points which
reduce the earthquake resistance of the masonry walled up. Walls should next
be connected so as to take advantage of their load-bearing capacity in their
own plane. This can be achieved by incorporating steel ties on top or under-
neath the mortar, by anchoring wooden beams to the walls (by steel ties), by
increasing the stiffness of wooden. floors through the incorporation of cross
bracing or bilateral wooden formwork placed at an angle, by providing a new,
monolithic floor structure above or instead of the wooden floor, etc. Several
methods, some of which have not been fully checked experimentally, are availa-
ble for wall strengthening. Cracks in a brick wall can be grouted with a ce-
ment suspension, although this does not substantially increase the load-bea-
ring capacity with respect to horizontal forces. The walls can bilaterally be
strengthened by cement mortar (3 cm) with reinforcement, or gunite (5-7 cm)
and reinforcement; the wall load-bearing capacity for the action of horizon-
tal forces can be improved by vertical prestressing (5,14,19).

Roof structures are improved so that they no longer transfer horizontal
forces to the walls; if worn out, they are replaced by new wooden structures.

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSES

The direct result of experimental and analytical work is the mathemati-
cal method for checking the earthquake resistance of masonry buildings deve-
loped at ZRNK, LjublJana (17). Essentially, the computation is based on the
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limit state method and uses the SREMB program (Seismic Resistance of Masonry
Buildings), taking into consideration experimentally established material
properties. Following the 1976 Friuli earthquake, Italien regional authori-
ties have adopted the method as mandatory in the design of masonry building
reconstruction. A similar program adapted for a microcomputer (e.g.,SHARP
PC-1500 with a 11.5 kb core store) has been developed by the Civil Engine-
ering Institue, Zagreb, and applied to several cases in Montenegro (16).

Table 2 reviews the results of parameter analyses concernina'the earth-
quake resistance of old masonry buildings, performed in order to highlight
their possible earthquake strengthening. The computation has considered ex-
perimentally established values for mechanical properties of walls, divided
into four categories:

Category I - three-course wall, undressed stone, lean lime mortar mixed
with clay; not plastered.

Categori II - three-course wall, undressed stone, lime mortar with clean
sand; not plastered.

Category III - three-course wall, roughly dressed stone, lime mortar with
clean sand; plastered with cement-lime mortar.

Category IV - three-course wall, roughly dressed stone, lime mortar with
clean sand; plastered with cement-lime mortar. Grouted after
earthquake damage.

In Table 2 the earthquake resistance of the building is expressed in
terms of the ratio of the ultimate horizontal force which the building can
transfer at the moment of collapse to the building weight. i.e.,

Ks Hu /G

If the actual seismic load affecting a building during an earthquake is
taken into account, it becomes clear why old buildings suffer damage already
during earthquakes of moderate intensity (degree VI and VII), and are seve-
rely damaged or demolished by strong earthquakes (degree VIII and IX). Table
2 also warrants the conclusion that strengthening steps can improve the ear-
thquake resistance of old buildings to the point of obtaining a satisfactory
resistance even during the strongest earthquakes.

CONCLUSION

Cultural monuments and old urban nuclei are jeopardized by possible ear-
thquake effects more than modern buildings. The community is interested in
their reconstruction and preservation for future generations owing to a vari-
ety of reasons. Past studies have provided knowledge of the behaviour of such
assets during earthquakes, established the basic mechanical properties of the
material, and developed a number of computation methods. Thanks to such effor-
ts even old buildings can be new protected from earthquake effects to the le-
vel of risk publicly accepted for other buildings.

The reconstruction of cultural monuments and old urban nuclei is a long-
term national effort, and in the future it will require the involvement of
numerous experts. The structural engineers will also provide a contribution
to the effort.
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TABLE 1. Areas of Yugoslav seismic zones
Source: Provisional seismic map of Yugoslavia (Off. Gazette, 49,

1982)

---------------------------------------------------
Intensity, MCS Area in sq.Km. Area in %
Scale

50 5000 1.9

60 66900 25.2
70 125650 47.3
80 51600 19.5
go 15050 5.7

100 1000 0.4

265200* 100.0

* including the Adriatic Sea within the line connecting the main

islands

TABLE 2. Earthquake resistance of old masonry buildings*

Wall type Storey Current condition Strengthened condition
number Advantage- Disadvanta- Advantage- Disadvanta-

ous plan geous plan ous plan geous plan

2 0.19
3 0.15Brick wal1  4 0.13
4 0.13

1 0.16 0.12 0.41 0.30
ctory . 2 0.10 0.08 0.25 0.18
category 3 0.08 0.06 0.19 0.14

Stone wall 1 0.20 0.15 0.72 0.53
category II 2 0.13 0.10 0.41 0.30

3 0.10 0.08 0.30 0.22

Stone wall 1 0.41 0.30 0.80 0.59
category 111 2 0.25 0.18 0.4b 0.33

3 0.19 0.14 0.33 0.24

Stone wall 1 1.45 1.08
category IV 2 0.78 u.58
(grouted) 3 0.56 0.41

*) expressed as part of gravity acceleration (9=9.81 m/sec2)

Actual accelerations:

7 CS 0.05 to 0.10 g
80 MCS 0.10 to 0.20 g
go MCS 0.20 to 0.40 g
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Summary

It is said that earthquake engineering started inl 891, when the
strong NOBI Earthquake of M-8.4 attacked the central part of Japan.
Until the NOBI Earthquake, no attention was being paid to earthquake-
proof construction in most parts of the world. Since 1891 great
strides have been made in this field through various efforts of
scientists and engineers. There art some seismic damages, however,
that cannot be explained even by the advanced knowledge of earth-
quake engineering, although most seismic damage can be solved theo-
retically as well as practically. The writer considers that the
incredible damages are the blind points of earthquake engineering,
and that they are the important research items for future earthquake
engineering.

Introduction

Due to great advancement in earthquake engineering worldwide, some
of the seismic damages to structures can be theoretically analyzed
and be the source of revision of aseismic codes. These kinds of
seismic damages can be prevented from future earthquakes. On the
other hand, there are several other earthquake damages which cannot
be easily explained, and for which there are few design procedures
appropriate for their prevention. The latter damages belong to
today's topic, "The Incredible Seismic Damages."

For convenience, the incredible seismic damages will be divided into
two groups, Group I and Group I. The mechanism of damage in Group
I cannot be easily clarified and therefore there is no way of elimi-
nating seismic failures of this kind. Damage mechanism of the
second group is clearly understood, but there is as yet no appropri-
ate or authorized design procedures.

Structural Damages of Group I

a) Performance of Electric Power Transmission Towers:

Before the Izu-Peninsula Earthquake (M=6.9), 1974 occurred, the con-
crete transmission pole was standing on the cantilever. When the
earthquake struck, the impact partially crushed the pole to near
ground level. After the earthquake, the pole shifted horizontally
and was again standing in the upright position as shown in Slide-l.
In this case, the pole was supported by a hinged bea.,i;ng, ard there-
fore the pole was not a statically stable structure, although it
will not overturn. The pole was located near the epicenter.

b) Horizontal Movement of RC Girders:

At the time of Fukui Earthquake (M=7.3), 1948, the T-beam reinforced
concrete girders shifted horizontally as shown in Slide-2. There
was tar paper between the girder and the bridge pier. Among the 13
simply-supported girders, 4 spans shifted horizontally, and
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eventually, 2 of them fell down, and the other 2 spans overhanged as
shown in Slide-2.

c) Failure of Girder Support:

In the case of Ebino Earthquake (M=5.7), 1968, the narrow steel
plate connecting the prestressedconcrete girders with the bridge
pier was broken off from horizontal cracking. This failure cannot
be explained unless we consider the large vertical impact acting on
the girder. The failure shown in Slide-3 may be similar to the
failure pattern mentioned above. Compressive stress caused by the
vertical impact, in this case, must have been much larger than the
compressive stress due to dead load of the girder.

d) Gate Frame Structure of Maruoka Castle:

Fukui Earthquake, 1948,1 ) overturned the wooden frame of the castle
gate of Maruoka castle without any trace of scratching on the pivot
hole of the wooden column. Taking into account the existence of the
shear steel plate stretching out from the column foundation, the
castle gate jumped up nearly higher than the top of the steel plate
as shown in Slide-4. This phenomenon is just incredible.

e) Masonry Shrine Gate:

This kind of structure is generally constructed on a footing founda-
tion, and heavy girders are set on top of the structure, whose
columns are made of stone, which is a brittle material. Based on
these three aspects, it can be concluded that the masonry shrine
gate is of very poor structure from the viewpoint of earthquake
engineering. The shrine gate in Slide-5 was located near the epi-
center of Izu-Peninsula Earthquake, 1974, but the damage to it was
very slight - almost no damage.

Structural Damages of Group II

a) Damage to the Banyu Bridge:

This bridge2) is located at the estuary of Banyu River to the Sagami
Bay, which was the epicenter of the Kanto Earthquake. At the time
of the test, it was still under construction. According to the de-
sign specification for bridges, substructures, including the bridge
piers, had sufficient strength to resist any seismic load acting on
the superstructures and substructures. In this case, there was no
girder as shown in Slide-6, and the mass of frame of the substruc-
ture was not very large, but there were many cracks at the beam-
column joints. This damage was caused by the-relative movement of
the foundation of this bridge caused by ground movement due to lique-
faction of sandy ground. There is no clear or authorized design
measures for structures against such large ground movement.

b) Failure of the Overpath Bridge:

Measurement of the span length after the Niigata Earthquake,3) 1964,
revealed that it had become longer by more than 50 cm than the de-
sign span. This was the main reason why the main span shown in
Slide-i fell down. A question was raised: Why did the span elon-
gate? This question was answered when the concrete piles of the
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bridge foundation were picked up during reconstruction work. Con-
crete piles were bent as if they had sustained horizontal thrust force
applied about their central part. It was clear that horizontal
ground movement due to liquefaction was the thrusting force that
pushed the concrete piles. This is a similar problem/as a) of this
section, that needs to be researched.

c) Opening of Concrete Slab at Juvenile Hall:

Concrete slab of the Juvenile Hall 4 ) was broken by the San Fernando
Earthquake, 1971, as shown in Slide-B. It was difficult to under-
stand, just after the earthquake, as to why they were broken. Later
it was elucidated that this breakage was caused by the ground sliding
along the liquefied sand layer of 2-3% slope. Half of the concrete
slab of the Juvenile Hall was on the now liquefied ground, and the
other half was on the moving ground. The maximum displacement of
the landslide reached 1.5 m.

d) Damage to Joseph Jensen Filtration Plant:

The side walls of the in-ground filtration plant4 ) was strongly push-
ed by an unknown lateral force as shown in Slide-9. This happened
at the time of the San Fernando Earthquake, 1971. The lateral force
was caused by ground movement sliding along a thin layer of liquefied
sand and this force became so great that it demolished the reinforced
concrete wall of the filtration plant. Estimation of this lateral
force is not easy from the present knowledge of earthquake engineer-
ing.

e) Behavior of Arch Bridges:

From observations after the Kanto, Skopje, and Niigata Earthquakes,
it can be concluded that an arch bridge shows very good performance
during earthquakes and damage sustained by it is very slight. For
instance, seismic design coefficient of the Bandai Bridge ) in
Niigata city in Slide-lO was zero, but it withstood earthquakes
better than any other type of bridge in the Niigata area. What is
the most appropriate seismic design coefficient for an arch bridge?

f) Underground Structures Crossing Fault:

According to data obtained from past earthquakes, buried pipes show
high seismic damage ratio, which is defined by the number of collap-
sed pipes per unit length of buried pipe near its crossing point
with fault. Protection of buried pipes at subway tunnels against
fault is now a new research item, and several countermeasure propo-
sals have already been published, but not authorized. Slide-il
shows the damage to a sewage concrete pipeline deformed by the Tan-
shan Earthquake in 1976.

Concluding Remarks

The writer cited only a few of the incredible seismic damages. More
and more incredible damages will probably be reported around the
world. They are just the blind points of earthquake engineering.
Turkish as well as Chinese engineers may have had similar experience
in seismic damage which are very special and incredible. The writer
is of the opinion that it may be worthwhile to investigdte irc-e~iAl2

-3-



seismic damages, and hopes that this'study will provide a new way to
advance the progresA of earthquake engi.neering.

In order tocollect various-data on seismic damages which are diffi-
cult to understand, international cooperative work Is necessary
because many countries have their own special incredible seismic
damages.
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FOREWORD

The idea for this work appeared on the occasion of the lecture

titled "Practical Methods for Considering the Nonlinear Deformations

during Seismic Effects", which was given by Acad. Prof. Dr. Schio

Germanovich Napetvaridze from Tbilisi, USSR, for the participants to

the Course on Low-Cost Housing Construction in Seismic Regions, held

in November 1986. On the other hand, there has been a permanent need

of explaining the inelastic behaviour of buildings when exposed to in-

tensive seismic effects, to the engineers-designers in a simplified

manner, understandable for their level of knowledge of the principles

of-linear and nonlinear structural dynamics.

The work consists of only one chapter, in which the first part

is a sublimated analytical approach for solving the problem, and the

second one is an illustrative example, throughwhich the derived metho-

dology has beer qnuo1d on a twelve-floor reinforced-concrete building

constructed with frames and diaphragms as bearing elements.

In this work, the author does not intend to eliminate the exact

method for determination of the inelastic response of these buildinsg

through direct solving of the equation of motion, but only to give

an evaluation of the kind and size of the inelastic deformations when

there is a lack of appropriate computer programs for performance of

more refined calculations.

The Author



SIMPLIFIED METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF INELASTIC DEFORMATIONS IN

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION STRUCTURES EXPOSED TO REAL SEISMIC EFFECTS

Seismic stability of structures is a primary obligation of the human

lives protection and reduction of damage due to the effects of major

earthquakes. For this purpose, countries exposed to effects of different

.earthquakes provide preventive protection by strict application of re-

quirements specified in their technical codes in the field of civil engine-

ering. Thus, in the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, protection

of building structures is provided by application of the requirements

in the "Book of Regulations for the Technical Normatives for Design and

Construction of Building Structures in Seismic Regions" - Official Register

of SPRY No. 49/82 and No. 29/83 (2)! According to this Book of Regulations,

in some cases, if not categorized structures or typified structures con-

structed in series are concerned, besides the application of the simplified

statical method of earthquake engineering, calculation should be performed

of the dynamic nonlinear response of the structural systems, paying

attention to the elasto-plastic features of the built-in materials. This

is regulated by Articles No. 2, 6, 7, 8, 39 and 40 of the above-mentioned

Book of Regulations (2). It is the application of these regulations that

brings about confusion among engineers-designers, because this subject

material is not included in regular studies at most of the civil engine-

ering departments in the country. This fact induced the author of this

work to try and in the simplest way simplify the procedure for determin-

ing the nonlinear response of the systems with one or more degrees of

freedom, by direct application of the assumptions from the linear spectral

theory of earthquake engineering. The methodology suggested here is based

on the concept of balance of the deformation energy in the normal elastic-

plastic systems with that of tk% equivalent- elastic systems, where theo-

retically, elastic limit does not exist. The procedure itself is considered

to be rather simple, to enable quick and efficien analysis without the

use of the modern computer technique, which is not excluded, but, on

the contrary, in very suitable with respect to elaboration, of appropriate

computer program. The only difficulty from the mathematical point of view

Numbers in brackets indicate the listed literature.



arises when solving the eigen values of the considered structure in orer

to solve the periods and shapes of free vibrations, which are taken into

account in these analyses. This part of the calculation is not included

here, and it may be referred to in tvo previous papers by the same author

(3,4) where detailed description of this procedure can be found.

.1. Practical Methods for Considering Nonlinear Deformations during

Seismic Effects

The basic concept consists of approximate replacement of a multi-mass

linear system ofa building or a structure (Fig. la) by a single-degree-of-

freedom system (Fig. 1b). taking the nonlinear structural deformation into

consideration in order to make more economical use of strength reserves

of the structural elements.

I ..

I9 .
i* 1 .Sj

I F_.1 - .1,

a)b

Fig. 1. Multi- and Single-Degree-of-Freedon Systems

For simpler calculations, the "force-displacement" diagram of the

single degree-of-freedom system presented in Fig. lb is allowed to be

simplified in the form of the Prandle's diagram (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2 "Force-Displacement" Diagram of the Prandle's Type

The notations in the above figure are:

F* and U* - boundary elastic force corresponding to the elastic

displacement of a single-mass system.

K - system rigidity, obtained as

K= F*/U* =tga ... (1)

O*- entire horizontal structural displacement, obtained as
I* * U + AU* (2{)1 = .'+ U -... (2

where AU* is the residual (permanent) displacement.

F and - horizontal seismic force and corresponding displacement

to occur if the system behaves elastically for any

deformation value.

F K.U - (3)

On the other hand, the potential energy of the deformed elastic

system is equal to the triangle OBB' area and according to (3) is:

E - PU/2 - F /(2K) ... (4)

The potential energy of the real system In the elastic deformation

range in equal to the OA' triangle, and according to (1) is:
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* = F*.U*/2 = F*2/(2K) ... (5)

The irretrievable energy after the development of plastic deformations

is equal to the triangle A'ACC' area, and it is obtained as

U*E1  F* 01U = U* F~e 1 - ) .. (6)

or, respectfr- the relation in (1) it is obtained that

= F*2 (p-1)/K ... (7)

vhere - UiU* is the structural ductility coefficient.

From the energy balance,, it is obtained

E= E* +E

or, respecting the relations in (4), (5) and (7),

F2 = F*2 2F*2 -1.

is obtained, i.e.

F"= F/(2-t)1/2  (8)

It should be emphasized that for v > 1 F is always greater than
F* and thus, if for example U - 4, F* - 0.38 F. Equation (8) points

to the fact that there is a possibility that plastic deformations

develop in the structure, the building will be exposed to significantly

weaker force compared with the one that would be obtained if the linear

theory of earthquake engineering was applied.

Equation (8) may be used with sufficient accuracy in linear multi

degree-of-freedom systems as well, which predominantly suffer shear

deformations (Shear-Type Structures). For example, the structure presented

in Fig. la is of this type. The only difference is that instead of F

and F* forces (Fig. 1b), the corresponding transverse S and S* forces

occur (Fig. la).

According to the spectral theory of earthquake engineering, it is

known that the horizontal elastic displacements of the "J"-th transversal

cross-sectfon of the structure are:

u =j ao 6(T1) *j y1 T2/(21)2 ... (9)
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with the fo ing notations:

- !r of the normal mode shape

a - .ak foundation acceleration
0

B (Ti)'- iamics coefficient, depending on the natural vibrations

- od, Ti, in the "i"-th mode shape, and on the structural

.jp= 7es for elastic energy dissipation

.- n :ate of the normalized "i"-th mode shape to vibrations

the "j"-th structural cross-section

- ::.z:r of "i"-th mode participation in the overall system

7 .aviour, obtained as

" {+  IM] {1 } 1 €} N , 2 (10)

j~1 i j=1 .31.

{ vez:or of the normalized "i"-th mode shape

IMI - inertial matrix of the system

m. - concentrated mass in the "j"-th cross-section.3

N - definite number of degrees of freedom.

By analogy to the expression (9), the displacement of the "j-l"-th

cross-section of the system, 'for the same "i"-th vibration mode, is:
2

Uij-1 = ao a(Ti)Ti " Yi ij-(4 2) ... (11)

On the other hand, the transverse force which would be generated

in this cross-section according to the assumptions in the structural

theory, would be:

Sij = Kj (Uij - Uij_1 ) = Kj 6ij.

where:

Sij -transverse elastic force on the "J"-th floor at the "i"-th

vibration mode

5 - relative interstory elastic drift.
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Because expression (12), through relations (9) and (11), defines

the maxium values of the transverse forces, the total transverse force

at the "J"-th floor with presence of more vibration modes will be determin-

ed as a mean square value of the corresponding transverse forces, or

aK f nj. 2  21 1/2
s~ 412 2  [0 (T1 ).T 1  yj ( - j-I P1 I... (13)

where K - rigidity of the "J"-th floor (layer)

n - number of calculated mode shapes.

The analogy between Equations (3) and (13) enables application of

the procedure for single-degree-of-freedom systems, as it was earlier

stated, which is:

0S; = S1(2pj 1)1/2 .. (14)

vhere the ductility coefficient, by analogy with (7) and (8), depends

upon the structural type and the material of the "J"-th structural

element.

The residual displacement of the simplified model (Fig. 1b), accord-

ing to (2) and respecting (8)," *: determined through

,(-i) u (P-1)ijF ... (15)
K

Now, if according to Equation (9) and Fig. 1tb the seismic force (of

a single-mas's system) is detetmined, it will be obtained that

F= (T) . " ... (16).
g

which gives expression (15) for obtaining the residual floor displacement

the following form:

&u* (2.11/2 4 (T).T 2  ... (17)

where, according to (1)

U -F/K; K 42 Q _



In the above expressions "Q" represents mass weight, and "g" is

acceleration due to gravity.

By analogy to Equation (15) and respecting (14), for the multi-mass

(multi-degree-of-freedom - Fig. la) system, it may be written

j ( j -1) S(2A.6). ... (18)

where the value of the transverse force "S " is determined according to

expression (13). On the other hand, building codes in many countries

restrict the residual floor deformations "AU*" through defined ductility

coefficients "j?'. Now, respecting expression (13), the residual displace-

ment of the "J"-th floor obtains the following final form:

- a6 0 (uj - 1) n 2i )2 1/2  (ga0 Ti (ui-l yiOi 2 .,21 ... (19)0 (2 u-1"-"

The diagram of deformation of the building structures without strength-

ening (of the Prandle's type) is not the only one possible. It is often

in accordance with test data of reinforced-concrete elements with relative-

ly low percentage of reinforcement, or elements of light-reinforcement

masonry.

For the structural elements of different materials, the deformation

diagrams may have different form. However, most of them can be adopted

in the forms presented in Fig. 3,diagram with strength increasing (Fig.

4a) or reducing (Fig. 3b).

For both cases of increasing or reducing the strength, the derivations

are performed through energies balance, as it was done earlier. Here,

for easier derivation, strength reducing in the post-elastic range is

accepted as an elastic rigidity relation

K1 = tgaI - rK "--rtg ... (19)

where "r" may be positive (Fig. 3a) or negative (Fig. 3b).
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+c fI . + .-

a) b)

Fig. 3. Force-Displacement Relationship with Increased or Reduced Stiffness

E =-F.U F2 ... (20)
2IFK

E* - 1 F*iu* = IT F. ... (21)

El = (U1  U*) F* + (U1 - U*) rK (UI - U*)

*2 *
E= (p-) F U + (p-) rF U

F*2E= (P-1) [.r(p-)] ... (22)
K

Applying the energy balance, E = E* + Ef, it is obtained

F2 = F 2 {I + 2(v-1) [1 +

F = F/ (1 + 2(V-1)-[l + r(M-1)]}1/  ... (23)

Now, if the residual displacement of single-mass system (Fig. 1)

is to be determined, expression (15) should be used, being valid here

as well. Respecting (23) and (16), it is obtained

AU 6- 1) 6 (T).T2  ... (24)4rU = 1{+2(v-l)[1+r(u.l)]}i .

and for the multi-mass system (Fig. Ia)

. ao  (Ni-1) ni 2 ,1/2

77 (T)Ti-j -jtl)j
U l+2(j-1)[+r -1} (T )TI(25 )

--- "... (25)
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For r = 0, expressions (23), (24) and (25) become identical with

(8), (17) and (19), which is kind of proof that the first ones represent

only special casesof the latter. On the other hand, it is evident that

for r - 0, expression (25) gives higher value than (19), and for r < 0

lower, which is physically logical.

Equation (24) or (25) are suitable for estimation of the maximum

residual deformations, both for the single- and multi-degree-of-freedom

systems. But, for this purpose, the adtual ductility coefficients "i"
.should be determined. This may be done using expression (23), which

will give a new expression for determining the ductility coefficient as

a function of the seismic force "F" (16) and yield force "F*", i.e. the

transverse force "S " (13) and the yield force"S".
• *2 112

(1+2r [(S/Sj) -1]1 -1l
j= I + 2r_ ... (26)

The proposed procedure for estimation of the maximum residual deform-

ations may be illustrated on a practical example of a building of twelve

floor levels. The example refers to the same building observed under

"Practical Erample, Computation for a Building Having GF+11 Storeys",

presented in Reference (4).

The characteristic plan of the building is shown in Fig. 4, and

the vertical cross-section in Fig. 5.

It is obvious from the plan that if the building vibrates in the
transverse cross-section, four identical frames (R) and four identical

diaphragms (D) appear to be vertical bearing elements. The inertial and

rigidity characteristics, and the dynamic properties of the building have

been previously determined, and they are directly used. All masses are

approximated as one as follows: m = m2 - m - 2.95 kNcm-Isec 2.

After solving the eigen-value problem of the building, the

following values of the natural periods of vibrations are obtained for

the first three mode shapes:
T. - 1,250 s; T = 0,477 s w T = 0,294 s

a h c3

and the corresponding eigen vectors are given in the following Table 1.
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Fig. 4. Characteristic Plan

Considering the fact that under the effect of a real earthquake

the foundation accelerations are significantly higher than those defined

by the technical regulations, consequently, forces are generated in the

structure which are significantly stronger than the normative ones, i.e.

those which are determined according to regulations. In order to illustrate

this procedures the proposed structure was tested under the effects of

several characteristic earthquakes, recorded In California (USA) and

Montenegro (Yugoslavia). For this purpose, selected were the earthquakes

of Imperial Valley, Z1 Centro - 1940, SOO, San Fernando - 1971, 15250

Ventura Blvd% b sath IIIF, Montenegro - 1979 - UlcinJ, Albatros and

Petrovac, all of them normalized at peak acceleration of 0.35 g. The

characteristic acceleration spectra of these earthquakes, for 51 O. -

0.05) damping, are given in Fig. 6, normalized in the form of dynamlcs

coefficients "B(T)". The forces generated in the structure depend upon

the spectrum of each earthquakes, the peak foundation acceleration and

its dynamic characteristics, which in evident from expression (13), i.e.

they are determined according to the following expressions:
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CONCLUSIONS

Based on the developed methodology for calculation and the results

obtained for the illustrated example, some points may be emphasized

which lead to Lhe following conclusions:

1. The proposed procedure cannot be considered as a thorough replace-

ment of the exact method for calculation of residual structural displace-

ments which is based on a strict solution of the the system of nonlinear

differential equations of motion.

2. Definition of the elasticity iimit of each storey of the considered

building example has been performed in a rather simplified way. In other

words, it has been assumed that the reinforcement of the bearing elements

be determined on the principle of allowed stresses in the reinforcement

(a - 210 MPa) under the effect of normative seismic forces, "Fn", i.e.

corresponding transverse forces, "S ". Considering the fact that the re-n

inforcement starts yielding under a stress a - 240 MiPa, the transversea

yield stresses "S*" are determined by multiplying the normative "Sj n
with the factor F - 240/210 - 1.14 (See Table 1).

3. In order to check the efficiency and usability of this procedure,

corresponding inelastic system responses of the example has been calculated

by means of step-by-step integration of the differential equations for

the effects of the same earthquakes that have been a subject of considera-

tion in the previous pages. The maximum values of the residual interstory

drifts obtained in the way, ari shifted in Tables 3 and 4 as "A6 *" -
j

EXACT. By a simple comparison of the corresponding results (column 6 and

7, i.e. 10 and 11), it may be concluded that the-values of the correspond-

ing residual displacements determined according to the simplified methodo-

logy and according to the exact solution of the differential equations

of nonlinear dynamics are rather similar along all storey heights, except

for the upper and lower storeys where a slight difference occurs, but

in tolerable limits.
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SUbMARY

The basis tor specification of seismic design condi -

tions for structures and for equipment installed on them
is analyzed. The necessary prerequisites dealt with inthis
connection are related to the representation of motion
during one event, to the representation of the sequence of
expected future events, to some basic relations of struc-
tural dynamics (in deterministic and stochastic formula -
tions respectively), to the definition of response spectra
with specified non-exceedance probability, to the verifi-
cation criteria, to the models of ground motion, to the
chains of amplification. These prerequisites are then used
in order to specify in a consistent manner design condi -
tions for structures and for equipment. Some problems rela-
ted to the implementation in practice are finally discus-
sed.

1.INTRODUCTION

Engineering activities require a specification of seis-
mic conditions leading to adequate control and limitation
of seismic risk. This is valid for structures as well as
for equipment installed on structures. This general re-
quirement may be fulfilled in various ways, with different
dtgrees of accuracy and certainty. Highly responsible struc-
tures will impose, of course,a correspondingly high degree
of accuracy and certainty in controlling and limiting risk.
The recent years have witnessed therefore a sustained con-
cern of researchers and practitioners for the development
of appropriate rules of specification of seismic condi-
tions, especially in relation to the design of potentially
highly hazardous structures (the reference case: NPP's).
It must be mentioned also that engineering practice requi-
res different approaches for activities related to dif-
ferent categories of structures,but, on the other hand, a
common conceptual basis leading to different practical ap-
proaches for different practical purposes can be only wel-
comed.

A consistent control of risk will be based, of course,
on the explicit recognition of the random nature of several
factors determining structural safety and reliability. Ac-
cording to current concepts, the (implicit) prediction re-
quired for protecting structures and equipment against
future destructive earthquakes must be made in probabi-
listic terms. This represents,basically, a consistentextra-
polation of the past experience in the future, under the
assumption that the general conditions of phenomena and
events are characterized by a certain stationarity.
*)INCERC (Building Research Institute), Bucharest
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The current state of the art makes it possible to use
different alternative representations of entities related
to seismic conditions. This refers to the seismic motion
of ground, structures, equipment etc. during one event,as
well as to the sequence of seismic events. This paper
keeps in view these facts and is intended to contribute
to the adoption of the most suitable solutions. There is
an obvious need of correlation between the representations
adopted for the analyses of seismic motion during one
event and of sequence of events.

The analysis of risk and, in a complementary sense,of
safety and reliability of structures may be carried out,
at present, at different levels of application of probabi-
listic concepts. While the level one approach is curren-
tly used in codes and in practice as well, it is desirable
to develop formats compatible with the use of higher level
approaches. The alternatives from this view point are
dealt with too in the paper.The author believes that it has
become possible to pass gradually from a methodology based
on the use of design spectra (which is compatible with a
level one approach)to the use of stochastic representa-
tions compatible with a higher level probabilistic ap-
proach. The concrete object for which practical steps can
be undertaken is represented primarily by NPP's, for
which a consistent control of risk is highly enrightened
and for which comprehensive data bases as well as resour-
ces required by more advanced engineering analyses are
available.

2.REPRESENTATIONS AND BASIC RELATIONS.

2.1.General

The problematique dealt with in this lecture requires
a concern for defining some entities, for their appro-
priate representation and for the presentation of some
basic relations. One must consider first in this sense:

a) the representation of seismic motion (for ground,
structures, equipment) during one seismic event and the
definition of some corresponding models;

b) the representation of the sequence of events and
the definition of corresponding models;

c) some basic relations of structural dynamics, in
accordance with the representations adopted;

d) some basic relations concerning the estimate of
seismic risk.

2.2.Representations of Seismic Motion during one Event

The seismic motion of ground,structures and equipment
installed on them, during one event is of random, tran-
sient, nature. In order to characterize expected motions,
it is necessary, as mentioned to adopt a probabilistic
viewpoint.The currently usable representations in this
field are:
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A,:stochastic representations. 'n which the seisi-
motionare dealt with as random functions of the time
variabLe ana are described ;y correlation functions or
their transforms;

A :representations in the form of (artificial) ac-
celer~grams, which are in fact sample functions of random
functions corresponding to representation A1 ;

A3 :representations by means of design spectra.

The representation A 3 is currently used in engineering
practice (it lies among other at the basis of codes). The
representation A2 is increasingly used, especially in con-
nection with computer (non-linear) time history analyses.
The representation A is used chiefly in research. Alt-
hough the frequency f use is as mentioned, the logical
sequence is A1-A -A . It is possible and relatively easy
to specify, on te asis of representation A1 the other
two representations and, also, to specify on the basis of
representation A2 the representation A . The converse ap-
proach is difficult and does not lead ?o unique solutions.

In case one considers a vectorial random function of
time W(t) (which could represent,e.g.an n-dimensional ac-
celerogram), its basic characteristic is its (matrix) se-
cond order correlation function (or covariance),

B(n)[Wltl,t 2] = W(t1 ).WT (t2) (2.1)

where the upper index denotes the transposed, and the
average is considered for a statistical ensemble. In the
particular case of stationary random functions, this func-
tion will depend only on the difference t2-t I ,

B(n) [W;t 1,t2] = B[W;t 2-tl] (2.2)

A complementary, particularly useful, means for charac-
terization of random functions is represented by their
(matrix) spectrum denaties. In case of stationary func-
tions the classical spectrum densities S[W;c m] satisfy
the Wiener-Khintchin relations [ m

S LW;;m e-icrntn B V;tn] dt n

BIW;tn]= e mtn S[W;mdm (2.3b)

In case of arbitrary (non-stationary) functoi s one in-
troduces the generalized spectrum density Sf [ W;wc"],
which satisfics the generalized Wiener-Khintchin rela -
tions [ 2 ]

s (n) [W"Q, 11 2 2 W, 1. B (n) [W;tlt2 ]

4Tr

dtIdt2 (2.4a)
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(n ) [Wt 2] e(2t2-tl)s(n)

doldw2 (2. 4b)

Besides the usual representations used, it is useful to
consider an alternative approach based on the use of a
new system of variables [ 13 ]

tn= (t1+t2)/2 Wm7 (&1+w2) /2

tn= t2 tl & n=  W (2.5)

One will introduce in this connection the functions
Bd) LW;t t I and S(d) [W; )w j, which satisfy a couple
of relatilfis whice are equivalent to (2.4),

(d) 3 7 ei(9mtn+ ntm) B(d)
S(d ) [W;wmIn]= 4- B' e B (W;tm,tn

4172 m, n.

dtmdtn (2.6a)
Bid)  ~ ~ -W~ mt] ei (Cjm tn+ w n m ) S  [)

dkamd,1 (2.6b)

In the particular case of stationary random functions the
relation (2.2) becomes

B(d) tW;tm,t n ] - B[W;t n ]  (2.7)

while the two-dimensional spectrum density S (d) W I
becomes

S(d) [W;'m, n]= (w n ) S[WGm] (2.8)

(&(.) :Dirac's generalized function) and is concentrated
along the axis *n=O.

The canonic expansion [ 8 1 of non-stationary random
function

W(t) = Z ait) Wsi(t) (2.9)
i

is sometimes used, whereby a. (t) are (scalar) determinis-
tic envelopes, (Wile W .(t) aie stationary random functions
The function B willt5ecome in this case

B(n) (W;tlt21
= Z ai(tl)a j (t2 )Bi j [W;t 2-t 1 (2.10)
i'j

whereby B.- are cross-correlation matrices. The represen-
tation (2.i) is a basis for widely used techniques of
generation of artificial accelerogramd fe.g.:[ 1 ]). The
generalized spectrum density matrix S [W; ' can be
expressed in this case by means of the correTatton matrices
Bij,
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5(d) [Wwmwn]= 21- e-at ci i(Cnn)Bij[W;tn

dtn (2.11)
whereby the correction functions c.jn t ) will be

• 1 ." I b -ioin tjn
c ij(Jn tn) = - e nmai(tmt n/2)a.(tm+tn/2)

dtm°i (2.12)

The relationship between representations A1 and A3 is
dealt with in s-ction 2.5.

Any of the representations considered (A ,A or A
requires a specification of a model of grounA mgtion As a
function of a system of parameters Sk<this is, desirably,
a finite system). The calibration of the values of sk will
define a ground motion according to this approach.

2.3.Representations of Seismicity at a Definite Site

The sequence of seismic events at a site is described,
in this frame, by means of the sequence of systems of
values of the parameters s In order to develop opera-
tional techniques, it is s itable to adopt a unic ampli-
tude-type parameter q among the parameters s . This
parameter will play the role of a common factor for the
amplitude of seismic motion. It is also suitable to adopt,
for the remaining parameters s , a discretization, thus
defining a finite system of families, or classes, of seis-
mic motions. Motions belonging to a same class will dif-
fer in this approach only by the value of q. It is now
possible to use simple probabilistic models in order to
characterize the expected frequency of occurrence of seis-
mic events. A most simple model used for describing this
expected sequence is poissonian. Alternative models are
used too (e.g.[ 5 J).

The use of a poissonian model leads to the adoption,
as a basic parameter, for a class of motions (j), of the
function N (q,T ), i.e. the expected =imber of events
exceeding 4he tlreshold q, for a time period Td. This
function can be expressed as follows:

. T =T (qI)dq' (2.13)
J d d qiI

where n (q) is a density of expected number of events,for
unit tie interval. The return period T (q) of a value q
can-be introduced now, by means of the Jequation

Nji(q, Tjtq))-l 2.14)

with the solution

Tj(q)mEj j(q')dq3'1  2 j
q
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The expression (2.13) may be rewritten now,

Nj (q,Td)=Td/T j (q) (2.16)

The probability of occurrence of mevents with amplitu-
des exceeding q will be given by a Poisson distribution,

Gmj (q,Td)R T) exp [uL- (q, Td) ] (2.17)
mq

In particular, the non-exceedance probability will be

G oj (q,T-d)=exp [-Nji (q,T d) ] (2.18)

2.4.Basic Relations of Linear Structural Dynamics

Some basic relations are given in this section,using
mostly the Fourier transforms of functions of time. The
Fourier relations between a function of time f(t) (the
original) and its transform ?'(w) (the image) are

ap icait
e f(t)dt (2.19a)

101
f(t)-2 i je f(w)do (2.19b)

The position of a structure is assumed to be determined
by the values of a finite system of parameters, its DOF.
It is suitable to consider for a structure in relation to
the developments of the lecture, two categories of DOF
(fig.2.1):

- the DOF of the interface with the supporting system
(in particular:the ground), which determine the vector U
(t) of displacements or the vector W (t) of accelerationa;

- the DOF of elevated points, which determine a vector
of absolute displacements U a(t) or a vector of absolute
accelerations, Wa (t).

A relation

W a(w)= H a()Wg () (2.20)

exists in general between the vectors referred to, where
H (w) represents a (matrix) transfer function for accele-
rAtions.

It will be assumed that the motion of a structure,sub-
jected to a system of given forces F(t) is given,for ima-
ges, by the equation

2-1 -~(.) U()=F, (2.21)

where M is an inertia matrix, while K(w) is the image of
a visco-elastic stiffness matrix.

In order to specify the expression of the transfer
matrix it is necessary to use the eigenvectors and the
natural circular frequencies of the dynamic system cor-
responding to a structure. One will assume that a classical
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eigenvalue problem [ 12 J leads to the eigenvectors Vr
normalized with respect to the inertia matrix M,

TM 1 (r=s)
VrMV (2.22a)

O (r~~s)
(r=s)

vT ) Vs ={ r 2.22b)
r 9 1o (r/s)

The complex natural circular frequencies (eigenvalues)will
be

W2__2rr +2 inr)r&J, (2.23)

where W r are real natural circular frequencies, corres-
ponding to the motion of an ideally elastic system, as-
sociated to the structure. One will use also.the reduced
natural circular frequencies,&J'

I r

=~ =Jrl-n 12.24)

one can consider two situations:
a) the motions of the interface, described by the

vector U (t) can be only rigid-body motions;
b) tRe motions referred to may be arbitrary. In the

first case it makes sense to use, according to tradition,
a vector of relative displacements, Urel (t), defined by a
relation

Urel(t) = Ua(t) -GUg (t (2.25)

where G is a kinematic matrix, converting the rigid-body
motion of the interface into a rigid-body motion of the
whole structure.

The transfer matrix will be, in the first case,
(J)= h Tar (W)VrjG (2.25)

r

In the second case the use of relative displacements be-
comes a non-sense, while the use of absolute displacements
leads to the expression

-- y ha ) VrV RIh) (2.26)
a -r~ ar~w rrr

whereby 1(w) is a cross-impedance matrix, for which one
column represents a system of forces (complex amplitudes)
acting along the DOF corresponding to the vector U a(t) in
case when a unit amplitude motion occurs along one DOF
corresponding to one component of the vector U (t).

g
The modal transfer functions

h ar ( 4  r (2.27)

22
r



intervene in both relations (2.26) and (2.27). It may be
shown that, in the first case dealt withthe expression
(2.27) is equivalent to the expression (2.26).

The deterministic relation (2.2U) leads to homologous
stochastic relations, which can be written for stationary
or non-stationary motions. In case of stationary motions,
one obtains

S[Waml =Ha('Wm)S [Wg;%Cm ] a(wm), (2.29)

while for the general case one obtains

S(n) [Wa J H*( l)s(n) [Wg;. l (2 J(,(A) (2.30)

2.5. Response Spectra with Controlled Non-Exceedance
Probabilities.

The response spectra concerning various parameters
(bsolute accelerations, relative velocities, relative
pseudo-velocities etc.) are defined, in a classical sense,
for one parameter describing the response of a dynamic
system and for one fully determined seismic event (as a
rule, a recorded accelerogram). The parameter u (t) cha-
racterizing the response, the weighting functioA of the
system, h (T,n;t) of the system dealt with and the (scalar),
accelerogim w (t) intervene in a relation written for
original functions (depending on the time variable),t

us(t)=J 0 hus (T'n;t-t')wg (t')dt' (2.31)

The response spectrum of the motion w (t), in connection
with the dynamic sv .em and the parameter referred to,u s
(t), will be

s(a) (T,n)=maxtj t hu (T,n;t-t,) W (t,) dt, I (2.32)

The scalar nature of the parameter u (t) is essential for
the definition of the response spectrum. The ground motion
may be characterized here by a scalar w (t) or a (column)
vector W (t). In the latter case, the function h (T,n;t)
will beleplaced by a row-vector . The dynamic s#Rtem dealt
with is, according to tradition, an SDOF system. One can
imagine nevertheless generalizations, in which the para-
meter u (t) represents a scalar characteristic of an NDOF
system Teven f equipment installed on a structure). The
definition ma"xtended to non-linear systems too.

The definition of a design spectrum for future events
to affect a definite site, changes the data of the problem.
since the input function w (t) (or W (t)) is no longer spe-
cified in a classical sensa, but is go be predicted. The
impossibility of deterministic prediction of the input
function makes impossible the determination of calculation
of absolute maxima in the classical sense, as in relation
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(2.32) and imposes the adoption of a probabilistic stand
point. The spectrum looked for must be defined as a func-
tion of (T,n) characterized by a specified non-exceedance
probability. A new definition requires a concern for two
fundamental aspects of the random nature of future seis-
mic motions:

a) the random nature of seismic motion during one event,
which is specified in a "macroscopic" way (motion of aspe-
cified intensity, of a specified predominant frequency
etc), by means of specifying the parameters sk introduced
in sections 2.2 and 2.3;

b) the random nature of the sequence of events during
the lifetime of a future structure, represented by the
different values that can be taken by the parameters s
(in particular, by the intensity or amplitude q, used in
section 2.3).

The design spectra defined in this frame may be deter-
mined using two main approachesiuse of representations of
category A (stochastic representations using second order
moments) oi of category A (representations by means of sys-
tems of sample accelerogrms corresponding to a definite
stochastic model). The main steps involved by each of the
approaches may be briefly examined.

The basic characteristic to be used in connection with
the representation A1 in order to estimate the exceedanceprobabilities of various (positive) values by W absolute
valueqf a parameter u (t) is the covarience b "[U ;t
t ]=b ;u ;t t ], which may be obtained as(A)partcuiAr
cLse of thi difiRition (2.1). The function b [u ;t,t]=
=b(d)[u _t,o] represents the instantaneous varianse of
U (t). Ie r.m.s. value

a Lus;t]=Ib(n) [us;t,tj} 1/ 2  (2.33)

can be determined on this basis and this makes it possible
to determine the instantaneous exceedance probabilities of
various thresholds (gaussian distribution assumed). The
quantity of interest is nevertheless the probability of
exceedance of giVen thresholdsat least once during one
event (first passage problem). Such probabilities will be
of course conditional, 4pon the values of the parameters
s (section 2.2,2.3),which define in a macroscopic way a
;Ation corresponding to a definite model. In case a defi-
nite class of motions is considered, for which a single
v Jable parameter, q, is to be specified, the covariance
b [u ;t At 2] will explicitely depend on this parameter.
A relation'

r[u.J=q juso;t] , (2.34)

.where u (t) corresponds to the normalized value q-l, will
be vatif. The excee~ace probability of a threshold um
during one event, p-(Um), will be a functional with res-
pect to the r.m.s. value |User],
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p (-) {uM)= F [us;t], q/urn} (2.35)

This functional will depend not only on the ratio q/um as
explicitely specified, but also on the time dependence of
the r.m.s. value rju ;t], whereby the duration of the
event and the predominant oscillation frequency (more pre-
cisely their product, which defines the number of loading
cycles) will play an important role. It is not possible
to derive general expressions for the functional F (2.35),
but it is possible to carry out special studies for defi-
nite classes of seismic motions, in order to analyze its
dependence on the parameters sk defining the motion.

The probability of exceedance of a given threshold ur
during a specified service period Td may be determined by
meyas of appropriate convolutions between the probabilities
p (um) (2.35) and the characteristics of seismic activity
dealt with in section 2.3. The expected number of cases of
exceedance of a threshold um will be

-i(_)(UmJTd)-Td rp(_)(ur)s (q)dq (2.36)

whereby the subscript j used in section 2.3, corresponding
to definite classes of seismic motions, was omitted. The
use of the poissonian model makes it possible to derive
relations similar to (2.17) or (2.18) in order to estimate
exceedance probabilities. As an example, the p oability
of exceeding, at least once, a threshold um, P'(Um,Td),
will be given by an expression

P (-) (uTd l -exp [4- () , T ] (2.37)

This approach makes it possible to define design spec-
tra with specified(Rn-exce~dqnce probabilities. Such a
design spectrum, su (T,n,P ,Td), whereby tI2e)arguments
T and n, characterizing the dynamic system, P , charac-
terizing the exceedance probability and Td, characterizing
the service duration, occur. The design spectrum will be a
solution of the functional equation

p(-)j s (a) (TnP(- ,Td),Td 1 = Po-) (2.38)

whereby P(-)is a suitable exceedance probability.
0

According to previous remarks, the design spectra with
specified non-exceedance probabilities can be derived also
on the basis of representation A2 (i.e. use of systems of
sample accelerograms), in case a technique of generation of
artificial accelerograms is adopted. A Monte-Carlo analysis
of the system of output functions us(t) derived for dynamic
systems characterized by various couples (T,n) makes it
possible to 9stimate on a numerical basis conditional pro-
babilities p-'(u) (2.35), as functions of the arguments
(T,n). The use of subsequent relations, (2.36) etc. makes
it possible to derive in a similar way design spectra with
specified (controlled) non-exceedance probabilities.



2.6.Specification of Verification Criteria

The specification of design spectra was considered, in
previous section, for an arbitray prrameter u . The para-
meters to be dealt with in practice are diverse (e.g.:ab-

solute floor acceleration, absolute equipment acceleraticn,
relative displacements uL different structural comuponents
etc). Moreover, it may be of interest to consider multi-
parameter states of stress etc., where appropriate combi-
nations of internal forces, stresses etc. occur.

It is suitable to briefly discuss at this place the
case of members subjected to multi-parameter loading,for
which some results of rather general interest can be ob-
tained. Consider a member subjected to a multi-parameter
loading defined by the quantities x.(e.g.:bending moment
along two orthogonal directions, relatedlo a section of a
member). A parameter x used for checking along an oblique
direction, x4 (e.g.:a bending moment) may be determined
by means of a relation

x, O.ixi 2.39)

(ai may be here cosines of a direction). The parameters xi
may be expressed as

xi = 1 Yir q , (2.40)
r

whereby y.r are homologous parameters, corresponding to
the normafized eigen vectors Vr (2.22), while q are nor-
mal coordinates. The variance of x) will be given by an
expression

W2[x ;t] x y q (t)qsW)(2.41)
ijrs ' 3 ir Js rt t

Its instantaneous values, considered as a function of the
wsines ci, will determine an ellipse or an ellipsoid etc.
(see fig.2.2. where some vectors yr of components yi are
illustrated too). The condition of verification may Ee
specified as a condition of non-exceedance of a boundary
representing a certain limit state. In case one adopts a
probabilistic philosophy, ellipses, ellipsoids etc. ob-
tained by multiplying the r.m.s. value of (2.41) by means
of a variable factor m, will correspond to various non-
exceedance probabilities, while an exceedance probability
related to a specified boundary (corresponding to a defi-
nite limit state) will be obtained by means of integrating
a multi-dimensional probability density corresponding to
the r.m.s. values (2.41) upon the domain lying outside a
specified boundary (associated to a limit state dealt wit).
This is a startpqiyt for determining conditional exceedance
probabilities p (u ) relited to one event and overall
exceedance probabilities P -(u ,Td) related to a P-rvice
period. Scre more extended deve3 opments in this sense are
given in 1 14i, where the cases of time dependent masses
or intensities of non-seismic loading are dealt with too.
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2.7. Specification of Groutnd Moti:on Models.

The motion of the ground-stru: -ure interface, repre-
sented by a vector W (t), was considered in relation(2.20).
etc. to be fully 1Rified. That means, more precisely,
t* the matrix B ""(W tI t I or the spectrum density
S. is fully specifiea.A full specification in this sense
requires a concern for ground motion models to make pos-
-sible a stochastic characterization for each DOF, as well
as corresponding cross characterizations. Various DOP,cor-
responding to linear and angular displacements, must be
considered in this connection. Some developments in this

-mense are given in '1 11 1, L I ]. Some recent datae.g.
the results of processing and interpretation of dense net-
work data [ .7 1 can usefully contribute to the calibra-
t-io of models referred to.

2.B. Avolification Chains

It is possible to meet in practice situations where
various distinct parts of structures, dynamically interac-
ting , may be identified. In cases when equipment compo-
nents Installed on structures have small masses as compa-
red to those of the structures, it is possible to neglect
dynamic interaction at least for relatively low frequen-
cels and to asume the structural motion to be the same as
in the absence of equipment. In such cases the transfer
matrices HW) occurring in (2.2o) etc. may ke specified
in a simpl way, as products of transfer matrices corres-
pording to different amplification steps. A common case is
that of equipment installed on a structure,for which a
transferjuatrix H (W) will be a product H (.W) ir (W)
whereby H Ws) colverts the ground-structffe intieface
motion inM motion of 'structure, while H W ) converts the
motion of the structure-equipment interiSe into motion of
te. equipment. Some more details in this sense are given
ae.g. In [ 1,12 1,1 J

Previous developments are concerning the case of lirir
behaviour. The case of non-linear behaviour can be dealt
with in the frame of a similar general pholosophy, yet the
practical approach will require as a rule the use of re-
presentations A2 and of incremental Monte-Carlo analyses
(for a sequence of values q specified previously).

3osM PosszBLE WAYS OF SPECIFYING SEISM2C
CONDITIONS FOR STRUCTURES AND EQUIPMENT

3.1. General

The developments of section 2 put to evidence some
main coordinates,or degrees of freedom, that characterize
the problem of specifying seismic conditions for struc-
tures and equipment. It is suitable to be aware ot the
alternative possibilities in this field and to develop a
flexible approach to the concrete specification,adopting
at the same time a consistent philosophy, compatible with
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the main goal of controlling seismic risk.

The state of the art of engineering activities and
codes is characterized by a level one use of probabilis-
tic concepts. A higher level approach is usable currently
primarily in research activities. It is suitable, never-
theless, to adopt for practice formats that make it pos-
sible to correlate the standard level one approach with
higher level approaches too.

The specification of seismic conditions, first for
structures supported by the ground, then for equipment
supported by structure,is dealt with in next sections xeep-
ing in view the basic elements discussed in section 2.

3.2. Structures Stjpported by the Ground

Codes used in current practice define seismic design
loads by means of expressions relying on model analysis.
As an example, the Romanjei code [ 20 1 defines conven-
tional seismic forces S , along DOF k, corresponding
to a mode r, by means o an expression

s(c) G (3.1)
kr =Ckr k

where

ckr = ks Pr *kr (3.2)

The factors of the right members are

ks :a seismicity factor corresponding to the design
intensity adopted;

Pr :a dynamic factor, corresponding to a mode dealt
with;

:a factor of reduction of seismic loads keeping in
view the post-elastic behaviour, the damping capa-
city, the strength reserves not accounted for etc.;

Ikr;a shape factor;

G k :gravity loads correspondinq to the masses that can
oscillate along a DOF k.

The shae factor kr will be expressed by means of
normalized eigenvectors of components vkr, as

=kr Vkr k,kmkk vklrgkn (3.3)

where m are terms of the inertia matrix M, while g are
compone ts of a column vector G, that replaces the matrix
of relations (2.25) atc., in case one assumes that the vec-
tor W t) may be replaced by one single component of it
(assumption on single direction ground motion).
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The expression (3.;) is equivalent wkth an eljyession
concerning conventional absolute accelerations Wkr

wir -.g k &Y 1kr (3.4)

where g denotes the acceleration of gravity.
Given the developments of section 2.5, it may be sta-

ted that, as a first approximation,conventional design ac-
celerations w should be proportional to r.m.s. values
determined by kians of a stochastic approach. The develop-
ments concerning random vibration of structures subjected
to earthquake motion make it possible to derive more con-
sistent expressions relying on the use of stochastic con-
cepts. In case one considers a vector Q of the normal co-
ordinates of absolute accelerations, it is possible to
derive for the covariance matrix the expoession [ 43 ].

b(n) [Q-t 1t 2 T

Tr a

whereby V areormalized eigenvectors, R is the.matrix
homologoul to RWa.), in case elastic structural behaviour is
assumed, ' a I is a reference variance of a component of
W(t) (Say translation along one horizontal direction),and
D [W it t'] is a matrix dynamic factor concerning the
n5R-dmenAslallied ground acceleration vector

W (t)- W t) 3.6)

[W( ) tl] 2 i

The expression of D EW();t isrs g 1

- (0); t 2 2 1 (Ji(t2- tl)c22 *
DXE*g 1 ,

t
21

=  e 2 2jsl&D 2 hr 6"i)

a h('2) (.-LTre't) (l+iTret)B(n)I W(' 1 ,W2
]

T represents here a rheologic characteristic, the re-
iPation time, which intervenes in a Kelvin-type cons-
titutive relation,

V =E (a+ Treti) (3.8)

More expressions like (3.5) and (3.7) are given in [ 13
for relative or absolute displacements and accelerations,
for stationary and non-stationary models. The full system
of expressions (3.7) makes it possible to consider, among
other, the correlation of normal coordinates and to gene-
ralize on this basis the rule of quadratic summing up of
model effects.

The factor 4 [w9 .plays here the role of the product
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g k of (3.4), while the matrix D [w ;t. t ] is homo-
log~us (in a generalized manner) E t~e prolduc o the
dynamic or and of the shape factor I~' of (3.2) etc. It
turns out among other that, in the gbnferal cge it is no
longer possible to replace the matrix D [Wk ;t1 t2] by
means of a product of factors equivalensto r and Jkr
respectively.

The basic problem raised by the task of specifying
seismic conditions according to the latter relations re-
mains that of specifying the matrix S 1W ;[W I. Some
remarks and recommendations may be presented 1A ?his con-
nection, considering the cases of structures supported by
a single, rather rigid, foundation and of multi-support
structures,respectively. These remarks could be conside-
red, perhaps, rather in relation to the classical spec-
trum densities S.. corresponding to the covariance matrices
Bij of (2.11). i

In case of structures supported by one connexe founda-
tIRY that is tather rigid, the dimension of matrices S.
S , B.. etc. will be not larger than 6 x 6, correspoA2

ding to1 A rigid-body motion of ground-structure interface
A 6 x 6 S - matrix will be diagonal, except perhaps for
terms S.. concerning translation along one horizontal
directi A and rotation in a corresponding vertical plane
Ithat includes the horizontal direction), that will become
non-zero due to ground-structure interaction phenomena.
Some isotropy properties of ground motion may be postula-
ted unless firm seismological information supports an op-
posite conclusion. The isotropy assumption means thatterms
Skk corresponding to different horizontal translation
directions will be identical, and that terms skk corres-
ponding to rotations in different vertical planes are iden-
ticaltoo.On the other hand, it may be stated that the
diagonal term s13 corresponding to vertical translation
will have a different expression as compared with Sll1=Sa 2
and, in the same way, the diagonal term corresponding t8
rotation in a horizontal plane could be different as com-
pared to those corresponding to rotation in a vertical
plane.

In case of multi-support structures in becomes neces-
sary to consider coherence characteristics for motions
along parallel directions ar different points. The coherence
will be maximum in case of negligible distance between
points and will tend to zero in case of increasingly large
distances.

Some analytical develomients cn this subject 11 ] put to
evidence the importance of two similitude criteria, namely
the rotation amplitude criterion

=C~ (3.9)

and the phase lag criterion
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(c : a characteristic wave propagation velocity ; &:cir-
cular frequency of spectral component dealt with; d: re-
lative distance; u: amplitude of trinslation (acceleration)
I :amplitude of rotation (acceleration) ;A:phase lag for
spectral component).

Some developments of section 2.5 were devoted to de-
riving of design spectra with controlled non-exceedance
probabilities on the basis of stochastic models of ground
motion. This approach can be considered as a direct ap-
proach, leading to design spectra on the basis of spectrum
densities, provided the spectrum densities are specified.
One can consider, conversely, the problem of deriving spec-
trum densities compatible with some specified design spec-
tra. The Wiener-Khintchin relations (classical or genera-
lized) make it possible in this case to develop integral
equations (Fredholm ,type) on the basis of which spectrum
densities can be derived. This possible approach raises
neverheless difficulties, since the design spectra spe-
cifiea for some given site are to a great extent the out-
come of engineering judgement and may lead to funny solu-
tions of integral, equations. Some tentative analyses car-
ried out recently in this direction in INCERC, in order to
derive design-spectrum-compatible spectrum densities and
to generate on this basis artificial accelerograms were
neveri±eless encouraging, at least in order to derive
some lirst approximations of spectrum densities, that were
improved afterwards step-by-step.

A last aspect to be dealt with here is that of dif-
ferent formats, corresponding respectively to different
levels of proiSabilistic approach to risk analysis. The
specification-of one design spectrum for a definite site
will correspond, as mentionedto a first level approach.A
higher level approach will require an explicit concern for
specifying characteristics of classes of motions, according
to the definitions given in section 2.3. A reference charac-
teristic of expected ground motions, corresponding to an
amplitude q-l should be specified for each class of motions
(this could be a response spectrum or, better,a stochastic
characteristic corresponding to a definite ground motion
model) and, besides this, information on the rectirrence
characteristics N(q,T) or na(q) should be provided. In case
this information is made available, it will be possible to
use, alternatively, a first level, or a higher level ap-
proach to risk analysis.

3.3. Equiment Installed on a"Structure

The approach used as a rule in current practice in
order to specify design conditions for equipment installed
on structures is that of deriving floor response spectra
(7M8). M1's rely on the same information on ground mo
as ground response spectra do, plus o inf k-
dynamic characteristics of the _s~ita (u s the
equipment dealt w.th.

- • ,.. , ,,,.. '. . +. T . ,
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Techniques developed in order to derive FRS's rely as a
rule on the assumption of linear behaviour of structure
and equipment both. It must be emphasized,nevertheless,
that one must check whether the high, or very high,values,
obtained sometimes for FRS's are realistic, in the sense
that the structure dealt with is able to transmit, in a
linear stage of behaviour, the high accelerations corres-
ponding to linear response spectra. That is in order to
avoid unduly conservative design conditions for equipment.
There occurred a few cases in INCERC, for which it was
obviously necessary to reject results obtained from linear
analysis and to derive FRS's on the basis of non-linear
analysis of the main structure.

A next problem of first importance is that of specify-
ing appropriate criteria for equipment verification.There
will be cases as mentioned, in which criteria are related
to absolute acceleration (along what directions ?) or to
relative displacements, perhaps between neighbouring
structures (again, along what directions ?) etc. Some
basic relations, lying at the basis of possible approaches
to situations characterized by the use of different cri-
teria were presented in sections 2.4 and 2.5 in this con-
nection.

Engineering activities related to the design of equip-
ment rely generally on a philosophy that will not exceed
the level one probabilistic approach. The technical in-
terest of designers will be focused therefore to the use
of design spectra (FRS). This approach is in good agre-
ement also with the need of testing of some equipment com-
ponents in order to obtain a corresponding earthquake
qualification. According to the philosophy of current ac-
tivities, the succesive cybles of testing for qualifica-
tion should be such, as to cover an FRS specified for the
equipment dealt with. One must mention here, nevertneless,
that any response spectrum (FRS) defined in a classical
sense cannot say anything about the'simultaneous motion
along different directions. The qualification activities
will require, therefore, either additional information of
this nature, to complete the FRS information or, according
to some approaches, a definite increase in the severity of
action along one direction, to compensate for neglecting
during testing activities the action occurring along other
directions.

Various algoritms were developed in literature in re-
lation to FRS analysis. Some data on an algorithm recently
developed in INCERC, that may be used in order to derive
FRS's related to any type of linear criterion, are given
here. The programs developed in this frame were succes-
sfully used for some practical purposes. The ground mo-
tion is represented by a classical (normalized) spectrum
density

ss 8 __ _ +# _ _ _ (3.11)
+ 2 (22_ 2)2+ 2 2)2

ij+2m- (~~
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The stationary ground motion is possibly multiplied by a
deterministic envelope

(t-t
(tlct 2 )

a(t)= {l) (1 2 tl (t24tct3) (3.12)
(t4 -t)/ (t4-t) (t31td(t4)

(tiGt)

to account for the non-stationary character of motion. The
ratio e for the ground motion is kept constant and re-
latively low (say, around .1). The variance of acceleration
of an SDOP system of characteristics (T ,n ) to account for
the ground response spectrum(GRS)is determIned for various
values T and for n corresponding to structurdamping,with
attentioR to values T ; 21/ , in the neighbourhood of the
c:round motion spectra! peak. The FRS corresponding to a
specified criterion and to the same, input values of (-,P)
is determined, for T =T , for n as said and for the systen
of values n of intefest for thi equipment. The ratio FRS/
GRS in the Reighbourhood of spectral peak is assumed to be
correctly determined for the value T =T 29/g and the FRS
values for different values no are d~riged by multiplying
the GRS value with the ratios FRS/GRS.Computation is re-
peated for values corresponding to the system of values
T of interest for the equipment. The FRS function for va-
rious values of n will be determined from envelopes of
the system of spectral peaks corresponding to different
values T = 2r/p. Computations are particularly fast for a
stationaly ground motion model (3.11), since exact algeb-
raic relations based on the use of residue techniques [12
are applied. It must be noticed, on the other hand, that
the stationarity assumption leads to conservative estimates.

2.4. Some Suggestions Concerning Design Regulations

The current state of the art makes it possible defini-
tely to introduce improvements in the design regulations
concerning the specification of seismic conditions. This
refers to the conditions for structures supported by the
ground as well as for,equipment installed on structures.
Some main suggestions that may be formulated in connec-
tion with the developments of this lecture are:

a) adoption of a harmonized conceptual basis for the
specification of ground and. floor design parameters,with

an opening towards higher level probabilistic techniques;

b) providing of full information on the characteristics
of the vector W (t), including cross-information on its
components, forgvarious types of ground-structure inter-
faces with an opening towards explicit use of stochastic
representations;

c) development of specific criteria for various cate-
gories of equipment for the cases of one-point or multi-
point supporting systems;

d) recommendations on techniques of specifying floor
design conditions in cases when structures are likely to



perform non-linearly.

4. FINAL REMARFS

The current state of the art makes it possible to intro-
duce significant improvement in the specification of seis-
mic design conditions for structures and equipment bothyet
thereare some directions in which there is an obvious need
for research. Some main aspects of interest are emphasized
here in this connection.

1. Models concerning the seismic motion must still be
developed at both levels:ground motion during one event
and sequence of various seismic events. Such models,basi-
cally of probabilistic nature,should depend on a finite
system of parameters and extensive work on calibration for
specific local conditions should be carried out.

2. Alternative formats for the specification of seis-
mic design conditions in accordance with the requirements
of level one, as well as of higher level probabilistic
approaches,should be developed for implementation in odes.

3. Work on specific criteria for the verification of
various categories of equipment,taking into account the
3D motion of structure and equipment is necessary too.
FRS analysis techniques should be made compatible with
these criteria.

4. Techniques for deriving GRS-and FRS-type design
parameters corresponding to various alternative stochastic
models of ground motion and risk analysis philosophies
should be further on developed.
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Summary

Masonry has been traditionally the mostly widely building process
used in construction, especially in the mediterranean area, despite
its poor behaviour when subjected to strong earthquake ground motion.

After analysing the reasons for such a widely used material,
the typical systems of structural masonry are described, and their
behaviour under seismic loads discussed. Examples depicted from
past earthquakes occurred in the mediterranean area (Agadir 1960,
El Asnan 1980, Azores 1980, etc.) illustrate the presentation.

The paper concludes with the main guide-lines towards mitigation
of damage in masonry buildings built in zones of moderate and high
seismicity. It stresses that it is possible to provide adequate
seismic resistance through simple and general code provisions, adapted
to local conditions of materials and construction technologies.
International cooperation among researchers, designers and the building
industry in the mediterranean countries, is also emphasized as an
excellent form to mitigate damage in masonry construction in these
countries.

1) Director LEC (National Laboratory of Civil Engineering), Lisbon
President BAE (European Association of Earthquake Engineering)



1. INTRODUCTION

Masonry is extensively used in building construction. In southern
Europe, North Africa and Middle East it has been a traditional process
over the centuries, even in high seismicity zones, despite its poor
behaviour when subjected to strong shocks. Stone, adobe, brick and
more recently concrete blocks have been widely used both as a structu-
ral or a filli,g material. In dwelling units and small buildings
up to three storLes masonry is generally used as a structural element.
In tall buildings, masonry (brick or concrete blocks) is mostly
used as infill walls built after the main structure is completed.

There are several reasons why masonry construction is so wide-
spread in the mediterranean area. The prime materials are abundant
and cheap, easy to obtain, the construction requires simple technolo-
gies and is undoubtfully quite suitable to local climate conditions.

However, as far as seismic resistance is concerned, masonly
buildings often exhibit a poor performance due to heavy weight, low ten-
sile and shearing resistance, lack of adequate structural connections,
poor quality of construction and deterioration of strenght with
passage of time. T'iey don't have the ductility required to absorb
the energy input of strong or even medium earthquakes. As a conse-
quence, the collapse of masonry buildings has certainly been the
major source of loss of life and of material damages caused by earth-
quakes.

Some countries have seriously considered to ban or severely
restrict the use of masonry in seismic zones. The progress of earth-
quake engineering has however provided a comprehensive view of masonry
characteristics and shown that it is possible to mitigate the problems
of its use as a structural material in seismic areas.

The present notes are intended to review the main aspects of
such problems and the solutions that are currently adopted.

2. TYPICAL SYSTEMS OF STRUCTURAL MASONRY

Masonry is typically used in one of the following shear wall
structural systems:

- Simple, nonreinforced masonry, made of blocks and mortar.
- Reinforced masonry, having steel bars embeded in the mortar,

in horizontal and for vertical layers, to provide some ductility
and additional resistance .

-Confined (or bounded) masonry, with wall masonry panels bounded
by reinforced concrete dintels and columns poured after the masonry
panels are assembled, in order to get a good connection between
distels, columns and the masonry itself.

- Infill walls within framed structures. In this case masonry
is not considered to make part of the main structure, designed to
carry vertical and horizontal loads. However the structural interaction
between the framed structure and the infill walls is of great impor-
tance as far as seismic actions are concerned and must be taken
upon consideration.

Simple,, nonreinforced ..masonry has been largely used, with



poor results, evidenced whenever such constructions are subjected
to earthquakes, even of moderate intensity. The material is stiff
and can have a considerable resistance under monotonic slow loads
but is weak in tension and brittlein compression, with little ductility
under dynamic actions and imposed deformations. Therefore iL cracks
very easily, it looses its cohesion, failing to bear floor and roof
loads very quickly.

Experience has clearly shown, very often in dramatic conditions,
that simple masonry is not adequate in seismic zones.It should be
noted that even in non seismic zones its behaviour as a structural
system is poor, due to being very sensible to cracking caused by
thermal actions, foundation settlements, etc.

Reinforced masonry is rather used in some countries, namely
Italy and New Zealand. The reinforcement can be provided by bars,
inside the blocks (vertical), embeded in the horizontal joints or
inside the coating mortar, or by welded mesh of small diameter steel
embeded in the coating mortar. The reinforcement can be concentrated
in local zones (near door and window openings) or uniformely placed.

The structural behaviour of reinforced masonry is much better,
than the one of simple masonry. It is not a widely used system in
the mediterranean area, possibly due .to requiring skilled labour
and a construction technology that is considerably different from
the t.aditional one . Also there is lack of basic research and of
simple design procedures and codes and standards in this field.
It is felt that it should be an important topic of research, since
it can provide in several situations better solutions than the ones
obtained by the use of confined masonry.

Confined (bounded) masonry is by large the most common process
of using resistant masonry in small buildings. It is a traditional
method of construction in most mediterranean countries, not only
in buildings but also in retaining walls, reservoirs, etc. It does
not require very skilled labour or sophisticated mechanical equipment,
sinc- floor loads are consecutively carried by the confined masonry.
Also it allows to separate the tasks of placing the masonry itself
and the confinement, which is very convenient for the construction
process.

Confined masonry is currently used in dwelling units and in
small buildings up to three stories, even in zones of strong seismic-
ity. Such buildings are considered as non-engineered (a) in several
codes, such as the 1958 Portuguese Code, presently under revision.
In general the codes' prescribe maximum general dimensions, distance
between resistant walls, vertical and horiiontal confinements, mechan-
ical resistance of the masonry and mortar and concrete and steel
section of confinement elements.

a) The term "non-engineered building" applies to a building whose
design for seismic actions is based mostly on a set of specifications
derived from observed behaviour of such buildings during past earth-
quakes using engineering judgment.



3 . BEHAVIOUR OF MASONRY DURING EARTHQUAKES

The behaviour of masonry under seismic areas is nowadays well
known. The technical literature on earthquake engineering presents
very complete information on the subject. Engineering surveys after
earthquakes have reported the damage suffered by different types
of masonry construction, relating such damage with the characteristics
of the ground motion, of the masonry and of the structural systems.
Such reports cover seismic activity in the Baalkan countries, Italy,
Spain and Portugal, North Africa and many other zones. It is interest-
ing to remind the similarities of masonry construction in all these
countries and therefore the common features of earthquake damage
pattern.

(Follows 15 min. film about Agadir, Morocco earthquake of 1960
and slides showing damage in masonry after several earthquakes namely
in the mediterranean area)

The main conclusions of all such surveys clearly point out
as aforesaid that simple nonreinforced masonry is not all adequate
and that reinforced and confined masonry, when properly designed
and built, are a simple and economic process of providing seismic
resistance to small buildings, thus saving human lifes as a primary
concern, avoiding collapse and mitigating structural and non-structural
damage.

4 . DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF MASONRY BUILDINGS

The dynamic behaviour of resistant masonry small buildings
is very complex. In fact the high stiffness to horizontal loads
originates very high accelerations and inertial forces. Consequently
it is not permissible to model floors as rigid diaphragms in their
plane as is usually assumed for tall buildings. Also the wall panels
should be modelled as plates or as vertical slabs according to the
direction of seismic actions being considered. Finally the foundation
deformability must be taken in to consideration due to the high
stiffness of the superstructure.

However, although the real dynamic behaviour of such structures
is very complex, it is not sound to use very sophisticated models
for their design, but rather to establish simple provisions, adapted
to local materials and construction technologies and based on numerical
and experimental studies whose results and conclusions can be settled
in codes.

Such studies have been carried out in many research centers,
using different types of materials and structural systems. Results
are analysed and compared with those obtained by inspection of the
behaviour of real structures subjected to earthquakes.

The following slides present some seismic studies performed
at LNEC (Lisbon) on traditional and prefabricated shear wall buildings.

As mention.i before, the results obtained in such studies have
enabled the progress of code provisions for safer masonry buildings
in eeismic -zones. In Portugal the code for small buildings with



confined brick or concrete block masonry is under revision. The

more important provisions of the draft under preparation are presented

in the Appendix.

Most of those provisions have already been applied in the recon-

struction at the Azores islands affected by a strong earthquake

in January 1980.

5. FINAL REMARKS

The following general statements and conclusions should be

derived from the present notes:

5.1. Small buildings, up to three floors, with resistant masonry

are very common in mediterranean countries and therefore of great

economic and social impact.
5.2. It is possible to provide adequate seismic resistance

for this type of buildings, in zones of moderate or even of strong

seismicity, as are the ones in that region.

5.3. As these buildings are usually of non-engineered construc-

tion, the best way to provide seismic safety is through simple and

general code provisions, adapted to local conditions of materials
and construction technologies.

5.4. The similarities of these type of construction in many
mediterranean countries should stimulate the international cooperation

among researchers, designers and the building industry. The European

Association of Earthquake Engineering (EAEE) is willing to pursue

its efforts in promoting such a cooperation.

-5.



APPENDIX

Draft of revised Portuguese code provisions for the seismic
design of small buildings of confined masonry

1. Object and scope of provisions

These provisions apply only to small buildings and enable to
part with explicit structural design methods as far as seismic actions
are concerned. The characteristics of such small buildings are the
following:

. Buildings with resistant confined masonry of brick or concrete
blocks

. Housing and' dwelling buildings where no concentration of
people is predictable

. Maximum floor area 200 sqm

. Maximum number of stories: two in seismic zones A and B or
three in seismic zones C and D (b)

. Maximum floor height of 3.20 m

2. STRUCTURAL CONCEPT

The confined masonry panels must be disposed along two orthogonal
directions. Geometrical characteristics and stiffness should be
such to avoid or to attenuate assymetry. All panels shoul be completely
confined and interconnected. Spans shoul be regular along the various
floors.

Foundation should be monolithic, acting as a grid in order
to confine all the panels base.

3. MASONRY CHARACTERISTICS

This section establishes geometric and mechanical characteristics
of the masonry - bricks,- concrete blocks or even regular stone.
In the case of bricks and concrete blocks, the maximum percentage
of voids is o.60. The minimum thickness of the septa is 9 m for
bricks and 25 m for concrete blocks.

The mortar must have a characteristic compressive resistance
at 28 days of 8NPA (80 kgf/cmo), determined according to the Portuguese
standard.

b) The following macrozoning basis has been considered:
Zone A - Seismic zone of Destruction Risk (NMI IX or more is

probable)
Zone B - Seismic zone of Heavy Damage Risk (MMI VIII is probable)
Zone C - Seismic zone of Moderate Risk (NlI VII is probable)
Zone D - Seismic zone of Little Risk (MI VI or less is probable)



The minimum compression resistance of masonry elements is 2.5
MPA (25 kgf/cml) referred to the apparent external cross section.

The minimum cross section of confined walls at each level and
on each main orthogonal direction cannot be less than 0.04 (seismic
zones A, B) or 0.03 (zones C, D) of the floor area. In that cross
section walls having thickness It12 cm, walls above or bellow door
and window openings should not be considered. All wall zones having

ratios lenght/height smaller than 0.40 should be neglected in the
cross area estimation. The same applies to wall zones having horizontal
ducts affecting more than 0.20 of the masonry resistance.

4. CONFINEMENTS

The confinements should limit all the wall panels. They are
made of reinforced concrete columns and dintels. The materials must
follow the general prescriptions of concrete, steel and reinforced
concrete. If these elements are used not only as confinement for
seismic actions but also to support other types of loads they must
be designed accordingly.

Columns should occur at building corners, at the intersection
of all resistant masonry panels with a maximum spacing of 5 m.

Dintels should occur at floor levels and at the roof level.
Cross sections should have 20 cm minimum height and a minimum width
equal to the width of the confined masonry, not less than 15 cm.

Reinforcement must have a minimum of 4 bars, 10 mm diameter
for hard steel A400 or 12 mm for wild steel. Stirrups should have
minimum diameters of6 mm spaced at 15 cm.

5. FLOORS

The draft includes some provisions concerning floors, made
of reinforced concrete slabs of several types.
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I. Introduction

Calculation of the response of structures to seismic actions may

be carried out in different ways. One way is to rely upon large

computer programs and just provide the structural data and the

data of the actions to the computer and then get the response

data as output from the computer

If a program is not available or if there are difficulties in

access to a large computer, it may be an advantage to perform

the calculations by means of a personal computer.

Also. calculations of simpler systems on a personal computer may

be used to check calculations by means of commercially available

programs on larger computers. As it may be difficult to estimate

if the results are correct, calculations made in quite different

ways may be an excellent useful method of checking.

n

n-an
n-1on

On-1

n-2

2

1O

0 WW,7
1-- L -ion - L ----

Fig. 1. Frame systems and notations.



Fig. 2 Clamped frame and calculation model.

Fig. 3 Hinged frame and calculation model.
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This paper describes a method of calculating response of plane

frames with two vertical columns connected by horizontal beams.

shown in figure 1.

The following assumptions are made:

1) The structure is elastic and viscously damped.

2) The connections at the joints are rigid meaning that the

beam and the column elements have the same deflection and the

same rotation at the joints.

3) The left column and the right column are identical.

4) Each horizontal beam has a constant cross section.

5) Between the joints, the columns have a constant cross sec-

tion.

6) The columns are either clamped (zero rotation) or hinged

(zero bending moment) at the foundations..

7) The seismic actions cause identical horizontal motions of

the foundations.

It follows from the assumptions that the motions of the struc-

ture will be antisymmetric. This gives rise to important simpli-

fications in the calculations. The midpoint of each horizontal

beam then has no vertical motion, and at the midpoint both the

normal force and the bending moment are zero. Then the calcula-

tion models shown in figs. 2 and 3 are introduced.

With regard to the calculations, some simplifying approximations

are made:

1) The masses of the columns are concentrated at the joints.

3I



2) The inertial forces resulting from vertical accelerations of

the horizontal beams are neglected.

3) Only doformations due to bending moments are taken into

'account (the Sernouilll-Euler -theory).

-4) Influence of normal forces upon the bending stiffness is

nelected.

In the mthod described in the following sections. calculations

are carried out ty a step -procedure in spate and a step proce-

dure in -tim.

To sme degree. the. step procedures in time and in space are

luterconnected.

Briefly. the procedure can be described as follows:

At a time tr all deflections and rotations of the joints and

their time deriva-tIves of first and second order are known. 'and

also the shear forces and the bending moments are known.

At the time t 7 1  let us assume that we have been able to find

the deflections from the bottom and upwards to joint No. J-1

and that -the shear force and the bending moment just above joint

J-1 are also determlned.

'Then it becomes possible to calculate -the deflection and rota-

-tIon in the column Just below join t No. J at time tr+ I  and

-also the bending moment below joint No. J, see section 4.

From an assumption of constant acceleration during each time

step. see section 3. the acceleration and the velocity of joint

go. j at time tr+ 1 and the rotation velocity at joint No. j is
calcu lated.

Then from Newton's second law the shear force in the column

above joint No. j at time t 1 can be calculated. The bending

4
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moment at joint No. j in the horizontal beam follows from the

rotation and the rotation velocity, see section 5, and then from

moment equilibrium at joint No. J. the bending moment above

joint No. j in the column at the time tr+1 is found.

In this way, we have succeeded in climbing one storey upwards.

The procedure is repeated until the top of the structure is

reached. Here, the shear force and the bending moment above

joint No. n shall both be zero, which determines the conditions

at the foundation level. For this reason the structure must be
"climbed" twice at each time step, the first time in order to

calculate the values at foundation level and the second time to

find the state of the structure.



2. The column element. part 1.

M j- 0j Qj.

Uj

"i

Fig. 4 -Notatiouse fot"- col umn section.

Asmluig tha- the vertical bea element is unloaded between the

horizonztal beam,, the deflections u are expressed as a poly-

zomial of the third degree in (x/aj) , cf. fig.

u = a + b(x/a+) 4 c(x/a )2 + d(x/a) 3  (2-1)

where a. b. c and d are constants.
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The angular rotations # follow from

aj# = b + 2c(x/aj) + 3d(x/aj) (2-2)

The deflections and rotations at the ends of the beam element

are

aJ-1_1 01 0 0 a

= + (2-3)

aj ~ 0 1 2 3 j d

The coefficients are then found as

a 1 0 0 0 u J1

l 0 = i 1 * { J:r_1 (2-4)
c -3 -2 3 -1 uj

d 2 1 -2 1 aj~

If it is assumed t.hat the element is elastic, then bending mo-

ments N and shear forces Q are determined by

2
X = -El d (2-5)

J dx 
2

3
Q = -EI x (2-6)

J~ dx 3

where £ is the modulus of elasticity and I is the moment of

inertia of column No. J.

In particular, we find

-du : 1 2c (2-7)
NJ - dx x a

7



Q - -E I - 6d (2-8)
Sdx3  x=O a3

and by combining the expressions

Q = 6 :.; ((-2 uj_1 - a*j,~) * (2uj - aj~j)) (2-9)
aj

NJ I = 2 ((3u -o. 2jj_) (-3uj ,-aroce)) (2-10)
aj

The €colamn stiffness kj Is Introduced as

ajj

kj (2-11)
a

and ie obtain

11

S = k 4 l{-up1 - 4 ) ( j - ajajl) (2-12)

= ak~( ~ 3 1 2jj~ 6

Whem the UtructITe is -vibrating, energy will be absorbed by

damping. As a reasonable assumption, we shall assne that within

e h element the damping forces are proportional to the veloci-

ties. The contrIbutions from damping to Q and N are found

by rerplacing the deflcticns and rotations with the rates of de-

flectIon and rotation, and by replacing the stiffness k by a

dampIn factor c In this tay.

Q kjC-u_ 1 - 1  (U - aJ#P)

+c(ll - at%.) + (Uj4- 1 a J;J) (2-14)

S



1 (2 1 1

N =aj~(~ U.. +~ a~i ~+ j + I aj~j))

ajjU Uj. (2-125)



.3- Newmark" B-method

In order to solve the dynamic problems. it is necessary to per-

form some kiLnd of numerical Integration in time. This viii be

.done here by the following procedure:

The quantitis we are looking for. will only be determined at

certain times t1O.t 1.1 2 ., t] . A lime step T 0  is chosen, and

I r'l _ -- lr - -rO (3-1)

shall be fulfilled for all values of r . 'Let uJr and *J
denote the value of the deflection u and the rotation at

the time i -

The mumerical integration is based upon the approximation that

the acceleration ', has a constant value In each time inter-4

• ll) = (J.r + ,+i).. 'r <t <tr+l,1-)

Integrating (3-2) yields

ad corresponding to t=tr 2

Xntegratng (3-3) from t rto tr~l

T2T
U = U + (U )(3-5)

u J.-+1 ,u J.r + 0rOJ-lr (J.r + .r+l )

The expressions are rewritten in the form

10



•j r + 2u - uT (3-6)UJr+l ,ur 2 j.r+l Jr 0 J.r

u = _ + L(u -u ) (3-7)
J.r+l J.r T0  J.r+l J.r

and correspondingly

=4+ 4_(38

VJo,+l -'j~r + ~ j(%j.r+l - *J.r - Oj) (3-8)
T0

JT.r+l J,r TO (

The formulas (3-6) to (3-9) are extremely useful, they corre-

spond to Newmark's a-method with P=1/4 . Long experience has

shown that the method gives a good accuracy when the time step

TO0 Is adequately chosen.

nn| •. -- - _. _ m i a u - 1 1



4. The column element- part 2

In section 2. the shearforce 4 and the bending moment N
were expressed In terms of the deflections u j 1  and u and

In terms of the rotations #j-1 and # and also in terms of

the tiue derivati es of these quantities. formulas (2-14) and
(3-15).

These formulas we now rewritten at the time tr+I and the

Iormulas (3-7) and (3-9) are used. This leads -to

2

O J-l.r.l 2 jJ-1.r l

* - .i 1 j - 1..7 2 1 J4

.2.2 
j J

., 0c , J-, "J-.T - VJ.T % J. ,

a __r11 (k 4 3

T 0 U1. Ujl- aj1.T

.- 1J. -,. 1 .-.7 )

c4 4

*- .~4 a ir 5 1 J-1-r 'j u1 1  - J.

* .J(- I u1 41 1 42

TO ~ J-1..r i J-~ 2 -~ -6 a 1 ) (4-2

1%e. equations (4-1) and (4-2) are solved vith -respec to uj,.,,,'

and *J.r*1

ev 12
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Uj.r+l Uj-l~r+l aj4 j.lr+1

+ I [ 2c uj - uJ-1 - aJj - l r)

k +:aJ 70

+ !a -U aJ j-l I r )

TO 0 UJ,r - j-l~r

2Q _ N (4-3)

-(J.r+l aj r+

# r+l #j-l~r+l +  I c (J.r -

k +-
j T 0

+2 ;t- 6 -- r) 1I2 (4-4)
+T 0  J, .r a QJ~r+l- aj 2J'r+l

These expressions can be found 
in Dyrbye (1986). but it should

be noted that a different definition of 
shear force and bending

moment was used in the paper.

Clas Dyrbye: Dynamic Response of Framed Structures. 
Earthquake

Engineering and Structural Dynamics. 
Vol.. 14. p. 487-494,, 1986.
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5. The horizontal beams

,- L/2 -- 1

Fig. 5 Model of horizontal bean.

As the structure performs antlsymmetrIcal motions, the center of

each horizontal beau has no vertical motion. Furthermore, the

normal force and the bending moment are both zero at the center

of the beam.

The vertical Inertial forces are neglected, and this will usual-

ly be a reasonable approximation. If the structure was elastic,

the bending moment Nhj in the beam would be

"hh ( 5-1)

where Ihj ia:.the inertia moment of the beam. Introducing the

stiffness khj defined as

kh -j 'm -E (5-2)

we simply find

xhj = - khj* (5-3)

It seems reasonable to assume that some energy may be dissipated

from the motion of the horizontal beams, and we shall therefore

replace equation (5-3) by

14



Qj

UI

Fig. 6 Forces acting upon horizontal beam.

xhJ = - khjq1 j - chj;j (5-4)

where Chj is a damping coefficient -for the horizontal beam

No. J.

It should be noticed that the dimensions of khj and Chj

differ from the dimensions of k and cj respectively.

The total mass at level J is called mn• Applying Newton's

law. see fig. 6. gives

1 .= - (5-5)m j u = JJ + l -

The moments at joint No. j are shown in fig. 7. from which

follows

'j+ 1  f = J + a1 Qj +hj (5-6)

Mh ( ,,M

M ji Oj Q I

Fig. 7 Moments at Joint No. J.
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6. Performing a time sten

Lot everything of importance at the time t r  be known. Then we

shall carry out calculations In order to find out, how the state

of the structure will be at the time t

Starting with the motions at foundation level, the ground mo-

tions will usually be given by the accelerations.

At level 0 we thus know UOr "UOr and 'Or a and UO+ 1

follows from the accelerogram. The integration procedure from

section 3 is applied, and from the formulas (3-4) and (3-5) we

find

r+ T 0 (g + (6-1)Uo~r+1 U or O 3- . r O~r~l )

2

uo.r+l = UO.r + ToUOr 4 (u O.r U ) (6-2)

If the structure is clamped at the foundation level, we have

0.r+l ' 0 and 4Or+l = 0 . If the structure is hinged at the

foundation. +O,r+l and ;O~r+l must be determined by the

method described later, but for the purpose of a more straight-

forward presentation we shall at present assume these quantities

to be known.

The shearforce Qlrl Is also unknown, but again let us assume

that a value is known.

If the structure Is hinged at the foundation level. Nl.r+l is

zero, but if the structure is clamped, the value of NI~r+ 1  is

not known, but will be determined in a way which will be de-

scribed later. For the description of the procedure we assume

x1,r+I known, ..... .

is



Taking J = I , all elements on the right hand side of eqs.

(4-3) and (4-4) are known, and the equations are used to calcu-

late u1 r+1 and +Ir+1

From the formulas (3-6). (3-7) and (3-9). U 1 u1  1 and

;l~r+l ,are calculated.

As *Ilr+l and ;l.+1 have been found, the bending moment

Nhlrl in the horizontal beam follows from (5-4).

ffi - khl~l r~l -Chl~l~l (6-3)Mhl..r+l h;.l

and from equation (5-6) follows

N2.r+l -g Nl.rl + a lQl.r+l + Nhl.r+l (6-4)

Finally, the shear force above joint No. j follows from eq.

(5-5) as

Q iQ r+i in UI~l1r (6-5)

Thus it has been described, how the conditions above joint No. 1

could be derived when the conditions above joint No. 0 was

known.

jThe same procedure can now be used upwards, and coming to the

top of the structure we finally calculate Nn+l.r l and

Qn 1.r4l as a bending moment and a shear force which must be

applied in order to fulfil the equations of dynamics and of

equilibrium.

It Is. however, Impossible -to have forces acting at the top of

the structure and consequently we must demand

'nil. = 0 (6-6)

Qn+l.r+l "0 (6-7)

17



These equations can be fulfilled, if correct values of the un-

known quantities at level 0 are chosen.

6.1 Clamped satructures

Let us first examine a structure clamped at the foundation

level, where the unknown quantities are QlIr+l and I.r+ I * A

close examination of the equations used at the calculations show

that the problem is linear. Consequently.

{n4l.r+l n lf l.r+l n+l r+l

,
I q0

-n+l.r+l Qnl Qn+ I l.r+l Qn+l. r+l

(6-8)

S and Qn are the contributions to M n anr+d

nln+1 ~ ~~
Qn~l~r~l from Nl~r+l = 1 as the only source contributing to

deflections. and likewise Xq and Qq are the contribu-
S ~l n+l

.tions from Q lr+l= I as the only source.

nl r1 and Qn0,rl are the bending moment and the shear

force above the top of the structure, if we have the correct

state of deflections at time tr ,of the ground acceleration and

we have chosen T 1,r+ I = 0 and Ql r+l = 0

The calculation of N m  and Qna will now be shown in detail
:+I n+i

as it is a very important part of the procedure. We may think of

it as a calculation from to  to tI

First, let us put all relevant quantities equal to zero at

t = to , i.e.

II



Uj~ = 0

u 0 0j.o -

Uj 0o  = 0 = 0... n (6-9)

#J.O =0

;j.O =o

J o= 0

Furthermore, we shall take

U0,1 (6-10)

#0.1= 0

Finally, we take M1.1 = 1 and = 0 .Moving from joint No.

0 to Joint No. 1. eqs. (4-3) and (4-4) become

1 6 (6--11)
Ul 1  2ci l

k +------ST.O

1 1 12 (6-12)

k +- 1  a1
I T

At joint No. 1 we find from the equations (3-6) and (3-9)

"14- U1 (6-13)

2 #(6-14)

0 0

19



Further at Joint No. I from eqs. (5-4). (5-6) and (5-5)

= -(6-15)

xhl,1 = bl~l.l - chl~l~l 
(-5

1 (6-16)M I2,1i + M hl~l

Q2.1 01UI.I6

The following calculations upwards are all based upon the

scheme:

u u + a (-2Qj.1  8 J1SJ.1 = J-l.1 JJ - 1 . 1  2 J.1

' k *:a
i 1 0 (6-18)

J. k~ Q 12 ] (6-19)+J" I 'J-1.1 2 a. a 2j J'- "

J TO .

4

uJ, 1  = 2 liii 
(6-20)

0

(6-23)

UJI = aoQu1'+

(6=2

al+~ "= *j, +  jj,1
+ h, (6-23)

Q + a (6-24)
qj+1.1 QJI +  j J,

The calculations given by 
formulas (6-18) to (6-24) are repeated

from j =2 to J n

Finally.
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N = Nn (6-25)n+1 -n+l. I

Q+ Q (6-26)
n - I n+l, 1

In order to find Nq and Q + a completely analogue method

Is used, and is only given briefly. We must select Ml, = 0

and Q =1.

Eqs. (6-9) and (6-10) are valid. (6-11) and (6-12) shall be re-

placed by

-2 (6-11a)

U 1  = 2c1

T0

1 6 (6-12a)
1.1 2c a

I r0

Eqs. (6-13). (6-14) and (6-15) are valid, (6-16) and (6-17) are

replaced by

N2 .1 = 1hl,1 (6-16a)

1
Q 2 ,1 = 1 + l U 1 ( 6 -1 7 a )

Eqs. (6-18) to (6-24) are valid, finally (6-25) and (6-26) are

replaced by

-= 111 1 (6-25a)

q n+l. (6-26a)

The calculation of the matrix
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q

is performed before the calculations of the response to the

earthquake motion is carried out.

In the first time step. the initial conditions are given by

(6-9). In the following steps, initial conditions are found from

the previous calculations. In other words, all quantities with

second index named r will be known before the calculations

from time tr until'time tr+ 1 are carried out.

It is necessary to perform the calculations twice. In the first

calculation, Nl.r+1 = 0 and Ql.r+1 = 0 are chosen, and the

00calculations are carried out in order to determine M n 0~

and Q+l.r+l appearing in formula (6-8).

Then the values of N l.r+l and Q l.r+ are found from Eqs.

(6-6). (6-7) and (6-8) and the calculations giving the correct

values of the deflections, rotations, shear forces and bending

moments and the relevant derivatives are then performed.

In order to illustrate the procedure, a numerical example is

given in section 7.

(

6.2 A hinted structure

For the structure hinged at the foundation level, the problem is

somewhat different, as we have to find values for QI .+1 and

for *O.r+l and ;O.r+l . Thus 3 quantities shall be determined

but still we only have the two conditions (6-6) and (6-7).

However. looking back at the principles given in section 3 about

Newmark's a-method.

22



TO  . + o.(6-27)

;0or+l 0.r 2 ,r O.r+l

2
0.~i= . +TOT O.

+ +0T2 + ) (6-28)*0.r~l = ~ 00 O. r -4 0.r 0.r+l)

We shall consider the increase in the rate of rotation as the

quantity to be determined.

O.r+l 2 O.r * 0.r+l )  (6-29)

fTom which

#0.r+l z 0.r + A.r+I  (6-30)

0,r+l = 0.r T0O0.r + 2 4 o0r+l) (6-31)

The quantities to be determined from the conditions (6-6) and

(6-7) are chosen as A;0,r+l and Ql.r+l formula (6-8) is re-

placed by

ln+l"r+1 n+1 n+l r O,r+1 n+l,r+l
0 , =I + 0

Qn+l.r+l Q+1 ql.r+l Qn+l.r+l

(6-32)

in which X# and Q are the contributions from
n+l n+l

A;O r+1 = 1 as the only action.

Further calculations are made in the same way as calculations

for the clamped structure.
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7. Numerical exa ples

2y2

3.0m

3.0m

5.Ore_____ 5O
5. M i= 5.0m M o

Fig. 8 Two-storey frames.

As an example, the response of 2 frames have been found, when

the structures were exposed to ground accelerations shown in

fig. 9. The duration of the accelerations is 5 secs.

The frames are identical apart from the supporting conditions.

see fig. 8.

The modulus of elasticity is E = 2-1011 N/m2  The mass per

unit length of h column is 90 kg/m in both storeys. the mass of

the beam in storey No. 1 is 1900 kg/m and the mass of the bean

in storey No. 2 is 1400 kg/m.

The inertia moment of a column is constant in the entire height

I 1 2 = 8-10 - m4  . The inertia moments of the beams are

Xhi a 4.,5-0*- m4 and Ih2 = 3.5-10- 5 m4

The masses to be used in the calculations are

24
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Fig. 9 Ground accelerations.

m = 5-1900 + 2-3.0-90 = 10040 kg

M2  = 5-1400 + 2-1.5-90 = 7270 kg

The fundamental frequencies of the structures have been cal-

culated as f - 1.29 Hz for the hinged frame and fl = 2.26 Hz

for the clamped frame.

Values of the damping coefficients should be chosen. As the

structure is a steel frame, the damping will be rather moderate.

and it is assumed that the damping ratio is CI = 0.01 in the

fundamental mode of the hinged frame. Further, it is assumed

that

aI/kl c2 /k 2  = Chl/khl = ch2 /kh 2

or that the damping matrix and the stiffness matrices are pro-

portional.

t1

Then if the mode shape vector in the fundamental mode is vi

and the stiffness and damping matrices are and C resp..

25



and Is normalized with respect to the mass matrix.

,IT XVI = (2v fl) 2

IT v = 2(2v fl)C1

From the assumptions follow C = (c /k )K , and

(c /k )(2v fl) 2  = 2-(2v fl)r

c/k = /(vf 1 ) = 0.01/(v.1.29) = 0.00247

The same values of- ci /k have been chosen for the clamped

frame. As the fundamental frequency of this frame is 2.27 Hz.

the value of CI is CI = w-2.27-0.00247 = 0.018

The shearforces in the hinged frame are shown in fig. 9. and the

shear forces in the clamped frame are shown in fig. 10. It

should be noted that the force scales are different in the two

figures. The bending moments In the clamped frame in column sec-

tions above the Joints are shown in fig. 11.

Although the ground accelerations are very irregular, the re-

sponse Is highly dominated by vibrations in the fundamental

mode. and the phenomenon of beating is also very obvious, espe-

cially for the clamped frame.

(
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FOUMORD

Following text is devoted to the behaviour ot high slender struc-

tures under seismic excitation. The interpretation has been based pre-
dominantly on natural mode analysis, as this approach is quite general
and perspicuous.The solution of natural modes can be performed by dif-
ferent methods which are well-known from structural dyamics, and there
is no use in arguing, which one is better. The only requirement is to
obtain realistic results hot only in-displacements,but also in bending
moments and other stresses, if necessary. The rest depends oto the pra-
ctise of the engineer and on the computer software that he has to his
disposal.

In what follows only the solutions of the simpliest cases are be-
ing presented, on which the fundamental concepts characterising dyna-
mic behaviour of structures, their stresses and possible damages have
been recapitulated. Neither the character of seismic shakes, nor the
seismic risk are analysed; these are supposed to be given in some way,
and several alternatives of shake definitions are concerned. Einally
some methods for vibration absorption are presented which could reduce
the risk of earthquake damages of slender structures.

NOIATIONS

A, C - integration constants
EL - bending rigidity

- frequency function of a beam
H - frequency characteristic
H - bending moment
0 - shear force
R -.response spectrum
S - power spectral density
T - period of vibrations
f - frequency (cps, Hz)
9 - accelleration of gravity
i - imaginary unit
j - subscript of J-th natural mode
k - spring constant (rigidity)
I - length, span of the beam
a - mass, number of natural modes
p - generalised component of the input (loading)
q - generalised coordinate of the response
S --position parameter
t - time
v - displacement perpendicular to the beam axis z
2 - vertical coordinate (in the axis of the beam)

- parameter
A-- relative damping
- vibrating beam parameter

'- mass per unit length
- rotation of beam element dv/ds

so- circular frequency (rad/sec)
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1. VIBRATION OE A SIMPLE CANTILEVER BEAN

Slender structures like towers, antennae, chimneys, high buil-
dings and different structures for technology will mostly be represen-
ted -as to their dynamic behaviour- as a cantilever beam fixed at its
lower end. To recall the fundamental conceptions let us solve the sim-
pliest case - a vertical prismatic cantilever.

1.1 Natural modes

The fundamental differential equation for transversal displacement
v(z,t) of a bended prismatic beam without external loading is 11]

C4 .. .. . ----- ... .. = 0 /1/

Supposing harmoni6 motion

v(z,t) = v(z) sin&)t,

- - () v(z) sin t t ----- ---- sinuai

the equation /I/ changes into

V(Z)O 0 /2/
dz4 Ej

This'is an equation with constant coefficients, having the solution of
the type

v(;) exp(e z) /3/

where the parameter u. is given by characteristic equation
i• I. ,

OL =&~W /L]
with 4 roots

'4

The general solution of /2/ therefore is

When expressing the exponentials with'imaginary argument by means of
gonometric, those with real argument by means of hyperbolic functions,
we obtain instead of /4/

v(s) 2 C( ch s +.C sh s + C cos s + C sin s /5/

where ft practical reasons the beam parameter . has been introduced
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instead of -,

X= tat = t /6/

and the position, on the beam was-instead of length coordinate z - de-
fined by the dimensionless parameter

=.s .. / /7/

C1 - C4 are integration constants, which will be determined from boun-
dary conditions of the vibrating beam,that means from the types of fi

;-
xing at its ends (fig. 1). In order to do it, also the derivatives of
/5/ must be expressed, which have the meaning of the tangent to the
amplitude curve (:1 = dv(:)/du

of the bendin9 moment

"(2) = - e y dt v(z)/d:2

and of the shear force

Q(z) = dMl/dz - EJ d3v(z)/dz.

Thus we obtain
= sh s + Cch s - sin s + C cos s)/L(Z (C4  sh s + CS

t 3) =' LI . (C4 ch s + C2 sh s - C3 cos s - CA sin s)E /8/

Q(z) = - Ki , (C4 sh s + C. ch s + C3 sin-s - C4 cos s)Ii

Boundary conditions for the cantilever fixed at one end are

for s 0 : v(O) =0 ; 1(o) =0
/9/

2 = t (s = ,) : (i) = 0 ; Q(t) = 0

.ffixed end v * 0 ; 0

-,.free end M a 0 0

hinged end v a ; M =

Fig. 1 Boundary conditions for a vibratiing beam

Putting /9/ into /5/,// we obtain

Cl + C3 0 C2 + C4 0

Cl ch').. C2gh - C3 cos% -C4 sin. 0



Cl shy X C2 ch% + C3 sinx. C4 005). 0

which can be written as

Cl (chx. 4 cos)-) + C2 (sh% + sin%..) = 0
/ 10/

Cl (sh).. - sin)..) + C2 (chX + cos). =0

The system has non-zero solution if its determinant equals zero. That

leads to the condition

1 + ch X cos. = 0 /11/

Equation /11/ is satisfied for an infinite number of solutionsX~ the
first three being

1.875 Xt=4.694 ; Xk 7.855 /12/

The motion without external forces is therefore possible in certain
frequencies only. According to /6/ tihese natural frequencies are

f 2.i-iiE/(&eJ)
the first three of which Q~ = 1,2,3) are

f q) 0.560 ; 3.507 ; 9.819EJ/ (&e') /13/

The integration constants which correspond to these values of the
-parameterX can be determined only in the ratios. When choosing the va-
lue of the first constant

Cl = 0.5
we obtain

C2 =0.5 (sn;c; shXN/(chXL(i+cos)X. 1  /14/

C3 =- 0.5 ; C4=-C2

Putting /14/ into /5/,/8/ we obtain the natural modes (the amplitudes
corresponding to vibrations in the above determined frequencies), viz.

V Cs) = 0.5 (oh s -cos s) + (sin). X shkq)s s - sin O~f /15/

/E2(ch X.. + Cos x~p) I,

where the coordinate on the beam has again been given by the parameter
s according to /7/. The amplitudeof bending moment during vibrations
in the j-th mode will be obtained after putting the integration con-
stants /14/ into /8/

Ht .(:) *-EJ)X (0.5 (ch s + cos s) + 0.5 (sinxq-j shN\)(sh s + sin s)/

similarly also the amplitudes of inclination, S and of shear-forces a.
First three natural modes are given on fig.2,all are normalised to the



unitsr a litude on the top of the cantilever, i.e.
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Another important parameter of natural vibrations is the genera-
lised mass

a = E(z) v) (z) dz . /16/

When putting /5/ into /16/ we obtain for prismatic beam

a = (0.5 Ex (Cl2 - C21 + C3' +C42) 4 sh% ch. (Cl1 +C21 ) +

+ sinx cos% (C3? - C4')] +
/17/

+ Cl C2 sh'x + C3 C4 sinX + Cl C4 - C2 C3 +

+ cosL[sh% (Cl C3 - C2 C4) + ch%(C2 C3 - Cl C4)3 +

+ sinx[chA,(Cl C3 + C2 C) + sh x(C2 C3 + Cl C4)}&/

which, for a prismatic cantilever /14/,/9/,/11/, gives a quite simple
result, equal for each natural mode

t a ti =LL/4 /is/

Fig. 2 reveals evidently the difference between the stresses corres-
ponding to static and dynamic loading. While the first mode shows a
little difference in both, displacement and bending moment amplitudes
from statical case, with higher modes, which have one or sore knots
along the height, there are large moments not only near the base, but
also in the upper part of the structures. Such vibrations can occur
during earthquakes on 'favourebly tuned' structures and often cause
damages or even breaks just in the higher part.

1.2 Kinematically excited vibrations

To make the main principles of kinematic excitation clear let us
again solve a prismatic cantilever, the foundation of which moves
harmonically;the response too will be considered as stationary harmo-
nic. The fundamental equation has the solution /5/,/8/, but the boun-
dary conditions for the constants Cl - C4 will be different from /9/.
If the excitation is unitary translation of the base without rotation
with given circular frequency 0O, viz.

Z= s = 0 : v(O) = 1 ; A(0) Z 0

z = I (s =2) : (1) = 0 ; G(O) a 0 /19/

the first equation in /10/ will be

Cl + C3 x 1 /20/

the other ones remain as in /10/. Such a system of equations has a u-
nique solution for each exciting frequency (for every parameter ex-
cept for values satisfying equ. /11/)



Cl = 0.5 + sin sh /(d * cos.chM ; C3 - I - Cl /21/

C2 a - (shXcos% + chisin,%)M( + cos2.chU ; C4 - C2

Putting these constants /20/ into the general solutions /5/, //, the
amplitude of the response (displacement, bending moment) to transla-
tory motion of the basement with given frequency will be obtained. If
the amplitude of the excitation is different from unity, the results
must be multiplied by its magnitude. for excitation frequencies which
are near to natural frequencies /13/, when . .(j), the constants Ci
and the. response tends to infinity - in such cases the damping must
be taken into consideration [1].

Examples of the response to different excitation frequencies are
given in Fig. 3. The excitation is given in ratio vs. the first natu-
ral frequency. Considering /13/ one can see the relations

f 6.247; ~ 47. 5148 f c4)

If other types of kinematic excitation are to be considered, the
boundary conditions must be modified. If a beam with end points 9, h
is forced to vibrate with lower end amplitudes vg ,- and upper
end amplitudes vh , Jh , the boundary conditions will be

z=s=0 : v(0) vS ; 1(0) V 2
/22/

t (s z ~.):v(f. M vh ; () in

which, introduced into /5/,/B/ gives corresponding values of C

If a cantilever consisting of more prismatic paits or if a more
complicated structure (a frame) should be solved, it can be divided
into separate beams, each of them being excited by the motions of its
ends. Expressing bending moments and shear forces in the end points
of each beam and writting equilibrium conditions for moments and for-
ces in each of the joints, we obtain a system of equations for the
unknown displacements of the joints v , . In such a way the ampli-
tudes of a more complicated structure,as well as its natural vibrati-
ons can be solved.For details of this dynamic slope-deflection method
see ref. E13,[23.
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2. NATURAL MODE ANALYSIS IN SEISMIC EXCITATION

2.1 General remarks

Let us consider an arbitrary structure of cantilever type, whose
a natural modes and frequencies, viz.

vt|P(Z) , f q , J = 1, a

have already been determined up to the number a, the corresponding na-
tural frequency of which is greater than the frequency of excitation
(with a certain reserve). All natural modes comply with the boundary
condition of a fixed lower end

0 :vtp(O) = 0 ; O') = 0

The seismic excitation makes the displacement of the basement non-ze-
ro, that is why the decomposition of the amplitude into natural modes
must be extended by the zero-term. Thus we obtain

v(zt) = vo(z) q'(t) +I v, ) (z) qt 8 )(t) /24/
1a4

where v 2 (z) - j-th natural mode

q (j)(t) - generalised coordinate of the j-th natural mode (a ti-
me function describing the motion in the j-th mode,
till now unknown)

v,(z) - amplitude of seismic excitation, namely deflection line
caused by unit displacement of the support. For cantile-
ver excited by translation of the foundation v,(z) = 1
for rotation of the foundation v,(z) = z .

q*(t) - time function, describing the magnitude and time history
of the excitation.

Adding the damping into the beam equation /I/ we obtain

3ar(re't)^ 3v(z't) 34(z,t)--2--W-- -..... E .------.- 0 /24/

Dt t Dz4

where I- relative damping, equal to log. decrement/(2-)

Substituting the solution /24/ into /25/, multiplying the whole
equation by a certain natural mode v(k)(z) and integrating each sem-
ber over the whole beam-length we obtain

1 /26/(,)t) + 2 A 'J ,, (t) + wlisq 4j)(t) P(j) q. t 2 2 o(t)]

where following simplifications were introduced
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( 'o) v( (z) dz = 0 for k ) j (orthogonality of natural
modes)

= m.) for k = j (cf. /16/)

LJ d'v j) (z /dz4 = ) yv (Z) (cf. /2/)

d. V(z)/dz" = 0 (Vo(Z) means deflection line without loading)

v. = W vc (z) dzlm/ ) - generalised component of the ex-J. citation relating to the j-th
natural mode.

The second member on the right-hand side of /26/ can be neglected for-
small damping. The equation /26/ can be written for each of the natu-
ral modes and gives +he solution for Pach generalised coordinate sepa-
rately, depending on the time-history of the ground-acceleration 1t).

2.2 Harmonic excitation

For harmonic excitation with circular frequency w

q,(t) = q ,sin(cot)

the solution of /26/ is

qt (t) =. q ,) sin( wt + 1q)) /27/

where the amplitude

q( ) = qooP.)/ ( ,4,2)-2)1 + 4 .1 'L

and the phase shift against the excitation

-atar 2 A wwl)l( W2-s?]

This can be simplified in the case far from of resonance (W0 tacp)

q = q0 P(5)/( , - 1) ; (fi')= 0 ; - /28/

and near the resonance ( I W c))

q (j" q0 Pti/(2T) ; 11)- -I/2 /29/

From this generalised coordinate in the j-th mode we obtain the ampli-
tude of vibrations in this j-th mode by multiplication this generali-
sed coordinate by the corresponding ordinate of the natural mode.
Thus for the displacement we calculate

for bending moments (i,t) - v(,) (2) q q,(t) 130/

where v))(a) , Htj(z) correspond to the vibration j-th in natural
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mode, for prismatic cantilever see /15/.

Resulting amplitude of toe response will be obtained as a sum /24/
namelyn v(Z,t) = vo(z) q" sin(A + v~1 ) (I ) q ,) sin( £.)t4 t + TM) +

V(I) W q )sin(I\,) t +If)) +

In the case of moderatly damped structures generally only one term
prevails in the sum, namely that one, the natural frequency of which
is nearest to the frequency of excitation.

2.3 General deterministic excitation

It the excitation of the structure is given by means of a certain
time function (time-history of the acceleration, a registration of a
real previous earthquake or a prescribed artificial earthquake),the e-
quations /26/ will be solved numerically for appropriate number of na-
tural modes. The resulting time-history of the response will be calcu-

lated xrom equ. /24/.

2.4 Random excitation

If the foundation acceleration ;.(t) is a random function descri-
bed by its power spectral density

S."(f)
(expressed in cycles per second - Hertz, not t in rad/sec), the vari-
ance of the generalised coordinate qq)(t) will be

.where the absolute value-of the complex frequency characteristic (fre-
quency response function, mechanical impedance) H(if) is according to
the equ. /26/

2 4
H -(i - - - - - - - -/ " /33/

H ) 1  1 ' = fe m E (-(f/f +43 f))

In the case that the power spectral density can be considered as whi-
te noise (is constant in the vicinity of the natural frequency fc1,),
having the value of 9,, the integral /32/,/33/ can be simplified to

I

q---- /34/qs) 16 it4 f, 4 A

The standard deviation (IN1S value) of this coordinate is then given by
the square root (fig. 4)
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_: --------- t ='/35/

The back transition from generalised coordinates q q ) to the response
according to /24/ is in principle not sosimple with random processes,,
as variance and spectral densities are quantities of 2nd order and the
sum of such quantities contains not only the sum of the squares, but
also the mixed products of one quantity with all other ones (cross-
spectra). Only in the case of well-separated natural frequencies and
small damping of the structure the IN S value of the resulting ampli-
tude at the point z can be taken as

b)RV s Mf)c
F~C)

V - f

.H(if)l

_ f  f
If 0  f

1S~t(f) /

U-9.

'vdt) Lf

Eig. 4 a) Time history of a displacement v(t) (random process)
b) Probability density of the process (v)
c) Construction of spectral density of the response /32/
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2.5 Solution using response spectra

It response spectra curves have been used for the description of
the earthquake, the, contribution of each natural mode will be determi-
ned like the response of the system with one degree of freedom. Let us
suppose that to the J-th natural frequency f, (or j-th natural per-
ad 7 t/ti) ) and to a given structural damping corresponds the or-asponse-spectrum curve l(t, 3 ), given by a graph, table or

formula in the Duiding Code. This means, that anone degree of freedom
system with the natural frequency ff13  and with the certain damping,
subdued to a certain earthquakt,will reach the maximum response of ma-
gnitude 1(f(ij ). In practical cases, the prescribed response-spectrum
curve represent either displacement R(disp,f), velocity R(vel,f) or
acceleration R(accpf).

According to this definition of response-spectrathe j-th genera-
lised coordinate will reach during the earthquake its maximum value

qt, PLORttisp'fcj 
) 9 /37/

the maximum values of the first and second derivatives of this coordi-
nate will be

q Pq) R(vel'f) )= p) I(acc~, 

Maximum response in each of these natural modes will be determinated
independently /30/,/24/

vT() MIe vy (z) q/) a /38/

or similarly in velocities and accelerations. All these maxima, be-
longing to different modes, do not occur simultaneously in the same
time and cannot be therefore simply added together. An exact method of
superposition of these contributions of individual modes is not possi-
ble, the codes can prescribe different ways of combinations, e.g.

or v = v (2) + 0.5 XV:(2) /39/

where v is the absolutely greatest value of all response compo-

nents oi P

the sum J-sup comprehends all members vi without the
maximum one.
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3. CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS

High slender structures are primarily subdued to the action of
wind, which mostly must be considered as a dynamic one. Earthquake e-
vokes dynamic stresses too, but its effect has usually higher frequen-
cies, larger amplitudes and much smaller probability of occurence. The
wind is therefore to be considered as loading causing damages through
classic fatigue, the earthquake endangers the structures through low-
cycle fatigue. Newertheless the immediate cause of the damages, viz.
the stress concentration, remains the same and should be avoided from
both reasons, wind and earthquake. Let us enumerate some important i-
tems from this point of view.

a) Large bending moments in the upper part of the structure due
to vibrations in higher modes (cf. fig. 2) cause often damages on chi-
mneys and other structures. The 2nd and 3rd natural frequencies often
fall into the frequency band of the earthquake excitation (1 - 8 cps);
the corresponding peaks of bending moments along the length of the st-
ructure reach nearly the same value as the bending moment at the foun-
dation - this is of course a fundamental difference from the static
(and even from the lst mode dynamic) response to wind loading. There-
fore a seismic resistant slender structure must first of all have e-
nough of bearing capacity also in its higher par.ts; the only increase
of design static loading cannot contribute to the seismic safety of
structures of this type. High brick-built chimneys and towers should
be avoided in seismic regions, concrete structures should have the
reinforcement sufficiently strong in their higher parts and also steel
structures must be adopted to higher bending moments in the upper half
of their height.

b) Most structures have been able to sustain strong earthquakes
only thanks to full use of plastic reserve, but this reserve is limi-
ted, especially with repeated stresses. To minimalize the forming of
plastic regions during the normal service of the structure, the stress
flow in all parts of the structure must be as smooth as possible and
must avoid stress-concentrations. The flanges at the connection bet-
ween structure and foundation or between different patrs of the struc-
ture should be well-stiffened with a ring, the concentrated forces of
anchore bolts or in attachments of heavy loads or supporting columns
should be uniformly dispersed into the structure. The anchore bolts
themselves need to be long enough to allow some yielding under the ex-
treme tensile loading. Besides, the plastic reserve cannot be exploi-
ted, if buckling effects determin the bearing capacity of the structu-
re. For this reason the stiffeners mustnot be missing on walls and
shells.

c) Appropriate attention should be given to all connections and
other details. Welded connections or cut edges should not form notches
neither in their design, nor in their workmanship, as such imperfec-
tions can cause serious stress concentrations and the initializing of
fatigue cracks. Similarly there should be avoided sharp edges, open-
ings without appropriate stiffening etc.
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d) Slmnder structures anchored by the use of guying ropes (guyed
masts)require a large site with one foundation block for the east body
and some other blocks for the guys, the distance of these blocks being
even several hundreds of meters. If the subsoil under all these blocks
is not uniform, different settlements can be expected after an earth-
quake and the change in horizontal and vertical distances between the
blocks can cause additional stresses. Structures of this kind should
therefore be built in uniform foundation conditions E33.

4. ANTIVIBRATION MEASURES

There are several methods of limiting the effects of vibrations
in dynamics of structures. When diminishing the amplitudes of stresses
the service life of a building and probability of surviving, the dyna-

-mic loading increases - that is valid fo- both, for small long-termed
service loadings causing fatigue and also for bigger, only severalti-
mes repeated loadings, causing damage or collapse during earthquakes.

a) Classical method of amplitude reduction by the change in tu-
ning between the natural frequency of the structure and the frequency
of excitation will be used only exceptionally, in such localities whe-
re the frequency band of of seismic action is known reliably enough in
advance. In such a case the preliminary dynamic calculus could design
the stiffness and mass distribution in such a way, that the natural
frequencies do not fall into the interval of earthquake frequency.

The increase of natural frequency of the structure will mostly be
reached by strenghtening'the structure, sometimes also by reducing its
mass. Yhe decrease of natural frequency requires the opposite - incre-
ase of the mass or decrease of bending rigidity or both. An effective
method of softening the structure is to make its foundation elastic,
either by making the base-aerea smaller or by applying elastic bear-
ings from steel or rubber E4] - E7]. All these interventions must of
course be done carefully. They must take into consideration not only
the first, but also higher natural modes, and besides, they mustnot
affect the static stability or wind-resistance of the wind resist-
ance of the structure.

b) An universal method for reducing dynamic effects is the increa-
se of structural or external damping. Slender structures have in gene-
very small damping (relative damping 0.002 for welded steel, 0.005
are quite realistic values) and this makes them very sensitive to dy-
namic excitation from both, wind and earthquake.

To increase the damping of an existing structure is usually dif-
ficult. Lining or concreting cavities, filling of hollow spaces with
sand or some loos material or coating with antivibration plastics
could give good results in that case only, that this energy absorb-
ing material is being really deformed together with the bearing const-
ruction and that its absorbing capacity is adequate to the mass of
thevibrating structure.

m u m • l q mmmlm t mmm mm '
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Sometimes it could be possible to introduce additional damping
from outside; if there is a fixed support available in the vicinity of
the object to which a guy or a brace could be attached, or if more ob-
jects can be connected together [8. As damping devices can be used
hydraulic shock-absorbers from rail or road vehicles, special elements
from suitable plastic materials which are capable to absorb energy by
their deformation, or friction elements. Attempts were made to use
special plastic pads between the steel smoke-stack and the concrete
foundation block E93.

c) Special antiseissic bearings, which are sometimes used for im-
portant structures like nuclear reactors'or some special buildings, do
not seem suitable for antiseismic insulation of high slender structu-
res. These structures are threatened also by wind; antiseissic bea-
rings can lower the horizontal natural frequency under the frequency
of seismic action, but then it becomes near to the frequency of wind
action. Besides, further lowing of the
horizontal rigidity would not be advi-
sable, due to static wind resistance too.

d) The last mentioned disadvantage
of lack In horizontal stiffness can be
supressed by the use of the system of
doubled restrains [10]. One of the res-
trains is rigid and brittle, the second
is soft and ductile (Fig. 5). In ordi-
nary conditions the foundation (or any/
other structural part) is rigid and the /
structure sustains service-load, winds.
and small earthquakes. When the hori-
zontal stress in the foundation reac hes /
a certain limit, the brittle elements
break, the structure obtains small ri- Fig. 5 Foundation block with
gidity, low natural frequency and can ------ doubled restrain
sustain the strong earthquake. After A - elements with small
the earthquake the rigid supports must shear rigidity
of course be repaired as early as pos- B - brittle bracing
sible.

e) Vibration absorber represent an additional mass attached to
the mass of the structure in a way that makes the two masses free to
move relative to one another. A suitable design of the attached mass
can ensure that the amplitudes of the structure will grow smaller and
that the energy imparted to the structure will manifest itself prima-
rily as a motion of the attached mass. Such absorbers were first used
for damping vibrations of machine components, vibrations of -electric
power transmission lines and finally also for damping vibrations of
civil engineering structures.

For the design'of a dynamic absorbc: the s~rjc,,,a -an ho in most
cases represented by a system with one degree of freedom, the natural
frequency of which corresponds to the most dangerous natural frequency
of the structure. Adding one other mass, spring and damping to this
system, we obtain a two-mass system according to the fig. 6, that can
be solved for unitary harmonic exciting force. kesulting amplitude of



the main mass is a function of the natural frequency of -the absorber
(its ratio vs. the nlitural frequency of the structure) and of the dam-
ping. In optimum case the amplitude response curve is flat, without
distinct peaks. Roughly speaking, if the absorber mass is about 1/10
of the mass of the equivalent one degree of freedom system, its natu-
ral frequency should be slightly smaller than that of the structure
and relative damping of the absorber should be of about 0.20. Exact
formulae and graphs for the design can be found in E11], some adapta-
tions for civilengineering structures in E123.

foe low-frequencies (fundamental modes of the structures) will
the absorber be mostly constructed as a pendulum, the length of han-
gers 1 determining its natural frequency

f~s =  /(2X).

For higher natural -frequencies the length of pendulum hangers would be
too short; in such a case supplementary springs must be used.

Dynamic vibration absorbers are primarily used against stationary
excitations, but they are effective also against shocks and transient
loadings. As the design of an absorber is in general approximate only,
it is recommended to test the structure with the absorber and, if ne-

cessary, to adjust its parameter in order to obtain optimum damping
efficiency.

'43

: Eg. 69choe o s ibraionabsorber, resonance curves for different

i .. ... dlling of theabsorber mass: main mass amplitudeP~1 -v~k1 IF/
amndhse of t w ith respect to the exciting force, plotted

versus exciting frequency ratio . t/,
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the design of a structure, the knowledge of the extreme values of the

response quantities, that Is displacements and internal forces or

stresses, under applied load, is of great importance. To obtain the

correct extreme values for dynamic excitations, full time histories of

structural response quantities have to be determined. This can, however,

involve lengthy calculations. Approximate techniques have therefore been

developed, such as the response spectrum method, which predicts the

extreme response values without performing a full time-history analysis.

But because these methods only give instantaneous extreme values which

they themselves may not be a proper indication of the damaging potential

of dynamic loadings. For design purposes, particularly aspects relating

to fatigue, levels of occurrence as well as frequencies of maxima are

needed.

For linear structural behaviour resulting from dynamic excitation, a

random analysis provides the extreme values of structural response

qualities. This analysis, by its nature, is performed in the frequency

domain and avoids any calculation in the time domain. The advantages of

the random (stochastic) analysis over response spectrum method are that it

gives the expected (mean) values of structural response quantities, their

probabilities of occurrence for defined limits as well as frequencies of

occurrence of peaks.

The theory of the random vibration has a well established background for

several years 11, 17, 18), and stochastic dynamic analysis of structural

systems based on the random vibration theory, has been matured, especially

in the last decade. To this end, the method of analysis is embedded in

some well-known general purpose structural analysis computer programs,

such as ADINA 191 and STOCAL 1121. More recently, the theory is expanded

Jp lHIl
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to wind and wave forces and a computer program SAPOS was developed 120,

211. PSAP 1251 was developed to carry out a practical stochastic analysis

of nuclear power plant piping systems using known power spectrum density

functions. The importance of cross-correlations of modal response and

cross-correlation of multiple support excitations on the stochastic

responses of piping systems were examined.

The objective of the investigation presented here is to study the

stochastic response of suspension bridges in particular with box-girder

deck inclined hangers and slender towers. These type of bridges are

studied in detail by the authors using asynchronous excitation theory for

which the travelling ground motion effect is considered (22). In this

study, the effect of cross-correlation of modal response on mean and

extreme values of bridge responses are included in the stochastic

analysis. A further study was also made of the extreme values of

responses obtained by the Complete Quadratic CombinationCQC, aethod (10,

III which Is based on the random vibration theory, but which made use of

the response spectrum method. In both of these methods, either in the

stochastic or CQC, the effect of cross-correlation of modal responses on

the extreme values is considered.

2



2. R ADON PROCESS

A random process ::(t), consists of n individual functions x1(t), x2(t),...

xn() n - which are recorded for a physical phenomenon. For a

defined time t, thus n values of stochastic variable x(t) are obtained,

Fig. (1). The mean (expected) value of this random process is defined as

1n
Ax E x(t)'= EIX(t) , n- (2.0

n -

where El. I denotes the average or expected value.

The autocorrelation function for a single record is defined as the average

value of the product x(t) x(t+T) as

R x(T) = E[x(t)x(t+r)i (2.2)

If the process is stationary, the autocorrelation function will be only

the function of the time separation . When the time interval, T

separating the two measuring points is zero then the autocorrelation

function becomes variance as defined by

R (i0) - E [x(t) 2 E [x2 a 2 (2.3)Rx( O Ix 2 - I - ox

A stationary Gaussian process can also be characterised by its spectral

density function, S x(w) , which will be defined as twice the Fourier

transform of Rx(1);

Sx(w)- x(T)e dT . (2.4)

It can be shown 13, 161 that, substituting equation (2.2) Into equation

- I -



(2.4)

Slw) 1 2r ri X(W) Xi*( W
S x W n Tn *-(2.5)

is obtained; where T denotes the duration of the process x -0*')andX

are the complex con jugates pairs of Fourier transform of x(t). S Cu) is an

even'function of w .The inverse transform of equation (2.4) gives

I w

R - S w) e d w (2.6)

for 0,~

R (0) 1 (F)S(w) dw (2.7)

It is clear from equation (2.3) and (2.7) that the area of power spectral

density function of the response is directly related to mean square

response values. This expression is also defined as zeroth spectral

moment of the random process.

Once the spectral density S ( w ) of a stationary random process x(t) has

been calculated then it can be used to calculate the mean square value,

E~x 2I,according to equations(2.3) and (2.1). It can also be used to
calculate the spectral moments of processes wh'ich are obtained by

differentiating the autocorrelation function, defined in- equation 2.2,

with respect to T . In order to do so, each term of the form x(t)x(t+T)

in summation has to be differentiated in respect to 7 while keeping the

time, t,constant.

d (Rx( )) - E dx(t) i (t +T) E x (t - T) (t) (2.8)

d2R () =j~ -( ) i . t~ R2.0

x 2

4-



Similarly, from the Fourier integral, defined in equation (2.6)

A W e iW1 dw

dr 2

or

R(r) 1 d,,. (2...2S)

If the time interval, T , is zero, then

R (0) W 2 R (0) w2 S dw• (2.12)RiO)= Rx(O = 4 w x

This expression Is also defined as second spectral moment of the random

process.

3. STOCHASTIC STRUCTURAL RESPONSE

The dynamic equation of motion of a system with N degrees of freedom is

expressed as

(M]{ I }+ C] ( 4) + [K] ( q }- ( p ) , (3.1)

where IN), [CJ and [X) denote mass damping and stiffness matrices and( q }

and(p)are the displacement and load vectors.Iq )may be total displaceaents

or displacements relative to base depending on the exciting effects. In a

modal formulation, the N physical coordinates,{ q) ire expressed as a sum of

M<N modal contribution as

-5



(q} -11 (y}(3.2)

where 1#1 denotes the N x H modal ,Ratrix containing the first M

eigenvectors, {*} r = 1 2 ..... M .

and y represents Ine M modal coordinates. Transformation of (3.1) by

means of (3.2) leads to

m r + c + kryr Pr 
(3.3)

where, { } Is the r th mode of vibration
r

T . (r) Ml (0 r}  (3.4)

C = ( T [C ) . (3.5)

k T [K(. 
(3.6)

rrr

and

p )f ( r T  {P) (3.7)

r

If it is assumed that [C] -becomes a diagonal matrix after transformation,

i.e. decouples, then equation (3.3) may be rewritten as

;r + 2 r. W j"r W 2 Yr Pr- 38
r ryr  2 (3.8)

where critical damping ratio

Cr
2 r (3.9)

r r

-6-
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and the undamped circular natural frequency

S / r (3.10)
rr r

of the r th mode. Equation (3.8) may be more simplified If the

elgenvectors are mass-normalised as,

m - , r = .H(.1
r

Ifeach value of themodal load, 'Pr defined in equation (3.7) is asqueed

to represent stationary random process, then tak'ng the Fourier transform

of equation (3.7) gives

P(w). #jTP(w) j, (3.12)

where Pr(w)and )P(,)(denote the Fourier transforms of the modal load

and of the physical load vector p, respectively. These Fourier transforms

are expressed as

P r o r'p r (t )e - t 'td t  (3.13)

0

The Fourier transform of the nodal coordinates yr may also be written as

yr ( M jryr (t)e-iwtdt. (3.14)

0'
Substituting equations (3.13) and (3.14) into (3.8) yields

A7



2 2(- + 21Cr+ ) Yr(w) =P Wu). (3.15)r r r r r

Then, with the complex frequency response function defined as

r(W) - 2 I %(3.16)
r2 - 2 + 1 W

ur tr r

thte relationship between nodal coordinates and forces related to the rth

mode of vibration may then be etpressed using equation (3.15) as

Yr(w)=H r(W) P.(u). (3.7)r r

It is clear from the definition of the complex frequency response function

that It is the response to a unit force. In a matrix notation, for

multide8rees of freedom system, Fourier transforms of modal amplitudes may

be expressed as from equations (3.17) and (3.12)

I I Y ,l'l~cl •(3.18)

where, (Y (u)), (P (0)) are Fourier transform of modal coordinates

y(t), and physical load vector ,I , respectively. Hr(,) is the

diagonal matrix of the modal frequency responses as expressed by equation

(3.16).

Any structural response quantity, qC) such as displacement,is obtained

from the modal contribution by

q (t)r; y y (T' y(t) ,
Sr!l jr r )m. T (3.19)

vhere) iJr Is the contribution of the r th mode to q (t) displacement

J

-H -



and Y(M is the r th modal coordinate. The Fourier transform of

equation (3.19) yields,

Q ) {W T (y (W)} (3.20)

By substituting equation (3.18) into (3.20) the following expression will

be obtained

Qj(w ) = T [H(w),) [ T ( (W) (3.21)

Both the power and cross-spectral density functions, Sq (w). of the process

Ii
q(t)and q(t)may be obtained from the expression defined in equation (2.5)
I J

sq (w) lim I E 2 Qi,k(w) Qj,k ( w )  13.22)=- E _z n +3 2
ij T n T

where * denotes the complex conjugate and T is the duration or the period

of the process. By substituting equation (3.21) into equation (3.22)

then, the following equation is obtained.

S [ TP -H(w),] (3.23)

where IsP(w) is the power and cross-spectral density

function of input forces.

This equation can be re-ordered as

S 0 1Hj (W~) SPi-~ (rs W)~ (3.*24)

-9-



If the elements of the load vector are uncorrelated then [ s p (W))

In equation (3.23) reduces to a diagonal matrix. For I - j equation

(3.24jgives the power spectral density function of Ith displacement output.

This equation may be further simplified as

Sq MH P
u)-rEl~ * r # H i () H p() SD W (3.25)

r -8

where,

*.. Sp.(w) .#T Sp' #3,
9-p L11m-l Lr * I C r . (3.26)

Therefore, the power spectrum density function of any two I and j

displacements may be further simplifiedt if the elements of load vector

areuncorrelated, then

PS (is) - 0
PrPs

for ros

For the case where a structure subjected to a ground acceleration, then

equation (3.1) becomes

tMJ(4) + ICI(t) + [KJ(q) - -[MI(6) I Ct) (3.27)

where ti is the ground acceleration direction vector.

It contains l's in the direction of the ground acceleration and 0's in all

other directions. a (t) ground acceleration time history. Then modal

- 10 -



force defined in equation (3.7) becomes

p "- 6)T a(t) (3.28)

and its Fourier transform is

P(W) T(MJ{6) A(w) * (3.29)

By comparing equation (3.29) with equation (3.12) the Fourier transform of

modal forces are defined as

{P(w)} - (01 T [M](6) I A(w) (3.30)

By substituting (3.30) into (3.21) and then using (3.22) the cross
spectral density of the output process of the case for which a ground
acceleration is used as input may be defined as

S (W) - Sa(wE zM 41 0 H (w) H (W) (.17n ()r-1 s-I ir is ir Js 3.1

The equation (3.31) corresponds to equation (3.23) defined for the case

for which forces used as input. In this equation San (w) is the
in

power spectrum density function of input ground acceleration, defined as,

S a Ai k ) A
In (W) lim 2 I ) Jk(w) n - (3.32)

n 1T

and

tir - iir( r}T [M] (6) (3.33)

If the modes are not mass-normalised as in the case of equation (3.11)

then sir' should be replaced by

- 11 -



*ir - *ir( rIT(MI(6)/(r T)l(J(r) (3.34)

In equation (3.31) S q (w) is always a real valued as it is San(W) •i i
Because indices r and s are switched in complex conjugate expressions,

therdfore, Imaginary terms are lost in the summation.

3.1 Mean Square Respones

Of interest to the structural analyst are the zeroth, first and second

spectral moments of the response quantity. These spectral moments are

defined in terms of the power spectral density function and the frequency

by substituting (3.31) into (2.9) and (2.13)

lmtj 02 , m S4 (w) dw m 0,1, 2 . (3.36)

Substituting (3.31) into (3.36) gives the spectral moments of response in

terms of the modal cross-spectral moments as

M4 - a A
Aij I I 1 " ir#j8 I W Sin (w) Hir ()H jr(w)dw (3.37)

r-Is-l 21 0

m -0. 1, 2

or

M H
A ij r-f i-1Irjs~ma,rs (338)

where

Am - R.i Sian(wlHr(Hjr(W) d  (3.39)

2w 0 in.39)

-12 -



arc the cross specLral moments of the normal coordinates associated with

modes r and s, Re denotes the real part. It is noted that because n()

is symmetric and has always real-value; therefore only the real parts of

the cross-spectral moments are of interest. Introducinig coefficients

AP m,rs m = 0, 1, 2 , (3.40)

m,rs /
m,rr m'ss

equation (3.38) may be re-expressed as

M M
Amij = E EP irPj p M V m = ', 1,2 (3.41)

r=1s= is m,rs m,rr m,ss

For a particular response value i.e. i - j and i and j indices may be

dropped for simplicity. From this expression, the zeroth, X first,X and

second, X2 , spectral moments may be obtained simply by writing m = 0, 1,

_, respectively. Particularly zeroth and second spectral moments,

originally, defined in equations (2.9) and (2.]3)

Au - -- E[q(t)2 (3.42)
R
2

A2  - .(3.43)
R

are the mean square response of q(t) and its time derivative q(t)

respectively, whereas A0, rr and A2, are the mean squares of

the rth normal coordinates Y: (t) and its time derivative r (t)r

respectively. These nor'mal coordinates are defined in equation (3.2).
Also from the definition of Pm,rs , it is clear that P0,rs and 2,rs

are cross correlation coefficients between normal coordinatesY (t) and y (t)

and their time derivatives i (t)
rYs(t)"

From the proceeding theory, it is clear that the stochastic dynamic

analysis results in the mean square response value in the frequency

- 13 -



domain. To achieve this, modal mean square response value have to be

obtained first by the closed form solution of equation (3.39). These

solutions for white-noise and filtered white-noise (13J are relatively

easier because their power spectral densities are in the form of

S(w) - SO  (3.44)

w 4+ 4C

W2 2 222 0 3.4

respectively. Where S is the scale factor and w and' 4g are
the filter frequency and damping coefficient. It is noted that a filtered

white noise with wg 5w and C. 0.6 is commonly used In earthquake

engineering to model the ground acceleration process (2, 131.

It was shown by Der Kiureghian [91 that m,rs are sensitive to the

shape of input power spectral density, whereas the coefficients p remains

relatively indifferent for wide-band inputs. It was also proved by the

same author that correlation coefficients Pm,rs defined in equation

(3.40), rapidly diminishes as the two modal frequencies w r and wsmove

apart. Thus, for the wide-band inputs, cross terms in equation (3.';i)

becomes only significant for modes with closely spaced frequencies. He

has suggested the following expressions for correlation coefficients to be

used for any arbitrary power spectral density shapes based on first-order

approximations 19, 101.

+ + 2 C
00,rs = / a() r +8s) 2 (Cr 4 Cs) + r -'s) (,r.6)

Krs

,.r -  a _
,  

L . r -d (3.46)

ra

2 CsW 2 _ 2 CP 2,rs- 2 C~ [(wr+ 8)¢s, (r -+. r a r - a)

K
wlhere ., rs

ars) (W + W- + +r. 2
rs~ r

-14 -



With the expressions given in equation (3.46), to evaluate equation (3.41)

In order to calculate mean-square responses, it is only necessary to

compute the spectral moments for individual normal coordinates,,

expressed by equation (3.39). For r - s, this equation leads to

m,rr - 2 Si a(,)M H () 2 dw m - 0, 1.2 (3.47)
2~r _1- f wm in r~w

When m - 0, then equation (3.47) correspnds to the mean square

displacement response for the rth mode. In addition, when m - 2, the same

equation defines the mean square velocity response for a particular mode.

Therefore, using equations (3.42) and (3.43) modal, zeroth and second

spectral moments are expressed as

A 0 0R 2 E [qr(t) 21 Aorr, (3.48)

2 2 (3.49)
A=oR E [qr(t) A2,rr,

3.2 Mean Peak Response

In Lhe analysis of structures to dynamic loadings, the parameter of most

interest is the expected (mean) peak value of a structural response

quantity. This peak value is compared with allowable yield limit which is

defined in the code of practice for design purpose.

The mean peak response, ;j , and Its standard deviation, o , can be

expressed in terms of the probability density function p(x) and the level

of variable, x 2as

. El a I " f; x p(x)dx, (3.50)

- 15-



2o-E 1(x' - i)21 - J(X - u)' p(x) dx (3.51)
0

Probability density function itself is obtained by differentiatitg the

cumulative probability function,F(x) as

-d(x) (3.52)
dx

Using equation (3.50) and (3.51) mean and standard deviation of x may, in

general, be writen in terms of the root mean square response A
0

(3.53a)

0

o q , (3.53b)

where p and q are peak factors corresponding to a ground motion duration,

and mean zero crossing rate, v..

Several methods for determining the peak factors have been proposed in the

literature. Davenport's (141 suggestion is based on the maximum

behaviour on a Poisson 'threshold crossing' model which gives p and q peak

factors as

p - V (2 ln vT) - 0.5772 (3.54)
.'2lnvr)

q = , (3.55)

where

A0116 2
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uer Klureghlan 19,10j has shown that Davenport's result tends to

overestimate the mean and underestimate the standard deviation since

threshold crossings are considered independent in the Poisson model.

However, for large values of v (VT>5000) such as in wind and ocean

engineering, Davenport's expressions for peak factors will be used (10].

Kiureghian suggests that in order to account for the dependence between

threshold crossings, V . which tepresents an equivalent rate of

statistically independent crossing, should be used, in which case,

p. 1.2 4 0.5772 (3.56)

/2 lnv e ) -(2 Inv T)

1.2 5.4q nvet ) 13 + (2 Invet)3.2 (3.57)
Vf2lVe e 3+( n

where,

V (1.636 "045 - 0.38) 6 < 0.69 (3.58)
e v 6 > 0.69

1 A2  (3.59)

0

is the mean zero-crossing rate of the process and

2

6- A1  (3.60)

is the shape factor for the response power spectral density with a value

between zero and unity. (A small value for 5 denotes a narrow-band

process whereas a value near unity denotes a wide-band process 1141). The

established values of p and q are for 10< vy < 1000 and 0.11 < 6 <1Il

which are of interest in earthquake engineering (111. Vanmarcke (12,141

also calculated p and q values and derived a cumulative probability

distribution function for the first-crossing time of a symmetric barrier

- 17-



x as shown in Fig. 1) for a zero mean stationary Gaussion process. in

his formulation the cumulative distribution of the peak absolute response,

R , over a duration, T , defined as
T

R - axf R(t) I 3.61)

can be expressed

F (r) - - e x p (-a2/2) e x p - e x p 0s/2)(6e 8x (3.62
RT VT 2~22J xpj>(.2

in which

X X

m m (3.62a)

R 0

is the normallsed barrier v and 6 are defined in equation (3.59) and

(3.60) and 6 - " xm is the defined barrier level.
e

T" this analysis, Der Kiureghlans's peak factors valies and Vanmarche's

cumulative distribution function are used. Furthermore, the parameters

defined above,v,d , p and q are for the rth normal coordinates. For the

simplicity, the indices are dropped.

3.3 Response Spectrum Method for Random Vibration

The objective of this section is to explain a procedure for evaluating the

response of e multi-degree-of-freedom system when the input is zero-mean
wide-band, stationary Gaussian process, specified through Its mean

response spectrum.



Lets (w,C )represent the mean value of the maximum absolute response of an
oscillator over duration T of its stationary response to a stationary

input excitation R(t), where w and r, are the oscillator frequency and

damping coefficient, respectively. Using equation (3.59), the mean

zero-crossing rate, v , and the shape factor, 6 , for the rth mode of
vibration may be expressed as

/ 2,rr (3.63)

r Nr A
0 ,rr

2
I.rr

6 1 - . (3.64)r .A

0 ,rr 2,rr
It was shown by Der Kiureghian [101 that vr and 6 are not too

r
sensitive to the shape of the input power spectral density function,
provided that the input is wide-band and that the oscillator frequency is

not beyond the significant range of input frequencies. For response to a

wide-band input with arbitrary power spectral density functionhe

suggested a more simplified value for v and 6 as

r (3.65)

r~ W
r Z(W... (3.66)

Once the mean zero-crossing rate, v , and shape factor, 6 ,are

r
calculated for a particular mode, then corresponding peak factors, as
defined in equations (3.56 - 3 .57),may be calculated in terms of frequency

contents and the duration of Input dynamic effects.

From the definition of the mean response spectrum, it is clear that

r Th nrmal r is the mean of the absolute maximum of t1-L-
r t nomalcoordinate, y~t), defined in equation (3.2). Thus using the

equations (3.53) and (3.62a)
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I
r r r o,rr

my be written, where S r * Cr and Pr are
rr

predefined and calculated. In this equation, the only unknown is the

zeroth spectral moment which Is calculated as

X - 2 r ' r (3.68)
0 ' rr Pr

Furthermore, using the equations (3.63) and (3.64) together with the

equations (3.65, 3.66) then the first and second spectral moments for the

rth normal coordinate are obtained as

I r '01(1 - 4 r/w) 2 C (3.69)

Irr p 2  T (r (
r

and

r2 2
A2,rr - S T r (3.70)

r

respectively.

Substituting equations (3.68, 3.69 and 3.70) together with the equations

(3.46) in equation (3.41), the spectral moments A0 , Al and A2

of the response power spectral density are computed In terms of the

response spectrum ordinates. These moments can then be used to calculate

the cumulative probability distribution of the peak response and various

statistical quantities. In particularly the mean maximum response in mode

r, may be expressed as

rC 6  rI C(3.71)

where 1
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V# is the effective modal participation factor defined in equation

(3.34). Then utilising equation (3.41) in conjunction with equation (3.36

- 3.70), the root-mean square of response, 0 , and root-mean square of

response rate, o may be obtained as

-rJm m
R  0 E - P o R 1 R S A ) (3.72).

rsPs o,rs r sr32

m m
Wr 5 0 ,s P A

2 2 r ss 2,s r r S . (3.73)

Mean of peak response, R , and standard deviation of peak response aR

may be expressed as,

mm 2
-r. = ° R  " ( P op  R R ) ,

r s PP o°rs ri st (3.74)

m m 2
a q o i - ( Z E . - - -- -- - R R )(

r s Prs Po,rs rT Sr (3.75)

The response mean frequency, denoted by w which may be expressed as

OR .Es IWrws 0 2,rs Rr T R  1

W. .r ,rs. (3.76)
prs ors rt sr J

Der Kiurghian [10 have shown that equation (3.74) and (3.76) may be

further simplified as

- (Zp ~ ) (3.77)R'r (I Ir o,rs rT i sT A
r a

E rWa 02,re r-t RaT
r 1 (3.78)

E E Ora - r S7
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For structures with welI-sepaiated frequencies the cross-correlation

coefficients, P.rs , ( ) , vanishes. Then only the terms in

m.rs (r = s) remains. Since these terms are equal to unity, then,

in this particular case, the equation (3.77) reduces to

T (Z R1 2 )A (3.79)
r

This Is however a well known square-root-of-sum of square (SRSS) method.

The response calculation of structural systems to any dynamic loading

defined with equation (3.77) is called the complete quadratic combination

(CQC) method (ii. The CQC method which is based on the random vibration

theory is especially suggested for the structures which have natural

frequencies closely spaced. A typical example of such structures are

nuclear power plants, building structures with symmetric layout but not In

mass and particularly suspension bridges.

The application of the above theories based on the stochastic analysis are

demonstrated on different suspension bridges and comparison of results

from CQC method and stochastic analysis were carried out.

4. STOCHASTIC RESPONSE OF SUSPENSION BRIDcS

In this section, the stochastic responses of the Dolerw [231, Bosporus

(22) and Humber 1221 bridges were examined. These bridges cover a lar8e

variety particularly In dimensions. The Dolerw bridge, which has only 50

u main span with vertical hangers and concrete deck, forms one extreme

size In dimension . Bosporus, with box-girder deck, inclined hangers

steel towers, without any side spans supported by cables, has 1074 a main

span. There are several suspension bridges with main span around 1000 m

long.

The Humber Bridge, however, has the longest main span, 1410 m,in the world
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with a total length ot 2220 m. The latter may well be accepted as another

extreme case In dimension. This bridge has a box girder-deck, inclined

hangers, two side spans (280 m and 530 m each length) and concrete towers.

With these geometries, the fundamental periods of these chosen bridges

vary between 1 - 10 seconds in the vertical plane. The reason for

choosing these extremes is to elucidate the applicability of the theory

and the verification of assumptions involved in the definitions of peak

values.

The above mentioned bridges were first subjected to S16E component of the

Pacoima dam record during the San Fernando earthquake in 1971, Fig. Ia.

Since the analysis was performed in the vertical plane, the ground motion

is also applied In vertical direction and the amplitude of the recorded

acceleration values is multiplied by the factor of 2/3. The detail of

the considered bridges and their mathematical modelling are given in

references [221 and [231 therefore, not repeated here again.

The stochastic analysis was based on the calculated power spectrum density

function of the input acceleration which is shown In Fig. lb.

Maximum values of displacements and forces were calculated using Completed

Quadratic Combination (CQC) method. These are then compared with mean

peak values obtained by the former method.

4.1 The Dolerv Bridge

The stochastic analysis of the Dolerw Suspension bridge was carried out

using the procedure described above. Root-mean-square and mean maximum

displacements due to vertical ground motion were shown in Fig. 2. The

former one is obtained as a square root of the zeroth spectral moment as

defined in equation (3.36). Mean peak values of displacements, were

also calculated using equation (3.53). Root-mean-square of displacements

at the aid-point of the span is 4.17 cm whereas the maximum of mean peak

displacement is 10.7 cm. For the comparison, the maximum displaceaent
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response of the bridge waL calculated using CQC method, as described in

section 3.3 The displacements were depicted In Fig. 2a.

The average frequencies of occurrence of mean maximum vertical

displacements, shown in Fig. 2b, which are larger for the displacements of

nodal points nearer to towers than those of the centre. They have the

values in the range of 1.89 - 1.2 Hz. The general tendency is that the

smaller the displacements the higher the average frequencies of

occurrence.

To verify the validity of the results calculated using the stochastic

analysis, the timLe-history analysis of the bridge was performed. From

this analysis, the time-history of the vertical displacements of the deck
at the aid-point war. calculated and shown in Fig. 3. Through the

examining of the history record the following conclusions may be drawn.

a) The displacement tinke-history does not end as soon as the eftect or

the earthquake terminates. But the bridge has several peak values

with zero crossing within the duration of the earthquake record.

b) The maximum Of displacements is higher than the calculated maximum

by the CQC method. This is rather attributable to differences

between these two methods of analyses.

c) The mean peak values obtained by the stochastic analysis is smaller

than the maximum values obtained by the CQC method. It may be

easily visualised by checking the time history of the

displacements, Fig. 3, that the mean peak value being 10.7 cm is a

right value. In cases where several peak responses can occur

within the duration of an earthquake, the assumption used for the

calculation oi mean peak values prove to be justified.

d) The time-history analysis also proves that the average frequency of

occurrence being 1.25 second is also right. Due tn the
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have large values even after the earthquake terminates. Also, the mean

peak value, 68 cm, calculated by the stochastic analysis is almost an
average value of the two peaks with positive zero crossin3 on the history
plot. This indicates the correctness of stochastic response analysis. The

results may be accepted even more reliably bearing the fact in mind that

the coefficients relating zeroth spectral moments to mean peak values are

themselves based on the same simplifications and prone to error up to 6Z

[121.

Average frequencies of occurrence of displacements are shown in Fig. 7b.
Its lowest value 0.19 lIz (T - 5.2 second) is for the displacements at the

mid point. The justification of this value may also be detected through

the analysis of the time history plot, in Fig. 8. It is certain that the

vertical displacement response will still continue even after the

termination of the earthquake input with appreciable amplitude. This

reflects itself in the stochastic analysis. If trailing zeros were added

after the earthquake record to account for longer duration and for more

refined stochastic analysis, root-mean-square of responses and mean peak

responses do not diminish rapidly, for the duration of - 20 and '27
seconds. . The variations of vertical stochastic responses by time are

shown in Fig. 9 a and 9 b.

In Fig. 10, root-mean-square, mean peak and maximum of longitudinal

displacements are shown. -The latest is the largest and obtained by the
CQC method. As in the case of the deck, mean peak displacements and

maximum displacements have similar values. Fig. 11 and Fig. 17 show mean

maximum and maximum bending moments of the European tower and the deck

respectively. Bending moments by different methods in both parts of the

bridge do not vary significantly.

The cumulative distribution function of the vertical displacements at the

mid-point of the deck are shown in Fig. 13. It shows that the probability

of occurrence of the mean peak displacement is about 55%.
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4.3 The Humber Bridge

Mean (expected) peak and root-mean square values of vertical displacement

response of the deck of the Humber bridge were shown in Fig. 14a. The

latter-is the square-root of the zeroth spectral moments where as the

former is calculated by multiplying the square root of zeroth spectral

moment by a peak factor as defined in equation 3.53a. The maximum values

of vertical displacements of the deck were determined by the CQC method
and were depicted on the same graph. These analyses were performed for

the duration of 13.5 seconds.

The results show that the mean peak displacement responses are smaller

than those of maximum values calculated by the CQC method with the

exemption of displacements at the central area of the main span where mean

peak responses are slightly bigger. Because of the definition of mean

peak displacement response they should not be expected to be bigger than

their maxima. There are, however, several factors involved which may

cause this error:

a) The CQC method of analysis Itself ia prone to error because of

numerical procedure Involved In calculating the spectral values and

in the determination of the contribution of cross-spectral terms to

the total displacements. To verify this point a time-history

analysis was performed to obtain maximum displacements. In this

case, the results seem to be improved and the difference between

mean peak and maximum responses are reduced.

b) The determination peak factors, which relate zeroth spectral

moments to mean peak response, Is also eroneous. It was

reported, however, that up to 6Z error will be likely to occur

(121.

) Perhaps the most important of all is the lack of peak values within

Lt -



the earthquake duration. An Independent time-history analysis of

the vertical displacements at the mid-point, Fig. 16, proves that,

displacement time-history Is almost reaching a peak point just

after the earthquake duration is terminated. Based on these

time-history records with only a few peaks, to perform a stochastic

analysis, however, may not be a very healthy procedure.

d) If some trailing zeros were added to the end of the earthquake

record, mean peak responses become smaller than their maximum

values, Figs. 15 and 17. As shown in Fig. 17. A sudden drop in the

mean peak values as soon as an earthquake record extends beyond

13.5secondsis perhaps due to the inclusion of a peak value with a

positive zero crossing at 13.5 second.

Average frequencies of occurence of displacement responses are shown in

Fig. 14bwlth a minimum value of 0.15 Hz. The justification of this value

is also noticeable on the time-history plot, Fig. 16.

Longitudinal displacements of the Hessle tower is shown in Fig. 18. The

root-mean-square, mean peak and maximum displacement at the top are 3.8,

5.8 and 8 cm respectively. Their expected orderly values may well be

explained by the fact that the towers are more rigid than the deck and

have higher frequencies which may result in having more peak within the

duration of the earthquake record.

Maximum and mean maximum bending moments of the deck and towers are shown

in Fig. 19 and 20, respectively. As It is expected mean values are

smaller than the maximum ones.

5. cVWMWLzOWs

1. The stochastic analysis of suspension bridges to earthquake forces

generally require a longer input because of lower natural
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frequencies of these type of structures.

2. The preceeding analysis shows that the stochastic method may well

be performed even moderately during long earthquakes, say up to 15

seconds.

3. Apart from mean peak response and root-mean square of response

quantities, their average frequencies of occurence and

probabilities of occurence may also be obtained by the stochastic

analysis.

4. If the aim of analysis is based on the calculation of mean peak

responses, the stochastic analysis may be exempted with. In this

case, a response spectrum method, CQC, may well be used.

i!" , - 29 -
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Abstract: A simple numerical procedure depending on shear wave
propagation concept is proposed in this study which can be employed
to obtain earthquake response of brick masonry structures. In
order to develop this numerical procedure, brick masonry
structures are considered as consisted of series of shear walls
with window or door openings. Then, each brick shear wall is
considered as a layered elastic media and each layer corresponds
to a vertical segment of the brick wall inwhich the shear stiffness
is uniform and there is no strong geometric irregularities such
as door and window openings.

In this study, dynamic response of brick masonry structures
subject to ground motion is represented by simple wave propagation
concept including soil structure effect.

1. INTRODUCTION

There have been appeared several numerical or experimental

procedures in the literature L1,2,3, eot.] which have been suggested
to determine the dynamic response of brick masonry structures
subject to ground motions. Some of these studies employ a mathematical

model suitable for the finite element representation.

In this study an efficient and very simple numerical procedure

developed which is conveniently employed for computing the elastic

dynamic response of brick masonry structures subject to ground

motion, without any numerical instability problem.
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This numerical method is based on simple wave propagation
concept, From the point of viev of this concept, dynamic response
of brick wall structures are the results of Imposition of arriving
ground waves from the base and already circulating waves due to
reflection from heterogeneities and outside boundaries.

Similar simple and efficient numerical method has been
produced for the speedy determination of the elastic or elasto-

plastic dynamic response of orthogonal plane frames, including
.P-A and soil structure Interaction effects by UZGIDER, N.A. and

AYDOAJ 1.M [4. 5]

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

Consider the relation between lateral force Q applied to
the brick masonry wall model shown in Fig. I and corresponding
top level lateral displacement v,

Q-Sv (1)

in which S is the lateral stiffness of brick wall.

For the brick wall model considered herein, the stiffness

S can be given as,

5----- (2)

1.2 h

in which h is the height of the wall, G is shear modulus of the
wall, A is the cros sectional area of the wall, and t is the
wall thickness.

Actually, a typical load carrying wall of the brick wall
structures can be divided into the vertical segments in which the
lateral stiffness as well as the weights are uniform.



Then, considering equilibrium condition and equality of

lateral displacements and employing the lateral stiffness expression

given in Sq.2, one can easily calculate the lateral vertical segment

stiffness of a typical brick wall as is shown in Fig.2. This

lateral segaent stiffness relates the relative lateral segment

displacement to the total segment shear.

Now, lateral free vibration of the wall can conveniently be

represented by the simple wave propagation concept. In a vertical

segment of the wall in which the lateral wall stiffnesses and

weights are uniform(?ig.4, the governing differential equations of

shear-wave propagation through the structure can be derived.

Consider the jth uniform vertical segment of the wall shown in

Sig.2., in which the mass of each nagmnt is m ,. the sement stiffness

is S and the height of each sqant is h . Dynamic equilibrium equation

of any brick wall slice (Pig.3) of the segment is

=V (3)

then the following approximation is reasonable,

Av=- h h (4)
ax ax

Introducing the first of these into the force deformation

relationship given in Sq .1 leads to

h (5)
ax

while substituting the second into the dynamic equilibrium equation

given in Eq.3

mjv £ha (6)

Then differentiating Bq.5 with respect to x and substituting it

into the 3q.69, leads to the equation of the shearing vibration of
the segment

2 o2j- 02 (7)



in wiah

.~ h tS/m (8)

represents the velocity of shear wave propagation through the Jth
uniform vertical segment of the wall .

Consider, for example, the juncture between I th and (i+1) th
uniform segments shown in PIg.2 and Fig.4. Since, the rigidity or
mass values of these two consecutive uniform segments of wall are
different from each other, the shear wave velocity defined in Zq.8
are also different for each uniform segment as denoted in Fig.4.
As was shown in Jq.9 the general solution of the one dimensional
wave equation given in Bq.6 which represents dynamic behaviour of
the uniform wall (Fig.l) consists of two arbitrary functions

and shows that the vibration of the wall is produced by two pulses
each moving with velocity c one from the base to the top and the
other from the top to the base as is demonstrated in Fig.5

A motion of the ground which will give rise to a motion
defined by Eq.9 is obtained by putting xnO in the above equation.
Denoting the motion of the ground by v-P(t) we have the equation

F(t) m (ot-k)+ (ot+h) (10)

In the case of the ground is fixed

(ct-h) =-(at+h) (lOa)

Eqs.9,10 and lOa shows that the upwardly propagating waves are
reflected at the top afthe frame with same sign, on the other hand
downwardly propagating wave are reflected at the base with opposite
sign. This phenomena are demonstrated in Fig.5. On the other hand
upwardly or downwardly propagating waves reflect or refract at theA
boundaries of uniform segments of the wall due to the different
stiffness, mass or shear wae velocities as is shown in Fig.4. This
reflection or refraction coefficients can be defined by employing
the boundary conditions between to oonsecutive uniform segments.
If upwardly approaching wave to the Juncture or boundary between
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i th and (i+l) th uniform segments, the reflected save and the

refracted wave at this boundary are denoted by Vi, Vri and Vr,i+i
respectively. These coefficients are given as below;

l=li,i+l

Vr , Vj (12)Ci, i+:L+I

There

ci+1 Sih i  ( 3
CiSi+l hi+1

1

OLi+l, i" (14)

01i, i+1

In addition, at the boundary there is following relation
between incident or upwardly approaching wave and reflected or

refracted waves:

Vr, i+l=Vi+Vr, i (15)

3. SCHEME OP THE NUMERICAL PROCSDJRE

A groulnd motion which my be defined with arbitrary function,

propagates along the structure as is demonstrated in Fig.5. In x,t

coordinate system the path of this propagation, reflection or

refraction can be represented by a line with slope equal to propagation
velocity c. Depending on the time increment,these lines constitutes

a mesh as is shown in ?ig.6. This mesh contains series of node points

at the uniform vertical segment boundary levels. At these node

points, propagating, reflected or refracted waves crose each other.

Then current displacement values at corresponding level can be

calculated by employing 3q.15. At each node point there are upwardly
oming and reflected parts as is seen in (Pig.7).

i
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Then for each At indrement, by employing the given ground

displacements and following the successive path.. as is denoted by

I, II, III, IV and VII in Pig.7., the proposed numerical procedure
can be applied in following steps:

i) Select appropriate At time increment consistent with the
given ground displacement data.

ii) Calculate reflection or refraction coefficients for

upwardly or downwardly incident wave ordinates for each bomdary 3ovel and

store in memory.

iii) Startwith the far left node point on the ground level and

consider the ground displacement value corresponding to the time

represented by this node point.

iv) Pollowing the corresponding characteristic path for the

node point considered in stop (3) and by employing Eqs. 11,12,13,14
and 15 calculate the current displacement and refracted, reflected
part of the incident wave ordinates at the node points on the

considered propagation path. These refraoted and reflected waves are
considered as an upwardly and downwardly incident waves for the nodes

crossed by their propagation rays at the boundary levels below or

above the considered boundary level respectively.

v) Then store the reflected and refracted part of the incident

wave ordinates calculated for a node point according to the step
(4). on appropriate memory locations as an upwardly or downwardly
incident waves for the corresponding node points.

4. SOIL STRUCTURE INTERACTION

One of the phenomena with great importance which influence
the behaviour of a structure during a ground motion is the soil-
structure interaction.

In the analysis of a brick masonry building structure , by
considering the soil structure interaction, and employing the numerical
procedure proposed in this study, the structure model on a homogenous

soil layer under which there is rigid rook (Fig.8) in taken into
account. In this model soil deposit. or layer between the foundation
base and base and base rock, is considered as an additional uniform
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segment. The foundation base is -considered rigid, rests on the

ground and there are no skidings at the foundation-ground interface
during the ground motion. However, the proposed method is not able

to take into account the effect of the foundation base rotation
around the horizontal axis on the soil layer.

5. NUMRICAL APPLICATIONS

The numerical procedure proposed in this study has been

programmed in Fortran IV language for IBM 4341 type computer and

in order to verify the validity of the procedure three numerical

results have been produced.

In the first application, single story brick masonary building

has been considered. Its plan and elevation is shown in Fig. 9. In

all numerical applications, the brick wall thickness used is

t-24 cm, and the ratio a is assumed as equal to 0.4, modulus ol
elasticity considered is B=120.000 2/cm rj

Then taking into account the all brick walls in the direction
of the ground motion and defining the uniform segments for each of

them with equal heights, total uniform segment properties were

calculated and summarized in Table 1. (Fi.lO)

TABLE 1- Uniform Segment Properties

Uniform Height Mass Stiffness lave
Segment hI  mi Si  VelocityNo: (M) (sn2 /M) (tiM)(me)

1 2.20 5.6065 1087893.4 969.10

2 0.60 6.9317 4940535.9 506.55
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Depending on this properties, the reflection and refraction

coefficients were calculated and given in Table 2.

TABLE 2- Reflection and Refraction Coefficients

Boundary Reflection Coefficients Refraction Coefficients

Upwardly Downwardly Upwardly Downwardly
approaching approaching appnmhing approaching
wave wave. wave wave

1-2 0.40645088 -0.40645088 0.59354912 1.4064509

By employing this data and taking into account the ground

motion

y40.01 sin (4Tt) (m)

acting in the direction shown in Fig. 99. Dynamic lateral top level

response in the considered direction was computed and plotted in

Pig. l.
These numerical results can be verified by long hand

calculations employing the mode superposition method with selected

ground displacements and the corresponding inititial conditions

as given below

v.O , +=-0,Olu 49(m/sec.)

As a second application, same structural system and ground

motion was considered in the first application with 10 a thick single

layer hard clay soil deposits between the foundation base and

base rook level. Hard clay soil characteristics considered in this

application are as followas

Shear wave velocity a 211 a/sec
Shear Modulus a 927 ka2

Dynamic lateral top level response in the ground motion direction

was computed and plotted in Pi.!&- Finally, the brick wall

structures which is composed of two story, each of which has identical

proportion with the single story building considered in the first
application, was subjected to the eight seconds of the 1-8 component

of 2l-Centro Barthquake ground motion record, between 8 and 16 seconds,
and top level response in the ground motlon direction was computed

and plotted for the firstfour seconds in 74.13.
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SUMMARY

In this paper a method is presented to obtain
approximate solution of shear walled structures considering
the stiffnesses of perpendicularly connected beams to shear
walls. The basis of the method is the assumption of a beam
with elastic hinges at both ends. First of all, the stiff-
ness matrix of an elastically hinged beam is derived. For
this matrix, in addition to the beam parameters, the coef-
ficients of two springs which are assumed at both ends of the
beam are required. The determination of these two paremeters
is also discussed.

The numerical analyses performed indicate that the
consideration of this kind of wall-beam connections decrease
the structural rigidity. Consequently, the vibrational
periods, elongate, resulting in the decrease of the design
se'smic forces. However, structural deformations increase.
As a result, especially at lower storeys, significant
increases occur in bending moments of shear walls, whereas
changes in beam moments, depend on the end conditions.
The formulation presented can produce more realistic stress
distribution in the structure.

1. INTRODUCTION'
In the lateral load analysis of structures, the omission

of beam stiffnesses results in unduly large wall bending
moments at lower storeys. The beams, connected to shear
walls rigidly at each floor when considered in the analysis
resist the deformation of the the structure therefore, de-
crease the bending moments of the shear wall. In some cases,
these beams can rotate the whole section of the wall (Fig.
1). However sometimes, they are connected to some portion of
the wall in arbitrary direction. In such a case, they can
rotate the beam section only locally (Fig. 2). Hence, when
this behaviour is neglected, the moment values differ from
the real values.

Rigorous solution of the problem is obtained through

3-dimensional idealization of the shear wall by finite
elements, which permit the computation of the local stiff-
nesses of the shear wall can be computed. Since this
solution requires detailed analysis of each wall, it is long
and therefore not recommended for practical purposes (Fig.
3).



2. BEAM WITH ELASTIC HINGES
In the present analysis, the problen is simulated by

using beams having sprints with rotatory stiffnesses at both
ends (Fig. 4). It is assumed that the whole shear wall
section rotates by an angle fA, but the beam rotates by an
angle fB which is larger than (A . The angle TB - SA is
the rotation taken by the spring.

If the beams are connected to points of low rigidity of

shear walls, the bending moments generated at beam ends
decrease. The use of beams with elastic hinges in the
structure produces similar result. Therefore, if the springs
are chosen suitably, ,the effect of beams in shear walled
structures subJected to lateral forces can reasonably be
taken into account without performing a detailed rigorous
analysis.

3. STIFFNESS MATRIX OF BEAM WITH ELASTIC HINGES
In order to solve the problem described above by using

beams having springs at both ends, it is necessary to
construct, before all, the stiffness matrix of the beam. The
stiffness matrix of the beam with constant crops-section
shown in Fig. 5 is given by

(A C 8 -C

C D C -D

Where --

A. ,B,. 2
1 1 32

4 2

- .liI are the coefficients which represent the effect
of shear deformation (1). k is a coefficient which depends on
the shape of the section. In rectangular sections k 1.2.

-2-



The beam with elastic hinges is as shown in Fig. 6. The
spring coefficients RI and R2 at both ends of the beam are

the necessary bending moments to rotate the springs by an
angle of one radian.

To obtain the stiffness matrix of this beam, we assume
three deformation, configurations and solve them to find th-
rotations at the springs and the generated end forces.

3.1 Configuration 1: 82 =1
At this configuration, a unit translation is given to

the left end of the beam (Fig. 7). Since the beam has
springs at both ends, beam ends do not remain horizontal
after the deformation. The left and right ends rotate by
angles of - O1 and - GE2, respectively. These rotations
are 'etermined through the following equations

IJ04 [Kb 1 (3.4)
1M21 [b 12J
02 J 0

M, z -Afa+C -BK 2 R= 10
M2 = -B,9-2 C -A c,4 = R2c 2

G1 and %2 are solved as follows:

e*"C(R2
+ A- B )/P (3.5)

*c2 C (Rt+ A - B)/P

Where

P = (RI+A)(R2 A) -8 (3.6)

3.2 Configuration 2: 1 1

At this configuration, a unit rotation is given to the
left end of the beam (Fig. 8). To determine the rotations
GO and @14 at both ends, we have the equations

-3-
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{M} [Kb]j .

Mt-A(0-V-)at4= Rjec1  (3.7)
B(I 8- V -A a. Rec,

M3 are IN solved from the above equations

- [A R,,. A 8 - /P (3.8)

a41 SF4/P

3.3 Configuration 3: 53 = 1
At this configuration, a unit rotation is given to the

right end of the beam (Fig. 9). The rotations 15 and %(S
are determined through the following equations

an M,h 8a :Ab 0 1 (3.9)

Mix -A ec5 * SO - me) = RfeC
M 2= - B o.s +A (I - oc) z R e s (

45 and 0 are solved fom these equations

B=R2 /P 1 (3.10)
(A ( +A). - B2]IP

After the determination of the 411 %# Q6 values, one has
the bending moments H1 and M2. The shear forces Q1 and Q2 are
obtained through the equilibrium conditions. Finally, one

asobtains the stiffness matrix 
of the 1ieam with elastic hinges

[ d-W-b] , ,,C-2,4- : -. ,c. .c.,4-C
1* j+CV-D

frbJ -- - (3.11)
Symmetric - r ------ D

-4-



4. DETERMINATION OF SPRING COEFFICIENTS
OF THE BEAM WITH ELASTIC HINGES

As shown in Fig. 10. we assume that the beam is
connected to the center of the shear wall and a uniformly
distributed moment M is applied to the wall to rotate the
wall section uniformly. The rotations of wall and beam are
both equal to VC.

Secondly, as shown in Fig 11, we assume that the beam is
connected to the shear wall through a spring (for the sake of
simplicity in physical representation, a torsion bar is used
at the figure) and the same bending moment M is applied to
the wall rotating the wa'l section uniformly. Let us assume
that the shear wall rotates by an angle TA (> IC). The
torsional stiffness of the bar may be-selected such that the
end of the beam rotates by an angle of (C.

If B is the effective width of the wall when a bending
moment is applied at one end

(P'c _b (4.1)
VPA B

Assume this ratio is known. Since (C/(PA =1- 03 one
obtains

b I

For the other end of the beam one has

1 (4.2)

In order to compute the effective width B, in case of a
wall with a perpendicular beam, reference is made to a
previous paper of the author (2). Tho result of this paper
is summarized in Appendix 1 with a microcomputer program for
automatic determination of the width B.

If ul and u2 values for the two ends of the beam are
given, 03 and W6 are computed as follows:

X3 = I "1 U 1 (4.3)

ate I1"I/ U"

After determination of 93 and 06, Ri is eliminated
between (3.8) and (3.10) to obtain a second order equation,

-5-
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from where R2 is solved. Afterwards R1 is computed.

e(Rg4+A)* b2 (R2 A) * c 0

Where

bt A s-o ) W (4.4)
.8 euB(1-4(3)

The expressions of R1 and R2 are

-b 2 + 47,- 441Cc2R2 = 20 -A(4.5)

R1 (R2+A)at + b2 + A A

5. NHIUMICAL APPLICATIONS
The effect of the wall-beam connection type on the

solution is investigated by applying the presented procedure
to a 10-storey shear walled structure. The vertical section
and the plan of the structure are shown in Fig. 12 and
Fig.13, respectively. As seen in Fig.13, every floor has 9
shear walls (S1.$S9) and 16 beams (Bl"B16). Wall thickness
is 25 cm everywhere. Some beams (B1,B2,B7,B8) are connected
to the shear walls at both ends in such a way that they can
bend the walls effectively, i.e. beam end moment is capable
of rotating the whole wall section uniformly. Some beams
(B9,B10,B11,B12,B15,B16) are connected only to one of the
shear walls effectively. The other beams (B3,B4,B5,B6,B13,
B14) can rotate both shear walls only locally. The ul and u2
values of the beams are shown at beam ends in Fig.13.

The total weight of the structure is 4018 tons. Firstly,
the structure is solved assuming all the wall beam
connections as "Rigid" (ul=u2=1). Second solution is
performed assuming "Flexible" wall-beam connections, by using
ul and u2 values shown in Fig. 13. In the subsequent figures
the results of these two solutions are designated as "R" and

The results of dynamic analysis of the structure are
summarized in Table 1. In this table the natural periods of
the lower three modes in the x- and y-directions, both for
rigid and flexible cases are presented. The period values are
longer in the flexible case, however the percentage of
elongation is low in the 2 nd and in the 3 rd mode.

In Table 2 the modal ban* shears are shown. A quick
examination of this table indicates that the base shear of
the fundamental mode decreases in the flexible case, whereas

. . . . . .. . . . . . .

I



Table 1 Natural Vibration Periods of rigid

and flexible structures 'secsj

Mode Direction Rigid Flexible Increase 1%)

I I 0 f e3: ,..239 "

) . 17k,1 0.1787 L)

3 x 0.0847 0.0875 3.3

1 y 0.6689 0.7769 16.1

2 y 0.1816 0.1985 9.3

3 y 0.0851 0.0888 4.3

Table 2 Base shears of rigid and

flexible structures (tons)

Mode Direction Rigid Flexible Increase r%

I x 324.8 311.6 -4.1

2 x 70.9 72.8 2.7

3 x 27.0 27.9 3.3

1 y 293.8 265.5 -9.6

2 y 79.7 84.8 ;4

3 y 32.0 34.1 6.6

RMS x 333.6 321.2 -3.7

RMS y 306.1 280.8 -8.3

Table 3 Displacements (cm)

Storey Direction Rigid Flexible Increase fC)

in x 1.28 1.43 11.7

10 y 1.83 2.08 27.6

-7-



the base shears of the 2 nd and the 3 rd modes increase. The

reason of this discrepancy is perhaps due to trt. use of
Turkish Seismic Code spectrum in the computation of modal

seismic forces. However, by the influence of fundamental
mode, RMS base shear value is lower in the flexible case.

The top storey displacements of the two cases are shown
in Table 3 for purpose of comparison structural deformations.
The examination of this table clarifies that inspite of the
decrease in seismic forces, the structural deformations
increase greatly in the flexible case.

Fig.14 shows the bending moment diagram of S5 under
lateral force loading in the x-direction. Although, there
are no perceptible changes in the upper storey moment values,
significant increases are observed as high as 12.8 % in the
bending moments of lower storeys.

In Figs. 15-418 end moments of some typical beams are
presented for comparison.

The following conclusions may be drawn by a close
examination of these figures:

a) Due to increase in overall structural deformations in
the flexible case, beam end moments where ul-u2-1 become
slightly larger.

b) In general, at beams where u1>1, and u2>1 the end
moments decrease. If end moments are much greater than
unity, the decrease in end moments is higher.

c) If either of the ul or u2 is unity, it is difiicult
to guess the direction of change in end moments.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The type of shear wall-beam connection in shear walled

structures has significant effect on internal force
distribution in the structure. It is shown that the use of
beam with elastic hinges described in the present paper can
represent this behaviour.

Numerical analyses show that the use of shear wall-beam
connections with elastic hinges decrease the overall stiff-
ness of the structure. As a result, the displacements and
the structural deformations increase, bending moment diagrams
of shear walls resemble more to that of a cantilever beam.
The moments at beam ends may increase or decrease depending
on the values ul and u2 which represent the effectiveness of
the wall-beam connection. Therefore, the assumption of rigid
wall-beam connection lead to underestimation of the bending
moments at some wall and beam sections. The solution based
on the asaumption of flexible wall-beam connections can give
more realiutic stress distribution in the structure.

--



The influence of the formulation presented on the
structural cost is not studied, however, the structural
safety appears to be significantly improved.
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APPENDIX 1

EFFECTIVE WIDTH OF PLATE IN FLAT SLAB STRUCTURES

Assume that a flat slab is supported by equidistant
columns in both directions. Column intrvals are "a" in

4 loading direction and "b" in the other direction, column
width is "2e" in the transverse direction. Fig. 1 shows such
a slab of dimensions axb, where the column is at the center.

When the structure is subjected to lateral loads,
bending moments are generated at column heads. The slab
sections do not rotate uniformly. Instead, the slab reacts
against the external moments, as if it has the stiffness of a
plate of width B.

This problem is studied in Ref.2. The result of this
paper is summarized herein.

The parameters 6= b/a, A-- e/b define the ratio N
between the plate width "b" and the effective width "B".The variation of "N" as a function of 6 and 'O is
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1

. 8 bh 4

[=N 1+- -]
B a33 a'

-in'2ns 1+' . 1 t X

The analytical formulation is coded in Basic Language
and listed below
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10 EFFECTIVE WiDTH 01 PLATE in FLAT SLAB STRUCTURES (H.IPIK)
20 P1=3.14159260

30 P2=PI*PI
40 DW--4P2

100OPRINT" no a b . b/a e/b N~u"
10PRINT

120 RELAD f0, A,S,EZ
130 EPS=-B/A
140 ALF=E/B
150 ALF2=ALP*ALF
160 SI=SIN(2*PI*ALF)
170 M=X(IZS

-SI*SI*( 1+PI/RPS/SH/SU-1/TH)
210 N=1+.75*KMS/(P2SPI*ALJ2)*S
220 PRINT USING "S*$$W";NO;:-PRINT USING "###.##V";A;B;E,EPS.

ALT, N
230 DOTO 120
240 DATA 1, 5. 5.5, .275
250 DATA 2, 5. 6. .15
260 DATA 3. 3.2, 8.48, .24
270 DATA 9. 3.2. 7, .24
280 DATA 11, 3.2, 4.48. .24

RUN
noa a b a b/a eib H-u

1 5.000 5.500 0.275 1.100 0.050 3.035
2 5.000 6.000 0.150 1.200 0.025 3.9V5
3 3.200 9.49 0.240 2:6:1 : 002 6:;::
9 3.200 7.000 0240 2.18 034 5.1
11 3.200 4.400 0.240 1.400 0.0543.3

aef

"4 4 .2i*~ d a . 4.0 4.4 +9 44 444

Fig. 2
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DUNMIC TESS O LARGN-SCALE MODELS An FULL-SCALE

by-
Cristia Radu Constautinesoum

* SUWARY

Dynamic tests performed In the Building Research
Institute IMOC by the staff on experiuental research
on structures subjected to earthquake action are pro -
mented In this paper am well as the theoretical back-
ground, the methodologies and instruments used in this
field. Divided In four parts, the first one deals with
som elements regardifg the role of dynamic test. for
the improuvement of earthquake- resistant design of stree-
tumes. the msond part presents the theoretical back -
ground of dynamic tests, the methods and insitrumentation
used for dynamic tests. The third part describes the mat
Important typos of dynamie tests performed during the
last five years In I1031 on large-mano dc ls and full
seale structures., ftnally, in the fourth part, the paper
presents the Importance of dynamic tests of structures,
giving practical advise and conclusions for the use of
experimental results.

1. INMWC!ION

The problem of the dynamic response of structures
to exciting forees requires many quantitative information
OR 472001ic properties of struetures as natural periods
of vibration, mode ' shapes of vibration and damping
capacity, In design, a lot of idealisatious have to be
used, If experimental data are available and relevant
analyses are performod, their omparison permits to ob-
tain Important conclusions regarding the actual response
of structures as well an the correctness of the assumed
models and the analysis methods. Dynamic tests of full-
scale structures or lamp-scale models are thus a neces-
sity for earthquake-resistant design of structures,

In view of the Important advantages offered by dyna-
mic tests, the maix obetives of the staff on experimen-
tal roscaroh on struce~s subjected to earthquake action
from IJMO were to establish a basis for this kind of
studios and to osbtain eermnal data on actual response
of structures to different dynamic loads.

The paper presents a review study en the above Iffin-
tioned problem. Thes ma types of dynamic tests for

a -804ale1m0dels and. full-scale structures are d&so-o~L& Back typo is disussed, giuing specific examples.
A special attention is paid to ambient vibration tests
of fu1-seale structures which Were dove Jo

IN DOZOatSfIS lsea"rgr BuildaK Research insita's
1310, Buharest, RONAMI



In the last YeGWS. The USIA, 1.eXlts Obtaie _d in this
field and the met Important statistioal studies ear -ied out ar preseated. An attempt to oerrelate oxpe -
nimental daim an dymamlo oehraotermtios of structures
with some parameters that ave propared to engineering
anoays s aloe presented.
2. GOUPWAl"lL AN N!UA'HDOWGZIOL 3L115N

noi mi7Vo tests have to be performed and inter-
preted by a thooretieal baekround whiok involves a
very well understanding of struetural dynamios. The
theoretical problem eolost In deriving struotural pro-
pertle.trm oxporinentally measmurd parometers.In them

aes the theory mnt be used to obtain the maximum a-
unt of Information from the experimental data. As ex-

amplem, eonuider different typos of dyinami test. and
goe how the theoretical cemiderations have to be done.

It Is desirable to befin theme exeuples with free
vibration tests (initial displaoement and initial ve -
looity tost.),' Beouse it Is not possible to determine
analyteally the dampla ztie a for a struoture, thee
is of geat importeaneo to evaluate it from experiments.
The natural period of tibration! 2 of a one-story strao-
tuo ean also be determined from theme ezporimenta.fhe
Preoedure consists in disturbing the struoture from its
equilibrium position and record the free vibration of
thr utrueture b obtain the displaeement-time plot shown
in ig .l. easured diosplaements sean be used to oompute
the damping ratio a by the logarithmic deerement method

4 1. preoedure shown above ian also be used to
compete the damplug ratio frou aeeeloratin-time recoas
2Mi natural per-od of tibration 2 (see.) is the time
required for one oole ft tree vibration and so it is
very easy to be computed.

he seond eumple reteree to forced vibration
tests. Uhe main typos of these tents, as will be dim -
ousmd In the following part of the paper, set tests
with vibration generators, tests on shaking tables,
test* to man-oxeited vibrations and tranmeit exoita-
tia testo (wind eoited, blasts ozeited, intural earth-
quakes exoited and miorotremer ezitod). Per each type
of theme tests the theory must be used. It is well
knew that the methods of fomulating nathematiol mo-
del of struoturos and notions have not yet been dove-
loped with hig accurocy so am to avoid experiments.
1enee0 It In desirable to combine analytical and expe-
rimental studies. Per vibration geaopter testag the
action can be modeled verT easy. Te more diffioult
problems oensit In model struotural properties. If
lag-004i6 Models ape testod, additional problems hm
toe formulated and resolved, In this ease a special
attention must be paid to the similitude of dynamieSem n /13/. he some problem have to be eons idd.
o shaking table tests. Per man- ezoited vibration



tests, which are in fact resonant vibration tests, the
above mnatiOned theory for free vibration tests ea be
applied. For transient ocitation teats anslytioal we-
thods have to be used for each type of experimontso. In
the following, a special attention is paid to microtre-
nor exelted vibratloas. In this ease, the exltation, Is
modeoled by a stationary random proeess with flat to -

queasy speetua. TSe structures nodeleL as multi-degree-
of-freedem sstm subjeeted to exititg forces wfk f~k
frequeny spectrum will respond In a linear eabluteion
of all normal modes, It in also assumed that the strue-
turo Goa be modeled by, ene-dimensienal damped asgtems
(usually diserete systems). Thin assumption 1. In god
agre emenat with the, obsoeration that the fler are slt
enough for the low level of exaltatien due to BIeretre-
mes. It the linear model is admited, the resulting
motion can be expressed as a superposition of natural
modes of vibration correspending to the natural fre-
quenies of structure. Using Fourier transfers to ana-
lyse low level struotural vibrations /2 / It clearly
appears how the natural frequencies of structures ean
be identified.

2.2. Olasi latien of Dwnaie !este
It 19 very difficult to classify the great amber

of types of dynamuc tests. Fer the purpose of this pa-
per, it is eonvemient to use the following elassifiea-

A@ . Pee vibration tests

3. Feroed vibration tests
EN tests from the second categery can also be

elassified In:
a) toots with vibration generators
b) tots on shaking tables
e tets to mne-exoited vibrations
,d ests to transLeat exoitations as:-wmA

- blasts
- natural earthquakes
- miesretremors

Bmek of these tests will be diseussed in more or
loss detal, giving Ouploa from the activity of the
experimental staff mnatiemed in the previous part effts
paper#

2.3, * ntruMnateOLn and easurement Proedures
A large variety Of instrumenatation Is required by

the dynamic tests. Different devices and systems are
used to preduee d"ale loads and be reeord structural
respnse. fhere are 'three quantities whieh ar of into-
rest Ia dm1e studies: the displaement, veloclty d m
aoeelertion of vibration. Ia order to best utilise the
dyinm o mae of the measuring Instrumentation it Is
preferable to select the parameter whie gives the



flattest fr~quemay spetzum. 2hLs observation ems fra
th well wonun fast that displasement measurements give
low freqenoy sempennts mest Ught and oenversely as-
oelersti measurements give. high frequeuey eponents
most W*to

Appreciable displaseonto only "oew at low fte-
quemoleg, therefore dlsplacement measurements in meob-
Idea1 vlbratiens a"e of limited values

velocity measurements are used for evaluating the
severity of vlbratiLon, due to the fast that velo is
related to vibratory energy and therefore to the deas=-
tive effeot of vibratlez.

Aeooletien measurements are used whroe the fre-
queneles of interest for the resemrh purpose are In
high frequency ymage

P]or the free vibration tests presented in the above
elassifieatlen all of the measurement Instzuments des-
*ribed in this section ean be used. In the feroed vibra-
tion tests the measurement inatzmentation have to be
used in funtion of the level of structural response and
the frequeney rang., For the experiments performed in
INXOC on large-seale models excited with vibration ge-
nerators twe types of transduoers were used: velocity
tzasdueers with Integration galvanometers and aeelero-
meters. Por shalft table tests and quarry blast tests
acurate measurements are obtained using acoeleremeters.
Bpeoial Instrumentatien is required for eeording strue-
tural response due to natural earthquakes. In this con-

eostien, It is of great interest to obtain aeseleargra-
phle data in the basement or fouadation of the structure
and In upper level positiens /18/. the great progress In
the eleotronic equipment field made possible to obtain
digital aoelergrau reoords. As an example, many digi -
tal r eords were ebtained during the Mexico earthquake
Of September 1905 /1/lo- In Remanla, wny aoeleographio
records were obtained durng the earthquakes of Jarch
1977 a"d August 1986 /1 1, /21/. the reeords were ob -
talned with itrong Motion Acoelerograpbs (SUA 1 and53AS).

Par man-ezlted, wind and uLrotremor vibration
temt special lastyumeatien is required due to the low
exaltatien level and therefore the low respense level.
Uhe expearmental tests perfermed In I3RO, the results
of whioh will be presented Is the feaing part of the
paper, were obtained using seismemetera with oeastant I-
tage output at all frequencies woater than I hsinl
eeaditioners to amplify and ontrel soamemeter signals
and tape reeorder systems. Uhe eerded anale signals
wer analysed In the frequency domain using an analog -
d41ital converter and a speetrum analyser, Mhe data ob-
talned ere plotted en a X-Y reorer, When measuring
ambient vibrations and man-exoited vibratlom of the bull-
diugs0 It is ef Laterest to ieltLfy the dynmule proper-
ties Of structures. the medal frequenael wegee obtained
by pltaen seismmeters at the top level of buildings.
SpeeiLalleemets of seismemetors are made for obtaining



tornional frequencies /2 /. The mode shapes of structures
were obtained by placing seismometers at different le -
vel of the building. In this connection, many examples
are given in the following part of this paper.

3. DYNAMIC TEST CARRIED OUT AID RESUIRS OBTAINED BY
TE WIZO SUPP ON BZPMIV3N1" RESBARCO ON S2=0-
TRB SJUO ID TO EARTHQUAKE ACTION

3.1. test on &e ibratio Remnone of

2he free vibration tests are very simple and coubt
in recording the vibrations of a structure about its
static equilibrium position, after the defeWratien caused
by pulling with a horizsental (or inolimid) force or by
an Impact with a pendulum that can strike horisental
blow. My recording the amplitudes of structural vibra-
tions vs. time, the natural period cen be directly iden-
tified and the damping ratio can be easy evalmated(see
paragraph 2.1.) An applioation of the pulling technique
was performed on Pone low-rise building with wood strue-
tures.

An interesting example can be discussed as an iu -
pulsive test. A reinf .reed concrete structure with eight
levels was striken by a pendulum and the structural res-
pense to this *initial-velooity" excitation wet recor -
ded. The results are plotted in Pig. 2 The data obtained
from these testo were cempared with ambient vibration
studies. In connection with the natural periods of vibes-
tion the results from both studies showed good agreement.

3.2. iMe s o e ib ti em • of
Uaoures

3.2.1. ests iLth vibration senertors
Tests with eccentric wright exciters were performed

on large-scale models. The vibration generator used have
two baskets which can rotate about a vertical axis. The
magnitude of the unbalanced weights can be altered me as
to produce different alternating fe roes. The aimau a-
ment of eeentrIe weights is aprox. 22 kSg which leads
to a my Iu teree ef aprex. 90 UI at 10 Na. This force
is too small for exalting full-scale structures and thag
fore enly mdels wee tested.

An eimple of a reent investigtion of the dynami
behaviour of a R.. frame structure (uedel at 1:4 scale)
is presented In the fellowian. The scheme of the model is
sheen In Pig. 3 fTh aeeeleration and velocity transducers
were placed at different levels of the structure, as
shown In the sme figure. The model was tested at four
levels of ezeitatlon, eorespending to maximum forces of
aprez. 56 It, 62 I, 66 W and 90 WI (at 10 Es). The re-
soeea curves for eash level of excitation ae plotted In
Pig. 4. It can be elearly sen that the model has non -
linear resonance curves (the natural reriod deceases with
the imerese of the excitit foe). h responses of



struoture at different levels were recorded so as to
derive the natural period. and modshapes. The experi -
mental lode shapes are plotted In. Pig. 5. In order to
compare experimental results with analytical evaluations
mow theoretical analyzes Were performed. noe athems-
tioal model of the frame structure is shown in Pig. 6
It *an be seen that the 11-story structure was models&
as a 13.degrse-ef-fredm system (11 DO? for each oan-
oentrated wass and 2 DO? for the foundation), The stif-
fuess properties of the structure ares eharsaterized by
the lateral stiffness of individual stories. The schema-
tie deformation of the frame structure is shown In Jig.7
and the reelegioai model in plotted in Pig. 8, Using
this model, the modal analysis and the response of struc-
ture to dymast. leads were performed. The evaluations
were made for different values of stiffness so an to
obtain a good agreemnt with experimental results. the
analytical mode shapes are plotted in rl&. 9. Using si-
militude criteria, the results obtained mthelarge-scale
model were transposed to the pretotype.* Taking into can-
sideration, theme criteria the natural frequencies,, the
stiffness properties, the maximum response in secolers-
tions were evaluated. Important conclusions for the
design of RAC. frame structures were obtained,

3.2.2. Tests on Shaking Tables

The same type of large-scals models an described
above were tested en a shaking table in order to coupare
the results. the testing were performed in the laborato-
ries of the Jassy Brazch of the Central Institute for
Research, Design and 6midance in Civil Engineering
(ICUPDC). Since the shaking tables of the seismic testing
station which will be built in INCERC are planned to
function in 1988, no other aspects on shaking table tests
are presented in this paper,

3M.3, tests to flek-Iboited Vibrations
As shown in the previous part of t1,.s paper, man-

expited vibration tests are simple tests of resonant vi-
bration of structures. Using the mouvemeat back and forth
Of twe Or' three Persons in synchronism with the natural
period of the structure, It is possible to excite struc-
tural vibrations with amplitudshigher than those excited
by ambient vibratiohe. The resonance testing is easier
to be done if the Persons who are moving to exits the
structu~fe are watching on a monitor so that to follow the
resonant tendency of structure. Vibration records obtaizmd
In this way in a mlti-story reinforced concrete building
are plotted in Pig. 10. In this way# both the natural pe-
riods and the damping ralo. can be determined. Of course
much tests with their low amplitudes of vibration ean't
substitute more complex investigations on dynamic beha
viour of structures, However, this method offers useful
data in many oases f or which no other dynamic tests can
be carried out.



3.2.4. Tests to Tansient Rxoitations

3.2.4.1. West. to Win-UXited Tibration.

buildngs are exposed to a wide range of Seredyas-
ml effeets. The wind effeet to a given building depensb
on tke struotural type and eharacteristies. Only the dy-
saloc ffect which causes building oscillations iS pro-
seated hebo. The wind exciting forces are a stationary
random process with flat frequency spectrum. Therefore
the asmmptionmad. in chapter 2 of this paper my be
used. to wind indused vibrations of a high-rine but-
ding baving steel struoturs are described In the follow-I"* the overall floe:r dimensions ad the height of the

fbuildin a" show in Pi,. 11 azd 12., Neasureentx of
wind Induced vibrations were performed at different Is-
vols of the building and the results were compared with
those obtained to uiorotremor teats. Figures 13 and 14
represent structural oscillations at the 9th level of
building in theme two situations mentioned above. The
Pig. 13 referee to transverse oscillations and Pig. 14
to longitudinal oscillations. It Gan be observed how
the amplitude of vibration increase when the building is
subjected to wind excitation. The same observation can
be made in connection with Fig. 15 in which vibrations
of building in floor plan are plotted. It must be men-
tioned here that the wind speed during the measurements
was aprox. 25 m/sec. Because of the low level of exci-
tation and the complex nature of the exciting foroe,da-
ta analysis based on autocorrelation techniqueshas been
applied. In Fig. 16 the autocorrelation function of os-
cillations at basement is plotted. It can be observed
that the function is typical for wide band excitations
/3/. Conversely, the autocorrelatien functions for the
oscillations recorded at upper levels of the building
are typical for narrow band stationary random process
/3 /. These functions are plotted in Pig. 17 and 16.
Using autocorrelation tooknique and other types of da-
te analysis suitable for low level excitations, the dy-
namic properties of the building were obtained. The aa-
tural periods of vibrations were:
- in the transverse direction: TI - 1.2o sec.

2 11 0.40 see.

- i the longitudinal direction i1 - 1.1 see.

Tur- 0.50 sea.

The damping ratios obtained wore:
- in the transverse direction: a, - O.o4

- In the le8itudiMl diOretien, A, - O.e2
te results indiete how the building exalted to

wind fOeres responds In the fundamental and the second
mode of vibration. The second mode has a rarer oeeurense
but it could be Identified.
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The natural periods obtained ftm wind-excitation
tests sow good agreement with Uioitremor tests.

3.204.2. Q3marv Slast Zoats

2he blasting Is widely used In mine work, when jrat
weight explosive charVes are used to dislocste the s-
nerals. These explosions cause seismic vibrations whioh
can be dangerous for the buildgsa loated near the
blasting cente. It has bees found that large quarry
blasts genrate pomA aseeeleratiens in thdir iinediate
violeity, that are omparable to earthquake pound no-
tions, the buildings boeing subjeoted to high level ex-
citatie /12/. In this onnectien, the staff on experi-
mental esearch from IMOUC performed many tests on
structures located near blasting oentres and subjected
to quarry blast leads. The main results a" presented
in the following.

Pig. 19 represents the aoeeleration-time plot of
seismic oscillatiens caused by a blest operation. It can
be ebserved the envelope of amplituded of vibrations
which is typical for blasts. tine acceleration reoords
and Pourier spectra ef these records ae shown in Fig.2o.
Uany building were tested to iorotremors and blast ex-
citation In order to oompare the responses. Different
Fourier spectra for building osillations due to micro-
tresox's in different years are shown in Pig. 21 It was
observed that after many blasts the natural periods of
buildings Increase (see Pig. 22) and consequently the
stiffness of structures dereases. This observation is
due to the fast that eusulative damages appear after
blasting operations which *ause building vibrations.

The results obtained in this field abswed to ore-
ate a bane of data very useful for the evaluation of
existing buildings in blasting areas and the design ofnew buildings near mining enterprises. It was observed
that the spectral oompostion of oscillations during
explosions is narrower than that of earthquakes.There
arme long periods of oscillation and therefore the
effect of blast operations on flexible structures is
nat dangerous when compared to earthquakes. The dynamic
amplification of structures aubjeoted to blast excita-
tion (the ratio of the vibration amplitudes at the top
to its base) is less than It In when subjected to earth-
quakes due to the lesser duration of oscillations during
the explesiens

Prom the results of the dteW conceraing the blas-
tiA opertions affeeting several buildings, a teohni-
cal pres iption fo' the design of buildings in midit
sones vas elaborated.

3.2.4.3. tests to Natural Barthauake
A strong earthquake can be considered a great y-

mauni test for full-scale struetures. In this connection
may pro-earthquake rsearch activities are neoeseary.
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In order to better know the seismo action, the network
of aeisulo accoleorgraphs is of inestimable importance.
Also the structural rex se "ecords are of gr at impor-
tance for structure e rn, Consequently, after the
1977 earthquake, thislaield wan higly developped in
INORR and many -Intrumental data were obtained during
the 1986 earthquake. The analysis of the records and the
data interpretation are not detalied In this paper.

3.2.4.4. MRirotremer Tests

There ae may small earthquakes and there is a
continuous ground motion of low level due to mioreseis-
sic aotivity and to different activities such as traffic,
industrial vibrations etc. ehe response of struotures
subjected to mlorotreors can be z eoorded and analysed
so as to identify their structural properties in the li-
near range /2 /.

The ambient vibration tests of full-soale structu-
res offer net only an efficient way of studying the li-
near respons of struotures but an Instrument for iden-
tifying buIldLn damage after strong earthquakes /7 /.
Because of the very low level of vibrations, special me-
thodes and adequate instrumentation are required. A ge-
neral scheme of the data processing and instrumentation
required for ambient vibration tests Is shown in Pig. 23.

Dynamic properties of structures can be identified
using different methods of data analysis such as those
presented in the following.

Many types of structures were tested to ambient vi-
brations In order to identify their dynamic properties.
The most Important characteristics that can be identi-
fied are the natural periods of vibration. For determi-
ning the translational and the torsional natural periods
the seimsometers are located at different levels of the
buildings, A typical record of the- rosponso of structure
at the top level Is plotted in Pig. 24 The corresponding
Fourier spectra of structural oscillations are shown In
Pig. 25 and the corresponding autooorelation functions
are shown in Pig. 26. Using the sum and the difference
of seimometer signls at each floor level, translatio-
nal and torsional modal information can be obtained., In
this may natural periods and mode shapes are identified.

Per nore important struetures some biographical stu-
dies were performed In order to Identify changes in
structural stiffness. As an example, a test on a large-
span structure is described below. the floor plan and
the section of the struoture are shown in Pig. 27 The
natural pe ilods of Vibrations for each mods we" deter-
mined at different periods of time. The results are
shown. In Pig. 28.

Amblont vibration tests were performed on some spe-
cial structures such as towers and sylos.

Dynamic eharacteristics of a control tower are dis-
cussed in the following, The tower is more than 5o
heMht and has a cross seetion as shown in Pig. 29.
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A representative sample of structural response at
+ 62.5o u level and its corresponding Pourier seotrum
are ohow In Pig. 3o.. The node shapes of vibration are
shown in Pig. 31.

The natural periods of vibration weres
- in the transverse direotion TT !0.9e 'sec.
- in the longitudinal direction ?I - 0.64 seo.

Important restilts were obtained on large oapaoity
sylos structures. 55e seismoueters were plaoed as shown
in Pig. A. typioal oscillations of this kind of struc-
tures are plotted in Pig. 33

Dynamic tests te miorotremor excltation were also
performed during the translations of sone Important me-
nuents whioh were replaced in the urban area. The tram
lation displaeement vs. time and the structural oscil-
lations are plotted in Pig. 34 and 35. It can be seen
that in the first cse (Pig. 34) the speed of tranala-
tion Is not .so uniform and therefore the struotural os-
oillations are. due to mieotremors and shooks. In the
second case (Fig. 35) the uniformity of translation
speed (due to the running in of the mechanioal system
of translation), is obvious and therefore the oscil-
lations are due only to mioretrnors.

Important tests were oarried out on a residential
building on which the response at the top level was re-
corded during the 1977 earthquake. The floor plan of
the building in shown in Pig. 36. In order to compare
the struetural response with the strong notion aooele-
ration, Pig. 37 shows aceleratien vs. tin reords.
In Fig. 37a the N-S component of the socelerogran recor-
ded 4uring the 4 March 1977 earthquake is plotted. In
Pig. 37b the response of structure in the normal direc-
tions A and B (the main record directions of the strong
notion aoelerograph) is represented. The response of
structure in the main directions of the buildig(trans-
verse and longitudinal) is plotted in Pig. 37c.The bio-
graphioal evolution of the natural periods of vibration
is sown in Pig. 38.

ulving the peat number of experimental data on
existing buildings, a lot of statistical studies were
possible. These studies took Into cosideration all the
available date eoncerning the dynamic characteristics
of different type* of buildings.

A first attempt was made to correlate the fundamen-
tal natural periods (as a function of the number of buil-
ding levels) and the observed damage of buildings. the
results are presented in Pig, 39.

An other attempt was made to cheok the efficiency
of staengthening works carried out after the 1977 earth-
qu IyMe of the ohaeN in natural periods of buil

pro and post-strnthening works (see Pig. 4o).
Other types of oorIelatidns such as the inorease of

natural periods vs. damage degree of building were also
carried out /21/.
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4.r presnted a "view of Us main aetivi-

ties MaosAr.ut by the staff-en xperlmenstal research
an stmtures subjeoted to earthquake motion fzvm
INCIC. !here are, of oourse, way things omitted or
insufficient developped but the moaMt important aspeots
eonoerni dynamio tests on arge-soale models and
full-scale struetures were pIP'erted,

It clearly appeared the importanee of the dynamic
tests on strmetures for the development of earthquake
englneerlng 1l14. It was also shown that experimental
stidies have to be perfomed in comeelatlen with theo-
retieal analyss.

The author considers that the efforts for expe-
rimental investigations mentioned above must be conti-
nued and inoreased, because the dynamio testing of
structures has made a great progress in the past years
and this progress has to be aeolerated.
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I 1. Foreword

Human history has recorded many cases of natural disasters
such as earthquakes, floods, high winds, volcanic eruptions, and
the like, the consequence of which have sometimes been extremely
serious, especially in urban areas with high population
densities. In recent years, the general public has become
increasingly concerned with this matter. It is high time, for
both developing and developed nations, to start wooking to
formulate more positive disaster Prevention measurns which
consist ,jot only of relief action but also of disaster prevention
and mitigation considerations. Moreover, there is a rising
interest among policymakers and planners regarding disaster
prevention measures to be considered in the context of regional
development planning and management. For this purpose, study and
research concerning regional development planning forcusing on
disaster prevention and an introduction fo new technology are
essential. Particularly, there is a need to reconsider the
existing legal and institutional aspects of disaster prevention,
to analyse the principal measures concerning disdster prevention
and relief actions within the policies of each nation, to study
the methods and mechanisms of including disaster prevention in
the Process of regional development, and to seek for the possible
measures to construct a human living environment more resilient
to natural disasters. Presently, several international
organizations are beginning work on such study and research
work in respect to the prevention fo natural disasters. In this
regard, the United Nations Centre for Regional Development held
an International Seminar on Regional Develpment Planning for
Disaster Prevention, in September 1986.

Let me give You a brief introduction to the United Nations
Centre for Regional Development (UNCRD). The Centre was created
in 1971 as a field project-of the United Nations, to promote
regional development planning in developing countries.

The UNCRDs airms are: to serve as a training and research
centre in regional devel(opment planning and related fields for
developing countries who may wish to avail themselves of its
services; to provide advisory services in regional development
Planning and related fields at the request of developing
countries; to assist developing countries in promoting the
exchange of data in regional development planning and related
field; and to assist and cooperate with other international
organizations cencerned with regional development planning
and related fields. Throughout the sixteen years of UNCRD's
existence, these aims have remained conhtnt.

UNCRD's current projects are concentrated in the following
areas: 1) Urban housing development (Fnr-isng on development
strategies for metropolitan areas and on the strengthening of
living environment management); 2) Regional management (focusing
principally the strengthening fo regioanl palnning and
management by legal autonomous governments); 3) Environmental
management (focusing on the prevention of environmental
degradation with reference to inland water managemnt); 4)
Regional disaster prevention (focusing on the strengthening of
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local communities' capacity for disaste proventior): 5) SociaL
deve lopment (focusing on the strengthening of suci al Eoomial,
and administrative assistance to the poor); 6) Information

system planning (focusing on the development of information

systems for the regional commuity and the strengthening of
planning and man'gement systems); f0) Industry involvemettt and
energy development (focusing on the improvement of local industry
and iLs susLainabitity).

Among the seven ireas listed above, item hsur, disaster
prevention, constitutes an important domain in which onr research
and studies fully embody the Centre's objectives, as outlined
prev i ous I y.

The roving International Seminar on Regional Development
Planning for Disaster Prevention was held in Nagoya, 3hizuoka,
and Tokyo, with each venue averaging an attendance of 250
participants. [ would like to provide anoutline of the major
features of this Seminar in the following sections.

2. The International Seminar on Regional Developemnt Plannsing
for Disaster Prevention

(1) The Background And Plain Objectives of the Seminar
As mentioned in the previous :hapter, the ne-es;ity of

including disaster prevention and mitigation considerations in
regiona; planning has become increasignly recognized in many
countries, especially in the developing countries. Accordingly,
the need to formulate development policies which are more
responsive to disaster prevention and mitigation consid,,raitons,
is gaining recognition. In disater-prone -ountries. the
integration of disaster Prevention measures into comprehensive
regional planning and resource management is desperately needed.
The incorportaion of disaster prevention measures in to regional
planning practices is intended to iromote safe r local
(ommunities. A philosophy of safety and securiig is the
f unldamenta I prerequisite for ia in ta in i ng and promot ing
communities development, as well as international peace.

It is worthwhi le noting that in this r ospe,. 1.. the
International Seminar was held to commemorate both the United
Nations International Year of Peace, and the fifteenth
anniversary fo the United Nations Centre for Regional
Deve I opment.

The Seminar's abJectives were tot
I) Serve as a forum for exchange of relevent r.xperiences

and ideas among policymakers, scholars, and planners, who are
engaged in regional development planning for disaster prevention,
and to promote greater understanding of common Problems;

2) Review current approaches and practices ii selected
countries for promoting disaster Prevention in' the context of
regional development planning management;

3) Investigate the ways inwhich regional development
planning can contribute to disaster prevention and rst-disaster
rehabilitaiton/reconstruction;

4) Delineate, on the basis of seminar distu..s on,. , the
policy issues as well as some pros;pective strate.ics fur createna
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urban and rural, communities which are more resilient to
disasters; and

5) Discuss future alternative approaches to regional
development planning that will incorporte the need for
comprehensive resource management and disaster prevention.

This Seminar"was organized by UNCRD in collabaration with
other UN organizations such as the United Nations Department of
Technical Cooperation for Development (UNDTCD), the World
Meteorological Organization, Food and Agriculture ORganization fo
the Untied Nations, United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization, United Nations Office of the Disaster
Relief Coordinator, and the Untied Nations Centre for Human
Settle3ments (HABITAT). Other collaborating agencies and
organizations from Japan included the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
eleven other government organizations, five local government
bodies, and two nongovernmental organizations.

(2) Organization of the Seminar
The IOnternational Seminar on Regional Development Planning

for Disaster Prevention had three plenary sesssions held,
respectively, in Nagoya, Shizuoka, and Tokyo, and three? ancillary
programmes (workshop, citizen's forum, and special programme)
held in Tokyo. At each plenary session, a theme was allocated in
view o fthe feature characterizing each region.

In Nagoya, the first plenary session WdS heIl under the
theme of "Planning and Management for the Prevention and
Mitigation from Flood and High Wind Disasters," as the Nagoya
area is prone to serious damage of this type. Various disaster
Prevention measures, especially those to combat high tide have
ben implemented by national and local government in response to
typhoons and high winds. The plenary session held at the
Shizuoka part of the Seminar was held under the tht~ne of"Planning and Mitigation for the Prevention and Mitig.atiio form
Earthquake Disasters" fn view of the fact that various
countermeasures for the potential Tokai Earthquake, including
earthquake prediction measures, are currently being implemented
because of the area's high hazard risk.

In Tokyo, the theme was "Planning and Management for the
Prevention and Mitigation from Natural Disasters in
Metropolises." Tokyo has suffered repeated damage from strong
earthquakes, and is a high risk area where a strong earthquake is
likely. There are many problems in the restructuring of Tokyo to
transform it into a metropolis which is resistant to urban
hazards. Variotus organizations are making endeabvours which are
worth examining. On the last day of the Seminar in Tjkvo, a
summary and a set of recommendations, synthesizing the findings
from all three venues, were presented for disc:ussion. and a
declaration and aframework for action were presented. The
declarations makes reference to the role of individual
international organizations in the context of international
collaboraiton in disaster prevention, and this paper will present
the details.

In Tokyo, three ancillary programmes were held besides the
plenary seminar; the Workshop, the Citizen's forum, and the
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Special programme. In the Workshop, the pr fe 'c ional IS,
specialists and allied experts who attended the seminar were
given an opportunity to discuss disaster prevenii,,, and
mitigation measures in the context of regional planning ill depth.
Three workshops were conducted on the themes which corrresponded
with the sessions in Nagoya, Shizuoka, and Tokyo. ribout TO
Persons attended those workshops.

At the Citizen's Forum, under the assumption that an
earthquake wiht an intensity or 6 has occured in Tokyo,
Community and Disaster Prevention" was discussed with r,?ference

to repoarts from the public sector, the business sect:,r and 1he
private sector. Approximately 250 people attended.

Lastly, the Special Programme focused on Mexico and Colombia
which suffered great damage as a result fo disasters in 1985.
With the attendance of several experts from both countries, the
rehabilitation and reconstruction programmes and relief
activities following earthquake disaster in Mexico, and the flood
disaster following the volraniceruption in Colombia, as well as
potential problems arising from such disasters were diccussed
along wiht the presentation fo detaile.d reports. About 200
persons attended this programme.

(3) Contents of the Seminar
As to the detailed contents fo the Seminar reference should

be madcle to the summary fo the proceedings alreadv ipubl ished,
(Footnote 1). This Paper will detail the contents of the
discussions with respect to Planning and management for the
prevention and mitigation from natural disasters. The summary-of
the discussion was made with an emphasis on fout broad a,.tion
area.s, (data base preparation, research, education arid training,
and implementation strategies).

1) D a Base Preparation
Data is available *through various means, but increased

importance should be given to the effective aRd avpropriate
process and utilizing such collected date. Accordin.l:., it is
necessary to identify existing data sources, anL I v,.e their
content, and to fill in any gaps which may exist. "'.juth date
should take into account situation, specificity of tpe of
disaster and hazard, the anture of the location, cultural fat.tors
which distinguish disasters, from one context to another. Such
collected data should be viewed as a broad concept which embodies
more than an accumulation of statistics and digital data. The
Past records of disasters, for instance, constitute a ource of
data both relevant and important for future disaster prevention.
The collected date should be made available, at an affordable
cost, to the countries in need of them, and then disstminated
through mass media. In addition, it si necessary to prepare a
widely accepted and understood set of terms for practical tisagq.,
which could be adapted to different languages. Thi... w,,ul,1
facilitate making the best use of a available informalion on a
shared basis. Also, in metropolitan areas, it wa, seen as vital
to set up continual disaster warning systems and a mechanism for
communicating information to users.
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2) Research
The most important criterion for conducting research in any

area should be its relevance to citizens' needs. There is a need
to establish close cooperation and mutually supportive relations
between producers and users of techinological expertise. Also
required are improved imterdisciplinary relations and a close
examination fo regional and local conditions. As one means
toward that goal, it is necessary to clarify terminology in
related fields of natural disasters.

3) Training and Education
Training and education should be directed not only at

researchers, scientists, and allied specialists to disseminate
new methods an dtechiniques, but also at politicians, planners,
community leaders, and architects. It is necessary to anticipate
the requirement for disseminating information to the public and
to support the activities of universities and research
institutes.

4) Implementation
In implementing effective data base construction, research,

training and education Programmes., international cooperation,
both bilateral and multilateral, is necessary. Particularly
required is the collaboration between the developing and the
developed countries in working towards the development of new
technologies which are both inexpensive and appropriate. Through
th edissemination fo date and research, the developed countries
should support the developing countries in reinforcing their
technological and economical foundations towards disaster
prevention. In implementing disaster prevention programmes, it
is necessary to firstly understand the fact tha tth eacceptable
level of risk in any society is essentially a political decision,
and then secondly, to work within these parameters.

To summarize, it was pointed out that further efforts are
needed from UNCRD and other United Nation's International
arganizations, internatronal organizations, and participating
countries regarding how to integrate such disaster-related
subjects as rescue, relief, rehabilitation, reconstructioii and so
forth into regional development planning. Also required are the
collaboration and sharing o fthe burden on the public sector by
private sector and voluntary organization, technological exchange
through increase international collaboration between the
developed and the developing contries. Moreover, it is vetial
for developing countries to share their experiences with each
other.

(3) Recommendations from the Workshop Sessions
The followings are the six recommendatins which were

extracted from the discussions during the Workshop Sessions.
I) It is important to prernte international exchange an

dthe sharing of information and experience. In this regard, it
is proposed that an international network of institutions be
•-tablished to facilitate definition fo terms for mutual
understanding; development of a data base; regular convening of
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study meetingsd; and strengthening of international cooperation
in disaster prevenLion and post-disaster rehabilit ,io n and
reconstruction.

2) An international centre needs to be established to
promote research dnd development in the systems of disaster
Prevention and pos't-disaster rehabilitation and reconstructiori.

3) In considering the problems and issues of disaster
prevention, due attention should he paid to the culturaI
background of each region concerned. Past experienL.es f, both
success and failure should be fully taken note of Iri ,reating
communities which are resilient to disaster and can recover
speedily from thier aftermath.

4) Dissemination fo information, training, and education
constitute an important area of policy action for ensuring that
the public is well prepared inthe event of disasters. In this
connection, the collaboration of the mass media to facilitate
ful ler understanc ing of disasters and thier imp Ct is
particularly called for.

5) Planning for disaster prevention with a tela,-..d mix of
amenity and safety factors needs to pay due :o,nsido.ra t ic. t,
cultural and social elements. Careful consideration i. rneeded to
ensure the smooth introduction and dissemination -,f n-'w
technologies in disaster prevention planning.

6) It is Proposed that a specific 'ear should be designated
as the "Internatinal Year for Disaster Preparedness." This could
be an integral part of the programme Prop,)sed for an
"International Decade of Hazard Reduction."

(4) Recommendaitons
As a summary of the whole Seminar, a set of recommendations

and a framework for action were presen ted. The recomendations
are briefly outlined below:

1) the participants in the Seminar reoquest that strong
emphasis be given to the following points:

<1> Thre exists an urgent need to improvE. disaster
mitigation and Prevention in the. context of po,t-disaster
reconstruction, regional planning, urbanization, and eczonomic
development programmes;

<2> It is essential to harness the capabilities of scinece
and technology to the task fo mitigating and preventing natural
disasters;

<3> To achieve the goals of disaster mitigation and
prevention it is necessary to organize and support iint,.rnational
collaboration among and between the producers arid users of
scientific and technical expertise, including the development and
dissemination of appropriate technologies for disaster prevention
and hazard reduction.

2) the concerned national governments are called upon to:
<1> Take steps to include disaster prevention conponents

and actions in Programmes of regional development;
<2> Promote the development and use of haz:ard assessment.
<3> Encourage the preparation arid dissemination of public



disaster awareness information by the mass media and the
eduicational institutions;

<4> Support the de elopment of research and monitoring
technology necessary for the attainment of disaster prevention
goa Is;

<5> Prepare'topographic maps for disaster-prone areas;
<6> Support and participate in the International Decade of

Hazard Reduction (I.D.H.R.)

3) International organizations such as UNCRD are required
to assist in the efforts towards disaster Prevention in the
following ways;

<1> To support the establishment of regional centres fro
training, research and development as well a- extend and
strengthen the existing centres;

<2> To ensure that adequate resources are available to
assist nations in taking improved disaster prevention and
mitigation measures as well as long-term reconstruction and
recovery in the wake of major natural disasters;

<3> To support and assist the holding of regular
international seminars to disseminate information about natural
hazard Prevention and to exchange experience and views on reginal
development planning for disaster prevention.

4) Scientific and professional organizations aro required
to work in the following ways;

(1> Develop systems for the sharing and supporting of data.
<2> Support and participate in assessments of natural

hazard risk and vulnerability.
(3> Address moreintensively the subjects of costs,

benefits, and socioeconomic implicaitons fo harzard prevention
and mitigation measures.

<4> Clarify terminology in natural disaster related fields
and prepare guidelines for a more standardized vocabulary.

3. An Inrernational Decade of Hazard Reduction
(i) IDHR programmes
A;o International Decade of Hazard Reduction was proposed by

Dr. Press, Chairman of the U.S. Matinal Resear,.h Council in his
keynote'address given at the eighth World Earthquake Engineering
Conference held in San Francisco in July 198 . It is an
international collaboration programme disigned to mitigate the
damage from natural disasters. At the International Seminar on
Reional Development Planning for Disaster Preveniton to which
reference was made in the previous chapter, Professor James K.
Mitcnell of Rutgers University described the main points of the
programme. In the declaration presented at the Semiii,,, national
governments were called upon to suport and participate in the
IDHR programmes.

The programme's primary goal is to reduce future ivsse of
lIfe and property by encouraging the use fo the best avialable
hazard reduction information in decisin that affect areas at risk
and to mitigate from the effects of damage caused by natural
disasters during the last decade of the 20th century designated
as an International Decade of Hazard Redut.ion.



The essential significance of the programme lies in the
development of scientific and technological knowledge concerning
natural disasters and their mitigation, and in the fostering of
close collaboration and mutually supportive relationships among
users. Accordingly, the focus of. the programme is onthe
devleopment and use of procedures for incorporating information
aobut ratural hazards into decisions about major investments in
hazard-prone areas and especially in developing countries that
have rapidly growing polula-tions.

The Proposed programme has four interrelated goals:
1) To increase awareness of natural hazards arid of

available means for hazard reduction among the populations of
hazard-prone areas;,

2) To increase knowledge about natural hazards and natural
hazard reduction within the global scientific and enginearing
commuTity;

3) To improve the exchange of information about natural
hazard reduction among scientists, engineers, govirnmental
bodies, developers, investers, public and private organizations
responsible for hazard management, and the polulations of hazard-
prone areas;

4) To promote the use of hazard reduction measures and the
evaluation of their effectiveness.

Some suggestions are offered concerning the first steps that
should be taken in the development of this programme. Foremost
among these are:

I) the suggestion that the programme might initially
concentrate on the incorporatioi of information about natural
hazards into major investment decisions in hazard-prone areas
with rapidly growing populations; and

2) the suggestion that initial focus might be on the
vulnerability of such rapid-onset events, such as earthquakes,
floods, landslides, and severe windstorms.

Moreover, in launchin4 the programme, tow important tasks
are required:

1) documenting and asessing existing collections of data
that describe the global distribution of natural hazard exposure,
vulnerability, and losses; and

2) collecting and evaluating existing information about
past experience with loss reduction measures.

fhese tasks can be accomplished through the ,:ombination fo
research activities, the convening of workshops, conferences, and
symposiums.

As previously mentioned, the International seminar on
Regional Development Planning for Disaster Prevention extensively
dealt with the above important subjects, and called upon national
governments to Promote the IDHR programme. In this respect, the
Seminar may be regarded as the fli s inteinu ional meeLiiig which
Plays a role of disseminating IDHR on a global scale.

(2) Japar's Role in the IDHR
In the wake of Dr. Press's proposal, a few individuals in

Japan were sufficiently motivated to seek the ways .f promoting
the IDHR specifially within the realm of earthquake cnqviga ering.
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Afterwards, the Disaster Engineering Research and Liaison
committee of Japan Scientific Council resolved to support the
TDHR, which coincided with recognition of the importance of the
IDHR proposal by the General Scientific Research Group for
Natural Disasters organized by researchers into natural
disasters. The 'Parties collaborated in the establishment of a
Japan IDHR Committee which intended to promote the IDHR programme
in Japan.

In this regard, the IDHR is still confined to the academic
sphere with little real discussions taking place or
considerations being made about the IDHR among government
organizations and other concerned organizations. At present, an
investigation committee set up by the National Land Ager:y has
started operation.

The IDHR related programmes in Japan are the following:
I) To invite Dr. Press, the proposer of the IDIHR and to

hold a seminar of administrators responsible for hazard
management and researchers concerned with natural hazard
reduction.

2) To establish a council comprised of national and local
government bodies, research organizations, private corporations,
and academic societies in order to unify connections and
consultations colicerning natural disasters.

3) To educate foreign students who are majoring in natural
hazard study at research /educational organizations, and
provid training to personnel at national and local goveriment
bodies and to administrators from abroad who are responsible for
natural hazard reduction management.

. ) To establish a standign international rescue
organization for purposes of Post-disaster rescue operation and
reconstruction.

5) To promote the improvement of hazard related iesearh and
education and to extend and strengthen organizations in that
connection.

6) To hold a regular national and international symposium
for natural hazard reduction.

7) To construct -a data base on an international scale
concerning refernces and statistics regarding natural hazards.

8) To promote technological assistance wilh iegard to
natural disaster prevention and mitigation at an ini.ernational
level.

9) To apply high technology to disaster preveniton and
develop its use for that purpose.

10) To Promote international collaborative study of natural
disasters with the consideration of specifing the type f,
disaster and the conditions in the respective country.

As for the first of the above items, UNCRD in collaboration
with the oreviously mentioned Japan IDHR Committee is scheduled
to invite Dr. Press to hold a roving lecture meeting on IDHR in
Tokyo, Nagoya, and Osaka in October of this year.

In this connection, the International Resear:h .3nd rraining
Seminar on Regional Development Planning for Disaster Prevention
is also scheduled to be held in Octoter to coin(.ide w 1.n Dr.
Press's visit. There will be 15 administrators and researchers
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concerned with disaster preveniton participating-in the seminar
from abroad, and a'dditioanl pdrticipants from :un or I ne4l UN
organizations are expected. This seminar is expected to be held
annually so as to have discussions on various aspects of regional
planning and disaster prevention.

(3) The Role of U.N. Organizations
There are many U.N. organizatious concerned with natural

disaster problems. Accordingly, presented here are the mdjor
organizations and so of their activities regarding disistel
prevention and roles in the promotion of IDHR.

a) As for UNCRD, its disaster prevention activities we.re
mentioned in the first chapter of this paper. Its role in
connection with IDHR are as follows.

1) To give Priority to disaster mitigation in regional
development Planning;

2) To include disaster mitigation measures in medium and
long-term comprehensive regional development planning;

3) To call to public attention in disaster-prone contries
to the need for disaster mitigation measures;

4) To hold an international conference under the theme -f
regional planning for disaster prevention;

5) To conduct training programmes for disaster mitigat ion
in regional development Planning.

During the period of IDHR, promoted within the context of
the United Nations, UNCRD will act as a participating
organization, and particularly where developing countries are
co.ncerned in IDHR promotion, the Centre is expected to play a
major role.

b) The disaster related activities of UNDP (United Nations
Development Planning) are to be fond in emergency assistance of a
shorit-term perspective, and reconstruction of a long-term
perspective. It will Play the following roles in the contexzt of
the IDHR.

I> To call for the participation of participation of
countries in the various IDHR programmes;

2> To develop and promote projects with feasibility fo
disaster mitigation in IDHR.

3> To establish a special fund for proliferating disaster
mitigation projects during the IDHR.

!:, addtion, UNDP will Paly somewhat similar roles to those
of UNORD's item 1>-5>. It will act as a leading organization in
promoting IDHR within the realm of the United Nations.

c) UNEP (Un ited Nation, nihv ,, ro r-impe) I- once-rned
with problems of disertification and floods in connection with
disaster prevention, with an emphasis on man-made disaster rather
than on natural disaster owing to its orientation around
environmental planning. Besides planing a similar role to UNCRD,
it works to raise funds in support of projects connected with
mitigation within the context of the United Nations ITn promotion
of IDHR.
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d) UNCHS (UNited Nations Centre for Human Settlements) has,
as one of its major projects, the matter of disaster prevention
in the context of husan settlements preblems, and holds
international conferences under such a theme. In supporting
IDHR as a U.N. organizations it is expected to Play a leading
part in conjunction with UNDP while within the IDHR context, it
Plays a similar role to UNEP.

e) UNDRO (Office of the United Nations Disaster Relief Co-
ordinator) is a major organization which takes charge of disaster
relief in the system of the United Nations.. The followings are
its duties in IDHR.

1> To Promote IDHR through international meetings and
trainign courses;

2> To decide and linkj different UN strategies in disaster
mitigation;

3> To establish a fund for a disaster mitigation training;
4> To proliferate an awareness of the need for including

disaster preveniton activities in regional development planning.
Hence it is* expected to play the leading role in promoting

1DHR within the United Nations, but its range of activities and
funds are limited.

f) FAD (Food and Agricu'lture Organization of the United
Nations) is concerned with disaster prevention from tho viewpoint
of disaster mitigation and rehabilitation in agriculture, and it
develops and carries out a vbariety of projects in early disaster
warning and mitigation. Accordingly, it is developing dfferent
types of disaster mitigation projects, operates an emergency
relief programme and holds training courses which will be
confined to the spheres of agriculture while participating in the
U.N. promotion of the IDHR.

g) UNESCO (United'Naitons Educational Scientific and
Cultural Organization) practices such disaster related activities
as: uilding inspection of educational facilities in disaster-
Prove contries; holding of training courses supporting
international meetings for and exchange of disaster-related
information; and preservation of constructions of historical
value. In the IDHR programme, it plays a similar. role as INDP,
and in the UN, it is a leading organization in promoting 1DHR.

h) The World Bank' primary role is to financially assist
in various disaster prevention programmes. Within IDHR, it is
ecpected to dndeavour to reduce the debt burden of the disaster-
prove contries, and to assist in providing apportunities for
techniligical assistance in the integration of disaster
mitigation measures into regional development planning when
working as a part of the United Nations.

i) WMO (World Meteorological Organization), though not
directly involved in the matter of disaster mitigation, is
expected to make a contribution in technical improvement in the
areas of disaster forecasting and prediction. It is as important
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as UNEP in the IDHR programme and its promotion by the United

Nat ions.

4. International Cooperation% the present situation and future
perspectives

(I) Emergency Relief System
Presently, an emergency. relief system is being organized

among international organizations and national governments of the
developed and developing nations so as to facilitate the rescue
and relief operations immediately after a disaster has occured.
Among the international organizations, the Internatioal Red Cross
Society assists in the medical field, and among the U.N.
organizations, UNDRO leads such activities. In addition, in
different countries, emergency rescue groups are organized by
experts from such institution as tihe fire services, the Police,
and medical agencies, and thence dispatched to the disaster
stricken country.

Japan has an international emergency rescue system for which
groundwork for its legal improvement is underwa... It wilt
eenable experts to be sent to disaster afflicted countries
through the Japan International Cooperation Association. It has
performed nine rescue operations since the Mexico eatrthquake
disaster which was t'he original stimulus for its organization.

(2) International Conferences
An international conference is a form fo international

cooperation. At the Internaitonal seminar on Regional
Development Planning for Disaster Prevention held by UNCRD to
which references were made in Chpter 2, there was participation
not only of professionals and experts from developed and
developing countries, but also of administrators from national
governments. The Seminar made a contribution in disseminating
information concerning disaster preveniton and promoting the
ex:hange and sharing fo knowlege and exper i ences of each
participaitng country.

In Japan, the International Meeting on Volanoes Is
scheduled to be held in Kagoshima, in July 1988, and in August of
the same year, the World Earthquake Engineering S),ciety is
Planning to hold its general meeting in Japan. Both conferences
concern topics in which Japan has made significant advances in
terms ot its being a disaster prone country with a well-prepared
anti-disaster system. This wil'l therefore be an excellent
opportunity to disseminate Japan's knowledge and to share
experience concerning these areas. As for developing countrieswhich have densel~y Populated cities, an international meeting

focused on urban disaster prevention measures (such as ways for a
disaster-Prone metropolis to implement its di:astcr nrev,, nton
provisions ) is being planned. Additionally, information
presented at the abovementioned meetings focusing on different
phenomena of disasters will be disseminated to a wider dudience.

(3) International Training
International Training Courses are of necessit. dosvjned for

the education of specialisLs in developing countries, and are
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provided by UN organizations and other institutions. lhe Asian
Disaster Preparedness Center at the Asian Institute of Technology
(AIT) in Bangkok provides training for Asian countries in
disaster management.Similar programmes are provided at the
Crainfield Institute of Technology, England for African
countries. In Japan, JICA training courses incorporate disaster -
related activities as a Disaster Prevention Technology Seminar

(held at the National Disaster Prevention Scientific Technology
Centre) and seminars on seismology and earthquake engineering
with respect to earthquake prevention (at the Construction
Research Institute).

(4) The Future Activities of UNCRD

As a follow-up to the previously discussed Declaration arid
Framework for Action presented at the International Seminar on
Regional Development for Disaster Prevention, the UNCRD Advisory
Committee on Reg'ional Development for Disaster Prevention was
organized by the professionals who attended the Seminar, in order
to seek ways of developing and implementing the abovementioned
results. At present, UNCRD is working on the following areas:
Preparatory work for the International Research and Training
Seminar on Regional Development for Disaster Prevention which is
aimed at realizing the results of research and study on disaster
Prevention in the form of human resource production;

"Groundwork for establishing the International Center of Regional
Development for Disaster Prevention where training courses as
well as data bank fermulation and research would be carried out;
Arrangement for annual experts' meetings to be held to complement
the international seminar which is to be held quarterly;
Supporting the promotion of IDHR in Japan and the developing
countries;
Cooperating with other international conferences held in Japan
which deal with disaster prevention; and actively supporting the
training courses and ontoing research projects with regard to
disaster prevention.
In sum, UNCRD Intends to positively cooperate with the Japanese
government and other developing countries in the wide field of
disaster prevention activities.

(5) Postscript

The rapid population increase and resulting influx into large
cities in the developing countries is drastically increasing the
risk to human life which natural disasters such as earthquakes,
floods,high winds, volcanic eruptions, and the like constitute.
The consequences of such natural catastrophes are particularly
serious in the developing countries as was observed in the case
of Agadir, florocco, several years ago, and in the recent case of
the Mexico City earthquake, or the mud flood disaster t:aused by
the eruption of Nevado del Rulz in Colombia. The international
response to such natural disasters has been focused primarily on
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relief actions, the examples of which were seen in the responsive
actions of Japan and other countries following the abovementioned
disasters.
Nevertheless, complete prevention of disasters would seem

impossible at present for the current state of science and
technology, hence it has become widely understood that more
importance must be attached to creating a system which will
restrict' damage and loss of life to a minimum in the event of a
disaster. In addition, post-disaster rehabilitation and
reconstruction measures are increasingly being seen as
constituting preventative measures in the event of future
disasters. Hence disaster prevention measures which incorporate
rehabilitation and reconstruction are important tasks for all
countries, both developing and developed.

Japan has become well-prepared in the event of natural
disasters due to its repeated affliction by natural disasters
since prehistoric times. It is therefore Japan's responsibility
to offer and to 4hare its accumulatad knowledge of disaster
prevention with other disaster-prone countries, parti:cularly the
developing countries with limited resources. This can be
performed through the training of specialists and the reliable
supply of essential materials.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In spite of recent development in regional seismic risk
assessment, it is still far insufficient in several points.
First, the disaster aspects or events considered are rather
confined in the structural and other engineering facilities and
are treated as if they are isolated. Second, most of the
assessement has no clearity of description in which time phase
risk evaluation was made. They are more or less "static". Numbers
of published papers which concern the time-sequential changes of
earthquake disaster aspects are made mostly in scenario writing
method and thus far conceptual than our expectation. There are a
few paper which study quantitatively the temporal changes of
damaging or restoring events. The conducted.are, however, at most
on earthquake fire spreadings and life-line sytems recoveries,
and comprehensive consideration inclusive of all of major
processes in an earthquake had never been made until now. As we
have demonstrated in other papers all the phenomena in an
earthquake are seamlessly linked and are ceaselessly changed. Our
desire in seismic risk assessment is to estimate such causal and
dynamic characteristics of earthquake disasters in an area and to
connect to betterment of areal counter measures against
earthquakes.

Desired ways of developing the areal seismic risk assessment in
this point of view are to develop a methodology by which i)
major damaging and restoring processes can be simultaneously
treated, ii)descriptions can be made in dynamical(time-dependent)
manner and evaluations are capable in quantitative manner. We
attempt in this paper to explore such methodology, through an
actual evaluation of "seismic effect upon household".

Incidentally, the seismic effects upon a household are
innumerable and are incapable of counting all of them. So, an
alternative and easy-capable method should be introduced. What we
tried was to integrate various effects into one characteristic
index in terms of "time-varing household's living standards".
In this paper, after a brief explanation about a basic framework
of approach, a provisional methodology for that objective is
explained in relation with existing empirical relations and field
data. In the latter part a case study for a hypothetical urban
city in Japan, with a population of 1 million, are demonstrated.

Professor of Engineering Seismology and Earthquake Disaster
Prevention Planning, Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University,
Sapporo 060, JAPAN
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2. METHODOLOGY AND BACK DATA

1)Conceptual understanding

Disaster aspects in an significant earthquake changes time-
sequentially from damaging to restoring processes while giving
various impacts on regional society, as shown schematically in
Fig. 1. A household( equivalently to family ) is a socially
fundamental unit in which people lives their life as a minimum
community. In such a sense it is important to know how an
earthquake affects upon a household. But, up to now no good way
is developed among earthquake engineers, probably because of the
difficulty and multiplicity in the problem.

In the field of sociology a term of "Living Standards of
household" has frequently been used as an integrated and
effective index for expressing in which state people are and for
sounding the way of developing the family life. According to
their explanation, it is composed of two major parts. One is the
essential part for maintaining the minimal life of a family and
the other the part for acquiring the better life. An earthquake,
if occurred, may affect both of the above elements. But, in
emergency case as an earthquake takes place, one can probably
neglect the better life and the importance would be more on the
maintenance of essential life of family members. From this point
of view we pay much attention to the fundament4l lives and
attempt to measure the time-varing features of the fundamental
living standards.

As for essential needs for such minimum maintenance of family
life we consider four major factors. They are physical,
commodity, family and economic factors. Damage to housing and
life line systems are major items in the physical factors.
Commodity factor relates to the shortage of foods and other daily
goods. Most serious items in family factor are casualties in the
members. Among various components of economic factor, various
and extraordinary expenses would be of primary importance. In
undeerstanding that an earthquake all of these factors are more
or less suffered we attempt to measure them in quantitative ways.
For that we should, first of all, frame a causal relation among
the factors. Fig. 2 represents a short scenario adopted in this
study. It is as follows; an earthquake, its severity being
measured in terms of the seismic intensity, attacks an area and,
bring various damage to dwelling houses, life line and other
physical systems, while accelerating disasters by spreading
fires, which cause human casualties on one side and shortage of
commodities on the other side. Shifting from damaging stage to
restoring stage it changes from physical to socio-economical
features as rise of prices and extraordinary expenses for medical
care and housing restoration etc. What we attempt first is to
measure them in quantitative way and in a certain severity of
seimic input, and second is to summarize all of them into an
integrated index of living standards of the average household in
the suffered area.
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2) Quantitaive evaluation of various factors

a)Seismic intensity distribution in an area

A simple assumption is introduced that seismic intensity
distribution in an area is mostly controlled by the ground soil
types in the manner as shown in Fig. 3. It is to assume that
there are 'm' soil types and each distribution in one soil type
is approximated by an error function with the center intensity at

I in + dIi] and with the standard deviation of [ oi ], and to
assume that the total distribution in an area is obtained as a
summation of those of all soils. Here, 'in is the intensity on
the reference soil. In the middle figure a schematic chart is
illustrated for three soils. Provisional values are to be
estimated in reference with the field data as shown in the bottom
figure. One example is 4I=0.8 andM=0.25 for deep alluvial
soil,AI=0.4 and M =0.25 for thin alluvial soil in regard with the
reference diluvial soil.

b)Temporal characteristics of damaging and restoring processes

Preceeded to the evaluation details of various factors it seems
necessary to make clear the time-dependent characteristics of
earthquake disasters and impacts. As has been known well, most of
the physical damages as to dwelling houses and life line systems
occur during seismic shaking or immediately after an quake and
primary casualti:: follow, and continuously fire breaks may occur
to spreading and to secondary casualties. Shortage of daily
commodities, rise of prices and income cut etc are late coming
ones. The latest impact is, within the scope of this study, the
effect on the household economy. Time-dependent characteristic of
all of them are briefly approximated by a simple curve starting
from zero at a certain time delay from the earthquake occurrence,
increasing toward the maximum value and decreasing toward zero
gradually. From this consideration we assume the functional forms
as shown in Fig. 4. The upper one is an equation for momentary
damaging( or impacting ) rates and the lower one for cumulative
rates. Corresponding curves are also in the figure. The
constants, the delay time and the time toward the maximum( in
momentary equation ) are adjusted in reference with the empirical
data.

Also, we adopt the similar equations for restoring( or recovering
processes in general. The significant difference from the

damaging processes is the more importance of the delay time in
the restoring processes. It is a matter of special mentioning
that the delay time and consequently the time toward the maximum
are heavily correlated with the disaster features as larger in
severer situation. Time-dependent characteristics of each factor
will be estimated in view of these general trends in damagng and
restoring processes.

c)Evaluation of physical factor

Considered items in this factor are damages to dwelling houses(
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inclusive of household contents ) and life line systems,
earthquake fires and so forth.

Dwelling houses We introduce a drastic simplication that the
vulnerability characteristic of a house is, in relation of
earthquake motions expressed in terms of seismic intensity, I,
approximated by an error distribution function as

1 1r ( )exp ; IS 2
I F ( I; So, OM ) = 2p - 2% I dI,

where F measures the severity of structural damage from 'nodamage'( F = 0.0 ) to 'collapse'( F = 1.0 ), and So the
I structural strength at which F becomes 0.5( moderate damage ) and

the nonuniformity of a structure by which the ductility
characteristic would be evaluated. Since the most popular houses
in Japan are of wooden frame and detached type, no other
structural types are considered for simplicity. Based on the
vulnerability curves in Fig. 5, Nos. of houses in classified
damage levels can be estimated under a given seismic intensity
distribution, by defining that collapse for 1.0>F>0.8, heavy
damage for 0.8>F>0.4, partial damage for 0.4>F>0.2 and no damage
for 0.2>F. No significant time delay is necessary to be
introduced. The time toward the maximum would be enough at most 1
to 3 min.

The restoration details seem more complicated. According to our
field survey( See Fig. 6 ) the delay and associated
characteristic times are closely related with damage details such
as the degree of damage and the total number of damaged houses in
an area and etc, as being delayed in concordance to the severity
of damage total in the area. Parameters controlling such delay
should be incorporated in equations for restoring processes.

Life line systems Consider"-3 are interruption rates of
Electricity, Water and City Gas supply systems. In this paper a
rough translation of observed damaging rates of system itself to
interruption rates of household is made. Fig. 7 shows a result of
such translation. An inequality relation of Gas > Water >
Electricity in the vulnerability characteristic seems plausible.
Actual estimation of the interruption rates of the life line
systems is to be made in corporation with the derived intensity
distribution in the area. Damage to life line systems occur
almost instantly. In contrast, the restoring processes are rather
complicated. The delay and associated times toward the maximum
are longest in Gas, medium in Water and shortest in Electricity
and in 1 to several weeks. A field data from Sendai city( I JMA
5.0 or higher ) in 1978 Miyagi-ken-oki, north-eastern Japan, is
refered in Fig. 8.

Earthquake fires If fires follow an earthquake the damaging
processes change to the most serious and complicated ones in
Japan. An empirical equation to describe No. of burnt houses
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B = 0.0001 x H
2 x ( )a

is used. Hence B and H are Nos. of burnt and collapsed houses,
and ? and fare population densities of the suffered area and of
the nationwide area respectively. The exponent 'a' is between 1/3
- 1/1.5 depending on several conditions. The delay and associated
times seem to change from several min. to several hrs in relation
with damaged area size and meteorological and other conditions.
Fig. 9 is rare data in 1923 Kanto earthquake in Japan which shows
a distribution of times until fire breaks. Restorations of burnt
h6uses can be dealt similarly with those of collapsed houses.

d) Evaluation of family factor

One of the most serious earthquake disaster is doubtlessly to
find injured and/or killed people in a family. Considered from
this point are casualty occurrence and recovery by medical cares.

Casualty occurrence There are various empirical equations
describing casualty occurrences in Japan. No. of deaths in
collapsed houses is

D = ( 1/30 - 1/100) x H

known as for an approximate estimation. Scatter of coefficients
is mostly due to the various situation under which an earthquake
attacks. No. of deaths in collapses and spreading fires is
evaluated as

D = 0.5 x H0-6 2 x B0-34"

Most simple relation of injuries vs. deaths is

D = ( 1 - 1/100 ) x W.

Hence D, W, H and B are Nos. of deaths, injuries, collapsed and
burnt houses respectively.

As for time dependency of casualty occurrence there are two
aspects. One is the primary casualty due to structural and other
mechanical damages. In this case casualties may occur almost
instantly, although the time toward the maximum seems slightly
longer than that of structural damaging process. The other one is
that due to spreading fires. The secondary casualty occurrence
process may go in parallel with that of fires and the delay and
associated times as well. Fig. 10 is a good example to see how
people were killed in an earthquake with large scale spreading
fires. This is again the data from 1923 Kanto earthquake in
Japan.

As for deaths there is no recovery at all in physical sense. A
very limited treatment which can be done is to bury the bodies.
Therefore for a family in which one or more members were taken
off there might be no remedy, but we would like to believe a
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mental recovery in a certain length of time. There is no longer
delay time than several hrs for medical cares, but the necessary
periods for recovery are aware of 1 - 2 weeks for light injuries
and 1 - 3 months even in the moderate situation.

e)Evaluation of commodity factor

According to the field data in Japan the damaging details are
roughly in parallel to that of structures, but the recovery for
resupply of foods and other daily goods are much faster than in
structural restorations. We take account of such characters into
the equations for damaging and recovering process of commodities.

f)Evaluation of economic factor

There are so many items which may affect upon household economy.
Some are income cut, rise of prices, extraordinary expenses for
medical cares and housing and associated restorations. However,
in Japan we know that the former two are not so serious even
under the worst situation as in 1923 Kanto earthquake. Then the
latter two are considered to be accounted for. Fundamental idea
to evaluate economic factor is, after recounting them into
monthly installment manner, to compare the extra ordinary
expenses with the household's average salary.

Medical care etc For deaths the expenses for burial treatment
should be prepared in the early stage after an earthquake. The
cost would be around V500,000( $3,300 ). Medical expenses and
associated payment periods differ depending on the severity of
injuries( or diseases ). For heavy injuries it may cost around
V300,000( $2,000 ) and 1 - 3 months. for light injuries around
V50,000( $330) and 1 - 2 weeks. We assume at calculation that the
payments are to "e made monthly in the period when the medical
care continues.

Restoration of houses( inclusive of household contents) Similarly
to the previous case the restoration costs and the necessary
periods are closely dependent on the degree of structural damages
and payment would be made by monthly installment system. It costs
around V500,000( $3,300 ) within 1 yr installment for partial
repair, V2,000,000( $13,300 ) by monthly installment in 5 - 10
yrs and V5,000,000( $33,300 ) by monthly installment in 10 - 20
yrs. It is necessary to keep in mind that monthly installment in
long period is to be computed at compound interest. Fig. 11
indicates a case study in 1983 Central Japan Sea earthquake on
how much they payed for the restoration of houses.

3)Integration to fundamental living standards

In order to fulfill the major objective in this paper we attempt
an integration of the above individual factors into one
representative index. For that a consideration is necessary for
weighting of all the evaluations of physical, commodity, family
and economic factors. But in the present no objective method is
established nor no consensvs is existing on how to weight them.
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So, in this paper an apriori assignment for weighting is made,
which gives largest weight on physical factor, then moderate
weight on family and economic factors, and smallest weight on
commodity factor. Consequently, the fundamental living standards[
FLS ]we define is

FLS ]=1.0 - 0.3 X [House

- 0.1 x I~Water + 0.5 X Electricity + Gas

- 0.05 x [Commodity

- 0.2 x EFamily

- 0.2 x fEconomy ]

3. EXECUTION OF TEST RUN

A test run was made for a hypothetical urban city in Japan, in
order to examine the validity of the methodology and the derived
sets of equations for damaging and restoring process and, if
valid, to have a comprehensive understanding of seismic effects
upon a household.

1 )Areal data and assumptions

Natural and social data on a hypothetical area are summarized in
Fig. 12. In Japan urban cities with a population larger than 1
million are around 10 in number. So, the test run is for one of
the major urban cities in Japan. Readers are requested to accept
that, in order to avoide useless difficulties, an over-
simplification is introduced in this test run, as all the
dwelling houses are of wooden-framed structure and are
homogeneously distribute in the whole area, and no areal
distribution is considered except for soils, nor any effect from
neighbouring areas is accounted for. Seismic input is measured in
terms of JMA intensity with 2-3 significant figures and ranges I
= 5.00 - 7.00.

2)Evaluation of individual factors

a)Physical factor

Dwelling houses In Fig. 13 time-varing charactersitics of
damaging and restoring processes of dwelling houses arp ihown.
The upper set of curves are for momentary numbers of ( collapsed
+ burnt - restored I houses and the lower set for cumulative
numbers. As is seen in these figures, the housing situation in an
earthquake changes with the elapsed time following an earthquake
occurrence. During shaking and in.meaiately after a quake the
collapsed houses increase rather explosively then in input
intensities higher than 5.5 continues to be burnt out. Two peaks
in the early stage in momentary curves express well such
temporal variation. Dot ed curves in the momentary figure show
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the restoration processes. A general trend that the increasing
number of damaged houses-enlarge the time necessary for the
restoration completion. Cumulative curves in the lower figure
reflect well such restoration details. Cumulative curves in Fig.
14 were made to see the differences depending on the degree of
structural damages. Partial or heavy damaged houses at I. : 6.0
are rather small in number in comparison with those a I. -
5.75. Such is mostly due to if there occur large scale fre
spreads or not. The bottom figure is for an integration of all
the dwelling damages. This was made adopting a summation of

Total damage = ( collapsed + burnt houses ]

+ 1/2 x [ heavily damaged houses ]

+ 1/4 x ( partially damaged houses ],

and will be a principal part of evaluation of the living
standards.

Life line systems Three sets of figures in Figs. 15 - 17 are
results for electricity, water and gas supply interruption and
their restoration. The general tendencies are similar to those in
dwelling houses, except that latter being much quicker. Here, no
consideration of effects due to fires was taken into account.
Fig. 18 is illustrated for integrating the effect of individual
supply systems. The adopted relation is

Total effect a 1/2 x [ Electricity I + ( Water I + ( Gas ],

which suggests less effectiveness of the electricity interruption
on the household.

Casualties Fig. 18 shows time-varing features of death
occurrence.-Deaths are dominant in spreading fires at higheri intensities than 5.5. In this figure a apparent recovery is

considered from mental point, but we must keep in mind that
physically there is no recovery at all. An example of summation
procedure at I in = 6.0 is shown in Fig. 19 among different
degree of casualties. The weighting relation is again

Total casualty = 1/4 x [ Light injury I + 1/2 x ( Heavy injury ]

+ ( death ].

Commodities and extra expenses Effect on commodities shown in
Fig. 21 was calculated in an assumption that the damaging process
is in proportion to that of dwelling houses but restoring process
is much quicker. The lower figures are for exptra expenses. It is
well seen that expenses for housing restoration are larger and
continue longer until several or more yrs. The total in extra
expenses is a simply summation between medical care and housing
restoration.

3) Integration toward the fundamental living standards

8



Living standards in general Based on the previously derived
weighting relation an integration toward the time-varing
evaluation of the fundamental living standards was conducted.
Fig. 22 is an example at intensity 6.0. The upper five curves are
for physical( housing and life line systems ), family ,
commodity, economic factors, and the lowest curve is the one
which we wanted to arrive at. The derived living standards are
interpreted as the ones for the average household in the suffered
area. Fig. 23 sumrmarizes the total features of the living
standards in an input intensity range of 5.0 - 7.0. By taking a
look at this we understand easily how the living standards in
household unit changes temporally as a sharp drop immediately
after an earthquake and very slow recovery toward the prior level
and as strong dependency on the severity of seismic input as well
as areal and social conditions under which people live. A
sifnificant gap between 5.75 - 6.0 correlate well with the
additional disasters due to earthquake fires. Earthquake fires
become dominant above 6.0 in the, intensity. It seems to take at
least a time length of several yrs to regain the living standards
before earthquake.

Simple parameter analysis A few sensitivity analyses were made to
see what factors affect significantly on the living standards.
Examined are the structural strength of dwelling houses and the
population density in the area. Fig. 24 shows the results for
various structural strengths in 6.0 - 6.5. The top figure is for
the damaging and restoring process of houses in different
strengths and the middle one for the deaths. The bottom one
illustrates the development of the living standards with
increasing structural strengths. These are the case at input
intensity 6.0. As far as these figures concern the seismic
reduction seems remarkable. Another case examined is to change
the population density( See Yig. 25 ). The originally adopted
density of 5000 persons / km is an average in major cities in
Japan. It was decreased in this par meter analysis down to the
average density, 300 persons / km , of the whole Japan. There
seem, significant changes in disaster features below 3000 persons
/ km . To consider that the parameter of population density is
employed as a good substitute for the concentration rate of
dwelling houses, one can understand that seismic reduction with
decreasing densities results from lesser probability of fire
spreads in an earthquake. 'In Japan this would be very important,
because many of dwelling houses are wooden-made. From this kind
of analysis we may explore better countermeasures for
diminishing earthquake disasters.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we attempted to develop a way of describing
in the time domain the damaging and restoring processes in an
earthquake, paying a special attention to disclose the seismic
effect upon household. The obtained results and the issues that
follow are summarized.
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1. Time-varing characteristics of the fundamental living
standards of household was evaluated in simultaneous
consideration of damaging and'restoring processes. Results that
seismic impacts on household continue longer than several yrs
suggest the necessity of paying more attention to socio-economic
aspects of earthquake disasters. Estimation of areal activity
standards might be an important problem to be made in the next.

2. A case study in this papers is for Japan. Similar but more
advanced test runs are recommemded to be performed in every
earthquake country, since disaster sequences after an earthquake
are different from Japan and since we believe that understanding
of seismic effects in this approach will be sure to give fresh
ideas for earthquake disaster reduction policies.

3. Methodology introduced here is so simple that more development
is necessary. One probable way is to revise this so as to fit for
" Urban System Dynamics ", primarily proposed by Forester of MIT.
Another importance is to conduct long-term field surveys as well
as immediate reconnaissances in suffered areas due to an
earthquake.

Finally, I would likt to express my sincere thanks to the members
of the Chair for Engineering Seismology and Earthquake Disaster
Prevention Planning, Dept. of Architectural Engineerihg, Hokkaido
University, Japan, who assisted me very much in the course of
this study.
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Fun~ctional form III general: damaiging processes

1) Miomentary equation:

P m = consi t exp [-t/bJ

Damaging rate(nomentary)
max..- - . - - - -- .

delay-

0.0 ~Tlm

2) Cumulative equation:

PC = a 11 a t * e x p ( -t / b 3 I

Damaging rate(cuoulatlve)

I. -Q- -.-............- . ......

delay

0.0

E q T-.I in e

Fig. 4 Functional forms for describing damaging processes.
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PRESENT ASPECTS OF THE ASEISMIC
PROTECTION OF RURAL BUILDINGS IN ROMANIA

Emil-Sever GeorgescuI)

ABSTRACT

The paper deals with the following aspects:
- the seismicity of the territory and the overall ef-

fects of past strong motions that affected rural areas;
- the structure of population and rural settlements

subjected to seismic risk;
- types and classification of traditional ruralstruc-

tures in seismic areas;
- intuitive aseismic protection, design and-rehabili-

tation - strengthening measures for rural structures;
- statistical aspects on the losses during earthquakes

in rural construction;
- the specific earthquake behaviour of various types

of rural structures;
- aseismic planning and rehabilitation procedures and

measures used in rural areas of our country during the con-
tinuous urbanization;

- technical and economical aspects of the aseismic
protection referring to rural areas;

- conclusions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Thirteenth Regional Seminar on Earthquake Engi-
neering organized by the Turkish National Committee forEarth-
quake Engineering, sponsored by the European Association of
Earthquake Engineering provided the opportunity of attending
the special session of the Working group of the Association
on "Contemporary Rural Buildings in Seismic Zones" dealing
with "Low Cost Rural Housing in Seismic Areas".

The presence of this subject on the agenda of the Eu -
ropean Association underlines the importance of this problem
for the countries with large rural zones out of the seismic
zones on the earth.

The South-East European and Mediteranean areas pro-
vides specific examples for the state-of-the-art and the pos-
sible measures for the mitigation of the seismic risk f o r
several rural houses.

The present state-of-the-art of rural housing i n
Romania connected with the severe seismicity of the ground

1) Scientific Researcher, Building Research Institute-INCERC
Sos.Pantelimon 66,Sector 2,Cod 79614,Bucharest - ROMANIA
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provides the information necessary fot the mutual exchange
of data in the frame of the Working Group and of the Regi-
onal Seminar that is held in I-stanbul in September 14-24,
1987.

Several questions are being raised and the answers
given by the paper or by the discussions of the working group
are as follows:
- what does the low cost housing' mean and what are the causes
that generate, at present, the building of low-cost rural
housing and what is the state-of-the-art in Romania?

- what are the minimum cost price levels for the types o f
structures and what are their correlations with the strengthlevel of the rural houses during an earthquake?

- what are the materials and traditional and modern building

technologies available in the rural areas and what is the
aseismic resistance they provide?

- what are the general social and economic factors that in-
fluence at present the development of rural areas?

- what is the nature of the effects and what are the mea -
sures taken after the previous earthquakes?

- what does the urban planning of rural areas look like and
what is its correlation with the type of house, and with
the value and earthquake resistance?

- what are the new elements provided by the building re-
search for the foregoing problems?

2. GENERAL DATA ON ROMANIA(Geography, geology and
seismicity)

Romania /l/ is located at the curvature area of the
Carpathian Mountains, downstream the Danube, in the area~f
the Black Sea along the 450 parallel, northern latitude-and
has a balanced distribution of the relief: in the South and
West there are plains (33%), in the middle of the country
and in the East there are hills and plateau (36%),in t h e
middle, in the East and in the West there are the Carpathian
Mountains (31%), and in the East the Danube Delta.

T@h sp £pnty f Roatpp Is related to many epicen-
tral zonesgamong which Vrancea subduction zone (at the Soub-
East Carpath'.an curvature) is the most important. The depth
of the foci varies between 70-170 km, the motions are of the
multi-shock type and have a large area of microseismic effects
of an elliptical shape, elongated on the NE-SW direction'
(strong earthquakes: 10.XI.1940, 4.111.1977), and a relative
reduced return period (30-40 years)/Fig.l/.

The fundamental oscillation periods of Vrancea~strong
motions in the southern'plain are long (1.5-1.8 sec.) due in
the main to the deep sedimentary deposits. During the earth-
quake of 31 august 1986 (m-6.8) INCERC obtained also strong
motion records with higher frequencies content. In all other
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epicentral zones of the country the earthquakes are of the
normal type, connected to the intraincrustration cracks,with
depth of '5 to 30 km, with a reduced reduced released energy
and the high return periods (of 100 years) /2/. For these
types of earthquakesishort natural oscillation periods can
be expected,e.g. Tulcea Earthquake of 13 November 1981. It
is worth mentioning the fact that half of the territory of
the country may be subjected to seismic intensities of mi-
nimum VII MSK (MM), the most important zone being the
S-E zone. The seismicity degree of VI requires important a-
seismic constructive measures, too /2/. The geography, geo -
logy and seismicity'strongly influence the construction types
designed and built by people in various zones of the country.
Localities and inhabitants from the rural area of Romania are
exposed to risk due to the foregoing natural hazards. Addi -
tionally, the present state of these elements and the impli-
cations of the environment, social and economical, demogra -
phic, historical and political factors are complex and re -
quire a through analysis.

3. RURAL POPULATION OF ROMANIA

Romania has a population of2 22,624,505 inhabitants
(1984) and.a surface of 237,500 km , including 237towns on-
ly of which 56 minicipalities, 2.705 communes including 135
suburban communes and 13,123 villages. As compared with the
year 1948 the population of the country increased with almost
7 million inhabitants /3/. At present 49.2% of the whole po-
pulation live in municipalities and towns, 3.1% in suburban
communes and 47.8% in communes.

The population density represents at present an ave -
rage of 95.3% inhabitants/km (1984), this valle varying bet-
ween minimum values of 31.5 inhabitants per km (Tulcea county)
and maximum values of 182.9 inhabitants per km2 ( Prahova
county). Contemporary rural settlements have between 2.000
and 4.999 inhabitants (1.690 communes comprising 50.9% of
the rural population) together with the localities that have
between 5.000-9.999 inhabitnats (739 communes comprising4l.5%
6f the rural population)/3,11/. The development of rural set-
tlements is controlled by land planning laws and regulations
concerning height, layout, positionpthat are compulsory for
obtaining construction permit

4. TRADITIONAL RURAL SETTLEMENTS AND STRUCTURES

4.1. CLASSIFICATION AND CHARACTERISTIC OF TRADITIONAL
ROMANIAN RURAL SETTLEMENTS

Rural settlements were the main living area from old
timestespecially due to the fact that the soil was good for
agriculture, for breeding cattle and for wood industry. All
these activities were specific to the Romanian teritory.



The varied relief (mountains, hills, plateaux, river
valleys, plains, meadows) and a varied climate demanded vari-
ous types of specific Romanian constructions and houses. The
economical, geographical and demographical factors gradually
lead to the increase of the density of localities. InWallachia
although there were quite a lot of fortresses, they were just
an alternative for the defenae of the country against the e-
nemies and not a permanent residential locality. As far-as vil-
lages are concerned, speciafists consider that very important
were three types of villages: the first with longdistnodhou-
ses, the second with houses that bordered the roads, and the
third one, the so-called compact village with houses veryclose
to each other.

There is another classification for villages, toor--
cording to the area they are located: the valley village and
the road village.

Each of these types were determined by the geographi-
cal, climatic and economic conditions specific to each zone.

The scattered village is specific to the mountain a-
reas with isolated and long-distanced houses and with-r stre-
ets. The peasants own the land (the hills, mountains, woods
and hayfields) that is in the neighbourhood of their houses
and another main concern is the breeding of cattles, growing
hay and cultivating agriculture on a reduced scale, namely on
terraces. This type of village is widespread in west ar tti
west parts of the country and in a very short time it will no
longer exist.

The dispersed houses villages is the second type of
village and is upecific to the hil areas. It has lozj and r-
regular traced streets, the houses are bordering the roads
with a small cultivated land round the house and another'and-

outside the village/5/.

The compact village has houses very close to each o-
ther and thIs type of village is specific for the plain area
but it may also be found in the hill or mountain area. The
streets (lanes) network is irregular and the houses are very
close to each other because they try to save the agricultural
ground and to build their houses on valleys or near water-sar-
ces. Nevertheless, the'yards are larger, the houses have fLow-
ers and vegetables gardens and orchards/5/. In the Romanian
villages the house is separated from other household consluc-
tions such as the stable, hen coops, granary, store rou . 7he
houses have all around a fence.

As the Romanian territory was not very large, with
maximum dimensions of about 500-700 Km, and had always a den-
se population, the historical, social and economical evoluticn
led to the foundation of comercial or military localities that
were relatively close to each other (at about 100 Km) that
would become towns in the time evolution.

In the 1 9th century a large number of rural localiti-
es were developed (especially in agriculture areas, o' on ma-.
dows), streets were designed and peasants and free handiCraft-
men were appropriated land to. Later on, several localities on
thistype become important local towns (e.g. Alexandria tam in
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the Danube plain).

In the modern development of rural areas the most
impact elements are the historical and political events:

- the land reforms of 1864 and 1921;
- the development of industry after 1878;
- the development of modern capitalist industry(1920-

1938);
- land reform of 1945;
- industry nationalization (1948);
- agricultural ceoperativization,started after

1950.

These events led gradually to the foundation of new
rural localities, especially in the plain area, to the in-
crease of the economical power of the peasants,provided new
building materials and caused the migration of the manpower
to towns.

The strongest impact on the rural area started after
1944 and later on in 1965 when Romania changed its statute
from an eminently agricultural country (80% of the whole
population lived in rural area areas in 1930) to that of a
country with a complex industry and a modern agriculture.

As positive effects of the industrial and urban plan-
ning evolution of rural areas in Romania one may remark the
followings:

- preservation of several traditional and architec-
tural types in less industrialized zones;

- the development of rural localities in the indus-
trialized zones where running shuttle service was possible;

- people migration to urban areas took place at the
same time with the building of residential houses in those
towns, trying to avoid the occurrence of temporary buildings
as it had happened between the two world wars.

In the Romanian rural zones, the term of "low-cost
rural housing" is tightly connected to the available low-
cost materials in the area and used by the majority of people
as traditional building materials. Only the rich used to
build their houses using building materials and technologies
that were not specific to the respective zone (for example
burnt bricks, stone a.s.o.).

In the suburban zones the term of low-cost rural hous-
sing is closer to its economic meaning because the workers
coming up to town, having low income and no local tradition,
needed a shelter no matter what living conditions they were
provided with.

Some of the building technologies were taken from the
rural zones but the shortage of materials led to the use of
the less difficult to be found building technologies (such as
the common earth instad of clay).

S..



Nowadays, in the urban zones such types of buildings

are no longer of present interest because of the state control
and the reconstruction of the peripherical zones.

In the rural zone , due to the increase of the inhabi-
tants' income, both the traditional materials and the modern
ones have been used.

4. TYPES, CLASSIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION OF TRADITIO-
NAL STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS FOR RURAL BUILDINGS
IN ROMANIA

A. Timber structures (block structures)

Foundation: - thick wooden beams under external and
main transversal walls and stone boulders below.

Walls: - horizontal wooden beams or planks; keys
at half section, nut and father or dowel joints;
walls are sometimes plastered for protection.
Floors: - collar, main and secondary beams, ceLling.

Roof: - wooden structure with round wood, in 2 - 4
slopes, rafters and purlins joined with superior
collar beams; cantilever eaves; roofing with wooden
tiles, straws or reed.
Layout: - rectangle, symetrical for single story
houses; asymetrical for two storied houses when
first floor is usually with stone walls.

Location: - mountain, hill and plateau villages.
B. Masonry structures

B.1. Stone Masonry

Foundation: stone plates walled with clay or lime
mortar or in dry masonry.

Walls: - walled stone plates (40 - 50 cm wall thick-
ness) wooden lintels; lime or mud mortar.
Floors: - vaults in old buildings basement; wooden
floor over first story.

Roof: - in 2 - 4 slopes, wooden structure with rou
round wood rafters and purlins; cantilever eaves;
roofing with wooden tiles, straw, reed, tiles; lo-
cal roofing with stone plates ( 5 cm) out in tuffa,
limestone, a.s.o.

Layout: - rectangular, symetrical for single story
houses; /fig. 2/
Location - mountain, hill and plateau villages.

B.2. Adobe masonry (unburnt brick masonry)
Foundation: - river stones compacted clay in a re-
duced foundation trench;
Walls: - adobe masonry with heavy solid unburnt
brick made of clay with vegetal admixtures (straws)
and clay-sand mortar; wooden lintelsi clay-sand or
lime-sand plastering.
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Floors: - round or wooen beams, timber or reed ceiling,
plastered;

Roof: - in 2-4 slopes with simple structures di-
rectly or on collar beams supported on walls; can-
tilever saves; roofing with straws, reed, tiles.

Layout: - rectangular

Location: - hill, plain, meadow villages, in East,
West and South of the country.

B.3.Kiln brick masonry

Foundation: brick or stone with lime mortar; ba-
sement on masonry vaults in old buildings.
Walls: - masonry in kiln brick and lime mortar
(clay-sand mortar in poor houses); wooden lintels
or arches for openings.
Floors: - wooden beams and timber ceiling; mason-
ry vaults in old monumental buildings.
Roof: - in 2-4 slopes with wooden structure, with
round wood rafters and purlins; cantilever eaves;
roofing tiles, lead or copper sheets.
Layout: - rectangle, T or L; 1-3 stories with
towers, external stairs, balconies.
Location: - towns, landlord mansions, religious
buildings in XIV - XX centuries situated mainly
in hill and plain zones; well built houses in vil-
lages after 1926's.

B.4. Compacted clay structures
Foundation: - 30-50 cm height in compacted clay,
compacted river stones or walled quarry stones;in
foundation trench.
Walls: - solid walls, 40-60 cm. thickness built
in wet state in two variants;
I variant: - compacted clay wall made of clay, long
boulders walled in wet state;horizontal thin wood-
en beams (tree branches) conne..ctions at corners
and over openings added in order to increase the
strength;
II variant: compacted clay wall using sliding fobrn;
- material with sandy clay (25% clay) in a reduced
humidity state;
- 30-40 cm thickness layers compacted; opening for
doors and windows are cut in dry wall afterwards
by saw;
Floors: - wooden beams, timber or reed ceiling,
plastered;
Roof: - in 2-4 slopes, wooden simple structures;
roofing with straws, reed, tiles;
Layout: rectangular, symmetric;

Location: - plain and meadow villages in East, South
and West country. There are villages where buldings



are compacted clay structures.

C. Framed wall structures

C.l. Timber frame structures with infilling materials
(paddle or trellis work)

Foundation: - sometimes river stone boulders below
the wooden beams at the wall base in the founda-
tion trench;

Walls: - timber frames with corners columns and
opening bordering posts as we]L.as horizontal beams,
sometimes horizontal wattled tree branches; incli-
ned bracings;infilling in the timber frame with:
mud, clay brick and clay, stones and clay a.s.o.;
plastering with clay or lime sand mortar;

Floors: - wooden collar beams and main beams con-
nected plastered timber or tree branches ceiling;
Roof: - in 2-4 slopes; structures connected with
frames and collar beams; roofing with wooden tiles,
galvanized sheets;

Layout: - rectangle, symmetric;

Location: - plain, hill, mountain villages in spe-
cific forms for South, East, Center and North-kbst
of the country.

C.2. Plated timber frame 'structures

Foundation:-- riverstones; wooden beams. at wall base;
Walls: - timber frames with corner columns and o-
pening bordering posts as well as horizontal beams;
- external and internal placing using inclined
thin planks nailed on frame followed by external
and internal plastering.
Floors: - main and secondary beams, timber ceiling.
Roof: - in 2-4 slopes (usually very inclined) u-
sing wooden structure joined with frames and supe-
rior collar beams; roofing with wooden tiles,gal-
vanized sheets.
Layout: - rectangle, L, T, towards external stairs;
Location: - hill, mountain villages.

5. LESSONS FROM THE EARTHQUARE BEHAVIOUR OF TRADITIONAL
RURAL BUILDINGS IN ROMANIA

The development of structural engineering led to a cer-
tain lack of interest about traditional buildings. The beha-
viour of some old, dilapidated houses gave the false impres-
sion that rural buildings are completely unproper for seis-
mic zones. Neverthelessi the comparisons with other buildings
erected sometimes by engineers and architects do not give us
the right to afford this conclusion.
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5.1. Behaviour of traditional of rural structures
during Vrancea 1977, 1986 and Tulcea 1981
earthquakes

Timber structures (A) withstand earthquakes without
collapse or major damage. Several nonstructural damage occu-
red (plaster and chimnews failure). Stone structure (B.1)
presented cracks and partial failure due to bad mortar quali-
ty or poor workship. Cut stone is more adequate for seismic
zoneh. Adobe strurtures (B.2) presented local increasing in
old buildings. Masonry structures (B.3) presented damage by
wall corners and crossings cracking, diagonal cracking, local
failure of untied walls. The quality of mortar and brick, the
overall layout and conception of the building played an im-
portant role. Compacted clay of structures (B. 4)sufferedhea-
vy damage only by wall crossings large cracking and displace-
ment of entire panels3 iiding and collapse of roofs insuffi-
ciently connected to the wall a.s.o. One can remark anyway,
enough case' when behaviour was better than masonry.This unu-
sual damage pattern was commented in papers /4,5,7,8,10/.
Timber frameS tructures with infilling or timber plated (C
and C ) behaved better than masonry. Nonstructural damage ly
plastir falling and lintels cracking were often observed.The
spatial braced wooden frame (if the building age did not lead
to weak points) makes this type of structure proper for seis-
mic zones.

As a consequence of this analysis results the main
quality of 'Romanian rural structures:even in case of heavy
damage (at VII-VIII ASK or MM intensities) the safe evacua-
tion of inhabitants is possible. It is true record, if data
about-,other countries are used for comparison. This fact is
due to the intuitive aseismic construction methods based on
the hystorical seismic experience of the Romanian people/2,
4,-5,7,10,11,12/.

The archtectural and constructive elements thatensure.
this essential quality are as follows /4,5,6,10/:

- reduced dtwnsions of Romanian rural buildings and
a relatively simple layout;

- a relatively light roof, in 2-4 slopes having a
structure well tight with the masonry and the walls;

- the room floors are built with dense beams tightly
connected with the masonry walls;

- the height of only 1-2 levek , the floor being made
of lighter materials (such as wood, trellis work);

- the existence of a sufficient number of elements
that take the horizontal loads (columns, masonry walls, wood-
en walls with corner joints, bracings a.s.o.);

- a relative symmetry of the building layout and a
symmetrical distribution of the doors and windows openings;

- the pressure of certain elements that provide the
;spatial interaction: wooden horizontal elements at corners
in the earthen walls a.s.o.;

- a relatively large time interval between the Vrancea



earthquakes l
- the seldom use of gaLle walls;

- the rigidity specific to rural buildings made of
earth and masonry that under the earthquakes with long vibra-
tion period given by the Vrancea focus did not lead to reso-
nance;

- th0 proper granulometry of the soil used in walls
avoiding shrinkage and long-term degradation. For instance
the analysis of the earth used for compacted clay buildings
in Tulcea County indicates the following content:

- clay, d -0.005 mm - 25 - 33%
- dust, d = 0.005 mm - 0.05 mm - 53 - 57%
- sand, d = 0.05 - 2,0 mm - 10 - 20%

This composition should be related to a good behavi-
our of local rural buildings in that zone.

5.2. Repair and stiu~hening-of traditional structu-
res

Maso t structures (B.l.,B.2.,B.3.) have been strengh-
ned and repaired by rebuilding of fallen portions, by mortar
grounting, plating and jacketing with wire mesh plastered
with cement mortar, addition of new horizontal tensioned steel
bars a.s.. Nevertheless, the sole .steel mesh on the wall si-
des can rather difficult recover the bearing capacity of the
wall,.thereto e.it is mainly a method of repair. The inter-
vention may be considered w strenghening only if these ope-
rations lead to a spatial behaviour of structure by the pro-
per connections of walls, roof and foundation. These techno-
logies requires a careful work.

Co 'C adted cay structures (B.4.) cannot be in most of
tha cases easy recovered if corner cracking and displacements
of detached wall panels are larger than 1 - 2 cm.The jackt-
ting using wire mesh and concreting or cement grout plastev
ring will be in most cases too expensive as related to the
building replacement cost and the obtained safety. In speci-
fic cases, if considered efficient (having in mind the fact
that entire wall portions remain undamaged after earthquake)
the introduction of several perimetral tendons over the lin-
tels level, could be beneficial. A new perimetral basement
socket and a good connection of roof structure to the walls
could be a variant to increase the m .ismic safety. Grouting
should be considered with care of compatibility between ba-
sic and added material.

Tilusr frame strUctures (C and C ) require sometimes
after shaking new plaster or infilling rejair. For new struc-
tures this operations are sufficient. It can be concluded tha
that the basid 'requirement for a onenineered rural building
should b 'the life saftWv of the inhabitant although the da-
mage Cannot be avoided. The -s'cond reqi. rement must be the
possibility to perform certain repair works in order to reco-
ver this basic quality.

5.3.Comparison of earthquake effects on rural buLldings
and inhabitants in Romania and in other countries



The violence of the Vrancea earthquake produces always
great damage but in a specific way. Thus, following the earth-
quaes of 23 and,29 XI,1829 (I = 9 MM) 80% of structures were
dAmaged but only 3% were destroyed. The earthquake of 1838
produced the collapse of only 35 of 10,000 rural buildings.
In Bucharest while other monumental buildings failed. The earth-
.quake of 10.XI.1940 (M = 7.4; I = 9 MM)destroyed 90-95% of
1,000 rural houses in the small rural town Panciu (near Vrafcea
epicentral zone) but led only to 22 loss of life. The earth-
quake of 4.'11.1977 (M = 7.21 I = VIII MSK) damaged in Vrancea
zone only 5.1% of rural buildings. Only 1% of buildings were
destroyed and 10% damaged in the South of Romania. It is fre-
quently mentioned the case of town Zimnicea (on the Danube),
a small rural like town, with 14,000 inhabitants living in ru-
ral type houses. The town was destroyed, 80%, heavy damage re-
presenting.20% and other damage 50%.

The building stock was not ever recovered (the town
being reconstructed under new urban concepts) but the loss of
life reached only 4 persons. In the neighbouring town Almndrla
collapses represent 3.85%, damage 30%, but only 3 victims were
recorded. Similar remarks relies on the 1977 earthquake effects
on wood and clay buildings of Jassy in N-E of the country. In
the Danube plain (Teleorman and Ilfov counties) the bulk of
rural compacted clay, masonry, adobe, paddle work buildings is
greater. In TeleormaA Count. a dwelling stock of ca. 130,000
dwellings, 19,900 houses were damaged in villages (20%) but
14,500 of urban stock (52,5%). It should be noted that rural
buildings stock was usually rebuilt in a faster rhytm than in
towns. In the urban stock, buildings of Zimnicea town (destro-
yed 80%) as well as those of Alexandria (an old town,too) were
included. In Ilfov County the percentage of 4.75% represents
9,848 one storey buildings (adobe, brick, compacted clay and
infilled frames). The Prahova County (North of Bucharest) the
14.5% rural stock damagemust be understood related to the
high intensity of the motion (VIII - IX degrees MSK) as well
as to the positive presence of mixed rural buildings having
the first story of stone and the second of timber. In the
Doli County (S-W) the percentage of 30% damage refers to the
whole amount of rural households receiving insurance indemni-
ties. o

For comparison one can mention the following cases in
cases in some Middle East Countries /4,14,15/:

-3,840 loss of life/9,232 collapses and heavy damage
in Caldiran Earthquake Turkey, 24 November 1976, in a promi-
nent rural zone;

- 60,000 loss of life/l00,000 destroyed buildings in
rural zones of Iran due to earthquakes of Bumn Zahra (1962),
Dasht-e-Biaz (1969), Qir (1972), Tabas (1978), Golbaf (1981)
(cumulated effects);

- 1,155 loss of life/3,007 destroyed rural bujidings
in Erzurum and Kars zones due to the earthquake of 30 Novem-
ber 1983 in in Erzurum, Turkey.

The excessive weight of the flat roof, the lack of la-
teral strength of adobe walls within the context of the regio-
nal seismicity are the main reasons of these disasters.



Tn Me iterrnean zone the situation of casualities

is different:

- 35 loss of life/9,816 destroyed houses many of thm
of rural type retrted in Albania, during Montenegro earth-
quaka.0 April 15 1979;

- 94 loss of life/9,968 destroyed buildings, many of
them of rural type or of urban type but with rural materials
(stone, clay, wood, a. Eo.), in Yugoslavia, during Montenegro
earthquake of April 15 , 1979.

6.' " RURAL SETTLEMNTS AND STRUCTURES

6.1. RURAL DWELLING STOCK EVOLUTION

Over 5,000,000 dwelling have been built between 1951-
-1986 in the whole country, including.2,220,O0O rural butidings/
4/. Under this develomnt m. 80% of a.ntry pcpilation lives now in a
new house./lO/.1'n to the specific of local reeds, about 91% of this a-

mount have been built with private funding./4/.

Between 1956-1960 and 1961-1965 maximum figures of
550,000 dwellings per each five years were built, but in the
present the rate is of 70,000-80,000 dwellings per five years.
There are enough localities where the number of rooms or even
of dwellings are exceeding the demand because the hew genera-' --
tion prefers to learn and then to work in urban activities.
However, the families build large houses as for all members.
In suche conditions, new buildings are erected mostly for the
comfort improvement. Another reason of reduced living density
in some villages is the traditional architecture influence. At
least from the last century, the most common type of ruralhouse
has three rooms: one as bedroom and dinner room, another -great
too - for guests and clothes, and another, intermediate, narrow,
lobby, serving as entrance, kitchen, a.s.o.

As a matter of fact, statistics indicate that the ra-
tio of 3 room dwellings exceeds Fith 50% the actual similar ra-
tio among 3 tate built apartments.

6.2. RURAL INFRASTRUCTURES
Romanian villages are power supplied from the

national power network. In oil-bearing zones the natural gas,
supply is usual. Water supply relies on private or public foun-
tains, running water 13 under development but is not very in-
stalled.

The railways represents a rich network, the public ro-
ads and bridges have modern structure, the bus trasportation is
organized by state companies.

Private cars are utilized in all the villages, but on
rocky mountain roads the carriage transportation using animals
is more appropriate.

6.3. , RURAL SUPRASTRuCTURES
Romanian villages are organized as communes, on

a radius of 4-10 km araund the most developed settlement. The
local administration belongs to a Peoples Council. For the whole
country, the Committee of Peoples Council acts as a Ministry,
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coordinating the councils activity. Councils administrate an
own budget integrated in five years and yearly plans of the
country.

At present, in all communes there are at least-a school,
shops hospital, mail office, culture house, movie and library.
Radio sets and television sets are used all over the country
(3,300,000 TV sets in the country except Bucharest).

6.4. PRESENT AND PROSPECTIVE PRINCIPLES IN
SETTLEMENTS DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING

The entire social and economic development of the
country is state planned every 5 years.

Starting with 1974, new prospect principles of an tmi-
fied and harmonic development of villages and towns were ap-
plied, in order to obtain:

- equal life conditions in town and villages;

full utilization of local resurces;
- protection of the environment;

- reduction of built areas;

- rational organizing of transportation network;
- obtaining of an optimal density of buildings;

- gradual transformation of rural settlements in de-
veloped towns;

- development of 300-400 new towns as gravity cefters
for villages;

- each town or commune should become a strong econo-
mical and administrative center.

Between 1976 - 1990 will be erected ca. 3,000,000 new
dwellings in the country (2,500,000 in urban zone).

In 1979, the XII-th Congress discussed a large PRO-
GRAM-DIRECTION ON THE ECONOMICAL AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF
ROMANIAN TERITORY BETWEEN 1981-1985, including:-

- development of industrial and agricultural produc-
tion of each countyl

- increasing the degree of employement on local scale;
- increasing the wealth by construction of new social

and cultural endowments.
At present, a NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR LAND PLANNING is

applied for:
- traAsformation of 140 communes in small agricultu-

ral-industrial townsl
- increasing of urban population: 54,5% in 1985 with

trends towards 57-58% in 1990;
presence of 9 urban centers in each county, with 4 -

6 communes for a town, with a radius of influence of 15 - 20

- erection of 1 - 2 stories (sometimes 4 stories)



dwellings in small towns;

- development of buildings more related to the local
arhitecture pattern using typified projects anC local vLaterials.

In 1984, the XIII-th Congress established the erec-
tion of 750,000 dwellings in 1986-1990, including 50,000 ru-
ral dwellings.

Towardp the years 2,000 it is planned to provide for
each inhabitant of the country a mean living area of 14 sq.m.
and 18-20 sq.m. if householders facilities are considered.

Recently, in September 1985, the Congress of Peoples
Councils established new measures to increase the density of
rural buildings usi" 2-3 storied buildings.

According to the rules in force, any further develop-
ment of a settlement will not exceed the present local limits.

The provisions steted in the building authorization
concerning height, layout, position, should be respected by "
owner and builder.

6.5. 'CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY AND BUILDING MATERIALS

A number of 64 building material factories exist in
all country counties. These large entreprises produce cement,
lime, glass, brick, ceramic blocks, concrete blocks, roofing
materials, a.s.o. 40 of these 64 factories produce precast e-
lements. Other local, small factories produce: brick, lime,
timber planks, river aggregates, a.s.o. In the mountain or hil-
ly zones village matters produce for local consumption: hand-
-made brick, lime, timber, woodentiles, etc.

The construction industry works for state investtwsts
in large development projects, urban construction, a.s.o.

6.6. RURAL CONSTRUCTION
Tendencies which are new real in the modern rural hou-

sing presents the following characteristics:

First of all, one can mention the buildiggs erected
accordingly to a design Vrovided by private sources or from
catalogues given to local councils. This drawing 'are compul-
sory in order to obtain the erection permit. However, thb mhebk-
ing points refers mainly to the architectural aspect, the mi-
nimum heigh, distance to the streets, a.s.o. The structural
detailing remains a problem of professional conscience, com-
petence as well as of acceptance or rejection of -some require-
ments. As a matter of fact, builders make "simpler" detailing
looking too complicate, and the local control cannot provide
a proper quality.

The local builder perform the erection works gradually,
first of all the structure and then the finishing works. One
can remark the tendency of the owner to. spend much more money
for modern endowments and finishing works, although the cost
control is almost impossible. However, this way is considered
the "cheeper". On the other hand, there are cases when cooe-
rati.ves or small entreprises try to comply with the typified



projec, but the competence of the staff is limited, the cn-
trol is not sufficient, therefore the seismic risk increase
in some cases. This way is considered by the owner could due
to the necessity to pay in advance the costs.

Taking into account the coexistence of. both technolo-
gies for a while, the study of "non-engineered inovations in
rural construction"will be beneficial for seismic risk reduc-
tion.

ICCPDC is a coordinator of a selection study of the
most representatives traditional rural dwellings, in order
to provide the local specific in catalogs.

A first group of 1,000 types of rural traditionalhou-
ses will'be published as an album to be used by the designers
of typified structures.

'4
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6.7. TYES OF CONTEMPORARY RURAL STRUCTURES,
MATERIALS AND TECHNOLOGIES IN ROMANIA

In the last decades new characteristics in rural
constructLon occurred mainly due to the following reasons:

- the need to improve the durability and fire resis-
tance, the comfort, living space utilization etc.

- the shortage of traditional materials and intro-
duction of industrial materials;

- the change in the styl- of-life, modernization of
building sector, urban influence concerning the architec-
ture and aspect;

- new official regulations concerning the buildings
height, and the erection permit, use of typified projects.

Because the traditional buildings classification al-
ready mentioned remains valid we should point out only
some new elements, including the new technological prob-
lems, too /11/.

A.a. Timber structures
Foundation :- ground floor is often in stone and brick ;

fou dation in stone or plain concrete or
hollow blocks.

Walls, - similar to the A type, sometiomes r.c.slab
over basement or ground- floor.

Floors :
Roof: - galvanized sheets and asbestocement plates.
Layout : - urban influence in room distribution ;

balconies.
Technology: - new elements only for r.c. members.

B.l.a. Stone masonry structures
Stone is used mainly for ground-floor erection and for
external plating because of its insultation and finishing
qualities, in mountain zones. New houses include r.c.col-
lar beams and floors, balconies and villas architecture.
New technological elements occurred only for r.c. menbers.

B.2.a. Abobe masonry structures
Foundation :- plain concrete, raw stone, concrete hollow

blocks.
Walls:. --wire mesh nailed on walls sides for plaster

durability.
Floors: - r.c. collar beams and linels are often pro-

vided.
Roofs: - bitumated sheets, asbestocement plates, gal-

vanized sheets, tiles.
Layout : - rectangle, L.T., with verand#.
Technology: - new elements only for r.c. members and plas-

tering.

B,3.a.Brickconcrete block, ytong block masonry structures

Im m - m mm m
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Foundation:- plain concrete or concrete hollow blocks.
Walls: - similar to B.3. but masonry made of:pressed

brick (factory brick), hollow brick, con-
crete hollow blocks, ytong blocks(autoclaved
lightweight concrete), for 2-3 storied houses
r.c. columns and collar beams are added,r.c.
lintels.

Floors: - sometimes r.c. slabs for 2-3 storied houses
for roof terrace.

Roof: - wooden structures, new forms with!r.c. slab
roof, roofing made of galvanized sheets,
tiles, asbestocement plates.

Layout: - L,T, balconies and towers. Fig. 5,6,7,8
Technology:- new elements for r.c. members and masonry

works with ytong blocks requiring a proper
mortar mixture, wetting of blocks, adequate
bonding, etc.

B.4.a. Compacted clay structures'
Foundation:- river stone, plain concrete.
Walls: - similar to B.4.

- innovations:two stories compacted clay struc-
tures with reinforced concrete slabs and
lintels.

Floors: - reinforced concrete slabs(innovative solu-
tions).

Roof: - wooden structure;
- roofing :galvanized sheets, tiles, bitumated
cartoon.

Layout: - similar to B.3.a.
Technology:- as for reinforced concrete elements (founda-

tion and slabs).
- sliding forms for two storied compacted clay
walls.

C.a. Timber frame structures
Foundation:- ground-floor is erected in JZne or masonry

with plain concrete foundatton.
Walls: - finishing works in stucco.
Technology:- new elements for reinforced concrete elsmnts.

D.Brick masonry and reinforced concrete frame structures
Foundation:- plain concrete sometimes with reinforced con-

crete perimetral beam.
Walls: - reinforced concrete frames or reinforced

concrete scheleton (no moment resisting).
- masonry bordered by r.c. columns and collar
beams.

Floors: - r.c. precast hollow strips or monolithical
slabs.

Roof: - in 2-4 slopes or flat terrace, tiles or gal-
vanized sheets.

Layout: -villa type, duplex,2-4 stories in urbanized
centers.

Te'hnology:- urban type for r.c. and masonry techniques,
some mounting devices are necessary for 2-4
storied houses.

In this framework we should point out that the use

i~ilili ilib__i__i______



of typified projects are mostly in force for new rural
civic center buildings. For residential buildings, the
land planning law requirements concerning the existence
of a project and the erection permit are controlled main-
ly in view of external aspect, architecture, minimum
height a.s.o. In fact local builders make "innovations'
when they use catalogue projects according to their own
experience, under the tradition influence.,'

7. IMPROVEMENT OF EARTHQUAKE BEHAVIOUR OF NEW
TYPES OF RURAL BUILDINGS IN ROMANIA.

7.l.Earthquake behaviour of existing new types of
rural buildings.

Besides the general increa-e in production cons-
truction materials in the last decades, rural construc-
tion used an original combination of local and modern
materials.

Engineered contemporary rural buildings performed
well during earthquakes due to the aseismic conception,
the good quality of factory materials and the state con-
trol.

ContecFar rural buillings erected with some
modern materials but with without aseismic design suf-
fered effects of recent earthquakes. After Vrancea inter-
mediate earthquake of 4.o3.1977 and Tulcea shallow earth-
quake of 13.11.1981 several conclusions were evident /2,
4,5,11/.

- damage pattern sismilar to point 5.1 were recor-
ded but in all cases at a more reduced scale;

-,stone masonry structures whose foundation was
walled with cement mortars behaved better that dky stone
masonry;

- adobe masonry structures (besides the brittleness
of the material) behaved:much better if r.c. foundation
and collar beams have been provided.

The mesh for plastering improve the durability and the
strength;

- brick, concrete blocks and ytong blocks masonry
structures performed better in the presence of concrete
foundations and collar beams. Combination of heavy and
light-weight materials in structure must be properly done;
innovative structural systems use monolithical beam-lintels
as a second collar beam;

- compacted clay structures behaved well if a hori-
zontal reinforcement (0 6 mu steel bars of 0 3-4 mm wire,
even barbed wire) has been provided inwalls. Especially
the corners reinforcement could provide a work as for plain
concrete shear walls. Two storied compacted clay structu-
res with concrete foundation and reinforced concrete floor
slabs withstand without damage 1981 Tulcea earthquake (M-
5.3)1

----------
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- reinforced concrete trame structures (complying
generally with an engineerinq design) should be carefully
used in rural settlements controlling the quality of works
in order to avoid aamage.

For the improvement of earthquake behaviour of new
types of rural buildings, several research studies were
performed by INCERC.

7.2. INCERC research on the building materials and
on the detailing and protection of stabilized
earthen buildings.

Since 1979 research works have been performed at
INCERC on the increased efficient use of loamy and sta-
bilized earthen houses. Based on these research,technical
recommendations concerning the following materials used
for rural houses and agrozootechnical constructions have
been drawn up. In 1982 experiments were performed on:

1. New materials for soil stabilizing using local
materials;

2. New reinforcing methods for corners and wall
crossings;

3. New solutions for plastering the walls.

During the experiments, the earth was used from the
outskirts of Bucharest having the following compositions:

a)-clay ( a M 0.005 mm) = 47%
-dust ( d = 0.005-0.05 mm) = 49%
-sand ( d = 0.5 - 2 mm) = 4% 3
-density = 2650 kgW

b)-clay = 43%
-dust = 45%
-sand = 12%
-density = 2650 kg/m 3

.Five formulae including different stabilizers were
experimented according to table I. The compression strngth
were determined on cubes of 14 cm for the A.B.C. and D
solutions and on cubes of 20 cm for the E solution. Fig.4
gives the tests results. In can be stated that the A for-
mula provides the best results Formulae C and D have led
to penetrating cracks in the built wall samples.

, .Wall sections and intersections ware experimented
by reproducing parts of a building, window opening a.s.o.
The followings have been used:

- wooden formworks (h-70 cm, width 25 and 35 cm);
- steel walking formworks (adopted from the indus-

trial construction technology).

Inside the steel walking formworks earth layers(pre-
pared according to the formulae included in table 1) of
12-14 cm were laid by compaction up to thickness of 6-7 cm
and the height of 1 m daily and let to dry after removing

W-
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the walking formwork. Structural and reinforcing, details
of corners and crossings are presented in Fig.3. The met-
hod based on steel walking formworks has been proved to
be more rapid, but it requires large investments for its
application .in rural areas.

1 The. following finishing solutions were experimen-
ted by plastering (2 cm thichness):

* On clayey soils with sand admiytures:
- mortar plastering of cement-sard-lime (1:3:0.3)

on a galvanized wire mesh hammered with nails;
-similar plasterings (ratio 1-.2:5:0.3) on a ho-

rizontal reed support hammered in nails on a galvanizedwire mesh;

- similar plasterings on a support made of brickpieces inserted in clay mortar;
-plasterings made of gypsum-cement-sand and

chemical agents (GIF type-INCERC patent).
* On clayey soils with admixtures of sand and fly

ash interior plastering made of clay and sand and then
painted with hydrated lime (12) has been applied.

After three years of specimens exposure the fol-
lowings could be stated:

- the plastered zones behave very well;
- the unprotected zones are eroded due to the

atmospheric agents (rain, frost and thaw);
- plasterings perfoged on a reed support have a

proper adherence (7-8 daN/cr
- plasterings on brick pieces have a higher ad-

herence (5-10 daN/cma) confirming the intuitive use of
that technique in the rural area;

- the interior clay mortar plasterings applied
on earthen walls confer a "warm" sensation as compared
with the plasterings made of lime and cement.

The INCRRC results are compared with data provided
by the papers /18,19/ and show the followings:

- the obtained strength is satisfactory, The com-
position of the earth used is very important and if the
clay quantity is too large contractions and law resistance
may occur (a big difference should be observed between the
clay ratio in the Tulcea and Bucharest soils, clearly under-
lined by the behaviour of rural buildings, too);

- strength obtained by stabilizing with cement as
in Pakistan /18/:the natural strength of earthen cubes is
doubled by adding 5% cement, 30 %sand and 14% water;

- strength obtained by stabilizing with gypsum as
in Turkey /19/ :strength of 20-45 kg/cm may be obtained
by adding 10 0 gypsum.

Table II shows that traditional rural low-rise



houses have a better behaviour when built of compacted
earth than of masonry in zones of seismic intensitie of
7 and 8. A permanent mortar strength of 10-25 daN/cm unfer
rural conditions is not often possible while strength 2
given by the compaction works(someti..mes of 10-15 daN/cm,
without stabilizers) are very frequently obtained in the
East and South of Romania.

7.3. Repair.,, strengthening methods for the
rehabilitation or recovery of contemporary
rural buildings made of earth and masonry.

The relatively new rural buildings made of good
quality materials, even without specialized technical as-
sistance, but provided with modern facilities (running
water, sewage, power and finishes), justify important in-
tervention works aiming to prevent damage ( rehabilitation
ot to recover the building after the earthquake. If the
post-seismic damage degree is not high the structure will
present certain general aseismic qualities for the repec-
tive seismic intensity. With a view to bring the building
to its initial state, measures should be applied from
paragraph 5.2 entitled "repair works".

Contemporary rural buildings that present a certain
technical influence show favourable premises for ensuring
a safety degree at severe strong motions (if one estimates
that during the rural building life such a strong motion
should be possible).

The purpose of the strengthening works refer to the
increase of the structure strength and its rigidity,to the
increase of ductility and energy dissipating capacity by
adding vertical and horizontal reinforcement. The foregoing
strehIgthening wdrkd mAY become efficient when reinforcing
bars could be anchored at the founaation level and at the
level of the collar beam. During the strengthening works,
when there are no collar beams, and according to the re-
quirements, reinforced concrete base-plinth and collar
beams are to be cast after the mechanical anchorage of the
vertical reinforcing bars.

With a view to perform the strengthening works the
followings should be provided:

- 4-8 vertical bars 0 U-10 mm at corners (ends of
shear walls) anchored at the lower and upper parts by wel-
ding or by screw nut connection. A certain pretensioning
degree is very useful. From place to place the bars are
connected with the walls by means of hooks in order to
avoid their buckling during compression and are plastered
with cement mortar;

- strengthening works similar to those mentioned
at point 5.2 thus:

* welded meshes 0 4/10 cm applied on both sides of
the masonry, tied with hooks that penetrate the walls;

* mortar injected into cracks and joints;

| I



* a 3-4 cm thick plaster using cement-sand mortar

(ratiol:3), ensuring the joints and walls cleaning for an
adequate adherence.

The tests performed by INCERC specialists /13/ show
the efficiency of the suggested methods. In special cases,
together with the foregoing solutions, other solutions of
the type given below should be taken into consideration as
follows:

- concrete buttresses at corners or wall cros-
sing.,

- steel profite members acting as collar beams;

- framing the masonry by casting reinforced con-
crete columns in vertical slittings, and casting collar
beams and base plinth (underpinning and overconcreting) as
well.

For rehabilitation works (pre-seismic) similar
strengthening measures should be used by introducing mem-
bers of the collar beam and base-plinth types a.s.o.whet-
her the technical and economical analysis shows the ef-
ficiency of the respective measures.

8.CONCLUSIONS

1. The rural housing existent in seismic areas in
Romania are characterized by a steadiness of the tradi-
tional elements mingled with the existence of the modern
building materials and technologies under the influence of
the general industrialization and the urban planning of
the localities.

The knowledge experienced from previous earthquakes
has proved that although several damages and material los-
ses. have been recorded, no significant life losses have
been recorded in the affected rural zones.

2. The characterization of rural housing from the
value viewpoint - low or high cost~does not depend so much
upon the inhabitant's income,, but also upon the available
local materials such as manual labour, local and regional
tradition as well as the urban planning degree of the loca-
lities. The value of the dwelling increases due both to the
strength degree given by the modern material and technolo-
gies (very often intuitively applied) and to the endowments
of the dwelling inside (such as running water,electricity,
sewerage system, central heating a.s.o.).

Another tendency that has to be carefully control-
led is that of the inhabitant's attention to the finishing
and installation works instead of the structural control
when one is building his own house.

3. The development of rural zones is done at present
according to the aproved designs using, in many casesstruc-
tures included in catalogues or aproved typified projects



for which the aseismic protection is controlled. Naturaly
a thoroigh and competent local control for the whole rural
area is still difficult to be achieved at present.

4. With a view to reduce the seismic risk in rural
zones a number of measures are necessary as follows:

- the inventary of old buildings,damaged by the
previous earthquakes, in even locality, controlling the
strengthening and reconstruction worus, showing the owners
simple methods but possible to be applied, and providing
technical and material support according to the methods
applied after the previous earthquakes;

the analysis of the building technologies, used
by the inhabitants tor building with their own means,con-
cerning various tipes of structures and materials used in
different zones of the county. It will be taken ints ac-
count that the increase in height, floor number, androcin
dimensions as compared with the traditional house will
have direct consequence on the spatial behaviour of rural
buildings;

- the adequate application of principles and mea-
sures included in the official regulations concerning
the rural planning and taking into account the positive
local experience and conclusions on the effects of the
previous earthquakes;

- the aseismic education in zones where people
built on a large scale using their own means in order to
avoid the incorrect usage of new industrial materials and
the unadequate material mixtures and to pay the adequate
attention to the aseismic resistance according to the
modern knowledge in the field;

- the performance of sociological study in order to
establish to what extent the typified rural catalogue
buildings fulfil the requirements of the customers and
ensure, according to the seismic risk mitigation neces-
sities, the reneuring of the housing stock in seismic
rural zones.
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Fig. i. Seismic zoning map of Ruania

Fig.2. Stone and timber rural traditional *building.

The light material is used for upper story.
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Table II

Correlation of building height, brick and mortar mark-, in
seismic 'zones according to Romanian code P2-85
for masonry buildings

InSeismi c zoning (MSK)
Building 0 67 89
height ---

H 0 ~ ~ ~ x O
co S. E~ '

ca ~EXE WE E MOEcLEz

H < 4 1 50 10 50 10 50 125 75 50

4-9m 3 75 25 75 25 75 50 100 50-

9- 12m 4 75' 25 100 25 '100 50 - -

12 - S 5 1100 25 100 50 - - - -

NOTE. marks are given in daN/cm2

I MPO)daN

1'2,4) cm --

(2.0) 20 
M

(1) 10Y E Kgstraw

/ .. &. 25Kg'ash/m3

SQKa IIme~rn 3

0 14. 28 80 days

Fig. 4. Increase of cube strenghth of stabilized soil
samples for different stabilizers and
admixture ratio,
(Building Research Institute Bucharest,
Romania, 1982)



Fig. 5. -Contemporary rural building
before finishjing works.
Wiallus~ytong blocks fraxmed by cast in
place r.c. columns lintels and slabs.
Stone foundation.3 stories.Upper story
in timber .Seiaaic zone:ViII degrees
MSK. Stone and timber available in the
region.Materials and workmanship quality:.
medium.

- -- ~7

Fig.6. Contemporary rural building before
finishing works.
Walls:kiln brick masonry.LC. slabs and
lintels. Stone foundation.3 stories.
Materials and workmanship quality: very
good.Seismic zonetVIUI degrees MSK.



Fig.7. Contemporary rural building during
construction works.
Walls:ytong blocks framed by cast in place
r.c. columnscollar bes, lintels. Stone
touaidation. Seismic zone:III degrees MSK.
Upper story in timber. Materials and work-
manship quality:very good.

Fig.8. Contemporary rural building:before
finishing works. Walls:concrete hollow
blocks (1 st. story), ytong blocks (2nd
story) and timber (3rd story). masonry framed
by cast in place r.c. columns, collar beams-
lintels, slabs. Stone foundation.Seismic zone:
VIII degrees MSK. Materials and workmanship
quality:very good.



~...Walling of tke ytOXng blocks
masonry on tr~e stone founda-

t~jon. The owner's family

mebers help the skilled
MWASte'r

F~giO.Contempory rural building
after finishing works. First

story in masonry, second story

in timber. Seismic zonez 
VIII

degrees 148K.



Fig. 11. Contemporary three storied rural
building after finishing works.
Upper story in timber.

Fig.12.Nonengineered
contemporary rural
hous- in ytong bloc)s
and reinforced con-
crete members.
Note the r.c. window
beam lintel parallel

to the collar beam ard floor slab, acting as a
frame with the columns. Foundation is made of
concrete. Remark new architectural aspect.



Fig.13. Contemporary, nonengineerei rural
two storied brick masonry building
with embeded r.c. columns and r.c.
siabs. Note the tendency to use the
collar beam as a, frame beam with
positive effects on'.the earthquake
behaviour (Seismic zoning in 7th
degree MSR).

FIg.14. Four storied standard buildings
for rural zones using precast
members, erected by a specialized
construction company near a city.
Seismic zone:VII degrees !45R.
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The harmonization of national seismic codes is preceding very slowly.Results of research in strurtural dynamics are often inadequately adapted

for practical use. First, basic rules given by modern safety concepts and
earthquake engineering monographs are discussed. Then the methods for th -
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1. Scope

The methods in Earthquake Engineering (EE) were developed during the last
thirty years. Modern computers and measuring devices are powerful means for
the improvement of the methods. For the greater part of all structures
seismic codes are used for the earthquake resistant design. Most national
seismic codes prescribe quasistatic or response spectrum calculations.
Attempts for harmonization of codes are undertaken but the progress is very
slow. Many national codes are a mixture of several codes resulting
sometimes in unrealistic models and values. Results of reseach in
structural dynamics are mainly known by few specialists but are often
inadequately adapted for practical use. Hence, it is necessary to elaborate
codes compatible with latest results of research and easy to use by the
practical engineer.

The accuracy of structural models can be further improved but many
uncertainties are inherent in the assumptions of earthquake loads and local
soil properties. Therefore upper quality limits for earthquake resistant
designs exist which cannot be overcome by a further improvement of the
structural model.

After a great number of earthquakes damage observations were carried out by
international specialists. From many damages fundamental rules of
earthquake engineering could be obtained which are given in the literature,
e.g./l,3/. The most important rules concern the ratio of main dimensions,
permissible differences of mass and stiffness of adjacent stories etc. The
earthquake resistance of a structure can be significantly increased by the
consideration of the fundamental rules during planning and construction.

Codes should prescribe more complicated calculations only in situations
promising an increased quality of the earthquake design. The more
fundamental rules of earthquake resistant design are considered, the easier
the calculation should be.

2. Basic concepts of seismic codes

2.1 General principles on reliability of structures

During the last years an increased number of investigations of the
reliability of structures was carried out using probabilistic methods. The
procedures are often too complicated for real structures but
semiprobabilistic concepts are a useful basis for uniforr safety
specifications for civil engineering structures. In Austria tne code ONORM
B 4040 is prepared which will be the future basis for preparation and
review of specific building standards. This code is based on the latest
international and national drafts or standards on reliability, especially
ISO 2394 and takes also into account Eurocode no. 1. Hence, codes on the
reliability of structures will have an important influence on the
developement of seismic codes.

The standards on reliability specify general principles for the
verification of reliability of structures to known or foreseeable loads.
Reliability is considered in relation to the performance of the structure
throughout its intended life. The principles must be in accordance with
technical and economic facts.
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It is important to recognize that structural safety is an overall concept
comprising models for describing lQads, design rules, safety elements,
workmanship, quality control procedures, maintainance and repair and
national requirements all of which are mutually dependent. This philosophy
is new and unusual for the practical engineer. The concept seems to be good
but practical application is often not easy. Following the concept,
modifications of any one factor should be accompanied by a study of the
implications involved in relation to the overall concept of safety.

Structures and structural elements should fulfill the following performance
requirements:

* they should withstand all normal actions imposed upon them during
their construction and anticipated use.

* they should in general, retain sufficient integrity to withstand local

failures and specified accidental events.
* structures and structural elements should perform adequately under

normal use.

Deterioration of material properties should not lead to an unacceptable
probability of failure. Further the design solutions should be economical
in their utilization of materials, energy, financial resources etc.

The structural performance of a whole structure or part of it should be
described with reference to a specified set of limit states beyond which
the structure no longer satisfies the design requirements. The limit states
are divided into the following two categories:

* the ultimate limit state which generally correspond to the maximum.
load carrying capacity (safety related).

* the serviceability limit state which correspond to the criteria
govering function related normal use.

The choice of the various levels of reliability should take into account
the possible consequences of failure in terms of risk to human life or
injury, the potential economic losses and the degree of social
inconvenience. According to the consequences, structures are often
classified as follows:

* risk to life negligible and economic and/or social consequences small
or negligible (safety class 1 of draft ONORM B 4040 ).

* risk to life exists, economic and/or social consequences consideraIle
(safety class 2 of draft ONORM B 4040).

* risk to life great, economic and/or social consequences very great
(safety class 3 of draft ONORM B 4040).

For any structure it is generally necessary to consider several distinct
design situations. Corresponding to each of these design situations, there
may be different structural systems, different reliability requirements,
different design values, different environmental conditions. Separate
reliability checking is required for each design situation with due regard
to different cun.equcrces of failure.

The design situations may be classified as:
* persistent biLudtions, having a duraticn of the same order as the life

of the structures.
* transient situations, having a shorter duration and a high probability

of occurrence.
* accidental situations, normally of short duration and low probability

of occurrence.
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The actions (or loads) are divided - according to their variation in time -

into:
* permanent actions which are likely to act throughout a given design

situation and for which variations in magnitude with time are
negligible in relation to the mean value.

* variable actions which are unlikely to act throughout a given design
situation or for which variations in magnitude with time are not
monotonic and not negligible in relation to the mean value.

* accidental actions, the occurrence of which, with a significant value,
is unlikely on a given structure over the period of time under
consideration and also in most cases is of short duration. The
occurrence of an accidental action could in many cases be expected to
cause severe consequences unless special measures are taken.

For practical applications e.g. in the draft ONORM B 4040 the following
condition must be satisfied:

R, Z ()

with R* ... design resistance
S* ... design action effect

S* is given by

so = ~r--x-xr-(2)

For the ulitmate limit state L is given by

L + o 5,7T, ;- a;+F.(3)

with ... permanent actions
Q... most important of variable actions
Q... additional variable actions, simultaneous with Q1
WW... action - combination coefficient

I, , ... partial factors, reflecting the
following influences:

* S reflects the uncertainties of the characteristic values and of
the stochastic model of the actions:

* .aL reflects the simplifications due to structural modelling
*y,*tvL takes into account the influence of an independent quality

control on safety
* ~'~ is used to take into account the actual safety class

For the serviceability limit state the following formulas are given:

for infrequent combinations:

L = +Q 1 * + '~ Q (4)
/>'4

for frequent combinations:

and for quasi - permanent combinations:

L +" (6)

with W and 41,,L ... actions - combination coefficients



The partial factors for calculating the design action effect and the

action - combination coefficients are given in the draft ONORM B 4040.

The design resistance Rs is found from

-R R (7)TA

with R ... characterisitic value of resistance
and p ... partial factor reflecting the uncertainties of the

characteristic values of the resistance.

2.2 Basic statements from IAEE - Monographs

2.2.1 Introduction

In earthquake engineering investigations can be carried out at different
levels of accuracy. In principle, for each dynamic investigation the
modelling of the excitation and of the structure is necessary. The dynamic
response of a structure depends strongly on the layout and the
construction. The more regular the buildings are,the simpler the structural
model can be and a less sophisticated design procedure will be adequate.

Basic concepts of seismic codes are given in /1,2/ or in ISO/DIS 3010.
Further, for the countries of Europeai Community the draft of Eurocode no.8
was elaborated as a basis for the harmonization of seismic codes.

In part 1 of /l/ seismic zoning for building codes is discussed. Seismic
zoning and earthquake parameters are not discussed in this paper, detailed
information can be found elsewhere, e.g. /1,3/.

Part 2 of /l/ deals with the basic concepts for non engineered
constructions. Most of the loss of life in the past earthquakes has occured
due to the collapse of buildings, constructed in traditional materials like
stone, brick, adobe and wood, which were not particularly engineered to be
earthque' resistant. In view of the continued use of such buildings in
most countries of the world, especially in areas with low standard of
living and heavy earthquakes, it is essential to introduce earthquake
resistance features in their construction. Further in /1,3/ basic rules are
given. The consideration of these rules during planning and construction
will significantly increase the earthquake resistance of the structures.

In /2/ the basic concepts for engineered constructions are presented. For
arriving at an economical solution to the earthquake protection problem,
the level of desired protection must be specified. While theoretically it
may be possible to construct buildings which can withstand the effects of
earthquake without damage, where availability of suitable building
materials may not pose a serious problem, it will generally not be feasible
to do so due to very high costs involved /1/. From the safety view point,
the safety of human lives is the primary concern and the runctioning ot ulhi
buildings has lower priority except the buildings required for the
emergency, e.g. hospitals etc. The above aims could be met, if a building
is designed and constructed such that in the event of the probable maximum
earthquake intensity in the region

* the building should not suffer total or partial collapse
* it should not suffer such irreperable damage which would require
demolishing and rebuilding

* althought it may sustain such damage which could be repaired quickly
and the building put back to its usual functions



2.2.2 Structural model

Seismic design regulations shall state criteria for idealizing structural
systems. Quasistatic methods can be adopted when stiffness and maws vary
gradually throughout the structure.

The seismic behaviour of a structure is to a large extent determined by its
capacity to dissipate energy through ductile deformation.

Linear models can be used in conjunction with response spectra reduced to
account for ductility, when dealing with regular elasto-plastic systems
having gradual variations of the ratio of the strength available to that
requires at critical sections. For irregular systems only a smaller load
reduction through ductility can be used or local corrective factors are
necessary. Irregular systems tend to local brittle failure or to the
accumulation of plastic deformations at some locations of the system with
pronounced variations in strength. Hence, to predict ductility demands of
irregular sysems, nonlinear methods of response analysis must be used.

Structural models must include the stiffness of all elements that may
influence their response, including the so - called non - structural
elements. Non - structural elements were often neglected in the past
leading to unrealistic models and structural damage during earthquakes. It
is often difficult to model accurately the possible interaction between
structure and non - structure or to isolate non - structural elements from
the structure. In many cases it will be convenient to carry out a double
structural analysis, with and without non - structural elements.

Non - linear models shall also account for P - A effects and specify the
locations where non - linear material behaviour may occur. To obtain
accurate results when carrying out step - by - step non - linear response
analyses significant compontents of the ground motion must be treated
simultaneously.

2.2.3 System requirements

System requirements define the conditions that a system is expected to
satisfy in accordance with its intended use. For structural systems these
requirements are grouped as follows:

* safety
* serviceability
* durability
* appearance

/2/ deals with the first two groups.

Safety requirements should state bounds to the probability of failure of a
system for given time intervals. The influence of cumulative damage and
degradation of mechanical properties should be taken into account. The
reliability of a complex system depends on the reliabilties of the
individual members and on the way they are interconnected. Hence, it is
difficult to state a system reliability from the reliability of the single
members. The safety requirements for structural members assumed to
contribute to earthquake resistance must refer to the earthquake intensity
that corresponds to a given return period.

Structural elements assumed not to contribute to earthquake resistance
should maintain, with an adequate reliability, their integrity during and
after the occurrence of seismic actions, and should not adversely affect
the behaviour of the structure.



Non - structural members and their fastenings to the structural system
should provide adequate safety against local damage and collapse during and

after earthquake and should not -adversely affect the behaviour of the

structure. They should not create serious life hazards during and after

earthquake.

Serviceability requirements for structures and structural elements should

state the limit states e.g. excensive residual deflections, cracking or

loss of stiffness.' It is often advantageous to accept significant local

damage to dissipate energy and prevent more dangerous failure modes, but

repair work should be easy and reliable and should be undertaken

immediately after damage takes place. It may even be advisable to place

some structural elements destined to fail and be replaced.

2.2.4 Performance criteria

Performance criteria are statements about the required properties of

structures and structural memers so that they will satisfy the assumptions

of structural analysis and design. These rules cover the' following

properties:
* strength
* stiffness

ductility

Strength performance rules should include statements about minimum and

maximum acceptable values, in order to ensure that the system as whole is

not weaker than intended and that no unforeseen behaviour problems will

occur by the presence of members stronger than assumed. These rules should

* also include specifications about the acceptable relative values of the

capacities of members and sub - assemblages in different failure modes.

Stiffness performance criteria should include -statements about minimum and

maximum acceptable values, in order to ensure that the system is not more

flexible than intended and that no unfavourable distribution of internal

forces will result from deviations of member stiffness with respect to

those assumed.

Performance rules relative to ductility should state minimum values of that

variable, as well as the number of alternating load cycles for which each

member or subassemblage should be able to reach a specified deformation

without significant reduction in strength or energy dissipation capacity.

3. Methods for the earthquake resistant design
---- ----------------------------------------------

3.1 Layout and constructions according to basic rules
---- -----------------------------------------------------
After many heavy earthquakes damage observations were carried out by

international specialists. In many cases damage was .e'ie 1  by had

workmanship, especially in the area of joints. From other damages

fundamental rules were obtained. Results are given in the literature,
e.g./f,3,4/. The most important rules concern the ratio of main dimensions,
permissible differences of mass and stiffness of adjacent stories,

eccentricities between the center of mass and stiffness, etc. Some examples

are given in fig. 1-3. The earthquake resistance of a structure can be

significantly increased by the consideration of the rules during planning
and construction.



3.2 Concepts for the reduction of seismic forces

In principle, for stites with soft soil earthquake components with lower
frequencies and and for rock with higher frequencies are predominant.
Hence, it is a basic rule to build soft buildings on rock and stiff
buildings on soft soil to avoid resonances. Soft buildings are storey
frames but the stiffness of non structure must be taken into account, which
is often not easy. Stiff buildings are shear wall buildings and corewall
buildings, having the disadvantage of a lower available ductility, which is
difficult to predict. In addition, for heavy buildings on soft soil the
soil - structure interaction has to be considered. In practical design
situations it is often difficult to follow the rule mentioned above.

Following another basic principle, only negligible damages should occur
during medium earthquakes. The structural elements should be stressed only
in the linear range. For earthquakes of high intensity plastic hinging will
start but it must not result in structural collapse.

Fig. 4 shows two principle hinging mechanism. Normally the beam-sidesway
mechanism is preferred because greater ductility ratios can be obtained and
the danger of structural collapse is minimized. A special detailing is
necessary to ensure'the developement of hinges in the right areas. Some
examples for steel structures are shown in fig. 5. Disregarded and
unforeseen influences could reduce the effectiveness of the hinging concept
during real earthquakes.

Using another concept, structural response can be reduced by dampers which
are activated by relative movements between adjacent storeys. One possible
variant is the use of dampers incorporated into diagonal stiffening
members. Some examples are shown in fig. 6.

Further, base isolation can be used to reduce structural response. Using
elastomere bearings the natural frequency of the structure can be decreased
to about 0,5 Hz. If equation (8) is valid

f. f" (8)

with ... natural frequency of the structure with base isolation
.. ,... lowest dominant frequency of earthquake spectrum

a significant reduction of the response can be' obtained. Sometimes the
damping of the bearings is increased by lead cores.

Base isolation reduces the acceleration within the structure but increases
the displacements at the base to about '10 - 20 cm. Often problems with
basement detailing and the connections of gas-, water- and sewage pipes
arise. Further, the overturning moments and the long - term behaviour can
cause problems. The low natural f,'tquency of a base isolated structure can
be excited by ambient vibrations. As these vibrations can cause kinetosis
(motion sickness) of the inhabitants, base isolated systems are often
blockec for small amplitude excitation and start operation at earthquake
levels.

3.3 Dynamic calculations prescribed in codes

Dynamic calculations can be carried out at different levels of accuracy.
Both the dynamic load and the structure must be modelled as accurate as
necessary for the problem.



The following methods can be used:
. pseudo - static method
* response - spectrum method
* time - history analysis (modal superposition method and step - by -

step integration)
* methods in the frequency domain
* stochastic methods

The methods are described well in literature, e.g./5,6/.

The International Association for Earthquake Ehgineering (IAEE) brings out
the latest collection of national seismic codes once every four years at
the time of the World Conference on Earthquake Engineering.

Most national seismic codes prescribe pseudo - static and response spectrum
calculations. The basic quantity used in the greater part of all codes is
the base shear calculated from the total mass and a seismic coefficient,
which is the product of several partial factors. Depending on the method
used, the distribution of the design action over the height of the building
is carried out more or less accurate.

Only short comments on the use of more sophisticated methods can be found
in some codes.

4. Trends in the harmonization of codes

4.1 State of the art

In the greater part of all seismic codes quasistatic or response spectrum
methods are used. The increased possibilities of computers encourage some
engineers to use sophisticated programs, but many input data are uncertain.
Therefore, the questions arises, whether the quality of the earthquake
resistant design can be realy increased. It must be the aim to elaborate
more realistic codes in the future. More sophisticated methods should be
used only in situations promising an increased quality.

It is assumed that also in the future for the greater part of structures
quasistatic- or response spectrum methods are sufficient.

Most codes take into account the basic statements of EE - monographs but
more principles on the reliability should be fitted in. Some important
problems of code-procedures are discussed in what follows:

* global earthquake parameters can be estimated well, but assumptions
about the frequency content for a special site are often unrealistic.
The influence of local soil dynamics is very important but information
re: Lw = Practi=! A-qtgn situation is available only at a relatively
high cost lbvel. Quick and unexpensive experimental methods would be
necessary.
For the today - situation the question arises, how accurate the
calculation of modal frequencies of the structure must be.

* the field of applicability is not defined uniformly in all codes. Some
codes principally exclude bridges, dams, nuclear facilities and
structures with the potential danger of secondary disasters such as
fire, leakage of hazardous material, etc. In general, also for these
structures code procedures could be used to a certain extent, but the
codes should state the limits of applicahilJty. e.g. small bridges
can be designed well using a quasistatic method while for a long span
bridge with multipoint excitation a more sophisticated method will be
adequate.



* in urban areas there are often ensembles of adjacent buildings
built without adequate isolation gaps between them. Damping contact
often occurs during severe earthquakes, especially if buildings have
different heights. New buildings are often fitted in without adequate
gaps to preserve the townscape. The problem is difficult, but
solutions should be elaborated.

* there is not doubt that quasistatic or simplified response spectrum
methods give good results in the case of regular structures. Due to
the uncertainties inherent in respose spectra the fundamental
frequency can be calculated well using simplified formulas. Also the
assumed distribution over the height will be realistic.

If irregular buildings are treated as regular buildings the wrong
distribution of the design action will introduce greater errors than
inaccurate modal frequencies.
Several codes give rules to distinquish between regular and irregular
structures but the values are very different. Attempts for a
harmonization are reported in chapter 6.

* separate calculations are carried out for two horizontal directions.
There is no agreement between the codes if some percentage of the
design action of the second direction should be taken into account
when designing the first direction. No statement on that point was
found in the reliability concepts. Some codes prescrJbe also a design
in vertical direction for special structures or members. Near
epicentres vertidal excitation can be non - negligible but statements
are missed in the codes.

* when modal responses in a particular direction can be regarded as
independent of each other, the combination may be generally performed
according to

S SEP- (9)

where S ... is the response quantity under consideration

S; ... is the response quantity in the i-th mode of
vibration

If modes with close spaced frequencies occur more sophisticated
combination rules should be used, e.g. /7/.

* while actions form medium earthquakes are normally resisted in a
linear way a ductile behaviour is necessary for extreme earthquakes.
A good review of the problem and of ductility factors is given in /8/.
One must be very careful to obtain an adequate ratio between ultimate
deformation capacity and nonlinear design deformation all over the
structure to avoid unforeseen hinging.

* damping strongly influences the magnitude of the design actions.

Several damping mechanism act within a structure, which are
understood not very well at the moment. Damping is taken into account
via a equivalent damping ratio. More research is necessary for a
better modelling.

For a better harmonization the following points should be considered:
* uniform criteria for seismic zoning
* uniform criteria for the elaboration of maximum values of ground
acceleration etc.

* use of an uniform normalized response spectrum
* uniform safety concept and rules for the combination of actions
* use of an improved ducility concept, giving rules avoiding adverse

discontinuities in strength and ductile behaviour in vertical
direction. Elaboration of more realistic ductility factors

* uniform maximum values of interstorey drift, especially to limit
damage of non - structural elements

-10-



"Trends in harmonization of codes" is the name of one topic at many
conferences on EE. The literature was reviewed starting with the 6. ECEE,
Dubrovnik, 1978. Most papers present new national codes or compare
different codes but few real harmonization concepts are discussed.

In /9/ the partial factors used in several European codes for the
calculation of the base shear are compared.

In /10/ the comparison is carried out for non - European countries.
Formulas and values of comparable factors are listed, easy to survey.

From the results of /11/ it is evident that seismic forces calculated by
Balkan countries codes are 10-50 % smaller than the forces from USA-ATC-78.

The new earthquake resistant regulations for buildings in Japan are
presented in /12/. This paper seems to be a good help for the revision of
codes because it comes from a country with great practical experience in
EE. For most buildings the Japanese code prescribes a design for the
ultimate limit state as well as for the serviceability limit state.

In /13/ some of the more significant underlying assumptions and experiences
introduced into the seismic provisions of the Uniform Building Code over
many years are discussed.

In /14/ information on sources of fatal weakness in the designer -
contractor - user system and on the distribution of error source in
design/construction of R/C structures is given. More investigations of that
kind will be necessary to follow the principles stated in chapter 2. 1.

In /15/ the outline of the Yugoslav code is given, especially smoothed and
normalized response spectra are presented covering American-, Yugoslavian-
and Italian earthquakes.

The philosophy of the new Swiss earthquake regulations is given in /16/.
The draft prescribes a quasistatic analysis. A construction factor is
introduced, serving for two different purposes:

* reduction of the elastic equivalent static forces by allowing plastic
deformations

* taking account of the difference between the design values and the
effective values (resistance and deformations) which determine the
behaviour (using specific damage patterns assigned to structural
classes)

During the development of the new Swiss seismic design code, several
comparative analysis studies have been performed especially with drafts of
CEB, Eurocode no. 8, ATC-3. Results are given in /17,18,19/.

A typical example from /18/ is given in fig. 7. The design base shear for a
warehouse was calculated using 8 different codes. A maximum difference of
500 % between the results of the Indian and the Japanese code was obtained.

Very interesting results are presented in /19/. Deformations, moments and
shear were calculated for 3 different buildings, using the Swiss draft
(SIA), ATC-3, the code of Baden-WUrttemberg (RL-NW) and a response spectrum
calculation (ASM) using a spectrum obtained form the Friulian earthquakes.
The results are shown in fig. 8.
The main conclusions are:

* the codes underestimate the maximum bending moment strongly for
buildings with a fundamental frequency >,v 1 Hz. The calculated
maximum moment is only 12 - 60 % of the moment obtained by the
response spectrum method.



* for buildings with a fundamental frequency <,v 0,5 H the bending

moments are underestimated in the upper parts and overestimated in
the lower parts by the code procedures (see fig. 9). This is
'especially true if also higher modes are excited.

In /20/ the use of ductility to reduce the strength demanded by linear
elastic response through the use of response reduction factors is examined.
The rationale for these factors and for the values recommended by ATC and
SEAOUC is discussed in light of recent earthquakes and research results.

In /21/ a procedure is shown to limit the potential damage of buildings to
a tolerabel level. The procedure 'is based on a damage model, in which
structural damage is expressed as a function of the maximum deformation and
dissipated hysteretic energy.

-4.2 Draft of international standard ISO/DIS 3010

This draft is an important basis for the harmonization of codes. The
seismic actions described are fundamentally compatible with the general
principles on reliability (ISO 2394).

The draft specifies methods of evaluating seismic actions for the
earthquake resistant design of buildings, towers, chimneys and similar
structures. Most of the principles are applicable also to structures such
as bridges, dams, harbour installations, tunnels, fuel storage tanks,
chemical plants, conventional power plants, etc. Nuclear power plants are
not covered by this code.

The basic philosophy is:
* to prevent human injury
* to ensure continuity of vital services
* to minimize damage to property

Seismic actions shall he taken either as accidental actions or variable
actions. For accidental actions the structure has to be designed for the
ultimate limit state. It is assumed that the serviceability limit state is
verified indirectly in that case.

For variable actions the structure has to be designed for the
serviceability limit state.

The draft prescribes an equivalent static analysis or a dynamic analysis.
For the dynamic analysis only few general statements are given.

Using the equivalent static method, for the ultimate limit state the
seismic design action for the i-th level of a structure is given by

4& O 6 (10)

where
4... is the importance factor as related to the use of structure

... is the seismic hazard zoning coefficient to be specified in
the national code

g... is the standard base shear coefficient for the accidental
seismic action to be specified in the national code
is the structural coefficient to be specified for various
structural systems according to their ductility
is the dynamic coefficient as related to the response spectrum
considering the effect of soil conditions and damping property
of the structure
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... is the coefficient which characterizes the distribution of
seismic forces in elevation, where satisfies the
condition

... is the gravity load of structure

For the serviceability limit state the design action is given by

where r is the standard base shear coefficient for variable seismic
action to be specified in the national code.

The structure has to be designed according to the orthogonal axes x-y. The
total design seismic action, E, to be considered usually consists of the
following two combinations of E, and E

E-EX + XEY (12)

- -, + EY (13)

where

Ex ... seismic design action in x - direction
Ey ... seismic design action in y - driection

coefficient to be specified in the national code
e.g. X 0,3

The vertical component EL is usually not considered explicitly. It is,
however, taken into account with its most unfavourable value, for example
in the following cases:

- prestressed structures
- horizontal structural members with clear spans of more than 20 m
- constructions with high arching forces
- cantilever members
- concrete columns and shear walls subjected to high shear forces,
especially at construction interfaces

Two different kinds of deformations of the structure have to be controlled:

* the inter - story drift should be limited to restrict damage to
non - structural elements such as glass panels, curtain walls, etc.
for moderatd earthquakes and to control against fracture of
structural elements and instability of the structure for severe
earthquakes

* the control of the total displacement is concerned with the
reduction of panic or discomfort for moderate earthquakes and
with sufficient separations of two adjoining structures to avoid
damaging contact for severe earthquakes. For severe earthquakes

- A - effects must be taken into account.

'1 - iv-



The torsional moment of the i-th level of the structure, M , may be
determined by

Mi - a; 01 (14)

where Qi is the seismic shear force of the i-th level:

Q ZI R (15)

ez is one of the following two values, whichever is the most unfavourable
for the structural element under consideration.

* the actual eccentricity between centres of mass and rigidity,

multiplied by a dynamic magnification factor representing the coupling
of transverse and torsional vibrations, and by adding the incidental
eccentricity of the i-th level

* the actual eccentricity between the centres of mass and rgidity,
diminished by subtracting the incidental eccentricity

The dynamic magnifioation factor will be specified in the national code.
For example, this value may be taken as around 1,5.

In addition to equ. (9) for the combination of the modal responses the
equation (16) is given:

S = IS(16)

where Smu is the maximtn value of S1 and O' may be taken as 0,5 for
example.

It can be concluded, that ISO/DIS 3010 is an excellent basis for the
elaboration of seismic codes, giving the important points in a clear and
effective way. The code is material independent. No constructive rules are
given.
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4.3 Draft of Eurocode no. 8

At the moment the draft is not so well elaborated as ISO/DIS 3010. In the
future this code will be very important for the European countries, among
them Austria.

In principle, the code can be used for dwelling - office - and industrial
houses. The use for other str3Actures can be prescribed by the authorities
exept for extraordinary structures and structures with a potential danger
of secondary disasters. The seismic actions are classified as accidental
actions.

The code does not directly state a design for an ulitmate limit state or a
serviciability limit state.

At the moment two response spectra are given, but only the second one is
necessary. This design spectrum is given in fig. 10.

The code gives statements on time history analysis, complete and simplified
response spectrum method and a quasistatic method. For the simplified
reponse spectrum method formulas for the fundamental period and the
distribution of the desing actions over the height are given.

Using the equivalent static method, the design action for the i-th level is
given by

F- A R (T) Wi/c (17)

where

A ... maximum ground accelertion
R..... ordinate of the design spectrum
4: ... ductility factor

W ... gravity load of the i-th level

The code uses also equ. (12,13) for the combination of the two horizontal
design actions.

For the evaluation of torsional moments, some advanced formulas for the

eccentricities are given.

For the combination of the modal reponses equ. (9) is prescribed.

Some basic rules of EE are stated in the code. A third part of the code is
under elaboration at the moment, containing constructive rules and material
demands for foundations, concrete-, steel-, composite-, timber-, masonry-
and mixed structures.



5. Concepts and methods for the improvement of seismic codes

5.1 General aspects

In EE the following methods are used
' dynamic calculations
* dynamic in-situ tests
* dynamic model tests
* elaboration of dynamic structural models from earthquake responses
recorded in instrumented structures

Each method has advantages, disadvantages and limitations. By an optimum
combination of these methods progress can be obtained. In principle, in EE
to less work is done to adapt results for practical use. Recent approaches
are discussed in chapter 6.

5.2 Concept of the new Austrian seismic code (ONORM B 4015)

The Austrian committee for the revision of tie seismic code tries to find a
solution between a code containing the latest international results and a
code which can be easily used by the practical engineer. The code should
give realistic results. More complicated calculations will be prescribed
only in situations promising an increased quality of the design. The code
will include a pseudostatic and a response spectrum procedure.

The method to be used (quasi - static, response spectrugi or more
sophisticated calculation) will depend on the following factors:

* earthquake risk at the site
* safety class of the building (e.g. life line character)
* degree of vulnerability of the building by vibrations

Fran tab. 1 a parameter giving a "combined hazard" of earthquake damages as
a function of the seismic zone and the safety class can be obtained. The
values are a first proposal and need a review by people working on
reliability cf structures.

The degree of the vulnerability of a building is strongly influenced by its
structural i-'egularities. A lot of criteria for classification were found
in several national codes and in literature. The values often differ
drastically. In tab. 2 some first estimates are compiled, which will be the
basis for a more detailed elaboration. It is assumed that not all criteria
will have the same importance and hence the number can be reduced.

The following groups are used:

14 ... low vulnerability
R ... medium vulnerability, but relatively regular buildings

... medium vulnerability, -,t irregular buildings
S ... high vulnerability

The method to be used follows form *ab. 3 as a function of the
"vulnerability - group" and the "combined hazard".

The following design method can result from tab. 3:
1K ... no consideration of earthquake forces. The necessary

horizontal resistance is provided by the design prescribed
in the material codes

K ... no dynamic calculation necessary if fundamental rules of
EE are considered

... quasistatic method
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A ... response spectrum methoi
D ... a more sophisticated dynamic analysis by a specialist is

necessary, the ode precedore iq nnt sufficient in this
case.

Hence, in the best case for the designer (lowest danger of earthquake
damage) no special seismic design will be necessary. In the worst case
which can be treated by the code, a response spectrum method will be
prescribed. For a hospital, for example, in an area of high seismic risk
which is strongly vulnerable a more sophisticated design will be necessary.

The classification given in tab. 3 is a first assumption and will
elaborated in the research project discussed in chapter 6.

The first draft of the new ONORM B 4015 was elaborated 4 years ago. The
idea of introducing tab. 1 and tab. 3 is basically new.

Procedures mainly given in ATC-3 were chosen as the backbone for the
calculations planned. In the research project al1 equations and values
should be elaborated finally. The text is now very long and should he
reduced on the oasis of the research project as much as possible looking at
the excellent compact format of ISO/DIS 3010.

Further, some demands from the superior reliability concept must be fitted
in.

Seismic actions will be classified as accidental actions and the structure
will be normally designed for the ultimate limit state. The statement of
ISO/DIS 3010 that serviceability is verified indirectly when designing for
ultimate limit state seems to be doubtful. Therefore, for lifeline
structures serviceability will have to be verified in addition.

To have a modern code the following input must be contributed form the
superior rpliability concept (for Austrian from ONORM B 4040):

* partial factor s, , equation (2)
* partial factor , equation (2) alternatively to be fixed

by seismic code committee
* rules defining quality of workmanship, control procedure,

maintainance
* action - combination coefficients in equation (3,4,5,6)
* combination coefficient for dead masses and life masses

The following points are not included in reliability concepts and have to
be discussed with the specialists:

* "combined hazard" according to tab. I
* combination of two horizontal orthogonal actions by a factor A- in
equation (12,13)

The following points should be fixed by the seismic oode connittee:
* partial factor 1 ,, equation (2), eventually
* partial factor ., , equation (2)
* method to be used as a function of "combined hazard" and
"vulnerability - group", tab. 3

* dynamic magnification factor in e (equation 14)
* factor 6' in equation (16)

The partial factor YA kequation 7) will be in the responsibility it' the
material code committees.



6. Research project for the elaboration of the code

6.1 Program of investigations

The degree of the vulnerability of a building must be known before the
necessary design method can be found from tab. 3.

The degree of the vulnerability is strongly influenced by the main
dimensions and the structural irregularities. Starting from the values in
tab. 2 the most important criteria will be elaborated. Sensitivity
investigations will be carried out, first results are given in chapter 6.2
In addition, the limits of the applicability of the different methods,
resulting in the final edition of tab. 3, will be obtained.

The second aim of the project is a rational further improvement of
structural modelling, especially a better consideration of influences of
the non - structural elements. For several types of buildings in-situ tests
combined with calculations are planned at different phases of the
construction.

6.2 Sensitivity of seismic design actions on the distribution of mass
and stiffness

6.2.1 Results for a storey frame buildings

To elaborate the sensitivity of the design actions on the distribution of
mass and stiffness, the example of a storey frame given in /5/ was chosen.
The layout of the building is given in fig. 11. The numbers of storeys was
increased to five. A response spectrum analysis was carried out for y-
direction, using the spectrum given in DIN 4149. The resulting bending
moments for the inner columns of one of the 9 equal frames are also given
in fig. 11. In tab. 4 the different steps of the investigation are listed.
Differences of the bending moments due to a variation of mass or stiffness
at certain lucations of the structure are given in fig. 13 - 14. Only a
part of the calculations is finished at the moment. A detailed discussion
of the results will be given in forthcoming papers.

6.2.2 Results for a shear wall building

For the investigations example 2 given in /5/ was used.

The cross section of the normal storey is given in fig. 12. The building
has 11 storeys. The structure was idealized using an equivalent beam model,
with one lumped mass per storey. The normal storey height is 2,75 m. The
height of the base storey was increased to obtain the same modal
frequencies as in example 2. The equivalent moments of inertia and the
masses were taken from example 2 1. ,.,'. The procedure to calculate
equivalent moments or inertia which approximately consider shear- and
normal - force - deformations is discussed in /5/. A r~ponse spectruim
calculation was carried out for y-direction using the response spectrum for
soft soil and 5 % of critical damping given in /22/. The resulting bending
moments are also given in fig. 12. Differences of the bending moments due
to ± 50 % variations of mass or stiffness at certain levels of the
structure are given in fig. 15 - 16. Only a part of the calculations is
finished at the moment. A detailed discussion of the results will be given
in forthcoming papers.



7. Conclusion
The Austrian ---- itte for the revision of the seismic code is elaborating a

new seismic standard. The code should be compatible witm basic requirements
of sructura safety and of earthquake engineering. T. code must be easily

practicable by engineers and must be up to date with recent results of

research. only quasistatic - and response spectrum procedUres can be

in codes, but the code must contain criteria concerning the limits of these

o More complicated calculations should be prescribed only in
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degree of vulnerability N R U S

h (m) < 12 12 bis 50 > 50 bis 100 >100
h/bl <- <2 2 bis 4 > 4 bis 6 > 6
h/b1 (-) < 2 bis 3 > 3 bis 5 > 5

1/b1 ( % ) < 25 25 bs 30 > 3 bis 50 >50
a2/b1 ( %-) < 15 15 bis 20 > 20 bts 25 > 25
a3/b3 (% ) < 10 10 bis 1S > 15 bis 20 >20

a4..a6/b (% ) < 15 15 bts 20 >20 bs 25 > 25
aIIImx (% < 20 20 bis30 > 30 bis40 > 40
Umax (%) < 20 20 bis 30 >30 bs 40 > 40

0/1 (%) < 5 5 bts 10 > 10 bis15 > 15
f ('Hz) > 2 > 1,5Sbis2 1lbis 15 < 1

fb/ft -) ? ? ? ... ?

Am .... relative mass difference of adjacent storeys

Ak .... relative stiffness difference of adjacent storeys

e .... maximum of eccentricity between centres of mass and rigidity

f .... findamental frequency

fb * * lowest bending eigenfrequency

ft ... lowest torsional eigenfrequency

tab.2 Criteria for classification of the vulnerability of

ELEVATION buildings
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seismic zone

-0 T 1  2 3ol 2 3

2 1 1 1 2 3 5

3 2 3 5 5

tab.1 'Combined hazard as a function of seismic zone

and savety class

"combined hazard"

2 3 I 9
. N - K K IQ

R K Q Q Q Q
U Q Q A A A

S A A D D D

tab.3 The necessary method as a function of the
"vulnerability -group" and the "Combined hazard"

column mass no. - variation Afl Af2 f3

no. [Hz) 7z) Lz

I - m2 +30% -0.041 -0.o69 -0.092

2 - m2 -30% +0.049 +0.000 +0.160

3 - m11 +30% -0.010 -0.114 -0.026

4 - m1 -30% +0.011 +0.143 +0.035

5 m14 +30% -0.002 -0.048 -0.169

6 - m14 -30% +0.002 +0.047 +0.179

7 3,8,13 - +30% +0.003 +0.003 +0.045

8 3,8,13 - -30% -0.012 -0.036 -0.133

9 5,10,15 - +30% +0.o14 +0.057 +0.090

10 5,10,15 - -30% -0.021 -0.084 -0.128

tab.4 Steps of investigations in example 1
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SOME NORMATIVR REQUIREENTS FOR DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
OF LARGE-PANEL BUILDINGS IN SEISMIC REGIONS,

D. Nenov

SUMMARY

The present lecture treats first of all the necessity
of consideration the problem and indicates its up-to-date
importance. Farther are examined two kinds of requirements
for construction of large-panel buildings in seismic re-
gions : general requirements valid also for all other types
of buildings and specific requirements valid for large-pa-
nel buildings only. Additionally there is presented the me-
thod of calculation of the bearing capacity of some of the
connections.

1:. INTRODUCTION
From historical point of view the large-panel buil-dings are a new type of construction. They came into the

practice as late as several years after the end of World
War II.

Nowadays the mass-scale construction of large-panel
residential buildings is performed in more than 20 Euro-
pean countries.

In Europe, except the USSR there are now functioning
more than 320 industrial enterprises for construction of
large-panel buildings producing annually more than 600
thousand flats. This type of construction is developed wi-dely in GDR, Poland, Hungary and Czethoslovakia where itsrelative portion of the whole construction is 50 to 75%.

The first large-panel building has been built in theUSSR in the period 1947-1948. Afterwards, in many towns
of the USSR started the experimental construction. In 1981
the construction of large-panel buildings is realized by472 enterpri es-having a total production capacity of about
58 million P /i.e.,about 900 thousand flats annually as-
suming 65 mE as the average floorage of a flat/. In some
cities as Moscow, Leningrade, Kiev, Tashkent and others the
relative portion of this type of construction is more than
75%.

x Prof.,Dr., Director, Central Laboratory for Seismic Mehca-
nice and Earthquake Engineering, Bulgarian Academy of
Sciences, Sofia, Bulgaria
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According to the Soviet specialists the large-panel
buildings construction in seinmic regions has many advan-
tages in comparison to the brick masonry construction :
reduction of labour expenses with 35 to 40%, price reduc-
tion average of 6%, shortening of construction deadlines
1,5 to 2 times. Thanks to its advantages and its high re-
liability this type of construction takes more than 60%
of the total volume of construction in the seismic re-
gions of the USSR.

Prance is one of the first West European countries
applying the large-panel construction. The first large-
panel buildings have been built in 1949 and further on
this type of constr~iction gradually has obtained a mass
character.

Since 1960 the large-pane" buildings construction
has been applied also. in Czechoslovakia. In 1975 the re-
lative portion of the large-panel construction is about
75% of the total volume of the mass residential construc-
tion.

In the German Democratic Republic the large-panel
construction begins in 1958 and becomes quickly a mass
type of construction.

In Poland, in a short period of time and particular-
ly during the last decade was developed a strong large-
panel production industry. In 1969 have been built 27
thousand large-panel flats and in 1978 their number is al-
ready 180 thousand.

The majority of the Balkan countries paid an interest
to the large-panel construction long ago. -

In Yugo slavia the experimental construction with
large-panel elements began in 1955. After the SkopJ earth-
quake in 1963 large-panel buildings continued to be built
in several cities in this country. Since 1964 in Skopje
the construction of earthquake resistant large-panel buil-
dings up to 5 storey has started. In New Belgrade for seis-
micity 7 according to the MSK scale, 21-storey large-panel
buildings were built in 1974, their first 5 storeys in
cast in-situ reinforced concrete walls. Before the Monte-
negro earthquake in 1979 several large-panel buildings up
to 6-7 storeys were built in the town of Bar and their be-
haviour during the strong earthquake in 1979 was satisfac-
tory. Since 1976 mass construction of larg-panel buil-
dings was applied in New Belgrade with heighft up to 16
storeys.

The large-panel structures for multistorey residen-
tial buildings have been used in Romania since the end of
the 'fifties as an efficient and rapid solution of the
housing shortage problem of the country. Considering the
system's multiple advantages, the number of large-panel
buildings built every year has continuously increased, so
that today aboat 60% of the total number of flats are
built with large panels. There are factories for indust-
rial production of prefabricated panels all over the



coqmtry.
The first one-storey large-panel building was built

.in Bulgaria in 1956-1957 and the first four-storey resi-
dential building was built in Sofia in 1958. The first
complex of many large-panel buildings was built in 1959-
1960. Gradually this type of construction obtained a mass
character. Now in Sofia and in the majority of the dist-
ricts' capital cities are functioning plants for indust-
rial production of prefabricated panels with a total ca-
pacity of 45 thousand flats annually.

In the most of European countries non mentioned here-
in large-panel buildings are also being built intended
preferably for dwellings.

In some European countries are used large-panel sys-
tems with wider purposes. Thus, in Italy the Peruggia Uni-
versity and the construction company "Elcom Systen" have
worked out the structural system GN/PI for construction
of residential, public, educational, and similar buildings
up to several storeys. The special feature of this system
is the use of prestressed reinforced co:crete panels.

The large-panel buildings construction is applied al-
so overseas. For example, this type of buildings have a
wider application in seismic regions of the Chinese Peop-
le's Republic particularly after the strong earthquake in
1976 in Tanshan. The volume of the large-panel buildings
construction in USA is comparatively small. Usually large-
panel buildings with shear bearing walls and hollow slabs
elements concreted along their edges are built. A consi-
derable number of large-panel buildings is performed in
Japan, their height limited prior up to two storeys and
later up to 4-5 storeys, designed for seismic intensity 9
according to MSK-64 scale.

The brief survey above shows that the large-panel
buildings are widely applied in the majority of European
countries either in seismic or in non-seismic regions.
That is why the respective countries are obliged to work
out for this type of construction such requirements which
could assure the buildings for expected seismic excita-
tions."

2. BASIC STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATIONS OF LARGE-
PANEL SYSTEMS

There exist in the literature some distinctions in
the description of the 'different basic structural confi-
gurations for construction of large-panel buildings. In
the present lecture we stand by preferably to the descrip-
tion given in "Design and Construction of Prefabricated
Reinforced Concrete Building Systems, UNDP/UNIDO Project
RE/79/015, Vol.2, Vienna,1985".

Prefabricated large-panel systeas are used meinly for
residential buildings. The designation "large-panel system"
is applied to structures composed of large concrete panels
which are connected in the vertical and horizontal direc-



tIons so that the wall panels enclose appropriate size
spaces for the rooms of the building. The pa~-ls form
the structural system. Prefabricated wall pe.els are usu-
ally one-storey in height and in general both horizontal
and vertical joints exist between the panels. The hori-
zontal floor and roof panels usually consist either of
one-way spanning prefabricated slab elements or of two-
way spanning elements of the size of the relevant room.
When properly connected together the horizontal elements
act as diaphragms, tranferring the earthquake loads to
the walls, in addition to resisting the gravity loads.

Three basic configurations are used for largevpanel
buildings:

a) Cross-Wall System. The walls bearing the gravity loads
in the cross-wall system aie placed perpendicular to
the longitudinal axis of the building (Fig.la).These
cross-walls provide resistance to horizontal seismic
loads in their direction and support the gravity loads
from one-way spanning floor and roof elements. Walls
not bearing gravity loads are placed parallel to the
longitudinal axis of the building to provide resis-
tance to horizontal seismic loads in that direction.

b) Long-Wall System. The walls bearing gravity loads in
the long-wall system are placed parallel to the longi-
tudinal axis of the building (Fig.lb). The long walls
provide resistance to horizontal seismic loads in
their direction and support the gravity loads from
one-way spanning floor or roof elements. Walls not
bearing gravity loads are placed perpendicular to the
longitudinal axis of the building to provide resis-
tance to horizontal seismic loads in that direction.

c) Two-Way System. The walls bearing gravity loads in the
two-way system are placed both perDendicular and paral-
lel to the longitudinal axis of the building (Fig.lc).
These walls provide resistance to horizontal seismic
loads in both directions and support the gravity loads
from two-way spanning floor or roof elements.

Nowadays in the mass construction of the majority
of the European countries is applied predominantly the
configuration (a), as well as the configuration (c).The
most wide-spread distances between the bearing transverse
walls are 3 and 3,6 m.

The buildings constructed by the mentioned mass-
applied structural systems represent rigid space struc-
tures capable to beer different static and dynamic loads.
That is why such buildings are successfully applied in
complex geological conditions and in regions of 7,8 and
9 MSK seismicity.



3. MORE IMPORTANT GENERAL REQUIREMENTS POP
CONSTRUCTION OP BUILDINGS IN SEISMIC
REGIONS VALID ALSO FOR CONSTRUCTION OF
LARGE-PANEL BUILDINGS

The majority of seismic building codes including the
standards adopted by CEBEI2 do: ot provide particular re-
quirements for panel gtructures' design and building. They
are treated in the same way as the other contemporary rein-
forced concrete buildings and have to comply with the gene-
ral requirements for the reinforced concrete buildings with
shear walls though in these requirements the characteris-
tic features of the large-panel buildings are not taken in-
to account. According to these general design requirements
the lay-out of the structures as well as the positioning
of the load bearing walls should comply with the following
provisionst:

a)In the town planning and architectural planning
buildings with simple configuration in plan (square, rect-
angular, multiangular, round, etc.) should be provided.

b)The mass- and stiffness distribution should be uni-
form. The centre of masses to coincide with or to be with
minimal deviation towards the stiffness centre of the ver-
tical diaphragms.

c)The gravity load of the buildings to be decreased
inclusively by application of light effective materials.
Heavy roofs, cornices, etc. causing mass increase in the
higher parts of the building should be avoided.

Aseismic joints are provided with the purpose of sepa-
rating various parts of the building with different dyna-
mic characteristics in order to allow them to oscillate in-
dependently when excited by seismic ground motion. The
width of the Joints has to be established stipulating that
during the earthquake the building parts separated by the
joints do not affect each other by collision during the
out-6f-phase oscillations.

For example, the Bulgarian code prescribes
a)When the floor structures of the separate building

parts are designed on different levels it is necessary
aseismic joints to be provided.

b)The maximal length of a block, if no special addi-
tional requirements, is limited:

- for normal ground conditions - not more
than the length of three sections but no more
than 60 m;

- for loess and other weak soils - not more than
the length of two sections but not more than
4;0m.

c)The width of the aseismic joint is accepted as 1/250
part of the building heigth but not less than 3 cm.

d)The aseismic joints should start from the upper edge
of the foundation and proceed along the whole height of the
building. If the aseismic joint coincides with the dilata-
tional one it should pass also through the foundations.



The Soviet code [1,3] prescribes the following :
a )bildings and structures are separated by aseismic

joints when having complex configuration in plan or when
the separate adjoining parts of the building have a dif-
ference in height 5 m or more. No aseismic joints are ne-
cessary for one-storey buildings in seismic regions of
seismicity 7.

b)The distances between the aseismic joints for large-
panel buildings should not excede 80 m in regions of seis-
micity 7 and 8 and 60 m in regions of seismicity 9.

c)The width of the joints is determined by calculation
but minimal recommended values are : not less than 30 m
for buildings up to 5 m height and additionally 20 mm for
every additional 5 m in height.

The Romanian code [5] prescribes :
a)As a rule the aseismic joints should separate

- parts of the building with considerable height-
mass- or stiffness differences;

- parts of the building with different floor le-vel; - parts of the building with excentric relative
position being thus stressed unfavourably during the out-
of-phase oscillations.

b)The joint width hap to be calculated according to
the code in force (formula is given) but it should not be
smaller than 4 cm for a superstructure and 2 cm for a sub-
structure.

4. MORE IMPORTANT SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS FOR
DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF LARGE-PANEL
BUILDINGS IN SEISMIC REGIONS

In addition to the general requirements some of the
seismic building codes provide specific requirements for
the large-panel buildings taking into account their spe-
cific peculiarities. They are given hereafter.

The building must have sufficient number of panel ele-
ments; capable to bear the horizontal loadings in both or-
thogonal directions. There is often a case in panel struc-
tures when the number of panels in transverse direction is
sufficient while the number of longitudinal panels is not;
this is a frequent case in panel buildings where facade
elements are not bearing ones.

Panels must extend along the height of the building
uninterruptedly. Substitution of panel elements by columns
on certain storeys is prohibited. A tendency exists among
architects to free the ground floor and/or the basement of
the unwanted panels and substitute them by column elements
since different functions are assigned to these spaces as
compared with the higher storeys. Such a substitution may
be tolerated if the remaining panels are able to bear the
total seismic loading and if their stiffness is satisfac-
tory. Special attentign should be paid to columns taking
the places of panels since they may be acted upon by highly



unfavourable loads. However, it is a very dangerous practi-
ce to replace all panel elements by columns in one-storey
and it should not be approved.

The most responsible details of the large-panel buil-
dings are the connections of the panels. They are perfor-
med along the horizontal and the vertical Sjoints between
the panels. They had their way of development depending on
the experience accumulated during the assemblage and ex-
ploitation of the buildings as well as on the results of
research work.

The main purpose of the connections between the pre-
fabricated elements of the large-panel structures is that
their structural elements (i.e. bearing walls and horizon-
tal diaphragms built up from individual panels) should
achieve as nearly as possible a monolithic behaviour. That
is why the specialists of each country where large-panel
buildings are built in seismic regions pay particular at-
tention to the design and performance of the connections.
As an illustration some generalized recommendations by Ro-
manian specialists are given hereafter :

a) The connections must be of the "wet" type by cas-
ting in situ concrete within the joints between the pre-
fabricated panels.

b) The connections should be detailed as to be able
to support all the internal forces obtained in the respec-
tive regions from the structural analysis.

c) The transmission of the internal forces from one
panel to the other through the joint must be distributed
along the whole connection, avoiding the concentration of
stresses that could have undesirable effects during seis-
mic movement.

d) The vertical connections (monolithic concrete is
cast into the vertical space between the wall panels)
should provide horizontal links between the wall panels.

e) The horizontal connections (concrete is cast in
situ into the horizontal space between panels) must pro-
vide vertical links between slab panels and final connec-
tion between the bearing walls and the horizontal diaph-
ragms of the structure.

f) Subjected to shear forces, the joints should have
an elastoplastic behaviour allowing, before failure, re-
lative large displacement between the two panels without
an important loss of shear strength. Under the design shear
forces the joints should have an elastic behaviour.

g) Since the connections between the prefabricated
panels are undoubtedly the regions of greatest seismic
difficulties, the design forces transferred through the
joints should be determined using greater safety coeffi-
cients than for the rest of the structure.

A lot of other specialists from the European count-
ries have drawn similar conclusions concerning the connec-
tions in the large-panel buildings.

Having in mind the importance of the connections for
the large-panel buildings special instructions £151 for



their design are in force in Bulgaria. As an illustration
in Appendix 1 is given the method for calculation of the

connections along the horizoDtal joints of verti.al dia-
phragms. An other method t181 is given in Appendix 2.

Other specific requirements according to the codes
of some countries are given hereafter.

Bulgaria

According to the Bulgarian codes [10, 111 the more
important specific requirements are :

1. It is recommended the vertical diaphragms to be
constructed so that the ratio of their maximal rigidity
t, the minimal one to be not more than 2.

2. The height of the large-panel buildings for the
seismicity of the respective region has to be determined
by calculation on the basis of bearing capacity and defor-
mations.

3.When cheking the deformations it is recommendad the
calculated horizontal displacement of the building at the
upper/roof/ slab level to be not more than 1/750 part of
the building height. The maximal relative floor deviation
should not exceed 1/500 part of the floor height.

4. In large-panel buildings with bearing facade
walls it is prohibited to design stores and other public
premises if it causes change of the structural scheme or
leads to changes in configuration of vertical of horizon-
tal bearing structures.

5. Partial or full elimination of suspended facade
panels in one or more storeys is permitted.

6. Special attention should be paid to the design of
blind walls since they are loaded by the floor structures
on one side only. Except the connections of wall panels
along the height it is compulsory to perform also a relia-
ble tie between the blind wall elements and the floor st-
ructure elements at every store-. Such a tie should be pro-
vided also between the blind walls and the walls in the
other direction of the building.

7. The width of openings in blind walls /windows,etc/
should not exceed 1/2 of the panel width.

8. The reinforcement of vertical panels for taking
out the lateral earthquake loading should proceed uninter-
ruptedly throughout the whole height of the building and
through the basement walls up to the lower end of the st-
rip foundations or foundation plate.

9. When designing floor structures it is necessary to
keep the following :

- to avoid weakening of slab diaphragm by openings
or cuttings /for staircases, etc./ exceeding 50% of the
diaphragm cross section;

- the floor panels to be designed with maximal di-
mensions complied with the transport and assemblage possi-

L_- -



bilities. Their width is recommended to be not less than

14cm;
- the assemblage and the connection of the floor

panels should lead to an integrated rigid floor diaphragm.

The bearing capacity of the floor panel connections in the
weaked section of the floor diaphragm should be proved by
calculation;

- in regions of seismicity 8 and 9 it is recommen-
ded the floor diaphragms to be fenced along the contour by
continuous steel ties passing through the floor panels.

10. Special attention should be paid to the design of
welding. When calculating the welding of elements the de-
termined earthquake- inner forces must be increased by 25%.
Design of connections the weldings of which are loaded in
tension perpendicular to the joint length is not allowed.

In 1985 was completed the work on the new Code for
construction in earthquake regions [121. It came into for-
ce in the beginning of 1987.

While keeping the requirements of the 1964 Code and
the additional 1972 Instructions, the new Code contains
also some: new principles and requirements for large-panel
buildings. Some of them are :

1. The maximal accepted height of the buildings in re-
gions of seismicity 7, 8 and 9 is respectively 12 storeys
/39 m/, 9 storeys /30 m/ and 9 storevs /30 m/.

2. In order a high quality of the connections between
the elements to be assured it is reconmiended for them to
be approved by a report signed by the chief technical mana-
ger of the construction site and the representative of the
investor's control. The connections could be covered only
after completing this procedure.

3. The cantilever protruding of floor- and roof struc-
tures when they are on one and the same level with the floor-
or roof structures /except the oriels/ should not exceed
1,80 m. for regions of seismicity 7 and 1,50 m. - of seis-
micity 8 and 9.

4. If the cantilever protruding parts and the floor-
or roof structures are at different levels the maximal ac-
ceptable protruding is 1,20 m.

5. Oriel protrudings are allowed up to 1 m.

Czechoslovakia
The Czechoslovak standard CSN.730036 (31, does not

comprise any specific clauses concerning structures erec-
ted of large precLst panels.

Romania
According to the Romanian code [6,72 some of the spe-

cific requirements are :

1. The number of overground levels of buildings with



structures made of large panels should be limited as fol-

lows:- for regions of seismicitY 6, and 8 - maximum

9 levels (GP+8F);
- for re(ions of seismici:tY 9 - maximum 5 levels

These limits could be reduced accord to the specific lo-
cal conditions (nature of ground, etc. .

2. The stiffness of the structure along the longitudi-
nal and transversal axes of the buildings must be 

as clos6

as possible, leading to close natural periods of vibrations

and to simile behaviour along the both axes.

3. The arrangement of the bearing walls of different
stiffness degrees should be as symmetric as possible in or-

der to minimize the general torsional response of the buil-

dings.

4, The bearing walls must be continuous 
along the

height of the building, directly transmitting the vertical
loads to the foundations.

5. The wall openings (typical for doors and windows)
must be arranged in rows along the height of the diaphragms.

6. The shear walls must be stiffened by the connection
with the floor diaphragms forming T, L elements in order to
delimitate;th e buckling effect of the free edges where there
may appear strong compressions due to the combined action
of the horizontal and gravity loads.

7. The lay-out of the floor diaphragms must be carried
out considering the following requirements :

- the gravity loads must be transmitted as directly
as possible to the structural walls;

- the floors of the structure must act as rigid in-
plane floor diaphragms able to transmit and distribute the
seismic inertia forces;

- the openings into the floors for elevator- and
staircases should not affect essentially the rigidity and
the strength of the floor diaphragms.

8. The shear walls should be continuous along the
whole length and width of the transom between two joints.
In this way the rigidity and the strength of the building
are increased.

9. The distance between shear walls should not exceed
7,20 m in any dirEction.

10. All panels of bearing walls and floors as well as
the joints must be manufactured of the same type of conc-
rete (normal concrete or lightweight concrete with granula-
ted aggregates) ensuring thus the homogeneity of the mate-

rial the shear walls are made of. Use of different type of

concrete could be allowed to maximum five-storey buildings
and only after having performed all the necessary lab tests
and calculations.

11. Taking into account the important role of lintels

-10-



when taking over efforts resulted out of seismic stresses
and when dissipating energy,the internal wall panels with
openings for doors should be provided with lintels properly
reinf orced.

USSR

In the operative now Soviet codes for construction in
seismic regions are given also recommendations related only
to large-panel buildings. They are as follows:

1. For construction in seismic regions of seismicity
7,8 and 9 are perm1ed the following respective heights:
14 storeys (45 m), 12 storeys (39 m),and 9 storeys (30 m).

2. Large-panel buildings should be designed with lon-
gitudinal and transversal panels joined one another and
with the floor structure so as to perform a whole space
system taking up the seismic loads.

3. Special attention is paid by the codes also to the
obtaining of the necessary stiffness of floor- and roof
structures. It is recommended to do it by respective connec-
tions between the elements of the floor (or roof) structure
and pouring cement grout in the joints between elements.
The lateral surfaces of floor- and roof elements should not
be flat but roughed accordingly and there should be provi-
ded the necessary steel bonds to tie up all adjoining ele-
ments in a whole rigid structure.

4. As a rule the wall- and floor elements should be
room sized. The connections between the walls and between
the floor elements should be performed by welding the steel
bars sticking out of the panels and anchoring details, as
well by filling the vertical and horizontal contours of the
elements by fine-grain concrete of reduced drying-up. In
the sticking areas of the floor elements and outer walls of
the building it is required to perform connections by wel-
ding the steel bars sticking out of the floor elements and
the vertical reinforcement of wall elements.

5. The design of the horizontal connections should
assure the taking up of the respective inner forces. The
necessary cross section of the metal bonds in the places
between the panels is determined by calculation but it has
to be at least 1 cm for each meter of he horizontal joint.
A cross section of not less than 0,5 cm for each meter is
permitted for buildings of 5 or less storeys in regions of
seismicity 7 and 8.

6. The wall paneln reinforcement should be performed as
space skeletons or as welded reinforced nets.

7. For the non-bearing elements such as partition pa-
nels it is recommended for them to be light and as a rule -
large panels joining with the bearing vertical elements
(walls,colwmns) and if longer than 3 m - with the floor ele-
ments. Application of non-bearing partitions of hand-made
brick masonry in buildings taller than 5 storeys is not per-
mitted.

8. In cases of sandwich outer walls the thickness of



the Inner bearing concrete layer has to be not less than
100 urn.

9. Alec , the walls should be continuous along the whole
width and length of the building.

10. Loggias should, as a rule, be fitted into the out-
line of the building, not. sticking out and their length
being equal to the distance between the adjacent walls.
Reinforced concrete frames should be performed in the faca-
de plane.

11. Performance of oriels is not allowed.

Standard documents in other countries

We had not the opportmity-to make acquainted with
standard documents of other countries related entirely to
the large-panel building construction in seismic regions.
But, there exist some individual documents giving instruc-
tions onl on some of the problems of large-panel building
constructlon in such regions. Por example, in [171 a Guide
Text for Proportioning of Horizontal and Vertical Joints
is given. It comprises some recommendations with respective

'formulae mainly for design-of connections under the action
of different forces,

5. CONCLUSION

The first large-panel buildings in seismic regions
have been designed and constructed mainly on the basis of
- he general codes for construction in seismic regions and
thanks to the initial pioneer investigations of the specia-

~lists in differentcountries, Now there are already i
some countries special standard documents assuring the

seismic resistance of large-panel buildings. Some more im-
portant-general as well as specific requirements and regu-
lations of these documents are given in these lecture notes.

Special attention in the design and construction of
large-panel buildings in-seismic regions should be paid to
the connections since they are very important for the assu-
rbnee of the necessazr seismic resistance.

The fast development of the large-panel building con-
struction in seismic regions up to now was related as a
necessity to an intensive theoretical-experimental research.
Many of the results obtained reflected in the standard do-
cuments and the others helped.the solution of a lot of par-
ticular design and construction problems. This activity is
to be continued.

The most significant contribution to the development
of the large-panel construction in seismic regions is due
to the efforts of the specialists of every individual coun-
try. There has been realized also bilateral or multilateral
cooperation in different forms. It will be desirable this
international cooperation to be furthered along with the
furthering the activities of the EASE.

m~e m m mmm



Appendix 1

CALCULATION OF CONNECTIONS ALONG THE
HORIZONTAL JOINTS OF VERTICAL DIA-

PHRAGMS [133

In structural aspect the building is regarded as a
combination of vertical and horizontal diaphragmns (fig.2).
The most frequent cases of elastic connections application
will be considered (fig.3).

The dowels (connections) calculation is performed for
efforts caused by bending moments Mnormal fo-ces N and
shear forces Q, acting on the respective horizontal joint.

Depending on the place of the dowels (connections> in
the horizontal joints the following three cases of loading
are possible (fig.4): pure shear, shearing and presstre,
and shearing and tension. For these three cases the calcu-
lation of one separate dowel (fig.5) is performed as follows

a) Pure shear

In this case the calculation is performed by the for-
mula:

where Q is the shear force,in dae, acting on the dowel in
absence of normal forces;

[Q.]- shear force, in daN, that the dowel could bear
in absence of normal forces;

Rpr- prismatic pressure strength of2the concretefilled in the dowel, in daN/cm ;
b and 1 - width and length of the dowel, in cm;
Pa - cross section of2the choosed reinforcement of

the dowel, in cm (it is related to a reinfor-
cement of bars with round section placed per-
pendicularly to the shear force

- reinforcement percentage

F 10 col

2eo - distance, in cm, between the edges of the con-
nected panels.

b Shearng and Dressure

In this case the following formula is used:

Q., L,1 =Q.]+4$.,,.-k[o.] (2)
where Q is the shear force, in daN, acting on the dowel

P in presence of normal "ressure forces;r %- shear force, in daN, tLat the dowel could bear
P in presence of normal pressure forces;



N - pressure force, in daN, acting on the dowel.

c) Shearint and tension

In this case the following formula is used:

where Qtr is the shear force, in daN, acting on the dowel
in presence of normal tension forces;
shear force, in daW, that the dowel could bear
in presence of normal tension forces;

W tr "tension force, in daN, acting on the dowel;
Ra  -tensio strength of the reinforcement, indaN/cred

The formulae (1) and (2) are valid when the dowel reinforce-
ment is anchored in the panels not less than 30d, and the
formula (3) - when the reinforcement bearing the tension
forces passes along the entire height of' the vertical dia-
phragms and is reliably anchored in the foundation.

For determining N by the formula (2) and N by the formula
(3) the followIngpexpression is used (fig.i6.

AL r (4)

where Ni is the pressure force N or tension force Ntr of
the i-th dowel; p

K and N - bending moment and normal force acting on
the given section of the diaphragm;

aive - distance from the i-th and the m-th dowels ta
the central axis of the section,

n - number of dowels in the given diaphragm section.

The expression (4) is used when K'O,3h N. When MWO,3h N
other more complicated 'expressions are Used for deteri1Gng
N Owing to the limited space these expressions are not
gen in this lecture.



APPENDIX 2

SOME REQUIRhKENTS POR THE CONNECTIONS OF LARGE-
PANEL BUILDINGS CONSTRUCTED IN SEISMIC REGIONS 18

Although this document is only a project, it contains
several interesting requirements attracting the specialists'
attention. We shall consider hereafter only some of them.

1. In principle the connections should be of dowel
type (continuous or discontinuous), Exception is allowed
only for connections along the horizontal joints if they are
entirely pressed. It is recommended however a transversal
reinforcement to be assured in all cases.

2. The minimum reinforcement quality for walls with
horizontal connections entirely pressed is 0,1% and if part-
ly pressed - 0,25% of the wall cross section respectively.

3. The reinforcement anchorage length should be increa-
sed with 50% as compared to construction in nonseismic re-
gions.

4. The floor slabs should be connected with reinfor-cement passing through continuously over the supports. The
reinforcement percentage is not fixed.

5. The filling concrete can be of one grade lower thanthat of the connecting elements.

6. The design of the connections is performed by the
formula: 1 4 • '

where Rja is the shear strength for construction in seismic
regions;

RJv-the shear strength given by the respective formu-la for construction in nonseismic zones;
fdl-the additional safety coefficient. It is accepted

of value 1,15 for vertical connections and for ho-
rizontal completely pressed ones, and of 1,40 for
horizontal partly pressed connections;

2. -a coefficient depending on the place and the sup-
posed work of the connection during earthquakes.
For connections located outside the supposed local
plastfication zones . =0,8 and for those located
in such zones AO,8. A formula for determining
this coefficient is given.

As it is seen the design strengths of connections inearthquake conditions are considerably lower than those for
normal exploitation in nonseismic regions
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RESPONSE OF PAMED STRUCTURES
TO SEISMIC ACTIONS

Clals DyrbyeI)

Qylfi Magnusson--"

SUN1ARY

Holzer's method and Holzer-ftrklestad's method have been very useful, when
response to harmonic loads should be calculated. When the basic principles of
these methods are combined with the basic principles of Newmark's -method corre-
sponding to constant acceleration, a simple method is established, which permits
earthquake response calculations to be carried out on microcomputers. Mass-
eccentricities are taken into account.

Using the method, computer programes are not very difficult to formulate,
and the need for computer space is rather limited. It is easy to follow the cal-
culations, since the shear forces and the morents are currently calculated.

INTRODUCTION

The impact of mass eccentricities upon the forces in structures subjected
to seismic actions is generally recognized, and modern codes present rules con-
cerned with this problem, see e.g. the draft proposal of Eurocode 8 [1].

For certain types of structures with eccentric masses, Holzer's method has
been shown to be suitable, when free vibrations or response to harmor -c loading
or harmonic ground motion should be calculated, Dyrbye [2]. In Holzer's method
two kinds of equations are used:

1) The deflections of story No. j equal the deflections of story No. (j-1)
plus a flexibility matrix times the sectional forces between the two storys.

2) The sectioncal forces above story No. j equal the sectional forces below
story No. j plus the mass matrix times the accelerations of the story.

When the system performs harmonic vibrations, the accelerations are propor-
tional to the deflections and this is essential to Holzer's method.

When a structure is subjected to an earthquake, the ground motion is not
harmonic, and quite complicated motions will take place, and it then becomes
logical to find the motions by some kind of numerical i.tegration. An attractive
method in this respect is Newmark's $-method, Newmark [3], by which the motions
are calculated at times ... tr-1... , with constant time intervals

tO "r-tr-1 "

In Newmark's method, assumptions are made about the variation of accelera-
tions in the time intervals t < t c t . It has been shown by Dyrbye 14J
that for a framed structure vitd-central mss distribution and the assumption
of constant acceleration in each time interval, it becomes possible to perform
the Calculations using almost the same types of equations as were used in

I) Assoc.Professor, dr.techn., Department of Structural Egineering,
Technical University of Denmark.

II) M.Sc. in Civil Engineering, Department of Structural Engineering,
Technical University of Denmark.



Nolzer's method, and that the accuracy of the calculations is satisfactory. The
sm principles have been extended to frames with eccentricities in the mass
distribution, Magnusson [5].

The paper describes the calculation principles and some results for 3 and
6 story buildings subjected to a simulated gromd motion are presented.

GROUND MOTION

In the examples presented, the ground acceleration a(t) is a realization
of a stochastic process with the spectral density given by

(ST(W) ()

where ST(W) is an approximation to the Tajimi spectrum,

2 T0  (1-cosw-O)2  1+)C;(w/w ) 2

T(= (W-1o)4 (1_(W/W )2)2 +4,;2(w/w )2 2

t is the angular frequency, w - 21tf , f is the frequency in Hz. r0 is the
time step, wg and 0 re frequencies and C is a damping ratio. S (w) is
preferred ingorder to avoid troubles with low 5frequency contents of tie spec-
trim.

In the examples, the following values are chosen

T0  0.01 sec, wg - 16 see-1, W0  0.9 sec-1 Cg o.6.

The spectrum corresponding to the parameters is shown in fig. 1.

S](mI/5cr
3)

0.010

0.008

0.006

00 10

Figure 1. Idealized spectrum of ground notion.

For further informtion about the simulation technique, reference is made
to Dyrbye [6].

Four earthquakes of 15 see duration were used, the man value m , the
standard deviation s9 and the mzimu value a&, are given in table I.



Table I. Earthquake characteristics. Units: m/sec2.

Earthq. No. ma sa area x

1 0.000 0.388 1.256

2 0.002 0.4 0 1.218

3 0.OOT 0.360 1.214

4 -0.001 0.381 1.'367

BESPONSE CALCULATION

0 Y1

,

Figure 2. Nomenclature.

At story No. j the deflection vector at time t. is called u. . The 3
comonents of the vector are the deflections in direction of the x-'J&d y-axis
-and the rotation about the Z-axes, the deflections conctern the intersection of
the z-axes vith the story.

The mass matrix j is, cf. Dyrbye [2],

0 m~03 NJ

' ",i .iz..+.iz;, =.
-Il ey IMI xJ yj



where I is the massoment of inertia about the masscentre C .

The sectional force vector 8 r at time t between storys Nos. (j-l)
and j is defined r

s. q (2)I -J~r yj~r

It is assumed that the acceleration during the time interval tr tr+1
can be expressed as

2j -j9r +

and from this follows, cf. Dyrbye (4]

U. 2 . (14)

+14
' rj To r -jrl -j,r 0Z)

This means that the velocities and accelerations at the time t . can be
expressed by the quantities at the time tr and by the deflections ratthe time

tF
tr+1

Dealing with response to seismic actions, it becomes necessary to take damp-
ing into account, and viscous damping is assumed. The stiffness and damping ma-
trices K. and C. are introduced, and at time t

S. K.(u. -+ )C.(e - -a. (6)
'-j r+1 -j .- J,r+1 -j 1,r+l -j '-~J,z* '-j-l'r+l
The equation No. (6) is used together with equation (4) to express uj r+1

2 -

2jr~ Uj-1,ri + (K. +-2C.)- S.

(K. + C.) 1C.Aj. ( 42 . - U..(T),r ' ( r - -j-1,r To (,r -

Newton's second lav at story No. j at the time tr+1  gives

J~r+1 j r+1

and from (5) this is changed into

~J+1,r+l -j,r+l - jr 1 (0.j,r+1 - 2j,r- 0O7jr)

e. and be known for j * 1,2 ... n2e j'r" N-,r Ar "

Put S - 0 as a first choice. With j I , u h is calculated by
(1'), and t h ' is found from (9). Then o rund from (7),
, from (9e'3rl'so on, until S , a ' - foni d from (9).

If all deflections, velocities and accelerations were 0 at the time to
and we al o put j% 1 and % . equal to 0 , then we are able to find the
contribution from 'A to tie sectional forces S . _ , cf. Dyrbye [2]
and (413, and it MyIalkktten P j~~

As no external forces act upon the top of the structure, P!. ,+l is deter-
mined by



a'1,r+1 - ~top (0

Using this value of S , the sectional forces and the deflections of
the structure at time t ~ calculated by alternately use of eqs. (7) and
(9), and then velocities and accelerations at time tr+1  are found from the
equations (4) and (5).

NUMEICAL EXAMPLES

3 different structures are considered, 2 of them are 3 story buildings
(examples I and 2) and I is a 6 story building (example 3). Each structure is
subjected to 4 simulated earthquakes, cf. sect. 2, with the motion in the x-
direction.

The x- and y-axis are main axis for the stiffness, which in all the exam-
ples has the same value in all storys, and at each story the damping is assumed
proportional to the stiffness.

For each story, the stiffness against translation is 30 MN/m, and against
rotation it is 900 MN/rad. The dnaping coefficients are 0.2 MN/(m/sec) against
deflection and 6 MNm/(rad/sec) against rotation.

At each example, the eccentricities e . are all 0 , the eccentricities
e4 are identical at all storys -varying befeen 0 and I m . In the 3-story

idingp e.y takes the values 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0 m, in the 6
story building only values 0, 0.5 and 1.0 m are chosen.

Maximum values of shear forces Q0 and of torsional nmments T- are cal-
culated corresponding to the 4 artific'1l earthquakes mentioned in the section
ground motion. Results are presented corresponding to the mean value plus or
minus the standard deviation.

Example 1. The building has 3 storys. All m- - 5.10 kg and all IM. =
a 5.6*105 kgm. The natural frequencies are 1.73 Hz, 4.86 Hz and J
7.03 Hz.

The maximum response values are given in Table II.

Table II. Maximum response. Units kN and kNm.

e .(m) 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

I 307-375 306-374 304-374 300-374 296-376 307-377

2 236-306 234-306 231-305 229-305 228-304 237-303

QX3 137-173 136-173 135-173 131-173 131-173 140-172

T 0 97-141 195-279 293-415 389-545 483-667

T2  0 77-115 152-226 234-316 306-430 382-524

T3  0 45-65 90-128 136-178 178-238 222-284

The shearforces Q are almst independent of the eccentricity, whereas
the torsional moment is'early proportional to the eccentricity, see fig. 3.
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Sao.

Figure 3. 3-story building vith identical masses. Torsional moment in the
bottom story.

Example 2. The building has 3 utorys. - 5 -. 104 kg, mn " 2.5.104 kg, I.
2 5.6-105 kgm, I13 - 2.8'0 . Te naiu-al frequenei~s are f, a

2.02 Hz, f 2 0 5.51 Hz, f 3 a T.53 Hz.

The m&a:.um response values are given in table III.

Table III. Maxi-- respmse. Units kN and kim.

e (m) 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

QXl 350-416 351-415 352-08 353-397 353-383 352-366

2 245-303 246-302 247-299 248-292 248-284 248-272

QX3 89-113 89-113 89-111 91-109 90-106 91-103
T 0 112-150 221-297 325-439 419-563 514-656

T2  0 81-109 160-214 238-31N4 313-401 388-468

T3  0 30-40 59-79 88-114 115-147 147-173

In this example, the standard deviation of the shear forces has decreased
as the eccentricity increases and also the mean values are decreasing, but only
slightly.

The torsional moments increase with the eccentricity, but not proportional
to t~e eccentricity, see fig. 4.

71 km

500.

C 1.0 * 1

Figure 4. xaple 2. Torsonalmomt in the bottom story.



l 3. The building has 6 storys. All mj a 5"104 kg and all I
5 The first 3 natural frequencies are fl * 0.94 HiZ,
f 2 a 2.76 R-, f 3 a 4.43 Ez.

The a.ximum values of the response are given in table IV.

Table IV. Mimum response. Units kN and kim.

*e .(m) 0 0.5 1.0

4-I 10-536 398-533 402-522

Qx2 375-499 364-498 387-481
Qx3 343-429 328-430 333-441

QX4 293-351 279-353 264-376

Qx5 227-269 216-270 206-274

Qx6 126-150 119-151 116-150

T 1  0 350-520 730-934

T2  0 322-488 701-579

T3  0 299-423 625-783

T4 0 278-334 517-647

T5  0 216-236 106-468

T6  0 118-128 225-249

CONMCLUSION

The response to seismic actions of framed structures vith eccentricities
in the mass distribution has been calculated, using a microcomputer only. The
promd motion vas found by a simulation technique.

Numerical examples demonstrate that shear forces are rather insensitive to
the eccentricity, and also that torsional moments may be rather important in
case of eccentric mass distribution.
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TOPOGRAPHICAL AND GEOLOGICAL AMPLIFICATIONS
DETERMINED FROM STRONG-MOTION AND AFTERSHOCK.

RECORDS OF THE 3 MARCH 1985 CHILE EARTHQUAKE

By M. ELr.zm

Ste-response exper menswr pr g 5 mths afe theM,. 7 .6 ceta

Chile artiake of 3 March 19651t IdenIfy amplification due to topography ad

T phi amplification at Cal Beg, a subdivision of Vh del Mar,
was hy hesized immetely after the main eveM, when extnalve damage
was on the ridges of Canal Begle. Usit frequency-dependent spectral
rtios aftershck dat obined from a temporarily established dens away, It
Is shown that there i sduntial amplification of motions at the ridges of Canal
Beagle. The data set constitutes the first sah set depicting topographical
amplification at a heavily populated region and co.rlaes wai with the damage
distribution observed during the main event

Dense arrays established in VIA del Mar aloo yiolded extensive dte which
are quantified to show that, in the range of frequencies of engineeing interest,
there was substantial amplification at different ates of different gological
formations. To substantiste this, spectral ratios developed from thergmi
records of the main event am used to show th extensive degree of amplification
at an alluvial site as compared to a rock sft. Similarly, spectral ratios developed
from aftershocks recorded at comparable stations qualitatively cofim that the
frequency ranges for which the amplfication of ma"on ocurae quite similar
to those from strong-motion records- in case of weak uotion, the deise s rays
estblshted temporarily as described herein can be used to identify the frequency
ranges for which amplification occur t quantify he degree of frequency-
dependent amplification ad used In microzonation of closely spacd localities.

INTRODUCTION

The 3 March 1985 Central Chile earthquake (Ms - 7.8) caused a variety of
damages to structures in the townships of San Antonio, Melipilla, Valparaiso, and
Vifia del Mar as well as the capital, Santiago. The general location of the epicenter
of the main shock and some of the important aftershocks and heavily affected areas
are depicted in Figure 1.

At the' coastal town of Viia del Mar, some engineered structures with unique
architectural features suffered extensive damage. And at Canal Beagle, a subdivision
of Vifia del Mar, the damages' inflicted on the three distinctive types of buildings,
situated on a hilltop crowned by ridges and canyons, indicated specific ridge effects
as a result of the earthquake. While the four-story buildings in the canyon did not
suffer any damage and only two of the many single- and two-story buildings on top
of the hill suffered minor damage, on the ridges all of the four- and five-story
buildings were extensively damaged, some beyond repair. In Figure 2, a general
location map of Vifia del Mar, Canal Beagle and surroundings, latitudes and
longitudes, as well as general topography and geology are shown.

The purpose of this paper is to present results related to topographical and
geological amplifications using selected sets of aftershock data obtained from dense
arrays established temporarily at Vifisa del Mar and its subdivision, Canal Beagle,1147 '.
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FIG. 1. Main population centers affected by the main shock and aftershock of the 3 March 1985
Chile aarthquakes.

approximately 5 months after the main event. The data set from Canal Beagle
represents the first such set of data depicting topographical amplification in a
heavily populated area. The findings correlate well with the, damage distribution
observed after the main event. The scope of the paper includes description of the
site-response experiments, the data obtained, and the identification of the topo-
graphical and geological amplifications as a function of frequency. The discussion
of the geological amplification is further substantiated by using the spectra obtained
from the strong-motion records of the Chilean strong-motion network (Saragoni et
a1., 1985).

Previous theoretical and experimental studies on ridge effects were performed by
a number of authors including Boore (1972, 1973), Davis and West (1983), and Bard
and Tucker (1985). Shiga et al. (1979) have performed theoretical studies on effects
of irregular geophysical features on seismic ground motions. The results of their
study of the features, particularly of hills, display various degrees of freqency-
dependent amplification of motion. Ridge effects have been observed in many hill
towns of southern Italy during postearthquake studies of the Campania-Basilicata
(Italy) earthquake of 1980 (Lagorio and Lager, 1981; Alexander, 1986). Steinbrugge.
(1986, private communication) and Donovan (1986) have observed topographical
effects in other partsof the world. The use of spectral ratios in describing amplifi-
cation of ground motions at different sites is discussed by Gibbs and Borcherdt
(1974) and Rogers et al. (1984).

Structural damage surveys related to the 3 March 1985 Chile earthquake is not
intended herein. Detailed information on structural damage surveys hpve been
documented by Celebi (1985), Wyllie et al. (1986), and Monge et al. (1986). It is not
intended to include extensive data sets related to the experiments either. These
have been documented elsewhere (Velebi, 1986).

In the site-response studies presented herein, the General Earthquake Observa-
tion System recorders and related peripherals were used. The General Earthquake
Observation System is discussed in detail by Borcherdt et al. (1985). During the
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course of these experiments, the three-component package Mark* Products L22-
three-dimensional velocity transducers and the three-component package Kineme-
trics* FBA-13 acceleration transducers were used.

ORGANIZATION OF THE PAPER

Since important results of two separate experiments are discussed in this paper,
the manuscript will be divided into two parts: Part I will be devoted to topographical
amplification at Canal Beagle, and Part 1I will be devoted to geological amplification
at Vifs del Mar.

PART I: TOPOGRAPHICAL AmpLIFCATON AT CANAL BEAGLE

Between 26 July and 10 August 1986, several aftershocks were recorded aimult.
neously in most of the stations established at Canal Beagle, as well as at two
reference stations (MUN and VAL) in downtown Vifia del Mar (an alluvial site)i Thoe an commaercial nams of imtauments wed anly and do not constitute emiowalinient of them
Procductii
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and at Valparaiso (an amphibolite gneiss rock site), respectively. Both reference
stations were in the vicinity of the Chilean Strong-Motion Network stations. In
Figure 3, the general layout of the Canal Beagle subdivision is shown; the three
types of buildings and their locations are indicated. Also indicated in this figure are
the ridges and the stations. -In Figure 4, detailed topography and the locations of
the stations (CBA-CBG) established at Canal Beagle are depicted. In Figure 5,
location of reference station VAL is shown. The, Canal Beagle subdivision stations
(CBA-CBG) were all sited on alluvial deposits and decomposed granite (locally
know at Maicillo). In selecting the particular sites of stations, care was taken to
have representative ridge, canyon, and main hilltop locations in order to be able to
distinguish the ridge effect. One of the ridges and the structures on it, as well as
the geology, are depicted in Figure 6. A typical damaged structure and details of
damage to structural components are shown in Figure 7. Typical profiles of the
Canal Beagle area are shown in Figure 8. These profiles will be used in future work
to perform theoretical studies of amplification of these ridges.

For the sake of brevity, only one typical set of velocity seismograms of one event
at selected stations of Canal Beagle as well as the reference rock station, VAL, is
provided in Figure 9. Referring even only to these seismograms whose components
are plotted to the same scale, it is possible to distinguish that the ridges are subjected
to amplified motions as compared to the canyon and reference rock station, VAL.
Since the Canal Beagle stations are further away from the epicenter than the
reference rock station, VAL, conservatively, the distance effect can be neglected;
therefore, the spectral ratios of stations CBA/VAL provided in Figure 10 display
the frequency-dependent geological amplification at Canal Beagle relative to the
rock station in Valparaiso. On the other hand, since Canal Beagle stations are close
to one another (see Figure 4 for scale) and all are sited on similar geology, the

i
°  

74
TYPE B 9• i

(4 S TOR Y BUILDINGS) "f

2 TYPE B BUILDINGS
UNDAMAGED

CBS CC 76

\- TYPE C "" -. TYPE A
'STORY LJLDINS)R ING(I AND 2 STORY BUILDINGS)

TYPE A - 1000 unists/ 000

TYPE B -200 unIs "So

TYPE C - 320 units %.. I METERS

FIG. 3. General layout of the Canal Beagle subdivison. Types of buildings and their locations are
indicated. Also, the locations of the temporary seismograph stations are shown.
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FIG. 5. Location of reference station VAL (same site of the accelerograph station of Chilean Strong-
Motion Network).
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FIG. 6. One of the ridges of Camal Beagle and .tmctee anit. The olluvial deposit. of the ridge can
be men in this figure.

spectral ratio of motions at a ridge station with respect to the station CBA at the
canyon represents the topographical amplification function, T,(w)

T,(o, - As-w

where Ai(w) is the Fourier amplitude spectrum at station i. In Figure 11 (a to d),
then, the frequency-dependent topographical amplification is clearly depicted in the
spectral ratio plots (between 0 to 10 Hz) of stations on the ridges with respect to
station CBA, which is in the canyon.

In general, the spectral ratios show that the frequency ranges for which horizontal
amplification of motion occurs are 4 to 8 Hz for the canyon relative to the rock site
(Figure 10) and 2 to 4 Hz as well as 8 Hz for the ridges of Canal Beagle relative to
the canyon (Figure 11). The frequency range of 2 to 4 Hz is well within the
fundamental frequencies of the four- and five-story buildings observed to be heavily
damaged during the mainrevent of 3 March 1986. On the other hand, the frequencies
of the 2 four-story undamaged buildings in the canyon are outside the frequencies
(4 to 8 Hz) for which amplification occurred in the canyon relative to the rock site.
These spectral ratios (as well as others to follow) were smoothed with a triangular
weighting function with width of 0.15 Hz. Other sets of velocity seismograms and
spectral ratios related to topography of Canal Beagle are documented elsewhere
(Telebi, 1986). The spectral ratios of other events corresponding to each station
indicate similarities aud show repeatability of frequency-dependent amplification.
This is clearly depicted in the superimposed spectral ratios from two or three events
(as available) preented in Figure 12.
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was later dynamited. Edificio de Miramar was not damaged. Alluvial-site station
MUN (also a reference station) was located at the basement of the Municipality
Building. Detailed pictures and descriptions of structural damages are documented
elsewhere by (relebi (1985, 1986), and Wyllie et al. (1986).

Figure 16 provides velocity Iseismograms (plotted to the same scale for each
component) of a single event recorded at the stations mentioned above. These
seismograms also show considerable amplification of motion at nonrock sites
compared to the rock site (VAL). Figure 17 (a to d) show spectral ratio plots
(between 0 to 10 Hz) of one eve nt at each one of the stations listed above with
respect to station VAL, - respectively. Again, considerable frequency-dependent
amplification of motions (particularly for frequencies of 1 to 4 Hz) at the sand and
alluvial sites are displayed in these figures. Spectral ratios of stations REN/VAL
reflect both geological and topographical effects and the others reflect only geological
effects.

EVENT 2100053 (JULY 2010556) EVENT 3100050 (JULY 20,1966) IVE9T 1800651 (JULY f0.100

(VENT. COUP11) (W Cu). (E-W COUP)
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FI. 13. Spectral ratios of events on 29 July 1985 (Julian 210) it 06:52 UTC for the vertical and
h0?Szonlal cm~onnts (N-S and E-W), respectively, of stations: (a) COBIVAL. Wb CBC/VAL, 4c CEdVAL an id 5 3 0 2 S 0 0



AWLpuncAION QUANTIFIE FROM THE STRONG-MOTION RECORDS OF
3 MARCH 1985-

In Figure 18, the (vertical, N-S, and E-W components) spectral ratios developed
from the main shock records of 3 March 1985 are shown for stations in Valparaiso
(University of Santa Maria-a gneiss amphibolite rock site) and in Viiia del Mar
(an alluvial site). Only these two stations correspond to the dense array stations
established temporarily for recording the aftershocks described earlier. The strong-
motion data used to obtain the Fourier spectra and the spectral ratios have been
obtained and digitizedby the Chilean Strong-Motion Network operated by Saragoni
et al. (1985). The seismogram and spectral ratio plots dramatically display the
amplification of three-component motions at an alluvial site (near station MUN)
with respet to a rock site (same as VAL) during the main strong-motion event and
show peaks in the range of 0.5 to 1.5 sec. This sane trend is exhibited in the weak-
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FIG. 15. Location of station REN in Reneca, a suburb of Vijia del Mar.

rnY)tion spectral ratios corresponding to stations MUN/VAL presented in Figure
17d. Comparison of Figure 17d (weak-motion spectral ratios) and Figure 18 (strong-
i, ,tion spbctral ratios), at a minimum, qualitatively indicates that the weak-motion
sJl)ctral ratios exhibit much greater amplification than the strong-motion spectral
ra-ios. On the other hand, the frequency-dependent amplification of motions at
\Vifa del Mar with respect to Valparaiso show amplification in similar frequency
ranges for either strong or weak motions. However, any differences should be
at, ributed to: (a) the Vifia del Mar strong-motion data station is approximately 100
In ;Yom the weak-motion data station and therefore there is possibility of change of
soi! profile; (b) acceleration records of strong-motion data and velocity records of
w( ak-motion data are used to obtain spectral ratios; (c) there was no time synchro-
nization of the strong-motion data from Valparaiso and Vifia del Mar and, therefore,
th( 77 sec of the strong-motion data used to obtain the spectral ratios provide only
a qualitative spectral ratio and not an exact comparison; (d) the horizontal com-
p(,=.ents of the strong-motion data have been rotated from their actual orientations
to N-S'and E-W directions to provide the comparison with the aftershock data; and
(e, effect of possible nonlinear response of soil.

In addition, Figures 19 and 20 provide the relative velocity and absolute acceler-
sti.n response spectra traced from plots of Saragoni et al. (1985) (only the 0 per
cer.: damping spectra are traced for comparison purposes). Since the spectral ratios
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FIG. 17. (a) Spectral ratios of event on 4 August 1985 (Julian 216) at 18:57 UTC for the vertical and
h-rizontal components (N-S and E-W), respectively, of stations EAC/VAL. (b) Spectral ratios of event
or 4 August 1985 (Julian 216) at 18:57 UTC for the vertical and horizontal components (N-S and E-Wi. respectively, of stations REN/VAL. (c) Spectral ratios of event on 4 August 1985 (Julian 216) at
1]'.57 UTC for the vertical and horizontal components (N-S and E-W), respectively, of stations TRA!
VAL. (d) Spectral ratios of event on 4 August 1985 (Julian 216) at 18:57 UTC ior the vertical and
h,,rizontal components (N-S and E-W), respectively, of stations MUN/VAL.

frnm the weak-motion as well as the strong-motion data and the response spectra
from the strong-motion data indicate the same trend of the frequency-dependent
amplification at Vifia del Mar with respect to Valparaiso, there is sufficient evidence
to indicate that the spectral ratios from weak motions at other localities are valid
just as well to identify those frequency ranges for which amplification of motions
should be expected during strong-motion events. This point is further justified by
the superimposed weak-motion spectral ratios of the ridges (Figure 12) which show
go,,l repeatability.

CONCLUSIONS
The objective of this paper is to demonstrate quantitatively and qualitatively the

frequency-dependent amplification at sites with different geology and topography.
B.\ using the spectral ratios of motions obtained from aftershocks recorded at ridges
and sites of differing geology, it can be asserted that amplification did take place

* , m i iI I II 1ii
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during the occurrence of aftershocks as well as during the main shock. It" must be
remembered that observations of distributimn of damage to structures on the ridges
and at soft soil sites during the main event were the primary reason to look into
the problems of amplification of motions in central Chile. This has been accom-
plished by recording the aftershocks and obtaining the spectral ratios. It is believed
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FIG. 19. Relative velocity (horizontal) response spectra (0 per cent damping) of records obtained at

VWaraiso (rock site) and Vinfia del Mar (alluvial site) during the main event of 3 March 1985 (M. =
(. from Saragoni et al., 1985).
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Valparaiso (rock site) and Vifia del Mar (alluvial sitei during the main event of 3 March 198,5 j,, =
. 1 from Saragoni et aI., 1966).
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that the spectral ratios presented herein serve the purpose well by qualitatively
identifying the frequency ranges for which amplification of motion takes place in
different localities of different topography and geology. The user of these results
should be careful not to generalize these phenomena to all sites without careful
evaluation and correlation with the similarities of the sites in question. Furthermore,
the user should always note that while these results can be used to increase seismic
design forces in one way or another, it is just as important to provide adequate
ijus.04y crrltrol into t~~e details of design and construction practices. In other words,
frequency-dependent amplification, while influencing the performance of structures
in central Chile during the 3 March 1985 event, should not be taken as the sole
contributor to the damages and destruction experienced and observed.
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